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COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO AT A GLANCE
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO EDUCATES STUDENTS FOR THE REAL WORLD THROUGH
HANDS·ON TRAINING IN THE ARTS. MEDIA, AND COMMUNICAtiON. SURROUNDING AND
INFUSING THIS PRACTICAL CAREER PREPARATION liS A STRONG fRAMEWORK OF REQUIRED
COURSES IN THE LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES. A COLUMBIA COLLEGE EDUCATION
COMBINES THE PRAGMATIC AND THE THEORETICAL. THE ENTREPRENEURIAL AND THE
ACADEMIC . THANKS TO OUR FACULTY MEMBERS' IMMERSION IN THE WORKING WORLD.
OUR PLACEMENT PROGRAM, AND OUR LOCATION IN THE HEART OF DOWNTOWN CHICAGO.
COLUMBIA STUDENTS AND GRADUATES ENJOY EXCEPTIONAL INTERNSHIP AND CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES . COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO IS AN INDEPENDENT AND UNAffiLIATED
INSTITUTION OF HIGHER EDUCATION .
ACCREDITATION
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO IS ACCREDITED BY THE HIGHER LEARNING COMMISSION OF
THE NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS. THE COLLEGE IS
ACCREDITED AS A TEACHER -TRAINING INSTITUTION BY THE ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF
EDUCATION.
ENROLLMENT
APPROXIMATELY 9 .500 STUDEN TS FROM 4g STATES. THE DISTRICT Of COLUMBIA. GUAM,
AND PUERTO RICO, AND FROM 52 FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
fACULTY
APPROXIMATELY 270 FULL·TIME AND 1 ,000 PART·TIME FACULTY MEMBERS.
STUDENT : FACULTY RATIO
35 STUDENTS PER FULL·TIME FACULTY MEMBER
14 STUDENTS PER FULL·TIME EQUIVALENT FACULTY MEMBER
LOCATION
THE COLLEGE OCCUPIES MORE THAN 14 BUILDINGS. PRIMARILY IN THE SOUTH LOOP.
MOTTO
ESSE QUAM VIOERI
MAILING ADDRES S
COLUMBIA COLLEGE CHICAGO
ALEXANOROFF CAMPUS CENTER
600 S . MICHIGAN AVE .
CHICAGO, IL 60605· 1 996
TELEPHONE: 312·663· 1600
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSIONS
TELEPHONE : 312·3U -7129
EMAIL ADDRESS : ADMISSIONS.COLUM. EDU
GRADUATE ADMISSIONS
TELEPHONE: 312· 344. 7260
. COLUMBIA 2 : DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION
TELEPHONE: 312·344·8190
EMAIL ADDRESS : COLUMBIA2.COLUM. EDU
WEBSITE : WWW.COLUM .EDU
.
DISCLAIMER
THE POLICIES. PROGRAMS, ACTIVITIES, COURSE OFFERINGS, DUCRIPTIOHI, FACULTY,
AND CALENDARS LISTED IN THIS CATALOG ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT ~OTIC£ .
COVER PHOTOGRAPHY BY GERRY CHIN, I'LANTS FOR TH£ LIVING, 2002
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Columbia is known for:

a faculty of working professionals
• small class sizes that ensure close interaction with faculty
opportunities for students to begin work in their chosen fields
immediately
• professional facilities for training in the arts and media
excellent internship opportunities with major employers in the
Chicago marketplace
• a commitment to teaching and learning
a tuition rate less than half the national average for private arts
and media institutions

Established with the intention of fashioning a new approach to liberal arts education, Columbia
offers an

afford abIe and imaginative college education as well

as an exceptional facu lty made up almost exclusively of working professionals. The resulting
environment places positive demands upon the students and their aspirations, potentials,
capabilities, and talents.

Creative student

who enjoy a supportive but challenging environment

thrive at Columbia. Developing artists and communicators find a full range of

career-

0 rien ted classes and services as well as a sound liberal arts education. Half of our
students come to Columbia as first-year students, and half enroll as transfer students from other
schools. Approximately 20 percent of the student body attends part-t ime. Although many students
come from the Chicago area, Columbia enrolls students from across the country and around the
world. Columbia 's student body is representative of the
modern metropolitan area.
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theater, the Center for Book and Paper Arts, two full three-camera tellevl!;iailt.:si:udioS,
camera mobile television remote control room, a 3,800 square-foot nrrm:M
studio, extensive black and white and color photographic dalrtu'(:IOIJ!I$~
and two 3,300 square-foot film and video shooting stages. t"'O!St-fllrocl
linear editing suites, analog and digital audio workstations and l::luni~~i
track recording and mixing rooms, digital animation suites
complete Audio Technology Center. Most departments possess their own
computer labs supporting the majors and concentrations offered In
range from general-purpose machines to high-end WllrldOI'tll,
02 Workstations. Columbia has in place •

th.....a '

OUR
ADMISSION

ability

Columbia College Ch icago seeks to admit students that have

iplines in which the curriculum specializes . The
college's

genera

.

.

ISS IOn

at the undergraduate

igh school graduates (or the equivalent) who are prepared
to do college-level work in a rigorous arts, media, and communications curriculum.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, PLEASE SEE AOMISSIONS. PAGE 17

A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

1 know that choosing an educational home can be very difficult. and challenging. Therefore,
when students choose Columbia College Chicago, we feel honored that our offerings have
been impressive enough to draw you into our educational environment.
At Columbia, we take pride in being an institution that provides opportunities to anyone
willing to work hard to achieve his or her full potential. Our open·admission policy is
founded on the belief that, although previous experience in the arts and media are most
important, they are not the only predictors of college success and later professional
accomplishments . Hence. the College seek s prospective stude·nts who have experience
and/ or interest and an inclination in the arts and media, are not afraid of hard work, and
are willing to meet our high standards .
We strive to maintain a supportive and stimulating academic environment in which learn·
ing is enhanced and encouraged. We provide students the opportunity to develop skills
and techniques in a creative environment that will help each of them develop an individual
voice. Our full·time and part·time faculty are drawn from and ar e actively involved in
professions related to the d isciplines in which they teach, bringing a professional, hands·
on approach to the classroom. We also strive to stay abreast of all developments in vari·
ous fields and work diligently to make sure that our equipment and facilities are contem·
porary with those used in the professional world.
The partnership between the College and the student is one of equal commitment: the
student commits to working with determination. diligence, and dedication; the College
commits to holding itself and its students to the highest standards of performance,
instruction . and ethics. As President. I am committed to advancing the College and , at the
same time, to supporting the success of each individual student. I promise that your
decision to attend Columbia will be a s ignificant positive step in preparation for your
life's work.

Warrick L. Carter, PhD
President
Columbia College Chicago

WWW.CO LU M . EDU
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A MESSAGE FROM THE PRO VOS T
As you turn the pages of this catalog, words and images that describe the rich educational experiences and resources offered by Columbia College Chicago will unfold before
you. The catalog will provide you with an introduction to Columbia's faculty, its curriculum,
and the range of co-curricular possibilities open to you. More importantly, it will give you
a sense of the vast, yet intimate educational community that exists here.
Columbia' s curriculum has been created to provide you with vital elements for your
success in your careers and in your lives as citizens of an increasingly diverse and fasci·
nating global community. The curriculum is a fertile blend of the practical, the imagina·
tive. and the scholarly-comprising a professional education that prepares you with a wide
range of knowledge and skills. Education that insists on high standards of per formance.
from both students and faculty.
At some point in the catalog you will also encounter the names of the women and men
who make up Columbia's full-time faculty. At that point they wi ll be only names on a
page. But look more carefully because perhaps the most important relationships you
enjoy while attending Columbia will be with these dedicated an.d wonderfully talented
faculty members.
We pride ourselves on the community of learners we 've created here at Columbia-a
community that includes students. faculty and staff members-all of whom work together
to make a Columbia College education a truly special one. We're delighted that you have
considered joining this vital. interesting community

Provost 1 Vice President of Academic Affairs
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MISSION AND HI STORY

MISS ION

HISTORY OF THE COLLEGE

Columbia College Chicago is an undergraduate and graduate institution whose principal commitment is to provide a
comprehensive educational opportunity in the arts, media,
and communications within a context of enlightened liberal
education. Columbia's intent is to educate students who
will communicate creatively and shape the public's percep.
tions of issues and events, and who will author the culture
of their times. Columbia is an urban institution whose stu·
dents reflect the economic, racial. cultural. and educational
diversity of contemporary America. Columbia conducts edu·
cation in close relationship to a vital urban reality and
serves important civic purpose by active engagement in the
life and culture of the city of Chicago.

Columbia College Chicago was founded in 1890 as the
Columbia SchOol of Oratory by Mary Ann Stood, an alumna
of the Emerson School of Oratory (now Emerson College).
When, in 1890, Chicago won the right to host the World's
Columbia Exposition, planned to open in 1893 in commemoration of the four-hundredth anniversary of the voyages of
Christopher Columbus, all the nation was caught up in the
enthusiasm for the celebration and the city. Among those
drawn to Chicago was Mary Ann Blood, born in 1851 in
Hollis, New Hampshire into a family rich in educators and
creative innovators. Miss Blood's goal in coming to Chicago
was to establish a school of expression that "shOuld stand
for high ideals. for the teaching of expression by methods
truly educational. for the gospel of good cheer, and for the
building of sterling Christian good character. · When the
Columbia School of Oratory opened for its first session in
the Fall of 1893. Mary Blood was its president. She served
the College until her death in 1927.

Columbia's purpose is:
• to educate students for creative occupations in diverse
fields of the arts and media and to encourage awareness
of their aesthetic relationship and the opportunity of professional choice among them;
• to extend educational opportunity by admitting unreservedly, at the undergraduate level. a student population
with creative ability in or inclination to the subjects of
Columbia's interest;
• to provide a college climate that offers students an
opportunity to try themselves out. to explore. and to dis·
cover what they can and want to do;
• to give educational emphasis to the work of a subject by
providing a practical setting. professional facilities. and
the example and guide of an inventive faculty who work
professionally in the subj ects they teach:
• to teach students to do expertly the work they like. to
master the crafts of their intended occupations . and to
discover alternative opportunities to employ their talents
in settings other than customary marketplaces:
• to help students to find out who they are. discover their
own voices. respect their own individuality. and improve
their self-esteem and self-confidence:
• to offer specialized graduate programs which combine a
strong conceptual emphasis with practical professional
education, preparing students with mature interests to be
both competent artists and successful professionals.

In 1928, the College was incorporated into the PestatouiFroebet Teachers College. A renewed, co-educational version
of the College emerged in 1936, emphasizing the growing
field of radio broadcasting. In 1944, the name of the
College was changed to Columbia College of Chicago.
During the 1950s. the College broadened its educational
base to include television and other areas of mass commu·
nication. In 1963, Michael Alexandroff became president of
the College with the goat to fashion a new approach to tiber·
at arts education. Over the next five years. Columbia added
new academic departments and programs, taught by some
of the most important and creative professionals in
Chicago.
The academic strengths of Columbia College Chicago thus
well established. the institution received full accreditation in
1974 from the North Central Association of Colleges and
Schools.
In 1976. when Columbia's enrollment exceeded 2,000, the
College purchased the Fairbanks Morse Building at 600 S.
Michigan (now the Alexandroff Campus Center). Since that
time, the institution has continued to acquire properties
throughout the South Loop, including buildings to house
fully-eQuipped facilities for academic programs and academ·
ic and student support services. as well as a library. bookstore. and student residence halls.
President Alexandroff retired in 1992. His successors
include John B. Duff (president from 1992·2000) , and
Warrick L. Carter (president from 2000.present).
Building upon a heritage of innovation, creativity, and
strength. Columbia College Chicago continues to challenge
students to realize their abilities and aspirations according
to the motto esse quam videri-to be. rather than to seem.

1.
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ACADEMIC PROGRAM

GENERAL EDUCAT ION

•

Columbia College Chicago is committed to providing stu·
dents with comprehensive educational opportunities In the
arts. communications, and public information, within the
context of enlightened liberal education. At Columbia,
General Education courses introduce students to the broader spectrum of human knowledge, thereby providing a basis
for continued growth in their chosen discipline and for lifelong learning.

•

•

•

General Education courses direct their subject matter, projects, and papers toward the arts and communication fields
and, whenever possible and appropriate, incorporate refer·
ences. examples or case studies from these disciplines.
These courses provide our students with context and content~ultural, historical, philosophical, scientific-that
broaden and enrich professional and personal development.
In completing General Education requirements. students
learn skills in writing and speaking, computer applications,
problem solving, critical thinking, and ethical decision
making. Through General Education courses, students
undertake the search for self-knowledge, acquire abilities to
work with people from many cultures and to place their contributions In long-term perspectives. General Education
courses educate our students to be strong and caring indi·
viduals, citizens, and artists who can, Indeed, •author the
culture of their time• In an enlightened , humane, and refle<>
tive way.

•

•

understand human behavior, contemporary social
issues. and the functions of social institutions;
develop basic historical literacy concerning the historical
periods they have studied, understand the historical
method of drawing conclusions based on the available
historical evidence. and appreciate the impact of past
events on society;
learn to address the basic ethical questions that confront all human beings, as well as methods used to
approach these questions;
become famil iar with various forms of creative expres·
sion in the arts through analysis and comparison of their
components;
become familiar with one or more major forms of literature through the examination of major writers In poetry,
drama, fiction, and non-fiction;
develop the process of self-inquiry and the practice of
civic responsibility, enabling them to become lifelong
learners as well as active contributors to society.

Generel Educetlon Requirements
• All students are required to complete 48 hours In the
General Education core.
• Students who entered prior to Fall 1997 are required to
complete the General Education requirements that were
in place at their date of entry, as published in prior edi·
tions of the College catalog.
• Students returning to the College after such a period of
time as to require readmission must complete the
requirements that were in place at the time of re-entry.
• Students may not apply any course that is required
and/or counted for their major or minor toward General
Education requirements.
• Students must complete 24 credit hours of the General
Education requirements by the time that they have com·
pleted 77 cumulative credit hours.

Generel Educetlon ObJectives
The General Education requirements are based on the fol·
lowing educational objectives. These objectives may be realIzed through completion of courses within specific subject
matter areas and across the curriculum through General
Education and major courses.
Students should
• be able to use the elements of critical thinking, including
analysis, synthesis, and informal logic;
• be able to think imaginatively, to understand the nature
of the creative process, and to develop creative problernsoMng skills;
• be able to read at the college level;
• be able to write clearly and effectively;
• be able to listen attentively and to speak clearly and
effectively;
• be proficient in the mathematical skills and concepts
necessary to support their chosen career and to func·
tlon effect ively In society;
• develop basic scientific literacy, understand the scientific
method of Inquiry, and appreciate the impact of science
on society;
• demonstrate competence in the use of personal produc·
tivity software. including word processing, spreadsheets,
database management. graphics. and telecommunications;
• develop an understanding of and appreciation for cultural
diversity as a way of expanding their view of their own
and other cultures;

If a course fulfills a specific General Education requirement,
an indication will appear In the listing for that course (see
Key to Course listings, page 24). Please see the table
below for a key to the abbreviations used to denote General
Education requirements. For complete information about
individual courses. please refer to the course listings under
department headings.
Generel Educetlon

Abbrevletlon

Freshman Seminar (3 credit hours)
Students are strongly advised to take the Freshman Seminar.

Senior Seminar (3 credit hours)

SR

Senior Seminar Is reQuired.

Communications (6 credit hours)

EN

Students must complete t1>e composition reQuirements within t1>e first
36 hours of tl>elr colleee P<OIIf&IYI.

Oral Communications (3 credit hours)

SP

College Mathematics (3 credit hours)

MA

Placement t>y proroclency exam.

3
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Computer Applications (3 credit hours)

CO

BACCALAUREATE DEGR EE PROGRA M S
Columbia's undergraduate division offers programs of study
leading to a Bachelor of Arts (BA) or a Bachelor of Fine Arts
(BFA) degree In specific programs. In addition to General
Education requirements, the BA and BFA programs may
include core requirements and specialized concentrations of
courses that enable students to prepare for particular
careers.

This requirement may be waived upon successful completion of a profi·
clency exam. Students whO pass the proficiency exam must take an
addi\lonal 3-c-redit·hour General Education elective to meet the number of
General Education credits required for graduation. Students anticipating
taking additional courses in which computer skills are e~tpcetod should
take 35·1100 Fundamentals of Computer AppUcatlons within the first 36
credit hours of thelt eouege program.

Science (6 credit hours)

sc. SL (science
with lab)

Major Declaration
All students entering Columbia in tlhe Fall 2001 or after
must complete a major. Students who have accumulated 45
credit hours will be notified that they must declare a major
and BA or BFA status by the time that they have accumulat·
ed 60 credit hours. Transfer students with 45 credit hours
or more will need to make this declaration at the end of
their first semester at Columbia. Students entering
Columbia prior to Fall 2001 may follow degree options outlined in the College catalog at their date of entry.

Ttvee etedrt hOurs of science must be taken in a course Wtth a
labo<atO<y component.

History (6 credit hours)

HI

Humanities (a total of 9 credit hours required)
Humanities/Arts (3 credit hours)

HA

Humanities/Literature (3 credit hours)

HL

Humanities/Elective (3 credit hours)

HU

To fulfill tho elective requirement in Humanities, students may select
a course with the HU designation or any course with the HA or HL

designation.

Social Science (6 credit hours)

Bachelor of Arts
Bachelor of Arts degree plans may meet one of both of the
following curricular goals:

SS

Select from two different disciplines: Anthrot>OIOg)', SoeioJoCY,

Economics.

POl~~~

Science. and Ps)'Chc>JoCY.
BA WITH A CONCENTRATION

General Education Elective (3 credit hours)

The degree plan offers various emphases within a basic
plan of study. These degree plans ordinarily are divided
between core courses and a choice of several groups of
courses that offer concentrated or specialized study within
the major field. Core requirements are courses that are fundamental to the field, Introducing students to the discipline
and providing essential skills and general knowledge as a
foundation for further study. A concentration is a focused
area of study within a major. a specialization that follows, In
most cases, the completion of the core requirements.
Some departments offer degree plans with a concentration
to be taken on an elective basis: however, others, due to
professional requirements, require the concentration for tlhe
completion of the major. Credit hours required for bolih the
core and concentrations vary according to major.

Salect from any of the General EOUI:atoon courses.

Collece-Wide Electives
Courses other than those that fulfill General Education and
major degree requirements are considered to be Collegewide electives. A student's course of study must include as
many College-wide electives as needed to achieve the total
number of credit hours required for his or her degree (for
students enrolled prior to Fall 2001, 124 credits: for students enrolled Fall 2001 and after. for credit hOur rolquire·
ments. see Baccalaureate Degree Programs. this section).
College.wide electives may be selected from any depart·
ment and program in lihe College.

BA WITHOUT A CONCENTRATION

The degree plan provides a breadth of understanding within
a field. These degree plans consist mainly of core courses
with limited emphases or specializations throug)1 minimal
variations within the required program. Several of these
degree plans are offered in the visual and performing arts
departments as viable options to the BFA degree(s) in that
discipline. Required credit hours vary according to major.
BA Decree Requirements
To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Arts degree,
students entering in the Fall 2001 or after are required to
complete:

WWW .COLU M . EDU
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•
•
•

120 credit hours with a minimum 2.0 cumulative grade
point average;
48 credit hours in General Education courses;
a declared major;
a writing intensive course in residence and Senior
Seminar;
compliance with the Satisfactory Academic Progress
Policy (see page 9).

Minor Degree Plans
Students who have declared a maj or in a Bachelor of Arts
curriculum are encouraged to include a minor to augment
and complement their course of study. Minors consist of 18
to 24 credit hours and provide an introduction or sequenced
specialization in an area of study from either a major or a
General Education department.
Columbia's undergraduate division offers minor areas of
study in the following departments

Bachelor of Arts Degrees are offered in the following
departmental programs:
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Academic Computing: Digital Media Technology
Art and Design
Audio Arts and Acoustics: Acoustics. Recording, Sound
Contracting, Sound for Pictures. Sound Reinforcement
Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management:
Fashion/Retail Management, Media Management, Music
Business, Performing Arts, Small Business
Management/Entrepreneurship, Visual Arts Management
ASL-English Interpretation: American Sign Language
Interpreting
Dance
Early Childhood Education: Early Childhood Teacher
Education, Infant-Toddler Studies. Center Director
English: Poetry
Fiction Writing .
Rim and Video: Alternative Forms, Animation, Audio,
Cinematography, Computer Animation, Critical Studies,
Directing, Documentary, Editing, Producing, Screenwriting
Interactive Multimedia: Animation, Graphic Design,
Photography, Programming, Project Management, Sound
Design, Video, Writing
Journalism: Broadcast Journalism; Health. Science, and
the Environment; Magazine Program: News Reporting
and Writing
Liberal Education: Cultural Studies
Marketing Communication: Advertising, Marketing, Public
Relations. Sports Marketing
Music: Composition: Contemporary Music: Composition,
Vocal Performance, Instrumental Performance; Jazz
Studies: Instrumental Jazz. Vocal Jazz
Photography
Radio: Business. Talent/Production
Television: Interactive Television, Post-Production/
Effects, Production/Directing, Writing/Producing
Theater: Acting, Directing, Musical Theater Performance,
Playwriting, Theatrical Design

•

Academic Computing: Web Technology
Art and Design: Art History
Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management:
Management
ASL-English Interpretation : American Sign Language
Studies
Dance
English: Creative Non-Fiction (in collaboration with Fiction
Writing), Literature. Poetry, Professional Writing
Fiction Writing: Creative Non-Fiction (in collaboration with
English), Fiction Writing, Playwriting
Journalism: Publication Production
Liberal Education: Latino/Hispanic Studies. Women and
Gender Studies
Marketing Communication: Marketing, E-Commerce
Photography
Science and Mathematics: Environmental Studies
Television: Non-Linear Editing. Writing for Television
Theater: Acting, Directing, Playwriting

Specific credit and course requirements for each minor are
provided in the section for that department or program.

Bachelor of Arts Interdisciplinary Major
Students may elect to chart a fully individualized interdisci·
plinary course of study that is not among those offered as
a major at the College. An interdisciplinary major provides a
formally recognized and well advised program that meets
student-defined career and academic goats within a selection of courses from General Education and major-granting
departments or programs. The major should be planned
and declared by 60 cumulative credit hours. Requirements
are as follows:
•

Requirements for all majors are listed in the departmental
descriptions.

5

a minimum of 40 semester credit hours from two disciplines or departments (no more than two-thirds of the
course work should be undertaken in one department):
at least 12 credit hOurs selected from a major-granting
department:
48 hours of General Education requirements:
30 percent of the course work should be at the
advanced level 3 or 4 from a major-granting department:
120 credit hours with a minimum 2.0 cumulative grade
point average;
completion of a senior project. internship or professional
activity
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Students with disabilities should provide documentation of
their disabilities to the Director of the Conaway
Achievement Program (CAP) at 312-344-8132. whether or
not they are seeking reasonable accommodation. In this
way, the Director of CAP will be able to respond efficiently
should a situation arise for a student with disabilities who
has not previously sought reasonable accommodation. For
each student with disabilities who request accommodation.
the Director will work with the student, faculty. and other
administrators as needed to determine and provide it, but
shall not divulge the nature of the student's disability
except as needed to provide said accommodation. The
Director of CAP is also available to work with students with
disabilities to address academic skills such as note-taking,
organization, time-management. reading comprehension,
study skills, and more. Finally, CAP houses a variety of
adaptive equipment and software geared toward making
learning more accessible to students with disabilities.

approval of the chairpersons of the departments included in the proposed major:
compliance with the Satisfactory Academic Progress
policy (see page 9)
Students should contact Academic Advising to plan and
declare a self-designed/interdisciplinary major.
Bachelor of Fine Arts
The visual and performing arts departments offer BFAs in
specific concentrations within their disciplines.
Requirements range from 66 to 80 credit hours within a
total requirement of 128 credit hours. These degree plans
include a basic core . an in-depth specialization. an historic
study of the field, and professional capstone experience.
Students must declare their candidacy for the BFA by 60
cumulative credit hours, followil\g the specific selection criteria as noted by the individual departments.

To qualify for graduation with a Bachelor of Fine Arts
degree, students are required to complete the following:

Section 504 Coordinator
The Section 504 Coordinator for Columbia College Chicago
is Sharon Wilson-Taylor. Acting Dean of Students (623 S.
Wabash, room 301, 312-344-8595). Students wishing to
discuss matters related to a disability, including a grievance, may contact Dean Wilson-Taylor in writing via email at
swilson-taylor@colum.edu, by fax at 312·344-8038 or by
sending a letter to:
Sharon Wilson-Taylor
Acting Dean of Students
Columbia College Chicago
600 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60605-1996

128 credit hours with a minimum departmental grade
point average as designated by the department:
48 credit hours of General Education requirements ;
a declared major;
• the minimum GPA in the major;
a cumulative GPA of 2.0 or better;
a writing intensive course in residence and Senior
Seminar;
compliance with the Satisfactory Academic Progress
Policy (see page 9).
Bachelor of Fine Arts Degrees are offered in the following
departmental programs:

Writing Center
The Writing Center provides a supportive, student-centered
instructional environment where students of all ability levels
work closely with qualified writing consultants to strengthen
writing skills. Students receive assistance with coursework,
as well as with non-academic writing such as r~sum~s.
business letters. and creative projects. Special assistance
is offered for students with learning disabilities and
non-native speakers of English. For more information. visit
the Writing Center at 33 E. Congress . 11th Ooor or call
312-344-8130.

Art and Design: Advertising Art Direction, Fashion
Design, Fine Arts, Graphic Design , Illustration. Interior
Architecture , and Product Design
Dance
Photography
• Theater: Acting, Directing. and Theatrical Design

ACAD EMIC OPTIONS AND
OPPORTUNITIES
Services for Students with Disabilities
It is the policy of Columbia College Chicago that no person
with a disability who is otherwise qualified shall be excluded. denied services. segregated or otherwise treated differently from other individuals when such exclusion. denial,
segregation or different treatment may be prevented
through the provision of "reasonable accommodation." as
that term is defined in the Americans with Disabilities Act.
Nor shall any otherwise qualified person with a disability be
excluded, denied benefits or discriminated against with
respect to any College activity or program on the basis of
such disability.
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Reading Center
The Reading Center offers individualized and small-group
instructional services to students who need assistance in
meeting the reading demands of Columbia College Chicago.
All students can schedule sessions with tutors to receive
help with reading required for their classes. The Reading
Center offers workshops that are dedicated to the reading
demands of particular Columbia courses. The Reading
Center also houses a lending library for College Reading
students and a reserve reading depository for the English
department.
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Science and Mathematics Department Learning Center
The Science and Mathematics department Learning Genter
works closely with the students enrolled in science and
math courses, as well as with students across the curriculum who encounter mathematical and scientific principles in
areas such as cinematography, photography, interior architecture, sound engineering, music. marketing, and arts
management Assistance is free-of-charge to all students
and available on a scheduled or drop-in basis.

UNIVERSITY OF GUADALAJARA

The Foreign Student Study Center at the University of
Guadalajara offers summer programs in language study and
content courses in Spanish. Credits are accepted in transfer at Columbia. For information, contact the Director of
Latino Cultural Affairs. 312-344· 7812.
MOSCOW AND PRAGUE

The Fiction Writing department offers two five-week sessions. the first in Moscow, Russia at the Moscow State
University of Telecommunications and Informatics, and the
second in Prague. Czech Republic. For course listings, appli·
cations, and information, contact the Fiction Writing
Department, 312·344·7611.

Departmental Tutoring
The following academic departments offer course-specific
tutoring for enrolled students: Journalism, Fiction Writing,
Academic Computing, Television, Music, and Arts,
Entertainment, and Media Management.

AMERICAN INSTITUTE FOR FOREIGN STUDY A.FFlLIATION

Internship Program
The Internship Program integrates classroom theory with
practical work experience by placing students in training
positions related to their academic studies. The academic
departments and Career Genter for Arts and Media work
with students and employers to ensure that students are
provided with a worthwhile learning experience closely related to the academic program. More detailed information can
be secured from the academic departments or the Career
Genter for Arts and Media, 312-344-7280.

Columbia College Chicago has an affiliation agreement with
the American Institute for Foreign Study {AIFS). Summer
abroad studies are avail able in England. France. Italy,
Spain, Russia , and the Czech Republic. Semester programs
are possible in additional countries. including Argentina,
Australia, Austria, Ireland, South Africa, and the
Netherlands . Credits earned at the AIFS foreign universities
may be transferred to Columbia, and Columbia' s transfer
policies will apply. Students will need to request that a copy
of their foreign transcript is sent to Columbia's office of
Transfer Evaluation to complete the transfer process.
Because credits earned are transfer credits, students
cannot use governmental financial aid for AIFS programs.
Interested students should visit the AIFS website at
www.aifs.com or contact Academic Advising for more
information .

Independent Projects
An independent project is advanced study of a topic of particular interest to the student. The project takes place outside the regular classroom environment and requires a faculty advisor who will evaluate the result of the project and
submit the grade. Credit from an independent project
cannot be applied towards a student's General Education
requirements. For more information. please contact the academic department or Academic Advising.

Summer School
A full complement of courses is offered in major and
General Education departments. Aexible summer class
schedules include five-, eight-, ten-, and twelve-week sessions. Students-at-large may register for any summer course
if prerequisites are met. There is early registration for current degree-seeking students, plus a week of open registration for both current and new students wishing to attend.
For information contact Admissions, 312-344-7129.

Study Abroad
COLUMBIA ARTS/FLORENCE

The Columbia Arts/Florence program offers summer and
semester credit-bearing classes in art. design, photography,
and liberal education. Courses are offered at the Santa
Reparata International School of Art, located in the heart of
historic Aorence , Italy. Santa Reparata provides a full blackand·white darkroom. computer lab, printmaking studio,
painting studio, and library. All courses include field trips
and history components. Students live in comfortable apartments within walking distance of the school. For information, contact the Art and Design department, 312-3447868

High School Summer Institute
Columbia' s High School Summer Institute offers a five-week
program to introduce motivated high school j uniors and sen·
iors to the college experience. Each course successfully
completed carries transferable Columbia credit that is
awarded when the student graduates from high school and
submits a high school transcript to Columbia. Credit cannot
be applied toward core or concentration requirements in a
student's major. For more information, contact Admissions.
312·344-7129.

DARliNGTON. ENGLAND

Columbia offers a summer study from early June through
July at Darlington, home of a well known, progressive arts
college in Devon, a rural county in southwest England.
Information and application forms can be obtained by calling the Columbia Study Abroad in England Program Director
at 312-344-8173.
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Bridge Program
The Bridge Program provides assistance in strengthening
basic skills, study habits. and an understanding of the
expectations of college life to students whose application
materials suggest that they will be greatly challenged by
Columbia's curriculum. For further information. please consult the section on Admissions in this catalog (page 17).

Columbia 2: Division of Continuing Education
Columbia 2. the Division of Continuing Education. extends
the educational resources of the College in the arts and
communications to the adult population of the city of
Chicago. The division offers a variety of programs for work·
ing professionals, returning adult students, alumni, and the
general public with a special emphasis on providing
advanced training for new technologies and addressing the
current needs for employee re-education. In addition to indi·
vidual courses in the arts and communications, Columbia 2
offers many certificate programs through its Career Center.
Information about current programs may be requested from
Columbia 2. Division of Continuing Education, by phone at
312-344-8190 or by e-mail at columbia2@colum.edu.
Information about current programs can also be viewed on
the web at http:/;columbia2.colum.edu.

Second Bachelor of Arts Degree
If a student has already earned a Bachelor of Arts degree
from Columbia or another accredited institution, he or she
may earn a second BA at Columbia by completing 50 credit
hours of required courses specified by one of the majorgranting departments or programs of the College. All other
academic requirements will be considered fulfilled within
the curriculum of the first BA. Credits applied to the original
degree and transfer credits cannot count toward the second
degree: however. specific courses maybe waived based on
work experiences or courses from the original maj or. Since
waivers do not grant credit, additional courses must be
taken to complete the 5().(:redit-hour requirement. Not all
departments offer second BAs. Please consult the section
in this catalog for a specific department or program for
information about second Bachelor of Arts degree options.
Graduate Study
Columbia's School of Graduate and Continuing Education
offers the Master of Rne Arts (MFA) degree in Architectural
Studies, Creative Writing. Rim and Video, Interior
Architecture, Interdisciplinary Book and Paper Arts, and
Photography. Beginning Fall 2003 an MFA in Poetry will be
offered.

Columbia offers the Master of Arts Management (MAM)
degree in Arts, Entertainment and Media Management, and
the Master of Arts (MA) degree in Dance/Movement
Therapy, Interdisciplinary Arts Education, Journalism.
Photography, and the Teaching of Writing.
Through its department of Educational Studies, Columbia
College offers graduate-level students an opportunity to
complete coursework leading to teacher certification.
Educational Studies offers Master of Arts in Teaching
(MAT) Programs in Elementary Education (K·9) and
Interdisciplinary Arts (K-12). and Urban Teaching for elemen·
tary school teachers holding transitional bilingual certifi·
cates. Several of the department's courses are open to
interested and qualified undergraduates. Within our
Dance/Movement Therapy department. we also offer
a Graduate Laban Certificate in Movement Analysis.
Information about these graduate programs may be
requested by calling 312·344-7260.
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ACAD EM IC STANDING

EXPECTATIONS AND
RESPONSIBILITIES

S•tlaf•ctory Ac•d•mlc Procr•• • Polley
Information on Satisfactory Academic Progress for Federal
Title IV funds is available to students from the Student
Financial Services office .

The College emphasizes the responsibility of each student
to participate in the educational process . This involves the
conscientious preparation of assignments and the recogni·
tion of the frequent interdependence of students when indi·
vidual contribution to a group or class effort is required.

Recognizing that there may be extenuating and mitogating
circumstances affecting a student's performance (e.g .. croh·
cal personal circumstances. prior performance). students
may appeal their academic p<ogress status by submitting a
written appeal to the Director of Academic Advising. A stu·
dent has the right to appeal the decision of the Director of
Academic Advising to the Academic Standards Revoew
Committee. This committee consists of the Provost and the
Dean of Students (or their designated rep<esentatives). a
faculty member. and the Registrar (a non-voting member).
The decision of the Academic Standards Review Committee
is final.

Att~: Students are expected to attend classes and
to complete assignments as required by the onstructor. They
shOuld expect their academic p<ogress to suffer if they miss
three or more classes in a single course during the semes·
ter.

Advlalnc: Students are also expected to meet regularly
with their Academic Advisors and to keep accurate records
of their coursework and academic progress toward their
chosen degree.

Cl•n St•ndlnl
Class standing for undergraduate students pursuing the
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Fine Arts degrees is classified by the number of credit hOurs earned :

Proprlet•ry Polley: Works of any kind created by students
In the College in fulfillment of class assignments or
advanced study p<ojects belong to their student creators.
Educational and p<omotional use of student work by the
College or its departments is subject to app<oval by the student who created the work.
Co-currtcut•r Actlvltlea: The College supports student
activities that provide broad opportunity for the exercise of
interests and talents. These include participation in the
Student Government Association. participation in professional organizations, cultural experiences. social activities.
and informal meetings between students and faculty.

St•ndlnc

BA or BFA

Freshman

0-29

SophOmore

30-59

Junior

60-B9

Senior

90-120/128

Gr•dlnl Syatem
Columbia's grading system is listed below. Grades reflec t
the instructor's evaluation of a student's achievement.
improvement. effort. and motivation within the framework of
this system.

The Coii•C• prohibita the followlnC conduct:
• all forms of academic dishonesty including. but not
limited to. cheating,
• plagiarism.
• knowingly furnishing false information to the College,
• forgery,
• alteration or fraudulent use of College documents,
instruments or identification.

Gr•d•
A

,.,.
B+
B
8C+

AC ADEMIC PETITIO N S
Columbia College Chicago is proud to have clear and reasonable academic requirements. and students must meet
these requirements to remain in good academic standing.
Under extraordinary and exceptional circumstances. the stu·
dent may present a written petition to the Dean of the
appropriate School requesting an exception to waive a
departmental academic requirement. Exceptoons are made
only on rare occasions and based on the specific circumstances of the case at hand. A designated rep<esentative of
the Dean will review the petition and determine whether an
exception to or waiver of an academic requorement is app<opriate . That decision will be final. For more information on
academic petitions. see an Academic or Freshman AdVisor.

c
C·
D

F
FX
p
I
R

w
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Oeacrlptlon

Gr•de Point•
Aw•rded
4.0
Excellent
3.7
3.3
3.0
Above Average
2.7
2.3
2.0
Average
1.7
Below Average
1.0
Failure
0.0
Failure for Non-Attendance 0.0
Pass
0 .0
Incomplete
0 .0
0.0
Course repeated
0 .0
Withdrawal
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•

The P (Pest) lfade does not llffec:t the lfade poont - •
The peaatfeol option mutt be declared before the

(~).

end of the fourth -'<of class (or. In the Summer seme•
ter. by the end of the tlrst week of Class) by completlf'C a
form otuined in the Records office. The instructor's
epproYel Is required. Once this form is submitted the de<:.;.
lion cannot be raveraec:t.

•

•

The 1 lfade (Incomplete) Is Issued when a student makes
definite arrancements with the instructor to complete
cou~ outside Class before the next consecutr.e
semester has ended. Grades of 1 autometicelly corl\'ert to F
lfadeS If cou,_,. Is not S8tlsfec:t0tlly completed by the
end of the semester followif'C the semester In wtolch the
lfade of I wes assllfled. For thi s purpose, the Summer
semeater 11 considered a regular semester. If medical
excuses are part of the student's documentetlon for
requesting an 1 &rade. these must be submitted durin& the
semester In which the Incomplete Is requested. A student
may not complete the worl< for a course In which an I &fade
wes received by enrollln& In the same class In the next
semester.

•

Upon repeeted fallure of the course, the student may pet~
tion the department offenna the course for permission to
regi ster for additional retakes. With the consent of the
department. the student may retake the class acaln, with
the understandina that tutorina is required and that only
one falling lfade per course may be removed from his or
her record.

REPEATING COURSES FOR CREDIT

l'elluro t o Moot • Minimum Grelle
If a student falls to earn the minimum lfade required In a
course in order to prOifess to the next level of a di scipline,
he or she may repeat the c lass In an attempt to earn the
higher lfade necessary to ao on. State and Federal aidgranting acenctes may authorize financial aid payments to
fund those retakes.

lteputeiiM Courwe
Some courses In the curriculum have been deslll/lec:l as
repeeteble courses for the purpose of imprOYina the student's proficiency In a subject. Only courses deslaneted
with an R on the class schedule are repeeteble . These
courses may be repeeted for credit under the following
conditions:

Departmental faculty In each School determine the mliX~
mum number of times that each course that fulfills a min~
mum lfade requirement may be repeated for credit . The
general College-wide policy Is such that courses may be
repeated once. and a maximum of twice . for a total of three
registrations for t.h e same class.

•

Generally, students may repeet courses only once for
credit unless otherwise specified by the department In
wtolch the course Is offered. Before reglsterina for a
repeated course . students must consult their depart·
mental Academic Advisor.
• Students may reatster In several consecutive semesters
for proficiency sldll-bulldtna courses and worl<shops such
as dance technique, music lessons, and chorus.
• All &fades received for each repeeted course will appear
separately on the transcript.
• Tuition and fees are paid for repeeted courses.
• Some financial aid limits may apply to repeated courses.

DROPPING / ADDING / WITHDRAWING
FROM CLASSES
Students m ay m ake chanaes to their schedule In the
Records offooe. The official revision period Is the first week
of classes In a semester. Thi s Is the only time durtna wtolch
students may add courses to their schedules. Students may
drop classes throuah the fourth week of the semester and
withdraw through the eighth week durin& the Fall and Spnrc
semesters (for Summer semester guidelines. please check
the Summer Course Schedule). If a student drops a course
before the fourth week. the course will not appear on the
students ' academic record. Wi thdrawals between the fifth
and eighth week will appear on the record as a W
(Withdrawal), wtolch may affect compliance with Sati sfactory
Academic Proaress. Students should consult with an
Academic Advisor or a Freshman Advisor before dec:ldi~ to
withdraw from a class. If a student dOes not ettend a class .
but dOes not officoelly wit.hdraw. the student will receive a
lfade of FX (failure for Non-Attendance).

l'orll•-••

Aoedemlo
Students wtoo receive a falllna &fade (F) in an underlfaduate
course are permitted to repeat the course eccordln& to the
following reguletlons:
•
•
•

the lfade received was a Failure (F) In an ul'lder&raduate
course:
the &fade recel\led was not an FX (failure for non-attendance) &rade:
the course In question may not be repeeted for credit :
thet 1s. the Academic Foratveness policy dOes not apply
to courses desianeted R (repeetllble):
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the student's repellt re&~sti"Bttin 1s lOt • courw tNot car·
nes the same number and title as the course tNot he or
she initi ally failed;
the &rade achie\'ed on the repeeted oourw os reoOtded
on the student's academoc record. counts toward Slltlsty.
if'C the minimum completion rete, and is included In the
lfade point caiculetion :
the course title remains on the student's academic
record and the failed lfade is autometically c:harCec:l to
an R (course repeeted);
the student' s academic record will always reftec1 the
academic transaction and Satisfactory Academic
Proaress compliance stetus thet i s true lOt each semester of enrollment .
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Lete Wlthdrewels

IN CASES OF ACADEMIC D I S HONESTY

A s tudent may petition for administrative withdrawal from
classes following the deadline at the end of the eighth week
by submitting a written petition supported by appropriate
documentation. In the Summer semester. this must be
done by the end of the fourth week of class. This withdrawal petition is evaluated and either approved or denied In the
of fice of Academic Advising.

Wlthdr•w•l from the College

When a faculty member of the College has evidence that a
student has represented another student's work as his or
her own or has engaged In any other form of academic dishOnesty, the f aculty member, in consultation with the chair·
person of the department or the chairperson' s designated
representative, may lower the student's grade, fail the stu·
dent or apply such other sanctions as may be appropriate.
The faculty member Is required to notify the student promptly of the discovery. The student may meet with the faculty
member to seek redress from the accusation or from any
proposed sanction, but if no mutually sati sfactory resolution
can be reached. a written and dated appeal may be made
within two weeks of the meeting to the chairperson of the
department or a designated representative. A copy of any
such appeal must also be sent to the faculty member.
Within two weeks of recieveing the appeal. the chairperson
or designee will meet with the student and , if mutually
agreeable, will Include the faculty member in the meeting. If
this meeting fails to resolve the issue, a written and dated
appeal may be made within two weeks to the Dean of the
School. The Dean's decision shall be final and shall be rendered in a timely fashion.

Student s are strongly advised to see their Academic Advisor
or Freshman Advisor before deciding to withdraw from the
College. This is a decision that involves a loss of time.
effort. tuition. and credit. and should be considered careful·
ly in consultation with an advisor.

Students should be aware that different department have
varied defintions of what constitutes academic dishOnesty
and improper appropriation of the work of another, and that
they are e~pected to be familiar with the standards of each.

A student may petition for a total administrative withdrawal
from all classes after the end of the semester by submitting
a petition supported by appropriate documentation. A wit hdrawal after the end of the semester will not be permitted if
the petition is submitted later than two consecutive semesters (including the Summer semester) following the semester in question. Petitions for this type of withdrawal are eval·
uated and approved or denied in the office of Academic
Advising.
Students may appeal a denial of petition to the Provost.
whose decision will be final.

ACADE MI C GRIEVANCES

In the event that a student decides t o wothdraw from the
College. he or she must complete an official wi thdrawal
form In the Records office and have it approved by
Academic Advising or the Freshman Center. In addition. the
student must return all schOol property. and make necessary financial arrangements with Student Financial Services
prior to departure. The deadline for withdrawals is printed in
the Course Schedule each semester.

A student has the right to appeal any decision made that
affects his or her record at Columbia; this includes, but Is
not limited to, grade changes, attendance penalties, late
withdrawal s, and Incomplete grades.

Grade Changes
Only an instructor can change a grade. The request for a
grade change must be submitted by the end of the semester following the term for which the original grade was
awarded. Both the department chairperson and the Dean of
the appropriate School must approve the change. Copies of
grade changes are mailed to students.

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY
Students at Columbia College Chicago enjoy sognifocant freedom of artistic expression and are encouraged to stretch
their scholarly and artistic boundaries. However. the College
prohibits all f orms of academic dishonesty. For present pur·
poses, "academic dishonesty" is understood as the appropriation and representation of another's work as one' s own.
whether such appropriation includes all or part of the
other's work or whether it comprises all or part of what is
represented as one's own work (plagiarism). Appropriate
citation avoids this form of dishonesty. In addition, • aca·
demlc dishonesty" includes cheating in any form, the falsification of academic documents or the falsification of works
or references for use in class or other academic circumst ances. When such dishonesty is discovered, the consequences to the student can be severe.

Proceduru for Gr8de Grlev•nce
The faculty member and chairperson of the department in
which the disputed grade was awarded resolve grade griev·
ances. Every attempt should be made t o resolve the grade
grievance through consultations between the student and
the instructor or among the student, instructor, and the
department chairperson {or subject-area coordinator when
that person is charged wi th resolving grade grievances). In
the event that these consultations fail to resolve the grievance, an appeal procedure is available to students. and for
the procedure to go forward, wriuen documentation is
required. All documents must be dated.
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•

The grading and evaluation policies outlined in the course
syllabus will form the basis for resolution of all grade griev·
ances .

•

1. A grade grievance occurs when a student protests a
grade awarded on the final grade roster. The grievance
must be filed within three weeks of the student's receipt
of the grade.
2. Every grade grievance must be submitted in writing by
the student to the instructor who awarded the grade.
The student must copy the department chair when the
original grievance is submitted to the instructor.
3. The instructor must respond in writing to the student
and send a copy to the department chair within ten
working days of receiving the grievance.
4. If the response from the instructor is not satisfactory to
the student, a written petition of appeal to the depart·
ment chairperson (or, in some departments, to the subject-area coordinator) must be submitted within two
weeks of the instructor's written response.
5. The chairperson or coordinator must respond to the stu·
dent's petition of appeal within two weeks of receipt of
the petition.
6. If the decision of the chairperson or coordinator is unsat·
isfactory to the student. he or she may appeal to the
Dean of the appropriate School whose decision shall be
made in a timely fashion and shall be final.

The valedictorian is selected in the Spring semester by a
committee comprising the Associate Provost, the Director of
Academic Advising, and a faculty member.

GRADUATION AUD I T AN D POSTING OF
DEGREES
Students must apply for graduation in Academic Advising.
The Academic Advisors complete the official graduation
audit. When all degree requirements are satisfied and financial obligations settled, the degree is posted. Attendance at
the commencement ceremony does not constitute degree
completion and graduation. Once the degree is posted, the
transcript of a student's academic record at Columbia
College Chicago cannot be changed.
Further information on College policies may be found in The
Informer, the student handbook. The Informer is distributed
to all students during class registration in the Fall and
Spring semesters and is available from the office of the
Dean of Students .

ADVANCED CREDIT AND TRAN SFER
CREDIT POLICIES
Advanced Credit
International Baccalaureate (18) credit is accepted for test
scores of 4 or higher.

ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
Dean 's List
Students are eligible for the Dean' s List if they are full-time
students (12 or more credit hours per semester) and have
an earned grade point average of 3. 75 or higher for the
term. The Dean' s List for each School of the College is
announced for the Fall and Spring semesters.

Columbia accepts Advanced Placement (AP) credit for test
scores of 3 or higher.
Columbia accepts College Level Examination Program
(CLEP) credit for test scores of 50 or higher. The number of
credits awarded is based on the current recommendations
of the American Council on Education .

Graduation with Honora
Students may graduate with honors if their final cumulative
grade point average is 3. 5 or higher.

Credit for Military and Life Experience
Veterans may be eligible for active duty and service school
credit on the basis of information from official copies of mil·
itary records . For more information , contact the Veterans
Advisor at 312·344-7139.

Valedictorian end Salutatorian
The valedictorian is the student of sustained high academic
achievement who represents his or her graduating class by
delivering the valedictory address at the Columbia College
Chicago commencement ceremony. The salutatorian is the
student in the graduating class whose academic record and
accomplishments are the next highest in achievement after
the valedictorian.

Under special circumstances. a student may be granted
credit for life and work experience. This credit may not
exceed 16 credit hours. Applications are available in the
Records office.

Students of superior academic achievement are considered
for selection as the valedictorian and salutatorian. In addi·
tion, these students have:
•
•

Transfer Credit
Columbia College Chicago accepts transfer credit from other
regionally accredited colleges and universities for courses
completed with a C grade or better. Transfer courses must
be similar or equivalent in content to those offered by
Columbia College Chicago. The acceptance of transfer credit
is at the sole discretion of the College. To be accepted. offi.
cial college transcripts, military records or advanced placement test scores must be received by the office of Transfer

a cumulative grade point average of 4.0, computed on
all courses taken at Columbia College Chicago:
a record of consistent commitment to the Columbia cur·
riculum: that is. those students who indicated a disci·
pline early in their Columbia career and sustained inter·
est and commitment to that choice :
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a record of College and community service that extends
beyond service-learning opportunities in the curriculum:
strong recommendations from the faculty of the College.
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Evaluation before the end of the student's first semester of
attendance at Columbia College Chicago. Grades and grade
point averages do not transfer. All transfer students will
receive an official transcript evaluation from the office of
Transfer Evaluation as part of the admissions process.

McHenry County College, Crystal Lake, Illinois
Moraine Valley Community College, Palos Hills, Illinois
Morton College, Cicero, Illinois
Oakton Community College. Des Plaines, Illinois
Parkland College , Champaign, Illinois
Prairie State College, Chicago Heights. Illinois

No minimum number of transfer credits is required to transfer to Columbia College Chicago.

Rock Valley College, Rockford. Illinois
Sauk Valley College, Dixon , Illinois

The maximum number of credit hours accepted from four·
year colleges and universities is 88 credit hours.

Second City, Chicago, Illinois
South Suburban College, South Holland, Illinois
Truman College, Chicago, Illinois

The maximum of credit hours accepted from a two-year
college is 62.

Waubonsee Community College. Sugar Grove. Illinois
William Rainey Harper College , Palatine, Illinois

If a student attended both a four-year and a two-year
college, the maximum number of credit hours accepted in
transfer is 88.

Wright College, Chicago, Illinois

Transfer Articulation of Majors
Departmental transfer articulations and 2+2 agreements
are available in major areas such as:

The maximum number of credits accepted from a combination of two-year college and CLEP, AP. andj or Life
Experience is 62 credit hours.

Art and Design
Arts, Entertainment, and Media Management
ASL-English Interpretation

The final 12 credit hours needed for graduation must be
taken in residence at Columbia College Chicago .

Audio Arts and Acoustics
Fashion/Retail Management

Additional Transfer Policies
A maximum of 4 credit hours in physical education is
accepted.

Graphic Design
Interior Design
Interactive Television
Journalism

A maximum of 9 credit hOurs in foreign language is
accepted.

Marketing Communication
Music

Topics, Independent Study. Internship, ESL. Adult Education.
Continuing Education, and Development courses (those
courses usually numbered below 100) are not transferable.

Radio

Transfer Articulations

Theater

Photography
Television

College of Lake County. Grayslake. Illinois
Students planning to transfer to Columbia should consult
with their community college transfer center or Academic
Advisor and the office of Transfer Evaluations early in their
academic career to obtain specific information on transferring General Education and maj or course credits. New transfer articulations are regularly added, and existing articula·
tion agreements are frequently updated.

Community College of Rhode Island, Warwick, Rhode Island
Daley College, Chicago, Illinois
College of DuPage. Glen Ellyn, Illinois
Elgin Community College, Elgin, Illinois
Gateway Technical College. Kenosha, Wisconsin
Harold Washington College, Chicago, Illinois
Hebrew Theological College. Skokie, Illinois

Illinois Articulation Initiative
Columbia College Chicago is among more than 100 col·
leges and universities in Illinois participating in the Illinois
Articulation Initiative (IAI), a statewide agreement that
allows transfer of the complete Illinois transferable General
Education Core Curriculum between participating institutions. Completion of the General Education Core Curriculum
at any participating college or university in Illinois assures
transferring students that lower-division General Education
requirements for an associate's or bachelor' s degree have

Illinois Central College, Peoria, Illinois
Institute of Audio Research, New York, New York
Joliet Junior College. Joliet, Illinois
Kennedy-King College, Chicago, Illinois
Kishwaukee College. Malta . Illinois
Lincoln College. Lincoln, Illinois
Malcolm X College, Chicago, Illinois
Massachusetts Communications College. Boston.
Massachusetts
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been satisfied. Columbia requires additional General
Education courses beyond the Illinois transferable General
Education Core Curriculum. Please refer to the General
Education Program information in this catalog (page 3).

Major Courses
Columbia College Chicago will accept IAI major courses for
transfer. However, IAI major courses may be applied toward
a Columbia maj or with the following restrictions:

The IAI agreement between participating institutions is in
effect for students entering an associate or baccalaureate
degree-granting institution as a first-time freshman in
summer 1998 and thereafter. Students should meet with
their Academic Advisors for additional information and
read about the IAI and transferable courses at
http:/;www.itransfer.org.

•

•

When applicable, course listings that appear in the department and program sections of this catalog include /AI numbers indicating that these courses are listed in the /AI
General Education Equivalency Chart and/or among the /AI
major courses. Please refer to the Key to Course Listings
(page 24) and to individual course descriptions.

•

•

IAI General Education Polley
Columbia College Chicago is a participant in the Illinois
Articulation Initiative; however, while the College will accept
IAI General Education Core courses to fulfill General
Education requirements. there are additional General
Education courses that must be taken to satisfy Columbia's
graduation requirements.

•

If Columbia offers an IAI equivalent maj or course , the
course to be transferred will apply toward the requirements for that major.
If no equivalent is offered at Columbia, the course will
be transferred as a college-wide elective. Students may
contact individual departments at Columbia to determine
if this course can be used to fulfill major requirements or
major electives. Departments have the final word on
accepting these courses toward their majors.
Maj or courses taken prior to summer 1998 will be evaluated using existing articulation agreements or on a
course-by-course basis. Departmental articulation transfer guides may provide additional courses beyond those
listed with the IAI and shOuld continue to be used in
planning and evaluating transferable courses.
Students who transfer with major course credit from multiple institutions will have their transcript evaluated using
existing articulation agreements or on a course-by-course
basis.
Columbia will not accept grades of D in transfer for
maj or courses.

OTHER POLICIES
•

•

•

•

•

Students who have completed the IAI General Education
Core and have entered Columbia during or after Fall
1997 are required to take an additional history course
(3 credit hours) and a computer applications course (3
credit hours). These may be taken at the sending institu·
tion or. after transferring. at Columbia. In addition.
Columbia requires an upper-level General Education
Senior Seminar course that can be taken only at
Columbia. Note that no more than 62 credit hours can
be transferred to Columbia from a two-year institution.
General Education courses will be evaluated using exist·
ing articulation agreements. General Education
Equivalency Charts or on a course-by·course basis. The
Charts may provide additional courses beyond those
listed with the IAI General Education Core and should
continue to be used in planning and evaluating transferable courses.
Students who transfer with only part of the IAI General
Education Core completed will be given credit toward
Columbia's General Education requirements.
Students who transfer with General Education credit
from multiple institutions will have their transcript evalu·
ated on a course-by-course basis.
Columbia will not accept grades of D in transfer for
General Education courses unless students have completed the entire IAI General Education package and
their transcripts show an official IAI stamp. Exception:
An English Composition course with a D grade is never
accepted in transfer. even when the transcript bears the
official /AI stamp.
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Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act Polley
Statement
Columbia College Chicago complies with the Family
Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA), as
amended, by publishing an annual notice to students of
their rights under the Act in Columbia' s Bulletin and by
making a copy of the Policy Statement available to students
in the Records Office.

Upon written request. students may inspect and review their
educational record by submitting their request to the
Director of Records. Columbia will endeavor to provide the
student an opportunity to inspect and review his or her educational record within a reasonable time after receiving the
request, which time shall not exceed 45 days from the
receipt of the request. There will be no fee assessed if
unofficial copies of the educational record are requested;
however, a fee of $3 is charged for requests for official
copies. Copies of records will not be provided if the student
owes tuition or other fees. Students' educational records
are maintained under the supervision of the Director of
Records and Registration (the Registrar) in the Records
office, room 611 . 600 S. Michigan Avenue, Chicago,
Illinois. 60605.
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It is Columbia College Chicago's policy that no personally
identifiable information from the educational record will be
released without prior written consent of the student,
except for that information designated in this policy as
Directory Information. and such personally identifiable information which may be disclosed under the circumstances
allowed under the Act and Regulations passed pursuant to
the Act .

A student has the right to request amendment of his or her
educational record to insure that the educational record
information is not inaccurate , misleading or in violation of
the student's rights. The procedure to seek amendment of
a student's educational record is as follows:
•

A written request must be submitted to the Director of
Records stating the reason a student seeks to amend
his or her educational record and any supporting documentation must be attached to the request.
• Within a reasonable time after receiving the request. but
in no event longer than 45 days. the Director of Records
will issue a decision in response to the student's
request. If the decision is unfavorable. the student has
the right to a hearing before the Academic Standards
Review Committee on the request to amend. The student has the right to be represented by counsel at the
hearing. The decision of the Academic Standards Review
Committee is final.
• In the event of an unfavorable decision by the Academic
Standards Review Committee, the student has the right
to include a written statement setting forth his or her
reasons for disagreeing with the Committee on the matters presented in the request to amend the record.

The following personnel are granted access to educational
records without prior written consent of the student as a
matter of routine and for legitimate educational purposes:
the Director of Records, the Student Services Directors .
and the Bursar or any of the agents of the above. and the
Academic Advisors. In addition, access without prior written
consent of the student is given to the President of the
College , Provost and Associate Provost, the Deans. the
Chairpersons of the Academic Departments. and any of
their agents . Student educational records are made available to the above designated persons in furtherance of the
legitimate educational purposes of record maintenance.
evaluation and advising, financial aid evaluation. review for
disciplinary and academic action . and billing.
As required by the Act and regulations. Columbia maintains
a record of written requests for personally identifiable information whether or not such requests are granted. Each stu·
dent has the right to inspect and review the record of written requests tor disclosures of personally identifiable information that is maintained in his or her permanent record.

Fam ily Educational Right s and Privacy Act Annual
Notice t o Students
As part of Columbia's compliance with the requirements of
the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974. as
amended. students attending the College are informed that
each student has the right to:

Columbia designates the following information as Directory
Information:

•
•

Inspect and review his or her educational record;
Request an amendment of his or her educational record
to insure that the record is not inaccurate, misleading or
otherwise in violation of the student's privacy or other
rights:
• Consent to disclosure of personally identifiable information contained in the student's educational record,
except to the extent that the Act authorizes d isclosure
without consent. as in the case of information the
College designates as Directory Information.

• The student's name;
• Information on whether or not a student is registered in
the College during the term in which the information is
requested;
• Oates of attendance:
• Information concerning the student's graduation status ,
including whether or not he or she has graduated from
the College . the date of any degree awarded. and the
type ot degree awarded:
• Major field of study;
• Awards received;
• Participation in officially recognized activities. sports,
and organizations.

Directory Information is designated by Columbia as listed
above. Each student has the right to refuse to agree to the
designation by the College, of any or all of the above information as Directory Information. Forms are available in the
Records Office and must be filled out and returned to the
Director of Records by the Friday of the second week of
classes during each term. Once a refusal form is on file, no
information will be disclosed unless otherwise permitted by
the Act.

Students have the right to withhold d isclosure of any or all
of the above information by notifying the Director of Records
by Friday of the second week of classes of each term using
the proper form tor refusal of disclosure which is available
in the Records office .

1.5
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Each student has the right to file a complaint with the
United States Department of Education concerning alleged
failures by Columbia to comply with the requirements of the
Act and the regulations passed pursuant thereto; and complaints may be submitted to: Family Policy Compliance
Office . United States Department of Education. 600
Independence Avenue, SW, Washington. DC , 20202-4605.

• Current campus policy on the timely notification to the
campus community of the occurrence on campus of
crimes considered to be a threat to students and
employees.
• Current campus policy on prevention of and responses
to sex offenses occurring on campus.
• Information indicating where law enforcement agency
information can be found concerning registered sex
offenders.

A copy of the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
Annual Notice to Students can be obtained from the
Columbia website or the Student Handbook ( The Informer)
or by contacting the Dean of Students office at 312·3447211.
Campus Security Act
In compliance with the Campus Security Act of 1992,
Columbia College Chicago prepares and distributes an
annual Campus Security Report. A copy of each annual
report may be obtained from the Department of Safety and
Security, 312-344-7729 or 312-344-7595. The annual
report contains the following information:
• Current campus policies regarding facilities and procedures for students and others to report criminal actions
or other emergencies occurring on campus and the
College' s responses to such reports.
• Current campus policies concerning security access to
and security maintenance of campus faci lities, including
the Residence Center.
• Current campus policies concerning campus law enforcement. including a discussion of the enforcement authority of campus security personnel and policies that encourage accurate and prompt reporting of all campus crimes.
• A description of programs designed to inform students
and employees of campus security procedures and practices and to encourage students and employees to be
responsible for their own security and the security of
others.
• A description of crime awareness and prevention
programs.
• Statistics for the current and two preceding years concerning the occurrence on campus of the following
offenses: murder, sex offenses. aggravated assault . burglary, and motor vehicle theft.
• Statistics for the current and two preceding years concerning the number of arrests on campus for the following crimes: liquor law violations. drug abuse violations.
and weapons possessions.
• A statement of policy regarding the possession, use.
and sale of alcoholic beverages and illegal drugs and the
enforcement of federal. state , and local laws relating to
alcoholic beverages and illegal drugs.
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In some cases, a personal interview may be required of
transfer applicants. Transfer students are strongly advised
to submit all transcripts of previous college work at the time
of application In order to facilitate evaluation of transfer
credit to Columbia College Chicago. For further information
regarding Columbia's transfer policies. please see page 12.

Columbia College Chicago offers exceptional educational
programs in the visual and performing arts. media, and
communications disciplines. Students with creative ability in
these areas, as well as students who have a strong, yet
undeveloped interest in these areas, are Invited to apply for
admission . Columbia seeks to admit a culturally, economically, and educationally d iverse student body. Prospective
students are expected to demonstrate preparedness.
through educational experiences and motivation, sufficient
to meet the high academic standards and expectations of
the College.

Application and Scholarship Deadlines
Columbia College Chicago has a rolling admissions policy;
that is, complete applications are reviewed and acted upon
as the College receives them. Interested students must
submit the necessary documents in sufficient time for a
thorough evaluation by the College prior to the beginning of
the intended semester of enrollment. Recommended appll·
cation completion dates are published each year on the
Application for Undergraduate Admission available through
the Undergraduate Admissions office. To be considered for
one of the College's merit scholarship programs, a student
must have a complete admission application on file at the
time of the scholarship deadline (usually 15 March).
Scholarship deadlines are published each year in the
Application for Undergraduate Admissions. Scholarships are
limited and competitive, and a separate scholarship application is requored.

Freshman applicants whose application materials suggest
that they are likely to be under-prepared to meet the
College's standards will be required to participate in
Columbia' s Bridge Program. Applicants who satisfactorily
complete the Bridge Program will be admitted to the
Columbia College Chicago. Those students who do not
successfully complete the program will not be permitted to
enroll.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION
To apply for admission to the undergraduate program,
students are asked to submit the followong materials:

Acc-eptance
Decision letters are mailed to students approximately two
to four weeks after all admission materials have been
received. Admission decisions may also be communicated
by telephone or by email in advance of receipt of the decision letter.

Admlulon •• an Incoming Freshman
• Application for Undergraduate Admission , lncludong the
personal essay;
• Official transcripts of high school academic record (or
official copy of earned General Education Diploma (GED)
that Includes test scores) ;
• One letter of recommendation;
• $25 application fee.

Bridge Program
Freshman applicants whose application materials suggest
that they will be greatly challenged by Columbia College
Chicago's curriculum will be required to participate in the
Bridge Program . At no charge to the student. the Bridge
Program provides an opportunity for students to develop
further their basic skills, to improve their study habits, and
to gain a better understandong of the rigors and challenges
of college life. Applicants who complete the Bridge Program
satisfactorily will be admitted to Columbia College Chicago.
Students who do not successfully complete the program will
not be permitted to enroll. Specific dates for the Bridge
Program are available through the Undergraduate
Admissions office and appear in the academic calendar provided in this catalog.

In some cases. a personal interview may be required of
Freshman applicants. Although the ACT or SAT Is not
required for admission to Columbia College Chocago, these
tests are valuable tools for advising new s tudents. All students are strongly encouraged to complete one of these
tests while in high school for inclusion in their college
applications.
Admlulon as a Transfer Student
• Application for Undergraduate Admission, Including the
personal essay:
• Official transcripts of high school academic record (or
official copy of earned General Education Diploma (GED)
that Includes test scores);
• Official transcripts from current and all previously
attended colleges;
• One letter of recommendation;
• $25 application fee.

Deferred Admission
Admission to Columbia College Chicago is offered for a
specified term of entry. Students who are offered admission to Columbia, but are unable to enroll in the specified
term of entry may request to defer their admission for one
year by contacting the Undergraduate Admissions office in
writing. Application matenals for students who are granted
deferred admission are retained for one year.
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Retention of Application Materials
Only the application form and transcript(s) are retained in a
student's permanent educational record at Columbia
College Chicago. letters of recommendation and/or any
additional supporting materials are not retained, nor are
they available for student perusal prior to or after admission
to the College. Columbia College Chicago does not retain
application materials for students who do not enroll unless
deferred admission-for one year only-is requested and
granted.

International Students
Applicants for admission from non-English-speaking countries must demonstrate proficiency in the English language
in one of the following ways:
• by submitting for admission to the undergraduate program the results of the Test of Engli sh as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL) that reflect a minimum score of 500
on the paper-based version or a minimum score of 173
on the computer-based version;
• by providing evidence of the completion of college-level
courses in English composition, with a grade of C or
better. at an accredited college or university in the
United States;
• by providing evidence of an earned baccalaureate degree
from an accredited institution in the United States.

Re-enrollment
Students who interrupt their studies for one full academic
year or longer must complete a re-enrollment form in the
Undergraduate Admissions office upon their return. Upon
re-enrollment. the student must meet the academic program and degree-completion requirements that are in place
at the time of re-enrollment and must meet with an
Academic Advisor prior to registration to have their
transcripts and requirements assessed.

(Note: the TOEFL is not required for individuals whose
primary language is English)
International students with TOEFL scores ranging from 430
to 499 (paper-based version) and 117·170 (computer-based
version) may be granted admission into the College' s
English as a Second language (ESL) program. This program
is designed to help these students improve their English
skills while exploring various fields of study at Columbia
College Chicago.

NEW STUDENT ASSESSMENT, ORIENTATION,
AND REGISTRATION
Assessment of New Students
First·time students entering Columbia College Chicago with
no transfer credit, and those whO graduated from high
school within one year prior to their date of enrollment at
Columbia are required to take the new student assessment
test prior to enrolling in classes at the College. Transfer students with no credit in college-level English composition or
in college-level mathematics are required to take the new
student assessment test in Writing only andjor in Math only
prior to enrolling in classes. Results of these assessment
instruments are used to identify students' skill levels. to
aid in advisement for course selection, and to assist in
developing a successful academic program for each student. Students should contact the Freshman Assessment
Manager in the Freshman Center at 312-344-7925 for the
dates and times that the assessment tests are scheduled
during the weeks prior to the start of each semester.

Further. international students must complete the international student admissions application including all documents as outlined on the form, and must submit evidence
of meeting the financial criteria as specified in the
International Student Undergraduate Admissions Packet.
indicating that he or she has made the necessary arrangements for financing all educational and living expenses
while attending the college. International students are
asked to provide one letter of recommendation from an
instructor or other professional who is qualified to comment
on the applicant's potential to complete college-level work
in an arts and communications curriculum.
A Certificate of Eligibility (1-20) form will be issued only after
admissions requirements have been fulfilled, the student
has been granted written acceptance to Columbia College
Chicago, and a $250 non-refundable tuition deposit has
been received. To remain in compliance with Immigration
and Naturalization Service (INS) regulations, international
students must be enrolled for a minimum of 12 credit hours
(full-time) during each semester of an academic year, maintain a valid passport and 1·20, and must be in compliance
with the College' s Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy
each term.

Orientation and Registration for New Students
New freshmen and new transfer students register for classes as part of their orientation to the College. Orientation
activities are scheduled on campus during the months of
August and September, in anticipation of the start of the
Fall semester, and during January and February, in anticipation of the start of the Spring semester. Participation in orientation activities is mandatory for all new students.
New freshmen orientation takes place over two days and
students are assigned dates and times for orientation
according to their intended programs of study. Orientation
for new transfer students takes place during a single day
and students are again scheduled according to their intended programs of study. The schedule for orientation is published each year and is available through the Undergraduate
Admissions office. the Freshman Center. and Academic
Advising.
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While studying in the United States, international students
are required to have health insurance coverage that meets
INS criteria. To ensure compliance, the College has implemented a mandatory insurance plan. For further information
regarding international undergraduate admissions and immigration-related issues. please contact the Undergraduate
Admissions office.
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Students-at-Large
Students, age 18 and older. who are not seeking a college
degree and wish to enroll in courses at Columbia College
Chicago should complete the Student-at-Large application.
Students-at-large may register for courses at Columbia
during open registration each semester after all degreeseeking candidates of the College have registered.
Students-at-large must meet all prerequisite requirements
for the courses in which they enroll. Credit earned as a stu·
dent·at·large may be counted toward a Columbia College
Chicago degree if the student later applies for admission to
the College and is admitted to the undergraduate program
of study. Students-at-large may apply for admission to the
undergraduate degree program of the College at any time,
but they may not change their enrollment status mid-semester; that is, a student-at-large must complete his or her current semester of enrollment as a non-degree-seeking stu·
dent and enroll as a degree candidate in the semester following admission to the College. Students-at-large are not
eligible for financial aid through federal. state or institutional programs or for veterans' benefits.

Health Center fee
Full-time students

Graduation fee

$40

TUITION AND FEES

Course fees

variable: please see
description below

Registration fee

$50

Student Activity fee
Full-time students

$50

Part·time students

$25

$10

Summer semester

$10

Schedule-change fee

$10

International Student
Healt h Insurance fee

Charged only if a
student initiates a
change in registration
after the registration
period has ended.

$600 per full year
$408 for Spring semester, only
Charged upon
graduation

Course Fees
Course fees support a variety of educational expenses,
assist in the maintenance of specialized facilities, and provide the instructional materials and supplies required by
Columbia's curriculum.
With an emphasis on the performing, visual, and communi·
cation arts. Columbia offers a large and varied number of
courses that require expensive equipment and specially
equipped facilities. Replacement, expansion. and maintenance of facilities and equipment are expensive , and these
costs are subject to Inflation. Many materials and services
may be purchased in quantity by the College more economically and conveniently than by individuals. The College has
been able to keep tuition low, in part, by charging course
fees for those particular subjects for which material and
supply costs are highest instead of raising tuition to meet
these additional instructional costs. For these reasons, the
College charges course fees. Please refer to the informa·
tion provided in the Class Schedule for each semester in
order to determine the fees for individual courses.

Fees
In addition to tuition, the following fees apply:
Application fee
$25
Non-refundable;
charged only when the
student applies for
admission to the College
as a degree candidate or
as a student·at·large
$25

Part-time students

Non·refundable:
charged each semester
Non·refundable;
charged each semester
Non·refundable;
charged for full· and
part-time enrollments

This fee does not apply when the College initiates a change
in registration.

Tuition charges are based upon the number of credit hours
for which a student enrolls each semester. A full·time stu·
dent is one who enrolls for a minimum of 12 credit hours.
Full·time students who enroll for 12·16 credit hours are
charged the semester tuition rate. For any additional credit
hOurs of enrollment beyond the maximum of 16. the stu·
dent is charged a per-credit-hour rate. A part-time student is
one who enrolls for fewer than 12 credit hours in a semes·
ter. For part·time students who enroll in from 1·11 credit
hours, tuition is based upon a per-credit-hour rate. Tuition
rates are established each year; please consult the
Tuition/Fee Schedule. available through the Undergraduate
Admissions office and the office of Student Financial
Services.

Orientation fee

$20

Non·refundable;
charged to entering
students only
Non-refundable;
charged each semester

Financial Obligations
To register for classes, both new and continuing students
must have a complete admissions file, must have been
admitted to the undergraduate program of study, and must
have made-or be prepared to make-provision for their
financial account. A student's account may be addressed in
any one of the following ways:
• payment in full may be made at the time of registration
(cash, personal checks. money orders. and maj or credit
cards are accepted);
• the student may enroll in the College's payment plan .
with the first payment due on the day of registration:

Non·refundable;
charged each semester
Non-refundable;
charged each semester
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the lludent ""'Y prOVIde ~ of a Col.....,.. Colele
ClloeaCO financtal aod IIWard packaCe !Nil c:o.eB all

SUMMER SEMESTER
ElfectNe Ollie
Percent TurtJon

costs:

of Witlldlewel
1St .... of cleu
2nd -'< of Class

the atudent ""'Y prOVIde ~ of a Columboa Collett
Choca&o financial aod IIWard packaCe !Nil c:o.eB part of

the total coat and prOVIde ~ of enrollment tn the
Col~et~e ·a payment plan to COW< the balance of the total
coats not met by financ•al aod. The first payment of the
payment plan ts due on the day of re&Jstrlltion.

Pwn:ent CourM
Fee AeducUon
100.
M.tll turuon dlarlld
0%

Reducbon
100.

A pr<Hata refund Will be calculllled lor students who first-time recipients of Trtle IV 85Sistance and who offtdally
wtUldnlw from all Classes ttwoucJithe ninth .-k.
A pr<Hata refund will be calculated lor studef'IU who e1o not
meet the first-time Title IV recipient criteria and who officially withdraw from all Classes ttltOUIII\ the ninth .-k.

Uftt*dc'*'"
Stuelenls return•rc to the Collete With an unpaid balance
from a preYIOUs semester wtll not be permitted to re&ister 0<
to attend classes unttl all accounts h - been paid in full 0<
untll sattSfactO<y arrangements fO< payment-In-full are
recotded by the Student Financial Services office.

AppMI Pro u•Any student who see11s an exception to the refund ac::hedule
stated abcMI must submit a written request to Student
Financial Services, st81lrc the circumstances thlll the atudent beliews justify the exception. Student Ananelal
Services will review the written request and Issue a llrtal
determination wiltlln fourteen days of receipt of the
request .

lltefunde for lnterruptM Eftrollment
If a student interrupts enrollment during a semester. tuition
and fees are refunded accordir"C to the Refund Schedule
(below). Any amount owned by the student is due and
payable at the ttme of offiCial withdrawal from the Collete.

Fl_l_. Aid

The effective date of official withdrawal is:

Columbia College ChlciiCO makes _,Y effO<t to help Slitdents seek out and obtain financial assistance In order to
ensure that no student is deprived of educational opportun~
ty fO< lack of funds. While Columbia makes -ry effO<t to
help students meet educational expenses. financial responsibility ultimately rests with the student. The assistance of
the Financial Services office is available to all students,
and the Career Center fO< Arts and Media will provide lnfO<matlon relatin& to part-time employment opportunities.

•

the date of the offtelal withdrawal transaction, executed
in the Records office in person by the student 0< by an
autllonzed representative of the student:
• the date of the postman. of a registered lener.
addressed to the Registrar, requesting official withdrawal
from all courses or
• the date of a fax transmission to the Records office
of the College requestin& offteial withdrawal from all
courses.

Primary sources of financial assistance available to
Columbia Collete Chicaco students include federal pr~
grams. state programs. the Columbia Collete Wotk·Aid
Program. and other programs funded by the Collete and by
other institutions. acencles. and organizations.

Fallin& to anend class does not constitute an official withdrawal from the College. Students may officially withdraw
from classes only through the Recotds offtee. If the student
does not withdraw officially, all tuition lor the semester will
be charged. All accounts are considered active until the
effectiw date of the olftcial withdrawal. For more iniO<matlon about withdrawal from the College. please see pace 11.

The most comprehensiw gift/aid program available to
Illinois residents Is the Monetary Award Program (MAP) of
the Illinois Student Assistance Commission. This program Is
non-competltiw: neither test scores nor hilh achie'oement
is required fO< funds to be awarded. Instead, assistance Is
based upon a comprehensive revt- of the student's financial situation and the specific costs of attendir"C the student's college of choice. Out-of-state stuelenls are encourIICed to inquire about similar programs available tru~
their home states.

lltefllftcl lciMdu..
FALL AND SPRING SEMESTERS

Effectiw Date
of Withdrawal
1st week of class
2nd week of class
ltd week of class
4th week of class
5th week of class

www .coe.u•.••u

Percent Tuition
Reduction
100%

Percent Course
Fee Reduction

80%
60%
Full tuition charged

Columbia Collece Chicaco administers the
financial aid programs:

0%
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ADMISSIONS

Students should consult the Undergraduate Admissions and
Student Financial Services offices for specific reqUirements
for these and other awards.

Federal Procrams
• Federal Pell Grant
• Federal College Work·Study Program (FWS)
• Federal Supplemental Educational opportunity Grant
(FSEOG)
• Federal Direct Stafford Subsidized and Unsubsidized
Loan Program
• Federal Direct Parent Loan Program
• Veterans' Benefits (GI Bill)

When applicable, students may receove assistance from
other agencies.
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Massachusetts. and Vermont
award funds to residents who plan to pursue studies in
other states. The eligibility requorements and availability of
funds for federal· and state-sponsored programs vary from
year to year based on appropriations and revised regula·
tions. Students are encouraged to apply as early as
possible.

Illinois State Procrams
• Illinois Monetary Award Program (MAP)
• Illinois Incentive Grant (IIA)
Columbia Colle&• Chlcaco Institutional Awards
• Academic Excellence Award (for currently enrolled
students)
• The Jane Ann Legnard Alexandroff Scholarship (for a
senior honors project)
• Alumni Book Awards (to assist in defraying costs of
books and supplies)
• Alumni Scholarship (for currently enrolled students)
• Stuart Baum Scholarship (for Photography students)
• Columbia College Chicago Financial Assistance Grants
(for Juniors and Seniors)
• The Dance Center's DanceAfrlca Scholarship
• Evanston Drama Club Scholarship (for Theater students)
• The Helen Fong Dare Asian-American Scholarship in the
Arts (for Asian-American students)
• Eleanor Engle Scholarship (for Radio majors)
• Fashion Columbia Scholarship (for Fashion Design
majors)
• Fischetti Scholarship (for outstanding Journalism
students)
• Michael Fryzlewicz Scholarship (for ASL·English
Interpretation majors)
• High School Summer Institute Scholarship
• Hilary Kalish Scholarship (for medically and financially
challenged students)
• Thaine Lyman Scholarship (for Television students)
• Michael Merritt Endowment (for Theater Design
students)
• Edward L. and Marsha Morris Scholarship (for Television
students)
• AI Parker Radio/Audio Arts and Acoustics Scholarship
• Phi Theta Kappa (for outstanding transfer students from
participating community colleges)
• Presidential Scholarship Program (for Incoming
Freshmen)
• David R. Rubin Trustees' Student Scholarship
• John Schultz and Betty Shiflett Story Workshop
Scholarship (for Fiction Writing students)
• Study Abroad Scholarships
• Chuck Suber Scholarship (for Arts, Entertainment, and
Media Management students)
• Transfer Student Scholarship Program
• AI Weisman Scholarship (for currently enrolled students)

Students receiving financial aid must comply with all appli·
cable regulations and be in compliance with the College's
Satisfactory Academic Progress policy. A financial aid hand·
book entitled . Rnancing Your Education at Columbia College
Chicago, is available to students from the Financial
Services office.
Columbia students are strongly encouraged to apply for pri·
vate scholarships sponsored by various fraternal orders.
unions, professional associations. religious organizations.
ethnic associations. neighborhood organizations. and the
businesses that employ students or their parents. among
others. Information is available from the Columbia College
Chicago Library and the Chicago Public Library. Additionally.
students are welcome to search the Internet for scholarship
opportunities and to use the scholarship search software
programs available free-of-charge on the Student Financial
Services and Undergraduate Admissions offices of the
College. Students may also contact the Illinois Student
Assistance Commission to request a scholarship search to
meet their needs.
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GUIDE TO ACADEMIC PROGRAM S OF
INSTRUCTION AND COURSES
SCHOOL OF FINE AND PERFORMING
ARTS

COLLEGE SEMESTERS AND
SCHEDULES

Art and Design

Each academic year at Columbia comprises two 15·week

Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management
Dance

semesters (Fall and Spring). plus a Summer semester.
While the usual term of a class is a full 15 weeks. some

Fiction Writing

subjects may be offered in shorter penods. ranging from

Music
Photography

one to eight weeks. Such intensive segments meet more
freQuently than traditional. 15·week courses. Courses are

Theater

scheduled during the day and evening as well as on
Saturdays to accommodate the schedules of working stu·
dents, who compose a substantial percentage of the

SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND
SCIENCES

Columbia community.

ASL·English Interpretation
Early Childhood Education

For specific courses taught in any given semester. please
consult the Course Schedule for that semester.

English
Freshman Seminar
Liberal Education
Science and Mathematics
Science Institute
Senior Seminar

SCHOOL OF MEDIA ARTS
Academic Computing
Audio Arts and Acoustics
Fi lm and Video
Interactive Multimedia
Journalism
Marketing Communication
Radio
Television

SCHOOL OF GRADUATE AND
CONT I NUING EDUCATION
Architectural Studies
Arts . Entertainment, and Media Management
Creative Writing
Dance/Movement Therapy
Educational Studies
Film and Video
Interdisciplinary Arts
Journalism
Photography
Poetry (Fall 2003)
The Teaching of Writing
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GUIDE T O ACADEMIC PRO G RAMS OF
IN S TRU C TION AND COURSE S
KEY TO COURSE LISTINGS
Course Numbering Guide : Columbia Co ll ege's course
numbers are made up of six digits . and each of the
d igits represents important info rmation about the
course . The following numbering and lettering systems a re used throughout the cou rse listing for
course identificat ion. Please see the sample course
li sting below for further illustration and explanation.

DENOTES COURSE REQUI RED

SUBJECT AREA

FOR CORE OR CONCENTRATION
~

/

ART HISTORY

~ Hi stor y of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic

/

COURSE TITLE

Course covers beginnings of art in the Paleolithic cave
imagery and concludes with Gothic cathedrals of the
COURS E DESCRIPTION
Middle Ages. Ancient cultures of Egypt, the Ancient Near /
East. the Aegean. Greece. and Rome are studied in relationship to development of the Western tradition. The art
of non-European cultures such as India. China. Japan.
the Americas. and Africa is surveyed. Emphasis is placed
not only on appreciation of the aesthetic values of
COURSE NUMBER
human cultures. but also on the historical context for the
~
creation of ar t works and the influence of sociopolitical,
GENERAL EDUCATION
~ religious , and scientific/technological determinants.
_ REQUIREMENT FULFILLEO
COURSE U 2·110 1
BY THIS COURSE
NUMBER OF CREDIT HOURS __ 3 CREDITS
HA
IAI.F2 901/ ART 901
AWARDED FOR SUCCESSFUL
- - - - - ILLINOIS ARTICU LATION
COMPLETION OF THE COURSE
INITIATIVE NUMBER

22-1101
The first two digits of the course number identify the department or major; department 22 is Art and Design.

Courses appearing in the catalog of Columbia's School of
Graduate and Continuing Education have these levels:
5000 Graduate portion of a combined graduate/
undergraduate course
6000 A course open to graduate students only.

22-1 101
The third digit . the digit following the hyphen. indicates the
level of the course. Course levels are defined as follows:

22-1101
The fourth digit indicates the subject matter area within the
department or major. Each department and major assigns
subject areas and concentrations to this digit for all courses
in that discipline. These subject-matter areas appear as
subheadings in the course listings in this catalog and in the
Course Schedule for each semester. In this example of a
course in Art and Design. the numeral 1 in the place of the
fourth digit indicates a course in the subject area of Art
History.

1000 Introductory courses that usually do not require
prerequisites .
2000 Intermediate courses that may require
prerequisites.
3000 Advanced courses that normally require prerequisites.
4000 Undergraduate part of a combined graduate;
undergraduate course. These combined graduate;
undergraduate courses are defined as graduated
courses in which qualified undergraduates may be
permitted to enroll.
7000 Courses that may be taken by any undergraduate
student.

WWW . COLU M , £ 0U

Within the courae listings for this catalog and In the Class
Sc hedule for every semester, departments order their
couraea first by subject matter (that Is, by the number
appeartng In digit four) and then by level and sequence.
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GUIDE TO ACADEMIC PROGRAMS OF
INSTRUCTION AND COURSES
22·1101
Digits five and six indicate the Ofder of the course withon a
sequence. In this example. History of Att I is the first
course in the Att History sequence. Additionally. course
numbers ending in 88 and 89 are internships; course numbers ending in 98 and 99 are independent studies .

Pren q •ttee
Many courses listed reQuire prereQuisites. This reflects the
view of the faculty that successful completion of the
course requires certain background skills or knowledge
contained in the prerequisite course(s) . Students not
meeting the prerequ isites may not register for the
course. Some prerequisites may be taken concurrently
with the course. Prerequisites may be met by course
equivalencies, substitutions or waivers. Questions con·
cerning these options should be addressed in the
department offering the course. Prerequisites appear in
Italics at the bottom of each course listing.
CrH~IatlnJ

The course numbers of courses with which a course is
cross-listed are provided here . Cross-listings appear in
bold after the course number.
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SCHO OL OF FINE AND P E RFORMING A RTS

Never before in all of history have there been so many opportunities. possibilities. and
options open to the young person with a keen interest in the arts- never. Just look
around you- virtually everything you see or hear has been pas-sed through the magical
filtration system of the artist. We often refer to this special system as the creative
process. Just look and listen: you see magazines. furniture, books, tennis rackets, vend·
ing machines, cars (including hubcaps and dashboards), cell phones and computer moni·
tors, sneakers, j ingles and hip hop and jau, uniforms, bracelets. boats. watches, paint·
ings, posters, ball point pens. jeans and hats. carpets. musicals, dramas, dresses, digital
cameras, traffic lights. pencil sharpeners, washing machines, street signs, modern dance,
guitars, TV, underwear, public spaces with outdoor public art, websites, parks and picnic
tables and tablecloths, COs, recordings. air conditioners, stories being told and plays
being written, lines being read and songs being sung, portraits being digitized and final·
ized in ways that redefine just how pictures can be made. Artists are the reason all these
things look and sound as they do. This is the business Columbia College Chicago is inand we're real good at it. All these fields represent very real professional opportunities
for you as you consider what you want to do with your strong interest in the arts. We can
even teach you how to be an arts manager, another very rapidly growing part of the
culture industry. These fields are growing and expanding all the time and we keep up with
these rapidly changing developments by having only professionally dedicated and fully
involved faculty teaching our classes. You work with these professionals to assure you are
professionally prepared to enter into any of these fields. Our success rate is excellent and
our reputation is expanding.
The environment of Columbia College Chicago is such that no matter what you concentrate or specialize in you will be rubbing elbows with students who are as heavily involved
in their majors as you are in yours; this means you also will be learning about the many
related arts including film and video and radio. Your arts experience is supplemented by
our strong commitment to the liberal arts and this will give you the required educational
breadth to enter into the professional world with a comprehensive overview and with indiS·
pensable confidence. You will be exposed to numerous theatrical performances, dance
programs and musical presentations, exhibitions, readings and special guest lecturers
from across the country (and world). We even have a unique feature in the Museum of
Contemporary Photography of Columbia College, a distinct con1ributor to the arts scene of
Chicago. Add to this the overall cultural scene of urban Chicago and you are describing an
educational environment of the first order.
I invite you to accept the challenge and the sheer excitement of the arts experience at
Columbia College Chicago. 1 can think of few better ways to prepare for a career in the
arts, anywhere!

Leonard Lehrer
Acting Dean of the School of Fine and Performing Arts
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ART AND DESIGN
JAY WOLKE. CHAIRPERSON
Approuh
Columbia College Chicago's Art and Design department
accentuates the importance of aesthetic growth and the
development of students· technical skills. craftsmanship, and
overall artistic discipline in various art applications. We want
our students to enter the WOtk force as creative thinkers and
producers. and also as great leaders and entrepreneurs. As a
result, we try to impart a real-world level of expectation.
emphasizing a balance between strong creativity and the reali·
ties of a highly competitive field. Talent is paramount. but
students at Columbia also learn the importance of diligence
and commitment to their success as professional artists.

WorklnJ hculty
Art and Design faculty members pos.sess a tremendous range
of skill sets. many beong award-w1nn1ng. onternat1ona11y exh1b1t·
ing artists. Our instructors possess a raw energy and e•uber·
ance about art that is actively communicated to students. All
of the faculty believe art and design can make pos1t1ve
changes in the lives and health of the commun1ty at large.
Profeulonel Expoaure end Opportunltlea
The Art and Design department e• poses our students to
professional·life opportunities as soon as possible through
internship opportunities. e•hibitions. outside compet1t1ons.
and special programs. Our new annual "Mayfest" event 1s the
largest student art e•hibition in the City, and allows graduatong
seniors to exhibit their bodies of work to the community at
large. The study-abroad program. Columbia Arts/ Aorence .
focuses on making and studying art in Northern Italy.

Curriculum
Courses are structured to provide realistic, practical, and
creative learning as students develop their personal vision in
one of seven specialized BFA programs: Fine Arts. Interior
Architecture, Illustration, Fashion Design , Advertising Art
Direction. Product Design, and Graphic Design. We also of fer
a Bachelor of Arts degree, a course of study for students who
want a more liberal approach to learning and freedom to
investigate a broad range of interests.
During their foundation courses. students learn drawing
systems ranging from rendering to diagramming. Students
explore all aspects of two-, three-. and four-dimensional
design. Introductions to photography, new art, computer technologies. and color theory prepare students for any major. Art
history and criticism classes provide the vocabularies and
contexts students need to understand and integrate their
ideas into the stream of visual culture. The department also
aims to find collaborative opportunities so that students can
more effectively share their ideas.

Fullltlea
The Art and Design department has outstanding facilities.
supported by expert staff. From drawing and painting studios
to model and woodshops, from graphics and Auto-CAD labs to
experimental digital media spaces. we have the tools to teach
students how to be professional practitioners within their
chosen concentrations.
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ART AND DE SIGN
SELECT A BFA IN FINE ARTS, ILLUSTRATION,
ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION, GRAPHIC DESIGN.
FASH ION DESIGN. PRODUCT DESIGN. OR INTERIOR
ARCHITECTURE OR A BA IN ART AND DES IGN:

Art an d Design
Students who major in Art and Design may earn a Bachelor of
Fine Arts (BFA) or a Bachelor of Arts (BA). Students choose
one of the following: BFA in Fine Arts, BFA In Illustration, BFA
in Advertising Art Direction. BFA in Graphic Design. BFA in
Fashion Design, BFA in Product Design, BFA in Interior
Architecture or a BA in Art and Design. The Art and Design
department also offers a minor in Art History.

FINE ARTS REQUIREMENTS (46)
Cours e Title and Cred its
22·1231 New Art (3)

All Art and Design stud ent s must complet e the
d epart ment al co re.

22-1240 Color and Composition (3)
22·2214 Figure Drawing I (3 )

ART AND DESIGN CORE ( 24)

22·2224 Printmaking 1 (3)
22·2120 Art Since 1945 (3)

Cou rse Title and Credits

22·3110 Twentieth-Century Art Theory and Criticism (3)

22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22·3263 Advanced Fine Arts Seminar (3)

22·1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

22·3264 Thesis Project {3)

23-1100 Foundations of Photography I (3) and 23-1101
Darkroom Workshop 1 (3)
Exceptions: Interior Architecture majors substitute
23·1110 Photography for Interior Architecture
majors; Product Design majors substitute 22·3715
Digital Presentation Techniques.

SELECT 6 CREDIT HOURS (3 OF WHICH MUST BE
NON-WESTERN ART CREDITS) OF ART HISTORY BEYOND
THE CORE REQUIR EMENTS
SELECT 10 ADDITIONAL CRED IT HOURS FROM LEVEL·
TWO FINE ARTS COURSE OFFERINGS:

22·1210 Drawing I (3)
22·1211 Drawing II (3)
Exceptions: Illustration. Advertising Art
Dorection. Graphic Design, and Product Design
majors substitute 22·2420 Applied Drawing (3 );
Interior Architecture majors substitute 22·1B11
Architectural Drafting and Detailing I (3); Fashion
Design majors substitute 22·2603 Fashion
Illustration 1 (3).

SELECT 6 CREDIT HOURS FROM THE FOLLOWING
LEVEL·THREE COURSE OFFERINGS:
22-3211 Creative Drawing Studio (3)
22·3222 Painting Ill (3)
22-3241 Ceramics Ill (3)
22·3242 Jewelry Ill (3)
22-3262 Advanced Fine Arts Studio (3)

22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)

22·3299 Independent Study (variable)

22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)

Special requirements for BFA in Fine Arts: The Art and Design
department requires a 3.0 grade point average in the major
for continuation in the Fine Arts program. Students below this
average will need a recommendation from a faculty member. A
portfolio review is required between 48 and 60 cumulative
credit hours. Students will be advised accotding to the prof~
ciency shown in their portfolio. At this time, students will
select a major advisor.
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ART AND DESIGN
ILLUSTRATION REQUIREMENTS (48)

GRAPHIC DESIGN REQUIREMENTS (48)

Course Title and Credits

Course Title and Credits

22·2170 History of Communication Design (3)

22·2170 History of Communication Design (3)

22·2214 Figure Drawing I (3)

22·1310 Beginning Typography (3)

22·2220 Beginning Painting (3)

22·1320 Design Lab (3)

22·1310 Beginning Typography (3)

22·2330 Graphic Design: Introduction (3)

22·1320 Design Lab (3)

22·3340 Intermediate Typography (3)

22·2330 Introduction to Graphic Design (3)

22·3345 Publication Design (3)

22·3410 Illustration I (3)

22·3350 Sign. Symbol, Image (3)

22-3412 Illustration II: Form and Rendering (3)

22·3355 Corporate Graphics (3)

22·3430 Figure Illustration (3)

22·3360 Packaging Design (3)

22·3440 Historic Styles in Illustration (3)

22·3370 Advanced Typography (3)

22·3450 Conceptual Development in Illustration (3)

22·3375 Website Design I (3)

22-3460 Digital Illustration I (3)

22·3380 Professional Portfolio Development: Graphics (3)

22·3465 Sequential Imaging (3)

22·2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction (3)

22·34 75 Editorial/Advertising Illustration (3)

22·3530 Photo Communications (3)

22·3480 Professional Portfolio Development: Illustration (3)

Complete 3 credit hours of Illustration electives.

22·2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction (3)

Complete 3 credit hours of Advertising Art Direction electives.

Special requirements for a BFA in Illustration: In keeping with
departmental policy, a 3.0 grade point average in the
student's major is needed for continuation in the BFA
program. Transcripts will be reviewed by 60 credit cumulative
credit hours, and in cases where a student's grade point aver·
age is below standard, the student may request a portfolio
review by faculty to continue in the BFA program.

Special requirements for a BFA in Graphic Design: In keeping
with departmental policy, a 3.0 grade point average in the
student's major is needed for continuation in the BFA
program. Transcripts will be reviewed by 60 credit cumulative
credit hours, and in cases where a student's grade point aver·
age is below standard . the student may request a portfolio
review by faculty to continue in the BFA program.

ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION REQUIREMENTS (49)

FASHION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS ( 48)

Course Title and Credits

Course Title and Credits

22·2170 History of Communication Design (3)

22·1600 Garment Construction I (3)

22·1310 Beginning Typography (3)

22·1610 Fundamentals of Fashion Design (3)

22·1320 Design Lab (3)

22·1620 Fundamentals of Textiles for Fashion Design (3)

22·2330 Introduction to Graphic Design (3)

22·2600 Garment Construction II (3)

22·3340 Intermediate Typography (3)

22·2601 Patternmaking: Aat Pattern (3)

22-3370 Advanced Typography (3)

22·2602 Patternmaking: Draping (3)

22·3375 Website Design I (3)

22·3600 Advanced Garment Construction : Tailoring (3)

22·2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction (3)

22·3601 Advanced Patternmaking: Flat Pattern (3)

22·2520 Advertising Design (3)

22-3602 Advanced Patternmaking: Draping (3)

22-3525 Art Director/Copywriter Team (3)

22·3603 Fashion Illustration II (3)

22·3530 Photo Communications (3)

22·3610 Fashion Design: Theory and Practice (3)

22·3535 Storyboard Development (3)

22·3611 Menswear Design (3)

22·3540 Creative Strategies in Advertising Design I (3)

22·3650 Senior Thesis: Fasion Design I (3)

22·3550 Advertising Communications (3)

22·3651 Senior Thesis: Fashion Design II (3)

22·3580 Professional Portfolio Development: Adverti sing (3)
SELECT TWO OF THE FO LLOWING :

23·3400 Commercial Photographer/Art Director (4),
Photography

22·2175 Fashion: An Historic Perspective (3)
22·2176 Contemporary Fashion (3)

Special requirements for a BFA in Advertising Art Direction: In
keeping with departmental policy, a 3.0 grade point average in
the student's major is needed for continuation the BFA
program. Transcripts will be reviewed by 60 credit cumulative
credit nours, and in cases where a student's grade point aver·
age is below standard, the student may request a portfolio
review by faculty to continue in the BFA program.

22·2620 Textile Fabrication Techniques (3)
22·2621 Millinery: Hats and Beyond (3)
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ART AND DESIGN
INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE REQU IREMENTS (59)

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING :
22-3640 CAD: Production Techniques (3)

Course Title and Credits

22-3641 CAD: Fashion Presentation (3)

22-1131 History of Architecture I (3 )

23-3410 Fashion Photography II (3). Photography

22-1132 History of Architecture II (3)

Special requirements for a BFA in Fashion Design: The Art and
Design department requires a 3.0 grade point average in the
major for continuation in the BFA program. Students below
this average will need a recommendation from a full·time
faculty member. In addition, a portfolio review is required
between 48 and 60 cumulative credit hours. Students will be
advised according to the proficiency shown in their portfolio.
At this time. students will select a major advisor.

22-1800 Design Theory I (3 )
22-1811 Architectural Drafting and Detailing I (3)
22-1813 AutoCAD Fundamentals (3)
22-1819 Sources of Materials (3)
22-1820 Color for interiors (3)
22-2801 Design Studio II (3)
22-2802 History of Furniture Seminar (1)
22-2812 Architectural Drafting and Detailing II (3)

PRODUCT DESIGN REQUIREMENTS (56)

22-3803 Design Studio Ill/Code Compliance (3)

Course Title and Credlta

22-3804 Design Studio IV/Adaptive Reuse (3)

22-3170 Design Culture Now (3)

22-3805 Design V/Global Issues (3)

22·1700 Product Design 1: Materials and Techniques (3)

22-3806 Senior Project A: Research and Programming (1)

22-1705 Product Design II: Design Paradigms (3)

22-3807 Senior Project B: Schematic Design (2)

22-1710 Introduction to CAD for Product Design (3)

22-3808 Senior Project C: Design Drawings (1)

22-2700 Introduction to Manufacturing (3)

22-3809 Senior Project D: Work Drawings (1)

22-2705 Intermediate CAD for Product Design (3)

22-3810 Senior Project E: Presentation and Critique (1)

22-2710 Product Design Ill: Product Semantics (3)

22-3815 AutoCAD Detailing Ill (3)

22-2715 Advanced CAD for Product Design (3)

22-3816 AutoCAD Detailing IV (3)

22-2720 Form Analysis for Product Design (3)

22-3821 Rendering and Presentation (3)

22·3700 Product Design IV (3)

22-3822 Fundamentals of Llgl1ting (3)

22-3705 Special Issues for Product Design I ( 1)

22-3823 Business Practice for Designers (3)

22-3710 Product Design V (3)

22-3824 Portfolio Workshop (1)

22-3720 Advanced Manufacturing (3)

22-3988 Internship (3)

22-3725 Presentation Graphics/Rendering (3)

All Art and Design students must complete the core.
Special requirements for a BFA in Interior Architecture: The Art
and Design department requires a 3.0 grade point average in
the major for continuation in the BFA program. Students below
this average will need a recommendation from a full-time
faculty member. In addition. a portfolio review Is required
between 48 and 60 cumulative credit hours. Students will be
advised according to the proficiency shown in their portfolio.
At this time students will select a major advisor.

22-3730 Special Issues for Product Design II (1)
22-3740 Product Design Thesis I (3)
22-3741 Product Design Thesos II (3)
22-3750 Product Design Professional Business Practices (3)
22-3755 Product Design Portfolio Development (3)
22-3788 Product Design Internship (3)
Special requirements for a BFA in Product Design: The Art and
Design department requires a 3.0 grade point average in the
major for continuation in the BFA program . Students below
this average will need a recommendation from a full-time
faculty member. In addition. a portfolio review is required
between 48 and 60 cumulative credit hours. Students will be
advised according to the proficiency shown in their portfolio.
At this time students will select a major advisor.
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ART AND DESIGN
BA IN ART AND DESIGN REQUIREMENTS ( 28)

SELECT A LEVEL TWO CLASS FROM EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING:

Course Title and Credits

'

One 3 credit hour course in Rne Arts.

COMPLETE ONE OF THE FOLLOW ING:

'

One 3 credit hour course in Art History.

28-1110 Introduction to Management (3)
SELEC T A LEVEL THREE CLASS FROM EACH OF THE
FOLLOWI NG:

54-1600 Introduction to Advertising (3)

One 3 credit hour course in Rne Art.

Complete 3 credit hours in level-one design.

One 3 credit hour course in Art History.

Complete 3 credit hours in level-one performing arts.
Complete 3 credit hours in level-two fine arts.

2nd BFA In Fashion Design
Students must complete the following for a total of 72 credit
hours.

Complete 3 credit hours in level·two art history.
Complete 3 credit hours in level·three fine arts.
Complete 3 credit hOurs in level-three art history.

Course Number, Title , and Credits

22·3170 Design Culture Now (3)

22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22·3235 BA Seminar and Workshop (4)

22·1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

A 2nd BA Is offered In Art and Design
2nd BFAs are offered In the following concentrations :

22·1210 Drawing I (3)

Fashion Design

22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)

AdVertising Art

22·1600 Garment Construction I (3)

Fine Art

22·1610 Fundamentals of Fashion Design (3)

22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)

Graphic Design

22-1620 Fundamentals of Textiles for Fashion Design (3)

Illustration

22·2600 Garment Construction II (3)

Interior Architecture

22·2601 Patternmaking: Rat Pattern (3)

Product Design

22·2602 Patternmaking: Draping (3)
22·2603 Fashion Illustration I (3)

2nd BA In Art and Design
Students must complete the following for a total of 52 credit
hours.

22-3600 Advanced Garment Construction: Tailoring (3)
22·3601 Advanced Patternmaking: Rat Pattern (3)
22·3602 Advanced Patternmaking: Draping (3)

Course Number, Tit le, and Credits

22·3603 Fashion Illustration II (3)

22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22-3610 Fashion Design: Theory and Practice (3)

22·1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

22-3650 Senior Thesis: Fashion Design I (3)

22·3170 Design Culture Now (3)

22-3651 Senior Thesis: Fashion Design II (3)

22·1210 Drawing I (3)

23-1100 Foundations of Photography I (3). Photography

22·1211 Drawing II (3)

23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3), Photography

22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING :

22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)

22·3640 CAD: Production Techniques (3)

22·3235 BA Seminar and Workshop in Art and Design (4)

22·3641 CAD: Fashion Presentation (3)

23-1100 Foundations of Photography 1 (3)
23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3). Photography

SELECT TWO OF THE FOLLOWING:
22·2175 Fashion: An Historic Perspective (3)

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

22·2176 Contemporary Fashion (3)

28·1110 Introduction to Arts Management (3),
Arts, Entertainment and Media Management

22·2620 Textile Fabrication and Surface Techniques (3)
22·2621 Millinery: Hats and Beyond (3)

54-1600 Introduction to Advertising (3), Marketing
Communication

22·3605 Fashion Styling (3)
22-3611 Menswear Design (3)

SELECT A LEVEL ONE CLASS FROM EACH OF THE
FOLLOWING:
One 3 credit hour course in Design.
One 3 credit hour course in Performing Arts.
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2nd BFA In Adverti sing Art Direction
Students must complete the following for a total of 7 4 credit
hours.

2nd BFA In Fine Art
Students must complete the following for a total of 70 credit
hours.

Course Number, Title, and Credits

Course Number, Title, and Credits

22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22-1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22-1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

22-1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

22-2170 History of Communication Design (3)

22·2120 Art Since 1945 (3)

22·1210 Drawing I (3)

22-3110 Twentieth Century Art Theory and Criticism (3)

22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)

22·1210 Drawing I (3)

22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)

22-1211 Drawing II (3)

22·1310 Beginning Typography (3)

22-1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)

22·1320 Design Lab (3)

22-1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)

22·2330 Introduction to Graphic Design (3)

22·1231 New Art (3)

22-3340 Intermediate Typography (3)

22·1240 Color and Composition (3)

22·3370 Advanced Typography (3)

22·2214 Figure Drawing I (3)

22-3375 Website Design 1 (3)

22·2224 Printmaking I (3)

22-3380 Professional Portfolio Development (3)

22·3263 Advanced Fine Arts Seminar (3)

22·2420 Applied Drawing (3)

22·3264 Thesis Project (3)

22-2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction (3)

23·1100 Foundations of Photography I (3), Photography

22-2520 Advertising Design (3)

23·1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3), Photography

22-3525 Art Direction/Copywriter Team (4)

Art History Elective (Non-western) (3)

22-3530 Photo Communications (3)

Art History Elective (3)

22·3535 Storyboard Development (3)
22-3540 Creative Strategies in Advertising Design I (3)

CHOOSE SIX CREDIT HOURS FROM THE FOLLOWI NG:

22-3550 Advertising Communications (3)

22·3211 Creative Drawing Studio (3)

23-1100 Foundations of Photography I (3), Photography

22-3222 Painting Ill (3)

23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3), Photography

22·3241 Ceramics Ill (3)

23-3400 Commercial Photographer/Art Director (4),
Photography

22-3242 Jewelry Ill (3)
22-3262 Advanced Fine Arts Studio (3)
22-3299 Independent Study (3)
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2nd BFA In Fi ne Art ( Conti nued)

22·3530 Photo Communications (3)
23-1100 Foundations of Photography (3)

TEN (10) CRED IT HOURS OF ART DEPARTMENT
ELECTIVES CHOSE N FROM THE FOLLOWING:

23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3)

22·2212 Materials and Techniques in Drawing (3)

CHOOSE AN ILLUSTRATION ELECTI VE (3)

22·2216 Structural Anatomy (3)
22·2220 Beginning Painting (3)

CHOOSE AN ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION ELECTIVE(3)

22·2221 Painting II (3)

2nd BFA In lllustretlon
Students must complete the following for a total of 72 credit
hours.

22·2222 Watercolor Studio (3 )
22·2225 Printmaking II (3 )
22·2230 Sculpture: Materials and Techniques (3)
22·2232 Ceramic Sculpture (3)

Course Number, Title , and Credits

22·2233 Mixed Media (3)

22·1101 History of Art I: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22·2234 Installation (3)

22·1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

22·2235 Time Arts (3)

22-2170 History of Communication Design (3)

22·2236 Performance Art (3)

22·1210 Drawing I (3)

22·2240 Ceramics 1 (3)

22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)

22·2241 Ceramics II (3)

22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)

22·2242 Jewelry I (3)

22-2214 Figure Drawing I (3)

22·2243 Small Metals/Jewelry II Studio (3)

22-2220 Beginning Painting (3)

22·2244 Furniture Design: Beginning (3)

22·1310 Beginning Typography (3)

22·2245 Furniture Construction: Beginning (3)

22-1320 Design Lab (3)

22·2246 Woodworking II: Furniture Design (3)

22-2330 Introduction to Graphic Design (3 )

22·3227 Material and Techniques for Painting (3)

22-3380 Professional Portfolio Development: Graphics (3)

22·3230 Figure Modeling and Sculpture (3)

22·2420 Applied Drawing (3)

22·3250 Visiting Artist Workshop I (1)

22·3410 Illustration I (3)

2nd BFA In Graphic Design
Students must complete the following for a total of 7 2 credit
hours.

22-3430 Figure Illustration (3)

Course Number, Title, and Credits

22-3460 Digital Illustration 1 (3)

22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22-3465 Sequential Imaging (3)

22-3412 Illustration II: Form and Rendering (3)
22·3440 Historic Styles In Illustration (3)
22·3450 Conceptual Development in Illustration (3)

22·1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

22-3475 Editorial/Advertising Illustration (3)

22·2170 History of Communication Design (3)

22·2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction (3)

22·1210 Drawing I (3)

23-1100 Foundations of Photography I, Phototgraphy (3 )

22·1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)

23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3), Photography

22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)
22·1310 Beginning Typography (3)
22·1320 Design Lab (3)
22·2330 Introduction to Graphic Design (3)
22·2420 Applied Drawing (3)
22·3340 Intermediate Typography (3)
22·3345 Publication Design (3)
22·3350 Sign, Symbol. Image (3)
22·3355 Corporate Graphics (3)
22·3360 Packaging Design (3)
22·3370 Advanced Typography (3)
22·3375 Website Design 1 (3)
22-3380 Professional Portfolio Development: Graphics (3)
22·2510 Advertising Art Direction: Introduction (3)
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2nd BFA In Interior Architecture
Students must complete the following for a total of 80 credit
hours.

2nd BFA In Product Desl&n
Students must complete the following for a total of 71 credit
hours.

Class Number, Title, and Credits

Course Number, Title, and Credits

22-1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22-1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic (3)

22·1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

22·1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern (3)

22-1131 History of Architecture I (3)

22·3110 Design Culture Now (3)

22·1132 History of Architecture II (3)

22-1210 Drawing I (3)

22·1210 Drawing I (3)

22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)

22-1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)

22-1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3)

22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3)

22-1700 Product Design 1: Materials and Techniques (3)

22·1800 Design Theory I (3)

22·1705 Product Design II: Design Paradigms (3)

22-1811 Architectural Drafting and Detailing I (3)

22-1710 Introduction to CAD for Product Design (3)

22·1813 AutoCAD Fundamentals (3)

22·2700 Introduction to Manufacturing (3)

22·1819 Sources and Materials (3)

22-2705 Intermediate CAD for Product Design (3)

22-1820 Color for Interiors (3)

22-2710 Product Design Ill: Product Semantics (3)

22·2801 Design Studio II (3)

22·2715 Advanced CAD for Product Design (3)

22·2802 History of Furniture Seminar (1)

22-2720 Form Analysis for Product Design (3)

22-2812 Architectural Drafting and Detailing II (3)

22·3700 Product Design IV (3)

22·3803 Design Studio Ill-Code Compliance (3)

22-3705 Special Issues for Product Design I (1)

22-3804 Design Studio 11- Adoptive Resue(3)

22-3710 Product Design V (3)

22-3805 Design Studio 11-Giobal Issues (3)

22·3720 Advanced Manufacturing (3)

22·3806 Senior Project A: Research and Programming (1)

22-3725 Presentation Graphics/Rendering (3)

22-3807 Senior Project B: Schematic Design (2)

22·3730 Special Issues for Product Design II (1)

22·3808 Senior Project C: Design Drawings (1)

22-37 40 Product Design Thesis I (3)

22·3809 Senior Project D: Work Drawings (1)

22-37 41 Product Design Thesis II (3)

22-3810 Senior Project E: Presentation and Critique (1)

22·3750 Product Design Professional Business Practices (3)

22·3815 AutoCAD Detailing Ill (3)

22-3755 Product Design Portfolio Development (3)

22·3816 AutoCAD Detailing IV (3)

22·3788 Product Design Internship (3)

22-3821 Rendering and Presentation (3)
22·3822 Fundamentals of Lighting (3 )
22-3823 Business Practice for Designers (3)
22-3824 Portfolio Development Workshop (1)
!?2·3988 Internship (3)
23-1110 Photography for Interior Design (3). Photography
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COURSE DESCRIPTIO N S

ART AND DESIGN
ART HISTORY

~ History of Architecture II
Human thought and aspirations are revealed through the
study of architecture and building techniques. COurse
focuses primarily on Western Cultures. Through the
context of architecture. the d isciplines of interior design
and the decorative arts are also touched upon. Covered
time period spans from the precursors of modern architecture to the twenty-first century architecture of today.

~ Hi story of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic
Course covers beginnings of art in the Paleolithic cave
imagery and concludes with Gothic cathedrals of the
Middle Ages. Ancient cultures of Egypt. the Ancient Near
East. the Aegean. Greece. and Rome are studied in relationship to development of the Western tradition. The art
of non-European cultures such as India. China, Japan, the
Americas. and Africa is surveyed. Emphasis is placed not
only on appreciation of the aesthetic values of human
cultures. but also on the historical context for the creation
of art works and the Influence of sociopolitical, religious,
and scientific/technological determinants.
COURSE 122-1101
HA
3 CREDITS

COURSE 122·1132
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

MODERN. 22·1131 HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE I

IAIIF2 901/ ART 901

Architecture In Chicago Now
Course examines the built environment of Chicago. from
its development as a center of the national transpor tation
network to its landscape. urban design. and architecture.
Course includes on-site Investigation of designs from the
1850s through the 1990s. focusing on the city's evolu·
tion. Its importance In the history of architecture, and its
current and future challenges to architects and the built
environment. Most class sessions meet In the field .

~ History of Art II : Renaissance to Modern
Course begins with the Renaissance of the fifteenth
century and continues Into the Modern period through the
twentieth century. Art of the Baroque. Rococo. and
Romantic eras is studied as well as the contemporaneous
art of Africa. the Americas. and Asia . Emphasis is placed
on historical context and the aesthetic appreciation and
analysis of individual art works. Students become familiar
with different critical methods for evaluating works of art.
This Is a continuation of 22-1101 History of Art 1: Stone
Age to Gothoc. but It may be taken independently.
COURSE 122·110 2
3 CREDITS
HA

COURSE 122-1140
3 CREDITS

Art In Chicago Now
Course encourages doalogue about contemporary ideas
and ossues on art from the studoo artist's point of view.
Students anend current exhobits and lectures in the
Chicago area. Course is open to any student interested in
developong an understandong of contemporary art.

History of European Art
Course covers the major periods of European art in a
sequence that rotates every semester. The five parts of
the sequence include Art of Ancient Greece and Rome.
Medieval Art, Art of the Renaossance. Art of the Baroque.
and Nineteenth-Century Art. Course examones major innovations in style. technique. and subj ect matter and the
contributions of individual artists. Course relates the
visual arts to the social. cultural. and Intellectual forces of
each period.

COURSE 122-1120
3 CREDITS

COURSE 122-2100
3 CREDITS

IAIIF2 9 0 2 / ART 9 0 2

~ History of Architecture I

History of Twentieth -Century Art
Course surveys the history of modern art from
Post-Impressionism in the 1B90s. covering major subsequent currents Including Cubism. Expressionism.
Surrealism/Dada. Abstract Expressionism. and Post·
Modernism. International style and Post·Modernism in
architecture are covered along with study of the Bauhaus.

Human thought and aspirations are revealed through the
study of architecture. Course begins by examining ancient
Egyptian architecture continuing through the Renaissance.
Baroque. Rococo, and Neoclassical periods. Focus is on
Western architectural forms. Through the context of examining architecture. Instruction touches on interiors. decora·
tive arts. and furniture .

COURSE 122·2110
3 CREDITS
HA
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 122·1131
3 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN
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Arts of Africa, Oceania, and the Americas
Course introduces arts of Africa. Oceania. pre-Columbian
Mesoamerica, and the native peoples of North America.
Several cultures are chosen from each area to illustrate
the variety of art. form s of expression, and their function
and significance in society. Major themes include the relationship between art and society; the role of the artist;
the forms. materials. processes. and definition of art
within the cultures studied; and how the art of these
areas has changed over time.

Futurism, Dada, and Surreali sm
Course surveys the avant-garde art movements of the
early twentieth century with particular focus on Futurism.
Dada. and Surrealism. In keeping with the experimental
flavor of the art produced by these movements. course
has an Interdisciplinary approach to the analysis and
comparison of paintir\g, sculpture. typography. music.
fashion. performance, film, photography, and writing.
Course also provides an historical frame for understanding
the experiments and investigations of the avant-garde
artists who challenged and redefined the traditions of
European art in response to social conditions of mechanizatiOn and war.

COURSE 122·2140
3 CREDITS
HA

COURSE n2·2115
3 CREDITS
HA

Arts of Afri ca
Course introduces the arts of Africa south of the Sahara
Desert. including sculpture, painting, textiles, architecture,
pottery, metalwork. and body arts. Material spans 2500
years of art history, including the works of contemporary
artists. Several ethnic groups and individual artists are
highlighted to explore these major themes: the relationship between art and African culture . religion, and politics;
the role of the artist in African society; and changes in
African art over time.

Art Since 1945
Course examines the development of the visual arts in
America and Europe after World War II. Important movements such as Abstract Expressionism. Pop Art. Color
Field. Minimalism. and Conceptual art forms-body art.
earth art. and performance-are surveyed .
COURSE 122-2120
3 CREDITS

WI

COURSE n2·2145
3 CREDITS
HA

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

The Art of Mexico: Th e Olmecs to the Present
Course presents an overview of Mexican art over 3000
years, beginning with the ancient Olmecs and the Aztecs.
and continuing with the colonial period of the sixteenth
through nineteenth centuries. Course concludes with a
study of twentieth-century Mexican artists including those
working today. Along with slide lectures and discussions.
course includes field trips to local museums.

American Art, 1840·1940
Course covers major trends in American art and how they
are Interpreted in painting. sculpture. architecture. and
the decorative arts. Emphasis is on the Heroic
Landscape. Luminism. Heroism. Art for Art's Sake.
Mysticism. Symbolism. the Columbian World Exposition.
Impressionism. the Armory Show, Cubism. the Ashcan
School. Regionalism. Surrealism. and the New Realism.
Two papers and museum visits are required.

COURSE 122-2150
3 CREDITS
HA

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 1 22·2130
3 CREDI TS
WI
PREREQUISITE: 22-1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN, 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

~ History of Communication Design
Course introduces graphic design, advertising, and illus·
\ration students to the history of visual communication,
including text and image. Lectures. slides, and discus·
sions focus on the work of important practitioners in the
field and the historical and cultural significance of design,
technology, and innovation.

African-American Art
Course surveys the visual arts produced by people of
African descent in the United States from colonial times
to the present. Course introduces students to a range of
artistic productions and provides a social-historical frame
for the interpretation and analysis of art. Students examine the relationship between Black artists' work. the
cultures of West and Central Africa. and the visual tradi·
tions of European and Euro-American artists.

COURSE n2-2170
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22-1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN

COURSE 122-2135
3 CREDITS
HA
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Foolllon: An Hlotorlcol Peropectl •e

Tlloory ontil Proctlco of Art lllllltltlo11o
Students - tnWMKI on ell ~s of lllennorc Wid o"'C))e
mentir'C en e.niblloon Ill the 11th Street Gollety. Stuo.nts
participate on selection of • t won.&.
IIOeHonl·

Course eJLOmlnes tahoon ltvOUIJI the centunes Wid the
historic rel.tJonship between clotho~ poonto~ onteriot
Wid •chllecturel des len. lot-uta. Wid musoc. Wid scx:l el
foroesiUch os eoonomocs. polit.c:s. onclustty. lebo<. Wid
resources.
COUIIII U2·2111
a CIIIOITI

-.-ch.

ifC. re&JStrlllion. con-vllloon. O<luellloon. dft<CI>. onstello
tion. Wid I)Ublocoty. Course elso e~as ttoeoretOCOI Wid
~ issues rallied to muteums. • t COIIocto~ WIIUtll
patrimony. curatonel euthorlty. Wid recnsentllloon of dlwr·
slly. The theme of the elhobotoon ch- .s each _,.ste<
the course os offe<ed.
COUIIOI U2·aUO
a CIIIDITI

Contemporary Foolllon
Students study modes Wid manners of dress Wid the arts
reflected in scx:lety. from Oior's " New LOOk" of 1947 to
the present. Curriculum cowrs historic events. scx:ial
rTIO\'ements. music. paintlrc. sculpture. artists. celebrities. fads. and hOw they are reflected in clothin& and ind~
vidual dress of the times . Emphasis is on dress of today.
why It Is worn, and what it reftects from the past. present.
and Mure.
COUIIII U2·2170
a CIIEDITO

PREREQUISIT£: 22·JJOJ HISTORY OF ART 1:

S~E

AGE TO

GOTHIC. 22·JJ02 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MOOERN, 52· J J 52 ENGl.ISH COMPOSITION II

X

Doolan Culture Now
Course presents a history of the way the clesl&ned wor1d
around us looks now. lnsttuction emphasizes current
traphic desi&n. adwtrtlsinc. archltacturel and Interior
desitn. fashion. and product clesl&n. with attention elso
paid to the history and technoiOCies that h - led to the
present. Desitn's rellllion to populer culture Wid nno art
will also be discussed. Course Is required tor the BA in
Art and Desitn.
COUIIIE 122·a U O
a CIIEDITI

Toplco In Art Hlotory
Course focuses on specific topics. themes. ideas or peri·
ods In the history of art. Each semester this course
covers different material that might not be included in the
perm-nt course offenncs or concenttates on new or
experimental approaches to issues in art history.
COUIIOI U2·UOO
a CIIEOITI
PREREQUISIT£: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MOOERN

Poropectl••• of Crlt l clom
This course will approach criticism on the erts from 1
comprehensiwt perspectiwt app¥~ teneral prtncoplos to
areas ran&lrc from literature Wid poetty. UVOUIJI the
visual arts. to music. The 10111 Is to provl<le stuo.nt.s with
practical lu oowledle of hOw contemporary critk:osm on the
arts is done and hOw to prepare statements about theor
wor1< with the responses of critoclsm on mond. The student
will learn what contemporary critics look tor. the vocabularies thlll they use. and hOw to posltoon won. wothon crtt~
cal discourses.
COUIIII e22.a111
a CIIEDITI
PREREQUIS/T£: 22·Jl0l HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·ll02 HISTORY OF ART II: Rf.NAISSANCE. TO
MOOERN. 52·ll52 f.NGLISH COI*OSITION II

Twentieth-Century Art Theory end Crltlclom
Course sur\'e)'S mlljor concepts and methods of twenlie~
century art theory and criticism from the early formelism
of Racer Fry and Cliwt Bell to the late Modernist critical
theories of Clement Greenbert. Instruction covers other
art-historical points of view such as stylistic analysis,
iconocraphy. sttucturallsm and semiotics. and the social
history of art. Discussion of contemporary critical pos~
lions of Post-Modernism includes Post·Structuralist attitudes and responses to late twentie~ntury artOeconsttuctionist. Feminist. and Neomarxist.
COUIIOI U2·aUO
WI
a CIIIDITO
PREREQUISIT£: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·JJ02 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MOOERN. 52·ll52 ENGI.ISH COMPOSITION II
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Advanced Seminar In Art History

Calligraphy

Course focuses on reading, looking, researching, and writing: all key skills senior students are expected to have
developed as they complete their stud ies. Coursework
includes reading and discussing an essay or excerpt from
one of the required texts. Each class member must write
a short precis of the weekly reading. Writing, discussions,
and visits to museums prepare students to choose a
research topic for the thesis paper to be completed under
the supervision of the full-time faculty.

Designing with letters is stressed and an appreciation for
the design and structure of the Roman alphabet is gained
in this introduction to the craft of hand lettering. Students
develop script and italic writing using the nib pen.
COURSE 122-1222
3 CREDITS

~ Fundamentals of 3D Design

COURSE 1122-3190

This course emphasizes the use of basic design principles
and elements in developing three-dimensional compositions. Creative problem-solving is encouraged as students
manipulate a variety of materials such as carolina board,
wood, metal, clay, and plastic. Students will build spacefilling systems and learn basic technical skills in the
handling of materials and tools.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. AND PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

FINE ART
~Drawing I

COURSE 1122-1230

Course teaches students how to represent accurately and
proportionately obj ects, planes. and volumes by developing hand-to-eye coord ination with line and tone, and wet
and dry media. Basics of perspective are covered in various exercises augmented by critiques, slide lectures, and
d iscussions.

3 CREDITS

~New Art
Course provides students with opportunities to explore
new art forms. Students create per formance, installation ,
and site-specific works dealing with issues of time and
space in nontraditional ways. Video and other contemporary means of communication are possible mediums.

COURSE 1122-1210
3 CREDITS

l AIII ART 908

lAIII ART 904

COURSE 1!22-1231

~Drawing II

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22-1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN

Course continues developing basic drawing skills begun in
22-1210 Drawing I. Students expand on accuracy of
seeing and recording, apply skills to convey expression,
and emphasize composition through a variety of materials
and techniques.

Sculpture/Wood Carving

COURSE 1122-1211
3 CREDITS

This hands-on course will review the rich history of wood
carving: past and present, primitive, and modern. The
course will then focus on the properties of various woods
and the sculpting, sharpening, and finishing toots used on
them. The emphasis of the class will be on personal artistic growth through self-expression.

lAIII ART 905

PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I

~ Fundamentals of 2D Design
Students learn to organize visual images by acquiring
understanding of visual elements: line , shape, tone,
texture, and volume . Students examine and apply design
principles such as repetition, variety, and movement, as
well as geometric patterns. Emphasis is on simple graphic
skill s. Required for all Art and Design majors; course is
also useful for nonmajors.

COURSE 1122-1232
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN

Welding for Fabrication
In this course, students will learn introductory skills in
shielded metal, arc welding, and oxy-fuel cutting. Students
will also learn safety procedures relating to these subjects
and shop safety in general. While featuring hands-on welding instruction , this course will be taught using industrial
procedures and guidelines.

COURSE 1122·1220
3 CREDITS

lAIII ART 907

VIsual Design for Interactive Multimedia
Designed for multimedia majors, course introduces basic
design principles and thei r application in three areas of
visual organization : drawing, 2D design, and color theory.
This includes exploration of the elements of line, shape,
tone, texture. and the use of color in design.

COURSE 1122·1235
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN

3 CREDITS
COURSE #22-1221
WWW .C OI.UM.EOU
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Synthetic Material for Casting and Fabrication

Mural Painting

This course provides students with information regarding
the use of synthetic material for sculpture and 3D design.
Traditional procedures such as mold making. casting. fabri·
cation. and assemblage are reapplied through the use of
plastic. rubber, and other engineered materials. Students
are encouraged to experiment with the introduced material
so as to explore their unique properties as well as their
capabilities for multiple production.

This course introduces students to the history of mural
painting. Students will be exposed to many art periods
and styles as the point of departure for painting a mural.
As a team, they will design the structure, formulate the
content. and finalize the project in acrylics. Diversity and
multiculturalism will be emphasized through the incorporation of art from different cultures.

COURSE n2-1236

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-1210 DRAWING I, 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS
OF2D DESIGN

COURSE «122-1248

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN

:lf: Color and Composition

Jewelry Workshop

Students examine traditional color harmonies and modernist
theories through various methods, including those of Albers
and lttens. Exercises and the application of these ideas in
the work of twentiettK:entury artists are studied and
adapted to student projects. Creative and expressive uses
of color in all areas of design are encouraged.

Qualities of enameling are explored in this workshop in
which students combine techniques of jewelry and metalwork to add texture, color, and form. Techniques taught
include Limoge, cloisonne, and grisaille. A fine arts back·
ground or previous jewelry course benefits students
enrolled in this course.

COURSE «122·1240

COURSE #22-1270

3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN

Frame and Stretcher Building Workshop
Papermaklng Studio

Workshop teaches students how to build canvas stretchers and picture frames using the equipment in the Art and
Design department's Wood Shop. Course goal is to
enable students to become more self-sufficient in presenting their work (paintings , photographs, drawings, prints,
etc.). Each student produces between five and ten
museum-quality canvas stretchers and picture frames. The
course also introduces students to archival matting and
mounting techniques.

Contemporary and traditional art and handmade paper·
making are explored . as well as the processes of water·
marking, firestamping, and pigmentation. Various fibers for
papermaking are studied.
COURSE «122·1241
3 CREDITS

Papermaklng: Creating Unu sual Surfaces

COURSE «122-1271

In this course. students will learn how to construct a
unique and interesting substrate to be integrated with
other work: drawing, painting, phOtography, collage. sculpture, computer images, book arts, printmaking, and more.
Students will become acquainted with basic methods and
styles of other papermaking processes accompli shed
worldwide and, in turn, use this research to develop paper
for their own art needs.

1 CREDIT

Fine Art Workshop: Papermaklng
Using ordinary household equipment and a hydro-pulper,
students make papers used for sculptural forming or cast·
ing as well as for painting and drawing.
COURSE 122·1272

COURSE «122·1242

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

Precious Metal Clay Workshop
This two-day workshop is an opportunity to work with fine
silver in clay form . Manipulated in the same way one
would shape clay. pieces are fired in a kiln. resulting in a
finished work that is 99.9% silver. Results are achieved in
a fraction of the time taken by traditional silver-working
procedures by eliminating investing. chasing. and casting.

Puppetry, Pageantry, and the Art of Spectacle
Using various materials, students will learn to construct an
array of puppets, including rod, hand. and shadow puppets.
The class will also cover an introduction to the history of
puppetry, including various readings, films. and guest
performers. Students will build their own sets, props,
masks, and puppets, and per form with these objects. Open
to students from all disciplines. specifically students from
Art 8nd Design, Theater. Dance, and Interdisciplinary Arts.

COURSE «122·1273
1 CREDIT

COURSE «122·1245
3 CREDITS
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COURSE 122·2212

Painting II
Extensive studio theory and practice encourage students
to seek new options while studying technique and procedure in greater depth. Various possibilities for such
options are presented in projects using illusion, symbols,
concept, and process.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 122·2221

PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-2220 BEGINNING PAINTING

Materials and Techniques In Drawing
Course includes study of collage, washes, pen and ink,
craypas. pastels. and other new and traditional ways of
working on paper. Coursework emphasizes simultaneous
use of these various elements .

~ Figure Drawing I
Watercolor Studio
Course covers traditional and contemporary techniques
and concepts in watercolor. Instruction emphasizes realizing form directly with brush and building space with color.
An introduction to transparent painting processes is given.

By concentrating on proportion, light, shape, and movement, students acQuire skill in representing the human
form using a variety of materials. Slide discussions of
master figure drawings set examples and standards.
COURSE 122·2214
IAII ART 906
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO

COURSE 122·2222
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I

GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN, 22·1210 DRAWING I

COURSE 122·2215

Figure Painting Studio
Compositional context of the figure and individual form
development are studied, using both nude and costumed
models. various media and techniques, and individualized
instruction. Acrylics. oils. pastels, watercolors, canvas,
and paper are used. It is recommended that 22-2216
Structural Anatomy or 22·3230 Figure Modeling and
Sculpture be taken concurrently.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 122·2223

PREREQUISITE: 22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING I

Figure Drawing II
Studio course focuses on intensive use of form and
volume with special attention to realizing and refining
technique. Nude and costumed models in specific
settings are used; longer poses allow for more finished
drawings.

Structural Anatomy
Lectures are supplemented by drawings from anatomical
and live models to examine the surface form of the body
and its relationship to artistic anatomy. Accurate observa·
tion and recording of individual and cooperative bone and
muscle structures of the human form are emphasized .

~ Printmaking I
Basic methods of printmaking intaglio , lithography, linocut,
and collograph are introduced in this studio course
emphasizing basic technical skills and pursuit of creative
adaptations.

COURSE 122·2216

COURSE 122·2224

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
IAII ART 914
PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 20 DESIGN

PREREQUISITE: 22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING I

~ Beginning Painting
Students learn basic techniQues of underpainting, mixing,
blending, building form. composition, and concept with
effective use of texture and color. Studio projects are
augmented with slide lectures. discussions. and analyses
of great art.

Printmaking II
Course offers students opportunity to further explore
concepts and techniques studied in 22-2224 Printmaking
I. Multiple-plate printing, monotype, reduction woodcut, lift·
ground etching, and chine colle are among the new
processes presented. Students are encouraged to
develop more mature imagery and technical facility.

COURSE 122-2220
3 CREDITS
IAII ART 911
PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF
200ESIGN

WWW .C OLUM . EDU
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Sculpture: Materials and Tec hniques

Time Arts

Cardboard, wood , plaster, plastic, metal, and clay are
used in this introduction to basic additive and reductive
sculpting processes. Contemporary modes and methods
of sculpture making are examined. Basic mold making is
taught.

Course provides a hands-on laboratory for students interested in creating images and events that are idea-driven.
dimensional or performative in nature. Sound, video,
slides, language. site, self. and various media are
employed.

COURSE "22·2230

COURSE "22·2235

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART 11: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. 22-1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 30 DESIGN

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART 11: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 20 DESIGN, 22·1230
FUNDAMENTALS OF 30 DESIGN, 22·1231 NEW ART, ALL COR
BETTER

Woodworking for Sculpture
Woodworking skills and manual as well as machine technology are used to create sculpture in wood. Main emphasis is on constructed form while some time may be spent
on carving and reductive techniques.

Performance Art
Students are given a comprehensive introduction to the
history and nature of performance art and develop their
ideas for live work. Course covers major Post-modern
movements that make particular use of live art-Dada,
Futurism, and Auxus-as well as issues of feminism and
multiculturalism that have utilized performance. Students
present work for critique throughout the semester, culminating in a group show to be presented in a public forum.

COURSE "22·2231
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 30 DESIGN

Ceramic: Sculpture

COURSE "22·2236

Course emphasizes expressive use of clay as a sculpture
medium using a range of clay-working techniques.
Students concentrate on form, content. and space rather
than on utility. Students also learn plaster molding of
found objects and slip casting using clay originals. There
will be access to extrusion and slab rolling equipment.

3 CREDITS

Sculptural Paper
Students learn sculptural paper techniques, including
mold-making, casting, and the use of various fibers as
lightweight durable media.

COURSE "22·2232
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 30 DESIGN

COURSE "22·2238
3 CREDITS

Mixed Media
Introduction to Artists' Books

Students draw upon a wide range of materials such as
paper, metal, clay, plaster, wax, plastic , and found objects
while incorporating various technices in the fabrication of
three-dimensional works . Students may incorporate mate·
rials and technical skills that they may already possess.
For example, while video and digital imaging is not taught
in this class, students may incorporate such processes
into their projects.

This is an intensive, hands-on studio course introducing
the tools and techniques of book construction as well as
the conceptual possibilities and concerns of the book as
a significant contemporary art form. Students will
construct a variety of blank book models, learn simple
image transfer techniques, and produce their own artists'
books.

COURSE "22·2233

COURSE "22·2239

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN

3 CREDITS

Ceramics I
Studio work. slide presentations, and discussions of tradi·
tiona! and contemporary use of clay introduce students to
various methods of forming and finishing work. Hand
building. throwing, mold making, glazing, and firing are
covered.

Installation
Students expand their visual vocabulary using various
mediums in four dimensions. Students work to promote
the creative process in a relationship between the artist's
expression and the designated site.

COURSE "22·2240

COURSE "22·2234
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

IAI" ART 912

PREREQUISITE: 22-1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 30 DESIGN.
22·1210 DRAWING I
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COURSE n2-2241

Woodworking II: Furniture Design
A continuation of 22·2245 Furniture Construction:
Beginning, this course focuses on a more sophisticated
approach to woodworking templates, patterns and j igs,
and finishing techniques (both hand·rubbed and sprayed)
and demonstrates a more rigorous concern with and
analysis of design and engineering.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 122·2246

PREREQUISITE: 22·2240 CERAMICS I

3 CREDITS

Ceramics II
Course expands basic principles and processes of clay
and construction developed in 22·2240 Ceramics I, with
emphasis on individual expression. Students are introduced to the basics of glaze calculation to the study of
surface treatments.

PREREQUISITE: 22·2245 Furniture Construction: Beginning

Jewelry I
Course is designed to develop skill, craftsmanship, and
sensitivity to design in working with metal and enamel.
Basic metal techniques introduced are soldering,
construction, sawing, filing, riveting, enameling, and
anodizing titanium. Bezel stone setting is also taught.
Previous courses in 2D and 3D Design are strongly recom·
mended.

Metal Casting I
Students are introduced to metal casting using the lost·
wax process and sand casting. Wax or clay is used to
form an original pattern for lost wax while wood , ren
shape or other durable material is used for sand casting.
Mold making, foundry work, and metal finishing are
covered, as are the rules-of-thumb for shrinkage, gating,
and core creation. Advanced students may explore possi·
bilities of multiple production and alternate molding tech·
niques. This course is intended for both fine art and
design students who are interested in metal casting as
either a fine art pursuit or a manufacturing process used
in industry.

COURSE .22· 2242
3 CREDITS

IAII ART 915

Small Metals/ Jewelry II Studio
This course focuses on fabrication techniques that build
upon techniques learned in 22·2242 Jewelry I. Proj ects
include a conceptual container, etching, forming and rais·
ing techniques, lost-wax casting, and enameling. Students
are encouraged to create sculpture and wearable art.

COURSE 122·2247
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE '22·2243

Metal Casting II
Course continues metal casting work at a more sophisti·
cated level, placing more emphasis on the aesthetic
component of sculptural design.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2242 JEWELRY I

COURSE .22·2248

Furniture Design: Beginning
Course covers application of drafting techniques to the
design of furniture. Students are instructed in the techni·
cal side of construction such as j oints. wood movement,
structural integrity, as well as in the variety of wood
products used in contemporary furniture . Emphasis is on
both preliminary sketching and fully developed working
drawings.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·224 7 METAL CASTING I

Exhibit Des ign
Course provides an overview of environmental graphics,
signage, and exhibit design. Students build awareness of
the trade through lectures. research. and practical project
ideation. Students learn about the language of visual
communication, lettering, space management, and threedimensional display.

COURSE '22· 2244
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I

COURSE .22·2249

PREREQUISITES: 22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design,

Furniture Construction: Beginning
Course focuses on the craft of woodworking pertaining to
furniture design and construction. Students learn the
mechanics of design and techniques to execute them.
Instruction emphasizes hands-on experience in designing
as well as operating hand and power equipment.
Information covered can be applied to all art disciplines.

22-1700 Product Design 1: Materials and Techniques

COURSE 122·2245
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN

WWW .COLU M . EDU
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Drawing Ill
Course combines aspects of 22·1211 Drawing II and 22·
2215 Figure Drawing II, focusing on representation,
content, material variation, large scale, and multiple draw·
ings. Students examine not only historical models' formal
treatment of figures in bel ievable space, but also the
political and social context of those works' creation in
order to construct effective contemporary narrative
imagery.

COURSE 122·3227

COURSE 122·3210

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS
OF 2D DESIGN, 22·2220 BEGINNING PAINTING

Materials and Tec hniques In Painting
Students examine basic ingredients of paint in many
forms: oils, watercolor, other water·soluble paints, and
newer polymer media. Instruction includes series lectures
followed by discussion of problems dealing with appropri·
ate materials and techniques. Traditional methods such
as underpainting and glazing are practiced. More contem·
porary and experimental approaches are also explored.

PREREQUISITE: 22·1211 DRAWING II, 22·2215 AGURE DRAWING
II OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 122·3211

Figure Modeling and Sculpture
The human form is rendered in clay using traditional arma·
tures for figure and portrait bust studies. Waste and piece
molds for plaster casting are also made. This course is
recommended for students who wish to enhance their
knowledge of the human figure, as proportion and
anatomy are stressed .

3 CREDITS

COURSE 1122·3230

PREREQUISITE: 22·1211 DRAWING II

3 CREDITS

Creative Drawing Studio
Students deal with contemporary concepts of art, applying
their knowledge of representation and compositions to
develop thinking and creative expression with varied
media.

lAIII ART 913
PREREQUISITE: 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN

Painting Ill
Course provides students with a loosely structured
sequence of conceptual painting problems that lead from
basic compositional prototypes and patterns to an intense
study of picture plane, expression, and abstraction.
Course leads students to a greater level of understanding
and skill.

Experimental Photography/Graphic
Techn iques I
Course is a systematic exploration of alternative photographic processes, such as Cynaotype, Van Dyke, process
camera work, and halftone production. Students experi·
ment with images through manipulation of graphic arts.
film, cliche verre, and photographic prints. Each student
develops a self·directed project using one of these
mediums.

COURSE 122·3222
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2221 PAINTING II (COR BETTER) AND 22·1240
COLOR AND COMPOSITION

COURSE 1122·3231
3 CREDITS
CROSS·LISTED WITH PHOTOGRAPHY 23·3700
EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY/ GRAPHIC TECHN IQUES I.

Painting Studio
Concentrating on personal perceptions and ideas in rela·
tion to the medium and to contemporary trends, students
develop personal goals and projects under instructor' s
guidance. Visiting artists, slide lectures, and critiques
increase awareness of current and past art. Students who
already have an understanding of basic technique and
composition develop a general awareness of historical
painting.

PREREQUISITE: ART AND DESIGN STUDENTS: COMPLETION OF
CORE COURSES OR PERMISSION OF CHAIRPERSON

Experimental Photography/Graphic
Tech niques II
Course is a systematic exploration of adVanced alternative
photographic processes including Gum·Bichromate and
Kwikprint. Course also teaches the use of camera and
enlarger to make color separation negatives. Each student
develops a self·directed project using one of these
mediums.

COURSE 122·3223
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·3222 PAINTING II (COR BETTER) AND 22·1240
COLOR AND COMPOSITION

COURSE 1122·3232
3 CREDITS
CROSS·LISTED WITH PHOTOGRAPHY 23·3705
EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY/G RAPHIC
TECHNIQUES II.
PREREQUISITE: 22·3231 EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY/GRAPHIC
TECHNIQUES I
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Mixed Media Studio

Vl•ltln& Artllt Workshop I

Course expands on concepts and skills introduced in
22·2233 Mixed Media. Students wor1< on special projects
under supervision of the instructor. Strong emphasis is
placed on individualized progress and critiques.
COURSE U2· 3233

Wor1<shop conducted by well-l<nown ar t1sts in the line arts
community provides hands-on expenence for students who
would like to expand their horizons in artistic express1on.
Course gives students the oppor tunity to wor1< one-on-one
with an artist in a studio setting.
COURSE 122·32110

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2233 MIXED MEDIA

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I. 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS
OF 3D DESIGN

BA Seminar and Work•hop In Art and De•l&n
Course includes a seminar and wor1<shop to be conducted
by full·time faculty from the Fine Arts and Graphic Design
concentrations. Seminar focuses on current topics in art
and design practice. In the wor1<shop students apply their
knowledge of history. culture. art. and design to a final
senior project.
COURSE 122·32311

Vl•ltln& Artl1t Workshop II
Wor1<shop conducted by well·known artists in the fine arts
community provides hands-on experience for stude nts who
would like to expand their horizons in artistic expression .
Course gives students the opportunity to wor1< one-on-one
with an artist in a studio setting.
COURSE 122·32111

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: SENIOR STATUS

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS
OF 20 DESIGN, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN (ALL C
OR BETTER/

The Thin& lt•elf?: Twenty-Fir•t Century Object•
and lma&. .
This course, combining both historical and studio
approaches. examines recent and current tendencies in
object·making in both art and design. Instruction
addresses the dissolution and reappearance of the art
object during the latter part of the twentieth century.
Course investigates issues of performance and the role of
the body. virtual objecthood, new approaches to interior
architecture, the blurring of high and popular culture, and
the cult of personality in the art and design world .
COURSE U2·3237

Advanced Fine Arts Studio
Capstone course, intended for se nior·level Fine Arts
majors. features intensive presentations and critiQues .
Students wor1< on developing their final body of wor1< to
prepare for entry into graduate school or pursuit of a
career in fine arts.
COURSE U2·3282
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: SENIOR STATUS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS
OF 20 DESIGN. 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 30 DESIGN

Advanced Fine Art• Seminar

Studio is geared to student's rate of growth and interest
in ceramics as an expressive medium. Course further
develops basic methods and skills.
COURSE U2·3241

Students examine and develop their image idiom by refer·
encing their pictorial history within the canon of
modernism and in reflection of contemporary trends.
Regular critiQues of current production and sketchbook
and journal activities are augmented by reading, exhibition
visit, and discussion in this studio/seminar.
COURSE 122·3283

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2241 CERAMICS II

3 C REDITS
PREREQUISITE: SENIOR STATUS

Ceramic• Ill

Jewelry Ill

The•l• Project

Course offers more advanced and individualized projects .
Students are required to wor1< independently outside class
in addition to scheduled class time. Course emphasizes
wax carving and fabrication techniques, finishing the wax,
spruing and investing the wax, burnout and centrifugal
casting. and finishing cast jewelry.
COURSE 122·3242

Course is a continuation of 22·3262 Advanced Fine Arts
Studio with further development of student artwor1<, culmi·
nating in exhibition . Students prepare all aspects of exhl·
bition. Final body of wor1< is critiQued by Fine Arts faculty
and guest artist.
COURSE 122·3284

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: SENIOR STATUS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2243 SMALL METALS/JEWELRY II STUDIO
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LoHorproaa Wortlallop

InternShips provide lldvenc:ed students wrth an Oj)I)Oftunrty
to pin won< expetletoce in an area of concentratiOn or
Interest wtoile recelvirc academic credit towar<l their

Thts WOrkshop •s <»socr>ec~ tor Sludents ..,,.rc to eocen~
thett compUter en<1 <lesCf'l S1<1lls wrth a hllnc:b-on Sludy o1
typoCraphy en<1 the hiStory of pnnt1rc. Students ...11 learn
about manual typesen1rc. compesrt10n. en<1 how to
prepare won. for pnnt. The won<shop ..,II also allOW
students to study ant1Que presses en<1 teach them to set
up en<1 run student-<leSigned pnnt )OI>s on these presses.
COUIIII 122·2120
1 CIIIDIT
PMREQ(JISITF:. 22·1310 SEGII<INING l'l1'0GRAPHt ~ 22 JJ20
DESIGN lAB

deCrees.
COURII 122·UN
I CIIIIOITI
PMR£Q(JISITF:: P£RMISSION OF INSTilUCTOR

llltfo,.ntfont ltutfy
Nl independent project is desi&fled by the student. with
the epproval of a supervisirc faculty member. t o study an
area that is not presently avail~ in the curriculum. Prior
to racfstration, the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.
COURII 122·1211
I CIIIIOITI
PREREQUISITE: P£RMISSIQN OF INSTilUCTOR

Doalln ltrot•IY Workahop
This won<shop will acquaint students ...,th the process of
partnering w1th a <»signer' s clients to determ1ne the
s~ssfui Mure <lttection of the cl.enl's bus.ness. Such
partnersh•ps ensure that the creativity the des•cner brings
to the designer/client relationshiP extends~ the
design and product1on of a spec1f1C art•fact t o include as
well the outline of the business strategy. Students W111
research the ·racts " of a sample company. Based on
these facts, en<1 an 1nformed analysis of the 1ntended
customer, they Will draft a report that includes recomme~
<lations for creatrve business strateg.es.
COUIIII 122·2121
1 CIIIDIT

GRAPHICS

X lollnnlnl Typolr•phy
This course investigates the basic aspects of letter forms
en<l t)'Polraphy through a variety of projects. Students are
expose<! to historical backefoun<l of type faces. technical
en<l aesthetic Issues, iln<l the communicative abilities of
typoCraphy as in<livklual form s en<1 as tert.
COURII 122·1110
a CIIIIOITI
PMREQ(JIS/TF:: 22·1210 ORAW!NG I, 22·1220 FIJNDAMENTAI.S
OF 20DES/GN

X

Doalln L•b
Course familiarizes stu<lents with proper preparation of
digital art work for painting. Course covers formulating
disks. settirc up fonts. and preparing photos. art won..
en<l desktop publishing documents . Phantom processes
en<l paper usace ere al so covered.
COUIIII 122·1120
S CIIIDITI
PMREQ(JISITF:: 22-1310 BEGINNING rrPOGIW'HY

Cornrnunlc•tlon Doa11n for lntorutlvo
Multlrnotfl•
Designed for multimedia majors , this course introduces
students to the topics of t)'Polraphy an<1 graphic design
11)'0111. The course includes studies en<1 exploration tn the
mechanics en<l aesthetics of letterforms en<1 type,
communication aspects of typoCraphy in graphic design.
typoCraphy in graphic layoutS. en<1 i ssues or reedabilrty
en<1 eudience in typoCraphic II)'OIIts.
COUIIII 122·1121
I CIIIOITI
PMREQ(JISITF:: 22·1221 IIISUAI. DESIGN R)ll INTF:RACTIV£
AIVI.7MD~o4

X

Introduction to Gr•phlc Doalln
Thi s course introduces students to graphic destgn as a
form of visual communication through the use of type,
imace. form . and color. Projects explore design processes
in two 8n<l three dimens1ons, VISual Identity en<1 commun1·
calion, thematic structure en<1 hierarchy, creatiVe problemsolving, en<1 basic design practiCe of critiQues en<1
discuss ton.
COUIIII 122·2UO
a CIIEDITI
IAI8 AliT t11
PREREQ(JIS/TE: 22-2J 70 HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION DESIGN.
22·1320 DESIGN lAB

Gr•phlc Doal1n for Pllotolr•phy M•Jora
This course .ntroduces lfaphiC des1gn pnnc1ples en<1
processes to PhotOCfaphy ma,ors. Students w111 eapiO<e
the creatrve th1n~1ng, problem-solvlrc. en<1 the artiCulatoon
of VISual concepts en<1 Ideas as apphed 1n arallhiC <leaCf'l .
PrOjectS en<1 class lectures wlll explore <lesCf'l techniQUe
and or&an1ZIIt10n. typOgraphy use en<1 pnnc1ples. paee
oraan1Zat10n en<l structure. •mace mak•f'C en<1 edltlr"C..
current eQUipment, en<1 computer s~tems and softweret
used 1n the <lesCf'l field.
COUII8E 122·2111
a CIIIDITI
PMREQIJIS/TF: 22 J 220 FIJNOAMENTAI.S OF 20 DESIGN. 23
J120 R)(J/<fOioTIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY 11, 2 3 220 J OIGITAI.
IMAGING

•••. c . .. ., • .•• .,

COURSE D ES CRIPTIONS

ART AND DESIGN
~ Intermediate Typography

~ Corporate Graphics

COURSE 122·3340

Students create a logo (mark or symbol) for an organiz:r
tion and then develop related pieces developing an iden·
tity. Course examines corporate identification systems
including methodologies. history, development , implemen·
tation, and specifications. Visual topics explored are logo,
letterhead, annual report. graphics standard manual, and
collateral material.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 1122·3355

PREREQUISITE: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN, 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY, 22·3350
SIGN, SYMBOL, IMAGE

This course examines the historical, aesthetic, and
cultural development of typographic forms from their
beginnings in 1455. to 1900. Projects involve the exami·
nation of historical styles and theories of type design and
typographic layouts, and their influence on modern and
contemporary typography.

~ Publication Design
Course examines editorial operations, production procedures, and the role of the art director to familiarize
students with theoretical and practical concerns of magazine and trade publication design. Course emphasizes the
identity of current publications as a result of design
format and grid structure .
COURSE 1122·3345

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY, 22·3530
PHOTO COMMUNICATIONS

~ Packaging Design
Course explores materials, sur face graphics, marketing,
and production problems as the refinement and integra·
tion of many design principles .
COURSE 1122·3360
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY, 22·2420

APPLIED DRAWING

~ Advanced Typography
Book Design
Course begins with a brief history of bookmaking, publica·
tion presses, and critique of book classifications.
Students focus on relationship of content to layout and
book cover design by examining the unifying elements of
type, phOtos. illustrations, and other graphic devices.
Students produce a small book.
COURSE 1122·334 7
3 CREDITS

Course studies twentieth-century design philosophies and
their influence on typography and typographic design.
Proj ects allow students to experiment with type from a
variety of approaches and examine its possibilities as
expressive form in relation to syntax and visual communi·
cation.
COURSE 122·3370
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN,
22·3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY

PREREQUISITE: 22·3340 INTERMEDIATE TYPOGRAPHY, 22-3378
DESIGN LAB II

~ Website Design I

This course examines visual forms as signifiers of meaning and their use in graphic design-related visual commu·
nication. Cultural, psychological, social, and historical
interpretations of forms are analyzed through design proj·
ects , readings, discussion, and research.

Course, intended for Art and Design, and Photography
maj ors, covers website design topics. Studies include
hypertext, graphic style information, graphic file formats,
digital imaging, and basic computer-user interface issues.
Course assignments include design and execution of
HTML documents and graphics, and completion of a
written thesis.

COURSE 1122·3350

COURSE 1122·3375

~ Sign , Symbol , Image

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN

PREREQUISITE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN

WWW . COL U M . ED U
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ART AND DESIGN
Website Deslcn II
Course covers advanced topics in website design and is
intended for Art and Design and Photography majors.
Studies cover human-computer Interface design, multimedia use In Internet and Intranet publications, and networl<
systems design and functions. Course assignments
include design and execution of HTML documents, grap~
ics. and other media objects in addition to completion of a
written thesis .

Special Issues In Deslcn
Current issues, technical procedures. and design prac·
t ices are explored in workshops led by noted designers in
this guest lecture/discussion/studio series.

COURSE 122·3376

Illustration 1: Projects
Course stresses various Illustration styles and business
aspects students might encounter as professionals in this
exploration of editorial and advertising illustration.

COURSE .22·3390
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISrrE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-3375 WEBSITE DESIGN I OR 35-2400

DESIGNING FOR THE WEB

COURSE 122·2411
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN.
22·2420 APPLIED DRAWING

Design Lab II
Course includes topics and projects in digital printing tech·
nologies, color separation and film Imaging, preparation
and proofing techniques for digital flies. preparation of
digital files for color trapping, printing assembly. and
preflight testing.

Applied Drawlnl
Course examines theories of drawing, enabling the
student to represent visual concepts. Instruction empha·
sizes visual form and construction of objects In space.
Underlying systems of computer software for professional
designers and illustrators are Introduced.

COURSE 122·3378
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN.
22·1320 DESIGN LAB

COURSE 122·2420

X

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS

Professional Portfolio Devel opment: Graphic s
Course assists graphics students preparing to enter the
job marl<et with emphasis on assembling a portfolio, writ·
ing and designing a r6sum6, and interviewing techniques.
Job search techniques. salary ranges . business issues,
and freelance/consulting employment are also discussed.

OF 3D DESIGN

X

COURSE 122·3380
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·3350 SIGN. SYMBOL. IMAGE: 22·3360
PACKAGING DESIGN; 22-3345 PUBLICATION DESIGN

ILLUSTRATION
I llustrati on I
Illustration 1covers the development process of creating
an illustration by stressing good worl< habits and proper
discipline. Drawing, form. history, light, color theory, and
composition are all utilized to convey a thought or image
to the viewer. Students will learn to develop and present
their ideas using traditional techniques specific to illustra·
tion.
COURSE 122·3410

Professional Portfolio Development
Course assists students preparing to enter the job marl<et
with emphasis on assembling a portfolio, writing and
designing a r6sum6, and Interviewing techniques. Where
to look for a job, salary ranges. and alternative means of
employment are also discussed.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN,

22·2420 APPLIED DRAWING

X

COURSE '22·338!5
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: FOR GRAPHIC DESIGN MNORS: 22·3550 SIGN,
SYMBOL, IMAGE AND 22·3360 PACKAGING DESIGN; FOR

ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION MNORS: 22-350 ADVERTISING
COMMUNICATIONS AND 23-3400 COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER/
ART DIRECTOR; FOR ILLUSTRATION MNORS: CONCURRENT WITH
22·3470 ILLUSTRATION SEMINAR

Illustration II : Form and Rendering
Course deals wit h the development process of creating an
illustration by further stressing one's knowledge of
surface texture. form and plane, and the way light and
shadow form an object. Contour, form, composition. light.
and color theory are utilized to convey a thought or image.
Students wi ll learn to develop and present their ideas
using t raditional techniques of illustration.
COURSE 122·3412
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-3410 ILLUSTRATION I
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ART AND DESIGN
Illu stration Methods and Media
Course explores techniQues and materials used in illustra·
tion : marker. dyes. paper. ink. and paint. Reproduction
procedures are reviewed.

Rendering for Illu strators
Students investigate structure and properties of visible
form, relying on recognition of the obj ect, use of perspective. and understanding of light. Instruction explores various media used by illustrators to articulate visual ideas
and conceptual judgment in illustration.

COURSE 1122·3441
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-2411 ILLUSTRATION I

COURSE 1122-3421
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN. 22·
2510 ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION: INTRODUCTION

~ Conceptual Development In Illustration
Course focuses on use of illustration as a tool to develop
multimedia ideas through illustration techniques. photography as image, typography as image. and three-dimensional
forms. Course allows students to use various mediums to
communicate a concept using symbolism, metaphors,
surrealism. and fantasy.

~ Figure I llustration
Conceptual development. rendering techniQues. distor tion.
and stylization as a means of communication are explored
using clothed and nude models. Various media and tech·
niques are explored.

COURSE 1122·3450

COURSE 1122-3430

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2510 ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION:
INTRODUCTION

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING

Illu stration Form and Analysis
Course looks at structure of objects in pictorial space,
examines design principles as they apply to illustration ,
and reviews current and historical trends reflective of illus·
trative styles.

Children ' s Book Illu stration
Students gain an historical appreciation for the art by studying nineteenth· and twentieth-century children's book illustrators and their techniQues. sources of inspiration. and
influences. Students experiment and develop individual
graphic and illustrative styles with emphasis on practical
application of children's book illustration for publishing.

COURSE 1122·3451
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2411 ILLUSTRATION I

3 CREDITS
COURSE 1122·3432

~ Digital Illustration I
Ca rtooning
Course introduces different aspects of cartoon drawing.
Course teaches basic techniques of cartoon drawing and
investigates five genres of cartooning. Students study in
depth one·liner, multi-panel, advertisement, illustrative,
and political editorial car toons. Instruction includes histori·
cal study of specific types of cartoons dating from 17 45.
Course explores style of cartoons. thematic types, and
construction of cartoon character for the technique of
animation.

Course enables illustration students to begin to master
digital painting, drawing, and image processing techniques
that extend and augment their skills and techniques with
traditional media and methods. Students work with the
latest painting and drawing software that digitally mimics
traditional tools such as watercolor. oil paint. airbrush,
and charcoal. Students also explore digital methods such
as brush effects. compositing, masking and collage.
Students will master digital paint, drawing, and effects
techniques as a resource for initiating, developing, and
refining illustration concepts.

COURSE 1122·3435
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING I

COURSE 1122·3460
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1320 DESIGN LAB

~ Historic Styles In Illustration
Course covers basic history and the effect of cross culture
on editorial and advertising illustration of the twentieth
century. The course consists of a series of lectures
followed by studio assignments that examine the styles
and techniques of the periods discussed.
COURSE #22·3440
3 CREDITS

HA

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN.
22·2170 HISTORY OF COMMUNICATION DESIGN
WWW . COLUM . EOU
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3t: Sequential I maging

Special I ssues In Illustration
Each semester a visiting illustrator works with students to
solve a particular illustration problem. Students learn
specific technical and creative problem-solving methods
from a leading illustrator in Chicago.

Students learn to develop images sequentially for creative
application in print, television, film, animation, and
website design. Students will conceive of and interpret a
creative concept. then develop that concept Into a final
time-based presentation through research, thumbnail
sketches. and renderings. Students will to continue to
refine and develop their illustration skills while beginning
to understand and master sequential presentation methods using the latest computer-based imaging sequencing
software. Students will develop and el((end their illustration skills into interpreting verbal, audio, and marketing
information for time-based media.

COURSE 122·3 490
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 22·2214 FIGURE DRAWING I OR 22-2411
ILLUSTRATION I OR 22-3421 RENDERING FOR ILLUSTRATORS, OR
22-3432 CHILDREN'S BOOK ILLUSTRATION

ADVERTISING AR T

3t: Ad ve rtising Art Direc tion:

Introduction
Course covers basic principles of advertising from conception through productions. and places emphasis on forming
a unique promotional concept for a product. Students
learn to develop and present their ideas through creative
design and layout.

COURSE n2·3465
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·3450 CONCEPTUAL DEVELOPMENT IN
ILLUSTRATION

COURSE 122·2610
3 CREDITS

Illustration Seminar
Course allows students to develop and articulate a
personal viewpoint in illustration. Portfolio and career
development are emphasized. Course may be repeated for
credit. with departmental approval.

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1210 DRAWING I. 22·1310 BEGINNING TYPOGRAPHY

3t: Advertising Design

COURSE 122-3470

Conceptual skills in both verbal and visual advertising are
taught to develop an understanding of the importance of
fusing visual images with verbal expression when communicating ideas in advertising and visual graphics.

3 CR EDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-3385 PROFESSIONAL PORTFOLIO
DEVELOPMENT. CONCURRENTLY

COURSE 122·2520
3 CREDITS

3t: Editorial/ Advertising Illu stration

PREREQUISITE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN,
22·2510 ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION: INTRODUCTION

Course prepares students for the adverti sing and publishing professions. Students develop fundamental drawing
and rendering skills to create objective and subjective
images for product illustration, mass media adver tising,
and editorial and technical publications. Course includes a
general understanding of marketing and editorial strategies and demonstrates how illustration can fulfill their
goats. Course focuses on creating and developing illustrations that begin on the drawing board and are completed
as digital images.

Marker Indication
Basic marker rendering skills and techniques are explored
through marker draw1ngs of both inanimate objects and
the figure. This course is appropriate for illustrators and
for advertisong and graphic design.
COURSE 122-2535
3 CREDITS

COURSE 122·3 475
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·3440 HISTORIC STYLES IN ILLUSTRATION

3t: Art Dire ctor/ Copywriter Team
Writers and designers team up to work on advertising projects in a collaborative setting. Students develop concepts
together. then write and design advertisements and
promotional materials for highly targeted audiences. Class
is team taught by Marketing and Art and Design professors and cross-listed with 54-3603 Copywriter/ Art Director
Team

3t: Professional

Portfolio Development: Illustration
Course assists Illustration students preparing to enter the
marketplace with emphasis on portfolio preparation, creat·
ing a rl!suml!, and interviewing. Instruction also covers job
search, salary, freelancing. and related business issues.
COURSE 122-3480
3 CREDITS

COU RSE 122-3525

PREREQUISITE: 22·34 75 EDITORIAVADVERTISING ILLUSTRATION.
22-3465 SEQUENTIAL IMAGING

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: :12-3540 CREATIVE STRATEGIES IN ADVERTISING
DESIGN I
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ART AND DESIGN
3€ Advertising Communications

3€ Photo Communications
Course provides students with a better understanding of
photographic images and their application in design.
Students shoot photographs intended for design layouts
and in the process develop visual language. enhance
photo selection. and improve editing skills. Students learn
to visualize not only the look of the design, but also the
structure and form of the photographs they shoot. Basic
format is 35mm location photography and table-top and
lighting work. Course also considers alternate ways to
generate photographic images.

Students apply basic communication theories to solve
concrete advertising problems. Instruction emphasizes
perceptual, psychological. and business determinants of
advertising in print and television.

COURSE M22·3530

Commercial Studio
Course is designed to simulate real-world conditions
common within the advertising industry in which art directors assist photographers on assignments. Creative
teams are established consisting of one art direction
student and one studio photography student. Teams work
on two or three major projects during the semester.
Emphasis is on creative process. problem analysis. visualization of solutions. and use of advertising symbols.

COURSE •22-3550
3 CREDITS

PRE'REQUISITE: 22·3540 CREATIVE STRATEGIES IN ADVERTISING
DESIGN I

3 CREDITS

PRERE'QU/S/Tf: 22·3340 INTE'RMEOIATE TYPOGRAPHY, 22·2510
ADVE'RTISING ART DIRECTION: INTRODUCTION. 23·1100
FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY I. 23·1101 DARKROOM
WORKSHOP I

3€ Storyboard Development
Students study the strategy used in developing an idea
and design for print or television advertising. Students
learn how research is used in setting parameters for
design in advertising and developing creative concepts
adaptable to print or television campaigns.

COURSE •22-3560
4 CREDITS
PRE'RE'QUISITE: 22·3530 PHOTO COMMUNICATIONS. 22·3540
CREATIVE STRATEGIES IN ADVERTISING DESIGN I

COURSE .22-3535

3€ Professional

3 CREDITS

Portfolio Development: Advertising
Course assists advertising students preparing to enter the
marketplace with emphasis on portfolio preparation. creating a resume. and interviewing. Instruction also covers j ob
search . salary. freelancing. and related business issues.

PREREQUISITE': 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN.
22·2510 ADVERTISING ART OIRE'CTION: INTRODUCTION

3€ Creative Strategies In Advertis ing Design

I
Students work with marketing information as the basis for
campaign visuals. Course explores comprehensive respon·
sibilities of the art director. from concept to solution .
through interaction with clients and other personnel.

COURSE •22·3580
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·3550 ADVERTISING COMMUNICATIONS.
23·3400 COMME'RCIAL PHOTOGRAPHER/ART DIRECTOR

COURSE .22·3540
3 CREDITS

Special Issues In Advertising
Visiting art directors. copywriters. and account executives
examine a current trend in advertising strategies related
to adver tising design. Visiting instructors are working
professionals in Chicago's top adver tising agencies.

PREREQUISITE: 22·2330 INTRODUCTION TO GRAPHIC DESIGN.
22·2510 ADVERTISING ART OIRE'CTION: INTRODUCTION

Creative Strategies In Advertis ing Design II
Course continues study begun in 22-3540 Creative
Strategies in Advertising Design I.

COURSE •22·3590
1 CREDIT

COURSE •22-3542
3 CREDITS

FA S HION DESIGN

3€ Garment Construction

I
Course is an introduction to basic sewing and construe·
tion skills. Fabric definition . construction, and function are
studied. Students learn hand sewing and finishing,
machine operation. and primary machine maintenance.
Students are required to create and complete garments.

PREREQUISITE: 22·3540 CRE'ATIVE STRATEGIES IN ADVERTISING
DESIGN I

COURSE •22-1600
3 CREDITS

WWW . COLUM . EDU
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- - -- -- - -- ----------..-- - - - - -·--- - ·.
X

X

X

Fundamental• of F. .hlon Deelen

Course teaches the production of sculptural patterns.
Students apply fabric to a 3D form as a garment and then
transfer it to a flat pattern. Students develop organized
pattern-making skills and apply them to finished original
designs. Complete pattern productoon methods are
explained; professional standards are stressed.

COURSE 122-1610
3 CREDITS

COURSE 122·2802
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. 22·1600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION I. 22·1610
FUNDAMENTALS OF FASHION DESIGN

Fundamental• of Textllea for Fashion Deelen

Faahlon llluatratlon I
A thorough foundation in fashion illustration is established
in this course. which covers fashion figure and garment
interpretation . Students study and develop the basic
structure unique to fashion figure and its characteristics.
history, stylization, influence . and use in fashion illustration . Students learn to interpret draping quality and
surface texture of fabric . Individual interpretation and
creative drawing skills are emphasized.

COURSE 122·1620
3 CREDITS

Garment Construction II

COURSE 122-2803
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1211 DRAWING II

Course presents more complex and specialized manufac·
turing techniques in clothing construction. Applications of
skills, organization, and evaluation of the manufacturing
process, and acquired methodology are developed,
discussed, and demonstrated. The importance of fiber
and fabric to clothing manufacturing continues to be
examined, and specific fabric relationships and construe·
tion problems are explored . Emphasis is on development
of a quality product.

Textile Fabrication Technlqu81
Students explore creation and embellishment of fabrics.
History and uses of fabrics are studied and applied to
design assignments. Students learn weaving. knitting, and
felting techniques to produce samples of various fabrics.
Fabric embellishment, such as quilting. beading, printing.
and painting, is studied and util ized by students.

COURSE 122·2600
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION I

X

Patternmaklne: Draplnl

Course introduces clothing design and examines fashion
design within the context of fine art forms and practical
commercial design. Students are required to worl< with
elements of 2D and 3D forms using fabric as a creative
medium. In addition. social, historic. and aesthetic influ·
ences on fashion design are studied.

Course demonstrates the interrelationship between
textiles and clothing design. It explores the importance of
the textile industry to the fashion industry. Students
acquire understanding of fibers, fabrics, manufacturing
techniques, trends, definitions, and uses of textiles
applied to both industries. Laws governing uses. liabili·
ties, treatment. standards. and labeling are discussed.

X

-·-------- -

COURSE 1122·2820
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1620 FUNDAMENTALS OF TEXTILES FOR
FASHION DESIGN

Patternmaklng: Flat Pattern
Course covers pattern-making skills to produce completed
patterns for garments, emphasizing flat pattern techniques such as drafting from measurements , industrial
blocks. pattern manipulation, and professional pattern
finishing.

Millinery: Hate and Beyond
Course introduces students to the design and construe·
tion of hats. 3D design principles and hatmaking tech·
niques are studied and applied to wearable and non-wear·
able creations. Students learn basic skills of millinery
construction through the methods of patterned and
blocked forms. Students also learn glove construction.

COURSE 122·2801
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. 22·1600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION I. 22·1610
FUNDAMENTALS OF FASHION DESIGN

COURSE 122·2621
3 CREDITS
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Advanced Garment Construction: Tailoring
Course presents an advanced study of construction and
design devoted to tailored clothing. Course covers detail·
ing, layering. and sculpturing of tailored garments.
Students demonstrate tailoring techniques in theory and
practice by working on various problem·solving assign·
ments. Historic influences on design, technology, and
development of tailored clothing are noted.

Fashion Styling
This course brings together fashion design , fashion
management. and photography students who work on real·
world situations that bring original fashion designs to the
marketplace. Emphasis is on promotion and media strate·
gies in a variety of business environments. The goal of
the course is to foster an atmosphere of collaborative
learning.

COURSE #22·3600

COURSE #22·3605

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION II

CROSS·LISTED WITH 28·3960 FASHION STYLING AND
23·3410 FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY II.
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

Advanced Patternmaklng: Flat Pattern
Students create patterns for specific design problems
integrating the knowledge of flat pattern methods. Course·
work requires research of historic pattern. pattern devel·
opment. and modern industrial methods. Students must
demonstrate refinement and efficiency of patternmaking
skills. methods. organization. and application with both in·
class and outside activities and projects. Grading of
patterns is an important part of this course.

Fashion Design: Theory and Practice
Course emphasizes development of a personal design
philosophy through problem solving devoted to research
and creativity in clothing and accessory design. Problem
solutions demand studies of past and current designers
and trends as well as merchandising and marketing
theories.

COURSE 1122·3601

COURSE #22·3610

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2601 PATTERNMAKING: FlAT PATTERN

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN, 22·1620 FUNDAMENTALS OF TEXTILES FOR FASHION
DESIGN. 22-3600 ADVANCED GARMENT CONSTRUCTION:
TAILORING. 22-3601 ADVANCED PATTERNMAKING: FlAT. 22·3602
ADVANCED PATTERNMAKING: DRAPING

Advanced Patternmaklng: Draping
Students create patterns for specific design problems
integrating knowledge of draping methods. Students
demonstrate refinement and efficiency of patternmaking
skills. methods. organization. and application with both in·
class and outside activities and projects.

Menswear Design
Concept of fashion design is applied to the masculine
mode. Historic references. social trends, merchandising
philosophies. and clothing design are discussed and
emphasized in their application to male body, image, and
lifestyle. Students' research includes design, fabric
choice, use. function, social influence , and creativity.

COURSE 1122·3602
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2602 PATTERNMAKING: DRAPING

Fashion Illustration II
Course includes advanced application of fashion illustra·
tion in forms of communication such as advertising.
marketing. and designing of clothing. Students demon·
strate further development of individual interpretation and
stylization of fashion illustration in various problem·solving
assignments. Refinement of drawing and conceptual skills
is stressed.

COURSE 1122·3611
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·2600 GARMENT CONSTRUCTION II, 22·2601
PATTERNMAKING: FLAT PATTERN

CAD: Production Techniques
Course covers the application of computer·aided design
(CAD) to pattern drafting for clothing production .

COURSE #22·3603
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·2603 FASHION ILLUSTRATION I

COURSE 1122·3640
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·3601 ADVANCED PATTERNMAKING: FlAT
PATTERN, 22·3602 ADVANCED PATTERNMAKING: DRAPING
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ART AND DESIGN
CAD: Fashion Presentat ion
Course explores the use of computer technology as a
means of achieving professional fashion presentation.
Areas of study include clothing design. color development.
fabric and textile application . collection organization. and
use of knowledge gained in the CAD production course.
Fundamental elements of art and design with emphasis
on color are used as a basis for student work.
COURSE 122·3641

Independent Project : Fashion Design
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience In an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
COURSE 1122· 3698
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 3.0 GPA OR BETTER. JUNIOR STATUS OR PERMIS.
SION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-1210 DRAWING I. 22-1230 FUNDAMENTALS
OF30DESIGN

X

Senior Thesi s: Fash ion Des ign I
Students design and develop an original line of clothing
with market potential. In this first of a two-semester
thesis. students cover collection design and critiQue.
patternmaklng. resources selection . sample making, and
workroom management. Documentation of the line
Includes fashion Illustrations. photographs. work specitica·
tlon sheets. and actual garments.
COURSE 122-3650
3 CRED ITS

PRODUCT DESIGN
Product Design 1: Materi als and Techn i ques
Course is Intended for all Product Design majors.
Instruction focuses on general theories ot design, including problem definition. articulation. and resolution and the
materials and techniques employed tor problem solving.
as well as exploration in material processes. Students
study methodologies and historical case studies which
look at the development of successful products from the
standpoint of markets. manufacturing. and cultural
concerns . Through class projects. students explore issues
of function. cognition. and aesthetics in context with the
various product types.
COURSE 122·1700
3 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITE: SENIOR STATUS AND PERMISSION OF
CONCENTRATION COORDINATOR

PREREQUISITE: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 20 DESIGN,
22·1210 DRAWING I. MAY BE TAKEN CONCURRENTLY

Senior Thesis : Fashion De sign II
For the collection designed in 22-3650 Senior Thesis:
Fashion Design I, students develop a marketing plan.
business proposal. and adver tising campaign that
Includes a fashion show. Portfolio preparation and collec·
tlon construction are finalized.
COURSE 1122·3651

X

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·3650 SENIOR THESIS: FASHION DESIGN I

Product Design II: Des ign Paradigms
Course focuses on the idea of design paradigms (or
models of existing solution types) within design. and
builds the students' awareness of this critical methodol·
ogy for solving problems by breaking the issues down to
the most elemental nature. Through a series of lectures
and small projects. students are exposed to the nature of
paradigms and their flexible capabilities for multiple appli·
cations to various design problems.
COURSE 122·170 5
3 CREDI TS

Topi cs In Fash ion Design
Course explores a topic specific to an area of study within
fashion design. Interested students must see their
Fashion Design advisor for description.
COURSE 122·367 0

PREREQUISITE: 22·1 700 PRODUCT DESIGN 1: MATERIALS AND
TECHNIQUES, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN. MAY BE
TAKEN CONCURRENTLY

3 CREDITS

X

Internship: Fashion Design
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area ot concentration or
Interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
COURSE 122·3688
VARIABLE C REDIT

Introduction to CAD for Product Design
Course focuses on fundamentals of 3D parametric solid
modeling. Students learn this industry-standard software
through carefully paced tutorial exercises and hands-on
development of different product types and geometry.
Instruction provides an overview of sketching and manual
drafting and historical development of computer-aided
design.
COURSE U2·171 0
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 3.0 GPA OR BETTER. JUNIOR STATUS OR PERMIS.
SION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS
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3€ Advanced

3€ Introduction to Manufact uring

CAD for Product Design
Course focuses on complex modeling processes, including
the development of complex parts, assemblies. and core
and cavity molds. Students develop skills for creating
animations of complex assemblies and for exploring
moving parts with simulation software. Students learn to
use software for final documentation as well as for
concept development. Students also look at the integr~
tion of various software to create a robust design dat~
base and to complete final presentations in a variety of
formats.

Course introduces manufacturing processes as they
concern product designers. Instruction builds on 22-1710
Introduction to CAD for Product Design by introducing
students to computer-aided manufacturing. Utilizing design
and manufacturing software and hardware, students
explore a variety of manufacturing processes and examine
computer numerical controlled machining. Course involves
a series of design projects that focus on the specifics of
designing for common manufacturing. Instruction includes
field trips to manufacturers and in<lass presentations by
material specialists.

COURSE n2-2715

COURSE n2-2700
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-1705 PRODUCT DESIGN II: DESIGN
PARADIGMS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-2705 INTERMEDIATE CAD FOR PRODUCT
DESIGN

3€ Form Analysis for Product Design

3€ Intermediate CAD fo r Product

Design
Course examines the design of intermediate level
mechanical parts and assemblies within 3D solid parametric software. Students learn to create complex geometry through the use of lofts and sweeps. Students study in
greater detail what goes into the construction of manufactured parts and approach the process of computer-aided
design from a systematic point of view. Explorations of
design databases and complex rendering techniques are
also a key component of the course.

Course focuses in depth on issues of form-appropriateness for user-centered design and manufacturing. Relying
on case studies of a broad array of products. instruction
exposes students to issues of ergonomics, kinesthetics,
material selection, design for disassembly (DFD), and
other issues that determine the interrelation of form, function. and production. Course is structured as a seminar
with a smaller studio component where the principles
discussed may be applied in shorter practical design
projects.

COURSE 122-2705

COURSE 122-2720
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1705 PRODUCT DESIGN II: DESIGN
PARADIGMS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1710 INTRODUCTION TO CAD FOR PRODUCT
DESIGN

3€ Product Design

Ill : Product Semantics
Course expands the students' process of innovative
design development through a series of smaller. concentrated projects that focus on the semantic nature of product design and product identity. Students learn to view
products and product development through the filter of
sign systems and figural and functional semantics. This
approach reinforces the fundamentals of product development by making the student aware of these underlying
and fundamental communicative aspects of all design.

Interaction Design
Course introduces students to the complex issues
involved in interaction design. Through a series of projects
and readings, students explore a variety of design issues
involving the navigation of complex data as well as the
physical interaction of devices intended to assist in that
navigation. Students create prototypes of their own handheld digital devices to explore the ergonomic as well as
the physical mapping of issues involved. Students learn a
variety of quick prototyping processes for physical models
in addition to using software such as Macromedia Director
and Flash to virtually prototype the inter face. Course is
intended to look at the interconnection between the physicality and the virtuality of digital devices.

COURSE n2-2710
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. 22-1705 PRODUCT DESIGN II: DESIGN PARADIGMS. 22·
2705 INTERMEDIATE CAD FOR PRODUCT DESIGN

COURSE 122-2725
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS
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X

Product Deelan IV

Dlal tel Preeentetlon Tec llnl quee

Course focuses on research and development of a new
and lnnovatille product. Instruction includes everything
from marl<et research and product definition to tile
creation of a professional appearance model and a fully
documented desien database. The product must involve
tile desien of a complex assembly combining a variety of
manufacturing processes. Students are resPOnsible for
researching every aspect of the proj ect and for developing
a clear budget for all tooling costs for materials. Course
includes field trips to manufacturers and the presentation
of case studies of complete development cycles.
COUIIIE U2·3700
3 CIIEOITI

Course introduces Product Design students to essentoal
methods of digital presentatoon techniques. Students
focus on a variety of advanced dog/tal techniQues for ut.ohzong graphic design programs. dogital presentation
programs. and POrtfolio development strategies. Students
use WOI1t from past projects to develop more POliShed and
sophisticated presentat oons in preparatoon for theor portfolios and Internships includir~g the design and production
of a C~ROM and animations.
COUIIIE U 2·3711
3 CIIEDITI

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN, 22·2710 PRODUCT DESIGN Ill: PRODUCT SEMANTICS.
22·2715 ADVANCED CAD FOR PRODUCT DESIGN

PREREQVISITE: TWO YEARS IN A DESIGN CONCENTRATION

X Advanced Menufecturlna

Twc><lay worl<shop focuses on a variety of short topics.
Course presents a special topic in a short but intense
WOI1tshop environment. Area.s that may be included are as
follows: special manufacturing processes. material and
color selection, marl<etir~g strategies. special rendering
techniques. research methods. visiting designers or long
distance field trips. Students write a paper on the topic
covered .
COUIII( U2·3 701
1 CREDIT

Course is dedicated to advanced manufacturing processes
as they concern product designers. Students build on
material covered in the introductory course as well as
proces-s es introduced with the design studio sequence.
Advanced processes are examined along with the connection between product designers and engineers.
Interrelationship between CAD/CAM and rapid prototyping
Is addressed in greater detail, as are issues of green
manufacturing. design for disassembly (0F0). and specie~
lzed batch production. Field trips to advanced manufacturIng sites or presentations from material and process
specialists form a key component of the class.
Courseworl< includes a desigo-related project .
COURSE U2-3720
3 CREDITS

PREREQUIStTE: 22·2710 PRODUCT DESIGN Ill: PRODUCT
SEMANTICS

PREREQUISITE: 22-2700 ltvmODVCTION TO MANVFACTVRING.
22-2715 ADVANCED CAD FOR PROOVCT DESIGN

X Special leeu11 For Product Deelan 1

X

Product Deelan

v

Course focuses on the development and subsequent testing and refinement of a new product. Students research
and develop a new product resulting In a WOI1ting prototype to be field tested. videotaped, and analyzed. Based
on this analysis, refinements are made and product is
prototyped again and r~tested. Students WOI1t with
CAD/CAM software or rapid prototyping to develop the
original prototype, thereby learning the refinement process
and the flexibility of parametric design database. Course
introduces case studies along with methods of field-testing, videotaping, and compiling information into a visual
database for presentation .
COUIIIE U2·3710
3 CIIEDITI
PREREQVISITE: 22·2715 ADVANCED CAD FOR PRODVCT DESIGN.
22·3700 PRODUCT DESIGN IV, 22-3725 PRESENTATION
GRAPHICS/RENDERING

X

Praeentetlon Graplll ca/ Renderlna
Course Introduces students to the essential methods of
presentation and rendering. Course combines a variety of
manual and digital approaches. Students learn to render
in a variety of media using different techniques . Course
covers theory behind presentations, including consider&
tion of the elements of a successful presentation. Dogital
ComPOnent involves learning fundamentals of imPOrtant
graphic programs (Adobe lltustrator/Photoshop). thereby
enabling students to develop the graphic comPOnent of a
project Into a professoonal POrtfolio piece and sophost•
cated design booklets .
COURSE U 2 ·3721
3 CIIEDITI
PREREQUISITE: 22-2715 ADVANCED CAD FOR PRODUCT DESIGN
22·3700 PRDOVCT DESIGN IV
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~ Product Design Professional Business Practices

~ Spec ial Issues For Product Design II

1 CREDIT

Course examines professional business practices within a
design consulting firm or design office of a manufacturer.
Students focus on a variety of specialized activities that
commonly occur inside a design office. Through a series
of design problems, students are exposed to working in
design teams, designing over a network, researching
methods, and researching alternative ways to manufacture a single product. Course is taught as a seminar with
short projects geared toward an understanding of the
professional office environment.

PREREQUISITE: 22·3700 PRODUCT DESIGN IV

COURSE M22-3750

Two-day workshop focuses on a special topic in a brief but
intense workshop environment. Areas that could be
included are the same as 22·3705 Special Issues For
Product Design 1: special manufacturing processes, mate·
rial and color selection. marketing strategies, special
rendering techniques . research methods. visiting designers or long distance field trips. Students write a paper on
the topic covered.
COURSE 1122·3730

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-3 740 PRODUCT DESIGN THESIS I

~ Product Design Thesis I
Course allows a student to choose a semester-long project under the advisement of a faculty member. Students
select an area of interest and conduct all necessary
research, development, prototyping, and refinement
required for the development of a successful product.
Requirements include market research. cost analysis.
prototyping, and field-testing and refinement. Students
produce a complete booklet documenting the full process
and completed product in its entirety.

~ Product Design Portfolio Development
Course focuses entirely on the development and refinement of a professional quality portfolio based on work
from prior design studio courses. Course examines theory
behind creating an effective portfolio. Guest speakers give
professional presentations, discuss what should be
included in a portfolio, and critique student por tfolios.
Instruction is split between practical coursework refining
existing projects and lectures on the variety of ways to
present design ideas and finished design proposals .

COURSE 1122·3740
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-3710 PRODUCT DESIGN V. 22-3720
ADVANCED MANUFACTURING. 22-3715 DIGITAL PRESENTATION
TECHNIQUES

COURSE M22-3755
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·3741 PRODUCT DESIGN THESIS II. CONCUR·
RENTLY

~ Product Design Thesis II
~ Product Design Internship

Course consists of a semester-long project chosen by the
student under advisement of a faculty member. If
approved by a faculty member. this can be a continuation
of 22-37 40 Product Design Thesis 1. Students select an
area of interest in order to broaden material and process
awareness . Completion of project requires a complex user
inter face and extensive research into the development of
a working virtual prototype. Students spend the first third
of the semester doing research and are responsible for
the development, prototyping, and refinement required to
create a successful product. Requirements also include
market research, cost analysis, prototyping, field-testing.
and refinement. Student produces a complete booklet
documenting the full process and the completed product
in its entirety.

Students intern in a professional office to gain a better
understanding of how design consultants operate in the
real world. Experience allows students greater focus as
they prepare for their final thesis proj ect. Internships are
established with firms in the city of Chicago. Students
write a detailed report of their experience and meet regularly with a faculty advisor.
COURSE M22· 3788
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR,
3.0 GPA

I N TE RI OR A RC HITECT UR E
~ Design Theory I

COURSE M22·3741

Course is an introduction to theoretical principles and
nomenclature of design. Class examines historical, practi·
cal, and psychological influences through readings and
special emphasis on basic elements of design (space,
form . and order). color theory, aesthetics , and typology of
space.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-3740 PRODUCT DESIGN THESIS I

COURSE M22·1800
3 CREDITS
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~ Color for Interiors

Architecture: Beginning Draw ing
This course will state the fundamentals of drawing and
composition pertaining to interior design and product
design. Problems of how obj ects and spaces are depicted
by line. volume. value structure. and shade and shadow
utlll~e a variety of drawing methods including perspective,
free·hand sketches. color. and surface modeling. Students
will learn how to utilize these skills within the context of a
variety of presentation approaches. Exercises. using a
variety of media and materials. will be augmented by
critiques, lectures, and discussion.
COURSE U2·1810

Course explores the nature. practical use. and psycholog,.
cal effects of color as It relates to interior design practice.
Projects apply theoretical principles of color to the interior
environment. Course is taught in a studio setting accom·
panied by appropriate lectures.
COURSE U2·1820
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN.

22·1800 DESIGN THEORY I, 22·1811 ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING
AND DETAILING I

3 CREDITS

~ Design Studio II
Course exposes students to the methodology of the
design process through problem definition, acknowledg·
ment of problematic constraints. presentation of verbal
and graphic solutions. and final critique. This design
studio focuses on small scope residential space planning
and selection of furnishings and finishes. Field trips and
visiting lecturers may be featured.
COURSE 122·2801

~ Architectural Drafting and Detailing I
Course provides exposure to the vocabulary. drawing
conventions. and principles of small building construction.
Lectures. slides. and examples of construction drawing
expose students to simple structural systems. building
and finishing materials, simple cabinetry. and other
construction issues. Students draft and detail a simple
set of construction drawings.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 122·1811

PREREQUISITE: 22·121D DRAWING I, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS
OF 20 DESIGN, 22·1800 DESIGN THEORY I. 22-1813 AUTOCAD
FUNDAMENTALS. 22·1820 COLOR FOR INTERIORS. 22-2812
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DETAILING II

3 CREDITS

~ AutoCAD Fundamentals
Course provides framework for students to develop
computer drafting expertise. Students gain the knowledge
and experience needed to operate the program and
perform 20 drafting on a basic level. Course covers the
most basic commands, and students learn elements
needed to produce a partial set of schematic plans, elevations. and drawings of existing conditions.

~ History of Furniture Seminar
Survey course covers the history of furniture from antiq·
uity through the twentieth century. Seminar is designed to
precede the two History of Architecture courses and
provide a foundation for further historical exploration .
1 CREDIT
COURSE 122·2802

COURSE 122·1813
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN, 22·

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN. 22·1819
SOURCES AND MATERIALS. 22·2801 DESIGN STUDIO II, 22-3815
AUTOCAD DETAILING Ill

1800 DESIGN THEORY I, 22·1811 ARCHITECTURAL
ORAFTING/DETAJUNG I

~ Sources and Materials
Lectures. discussion, and field trips to showrooms. manu·
facturers. and suppliers expose students to discovery of
new and classical interior design furnishings and architec·
tural appointments.

~ Architectural Drafting and Detailing I
This course provides exposure to the vocabulary. drawing
conventions. and principles of small building construction.
Lectures. slides. and examples of construction drawing
expose students to simple structural systems. building
and finishing materials, simple cabinetry. and other
construction issues. Students draft and detail a simple
set of construction drawings.
COURSE 122·2811

COURSE 122·1819
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22·1210 DRAWING I, 22·1813 AUTOCAD
FUNDAMENTALS. 22·1820 COLOR FOR INTERIORS, 22·2812
ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DETAIL.ING II

3 CREDITS
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X Architectural

X

Draftlnl and Detalllnl II

Desl&n Studio Y-Giobal Issues
Course exposes students to the methodology of the
design process through problem definition. acknowledgment of problematic constraints. presentation of verbal
and graphic solutions. and final critique. Studio focuses
on commercial. corporate or institutional design problems
and explores socially conscious design that incorporates
global issues within context of specific problems. Field
trips and visiting lecturers may be featured.

Course provodes exposure to the vocabulary. drawing
convention, and pnncoples of ontenor commercial construction. Partition systems. modular planning. and construction. ceiling systems. custom cabinetry. case goods. and
other construction issues are investigated. Students draft
and detail a set of commercial construction drawings.
COURIE U2-2112
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 20 DESIGN.
22·1800 DESIGN THEORY f. 22·1811 ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING

COURSE U2-3 1 0 5
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1131 HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE I, 22·3804
DESIGN STUDIO IV-ADAPTIVE REUSE. 22·3822 FUNDAMENTALS
OF LIGHTING

AND DETAILING I

Toplca In Portfolio Graphics
Course is a tutored lab in which students worl< on thesis
projects. design class projects or other interior design
computer·related material. Class utilizes an unstructured
approach in which subject matter is determined by needs
of students. Reviews and customized tutorials are offered.
Students must use class time worl<ing on some aspect of
computer·aided drafting.

X

This five-week course develops student's ability to gather
information and compile research material to develop a
Design Program for their designated thesis topic.
Research is conducted using textbooks. periodicals.
photographs. sketches. the Internet. and on-site analysis.
if appropriate . Material and Design Program are formally
presented during week five.

1 CREDIT
COURSE U 2-2814
PREREQUISITE: 22·1813 AUTOCAO FUNDAMENTALS

X o..t,n Studio Ill-

COURSE U 2-3808
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 22·3805 DESIGN STUDIO V-<>LOBAL ISSUES

Code Compliance

Course exposes students to the methodology of
the design process through problem definition.
acknowledgment of problematic constraints, presentation
of verbal and graphic solutions. and final critique. This
design studio focuses on commercial space planning,
safety constraints, building code. and American
Disabilities Act (ADA). Field trips and visiting lectures may
be featured.

X

COURSE U2-3807
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·3806 SENIOR PROJECT A: RESEARCH AMO
PROGRAMMING

PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC. 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 30 DESIGN. 22·1819
SOURCES AND MATERIALS. 22·2801 DESIGN STUDIO II, 22·3815
AUTOCAD DETAILING Iff

X

Senior Project C: Deslen Drawlnes
Five-week course refines the preliminary and schematic
worl< of 22·3806 Senior Project A; Research and
Programming and 22-3807 Senior Project 8: Schematic
Design. Course focuses on design development and the
completion of the final graphic presentation of the
student's Thesis project.

Deslen Studio tV- Adapti ve Reuse
Course exposes students to the methodology of the
design process through problem definition. acknowledg·
ment of problematic constraints. presentation of verbal
and graphic solutions. and final critique. Design studio
focuses on historical context. adaptive reuse or preservation/restoration projects. Field trips and visiting lecturers
may be featured.

COURSE U 2-3801
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 22·3807 SENIOR PROJECT 8 : SCHEMATIC DESIGJ\

COURSE U 2-3804
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART If: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN. 22·2802 HISTORY OF FURNITURE SEMINAR. 22·3803
DESIGN STUDIO Iff· CODE COMPLIANCE. 22·3816 AUTOCAO
DETAILING IV; 22·3821 RENDERING AND PRESENTATION
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Senior Project B: Schematic Deslen
Ten-week course focuses on conceptual development,
preliminary study models, and schematic drawings
through use of sketch techniques. All material for this tenweek period is presented in sketch and model format.
During week ten students present their accumulated
material in a final format for critique.

COURSE U 2-3803
3 CREDI TS

X

Senior Proj ect A: Research and Pro&rammln&
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AutoCAD V ( 3D )
Course continues the exploration of 3D started in
AutoCAD/ Detailing IV by focusing on the three dimension
commands within AutoCAD. The promary focus of the class
is to combine lecture. demonstration. and hands-on appli·
cation of the AutoVision program as a tool for graphic
presentation. AutoVisron uses geometry. lighting, and
surface materials to create 30 images. Using the built-in
rendering parameters. the student learns to create realis·
tically rendered images from inside AutoCAD.

X Senior Project 0 : Working Draw ings
Five-week course gives the student the opportunity to
develop selected details specific to their Thesis project.
such as interior architectural elements. millwork. and
custom furniture.
COURSE 122·380 9
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 22-3808 SENIOR PROJECT C: DESIGN DRAWINGS

X

COURSE .22·3817

Senior Project E: Presentation and Critique
Five-week course ends the thesis series. Students
formally present their work representing the past thesis
courses at a final critique session. Critique panel is
composed of design professionals, faculty. and peers.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-3816 AUTOCAD DETAILING IV

VIZ/ 3D
3 D Studio VIZ is a program used to quickly create profes·
sional·quality 3D models. photo-realistic still Images, and
film-quality animation on your PC. Program is rooted in 3D
art, not in 2D drafting. This program was developed for
architectural and interior design practice, civil engineering,
and industrial design.

COURSE •22·3810
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 22·3809 SENIOR PROJECT D: WORKING
DRAWINGS

X

AutoCAD Detailing Ill
Intermediate level course continues 22·1813 AutoCAD
Fundamentals and 22·2812 Architecture Drafting and
Detailing II. Students are introduced to interior detailing of
commercial spaces and issues involved in developing
working drawi11gs such as sheet modules. reference
symbols. and targets. Students spend extensive class
time concentrating on drafting and detailing and learn
more advanced AutoCAD commands.

COURSE 122·3818
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-3816 AUTOCAD DETAILING IV OR PERMISSION
OF INSTRUCTOR

X

COURSE 122·3815
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22-1813 AUTOCAD FUNDAMENTALS. 22·2812

ARCHITECTURAL DRAFTING AND DETAILING II

X

AutoCAD Detaili ng IV
This is the final course of the Drafting and Detailing
sequence utilizing the AutoCAD program for drafting. Class
model simulates a professional architectural/interior
design firm environment. exploring the approaches used
in the professional community. Students explore advanced
AutoCAD commands. program configurations. and interfac·
ing with other programs. Students may complete working
drawings through team or individual approach.

Rendering and Presentat ion
Course focuses on creatron of two- and three-dimensional
color renderings of projects in a variety of materials and
approaches. Study emphasizes delineation of orthographic, paralines and perspectrves. fundamentals of
rendering form. defining light and shadow. textures. materials. characteristics. and drawing techniques. Instructor
also introduces students to presentation techniques and
helps them develop their skills in this area.
COURSE .22·3821
3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO

GOTHIC. 22·1230 FUNDAMENTALS OF 3D DESIGN. 22·1819
SOURCES AND MATERIALS, 22·2801 DESIGN STUDIO II. 22·3815
AUTOCAD DETAILING Ill

X

COURSE •22·3816
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 22-3815 AUTOCAD DETAILING Ill

Fundamentals of Lighting
Lecture/studio course introduces students to interior and
architectural lighting through discussion of the nature of
lighting and its use and in graphic expression. Students
examine levels of lighting, light sources. and luminaries
as well as psychology of light. color rendering characteris·
tics of different bulb and lamp types. calculations and the
use of drawing conventions. and symbols in the development of a lighting plan.
COURSE 122·3822
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO

MODERN. 22·3804 DESIGN STUDIO IV-ADAPTIVE REUSE,
22·3816 AUTOCAO DETAILING IV. 22-3821 RENDERING AND
PRESENTATION
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Independent Project: Art and Desl&n
An independent project is designed by the student. with
the approval of a supervising faculty member and the
chairperson, to study an area that Is not at present avai~
able in the curriculum. Prior to registration, the student
must submit a written proposal that outlines their self·
designed project.

~ Business Practice for Deslcners
Course explores business procedures currently practiced
today. Instruction covers marketing and selling, Request
for Proposal (RFP), contracts. compensation. and fees.
Assignments and course content utilizes computer technology for the development of the necessary materials.
Course illustrates the process of selling oneself , one's
ideas. and one's firm.

COURSE 1¥22· 3999
VARIABLE CREDIT

COURSE 1¥22-3823
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND DEPARTMENT
CHAIRPERSON

PREREQUISITE: 22·3805 DESIGN STUDIO V- GLOBAL ISSUES.
22-3806 SENIOR PROJECT A: RESEARCH AND PROGRAMMING,
22·3807 SENIOR PROJECT 8 : SCHEMATIC DESIGN, 22·3816
AUTOCAO DETAILING IV

~ Portfolio Workshop
Two ful~day workshOps expose students to the mechanics
of portfolio presentation and development. Students take
this portfolio workshop and the thesis course series
(Senior Project C·E) concurrently .
COURSE 1¥22· 3824
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 22·3806 SENIOR PROJECT A: RESEARCH AND
PROGRAMMING. 22·3807 SENIOR PROJECT 8: SCHEMATIC
DESIGN

Internship
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
COURSE 1¥22· 3988
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 3 .0 GPA OR BETTER. JUNIOR STATUS OR PERM/$.
SION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

Independent Project: Art and Design
An independent project is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising faculty member and the
chairperson, to study an area that is not at present avail·
able in the curriculum . Prior to registration, the student
must submit a written proposal that outlines their selfdesigned project.
COURSE 1¥22·3998
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND DEPARTMENT
CHAIRPERSON
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ART S, ENTE RTAINMENT , AND MEDI A MANA GEM ENT
J. D ENN I S RI CH , CH AIRPE RSON
Approac h
Over the years, the demand for people who can manage the
increasingly complicated career of an artist has grown consid·
erably. A successful arts manager understands the work of
artists and their aesthetic impulses. whether they're popular
media artists or a chamber group or fashion retailers. They
also understand that market forces. money management.
research, and planning are essential to an artist's survival.
The Arts. Entertainment, and Media Management (AEMM)
department believes in teaching students to be managers
who can provide artists with structure in which they will thrive.
As such, they have the ability to watch and evaluate changes
in society and create more and more opportunities for art to
develop and flourish. We believe the knowledge and skills an
AEMM student develops are transferable to any j ob and appli·
cable for a lifetime.

Professional Experience
Internships are an integral part of AEMM training. Qualified
students have the opportunity to acquire hands·on field experi·
ence with leading organizations in Chicago, giving them the
skills, confidence. and contacts to help them get a job after
graduation. Examples of past internship sites include the
Goodman Theatre , The Museum of Contemporary Art, Saks
Fifth Avenue, MTV, and The Oprah Winfrey Show.
Columbia's AEMMP record company. a student·run corporation
in which students manage and promote a band. is the oldest
student·run record label in the country.

Curric ul um
The AEMM department prepares students for careers in the
business of the arts. entertainment, media. and
fashion/retail management. Majors are offered in seven
concentrations: Fashion/Retail Management. Media
Management, Music Business Management. Performing Arts
Management. Arts Entrepreneurship/Small Business
Management. and Visual Arts Management. Mastering the
foundation of the business is the core focus of the curricu·
lum. In addition to offering basic management skill courses
such as accounting and finance. emphasis is placed on
making sound management decisions. working effectively.
developing the ability to understand people, and demonstrat·
ing social responsibility.
Working Fac ulty
The department is one of the largest cultural management
training centers in the world, with 11 full·time faculty members
and up to 70 part·time instructors who work together to fine·
tune a dynamic curriculum that relies heavily on real·world
case studies. The faculty features leading figures in manage.
ment fields. including teachers who hold executive positions
with major recording companies. motion picture corporations.
talent agencies , and fashion retailers. Attorneys and account·
ants with expertise in entertainment and the ar ts are also
part of the department. These professionals provide our
students with resources for networking as well as invaluable
training based on life experience .
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Minor In Arts , Entertainment , and Media Manacement
Students seeking a minor must complete 24 credit hours of
requirements.

Maj or In Arts , Entertainment, and Media Manacement
Students must complete 46 credit hours of coursework in the
department. Required study includes 22 credit hours
completed with a grade of C or better in the core curriculum,
15 credit hours in a concentration, 6 credit hours of advanced
courses completed with a grade of C or better, and 3 credit
hours of departmental electives.

Course Title and Credits
28-1110 Introduction to Management (3)
28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Ar ts (3)
28-2110 Accounting I (4)

STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FOR A
TOTAL OF 22 CREDIT HOURS:

CHOOSE TWO COURSES FROM THE FOLLOWING :

Cour1e Title and Cred its

28-2111 Legal Aspects of the Arts and Entertainment (3)

28-1110 Introduction to Management (3)

28-2120 Writing for Managers (3)

28-1115 Introduction to Marketing for the Arts (3)

28-2165 Managing Human Resources (3)

28-2110 Accounting I (4)

28-2170 Managerial Economics (3)

28-2111 Legal Aspects of the Ar ts and Entertainment (3)

28-3110 Finance (3)

28-2115 Computer Uses for Managers (3)

28-3130 Arts Entrepreneurship 1(3)

28-2120 Writing for Managers (3)

28-3135 Strategic Management (3)

28-3110 Finance (3)

28-4120 Data Analysis and Statistics (4)
28-4125 Ethics and the Business of the Arts (3)

STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE AT LEAST 6 CREDIT
HOURS OF THE FOLLOWING ADVANCED COURSES:

28-4660 Management Applications of the Web (3)

28-2150 Organizational Behavior: Human Relations at
Work (3)

CHOOSE TWO COURSES FROM THE FOLLOWING OR ONE
COURSE FROM THE FOLLOWING AND AN ADDITIONAL
COURSE FROM THE SELECTION ABOVE:

28-2160 Labor Relations for the Arts (3)

28-4315 Fundraising: An Introduction for Non-Profit Arts
Managers (4)

28-2165 Managing Human Resoruces (3)
28-2170 Managerial Economics (3)

28-1410 The Art and Business of Recording (3 )

28-3120 Accounting II (3)

28-2411 Applied Marketing: Recording Industry (3)

28-3130 Arts Entrepreneurship I (3)

28-2430 Talent Management (3)

28-3135 Strategic Management (3)

28-4514 Critical Analysis of Small Business (4)

28-4120 Data Analysis and Statistics (4)

28-1610 Introduction to a-Business (3)

28-4125 Ethics and the Business of the Arts (4)

2B-4615 Media Management (4)

28-4130 Management Science (4)

28-4630 Motion Picture Publicity, Promotion, and
Advertising (3)

28-4155 Corporate Portfolio Management (4)
28-2250 Investments (3)

28-4635 Business of the Film Industry (3)
28-2810 Facilities Management (3)

COMPLETE 3 CREDIT HOURS OF MANAGEMENT
ELECTIVES.
Management majors must also complete 15 credit hours of
one of the following concentrations. Specific requirements for
each concentration are noted in the departmental brochure.

28-3120 Theory and Practices of Art Exhibitions (3)

Fashion/Retail Management
Media Management
Music Business Management
Performing Arts Management
Arts Entrepreneurship/Small Business Management
Visual Arts Management
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Second BA In Management
Students seeking a second BA must complete the following
for a total of 50 credit hours:
Core-Level I
28-1110 Introduction to Management (3)
28-1115 Introduction to Marketing the Arts (3)
28-2110 Accounting I (4)
28-2111 Legal Aspects of the Arts and Entertainment (3)
28-2115 Computer Uses for the Arts (3)
28-2120 Writing for Managers (3)
28-3110 Finance (3)

Advanced Level-Level II
Select two advanced courses from the departmental list for a
total of 6 credit hours.
SELECT COURSES IN ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
CONCENTRATIONS FOR A TOTAL OF 50 CREDIT HOURS:
Arts Entrepreneurship and Small Business Management
Fashion

1 Retail Management

Media Management
Music Business
Performing Arts
Visual Arts
Internship 3 credits

Management Elective
Select one additional advanced level one course or a course
from a concentration for 4 credit hours.
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Career Development
Class provides students with individual help in identifying
positions in their field that best suit their skills and potentials . Topics include composing letters, r6sum6s. proposals. and ad responses; approaching potential employers:
follow-up; and networking.

~ legal A spects of the Arts and Entertai nment
Course enables students to better understand legal
issues in business dealings in the arts and entertainment
industries. and to recognize where legal problems may
arise. Coursework includes readings and lectures relating
to copyright and other Intellectual property rights.
contracts. licensing agreements. first amendment issues.
agency agreements, and the formation of partnerships
and corporations.

COU RSE 128-1101
2 CRED ITS

COURSE 128· 211.1
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: SOPHOMORE STATUS

~ Introducti on to Management
Students receive an overview of the various management
functions and are exposed to da1ly managerial problemsolving techniques. Upon completion, students should
have a basic knowledge of managerial functions, the goal·
setting processes, and basic business controls, and
should be able to recognize and adapt to their own and
others' motivations.

~ Computer U ses for Managers
Course provides students with a practical framework for
applying computer technology to unique information needs
of an organization. Computer technology is an invaluable
resource which should be used to help maximize the
potential of any organization.

COURSE 1 28·1110
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1 28·2115
3 CREDITS

~ Introduction to Mar keting the Arts
Students analyze an arts. entertainment, media or fashion organization within its environmental context to deter·
mine how to position it in the marketplace. Students
develop an understanding of the consumer and market,
choose proper research techniques to solve problems,
determine appropriate promotional techniques to develop
relationships with customers. and develop a marketing
plan for an organization.

IAIIBUS902

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

~ Writing for Manage rs
Course applies management skills, such as commun1cat·
ing, planning, and problem solving to the writing process.
Topics include principles and techniques of business
communications, formats for structuring information. and
strategies for writing shOrt business reports. May be used
to fulfill writing Intensive requirement.

COURSE 128·1115
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT

COURSE 128·2120
3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGL.ISH COMPOSITION II

~ Acco unting I
Course is a thorough coverage of financial accounting
topics. Clear principles and procedures are used to
demonstrate the accounting cycle for the organization.
General-purpose financial statements are prepared:
Income Statement. Statement of Equ1ty, Balance Sheet.
and Statement of Cash Aow. In addition. the class covers
financial topics that enhance the student's understanding
of general·purpose financial statements and the use of
financing through ratio analysis.

Organizational Behavior: Human Relations at
Work
In this course students study human behavior in organiZations at the individual. group, and systemic levels.
Specific attention is paid to using organizational behavior
concepts for developing and improving interpersonal skills
needed to become effective managers and team
members. Students examine how individuals function and
malfunction in groups, how to resolve conflicts. and how
to build productive teams.

COURSE 128-2110
4 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: SOPHOMORE STATUS

COURSE 128·2150
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (COR
BETTER}
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:t€ Finance

Sa les Management f or the Arts Entrepreneur
The objective of this course is to provide the arts entrepreneur with an overview of the various sales management
functions. and also provide exposure to many of the prot>lems faced by the modern day sales manager. The course
closely examines the special concerns of artists who
manage sales professionals whose responsibility It is to sell
and market their craft or product. The course will also examine the process of when and how an entrepreneur begins to
develop a sales staff for his or her special needs.

Finance is the art and science of managing money. This
course provides an understanding of the financial system,
its functions, and available alternatives for obtaining money.
Discussions will focus on financial institutions, instruments.
and procedures for supplying funds to financial markets .
The types of financing that apply to public and private
organizations will be discussed. This course will apply the
tools of the financial manager as a decision-maker In the
organization.

COURSE n8·2155

COURSE 128·3110

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (C

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 28-2110 ACCOUNTING I(C OR BE11ER)

OR BETTER}. 28-1115/NTRODUCTIDN TO MARKETING THE ARTS
(C DR BETTER)

Labor Relations for the Arts
Course examines economic. social, political, Institutional ,
and psychological forces affecting development of unions
and guilds among artists. Instruction covers employer·
union and employer·employee relations. contracts, union
regulations. agents and managers. grievance procedures.
mediation and arbitration. and current legal and economic
conditoons in the labor market.

Accountin g II
Utilizing the information gained in 28-2110 Accounting I,
this course covers the fundamentals of accounting as
applied to corporations and not-for·profit enterprises .
Managerial decislon·making from accounting information Is
the primary course objective. Emphasis is on the organizational structure, dividends and earnings per share, longterm debt and debt·vs.·equity financing, cash flow, and profitability and liquidity ratios for evaluating organizations are
also covered.

COURSE U8-2160

COURSE 128·3120

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (COR

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 28-2110 ACCOUNTING I (COR BETTER)

BETTER)

Arts Entrepreneurship I
Course focuses on the concepts, skills. information, attl·
tudes. controls. and rewards of entrepreneurship. Students
learn to recognize opportunities and how to act on them.
Students also learn how to orchestrate , enhance the capacity to envision , and anticipate from the entrepreneurial
perspective.

M anaging Human Resources
Students learn to identify principal human resource
management functions within an organization . Course
utilizes interpersonal communication. role·playing, and
hands-on exercises to teach typical human resource
management skills applicable to the arts. entertainment,
media, and retail fields. Students practice intervoewing
techniques; creating compensation packages; developing.
traoning. and disciplining employees; and developing
performance appraisals.

COURSE 128-3130
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT, 281115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS, 28-2110
ACCOUNTING /(ALL C OR BETTER), 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II

COURSE 128-2165
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 28·1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (COR
BETTERI

Strategic Management
This advanced·level course focuses on roles and methods
of the chief executive and board in strategic planning. It
uses case studies In commercial and not·for-profit sectors
with special emphasis on small and large businesses in the
arts. entertainment , media, and fashion fields. Students
gain experttse in understanding the reasons for good or
poor performance by a company; generating, assessing,
and selectong strategy options for a company; and recommending the best means of implementing a strategy.

M anage rial Economics
Course provides students with a clear understanding of
the fundamental economic principles behind supply and
demand, consumer choice. opportunity costs. market
system. money, and banking. Course is designed as an
integrated macro/micro primer for the arts manager and
small business owner. The course provides an overview of
the interplay of economics with other managerial principles
with special focus on the arts business.

COURSE 128-3135

COURSE 128·2170

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (COR

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS
WWW . COLUM.EDU
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Internship Seminar

Management Science

Course is taken during the semester of a student's first
internship. Course helps students make a positive experi·
ence of on·the·jOb activities and problem solving in prepa·
ration for the transition from internship to career.

Students begin with brief review of spreadsheet and database software, then develop advanced decision-making
models using techniques such as decision trees. multivariate analysis, forecasting. and simulation. Course
enables students to improve managerial-level decision
making in arts organizations.

COURSE 1128·3187
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: JUNIOR STATUS WITH 3.0 GPA. CONCURRENT
ENROLLMENT IN 22·3188 INTERNSHIP: MANAGEMENT

COURSE 1128-4130
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·2115 COMPUTER USES FOR MANAGERS (C
OR BETTER). 28-4120 DATA ANALYSIS AND STATISTICS. JUNIOR
STATUS

Internship: Management
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward thei r
degrees.

Managers Software Seminar

COURSE "28·3188
VARIABLE CREDIT

Course introduces inner workings of Microsoft Office.
Coursework emphasizes the use of spreadsheet, database . and presentation software.

PREREQUISITES: JUNIOR STATUS WITH 3.0 GPA. CONCURRENT
ENROLLMENT IN 283187 INTERNSHIP SEMINAR

1 CREDIT

COURSE 1128-4137

PREREQUISITE: 28·2115 COMPUTER USES FOR MANAGERS IC OR
BETTER)

Independent Project: Management
An independent project is designed by the student with
the approval of a supervising faculty member to study an
area that is not currently available in the curriculum. Prior
to registration. the student must submit a written
proposal outlining the project.

Desktop Publishing
Desktop publishing is state-of-the-art microcomputer typesetting, graphics. and page layout production. Course
introduces applications and techniques and provides
hands-on experience with print production process.
Students may produce brochures. newsletters. books.
pamphlets. and other printed materials.

COURSE 1128·3198
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

COURSE 1128-4140
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 35·1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS. 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Data Analysis and Statistics
Course provides sound conceptual introduction to the field
of statistics and its applications in the arts. especially
statistical marketing research. Topics include quantitative
methods for interpreting and understanding data. the use
of information derived from random sampling. and tech·
niques of summarizing applications.

Crisis M anagement
Course details thinking and planning that is essential to
managing and communicating during an organizational
crisis. Students develop and implement crisis manage·
ment plans and role·play crisis scenarios. Coursework
involves case study analysis of small and large organiza·
tions in a variety of crisis situations, including financial,
human resources. ethical. public relations, natural disas·
ter. and other conflicts.

COURSE 1128·4120
IAI.BUS901
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS OR COURSE
EQUIVALENT

Ethics and the Business of the Arts

COURSE 1128·4145

Course examines fundamental ethical consequenc·es of
business decisions made in today·s thriving arts organizations. Students study ethical theories debated among the
world's most respected ancient and modern thinkers and
apply these theories to problems in business.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT.
28·2110 ACCOUNTING I (80TH COR BETTER). JUNIOR STATUS

COURSE 1128·4125
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: JUNIOR STATUS
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Worhllop : Ne&otletlon Tecllnlqu..

lnveatmentl

Course offers the oppo<tunrty to learn negotu,ttOn techniQues. recognize un1aor tactiCS. and bnng about mutually
benefo<:1al srtuat1ons. lnstructiOil also touches on body
1anguace. personali1y types. regional and international
ethnoc differences. and h1dden meanings of WOfdS.
COUitiE 12....110
2 CREDITS

Students learn hOW to diacnose economic coo dtious to
determine 11111es1ment strategy. analyze financial situ.
tions. and apply solutions based on sound financial ~)~en
ning and investment principles.
COUitiE 121-22 110
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITF:: 21J.2110 ACCOUNTING I OR 2lJ.1711
FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS IC OR B£TT£RJ

,....

VISUAL ARTS MANAGE M ENT
Dec ision Mekln&: Vlauel Art• Meneaement

Course examines impact and 1mpllcat10ns ol current tax
laws. Students examme e11ects of federal income tax on
1ndiv1duals. par tnerships. corporations. and not·1or.profit
agencies .
COURSE 12....113
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 2lJ.2110 ACCOUNTING I(C OR BITTER)

Cootlie explores roles ol chief execut.M ! officers af museums and managers of fine atts galleries. Topics Include
the institutional and artistic mission : board and commoni1y liaison: museum, corporate. and private Mt collec·
tions: and acquisitions and facilities management.
COURSE 12....270
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 22·3120 THEORY AND PRACTICE OF ART
EXHIBITIONS. JUNIOR STATUS

Corporete Po rtfolio Mene&ement
Introduction to sound portfolio theory with instruction in
capital asset or endowment portfolio management techniques. Diversification theories. concepts. and applica.
tions in asset selection. analysis. and management are
covered . Point and figure and other charting techniques
are maintained and analyzed. Risk management concepts
are introduced and extensively employed.
COURSE 121-4 1111
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 2lJ.3110 FINANCE OR 2lJ.2250 INVESTMENTS
iC ORBCTTERJ

NOT·FOR -PROFIT
Grant Propoael Plennln& end Wrltln&
Course focuses on developing the skills necessMy for
successful grant applications lor not·fOr·profrt organlza.
lions. Study of relevant funding sources. awareness of
available research materials, abili1y to construct coherent
proposals, and defining lund raising strategy lor an arts
organization .
COURIE 12....310
4 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II, JUNIOR
STATUS

lnternetl one l Art s M eneaement
Course provides arts management students with an
understanding of the increasingly global nature of the
worl<place by touching on many aspects of international
producing, presenting. exhibiting, and touring.
COURIE 121-4 110
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 21J.1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS IC OR BETTER), JUNIOR STATUS

Fund Relaln&: An Introduction for Non-Profit
Art• M•n•a•ra
Course provides an overview of basic lund-raising techniques lor non-profit arts organizations. Strateg)es lor rais
ing funds from individuals, corporations, foundations, and
government funding sources are reviewed and analyzed.
Methodologies lor developing a complete lund-raisin& plan
are studied.
COURSE 121-4 311
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II, SENIOR
STATUS OR PERMISSION OF OEPIWTMENT

Spec lel Topic s In Artl Meneaement:
Comperetlve Arts Polley
Course provides an overview of the history, evolution, and
challenges of arts and cultural policy with a special f ocus
on North America and Europe. Students learn how the
arts contribute to human and community development and
learn how cultural managers can develop partnerships
and strategies to worl< more e11ectively with policy
makers.
COURSE 121-4171
4 CREDITS
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American Cultural Polley

Applied Marketing: Recording Indu stry

Provides an overview of the history and evolution of
American arts and cultural policy and an understanding of
how · arts ecosystems· in America function. Students
learn how the arts contribute to human and community
development. and how arts managers can develop part·
nerships and strategies to work more effectively with
policy makers.

Course continues content of 28·1410 The Art and
Business of Recording and 28·1115 Introduction to
Marketing the Arts. Instruction covers processes following
production of the recorded master. Topics include press
kit development; manufacturing. packaging. and developing recording products: marketing plans that include
merchandising. sales and d istribution: advertising and
promotion: and the importance of the charts . airplay. and
live concerts.

COURSE M28·4330
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·2111 LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE ARTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT (C OR BETTER). JUNIOR STATU$

COURSE M28·2411
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS. 28·1410 THE ART AND BUSINESS OF RECORDING (80TH C
DR BETTER)

Advocacy for Arts Majors: Building
Relation shi ps with Elected Officials
Students are introduced to the purpose. principles. and
practices of advocacy as part of the democratic process.
particularly as it applies to non-profit arts organizations.
Instruction reviews the political structures within arts
advocates· work. with an emphasis on Illinois state
government. Students are armed with the tools to partici·
pate effectively in making the arts a public policy priority
and learn how to use lobbying to defend the interests of
non-profit and commercial arts organizations . Students
are linked with organizations and individuals engaged in
arts advocacy and are provided with an opportunity to
lobby at the state government level.

Record Production for Producers
Course gives aspiring music producers . engineers. musi·
cians, and record industry-oriented management students
insight into the production and recording concepts used in
today·s recording envi ronment. Through classroom theory,
practical application. and observation in a professional
recording studio, students experience the production
process and acquire the knowledge base necessary tor
further exploration in this area.
COURSE M28· 2420
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28·1410 THE ART AND BUSINESS OF RECORDING

COURSE #28·4340
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: SENIOR STATUS. 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II

Talent Management
Course examines the crucial role of professional management for all types of artists and entertainers. Instruction
focuses on roles of personal manager, booking agent,
talent agent, road manager. and company manager.
Course explores formation of an agency. development of
talent. and special touring considerations.

Partners In Philanthropy: Working with NonProfit Boards
Students gain exposure to the workings of non-profit
boards in a workshop setting. The relationship between
volunteers and staff is examined. Role of volunteer board
members in the process of fund raising and creating
special events is also studied.

COURSE M28-2430
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ART$ (C OR BETTER)

COURSE M28-4345
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: JUNIOR STATUS

Music Publishing

M USIC BUSINESS

Students learn the principles and procedures involved in
music publishing both nationally and internationally.

The Art and Business of Recording

COURSE M28-2435

Course provides an overview of the multibillion-dollar
record industry. Topics include responsibilities of producers and labels. song writing. copyrights . publ ishing. royalties and residuals . recording artist contracts and development. basic music theory. and technology as related to
the recording industry. Required course for Music
Business majors.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28·2111 LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE ART$ AND
ENTERTAINMENT (C DR BETTER}

COURSE M28-1410
3 CREDITS
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Applied Retailing: Record Stores
Course applies basic principles of retail management to
the operation of a record store selling sound recordings
and accessories. Topics include choosing the store·s
concept and market segment. selecting and buying inventory, discounting. tie-ins with airplay and play lists, interpreting the charts, in-store promotion. scanning and
computerized inventory control. dealing with distributors.
one-stops and consignment products. and understanding
the competition. Students also study market forces, such
as changing demographics. psychographies, economic
trends. and technological advances.

Record Producing: Mixing
Students are exposed to the aspects of recording and
mixing music in a digital environment and the responsibili·
ties associated with the producer;manager in utilizing this
technology. With digital software tools, students will
create a final mix through the process of pre-editing
conceptualization, pre-production, production, and post·
production. Through ·real world" applications, students
will apply learned knowledge in a recording studio environment.

COURSE 128-2440

PREREQUISITE: 28-4422 THE RECORD PRODUCER IN THE STUDIO

COURSE 128-4424
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-2411 APPLIED MARKETING: RECORD

INDUSTRY, 28-2940 RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Recording Studio Management
Course examines the building and successful operation of
an audio recording studio. Topics include conceiving the
studio, financing, site selection , acoustics, construction
and equipment, business plan and target marketing,
record keeping and fiscal control, market strategies. selling the product , traffic management , pricing theory, cost
control, and credit policy. Dealing with clients and employees, insurance, and legal considerations are also covered.
Class occasionally meets at studio.

Record Promotion
Course offers insight into process by which music is
promoted to radio stations for airplay. Goals and strate·
gies of record company promotional people and radio
station programmers are compared and contrasted using
local and national examples. Special guests include
prominent local promotional people and programmers.
COURSE 128·3415

COURSE 128-4428

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 28-2411 APPLIED MARKETING: RECORD
INDUSTRY

PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (C
OR BETTER), 28-2420 RECORD PRODUCTION FOR PRODUCERS,
JUNIOR STATUS

The Impact of the Press on the Music Business
Students explore popular music and rock criticism through
reading, writing, and discussion. Course focuses on the
historical aspects of rock and its criticism. Course
explores the relationship between the press and the musical work's production, marketing, and promotion.
Instruction focuses on expression of critical commentary
in a succinct style that is accessible to consumers.

Developing a Record Deal
Students learn psychology and strategy involved in negoti·
ating various record company contracts from the viewpoint
of the lawyer, record company, and the artist and
manager. Topics include strategic budgeting and negotiation of a professional demo to a record deal, artist's
development versus product development. song-casting
production, test marketing, credit development, and creating a package to obtain a record deal.

COURSE 128-4410
3 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITES: 28-2410 ART AND BUSINESS OF RECORDING,
52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 128-4430
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-2111 LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE ARTS AND
ENTERTAINMENT. 28-2411 APPLIED MARKETING: RECORDING
INDUSTRY, 28-2430 TALENT MANAGEMENT. JUNIOR STATUS
RECOMMENDED

The Record Producer In the Studio
Students are exposed to the studio environment through
participation in recording projects taught in a professional
recording studio. Through active participation, students
are exposed to the different tasks associated with a
producer. Topics include music coaching, microphone
placement. instrumental adjustments. unions, relations
with studio management, relations with clients, tracking
issues. overdubbing issues. pre-production. budgeting,
and other relevant areas.
COURSE 128-4422
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 28-2420 RECORD PRODUCTION FOR PRODUCERS
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Decision Making: The Music Business
Course examines organization and operation of principle
sectors of the music business: the recording industry,
sound equipment industry, performer services (related to
personal management), and music education entrepreneurship. Students study size and scope of the music
business and its tables of organization in large and small
companies (commercial and non·profit), markets served ,
marketing strategies, artist/performer relationships,
contracts, protection, and entrepreneurial opportunities.

Critical Analysis of Small Business
Course utilizes the case history methodology by involving
situations in small business management. Student must
use various management techniques and skills, as cases
cover many of the organizational considerations. functions. problems, and opportunities that face small busi·
ness managers and entrepreneurial owners. Student
becomes familiar with the interrelationships of the numer·
ous factors that affect businesses. Course material is
equally applicable to the arts. retailing. non-profit organi·
zations, and general business. Enrollment is limited to
Junior and Senior undergraduates and graduate students.

COURSE 128-4470
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF MUSIC BUSINESS COORDINATOR

COURSE 128·4514
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·2110 ACCOUNTING I, 2B·3110 FINANCE
(BOTH COR BETTER}, JUNIOR STATUS

AEMMP Records Company Marketing
AEMMP Records Company is a not-for-profit corporation
that provides students with hands-on experience in the
professional operation of a record company. This course
follows 28-44 70 Decision Making: The Music Business.
Students discover commercially viable talent, negotiate
related contracts, and produce a record . Students develop
and complete the marketing and merchandising plans to
introduce recorded music to the industry and to retail
sale. Students develop publicity campaigns, utilize radio
airplay, and develop artwork for the record jacket and
related promotional materials.

Arts Entrepreneurship II
Course covers the organization. research , and planning
necessary for successful entrepreneurs. Instruction
focuses on components of developing business plans,
including research, organization, location, competition,
marketing, staffing. budgets, income projections, and
financial issues. Strong emphasis is placed on initial
financial needs and income and expense projections.
Students must be prepared to present and defend the
elements of their plans to instructors and classmates.

COURSE 128·44 71
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-4470 DECISION MAKING: THE MUSIC

COURSE 1128·4516
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·3110 FINANCE (C OR BETTER}, 28-3130
ARTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP I, JUNIOR STATUS

BUSINESS

M EDI A MANAGEM ENT

AEMMP Records Promotion
Students follow a marketing plan developed by 28-447 1
AEMMP Records Company Marketing and learn day-to-day
aspects of promoting a local independent release.
Students promote directly to local record stores, radio
stations. club owners, and the media.

Introduction to e-Buslness
Course provides students with a basic overview of the
concepts and principles of e-business. This knowledge is
increasingly important for all students. regardless of their
area of concentration, because traditional businesses and
arts organizations are becoming hybrids by adding an
online presence to their existing structure. Topics
discussed include a definition of e-business, online
management strategies. distribution channels. privacy and
security issues , and electronic money, among others.

COURSE 128-4472
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 28-4471 AEMMP RECORDS COMPANY
MARKETING

SMAll BUSINESS/ENTREPRENEURSHIP

COURSE 128·1610
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT. 281115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS

Building Leadership Skills
Course provides in-depth demonstration of the skills and
techniques essential to effective business leadership.
Concepts and applications of goal setting, team building,
negotiations, and communications are analyzed,
discussed. and practiced. Students discover their basic
leadership style within situational leadership theory and
learn to use this knowledge efficiently.
COURSE 128-4511
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: JUNIOR STATUS OR PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT
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Motion Picture PubiiCitJ, Promotloll,
Adwortlsl n&

e-Buslnass Practlcum
Thts advanceO course os ontende<l to prOVIde students With
1t1e oppo<tunrty to acll)ly Slulls leamecl on other courses to
create an online presence lor a tradrtJonal • bnck-~
mortar" retatl buSiness. Wo<l<ong With an onstructor/
advisor. ondMdual students or tvOUP5 of students work on
partnefshop With a selected retaol busoness to deo<elop an
~merce strategy and create a virtual store.
COURU 12..U11
I CRlDin
PREREQUISITES: 21H115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS. 28-1610 INTRODUCTION TO £-BUSINESS OR EQUIVALENT.
28-2940 RETAIL MANAGEMENT. ANO PERMISSION OF
DEIWITMENT

••~

Course CO\'efS commercoal aspects of film dostnbutlon and
exhibrtlon. Topocs onclude ope<llllon of boltlondepeudent
and chaon conema houses . oncludong dostnbu!Xln. film
revenues. sales. contracts. advertJsong. promotiOn. and
1t1e pot entoal effects of cable and pay telelnSIOf'l on future
cinema.
COURSE 121-4130
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO ltAARI<£TlNG THE
ARTS (COR BETT£RJ. JUNIOR STATUS

Business of tho Film lnduStrJ
Course provides irHM!pth study of 1t1e commercial aspects
of theatrical film exhibition and distribution. Topics Include
history of business trends in d istribution. film financing,
current distribution networks. independent distributor.
product availability, management of ltleaters. various
contract deals. and 1t1e effects of new home technologies
on the current film industry.
COURSE 121-4131
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS (C OR BETTER). JUNIOR STATUS

Buslna.. of Broadc ..tln&
Course provides hi storical overview of the television busi·
ness. beginning with its origins as an audio medium (telephOne/radio). Students examine broadcasting's development into a complex visual medium transmitted and
received through a variety of systems. Particular areas of
study include broadcasting's regulatory framework, incluO.
ing the Federal Communications Commi ssion (FCC); Its
operational structure of stations and networks; the devel·
oprnent of cable and satellite broadcasting; and the
prO(Vamming polic ies and strategies of the present broaocasting industry. The class provi des a road map to the
business practices and methods of operation of broaocasting up to the end or the twentieth century.
COURSE 12..4110
3 CREDITS
CROII·LISTED WITH TELEVISION 40·3221 BUSI NESS OF
IROADCAITINQ .

Mana&omant Applications of tho Wob
Course introduces students to the World Wide Web and
its uses for managers. Students learn t o conduct
research on the web and examine ways in which the web
is currently used by arts. entertainment. and media organizations in fund raising, public relations. promotions. and
advocacy effort s . Students will develop a website for an
arts. entertainment or media organization in Chicago.
COURSE 121-4110
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-2115 COMPUTER USES FOR MAAAGERS (COR
BETTER! OR COMPARABLE EXPERIENCE

Madia Mana&amant
Students learn to apply functions of management to print
media and commercial and public broadcasting: identify
speci fic tasks related to media management. for example,
regulation. production. marketing, programming, and
engineering; and evaluate strategies for media management in the cont ext of new communications technologies
in the marketplace.
COURSE 12..4 1111
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40.2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER OR
PfRMISSION OF ADVISOR
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Arts Entropronaurshlp II
Course is designed to provide student s who want to start
their own business with the knowledge and skills to create
an online business from inception to o peration. Topics
include developing an online business plan. website
design and development. web marketing, brand management. production. distribution and fulfillment i ssues .
customer and employee relations. privacy and security
issues. and financing options. among others. Case stUO.
ies of successful and unsuccessful online businesses will
be used.
COURSE 121-4111
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-3130 ARTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP I OR
PfRMISSION OF OEIWITMENT
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Toplca In New Medle Mene&ement

ProJect• for Print Medle Mene&ement

This course provides students with an introduction to
issues of concern to managers in the information age.
Topics include understanding new media and its implications for the Mure of the arts and entertainment. The
music business has changed to accommodate the
Internet and MP3, many publications have developed
online interactive editions, and the websites of some lash·
ion retailers let you ·see· how their clothes look on you .
Class examines these developments and their implications for managers.

The Med1a Management student . w1th the approval of a
supervis~ng faculty member. des1gns a tutonal/ mdepenO·
ent project to study an area of med1a management that 1s
not available in the curnculum. Pnor to registration. the
student must submit to the Cha11 of the Arts .
Entertainment. and Med1a Management depar tment or to
a faculty superv1sor. a wnnen proposal that outlines the
project.
COURSE 126-4167
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPAR TMENT

COURSE 12-817
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 2lJ.1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS AND 2~1610 INTRODUCTION TO E·BUSINESS OR 28-4665
ARTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP II

SPEECH AND CAREER
SUPPORT COURSES FOR NON·MANAGEMENT MAJORS

Fundementele of Buelne..
Course provides non-management majors with a broad
overview of the operations of American business.
Students become familiar with the organization and struc·
tures of business as well as the basic operational tunc·
tions. Students are exposed to the planning process.
employee relations and motivation. the mar1<eting
process. and the primary operational and financial
controls.

Declelon Mekln&: The Televlelon lnduetry
Upper-level students examine electronic media with
emphasis on the economic and decisiorwnaking
processes. Course includes discussion of factors that
influence management decisions, such as programming,
rating systems, unions, copyrights. residuals, syndication,
networ1<s, independent stations, public television, and
media conglomerates.

COURSE 128·1711
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1211-4670
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-4610 BUSINESS OF BROADCASTING OR
JUNIOR STATUS

Orel Commun lcetlon end Public Speekln& for
Mene&er•
Course helps develop the student's ability to speak confi.
dently and effectively in a variety of public speaking situations . Students will prepare and present several different
types of speeches that arts managers are often required
to make . Particular anention is paid to style. persuasion.
and credibility in public speaking.

e-Buelne. . Semlner
The course will consist of a series of guest lectures coor·
dinated by a faculty member. Guest lecturers will be
managers from the arts, entertainment. and media
management areas who will speak about their personal
experiences taking their companies or organizations
online. Lectures will be supplemented with readings about
the legal. technical, and economic issues involved in
successfully integrating e-commerce into a business or
arts organization . Through lectures and readings.
students will gain insight into the process of deciding hOw,
when, and whether to add an online element to an organi·
zation, and the challenges and opportunities having a web
presence creates for arts. entertainment, and media
managers.

COURSE 128·2710
3 CREDITS
SP
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Overview of the US Tredeshow lnduetry
Course gives students an understanding of broad
concepts in the industr y where more than 2.000.000
companies exh1bit annually, spend1ng 1n excess of $20
billion per year. Also exam~ned IS the 1mpact that
tradeshows have on c1t1es. service 1ndustnes. opportum·
ties eXIsting within the Shows. management compames.
and related vendors of goods and serv1ces.

COURSE 12-875
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 2~1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS AND 2~1610 INTRODUCTION TO E·BUSINESS OR 284665

COURSE 128·2780
3 CREDITS

ARTS ENTREPRENEURSHIP II
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lelf·Mene,ement for Artists

Club Mene,ement

Courw offers students oppo<tunlty to evaluate theor own
manacen>ent needS 8S lndMdual artiStS and tO begin
study to meet those needs . lnsttuct1on 1ncludes presentatiOtls by guest att1sts. accountants. and attorneys. Course
pr0111<1es IntrOductory 1nformat1on about management
courses recommended for artists. ThiS course may count
only as a Co11ege-w1de elective credit for Arts.
Entertainment. and Med1a Management majors.

Courw examones all aspects of club manacement. Topocs
1nclude purchasor1g a club. settor-c controls. knawl"l potential customers and competition. and dealinc with c:ontt8CU
and riders. Special sect10t1 features effects of outside
1ntluences on a club. 1ncludonc inte<action with city onspec·
tors. customers. and the community.
COURSE Ua.2120
J CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTROCXICT10N TO MANAGEWNT. 281115 INTROOUCTION TO MARKETING THE ARTS (90TH COR

COURSE Ua.3712
J CREDITS

BETTER!

lurvlvel for the lndlvlduel Artist
Special Events: Concerts end F81tlvels
Sponsorship

This course teaches students to design, perpetuate. and
manage their own careers by creating a prOduct or service
that will sell. The necessity for this is examined in light of
tOday's artistic environment which often dictates that a
successful career in the arts is not solely based on traif'lo
ing and education. cannot be quantifiably measured, and
is often self-determined.

Course offers if'lodepth study of marketing special events.
especially outdoor events such as concerts. festivals.
fairs. parades. and sports events. Students are introduced to professional possibilitie s and learn hOw and why
corporate sponsors use special events for cause-flllated
marketing. Students write a sponsorship proposal.

COURSE 12-710
1 CREDIT

COURSE Ul-2150
J CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-JJ151NTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS (C OR BETTER/

Makin' e Llvln' In the Arts
This three-part workshop is designed for graduating
students who want to work and make a living in the arts
arena. Instruction emphasizes special needs of the independent artist. using Chicago's rich cultural community as
a model.

Speclel Events: Concert end F81tlvel
Production Mene,ement
Experiential course is designed to provide resources.
tools, and training necessary for pre-planning and
management of live performance events . Students are
given hands-on orientation of event management
processes and the opportunity to participate in managing
actual events. Course features guest speakers.

COURSE U-711
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: JUNIOR STATUS

COURSE 121-21111
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-JJ10 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (COR

The Buslneu of Profenlonel Sports
Course examines the industries of sports management
and sponsorship. and career opportunities therein.
Students learn how sports entities market and manage
themselves and attract business partners (sponsors)
eager to reach targeted customers through the event.
Course also examines the types of employment training
and skills career seekers require.

BETTER!

Box Office Mene,ement
Course provides intensive study of ticketing. its applic&tions. and its functions in the not-for-profit and profrt
sectors of the arts and entertainment industry. Course
includes hands-on applications, lecture and research activities. guest speakers. and oral and written reports.

COURSE 12S.. 7811
4 CREDITS

PERFORMING ARTS MANAGEMENT
Fecllltl81 Mene&ement

COURSE 12-1111
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTROOUCTION TO MARI(£11NG THE

Students learn operation of venues. survey a variety of
single and multipurpose facilities. and examine managing.
financing , and bookmg policies. Course examines leases
and contracts. concerts. family shows. sports franchises.
trade shows. conventions and meetings. corporations. and
concess1ons.

ARTS !COR BETTER!. 28-2B10 FACILITIES MANAGEMENT

COURSE na.2110
J CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT tC
OR BETTER! OR 28-J 7JJ FUNDAMENTALS OF BUSINESS
WWW . COLUM.IDU
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FASHION RETAIL MANAGEMENT

Preuntlng Live Entertainment
Advanced·level students learn process of program plan·
ning. including theater. concert. and dance programming.
and distinguishing between producing and presenting
elements. Course focuses on facilities selection. sched·
ules and budget, booking, marketing. technical aspects of
programming presentations. and evaluation techniques.

Introduct ion t o the Fashio n Business
Course covers workings and interrelationships of various
industries and services that compose the fashion busi·
ness. Instruction offers a comprehensive overview of
enterprises involved in design. production. and distributiOn
of men's. women 's, and children's apparel and acces·
sories. Students learn about varied career opportunitieS
in the fashion field. Students learn to make bus1ness
decisions. recogn1ze and solve problems. and max1m1ze
opportunities. Sk1lls learned in this course prepare
students for advanced courses in the curnculum.

COURSE .28·4830
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 21H115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS. 28-2110 ACCOUNTING I, (BOTH C OR BETTER), JUNIOR

STATUS

COURSE 128·1910
3 CREDITS

Touring Live Entertainm ent
Course gives an overview of the structure. professional
ethics. artistic integrity. development, financing. and inner
workings of touring properties. Emphasis is on profit·
making theatrical touring sectors. although not·for·profit
touring is discussed. Topics include touring Broadway
theatrical productions. concert attractions. and other
theatrical ensembles. Students learn administrative and
management responsibilities touring demands: booking,
logistics. staffing, and decision making.

Fashi on Product Evaluation
Course provides the loundation of professional vocabulary
used in the fashion Industry. Students learn to identify
garment components. evaluate construction techniques.
estimate production costs. and integrate these fundamen·
tals into fashion management applications. Skills learned
in this course prepare students for advanced courses 1n
the Fashion/Retail Management curriculum.

COURSE 128·4831
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS, 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (BOTH COR
BETTER), JUNIOR STATUS

COURSE 128·1915
3 CREDITS

VIsual Merc handi si ng
Course provides the practical application of concepts
taught in marketing and merchandising courses. Students
interested In retail management learn how to create visual
displays and present merchandise effectively. This knowl·
edge can lead to specific careers in visual merchandising
and is beneficial for the retail manager to use in the func·
tions of management.

Producing Live Entertainment
Course gives an overview of structure. professional
ethics. artistic integrity, development, financing, and inner
workings of producing theatrical properties. Although
course focuses on profit·making theatrical sectors.
instruction also addresses production of nontheatrical
events. Students increase awareness of administrative.
legal. and management respon.sibilities that producing
demands.

COURSE 128·1920
3 CREDITS

COURSE 128-4832

Fashion Sho w Production
Course introduces fashion show planning and 1mplementa·
tion techn1ques. Students have an opportunity to observe
a retail fashion show in its planning stages.

4 CR EDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS (C OR BETTER), JUNIOR STATUS

COURSE 128·1925
2 CREDITS

Decision Making: Performing Art s Manageme nt
Students study managing commercial and not·for·profit
performing arts organizations in the current environment.
Course covers how management decisions are made
based on best available information and how Information
is gathered and evaluated. Students establish mentor
relationship with a Chicago-area performing arts manager
and gain practical negotiating experience .

Cloth ing and Society
This course focuses on the socio·cultural sign1f1cance of
dress. Course offers students a framework for 1nterpre11ng
the meaning and use of dress 1n their personal hves as
well as in the hves of others. Upon completion. students
should be able to analyze dress as a commun1catoon
system.

COURSE 128·4870
<$ CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 284830 PRESENTING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT.
284831 TOURING LIVE ENTERTAINMENT. JUNIOR STATUS

COURSE 128·1930
3 CREDITS
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Ethnic Costumes
Course examines dress and adornment practices of folk
societies. ethnic groups. and indigenous populations.
Students analyze psychological, social. and symbolic tunc·
tions of these costumes. Unique. colorful costumes are
explored as design inspirations or influences for present·
day fashions. Course includes in-depth study of costumes
representative of the multicultural Chicago community.

Merchandise Management
Students explore differences between merchandising and
adver tising; study roles of manufacturing, wholesaling.
and retailing, and their relationship to merchandising;
learn the steps involved in merchandising products to the
consumer; and develop a merchandise plan for a product
line.

COURSE 128·1935

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28·1115 INTRODUCTION TO MARKETING THE
ARTS (C OR BETTER}. 28-1910 INTRODUCTION TO THE FASHION
BUSINESS. AND 22·1610 FUNDAMENTALS OF FASHION DESIGN
OR 28-1915 FASHION PRODUCT EVALUATION

COURSE 128-3910

3 CREDITS

A Century of Design
Course examines designers ' marketing and merchandiSir\g
strategies and considers how they have shaped the lash·
ion retail industry. Course provides an in-depth study of
fashion designers of the late nineteenth and twentieth
centuries and their impact on modern business practices.
Instruction covers the evolution of fashion designers from
Charles Worth to Alexander McQueen and their influence
on the industry.

VIsual Merchandising Practlcum
This course will place students in the role of the visual
merchandiser with a real business or not-for-profit client.
Students will learn the steps involved in managing and
executing a window display. Students wil complete two
window installationsjdeinstallations within the semester.

COURSE 128·1937

COURSE 128·3920

2 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28·1920 VISUAL MERCHANDISING

Fashion Journalism
This workshOp introduces students to the basics of the
sometimes less-than-glamorous world of fashion journal·
ism. Students learn tough interviewing, researching, and
analytical skills that enable fashion journalists to sift
through the hype and relay the story to readers. The work·
shop culminates in a final writing project.
2 CREDITS

Retail Buying
Course teaches buying activities to students interested in
retailing a product in either corporate or small business
environment. Roles of merchandise buyers in various
retail organizations are examined. Emphasis is placed on
planning, developing, and computing of merchandise
buying plan. Domestic and foreign merchandise resources
and vendor negotiating are also covered.

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 128·3940

COURSE 128-2939

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE$: 28-2110 ACCOUNTING I !C OR BETTER}, 282940 RETAIL MANAGEMENT. 2B·3910 MERCHANDISE
MANAGEMENT, 56·1710 BASIC MATH SKILLS AND LAB OR EQUIV·
ALENT

Retail Management
Students learn how to recognize the steps needed to
develop a retail operation, analyze business situations,
and apply solutions based on sound management theory,
and examine the processes involved in maintaining a
successful retail establishment.

Retail Store Practlcum
Course is intended for advanced retail management
students. Students get hands-on experience in professional management and operation of a retail store.
Students buy merchandise, manage product assortment
and inventory, market product and inventory, market
through visual merchandising and outside promotional
activities. and manage day-to-day operations of a retail
store.

COURSE 1128·2940
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 28·1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT (COR
BETTER}

COURSE 128·3949
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 28-3940 RETAIL BUYING
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Fashion Styling
Course brings together Fashion Design, Fashion
Management, and Photography students to work on real
world problems of bringing fashion designs to the market
place. Instruction emphasizes promotion and media
strategies in a variety of business environments.
COURSE U8·3960
4 CREDITS
CROSS-LISTED WITH PHOTOGRAPHY 23-3410 FASHI ON
PHOTOGRAPHY II , AND ART AND DESIGN 22-3605
FASHION STYLING.
PREREQUISITE: PERM/55/0N OF DEPARTMENT

Decis ion Making: Fashion/ Retail Management
Students graduating at the end of spring semester or the
following January must enroll in this mandatory class.
Course applies previously learned fundamentals of deter·
mining critical business decisions that are necessary in
developing a competitive edge in today·s fashion;retail
business marl<et. Students work with a mentor in the
professional field and develop a merchandising package
tor a senior designer. which will be presented to professional buyers. Course offered only spring semester.
COURSE 128·3970
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 28-1110 INTRODUCTION TO MANAGEMENT.
28-2110 ACCOUNTING I, (BOTH COR BETTER), 2B·3910
MERCHANDISE MANAGEMENT
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DANCE
BON N I E BROO K S , C H A I RPE RSON
Pe rformance Opportunities
The Dance Center offers students oppor tunities to perform in
formal and informal settings. Our monthly open studio nights
provide feedback opportunities for student choreographers
and dancers. Open stage night each semester is a precursor
to Student Performance Night, a fully produced concert of
works choreographed and danced by students. Students also
participate in faculty works each term. as well as senior
conc,e rts and Student Choreographic Workshop, by audition.
We also encourage auditions and par ticipation in the Chicago
dance community at large.

Approach
Dance offers an opportunity to understand one's physical self
and one's relationship with the world. As one of the largest
departments in the country, the Dance Center of Columbia
College Chicago provides students with rich and challenging
experiences in many different forms of dance. with a strong
emphasis on contemporary dance. By focusing on the oonnec·
tions between mind and body, combined with a strong liberal
arts education, we provide students with an enlightened
resource that better prepares them to make informed choices
after graduation.
Curriculum
The Dance curriculum. which offers both BA and BFA degrees,
focuses on developing skill. personal expression. and maturity
in preparation for a wide array of careers in performance,
choreography, and teaching.
Challenging technique courses are offered alongside studies
in improvisation. composition. dance histor y and theory.
anatomy and kinesiology, and technical theater. Contemporary
technique courses in modern dance and ballet are complemented with additional offerings in jazz. African dance, yoga,
and other movement d isciplines.
Facilities
The department's 33.000 square foot , four·story Dance
Center includes: six dance studios. a 272·seat
studio/performance theater. sound and media labs. and
state-of·the·industry equipment to support our student events
and annual performance season.
Work ing Facu lty
Our dedicated faculty. comprised of working dancers. choreog·
raphers, producers, and dance educators. share their broad
range of knowledge and experience in the classroom. We do
not offer an approach rooted in one particular tradition , but
rather aim to provide a wide spectrum of cross.generational
and aesthetic perspectives. In addition. our in·house series,
which includes presentations from several high profile and
accomplished artists from around the globe. gives students
added exposure to the discipline. as well as a taste of real·
world challenges.
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ADDITIONAL COURSES (56)

Maj or I n Dance
Students may choose from a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Dance
or a Bachelor of Arts in Dance.

33-1351 Introduction to Dance Studies (1)
33-1360 Performance Project I (Variable)
33-1371 Experiential Anatomy (2)

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN DAN CE
Students pursuing a BFA in Dance must complete 80 credit
hours while maintaining standards of performance.

33-13B1 Theory and Improvisation I (3)
33-2342 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance (3)
33-2343 Western Dance History (3)

Course Numbe r, Title, and Cre dits

33-2350 Rhythmic Analysis (3)

TECHNIQUE COURSES ( 24) *

33-2360 Performance Proj ect II (Variable)

COMPLETE 5 CREDITS IN THE FOLLOWING:

33-2382 Dance Composition I (3)

33-3414 Modern Technique IV (1)

33·2384 Choreographic Project (1)
33-3365 Student Choreographic Workshop (3)

COMPLETE 3 CREDITS IN THE FOLLOWING:

33-3372 Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance I (3)

33-3323 Ballet 111 (1)

33-3383 Dance Composition and Improvisation II (3)
COMPLETE 3 CREDITS IN THE FOLLOWING:
33-1331 Dance Styles and Forms (1)
(Styles and Forms credits may also include classes in the
following: African, Yoga, Tai Chi Chuan, Jazz. Tap, Social
Dance. Contact Improvisation, Body Tune-Up and Conditioning,
and Topics: Conditioning)

33-1451 Music for Dancers 1 (3)
33-1455 Introduction to Technical Theater (1)
33-2456 Concert Production (2)
33-3444 Contemporary Trends in Dance (3)
33-3445 Artists and Audiences (2)
33-3452 Music for Dancers II (3)

REMAINING 13 CREDIT HOURS IN TECHNIQUE MAY
BE EARNED THROUGH ANY COMBINATION OF THE
FOLLOWING :

33-3473 Kinesiology (3)
33-3485 Dance Composition Ill (3)

33-1311 Modern Technique I (1)
33·1331 Dance Styles and Forms (1)

CANDIDATES MUST SELECT ONE OF THE TWO
FOL LOWING COURSE SEQUENCES AS A CU LMINATING
EXPER IENCE IN THE IR SENIOR YEAR:

33-2312 Modern Technique II (1)

33-3486 Dance Composition IV (3) and 33-3588

33-1321 Ballet 1 (1)

33-2322 Ballet 11 (1)

Choreography Practicum: Senior Concert (3)

33-3313 Modern Technique Ill (1)

33-367 4 Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance II (3)

33-3323 Ballet 111 (1)

and 33-3678 Senior Teaching Practicum (3)

33·3414 Modern Technique IV (1)

•BFA candidates must complete a minimum of 24 credit hours In
appropriate movement techn;que courses. Profidency requirements for
the BFA are rigorous. Students may well exceed the minimum requirement of 24 credit hours in order to reach required advanced·level

courses.
Standards of Pe rformance fo r the BFA In Dan ce
The Dance department expects exemplary effort and performance from our BFA candidates. Failure to meet one or more of
the following expectations will result in review of a candidate's
continuation within the BFA program.
• BFA candidates must maintain a grade point average of 2.5
in all required courses within the BFA program.
• BFA candidates must complete 33-3383 Dance Composition
and Improvisation with a grade of B or better.
• BFA candidates must advance through technical requirements in a timely manner. (Technical level should generally
match their matriculation standing; that is, first year is level
one, second year is level two. and so on.)
• BFA candidates must exhibit appropriate behavioral and attitudinal responses to their studies , their peers , and th!!ir
teachers and must conduct themselves in a manner beneficial to their own and others· education.
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BACHELOR OF ARTS IN DANCE
Students pursuing a BA in Dance must complete 52 credit
hours while maintaining standards of performance.

• BA candidates in Dance must exhibit appropriate behavioral
and attitudinal responses to their studies. their peers, and
their teachers and conduct themselves in a manner benefi·
cial to their own and others' education.

Course Title and Credits
Min or In Dance
Students must complete 24 credit hours.

TECHNIQUE COURSES (2 4 )
COMPLETE 4 CREDITS IN THE FOLLOWIN G:
33·3313 Modern Technique Ill (1)

Course Title and Credits
TECHN IQUE COURSES (12)

COMPLETE 2 CREDITS IN THE FO LLOWIN G:
33-2322 Ballet 11 (1)

COMPLETE 2 CREDITS I N THE FOLLOWING:
33-2312 Modern Technique II (1)

COMPLETE 3 CREDITS IN THE FO LLOWIN G:
33-1331 Dance Styles and Forms (1)

REMAINING 10 TECHNIQUE CREDIT HOURS MAY
BE EAR NED THROUGH ANY COMB INATION OF THE
FOLLOWING :

(Styles and Forms credits may also include classes in the
following: African, Yoga. Tai Chi Chuan. Jazz. Tap, Social
Dance, Contact Improvisation. Body Tune-Up and Conditioning.
and Topics: Conditioning)

33·1311 Modern Technique 1 (1)
33-1321 Ballet 1(1)
33-1331 Dance Styles and Forms (1)
33-2312 Modern Technique II (1)
33-2322 Ballet 11 (1)
33-3323 Ballet Ill (1)
33-3313 Modern Technique Ill (1)
33-3414 Modern Technique IV (1)

REMAINING 15 TECHN IQUE CREDIT HOURS M AY
BE EARNED THROUGH ANY COMBINATION OF THE
FOLLOWING:

33-1311 Modern Technique I (1)
33·1321 Ballet I (1)
33-1331 Dance Styles and Forms (1)
33-2312 Modern Technique II (1)
33-2322 Ballet II (1)
33-3313 Modern Technique Ill (1)
33-3323 Ballet 111 (1)
33-3414 Modern Technique IV (1)

(Styles and Forms credits may also include classes in the
following: African, Yoga. Tai Chi Chuan. Jazz. Tap, Social
Dance, Contact Improvisation, Body Tune-Up and Conditioning,
and Topics: Conditioning)
ADDITIONAL COURSES (13)

33-1351 Introduction to Dance Studies (1)
33-1381 Theory and Improvisation I (3)
33-2342 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance (3)
or 33-2343 Western Dance History (3)
33·2382 Dance Composition I (3)

ADD ITIONAL COURSES (28)

33-1351 Introduction to Dance Studies (1)
33-1371 Experiential Anatomy (2)
33-1381 Theory and Improvisation I (3)
33-2342 Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance (3)
33·2343 Western Dance History (3)
33-2350 Rhythmic Analysis (3)
33-2382 Dance Composition I (3)
33-2384 Choreographic Project (1)
33-3365 Student Choreographic Workshop (3)
33-3372 Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance I (3)
33-3383 Dance Composition and Improvisation II (3)

STUDENTS MUST EARN 2 CREDITS IN ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING:

33·1331 Dance Styles and Forms (1)
33·1360 Performance Project I (variable)
33·2360 Performance Project II (variable)
Second BA In Dance
Students seeking a second BA must complete the following
for 50 credit hours

Standards of Performance for BA In Dance
The Dance department expects exemplary effort and perform·
ance from its BA candidates. Failure to meet one or more of
the following expectations will result in review of the advisabil·
ity of a candidate's continuation within the program.

33·1371 Experiential Anatomy (2)
33·1381 Theory and Improvisation I (3)
33·2342 Cross·Cultural Perspectives on Dance (3)
33·2350 Rhythmic Analysis (3)
33·2382 Dance Composition I (3)
33·3365 Student Choreographic Workshop (3)
33·3372 Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance 1(3)
33·3383 Dance Improvisation and Composition 11 (3)
33-1451 Music for Dancers I (3)

• BA candidates in Dance must pass all required courses with
a grade of C or better.
• BA candidates in Dance must advance through technical
requirements in a timely manner.
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INCLUDE 7 CREDIT HOURS FROM ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING
33-1331 Dance Sty1es and Forms (1)
33-2322 Ballet II (1)
33-3313 Modern Technique Ill (1)
INCLUDE 17 CREDIT HOURS FROM THE FOLLOWING
33-1311 Modern Technique I (1)
33-1321 Ballet I (1)
33-1331 Dance Sty1es and Forms (1)
33-2312 Modern Technique II (1)
33-2322 Ballet 11 (1)
33-3313 Modern Technique Ill (1)
33-3323 Ballet Ill (1)
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DANCE

X

M US ICAL T H EATER MAJOR
Musical Theater Dance I

X

Ballet: Beginning
Course introduces the physical t echniques. principles. and
vocabulary of classical ballet. Classes consist of a series
of technical exercises at the barre and in the cent er that
develop strength. flexibility. balance. dext erity, and coordl·
nation. with an emphasis on correct anat omical alignment. Students consider the broader aesthetics of the
form through mandatory concert attendance and the
completion of three written assignments.

Course provides an overview of American and international social dance through historical study and practical
application. Student s learn choreography from selected
musicals that parallel specific social dances. Content
combines ballet. jazz. tap. and partnering techniques to
train students in the basics of musical theater dance.
Students complete a final project in addition to written
and practical tests. Jazz shoes . character shoes. and
kneepads are required.

COURSE 133·1221
3 CREDITS

COURSE 133·1181
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 33-1231 JAZZ DANCE: BEGINNING

X

Jazz Dance: Beginni ng
Jazz. a common form of dance used in musical theater
and commercial and entertainment industries. has Its
roots in social dance and Is heavily influenced by AfricanAmerican traditions. Course covers the basic steps.
vocabulary, and variations of dance in these fields.
Students learn basic techniques based on ballet and
modern dance. Througl'o daily warm-ups and exercises
students gain strength, flexibility, endurance. and coordi·
nation. Musicality and performance skills are taught
through a series of dance combinations. Students
complete vocabulary quizzes. written assignments. and a
final project.

Musical Theater Dance II
Course is both a survey and a practical dance course. The
hist ory of dance in musical theater Is examined through
readings. film and video viewing. and dancing. Each week
features the work of a pioneering choreographer or
dancer. including Alton. Berkeley. Kidd . Robbins . Fosse.
and Astaire. Students view and discuss the artist's work
in context with the evolution of theatrical dance sty1es;
dance classes are then conducted on the sty1e of that
artist. Students complete written and practical t ests as
well as a final project. Jazz shoes. character shoes. and
kneepads are required.

COURSE 133·1231
3 CREDITS

COURSE 133·2182
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 33·11B1 MUSICAL THEATER DANCE I

African Dance: Beginning
Course introduces dances. music. and culture of West
Africa. Class begins with warm-up exercises that condition
the body for the rigors of this form by developing strength,
aerobic stamina. coordination, flexibility, and rhythmic
awareness. Second part of class is devoted to learning
authentic dances and songs from West Africa. as well as
their historical and cultural contexts. Students work
closely with the instructor and a master drummer to gain
an understanding of the marriage of drumming, rhythm.
and music to Afncan dance. Students further explore the
history and culture of Africa through dance concert attendance. readings. and the completion of three written
assignments.

Musical Theater Dance Ill
Course includes further study and practice in the perform·
ance of dance styles for musical theater. Additionally,
course introduces elements of choreography for musical
theater. Students create a final project that incorporates
their own choreography for the musocal stage.
COURSE 133·3183
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 33-2182 MUSICAL THEATER DANCE II. 33-1251
TAP DANCE: BEGINNING

ELECT IVES
Dance Technique: Beginning

COURSE 133·1241
3 CREDITS

Course Is an introduction to dance for a student whO has
had no previous training. Coursework engages beginning
students in the physical t echniques of modern dance.
while Introducing principles . practices. and vocabulary
common to most Western dance forms. Classes consist of
t echnical exercises and dynamic movement patterns that
condition the body for strength, flexobiloty. endurance. and
coordination and develop concentration. skeletal align.
ment. performance skills. musicality. and spatial awareness. Students also explore the art of dance througl'o
concert attendance and three written assognments.

Tap Dance: Beginning
Tap dance. a uniquely American dance form. evolved from
African-American and Irish-American folkdances. is an
important component of contemporary American musical
theater. This introductory course covers the basic steps of
tap technique. Students learn coordination. rhythmic variations. and performance skills through a series of tap
combonations. Students are responsible for practical and
written assignments. Tap shoes are required.

COURSE 133·1211

COURSE 133·1251

3 CRED ITS

3 CREDITS
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Tal Chi Chuan : Beginning
Course is an introduction to a martial art and discipline
for balancing the body, mind. and spirit. Students engage
in a unique system of slow, fluid. and continuous movements that gently build strength. coordination, and
balance. while teaching students methods for relaxation.
focus. and non-strenuous energy renewal. In addition to
the physical activities of the class. readings, discussions.
and two written assignments related to Tai Chi, Taoist
philosophy, and Chinese history provide a deeper understanding of the form and valuable cross-cultural insights .

Body Tune-Up and Conditioning
Course provides students with basic knowledge and skills
necessary for maintaining a fit and healthy body. Sessions
consist of physical workouts employing exercises
designed to increase aerobic endurance. muscular
strength. and joint and muscle flexibility. Health-related
issues of diet and lifestyle are also examined in order to
build a foundation for a healthy life. Individual fitness
goals are defined, and focused programs of exercises and
dietary recommendations are developed.

COURSE 1133·1261

3 CREDITS

COURSE 133·1285

2 CREDITS

Special Project In Performance and Technology
This workshop is aimed at artists and technical experts
from all backgrounds. The purpose is to stimulate genuine
multimedia cross-disciplinary ways of working, sharing
common themes with diverse approaches. Sessions are
led by the dancers of Random Dance Company.
Participants will work with digital cameras and computers,
and will be assisted by Random Dance Company. The
dancers serve as a resource to the team, enabling them
to access pre-made choreography for the basis of their
approach to manipulating the movement material.
Movement is therefore the bedrock of the workshop, but
not the sole focus.

Yoga: Beginning
Course introduces the ancient discipline of personal development that balances body, mind. and spirit. Students
learn a series of physical postures as well as practical
methods for relaxation, proper breathing, meditation, and
concentration that promote health, alleviate stress,
improve skeletal alignment. and increase muscular
strength and flexibility. Course also provides an introduction to the history and philosophy of yoga. which students
explore through readings and written assignments.
COU RSE 1133-1 271
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1133-2200
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

Social Dance: Swing
Course introduces students to American social dances
from the 1930s to the 1950s, focusing on Swing. Lindy
Hop, and Charleston. Through daily warm-up and lead-andfollow exercises. students learn basic six- and eight-count
rhythms and footwork fundamental to each dance.
Students are also introduced to the social and historical
context for swing dance and music.

Jazz Dance II
In this course the general difficulty of all aspects of the
discipline increase. Instruction also introduces lyrical jazz,
rhythmic syncopation, and increasingly difficult dance
combinations. Students' musicality and performance
skills continue to grow as technical weaknesses are
mastered.

COURSE 1133-1280
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1133-2232
1 CREDIT

Contact Improvisation: Beginning
Students develop the physical and perceptual skills basic
to contact improvisation: falling, rolling, giving and taking
weight, moving comfortably from the floor to the air, and
communication through touch. Students hone solo improvisational skills and use them in duet and ensemble dancing. Course provides focused warm-ups designed to cultivate various physical states and emotional qualities, skill
development and periods of open dancing in which to integrate technical skills.

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

African Dance II
Course continues the exploration of dances, music, and
culture of West Africa, by offering more advanced dancers
the chance to improve their technique and increase the
breadth and depth of their knowledge. Class begins with a
warm-up that challenges students' endurance, strength,
coordination, and rhythmic sensibilities. Second part of
class focuses on building a greater repertory of authentic
dances.

COURSE 133-1281
1 CREDIT

COURSE 1133-2242
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 33·1241 AFRICAN DANCE: BEGINNING
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Tap Dance II

Tal Chi Chuan Ill

Course continues and expands on skills covered in 33·
1251 Tap Dance: Beginning. Basic steps are perfected,
and more difficult steps and combinations are learned.
Longer sequences set to music are mastered, and atten·
tlon Is given to ensemble work, rhythmic variations, and
performance skills. Tap shoes are required.

Students expand the skills. forms. and information gained
at the beginning and intermediate levels of the discipline
and build a firm foundation for a lifelong relationship with
the form. Advanced-level students practice and perfect the
basic slow form, then extend this knowledge to new forms
that they learn to perform at different rates of speed.

COURSE 133·2252

COURSE 133·3263

1 CREDIT

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

PREREQUISITE: 33-1251 TAP DANCE: BEGINNING DR
PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

BA REQUIRED COURSES
Modern Technique I
Tal Chi Chuan II

The modern dance technique class comprises a series of
technical exercises that increase physical and perform·
anoe skills. Daily class begins with warm-up exercises and
progresses to rhythmic movement patterns that travel
through space, building rhythmic , spatial and dynamic
skills. Live musicians accompany all modern classes.
Each level of technique will address increasing complexity
of dance skills as well as increased expectations of
performance in the following areas: coordination, align·
ment, conditioning. clarity, adaptability, and artistry.
Students will spend a majority of their time working on
coordination. alignment, and conditioning in basic dance
skills.

Students build on skills learned in 33·1261 Tal Chi
Chuan: Beginning by completing and perfecting the Yang
("modified" or "short form") school of Tal Chi. In addition.
students learn more difficult movement, begin to practice
the self-defense aspects of the form. cultivate a height·
ened awareness of the discipline's therapeutic applica·
!Ions. and build a firm foundation for a lifelong relation·
ship with the form.
COURS E 133·2262
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 33-1261 TAl CHI CHUAN: BEGINNING

COURSE 1 33·1311
1 CREDIT

Yoga II
Course takes the basic poses learned on the beginning
course to more advanced levels. introducing new postures
and increasing challenges to muscle flexibility and
strength. Students deepen their understanding and prac·
tlce of yoga and solidify a lifelong relationship with this
discipline for personal health and relaxation.

Ballet 1
Course develops physical proficiency in the performance
of basic ballet vocabulary while promoting an understand·
ing of the principles. practices. and vocabulary common to
ballet. Ballet training enables the students to gain
strength, balance. and dexterity with an emphasis on
correct anatomical alignment. Barre exercises condition
and prepare the musculature to anticipate the execution
of virtually all movements of the classical vocabulary.
Knowledge acquired at the barre is tested in the center
through adagoo and allegro sections of the class.

COURSE 133·2272
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 33-1271 YOGA: BEGINNING DR PERMISSION OF

DEPARTMENT

Jan Dance Ill

COURSE 133·1 3 21
1 CREDIT

Course is intended for students with signoficant skills and
experience in jau dance. Instruction focuses on performance qualities. dynamics. varied movement qualities. and
strong versatile technique. Knee pads and jazz shoes are
required.
COURSE 133·3233
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT
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Eaportontlel Anet_,

X Denco ltJI•• end Form•

Course 1nt1ocluces 111e betlflninc dance student. boCtl
expenentoally and enalytically. to sdentific pnt>Ciples
undef¥"1 Ule complexities ot dance ~- Course
covers skeletal desiCn: processes of body systems. SUCh
as btealhinc. dtaestion. and neurokJCical func1loninc;
sensory awareness: nutrition: and or-ntion of otljunes.
Through writinc. ITICM!ment wort<shops. reedlnc. and
lectures. students learn to apply scientific principles to
Uleir own dance trainonc.
COURIE Ua-1371
2 CIIEDITI
PREREQUISIIT: J3.J 3 J J MODERN rECHNIQUE I. MAY BE

SIU<Ief'lts Shldy specrtic mcNement IO<ms and slyles Ulal
oncrease Uleot base ot abilities as dancers. wtoole btoaden•nc Uleot undeBtandint ot dance traditions and practices
Ulr~ Ule WOtld. Each semesw a different discipline
0< set of dosciplines is fealured. such as cullural slyles.
conc:etl IO<ms. movement sciences 0< specific modem
lechnoques. Examples include Jazz. Tap. Bharala Natyam.
Aamenco. Afncan. Irish. and Tao Chi. Instruction covers
bacicCfound. histO<y. and current applicalions of Ule topic
on llddrtJon to Ule actual dance techniQue. Course deve~
ops IIWareness of movement and aeslhetic principles
partiCular to each example and explo<es socoal and
cullural traditions Ulat evolve from and characterize each
dance.
COURIE na.uu
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: J3.131J MODERN TECHNIQUE I OR 33-2312

CONCURRENT

ThoorJ end lmprovl ..tlon 1
Course guides students in exploring Ule elements of
dance Ulrougll spontaneous movement. Participants
develop their lmprovisalional skills and use space. time.
shape. and dynamics In movement exploralion. Worklnc
as individuals and In small and larger groupincs. students
create t.helr own movements as they learn to follow their
internal impulses and respond to their fellow danoers.
Course employs physical exploralion. observalion. discussion. lecture. and writinc to inctease students· skllls and
understandifli of Ule art form.
COURIE US·UI1
3 CltEOITI

MODERN TECHNIQUE II. MAY BE CONCURRENT

Introduction to Denco Studio•
Course ser~~es as a gateway into dance stud)! and practice
al the Dance Center of Columbia College Chicaco.
Students accumulale an 011erview of the contemporary
dance soene and its recent histO<y and receive an orientation to Ule nalional and local dance soenes as well as
Columbla·s dance program. Instruction includes conte~
porary readings and class discussions. lille performances.
dance videos. and other art works. and Interaction with
dance practitioners.
COURIE 133·1311
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 33-1311 MODERN rECHNIQUE I

Modern Technique II
The modern dance technique class comprises a series of
technical exercises that increase physical and performance skills. Daily class begins wilh war~p exercises and
progresses to rhythmic movement patterns Ulet travel
Ulrougll space. buildifli rhylhmic. spa!ial. and dynamic
skills. Live musoclans accompany all modem classes.
Each le~~el of technique will address increasinc complexity
of dance skills as well as increased expectalions of
performance in the following areas: coordinalion. ali&oment. conditionlnc. clarity. adaptability. and artistry.
Modern II students will spend a majority of their time
worldng on coordination and alignment with a special
emphasis on clarity of rhythm. form. and enerey In
increasi11gly more complex dance skills.
COURIE 133·2112
1 CREDIT

Porformenco ProJect I
The Dance department offers a number of different opportunities for students to perform in works created by fellow
students. faculty or visiting artists. Course is specifiCally
intended for students wtoo have little or no prior per for~
ance experience or wtoo have limited technical skills.
Part~eopation in individual projects is by audition. and
credit Is !!Warded retroactively In the semester lmmedi·
alely following completion of a project. This is a variablecredit activity wherein students rehearse and perform tor
approximalely 45 hours for each credit hour awarded.
COURIE 133-UIO
YARIAILE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF OEPAATMENT
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Ballet II
Course emphasizes deepening technical practices introduced at the beginning level. This level continues to drill
the basic movement vocabulary of ballet and begins to
link the basics together to create more difficult movement
challenges. Course develops a deeper physical proficiency
in the performance of linked ballet movements. expecting
the student to demonstrate and understand the principles.
practices. and vocabulary common to ballet. Students
demonstrate efficiency of movement and proper alignment
practices while performing linked steps. Students must
audition for placement at this level.

Rhythmic Analysis
Course develops students' theoretical understanding and
practical skills related to rhythm as a central element in
dance performance, teaching, and choreography. Students
learn to read, write, and perform standard rhythmic nota·
tion as a bridge to clear and accurate execution of dance
movements and phrases. Daily exercises, both written and
movement based, develop proficiency in analysis and
practice of rhythmic aspects of movement and movement
presentation.

COURSE 1133·2322

PREREQUISITE: 33-2312 MODERN TECHNIQUE II

COURSE #33·23SO
3 CREDITS

1 C REDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

3 CREDITS

Performance Project II
The Dance department offers a number of different oppor·
tunities for students to perform in works created by fellow
students, faculty or visiting artists. Course is intended for
students who are concurrently enrolled in 33-3313
Modern Dance Technique Ill or 33-3414 Modern Dance
Technique IV with at least junior-year standing in the
department. Participation in individual proj ects is by audi·
tion, and credit is awarded retroactively in the semester
immediately following completion of a project . This is a
variable<redit activity wherein students rehearse or
perform for approximately 45 hours for each credit hour
awarded.

PREREQUISITE: 33-1351 INTRODUCTION TO DANCE STUDIES.
MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE 1133·2360
VARIABLE CREDIT

Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance
Course introduces students to physical characteristics.
aesthetics. and functions of dance in a variety of cultures
and historical periods. Topics include: dance as cultural
identity. dance as worship, and dance as a part of politi·
cal power. Through readings, lectures. discussions. and
viewing of film/video and live performance. students
come to understand dance as a rich human activity with
many different manifestations and applications.
COURSE 1133·2342

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT, 33-3313
MODERN TECHNIQUE Ill. MAY BE CONCURRENT

Western Dance History
Course explores dance practices and related aesthetic
developments from the Medieval Age to the twentieth
century. Topics include the progression of ballet from
European court dance to its contemporary state. the
development of modern dance from its American and
European roots to the post-modern era, and the impact of
the African diaspora on all concert dance forms.
Pioneering choreographers and performers are profiled,
and cultural. social , and political movements that affected
changes in dance history are explored.

Dance Composition I
Course introduces elements of choreography and their
use in creating original dance studies. Assignments focus
on the exploration of space, time, shape, dynamics, and
the process of abstraction. Students increase their
performance skills and develop their unique voices in
movement invention. Studies are performed for and
critiqued by the class and the instructor. Students keep a
choreographer's journal and complete one paper that
relates their studies to the work of a professional choreographer in a concert dance setting.

COURSE 1133·2343
3 CREDITS

IAIIFI906
PREREQUISITE: 33-1351 INTRODUCTION TO DANCE STUDIES,
MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE 1133·2382
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 33-1381 THEORY AND IMPROVISATION I
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Student Choreographic Workshop
Course mirrors the workings of a professional dance
company giving students insight into the realities of a
career as a performer. Through extensive class time, the
workshop experience introduces students to the creative
process. the skills needed for ensemble work, and the
etiquette of rehearsing and performing in the theater.
Class time is devoted to creation and rehearsal of new
works set by guest artists or departmental faculty choreographers. Finished pieces are performed in a fully
produced concer t at the Dance Center.

Choreographic Project
With guidance from a faculty advisor, the student creates
and brings to performance an original dance composition
that is five to ten minutes in length. The course is a culminating creative experience for BA degree candidates in
dance. Also required for BFA candidates. it provides an
opportunity for student to demonstrate their artistic
progress before going on to upper-level studies in the
field.
COURSE 11133-2384
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT. 33-3383 DANCE
IMPROVISATION AND COMPOSITION II

COURSE 11133-3365

Modern Technique Ill
The modern dance technique class comprises a series of
technical exercises that increase physical and performance skills. Daily class begins with warm-up exercises and
progresses to rhythmic movement patterns that travel
through space, building rhythmic, spatial, and dynamic
skills. live musicians accompany all modern classes.
Each level of technique will address increasing complexity
of dance skills as well as increased expectations of
performance in the following areas: coordination, alignment. conditioning, clarity, adaptability, and artistry.
Modern Technique Ill students will spend a majority of
their time on clarity of performance and adaptability in
increasingly complex dance patterning.

TECHNIQUE Ill, MAY BE CONCURRENT

Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance I
Course provides students with the theoretical and practical skills needed for their first teaching experience with a
variety of populations. Content covers teaching from
dance concepts. adapting a course to suit a particular
population, constructing unit and lesson plans , observing
and practicing the qualities of good teaching, developing
a guide to teachers' resources, and preparing for job
hunting. Whenever possible, subjects are approached in a
practical manner, with students gaining experience while
teaching the subject of exploration.

COURSE U3-3313

COURSE 11133-3372

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 33-1371 EXPERIENTIAL ANATOMY, 33-2350
RHYTHMIC ANALYSIS, 33-3383 DANCE COMPOSITION AND
IMPROVISATION II,

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT. 33-3383 DANCE
IMPROVISATION AND COMPOSITION /1, 33-3313 MODERN

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

~Ballet Ill
Course emphasizes refinement of technical practices of
ballet, including integration of stylistic concepts of dynamics, attack, line, musicality, and intent. Students are
expected to integrate and demonstrate refined efficiency
of movement and proper alignment practices while
performing more difficult movement passages. Course
concentrates on performance artistry of the full ballet
vocabulary while expecting the student to integrate the
principles, practices, and vocabulary common to ballet.
Students audition for placement at this level.

Dance Improvisation and Composition II
Students explore dance thOugh spontaneous movement
and develop a deeper personal voice in relationship to
dance. Course provides in-depth experiences in the skills
of improvisation and composition, such as trusting intu·
ition, theme and development, group dynamics, developing personal movement images, and abstracting personal
and conceptual ideas. Through participation , extensive
writing assignments. and discussion , students develop
the instincts needed for artistic exploration. Course culminates with an improvisational score and/or choreographic
project.

COURSE 11133-3323
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

COURSE 11133-3383
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 33-2312 MODERN TECHNIQUE /1,
CONCURRENTLY: 33-2382 DANCE COMPOSITION I
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BFA REQ UI RED COURS ES, BEYOND BA

~ M odern Tech nique IV

Music for Dancers I
This course develops dancers· understanding of music
and its relationship to and varied uses within the field of
dance. Through lectures. discussions, listening/viewing
exercises, and assigned proj ects, students are introduced
to the basic elements of music and examine the defining
characteristics of a variety of musical styles. The relationship of music with dance is also explored in terms of
music's role in training dancers, as inspiration or ·part·
ner· in the creative process, includmg examination of
important historical music/ dance collaborations, and as a
practical element in dance production.
COURSE U3·1451

The modern dance technique class comprises a series of
technical exercises that increase physical and perform·
ance skills. Dally class begins with warm·up exercises and
progresses to rhythmic movement patterns that travel
through space . building rhythmic, spatial, and dynamic
skills. Live musicians accompany all modern classes.
Each level of technique will address increasing complexity
of dance skills as well as increased expectations of
performance in the following areas: coordination, alignment. conditioning. clarity. adaptability. and artistry. The
Modern Technique IV student will spend a majority of time
on artistry - personal voice and nuanced performancein complex dance phrasing.
COU RSE 133·3414

3 CREDITS

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

Intro duction to Technical Theater
Students are introduced to the basic vocabulary, equip.
ment, personnel, and processes involved in backstage
operations of theatrical dance productions. Weekly infer·
mational and skill·building workshops lead directly to practical experience, as each student is assigned a different
backstage role in an actual production (e.g.• light board
operation. sound board operation. assistant stage
manager, backstage crew. hang and focus crew or
costume assistant). Students gain essential information
and practical experience related to the people. processes.
and equipment that enable and enhance live perform·
ance.
COURSE 1 33·1455

Contemp orary Trends In Dance
Course develops students' aesthetic awareness and
analytical voice relative to contemporary dance. Topics
covered include language and methods used to describe
and discuss dance: examination and comparisons of
contemporary dance works and their choreographers: the
crossover of dance. theater. and other arts; and other
important aesthetic and practical trends that shape
contemporary danoe. Through extensive viewing of video
and live dance performance and subsequent writings and
discussions, students learn to identify, describe, analyze,
and interpret choreographic practices , characteristics of
performers, different uses of production elements. and
the aesthetic, political. social, and cultural contexts that
characterize the state of the art today.
COURSE 133·3444
3 CREDITS
WI

1 CREDIT

Concert Production
Course offers hands-on experiences in tasks and planning
involved in producing dance. Course emphasizes the relationship of production elements to the artistic visoon.
Subjects covered include collaboration woth lighting and
costume designers. media artists, and composers: financial and contractual negotiations with artosts. presenters.
and funders: publicity; marketing; and grant writing.
Through written work and practical projects, students plan
a model dance production from initial conception to
completion.
COU RSE 133-2456

PREREQUISITES: 33-2342 CROSS.CULTURAL PERSPECTIVES ON
DANCE. 33-2343 WESTERN DANCE HISTORY. 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II

Artist s and Audiences
Course explores the opportunities. problems. and rewards
of making, teaching, and producing dance in the context
of audiences and community. Class investigates the
historical perspectives of the ·art for art's sake" versus
communlty·based artmaklng debate. Through on·site
observation and supporting reading, writing assignments,
and class discussions. students develop their own posi·
tions on the hows and whys of working with audiences
and communities.
COURS E 133·3445

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 33-3383 DANCE. IMPROVISATION AND
COMPOSITION II, 33-1455 INTRODUCTION TO TECHNICAL

THE.A TE.R, MAY BE. CONCURRENT

2 CR EDITS
PREREQUISITES: 33-2342 CROSS.CULTURAL PE.RSPECTrVES ON
DANCE, 33-2343 WESTERN DANCE HISTORY. 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II
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DANCE
Mualc for Dancer• II

Dance Compoaltlon IV

Course examines theoretical and practical aspects of the
music-dance relationship while inviting each student to
actively explore and exercise their own creative relationship with music. Course includes a survey of twentiethcentury music highlighting important artists and extensive
coverage of practical information and skills related to finding music. working with musicians and composers. and
audio recording. editing. and playback for dance. Students
complete a variety of projects and exercises that develop
their ability to work creatively with music. Coursework
culminates in the design and production of original sound
scores.

Students work with advanced concepts of chOreography
and learn to incorporate theatrical elements. such as
props, sets. non-traditional spaces . and text. Emphasis is
on solo and group works that interweave content and
structure. Students also investigate the use of musoc with
original scores. Students develop a unique and personal
choreographic voice that exhibits creativity. movement
invention. and compositional craft. Students develop both
performance and directing skills. The use of video and
class response enhances students· proficiency in obser·
vation and critique.
COURSE 133·3488
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 33-3485 DANCE COMPOSITION Ill. 33-3452
MUSIC FOR DANCERS II. MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE 133·34152
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 33-3383 DANCE IMPROVISATION AND
COMPOSITION II, 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

BFA CHOREOGRAPHY CULMINATION
Choreocraphy Practl cum: Senior Concert
With guidance from a faculty advisor. individual BFA
candidates create 25 to 30 minutes of original work.
bringing it through all stages of production to concert
performance. Students schedule and direct rehearsals.
collaborate with allied artists. and prepare promotional
materials. Students act as artistic director in creating
their own work. from original conception to final performance.

Klnealolocy
This course. a continuation of study begun in 33-1371
Experiential Anatomy. looks at the scientific principles
underlying the complexities of movement specific to
dance. Content covers the muscular and neuromuscular
systems, the physiological support systems, the preven·
tion and care of injuries, development of conditioning
programs, analysis of dance movements. and awareness
of common anatomical and muscular imbalances found in
dancers. Through lecture and movement workshops
students learn to apply this information to their own train·
ing and to the principles of teaching.

COURSE 133-3588
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT. 33-3365
STUDENT CHOREOGRAPHIC WORKSHOP. 33-2456 CONCERT
PRODUCTION. 33-3414 MODERN TECHNIQUE IV. 33-3486 DANCE
COMPOSITION IV

COURSE 133-3473
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 33-1371 EXPERIENTIAL ANATOMY

BFA TEACHING CULM I NATION
Theory and Practice: TeachlnC Dance II
Course prepares students to teach dance technique.
Instruction covers: teaching from dance concepts. devel·
oping goals and objectives. working with accompanists.
utilizing imagery. conditioning, giving corrections. building
an efficient structure for the class . creating an atmosphere for learning, and developing a philosophical point of
view to teaching technique. Instruction incorporates written and reading assignments. daily movement/teaching
assignments. and practical work in a lab class.

Dance Compoaltlon Ill
Course provides a more complex study of the elements of
choreography. Student assignments include movement
problems that focus on development of thematic materi·
als, exploration of structural forms. and understanding
form in relation to content. Work is done primarily in solo
forms with limited study in group forms. Students work
with abstraction and develop performance skills while
continually striving for originality in movement invention
and understanding of the unique language of choreography. Though improvisation may be used to initiate exploration of a concept, students are ultimately responsible
for setting their movements into a consistently repeatable
form to be performed for and critiqued by the class.
Course also enhances students · proficiency in observation
and constructive criticism.

COURSE 133-3874
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 33-3372 THEORY AND PRACTICE: TEACHING
DANCE I. 33-3473 KINESIOLOGY. AND 33-3313 MODERN
TECHNIQUE Ill, MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE 133-34815
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 33-2350 RHYTHMIC ANALYSIS. 33-3383 DANCE
IMPROVISATION ANO COMPOSITION II
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DANCE
Senior Teaching Practlcum

Space, Time , and the Arts : a Multidisciplinary
Seminar

Course guides students through their first teaching experi·
ence in the community. Students teach a minimum of 20
hours over 12 to 15 weeks to a population of their choice.
Students create a semester overview and individual
lesson plans. keep a journal to analyze their experiences.
and write a final evaluation of their work. Throughout the
semester students and advisor meet to discuss methodol·
ogy and experiences . Advisor makes a minimum of two on·
site observations and provides feedback.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 33-36 74 THEORY AND PRACTICE: TEACHING

The objective of this seminar is to develop a common
language that can interface art and science. The science
of space and time will provide the window through which
we will analyze the arts. The course will focus on a couple
of works from each discipline (dance, music, and film)
that illustrate an extraordinary use by an artist of either
space or time. Through studying the artwork, students will
gain an appreciation not only of the imaginative and
compositional expression of space or time in each art
form , but also a sense of the interconnections between
the art disciplines.

DANCE II

COURSE 1!33·3980

TOPICS COURSES, IN TE RNSHIPS,
INDEPE NDENT PRO JEC TS

CROSS·LISTED WITH MUSIC 32·3605, FILM AND VIDEO

COURSE 133·3678

3 CREDITS

SC

24·3561, AND SCIENCE AND MATH 56·3610.
PREREQUISITES: JUNIOR STANDING, PERMif'SION OF

Topics : Conditioning for Dancers- Body
Therapies

DEPARTMENT

Course provides dance majors with an intensive physical
conditioning program. Students learn a series of mat exer·
cises that develop muscular strength and tone as well as
improve flexibility. coordination, and balance. In addition
to a physical workout, course provides students with an
understanding of body mechanics. functional conditioning,
and such concepts as neutral spine. breath , disassocia·
tion, stabilization. and spinal alignment.

The specifics of individual internships vary, but all involve
some form of placement in a professional setting outside
of the College. Internships provide students with real·
world work experience in an area of interest or concentration while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.

COURSE 1!33·1930

COURSE 1133·3988

1 CREDIT

VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

Internships: Dance

Technology and the Performing Arts
Independent Projec ts: Dance

This interdisciplinary course teaches students the basic
conceptual and technical skills to create performance
works that incorporate various media, including projec·
tions. video , as well as interactive forms. Focus will be
placed on the creation of original solo and collaborative
works. and how to find affordable inventive solutions to
the use of media. Previous experience in the performing
arts or media arts is desirable. but not as essential as a
willingness to explore new forms and methods of working.

Students design their own educationally beneficial activi·
ties and take advantage of opportunities not represented
in the College's curriculum. Prior to registration, students
create a detailed description and outline of their project
for approval by a supervising faculty member. Forty-five
hours of study activity equals one credit hour.
COURSE 133·3998
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

COURSE 1!33·2980
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·11 52 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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FI C TI O N W RITI NG
RAN DY ALBERS, CHAI RPER SON
During its acclaimed Story Week Festival of Writers, and peri·
odically throughout the year, the department features visits by
nationally and internationally prominent writers, agents.
editors, publishers, and scholars who read from their work,
meet with groups of students, and give intensive manuscript
conferences to individual students. Students also have many
opportunities each semester to present their own work at
readings sponsored by the department, by the Fiction Writing
Student Board, and by the Fiction Writers at Lunch mentoring
program.

Approac h
As one of the largest creative writing programs in the country,
the Fiction Writing department seeks to prepare students for
independent work as writers of publishable fiction, creative
nonfiction, and playwriting, as well as for a wide variety of
writing-related professions- journalism, theater, management,
advertising, teaching, law, and many others. Here, students
discover the power of their own voices and learn to develop
skills and capabilities crucial to success in any endeavor.
Graduates of the program are publishing widely in a variety of
genres and forms . In addition. they are competing successfully in today' s job market. which places a premium on individ·
uals with excellent oral and written communication skills who
also bring creativity and imaginative problem-solving capacities
to their work.

Our Internship program gives students the opportunity to
expand their professional skills before they graduate, placing
them with numerous publishing houses in Chicago, as well as
with newspapers, magazines. public relations and advertising
firms. not-for-profit and community arts organizations , and
other venues where exceptional communication skills are
valued. Excellent students are often recommended as tutors,
offered training in the Story Workshop approach, and work
with students in the department as well as at a variety of
outreach teaching sites throughout the city and suburbs.

Curric ulu m
Core classes use the Story Workshop• approach. a dynamic.
process-based method of teaching that draws fully upon
students· diverse backgrounds and experiences by emphasizing permission for and development of each student's uniQue
voice and story content. Students are taught to tap into their
creative potential as they explore the interrelated processes
of reading, listening, perceiving. experiencing. oral telling, criti·
cal thinking. creative problem solving. and writing- all in an
intimate , small-group setting that stresses close individual
attention and positive feedback from faculty. The intensive
training in fiction and nonfiction offered in seQuenced core
classes is complemented by courses in two other strandsCritical Reading and Writing and Specialty Writing-designed
to broaden students· understanding of the tradition in which
they work and to foster flexible applications of their skills in
order to compete in a wide variety of jobs.
Work ing Faculty
Our award-winning faculty comprises working writers, including
novelists, essayists. scriptwriters. journalists. playwrights, and
others. The department distinguishes itself in the diversity of
experiences it offers students and in its enthusiastic efforts
to encourage students to discover their own voices in writing
about what interests them most . There 's an old saying that
creative writing can't be taught. We believe it can. Ever yone
has the capacity to tell a story and to learn how to do it better
and better. regardless of the level of experience with which he
or she enters the program. Our faculty are among the highest·
rated teachers in the College and include a number of
Teaching Excellence Award winners.
Profession al Oppor tunities
Students have numerous opportunities to publish their work
through several of Columbia College Chicago· s award-winning
publications . Hair Trigger, the department's annual anthOlogy,
has won first-place prizes from three different national organizations and each year offers students an opportunity to showcase their work for a wider audience. In addition. Spec-Lit. our
science fiction journal, and F Magazine, devoted primarily to
novels in progress, are both distributed nationally. And a great
many of our students, as well as alumni, have begun their
own very successful magazines.
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Minor In Fiction Wrltln&
Students must complete 24 to 2B credit hours of the
following.

BA In Fiction Wrltln&
Students must complete 44 credit hOurs of the follOwing:
Cour. . Title end Credlte
55-1101 Fiction Writing I (4)

Courae Title end Credit•

55-4102 Fiction Writing II (4)

55-1101 Fiction Writing I (4)

55-4104 Prose Forms (4)

55-4102 Fiction Writing II (4)

55-4106 Fiction Writing: Advanced, repeated (4/4/4)

55-4104 Prose Forms (4)
55-4106 Fiction Writing: Advanced (4)

COMPLETE 8 TO 12 CREDIT HOURS FROM CRITICAL
READING AND WRITING COURSES

COMPLETE 8 TO 12 CREDIT HOURS FROM CRITICAL
READING AND WRI TING COURSES OR FROM FICTION
WRITING ELECTIVE COURSES LISTED IN DEPARTMENTAL
BROCHURE .

COMPLETE 8 TO 12 CREDIT HOURS OF SPECIALTY
WRITING COURSES
55-4105 Advanced Prose Forms (4)

lnterdl•clpllnery Minor In Creetlve Nonfiction
Students must complete 24 to 26 credit hours in the
following.

55-4108 Fiction Seminar (4)
55-1300 Games for Writers (3)
55-1330 Tutoring in Writing Skills (variable)
55-4301 Young Adult Fiction (4)

Cour•• Title end Credlte

55-4302 Story and Script: Fiction Techniques for the
Media (4)

55-4102 Fiction Writing II (4)

55-4303 Dreams and Fiction Writing (4)

55-4104 Prose Forms (4)

55-1101 Fiction Writing I (4)

55-4304 Dialects and Fiction Writing (4)

52·2830 Creative Non-Fiction 1 (3), English

55-4306 Writing Popular Fiction (4)

52-2831 Creative Non-Fiction II (3), English

55-4308 Freelance Applications of Fiction-Writing Training (4)
55-4309 Story to Stage: Adapting Prose Fiction to Stage
Drama (4)

COMPLETE 6 TO 8 CREDIT HOURS FROM THE
FOLLOWING:

55-4310 Pla)Writing (4)

55-4213 Critical Reading and Writing: Fiction Writers as
Non-Fiction Writers (4)

55-4311 Science Fiction Writing (4)
55-4312 Writing for Children (4)

55-4315 Story and Journal (4)

55-4315 Story and Journal (4)
55-4316 Survey of Small Press Publishing (4)

55-4318 Bibliography and Research Techniques for Fiction
Writers (4)

55-4317 College Literary Magazine Publishing (4)

55-4319 Creative Non-Fiction, strongly recommended (4)

55-4318 Bibliography and Research for Fiction Writers (4)

52-2695 Connections in Literature: Journalists as Authors
(3), English

55-4319 Creative Non-Fiction (4)

52·2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay (3), English

55-4320 Fiction Writers and Publishing (4)

52-2832 Creative Non-Fiction: Journal Writing, strongly
recommended (3), English

55-4331 Practice Teaching: Tutoring (4)

53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting (3), Journalism
53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3), Journalism
53-2215 Magazine Article Writing (3), Journalism
53-3220 Advanced Magazine Article Writing (3), Journalism
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--------------------------------~----------------------------- ·--

l flterdlaclplln•rr Minor In Pl•ywrltln&
Students must complete 24 cre<lil hours in the following.

Courae Title •nd Credit•
55-1101 F'iCiion Writing I {4)
55-4204 Critical Reading and Writing: Drama and Story (4)
31·2800 Playwrttirj Won<shop I {3). Theater
31·3800 Playwriting Worl<shop II (3). Theater
COMPLETE 10 CREDIT HOURS FROM THE FOLLOWING:
55-3090 Independent Project: Fiction Writing {variable)
55-4102 Fiction Writing II. strongly recommended {4)
55-4302 Story to Script Action Techniques lor the Me<lle {4 )
55-4309 Story to Stage: Adapting Prose Fiction to Stage
Drama {4)
31·2120 Text Analysis {3). Theater
31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills. strongly recommended {3).
Theater
31·1210 Improvisational Techniques I {3). Theater
31·1600 Introduction to Design lor the Stage {3). Theater
31·3805 New Plays Worl<shop {3). Theater
31·3899 Independent Project: Playwriting {3), Theater

Second BA In Ficti on Wrltln&
Students must complete the following for a total of 46 credit
hours.
55-1101 Fiction Writing I {4)
55-4102 Fiction Writing II {4)
55-4104 Prose Forms {4)
55-4106 Fiction Writing: Advanced {repeatable for credit) (4)

IH2 credit hours of Critical Reading and Writing courses
EH2 credit hours of specialty/elective courses
6 hours of college-wide electives or further Fiction Writing
courses

www .c e&.v• . ••v
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FICTION WRITING
CORE
Introd uc tion to Fiction Wri ting

Advanced Prose Form s
Sophisticated Story Workshop• basic forms and Sense
of Address techniques are used to advance students'
development of prose forms and publishable creatove
non-fiction.

Course is intended for entering freshmen who have an
interest in fiction writif1g, Students write and read fiCtion
and become acquainted with story and basic techniques
of storytelling In various media such as film. theater. and
oral storytellit1g. Course prepares a sound foundation for
55-1101 Fiction Writing I. (Course is not required for
entrance into Fiction Writif'lg 1.)

COU RSE 155-4105
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 55-4104 PROSE FORMS

COURSE -sS-1100
3 CREDITS

X

X

Workshop uses Story Workshop<> approach to develop
facets of writit1g short fiction and novels. Students inten·
sively explore new fictional possibilities as well as have
the option of continuing to develop strong writing material
from previous classes. Workshop may have an emphasis
on point of view and/Or rewriting.

Fict ion Writing I
Emphasizing the positive. interactive relationship among
student, workshop director. and class. The Story
Workshop• method Is employed to allow students to move
at their own pace In developing perceptual. technical. and
imaginative abilities In several forms of fiction writing.

COURSE IISS-4106
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 55-4102 FICTION WRITING II, 55-4104 PROSE
FORMS (C OR BETTER/

COURSE 1155-1101
4 CREDITS

X Fic tion Wri t ing II

Fiction Seminar
Advanced class in fiction writing begins with technical or
craft matters, then proceeds to more artistic aspects of
composing fiction of any length. Craft sessions address
general nature of communication involving character
creation. including both physical and psychologocal
descriptions. dialogue, interior monologue and stream of
consciousness. action. pace. point of view, plot. settif1g.
and style. Substantial writing projects are undertaken by
students and submitted for class analysis and doscussoon.

Fiction Writing II is the second course in core curriculum
for the Fiction Writing major. Fiction II is organized along
principles of parodyit1g structure and style of literary
models while encouraging students to develop their own
material. both in major parody assignments and in other
writings. Course Is writong intensove.
COURSE tSS-4102
4 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I (COR BETTER/,
52-1152 ENGL.ISH COMPOSir/ON II

X

Fi ction Writing : Advanced

COURSE 1 55-4 108
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I

Prose Fo rms
Aimed toward producing publishable works. this practical
exploration uses Story Workshop• basic forms and Sense
of Address approaches to creative nonfiction technical.
expository, and persuasive writing. thereby exposing
students to the kinds of writing generally useful in finding
employment in the arts and media fields where writing
skills are essential to advancement. Course is also
designed to heighten students· sense of forms and structure in preparation for 55·4106 Fiction Writing: Advanced.
Strong emphasis Is placed on using the identified basic
forms in fiction writing and in exposition.

Novel Writing
Emphasis is on readings. analysis. and criticism of
students' writing in Story Workshop• setting. Class is
devoted to reading of students' writings and discussion of
extensive assigned readings directed toward enhancement
of students' understanding of literary techniques.
process , and values.
COURSE 1155·4112
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-4102 FICTION WRITING II OR 55·4106 FICTION
WRITING: ADVANCED

COURSE 155·4104
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-4102 FICTION WRITING II (COR BETTER/
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FICTION WRITING
CRITICAL READING AND WRITING

Critical ReadlnC and Writing: Fiction Writers
and Censorship
Writers must be free to draw on their strongest material
and use their best, most authentic telling voices.
However. writers often confront external or internal inhibi·
tions: outright legal challenges. vocal attacks upon certain
types of stories. subtle publishing prejudices or self·
censoring. Course emphasizes research, writing, and
discussion of creative processes of successful writers,
among them Lawrence, Flaubert, Hurston, Wright . Selby,
Joyce, and Burroughs, who have been forced to confront
directly forms of censorship or marginalization.

Critical Readln• and Wrltln• for Fiction
Writers I
Course develops writers' approach to reading and to writ·
ing about literature being read as an Integral, dynamic
part of the writers' process, development, and career.
Journals and other writings by such authors as D. H.
Lawrence and Virginia Woolf are used as examples ot how
writers read and write about what they read in order to
learn to develop dimensions of their own fiction and to
become aware of their uniqueness and commonality with
other writers' efforts. Manuscripts and notes of famous
works may be used to show writers' processes and deve~
opment.

COURSE .115·4203
4 CREDITS

COURSE 155·1200

PRfRfQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

4 CREDITS

CONCURRENT

PREREQUISITE: 55-1100 INTRODUCTION TO FICTION WRITING.
MAY BE CONCURRENT

Critical ReadlnC and WrltlnC : Drama and Story
Students read plays and stories by successful authors
who explore dramatic techniques helpful to development
of fiction. Students respond to these works In journal
entries. research and discuss writers· creative processes,
give an oral report, and write an essay. Students
complete creative writing assignments that incorporate
dramatic techniques under study into their own fiction.

Critical Reading and Wrltlnc: Autobiographical
Fiction
Students read autobiographical fiction and respond with
journal entries and classroom discussion. Students
research primary sources concerning a writer, his or her
work. and the process by Which the work came into being;
give an oral report; and write a final essay. Students read
aloud journal entry responses to readings and write their
own autobiographical fiction. some of which Is read and
responded to in class.

COURSE •115·4204
4 CREDITS
PRERfQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

COURSE .115-4201
4 CREDITS

Critical Readlnc and Wrltln•: Firat Novels
Course exposes student writers to creative and intellectual processes of published writers early In their careers.
Students learn that writing Is an ongoing process of writ·
ing and rewriting; that the creative process is both universal and unique to each writer; and that published writers
face the same bogeys faced by student writers. Students
read novels and conduct research by reading writers'
diaries, notebooks, letters. and autobiographies.

Critical ReadlnC and Wrltlnc: Gender and
Difference
Course examines the ways In which gay, lesbian. and
straight writers contend with Issues of culture, gender,
and difference. Content focuses on such questions as the
following: How do straight male and female writers deal
with the serious issues and challenges of writing from the
point of view of gay and lesbian characters? How do gay
and lesbian writers deal with the same issues in writing
about straight characters? Course also examines the
particular challenges of writing gender opposites through
students· reading of assigned stories and novels and
through their written responses as writers to their reading.

COURSE 1511·4202
4 CREDITS

COURSE •sS-4205
4 CREDITS

PRERfQUISITf: 55-1101 FICTION WR/TING I, MAY Bf
CONCURRfNT

PRf RfQUISITf: 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

PRfREQU/SITE: 55-1.101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

CONCURRENT

CONCURRENT
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Critical Reading and Writing : The Novel In
Stories

Critical Reading and Writing: Contemporary
Rus'slan Authors

Course examines creative and intellectual processes of
writers working in nonlinear structure forms. It raises
questions writers ask themselves when determining how
best to structure a body of work that is more cohesive
than a collection of stories. yet not a linearly-shaped
novel. Through readings, small group and large group
discussions . journal reflections (both students' and
authors' ), and research into the authors' writing
processes, students are able to reflect upon and examine
issues and questions of structure that go into putting
together a cohesive body of creative work.

Students research reading and writing processes behind
selected novels and short stories by principal masterpiece
authors of the Soviet period from 1920 to present. such
as Bulgakov, Babel, Solzhenitsyn, Pasternak, Platonov,
and Nabokov. Drawing upon authors· journals. notebooks,
and letters, as well as upon more public writing and interviews . students examine personal and social contexts in
which writers read and respond to what they read.
Students give oral and written responses as writers to
material.
COURSE 155-4209

COURSE 4155·42 06

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 5 5·1101 FICTION WRITING I. MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Critical Reading and Writing: Latin-American
Writers

Critical Reading and Writing : Nineteenth·
Century Russian Authors

Course researches writing processes of Latin-American
writers , including ways in which Latin-American writers·
reading and responses to reading influence overall fiction·
writing process. Journals and other writings by Latin·
American authors are used as examples of how writers
read and write about what they read to develop dimen·
sions of their fiction and see their work in relation to that
of other writers.

Students work individually and in small groups researching
reading and writing processes that helped shape selected
novels and other works by Russian and Soviet master·
piece authors. Research examines ways in which writers
read , respond to what they read, and dynamically incorporate their reading responses into their own fiction-writing
processes. Course also focuses on personal and social
contexts in which masterpiece works were written.

COURSE 4155- 4210

COURSE 155·4207
4 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 ACTION WRITING I. MAY BE
CONCURRENT

PREREQUISITE: 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Critical Reading and Writing: Multicultural
Masterpiece Authors

Critical Reading and Writing : Contemporary
European Writers

Course researches writing processes of African-American .
Hispanic-American. Native-American, and Asian-American
writers and the ways in which their reading and responses
to reading play an influential role in the fiction-writing
process. Journals and other writings are used as exam·
pies of hOw writers read and write about what they read to
develop their own fiction and how they see their work in
relation to that of other writers. Manuscripts and notes of
famous works may be used to show writers' processes
and development.

Students research contemporary European writers from
1950 to present. including ways in which contemporary
European writers· reading and responses to reading influ·
ence the overall fiction writing process. Journals and other
writings by contemporary European authors are used as
examples of how writers develop dimensions of their
fiction and see their work in relation to work of other writ·
ers. Course studies development of diverse techniques
and voices of some of the most prominent contemporary
European authors.

COURSE 4155·4211
4 CREDITS

COURSE 155·4208
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISI TE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT
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Critica l Reading and Writing : Chinese
Mast erp iec e Authors
Course studies two classical Chinese novels-sixteenth·
century Dream of the Red Chamber and Wu-<:heng-en' s
eighteenth-<:entury Xiyouji-and the works of contemporary Chinese authors from 1910 forward. such as Can
Xue' s short-story collections. Chinese literature uses myth
and legend to a degree that sometimes removes the fine
between a realistic and a nonrealistic world. Through
process-<:entered research and reading, course traces
development of Chinese fictionaljnovel istic form.

Crit ical Reading and Writ ing: Women Writers
Course researches writing processes of women writers
and ways in which their reading and responses to reading
play influential roles in the fiction-writing process. Journals
and other writings by Virginia Woolf, lora Neale Hurston.
and others are used as examples of how writers read .
write about what they read to develop their fiction, and
see their work in relation to other writers· works.
Manuscripts and notes of famous works may be used to
show writers· processes and development. Students· own
fiction writing is also part of the course.

COURSE . 5 5 ·4 212

COURSE .55-4215

4 CRED ITS

PREREQUISITE: 5 5·1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Critical Read ing and Writing : Fiction Writers as
Creative Non-Fiction Writers
Course explores ways in which published writers bring
their knowledge of fiction writing techniques such as
dramatic scene. image, voice, story movement. and point
of view to the writing of creative non·fiction. Using prima·
rify journals, fetter, and other private writings , students
work extensively in creative non-fiction modes. In addition
to offering insights about widening writing options in a
growing non·fiction market for fiction writers , course aids
in development of oral, written. and research skills are
useful for any major and communications-related career.

Critical Reading and Writing: Short Story
Writers
Course encourages development of lively, well-<:rafted
short fiction by examining reading and writ ing processes
that guide some of the best examples of the form.
Students select from a wide range of writers, representing
many different voices. backgrounds, subjects. and
approaches , to research ways in which writers read ,
respond to their reading, and use that reading to generate
and heighten their short stories. Students write their
responses to reading short stories and discuss the
relationship of reading to development of their own fiction.

COURSE 155·4213

COURSE • s5-4216

4 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

CONCURRENT

Cr itical Reading and Writing for Fiction
Writers II
Students undertake intensive study and research of writ·
ers · writing and reading processes. researching historical
documentation on individually chosen and class-assigned
literary works. Course features use of new historical
processes. Students integrate findings into their own writ·
ing.

Critic al Reading and Writing : Novelists
Course examines ways in which novelists read, respond to
what they read, and incorporate their reading responses
dynamically into their own fiction-writing processes.
Drawing upon authors· journals, notebooks. letters, and
more public writings. students explore the writing
processes of well-known writers and ways in which
students' own responses to reading can nourish and
heighten the development of their fiction. Course surveys
many of the principle novelists and novels and the devef·
opment of the genre from its roots to contemporary
fiction.

COURSE .55·4 214
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISI TES: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I AND ONE PREVIOUS
CRITICAL READING AND WRITING CLASS

COURSE • s5-42 17
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 5 5-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

CONCURRENT
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SPEC IALTY / ELECTIVE

Dreame and Fic tion Writing

Games for Writers

3 CREDITS

Course helps writers relate the rich, various, and powerful
world of dreams to the needs and delights of imaginative
prose fiction . Students keep journals of their dreams,
read and write dream stories. and study how dreams
relate to their fiction writing. Students also research how
dreams have influenced work of well-known writers.

PREREQUISITE: 55-1100 INTRODUCTION TO FICTION WRITING OR
55-1101 FICTION WRITING I. MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE 155· 4 303
4 CREDITS

Theater games. exercises. and other source materials are
used to assist writers in development of characters,
scenes. and relationships in their fictional worlls.
COURSE •55·1300

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Tutorln& In Fiction Wrltln& Skllla
Tutorial program addresses basic skills in grammar and
punctuation. fiction writing. rewriting, editing, journal writ·
ing. organization. and more. Story Workshop• Tutorial
Program is designed for students concurrently enrolled in
Fiction Writing Workshop. Prose Forms. Critical Reading
and Writing. and Specialty Writing classes . Many students
find that the one-on-one attention of a tutor. who is an
advanced writing student. gives their writing added energy
and clarity and helps them make valuable discoveries.

Dialects and Fiction Writing
Dialect speech and writing have richly contributed to the
breadth. variety. and authenticity of American and English
literature. Course provides students with an informed
base that includes listening with a good ear and helps
them develop the ability to render dialogue accurately and
ar tistically within the tradition of dialect writing in fiction.
Students choose dialect writers. research how dialect is
used in fiction. and use dialect in their own fiction writing.

COURSE 155-1330

COURSE 155·4 304
4 CREDITS

VARIABl E CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING: 55-1100 INTRODUCTION TO FICTION WRITING. 551101 FICTION WRITING I. 55-4102 FICTION WRITING II, 55-4104
PROSE FORMS. 55-4106 FICTION WRITING: ADVANCED

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I. MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Suspense Thriller Fiction Writing
The suspense thriller adventure story, one of the most
popular. best-selling genres. has also been increasingly
attractive to veteran writers. such as Don Delillo and
Charles Johnson. Students read classical and contemporary examples of the genre and research the process of
their development. In consultation with instructor.
students plan and begin writing their own suspense
thrillers.

Younc Adult Fiction
Representative published selections of young adult novels
are analyzed. Emphasis is placed on development of
students· worlls. including exploration of ideas and issues
that sustain novel-length material. Instruction includes
study of plot construction. writing of scene and transition.
and weaving of theme into the whole.
COURSE 155-4301
4 CREDITS

COURSE 155·430 5
4 CRED ITS

PREREQUISITE: 55-JlOJ FICTION WRITING I. MAY BE
CONCURRENT

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING 1. MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Story and Script: Fict ion Technique• for the
Media

Writing Popular Fiction

Course adapts prose fiction to script form. attending to
the variety of ways in which imaginative prose fiction tech·
nlques (image. scene. dialogue. summary narrative. point
of view, Sense of Address. movement, plot and structure,
and fiction material) are developed in script with applications to arts and communication fields such as advertising. scriptwriting for film. television. video. and radio.
Course relates creative problem solving in prose fiction to
media constraints. situations. and challenges.

Course investigates a variety of fiction forms written for
the popular market. including mysteries. historical novels.
and suspense fiction. Emphasis is on analysis of given
genres and characteristics of form and general technique.
Students become aware of characteristics that define a
popular genre novel and how to apply those defining tech·
niques in their works. Because most popular fiction is
marllet-driven. course includes some discussion of
marlleting.

COURSE 151-4302

COURSE U5-4 308

4 CRED ITS

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I. MAY BE
CONCURRENT
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Researching and Writing Historical Fi ction
The ever-popular genre of historical fiction is the focus of
this course, which combines study of research techniques
with fictional techniques necessary to produce marketable
prose. Through reading, research, and guidance of a
historical fiction writer, students produce their own historical fiction.

Playwriting
Students work with a well-known playwright to develop
dramatic sense for scene and overall movement of stage
plays, the most important and basic form of script literature. Students read examples of plays and write in class .
If possible, plays students write may be given staged
readings by accomplished actors. Course focuses on
maj or aspects of starting the play: scene and character
development, dialogue, theme and narrat ive development,
shapi ng of acts, and sounding the play in t he voices of
peer writers and actors.

COURSE # 55-43 07
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

COURSE #55-4310
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

Freelance Applications of Fiction-Writing
Training
Course applies a broad repertoire of fiction-writing techniques and approaches to freelance tasks found in various businesses and ser vices including radio, television,
and print advertising; promotion and public relations;
manufacturing and retail selling; and creat ive non-fict ion
stories for a variety of media. Students develop writ ing
projects suitable for inclusion in their professional
portfolios.

CONCURRENT

Science Fiction Writing
Fresh approach to conception and writing of science
fiction of fers a current overview of the state of the field
and techniques. Students develop original material and
present their manuscripts to the instructor for careful
examination, possible class reading, and critique.

COURSE #55-4308
4 CREDITS

COURSE #55-4311
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

CONCURRENT

CONCURRENT

Story to Stage: Adapting Prose Fiction to Stage
Drama
Students explore possibilities for adapting prose fiction to
drama. Course includes readings, discussions, and videotapes of plays based upon fictional works such as The
Glass Menagerie, Native Son, Spunk, and Of M ice and
Men. Students experiment, creating their own adaptations
from selected prose fiction of published authors as well
as from their own work. Course is ideal for students wish·
ing to work in script forms for stage, film, radio, TV or
other media.

Writing for Children
Children's literature is approached as an art form based
on the principles of good storytelling and writing, differing
from adult literat ure In its audience. Students tell and
write stories, leading to publishable work.

COURSE #55-43 09
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-110.1 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE

Th e Writing Body
Students participate in various physical activities in and
out of workshop to discover how body-strengthening training and awareness affect creative writing and storytelling.
Activities may include stretching, aerobics, yoga, mar tial
arts, and massage, as well as open di scussion and journal work. Guest instructors may be featured.

COURSE #1515-4 31 2
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

CONCURRENT

COURSE #55-4313
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT
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Imaginative Drawing and Painting: A CrossDiscipline Art Course

Bibliography and Research for Fiction Writers
Researched fiction. commercial and literary. is oncreasingly in demand. Course helps fict1on writers learn how to
research many popular genres of fiction or any subject
area students may want to explore. Subjects for research
might include historical. legal. scientific. military. archaeological or classical studies. Fiction writers learn to use
multiple facilities of the modern library and other research
sources.

Strong motivational and instructional exercises in drawing
and painting are combined with Story Workshop• word
exercises to explore image, space, voice. and perception
as applied to drawing and painting. The evocative powers
of the naked word are emphasized in this interdisciplinary
excursion into the imaginative process.
COURSE 155-4 3 14
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I

COURSE 155-4 3 18
4 CREDITS

PREReQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY Bfi
CONCURRENT

Story and Journal
Students' personal journals and j ournals and notebooks
of authors such as Melville. Kafka, Nin, and Boll are stud·
ied as devices for exploration of the imagination, record·
ing of the living image, and development of various kinds
of writing.

Creative Non-Fiction
Course concentrates on application of fictional and storywriting techniques to non-fiction writing in the non-fiction
novel. story. and memoir. as well as in travel. scientific.
and anthropological writing. Books such as Norman
Mailer's Armies of the Night, Truman Capote's In Cold
Blood, and Mark Twain's Life on the Mississippi are stud·
ied . Students with a body of non-fiction material who wish
to experiment with its non-fiction novelistic development
find the course par ticularly useful.

COURSE 155-4315
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I, MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Survey of Small Press Publishing

COURSE 155-4 3 19

Course covers the how-to, economic, copyright, technical.
and mailing regulation considerations of founding a press
or magazine and examines the current, important
phenomenon of the developing small-press movement in
the American literary scene. Course includes an electronic
publication component.

4 CREDITS

COURSE 155-4316

Course gives developing fiction writers an understanding
of relationships among fiction writers. literary agents.
magazine and book editors. and the field of publishing.
Guest speakers include literary agents. editors. publish·
ers, booksellers. and writers. Course covers history of
fiction publishing in the US and recent. ongoing changes
in the field, including emphasis on small press publis h i r~g.
Students submit a manuscript for publication.

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I. MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Fict ion Writers and Publi shing

4 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I

College Literary Magazine Publi shing
Students act as editors and production assistants for the
Fiction Writing department's award-winning annual publication Hair Trigger. Students read submitted manuscripts
and participate fully in deciding which selections to
publish and how they should be arranged. Students work
closely with the instructor who is faculty advisor for that
year's magazine. Student editors are also involved in
production and marketing procedures. Editors of Hair
Trigger find the experience very useful in preparation for
entry-level publishing positions.

COURSE 1 55-4 3 20
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I. MAY BE
CONCURRENT

Advanced Science Fi ction Writ ing Workshop
Workshop builds on the original science fiction class.
focusing on writing skills and techniques unique to the
genre. Students practice generating story ideas. tempering imagination with logic. thinking in terms of the future
and its multiple possibilities. selecting appropriate characters. and constructing plausible plots. Readings include
collected shOrt stories of science fiction master Alfred
Bester and individual works by Robert Heonleon. C.M.
Kornbluth. and others.

COURSE 155-43 17
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

COURSE 155- 4 3 21
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 55-1101 FICTION WRITING I. 554311 SCIENCE
FICTION WRITING OR PERMISSION OF THC DEPARTMENT
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Fantasy Writing Workshop
In this class. students will explore the many facets of
fantasy fiction. from heroic fantasy, to contemporary
fantasy. to horror. Students will read classic short stories
of the genre. with class discussion focusing on structure,
content. the use of imagination combined with plausibility,
and how these qualities apply to the student's own
writing.
COURSE 155·4322
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 5$1101 FICTION WRITING I

Practice Teach i ng: Tutoring
Story Workshop• concepts. philosophy, and teaching techniques are utilized to train and provide tutors who. concur·
rent with their training semester. staff the Fiction Writing
department Tutoring Program. Tutors assist Fiction Writing
students who need help with reading and writing skill s.
Students are paid for work done In the Tutoring Program.
COURSE 155-4331
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 5$1101 FICTION WRITING I

INTERNSHIPS, IN DEPENDENT PROJECTS
Internship: Ficti on Writing
InternshiPS provide advanced students with an opportunity
to ga~n work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
COURSE 155·3088
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE': PtRMISSION OF THE INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR

Independent Project : Fiction Writing
An independent project is designed by the student. with
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an
area that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior
to registration. the student must submit a wrinen
proposal that outlines the project. Course is Intended
generally for upper-level students.
COURSE jf55·3090
VARIABLE CREDIT
PRERE'QUISITE': 55·1101 FICTION WRITING I, PtRMISSION OF
OEPARTMtNT
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MUSIC
GUSTAVO LEONE, ACTING CHAIRPERSON
Approach
Music is one of the most challenging and rewarding careers.
opening doors to self-expression, to a place within the artistic
community, and to the professional market. The Music department of Columbia College Chicago provides the most disciplined, practical and skilled training available to students willing not only to complete the coursework, but who are also willing to apply perseverance , intelligent strategies, and accomplished musicianship to their music making. The Music
department is grounded in the classical tradition and is
designed for musicians who wish to learn to compose and
play diverse forms of music, as well as explore the various
creative directions their careers can take.

Opportunities
In addition to the internship program. the Music department
also offers many opportunities to build professional skills and
a career. including the Universal Gospel Choir, the Columbia
College Chicago Chorus . several jazz ensembles. and a bimonthly concert series with the Columbia College Chicago
Ensemble playing student works.

Curriculum
The Music department emphasizes all forms of classical
music and popular idioms, and provides students with a firm
foundation in composition and performance in both classical
and jazz traditions. During the first two years of study,
students train in sightsinging, ear training, keyboard proficiency, and theory and harmony. The next two years of study
include upper-level courses in concentrations within one of
three concentrations: Composition. Jazz Studies or Performance. Students perform in student ensembles and. in the
case of performance-track students. study in vocal or instrumental private lessons. The Music department of Columbia
College Chicago offers a curriculum that emphasizes musicianship and proficiency, self-expression , and originality,
professional training and job assimilation.
Working Fac ulty
One of the most significant features of Columbia's Music
department is the diversity of its working faculty's musical
background, talent, and skilL Many have recorded albums and
composed and performed music all over the world with internationally acclaimed ensembles . Our faculty members are
innovative working musicians who bring rigorous academic
training and professional experience to the classroom. With
such rich and varied experience. the faculty excels equally in
teaching both the novice and the more experienced student.
Facilit ies
To help perfect their skills , students have access to some of
the best equipment available , including two state-of-the-art
computer music studios and a training and technology lab.
Our elegant building also houses practice rooms with pianos.
plus rehearsal and recording studios with the latest techno!·
ogy and archival methods. Our well-equipped. 140-seat Music
Center Concert Hall is in the heart of Chicago's South Loop.
Students, faculty, and guest artists perform regularly with our
student and professional ensembles. During the per forming
season, the Music department presents 150 concerts each
year. with programs ranging from traditional to new music.
from jazz to popular styles.
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•M In Compooltlon.

•• In Muolc

Students must complete the following f()( a total of 80 credit
hours

Students must complete at least 39 to 40 credit hours of
COfe courses. Following the C()(e classes. students will
continue studies In their concentrations. Students may Choose
either a concentration in Contemp()(ary Music. which Includes
Composition. Instrumental Performance. and Vocal
Perf()(mance. or In Jazz Studies. which includes Instrumental
Jazz. Jazz Composition. and Vocal Jazz.

Complete 39 credit hours of core courses.

Couroe Number, Title, and Credlto
32·1000 Recital Attendance. 8 semesters (0)
32·1110 Slghtsinging. Musicianship, and Ear Tra1n111g 1 (2)
32·1120 Theory. Harmony, and Analysis I (3)

Contemporary Music majors must complete 39 credit hours of
c()(e courses.

32-2111 S1ghtslnging, Musicianship, and Ear Tralnif11 II (2)
32·2112 S1ghtsinging, Musicianship , and Ear Training Ill (2)

Couroe Number, Title, end Credit•
32-1000 Recital Attendance. 8 semesters (0)
32·1110 Sightsinging. Musicianship, and Ear Training I (2)

32·2113 S1ghtsinging, Musicianship, and Ear Training IV (2)
32·2121 Theory, Harmony, and Analysis II (3)

32·1120 Theory. Harmony. and Analysis 1 (3)
32·2111 Sightslnglng, Musicianship, and Ear Training II (2)

32·2122 Theory, Harmony, and Analysis Ill (3)
32·2131 KeybOard I (2)

32-2112 Slghtslnglng. Musicianship, and Ear Trainif1g Ill (2)

32·2132 KeybOard II (2)
32·2133 KeybOard Harmony I (2)

32·2113 Sightslnglng. Musicianship. and Ear Training IV (2)
32-2121 Theory. Harmony, and Analysis II (3)

32·3121 Theory, Harmony, and Analysis IV (3)
32·1601 Exploring the Art of Music (3)

32·2122 Theory. Harmony. and Analysis Ill (3)
32-2131 Keyboard I (2)

32-2611 Music History & Analysis 1 (3)
32-2612 Music History & Analysis II (3)

32·2132 KeybOard II (2)
32·2133 Keyboard Harmony I (2)

32-1800 Columbia College Chorus (2)

31-3121 Theory. Harmony. and Analysis IV (3)
32·1601 Exploring the Art of Music (3)

32-3998 Independent Project: Senior Recital (2)

32·2611 Music Histor y and Analysis 1 (3)

Complete 41 credit hours In the specialization. non-elective
required courses . and music electives.

32·2612 Music History and Analysis II (3)
32-1800 Columbia College Chorus (2)

Couroe Number, Title, and Credlto
32-3122 Analytical Studies (3)

32·3998 Independent Project: Music (2)

32-3133 KeybOard Harmony II (2)

Majors in Contemporary Music must select one of three
concentrations.

32-2211 Composition 1: Basic Principles of Twentieth-century
Composition (3)

32-2212 Composition II: Elements of Compositon (3)
32·2251 Orchestration I (3)

COMPOSITION CONCENTRATION (14)

32·3211 Composition Ill: Composition Seminar (3)
32-3212 Composition IV (3)

Couroe Number, Title , and Credlto
32·2211 Composition 1: Basic Principals of Twentieth Century
Composition (3 )

32-3215 Counterpoint I (3)
32-3216 Counterpoint II (3)

32·2212 Composition II: Elements of Composition (3)
32-2250 Pop Arranging (3) or 32-3231 Jazz Composition

32·3252 Orchestration II (3)
32-2411 Fundamentals of Conducting (2)

and Orchestration (3)

32·2251 Orchestration 1(3)
32-3211 Composition Ill: Composition Seminar (3)

32·3791 Private Lessons: Advanced Composition (2)
32·2911 Introduction to Midi (3)

32·2411 Fundamentals of Conducting (2)

Complete 5 credit hours of music electives.
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INSTRUMENTAL PERFORMANCE CONCENTRATION
(19)

VOCAL JAZZ CONCENTRATION (17)
Course Number, Title, and Credits

Course Number, Title , and Credits

32-2511 Techniques in Singing I (2)
32-2512 Techniques in Singing II {2 )
32-2520 Solo Singing {2)
32·2522 Styles for the Contemporary Singer {2)
32·2800 Vocal Jazz (1/ l l

32-2250 Pop Arranging (3)
Complete 10 credit hours of instrumental lessons.
Complete 3 credit hours of ensemble courses.
VOCAL PERFORMANCE CONCENTRATION (19)

Complete 8 credit hours of vocal lessons.

Course Number, Title, and Credits

32-2511 Techniques in Sing)ng I (2)
32-2512 Techniques in Singing II {2)
Complete 10 credit hours of vocal lessons.
Jazz Studies majors must complete 40 credit hours of core
courses.
Course Number, Title, and Credits

32-1000 Recital Attendance, 8 semesters {0)
32-1110 Sightsinging. Musicianship. and Ear Training
32·1120 Theory. Harmony. and Analysis I (21
32-2111 Sightsinging. Musicianship. and Ear Training
32-2112 Sightsinging. Musicianship, and Ear Training
32·2113 Sightsinging. Musicianship. and Ear Training
32·2121 Theory. Harmony. and Analysis II {3)
32-2122 Theory, Harmony. and Analysis Ill {3)
32-2131 Keyboard I {2)
32·3121 Theory. Harmony. and Analysis IV {3)
3 2·2311 Jazz Keyboard {2 )
32-3381 Techniques for Improvisation I {2)
32-3382 Techniques for Improvisation II {3)
32·160 1 El(ploring the Art of Music {3)
32·1631 The Jazz Tradition {31
32·2611 Music History and Analysis I {3)
32-2612 Music History and Analysis II {3)
32·3998 Independent Project: Music (2)

I (2)
II {2)
Ill {21
IV {2)

Majors in Jazz Studies must select one of two
concentrations.

INSTRUMENTAL JAZZ CONCENTRATION {19)
Course Number, Title, and Credits
Complete 12 credit hours of instrumental lessons.
Complete 7 hours of Jazz Ensemble courses
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MUSIC

3€ Recital Attendance

3€ Slghtslnglng,

Mu sicianship, and Ear Training II
Second in sequence, course focuses on melodic aspects
of reading music, including tonality, motive, phrase,
melodic shape, singing while playing the piano, duets , and
harmonic and rhythmic characteristics of melody.
Extensive sightsinging and dictation of rhythmic exercises,
diatonic melodies in one and two parts, and diatonic
chord progressions are applied, and major. minor. and
modal scales are explored. as are more sophisticated
rhythmic values and time signatures. Students develop
skills in reading, performing, and hearing basic components of music.

This zercx:redit, pass/fail course requires that students
attend a minimum of five Music department recitals per
semester. Because an important element of musical train·
ing is learning to listen actively, the course provides
opportunities for students to hear a wide variety of music
played by different kinds of instruments and ensembles
and performed by professionals and fellow students.
Pass/fail is determined by attendance.
COURSE 132·1000
0 CREDITS

COURSE 132-2111

BASIC THEORY CURRICULUM

3€ Introduction to Music Theory

3 CREDITS

IAIIMUS901

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND

Course prepares students for study of theory and is
based on intense drill in note recognition, work with basic
rhythms, and preliminary development of aural skills, with
special attention to note replication. Students develop a
sense of self-discipline required for study of music, a
sense of relative pitch , a verbal musical literacy, and an
ability to listen actively.

EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
(80TH C OR BETTER)

3€ Slghtslngl ng ,

Mu sician ship, and Ear Training Ill
Third in sequence. the course continues development of
skills acquired in 32-2111 Sightsinging, Musicianship, and
Ear Training II , with extensive dictation and sightsinging of
melody, rhythm, and harmony in one, two, and three
parts. Non-diatonic melodies and chord progressions, as
well as compound meter and polymeters. are emphasized.

COURSE 132·1100
3 CREDITS

3€ Slghtslnglng,

Musicianship, and Ear Tra i n ing I
This is a fundamental course in reading and performing
music. ear training. and sightsinging. Basic concepts of
notation. rhythm. tonality, and harmony are applied to
reading and hearing music through performance and dictation of melodies, intervals, triads , major scales. natural,
harmonic, and melodic minor scales, chord progressions.
and seventh chords.

COURSE 132·2112
3 CREDITS

IAI#MUS902

PREREQUISITE: 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING II !C OR BETTER)

3€ Slghtslnglng,

Mu sic ian shi p , and Ear Training IV
Course continues development of skills acquired in 32·
2112 Sightsinging, Musicianship, and Ear Training Ill, and
consists of sequential training in reading, aural, and writ·
ten skills. Students sing and analyze multiple-part music
containing chromatics, seventh chords, and mixed meters;
sightsing melodies and rhythms employing simple,
compound, and mixed meters: sing melodies while playing
accompaniments that include chromatics. seventh chords.
and mixed meters; and notate harmonic dictation in four
parts. Students demonstrate an understanding of
harmonic, melodic, and rhythmic elements of Western
music.

COURSE 132·1110
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I,
CONCURRENTLY

3€ Theory,

Harmony, and Analysis I
Fundamental course in music literacy covers basic
concepts of notation, rhythm, tonality, and harmony,
emphasizing in-depth understanding of intervals, triads.
major and minor scales, duple and triple meters,
sightsinging, and dictation. Students learn written musical
theory for these topics and have the ability to replicate
them through dictation and performance.

COURSE 132·2113
3 CREDITS

IAIIMUS903

PREREQUISITE: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR

COURSE 132·1120

TRAINING Iff. 32·2132 KEYBOARD If (BOTH COR BETTER)

2 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING f. CONCURRENTLY
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MUSIC
~ Keyboard II

3€ Theory,

Harmony, and Analysis II
A continuation of the Theory, Harmony, and Analysis
sequence. this class introduces students to harmonic
practice and aesthetics of tonal music, examined following
a standard system of analysis, and prepares students for
further study in the sequence. Students employ know!·
edge and skills acquired in class to work in four voices,
demonstrating a thorough understanding of voice-leading
principles, and write one analytical paper.

Continuing the work begun in 32·2131 Keyboard I, this
course begins to apply some sightreading of simple twopart pieces for the piano. Emphasis is on strength and
positioning; coordination of the hands is more highly
developed and stressed . Students harmonize melodies
using broken chords and hand position changes, perform
piano music using inversions and arpeggiated figures. and
perform a short ensemble piece and longer solo piece
from a piano score.

COURSE U2-2121

COURSE 132-2132

3 CREDITS
IAIIMUS901
PREREQUISITE: 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. ANO ANALYSIS I (C
OR BETTER), 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING II, CONCURRENTLY

2 CREDITS
IAIIMUS902
PREREQUISITE: 32·2131 KEYBOARD I (COR BETTER)

~ Keyboard Harmony I

3€ Theory,

Harmony, and Analysis Ill
A continuation of the Theory, Harmony, and Analysis
sequence. the course emphasizes study of relationships
among harmony. melody, and form, and provides a foundation for more advanced learning in composition and
counterpoint. Students write chord progressions using
diatonic and non-diatonic chords. including all types of
seventh chords. secondary chords, and modulatory
progressions. Following a standard system, students learn
advanced techniques of harmonic and reductive analysis.

Students apply harmony and general theory to piano
keyboard. Using a four-note texture with sound voice lead·
ing. students read and play at sight chord progressions
employing primary and secondary chords and the domi·
nant seventh chord in major and minor keys of up to three
sharps or flats. Harmonization of a simple melody is
played using the right hand for melody and the left hand
for chordal accompaniment.
COURSE 132·2133
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·2132 KEYBOARD II OR 32·2311 JAZZ
KEYBOARD (BOTH C OR BETTER)

COURSE 132·2122
3 CREDITS

Prerequisites: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING , MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING Ill. CONCURRENTLY: 32·21 21 THEORY, HARMONY
AND ANALYSIS II. 32·2131 KEYBOARD I (80TH COR BETTER)

Theory, Harmony, and Analysis IV
A continuation of the Theory. Harmony, and Analysis
sequence. the class investigates harmonic practice and
aesthetics of tonal music from the late nineteenth century
and examines them following a standard system of analysis. By exploring germinal elements, the course prepares
students for study of twentieth-century harmony. Students
employ knowledge and skills acquired in class to write two
analytical papers.

~Keyboard I
Students are instructed in playing the piano and becoming
acquainted with the grand staff and note values. Students
play major scales using both hands in any key; play pent&
chOrds and cadential sequences in maj or and minor keys
of up to three sharps or flats; analyze, play, and trans·
pose short melodies in major and minor keys in either
hand; harmonize longer melodies in major and minor keys;
and perform a short piece from a piano score using both
hands.

COURSE 132·3121
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·2122 THEORY. HARMONY AND ANALYSIS Ill

COURSE 132·2131
2 CREDITS

Analytical Studies
Designed as an advanced seminar. course focuses on the
identification and study of form in music through the
analysis of various pieces and excerpts of nineteenth and
twentieth-centur y works . This course takes a historical·
analytical approach to the various styles of music from
the last two centuries to teach students how to write
analytical music papers.

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I. 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH COR BETTER)

COURSE 132·3122
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 32·2113 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING IV. 32·3121 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS IV. 32·
2132 KEYBOARD II OR 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD. 32·3133
KEYBOARD HARMONY II. 32·2211 COMPOSITION I, 32·2612
MUSIC HISTORY AND ANALYSIS II (ALL COR BETTER)
WWW . CO LUM . EDU
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Sontwrltlnt
Workshop examines the craft of popular songwnt1ng from
an historical perspect1ve with a practical viewpomt. Course
is designed for composers and lyricists who are already
writing and wish to broaden their understanding or the
craft . Collaborations between composers and lyricists are
encouraged.

Keyboard Harmony II
Course is a continuation of 32-2133 KeybOard Harmony 1.
extending material to all seventh chords in all keys.
Students read and play at sight chord progressions
employing primary and secondary chords. non-dominant
seventh chords, diatonic ninth chords. and extended and
altered chords in major and minor keys of up to three
sharps or flats. Students must also play a harmonization
of a standard tune in contemporary style using extended
and altered chords.

COURSE 132·2221
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2Jl1 S/GHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND

COURSE 132-3133
2 CREDITS

EAR TRAINING II. 32·2121 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS II
(BOTH COR BETTER} OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

PREREQU/5/TfS: 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING II. 32·2121 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS 11.
32-2133 KEYBOARD HARMONY I (ALL C OR BETTER}

Pop Arrantlnt
Course examines techniques of orchestration for smaller
POP ensembles. including amplified instruments and
synthesizers. Compositional skills are developed through
layering of sound, and enrichment and transformation of
basic pop chord progressions. Students construct
arrangements for four to eight brass and wind instruments
combined with rhythm instruments (piano. drums. guitar.
bass) and background vocals in various pop styles. such
as hard rock. contemporary, R&B. new wave. hi~>hop. and
blues.

CO M POSITION

X Compoaltlon 1: Baalc Prlnclplea of TwentiethCentury Compoaltlon
Course teaches students to write motives, phrases.
sentences. and periods to build simple forms. The culmi·
nating assignment is composition of a piece for a wind
instrument and one or two string instruments. to be
performed by professional instrumentalists at a public
recital.

COU RSE 132·2250
3 CREDITS

COURSE 132·2211
3 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32-1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH C OR BETTER)

PREREQUISITES: 32-21JJ SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING II, 32-2121 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS II.
32·2131 KEYBOARD I (ALL COR BETTER/

X

X Compoaltlon II: Elements of Compoaltlon
A continuation of 32·2211 Composition 1. course emphasizes study of larger forms, chromatic harmony, and
Instrumentation. Students compose one piece for violin or
violoncello and piano, and a series of sheri pieces for
piano only. Major assignment receives public performance
at semester end.
COU RSE 132·2212
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2111 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING II, 32-2121 THEORY. HARMONY AND ANALYSIS II.
32·2131 KEYBOARD I, 32-2211 COMPOSITION 1: BASIC
PRINCIPLES OF TWENTIETH-CENTURY COMPOSITION (ALL C OR
BETTER/

Orcheatratlon I
This basic course focuses on the study of orchestral
instruments and arranging for smaller ensembles . Th1s
class is a study of Instruments and the techniques of
orchestration in the classical period with an emphasis
on music scored for smaller ensembles. It alternates
classroom meetings and practical sessions with
instrumentalists.
COU RSE 132·2251
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32-2ll3 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING IV, 32-3121 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS IV.
32·2132 KEYBOARD II OR 32-23JJ JAZZ KEYBOARD. 32-3133
KEYBOARD HARMONY II, 32-2212 COMPOSITION II (ALL COR
BEnERJ
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~ Composition Ill: Composition Seminar

~ Jazz Composition and Orchestration

Course examines larger forms and chromatic harmony,
adding study of extended tonality, orchestration, and
atonal and serial techniques. Utilizing class techniques,
students compose shorter pieces for piano and a cham·
ber orchestra piece for performance by a professional
ensemble.

Course covers composition and orchestration and places
special emphasis on music of Duke Ellington. Topics
include chord progressions, melody construction, miniature forms , use of the chief jazz wind instruments (trum·
pet, trombone, and saxophone), and score layout.
Students learn to prepare parts, reduce and expand
orchestral pieces, and avoid compositional short-winded·
ness characteristic of much jazz composition.

COURSE 1132·3211
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING Iff, 32·2122 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS Iff,
32·2212 COMPOSITION If: ELEMENTS OF COMPOSITION, 32·2132
KEYBOARD II (ALL COR BffiER); OR 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING,

COURSE 1132·3231
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING Iff, 32·2122 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS Iff,
32·2133 KEYBOARD HARMONY I, 32·2211 COMPOSITION 1:
BASIC PRINCIPALS OF TWENTIETH CENTURY COMPOSITION (ALL C
OR BETTER)

MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR TRAINING Iff, 32·2122 THEORY,
HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS Iff, 32·2212 COMPOSITION If:
ELEMENTS OF COMPOSITION. 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD (ALL C
OR BETTER)

Composing for Films
Taught by a top professional in Chicago, course features
all procedures of composing for film. Topics covered
include click tracks , sweetening, cue sheets, choice of
instruments, recording to clock, when to use music, and
how to further the story through music.

Composition IV
The fourth level in the composition sequence, this
advanced course teaches students to use in their works
and understand in music literature the compositional tech·
niques of the twentieth-century. Students apply their
knowledge in the composition of a larger work for cham·
ber orchestra as well as shorter pieces for piano.

COURSE 1132·3241
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1132·3212

PREREQUISITE: 32·3211 COMPOSITION Iff: COMPOSITION
SEMINAR (C OR BETTER) OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 32·3211 COMPOSITION Iff. 32·2251 ORCHESTRA·
TION I (BOTH C OR BETTER)

Orchestration II
Course examines all instruments of the orchestra with
respect to range, capability, and characteristics of timbre.
Instruments are examined as members of instrumental
families and as components of the full orchestra.
Coursework includes extensive reduction of full scores to
two-staff form and vice-versa.

~ Counterpoint I
Course chiefly teaches students eighteenth-century coun·
terpoint in the style of J.S. Bach , from single·line and two·
part invention to the beginning of fugal writing.
COURSE 1132·3215
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1132·3252
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING Iff, 32·2122 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS Iff,
32·3133 KEYBOARD HARMONY II (ALL C OR BETTER)

PREREQUISITE; 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING Iff, 32·2122 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS Iff, 32·
2211 COMPOSITION I, 32·2251 ORCHESTRATION I (ALL COR
BETTER)

Counterpoint II
Course chiefly teaches students eighteenth-century counterpoint in the style of J.S. Bach, from single-line and twopart invention to the beginning of fugal style.

INSTRUMENTA L PERFORMANCE

3 CREDITS

Guitar Techniques I
Course provides class instruction for jazz guitar. Students
will learn linear techniques, sightread on their instru·
ments, and begin study of jazz harmony.

PREREQUISITE: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING AND MUSICIANSHIP Iff,

COURSE 1132·1321

32·2122 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS Iff, 32·3133
KEYBOARD HARMONY II, 32·3215 COUNTERPOINT I (ALL C OR
BETTER)

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I,
AND 32·2B2S JAZZ GUITAR ENSEMBLE, CONCURRENTLY ·

COURSE 1132·3216
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Gulter Technique• II

X

A continuation of 32-1321 Guitar Technoques I. the course
extends study of harmonic and siglltrelldong skolls on the
fretbo81d, and completes training in mechanical skills
necessary fa< professionaHevel perfe<mance .
COUIIU 132·1322
2 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISIT£: 32·1321 GUITAR T£CHNIQUES I

M USIC DIRECTION/PEDAG OGY

Fundementele of Conductlnl
Course focuses on physocal technoque of conducte<: beat
patterns, preparatO<y beats. cutoffs. and eestures fO<
dynamics, tempo, and character. Students conduct one
another in a vatie<l repertoire of vocal. choral . and instrumental music. Througll ear training exercoses, students
also drill the abolity to accurately hear several musocal
lines simultaneously. Students learn rehearsal technoques.
how to study and memorize a score. and how to O<&anoze
and plan perfe<mances fa< a music ensemble.
COUIIII 132·2411
2 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISITfS: 32·2 U 1 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AIID
EAR 71WNING II, 32·2121 THEORY, HARitiONY. AIID ANALYSIS II

X Jeu Keyboerd
Continuation of 32·2131 Keyboard I. course covetS
se-venth and ninth chords plus extended and altered vati~
tions related to the j azz idiom. Students further develop
aural skills and learn j azz keyboard voicing and composing
while performing jazz standards.
COUIIII 132·2311
2 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISIT£S: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AIID
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AIID ANALYSIS I,
32·2131 KEYBOARD I (AU COR BETTER}

(BOTH C OR BETT£RJ

X

VOCAL PERFOR M ANCE

Technlqu .. In Sln11n1 I
Beginning vocal students are taugllt correct breathong
technique, projection, and the necessary skills for artlcu·
lation of song. Instruction acquaints students with both
physical and mental aspects of sinclng. Students apply
their new technique to appropriate vocal repertoire.
COUIIII 132·2111
3 CIIIDITI
PREREQUIS/1£5: 32·1 110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AIID
EAR 71WNING I. 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I

X Technlqu.. for lmprovl ..tlon I
Course is based on the premise that improvisation and
composition are one. Course covers extensive identifoc~
Uon and perfe<mance of scales, chords. and important
j azz solos. Students learn to improvise by developing
compositional skills and applying techniques used in
historically significant jazz solos.
COUIIII U2·3311
3 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISITES: 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIAIISHIP, AIID
EAR TRAINING II (COR BETTER/, 32·2121 THEORY, HARMONY
AIID ANALYSIS 1/(C OR BETTER/. 32·1631 THE JAZZ TRADITION.
AIID 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD OR 32·2133 KEYBOARD

(BOTH C OR BETTER/

X

Technique• In Sln11n1 II
Course continues and expands skills learned in 32·2511
Techniques in Sin&ing I. Students identify vocal strengths
and weaknesses, set &oafs, apply proper vocal technique,
and increase repertory.
COUIIU 132·2112
3 CIIEDITI
PREREQUISITES: 32·2111 SIGHTS/NGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAJNING II, 32·251 1 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I (BOTH C OR

HARMONY /

X Technlqu. . for lmprovl..tlon II

BETTER}

Course examines improvisational theory. including blues
fe<m. chord substitution. and j azz applications of atonality.
Master improvisations are analyzed and ttansctibe<l. and
improvisation as selt~omposit i on is nurtured througll the
study of melodic motif and rhythmic development or
recomposition.
COUIIIE 132·3382
3 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISIT£: 32·3381 TfCHNIQUES FOR IMPROVISAnQN I (C

X

Solo Slnllnl
Course os intended for students who wish to learn the
fundamentals of solo style and presentation technoques.
Students learn througll textual and musocal analyses how
to prepare a son& fa< perfe<mance. reduu stace fngllt.
and use a mocrophone.
COUIIII 132·2120
2 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISIT£• 32·25 1 J TfCHNIQUES IN SINGING IIC OR

OR BETTER/

BETTER/
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X

Nine Centurlee of Women Compoaere •nd
Performere, Bln&en to Anderaon

Stylee for the Contempor•ry Sln&er
Course IS des1gned for students Interested in analysis and
practoc,e of 1mprov1sational techniques as they apply to
contemporary popular music. Elements involved In nonclaSSICal sty1es are presented through discography and
exercises. Genres studied include. but are not limited to.
blues. gospel, R&B. jau. rock. country-western. Llltin. and
urban pop. Students identify and apply common elements
of contemporary singing sty1es.

Course traces the history of women in mus1c through the
study of genre: art song. choral music. opera. Instrumental and vocal chamber music. orchestral music. electroniC
music. and jau. Course emphasizes the study of
composers such as Hildegard of Bingen and Barbara
Stroui; important performers such as Laurie Anderson.
Ella Fitzgerald . and Madonna are also discussed .
COURSE 132·1812

COURSE U2·21122
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2121 THEORY. HARMONY ANO ANALYSIS II.

3 CREDITS

32·2512 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING II. AND 32·2701 OR 32·2705
OR 32·2 703 OR 32·2707 VOICE LESSONS OR 32·2520 SOLO
SINGING (ALL C OR BITTER)

X

Popul•r Contempor•ry Muelc: A Cultur•l
Uph .. vel
Course examines the history of contemporary music since
1950. particularly rock and roll. and the social values that
contributed to its Stylistic development. Exploration of the
trends in popular music focuses on movements that
reflect important political and cultural currents In the
United States and across the globe.

Technique• In Slnelne 111
Course further develops skills learned In 32·2512
Techniques in Singing II. Student continues to identify
vocal stre11gths and weaknesses. set goals. and implement effective performance techniques.

COURSE 132·1820
3 CREDITS
HA

COURSE 132·3111
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2112 SIGHTSINGING AND MUSICIANSHIP 11.
32·2512 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING II

X

Introduction to Bl•ck Mualc
Course offers a general survey of black music with major
emphasis on significant music forms. sty1es. and historical and sociological environments in the United States.
Required student participation is integrated with lectures
that are supplemented by films. demonstrations. live
concerts. visiting arti sts. and listening assignments.

HI STORY / WORKSHOP

Explorln& the Art of Muelc
Required introductory course teaches basic material of
music with little or no reference to written music. Included
are ear training. rhythms. games. words and music , form.
ensemble procedures. sound. singing. and improvisation.
Substantial written work is required .

COURSE 132·1821
3 CREDITS
HA

COURSE U2· 1801
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Bleck Popul•r Muelc: R•ce Record• to VIdeo•

Course surveys the entire history of Western music with
COPIOUS references to the other arts. as well as to histori·
cal events and cultural environments that shaped its
development.

Course offers a general survey of black popular music
with major emphaSIS on significant music forms. styles.
popular dances. and historical and sociological environments In the United States. Required student participation Is integrated with lectures that are supplemented by
films. demonstrations. live concerts. visiting artists. and
listening assignments.

COURSE 132·1810
3 CREDITS
HA

COURSE 132·1822
3 CREDITS
HA

From Ch•nt to Z•pp•: Mualc throu&h the A&..

IAIUitOO

Folk Muelc: Splrltu•l• to Goapel
Course examines historical. cultural. and musical growth
of folk music traditions that evolved into modern gospel
music. Emphasis IS given to musical lyrics and folklore as
literature in the oral tradition. Required student partoCIP&tion is Integrated w1th lectures that are supplemented by
films. demonstrationS. hve concerts. vis1tong artists. and
listenong ass1gnments.
COURSE 132·1823
3 CREDITS
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- - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - r - - - - - - - - ------ ·Afro-Latin and Caribbean: U.S. Musical
Cro. .currents

Space, Time, and the Arts: a Multidisciplinary
Seminar

Course offers a general survey of black music of the
African Diaspora with major emphasis on signifocant
forms. styles. and historical and sociological environments in the Americas. Required student participation is
integrated with lectures that are supplemented by films.
demonstrations. live concerts. visiting artists. and listen·
ing assignments.

The objective of this seminar os to develop a common
language that can interface art and scoence. The scoence
of space and time will provode the window through whoch
we will analyze the arts. The course woll focus on a couple
of worl<s from each dosciplone (dance. musoc. and tolm)
that illustrate an extraordinary use by an artost of eother
space or time. Through studying the artworl<. students woll
gain an appreciation not only of the omagonatove and
compositional expression of space or tome on each art
form. but also a sense of the connectoons between the
art disciplines.

COURSE U2·1124
3 CREDITS

X The Jazz Tradition

COURSE 132·3805
3 CREDITS
SC
CROSS·LISTED WITH DANCE 33·3110, FILM AND VIDEO
24-31181, AND SCIENCE AND MATH S8·3810.

Course utilizes lecture and demonstration to explore j au
in all its forms. including its musical and social
antecedents. Class covers ragtime. New Orleans jau.
swing, bebop, cool jau. and avant.garde jau. with special
emphasis on Bird. Gillespie. Coltrane. Ellington. and Jelly
Roll Morton.

PREREQUISITE: 32·2612 MUSIC HISTORY AND ANALYSIS II

X

COURSE 132·1831
3 CREDITS

X

Jazz Styles and Analysis
Course covers theoretical skill and analytocal technoques
related to jau styles from traditional 1azz to the present.
Instruction examines each period and movement. woth
emphasis on major composers and artists.

Music History and Analysis I

COURSE 132·3830
3 CREDITS

Designed to help students place music in a cultural.
historical perspective and develop an understanding of
musical styles. this course focuses on study of scores
from each period, beginning with the Greeks and ending
with the Baroque era. Students learn to identity technical
and formal features of each period's music.

PREREQUISITE: 32·3382 TECHNIQUES FOR IMPROVISATION II

X

The Life and Music of Duke Ellln&ton I
Course deals with development and wor1< of Duke
Ellington from its earliest beginnings until the tome of hos
death in 197 4. Chief emphasis is on smaller master·
pieces. such as 'Ko-Ko.' ·warm Valley.' and ·Jack the
Bear. · Instruction includes an introductoon to larger works .
beginning with Concerts of Sacred Musoc.

COURSE U2·2811
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING II, 32·2 121 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS II.
32·2131 KEYBOARD I (ALL COR BffiER)

COURSE 132·3831
3 CREDITS

X Music History and Analysis II

WI

PREREQUISITES: 32·2 133 KEYBOARD HARMONY I. 32·2251

Course covers music from the classical period to the
twentieth century, from Classical and Romantic vocal.
instrumental. and symphonic forms to recent develop.
ments in twentieth~entury Europe. Emphasis is on the
study of sonata forms. extended tonality. and serialism.

ORCHESTRATION. 32·3630 JAZZ STYLES AND ANALYSIS. 52·1152
ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

PRIVATE LESSONS
Private La..ons : Classical Voice

COURSE 132·2812
3 CREDITS

Voice lessons in classocal musoc are avaolable to Musoc
majors taking at least one other Musoc course concur
rently or to Musical Theater Performance maJors who have
met the prerequosote . Students are offered 15 lessons or
the equivalent. Provate lessons may be taken as many as
seven times per concentratoon.

PREREQUISITES: 32·2611 M USIC HISTORY AND ANALYSIS I AND
32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD OR 32·2132 KEYBOARD II (ALL COR
BETTER)

COURSE 132·2701
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING M USICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I. 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I.
32·2511 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING / t ALL C OR BETTERt. 32 1000
RECITAL ATTENDANCE. CONCURRENTLY
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MUSIC
,.rtweto &..o-•: Jau , . _

..rtweto &..IMIII : ..op/ltecll Voice
Vooce ~sons •n populat oams ate IMiilable

Music,...,.. ......

Jazz ll'8nO ~-.....,..to
32-2813 Jazz l<oaytloatd Enserttie ~- T~
81111Hable lot 15 lesionS 01 the OQUN8IOnt. Pl1v.a8

to Musoc

m.,.s takio& II( least one Olhet music OOUfM ccnc:urrently 0t to Musocal Thelllef Pertonnance mlforS who haW
met the prerequisite. Students offered 15 lesionS Ot
the equrvalent Pnvate lessons may be .-en es many liS
_ , ti..- per conoentrlltion.
coun1 n2-270J
2 CRIOITI
PR£R£QUISIT£S: 32·JUO SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND

lesionS may be ....,., c:onc:entrlltion.
COURH 112·2111
2 CR11MTI

meny -

-

tlmn pot

PR£RfQUISIT£S: 32·2J32I<£YII(WIO H OR 32-23JJ JAZZ
I<£YII(W10 (80TH C OR BCTTER/. 32·1 000 R£CtTAI. AT1'£1110oWCf
AND 32-2813 JAZZ I<£YII(W10 ENSEWIU. COI\1CIJfllllfMY

EAR TJWNING I. 32-J 120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I.
32-25U TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I (ALL C OR BCTTER}. 32·1000
RECITAL ATTENDANCE. CONCURRENTlY

Prlweto Lo110111: Fln,Or·ltJIO 811d Clooelcol
Qultor

..-lable

lessons In flrce<·style and classical ~~~~ to
Music majors or those tllkl~ Ill least one Olhet music
course concurrently. Teach8fs - 8\'IMIIIble lot 15 lesionS
or the equivalent. Prlvllte lessons may be .-en • meny
as _ , times per concentration.
COURII 112·2121
2 CRIOITI

..rlweto L0110111: Jeu, Bluoe, encl Qoe,.l Voice
'.tlice lessons in jazz. blues. and Gospel ate eveilllble to
music majors who ate tald~ at leest one other music
course concurrently or to Musical Theater Performance
majors who heve met the prerequisite. Students are
offered 15 lessons or the equivalent. Private lessons may
be taken as many as 58\'en times per concentration.
COURII eJ2-2101
2 CRIDITI

PRER£QUISIT£S: 32-1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TJWNING I. 32·U20 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(80TH COR BCTTERJ. AND 32-1000 R£CITAL ATTfNOA.NCE.
CONCURRENTLY

PREREQUISITES: 32·1UO SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TJWNING I. 32-U20 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I,
32-2SU TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I tALL COR B£TT£RJ, 32-1000
RECITAL ATTENDANCE. CONCURRENTlY

X Prlwoto Lo11on1: Fuelon Roell Qultor
Lessons In fusion rock guitar are evallllble to Mueic
majors or those takl~ 111 least one other MusiC coun~e
concurrently. Teachers are evailllble for 15 lessone or the
equivalent Private lessons may be taken as many as
58\'en times per concentrlltlon.
COURII 112·2121
2 CRIDITI

Prlweto Lo11ona: Mualcel Tlloetor Voice
'.tlice lessons In stace repertoire are evailable to Music
majors taking at least one other Music course concurrently or to Musical Theater Performance majors who heve
met the prerequisite. Students are offered 15 lessons or
the equivalent Private lessons may be taken as many as
58\'en times per concentration.
COURII 112-2707
2 CRIDITI

PREREQUISIT£S: 32-JJ1D SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TJWNING I, 32-U20 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH COR BETTfRJ. AND 32·1000 RECITAL ATT£NDANCE.
CONCURRENTLY

PREREQUISITES: 32-U10 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR 11WNING I. 32-U20 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I.
32-2SU TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I (ALL C OR BCTTER}. 32-1000
RECITAL ATTfNDANCE. CONCURRENTLY

X

Prlwoto Lo11one: Jou Qultor
lessons in jazz guitar are eveilllble to Music mlljots or
those taking at least one other Music COUtM ccnc:urrently.
Teachers are evailable for 15 lessons or the equlvelent.
u..- per
Prlvllte lessons may be taken as many aa concentrlltion.
COURII 112-2121
2 CRIDITI

Prlweto Loeeone: Pleno
Piano lessons ~~re evallllble to Music majors who are
registeted concurrently for 32-2810 ~d Ensemble.
Teachers are eveilllble for 15 lessons or the equivalent
Private lessons may be taken as many as _ , times per
concentration.
COURII 112·2111
2 CRIDITI

PREREQUISITES: 32-1UO SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I. 32-U20 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
/BOTH COR BETTER/. AND 32-JOOO R£CITAI. ATTfNOANCE.
CONCURRENTLY

PR£R£QUISIT£S: 32-2J32I<£YII(WIO II IC OR BCTTER}. 32-1000
R£CITAL ATTENONYCE AND 32·2810 I<£YII(W10 ENSEM&£.

CONCURRENT!. Y
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MUSIC
Private Lessons: Bas s and Bass Guitar
Lessons on the bass and bass guitar are available to
Music majors or those taking at least one other music
course concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons
or the equivalent. Private lessons may be taken as many
as seven times per concentration.

Private Lessons : Strings
Lessons in stringed instruments are available to Music
majors or those taking at least one other Music course
concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the
equivalent. Private lessons may be taken as many as
seven times per concentration.

COURSE 1132·2727

COURSE 1132·2761

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH COR BffiER), AND 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE.
CONCURRENTLY

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH COR BETTER), AND 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE,
CONCURRENTLY

Private Lessons: Percu ssion and Drums
Percussion lessons are available to Music majors or those
taking at least one other Music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times per
concentration.

Pri vate Lessons: Conducting
Conducting lessons are available to Music majors or
those taking at least one other Music course concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times per
concentration.

COURSE 132·2731
2 CREDITS

COURSE 132-2781
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH COR BETTER), AND 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE.
CONCURRENTLY

PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH COR BETTER), 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE AND 32·
2830 PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE. CONCURRENTLY

:}€

Private Lessons: Trump et and Trombone
Trumpet and trombone lessons are available to Music
majors taking 32-2844 Brass Ensemble concurrently.
Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the equivalent.
Private lessons may be taken as many as seven times per
concentration.

Private Lessons : Composition
Advanced composition lessons are available to Music
majors or those taking at least one other Music course
concurrently. Teachers are available for 15 lessons or the
equivalent. These lessons may be taken as many as four
times.

COURSE 1132·2741

COURSE 132·2791

2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND

2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 32-3211 COMPOS/TION Ill: COMPOS/TION
SEMINAR (C OR BETTER), AND 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE.
CONCURRENTLY

EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH COR BffiER), 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE AND 32·
2844 BRASS ENSEMBLE. CONCURRENTLY

Pr ivate Lessons: Advanced Composition
This is a private studio course in which students receive
critiques and assistance on their composition projects.
This class provides students with the guidelines and
advice for students to compose a larger work. The goals
of this course are to investigate and experiment with a
wide range of compositional techniques and to consoli·
date new compositional techniques in one's personal
vocabulary.

Private Lesson s: Saxophone, Flute, and Clarinet
Saxophone, flute, and clarinet lessons are available to
Music majors taking 32·2855 Woodwind Ensemble concurrently. Teachers are avail able for 15 lessons or the equivalent. Private lessons may be taken as many as seven
times per concentration.
COURSE 132·2751
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH COR BffiER), 32·1000 RECITAL ATTENDANCE AND 32·
2855 WOODWIND ENSEMBLE. CONCURRENTLY

COURSE 132-3791
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2113 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING IV. 32·3121 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS IV.
32·2132 KEYBOARD II OR 32·2311 JAZZ KEYBOARD. 32·3133
KEYBOARD HARMONY II, 32·3212 COMPOSITION IV (ALL C OR
BETTER)
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MUSIC
ENSEMBLES
Columbia College Choru s
Students rehearse, discuss, and perform ensemble litera·
ture from the Middle Ages to the present, Investigating
various types and sty1es of music. Students explore
proper vocal technique in every class while learning to
hear ensemble attributes such as blend, balance, intonation, and pleasant vocal tone. Students develop an under·
standing of select choral genres, develop critical listening,
and produce high quality performances.

3:€ Keyboard

En semble
Advanced course which, in combination with private
lessons, aims to improve keyboard skills, including sight·
reading, ensemble playing, and solo performance. In addi·
tion, students study ensemble literature and historical and
contemporary approaches to the keyboard repertoire and
technique. The course is a performance/learning opportunity for ali students taking private piano lessons and satisfies ensemble requirements for students concentrating in
piano instrumental performance.

COURSE .32·1800
2 CREDITS

COURSE U2·2810
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·2132 KEYBOARD II (C OR BETTER) OR BY
AUDITION AND 32·2711 PRIVATE LESSONS: PIANO, CONCUR·

The Groove Band
Performance class centers on popular music, particularly
the various grooves of rock and roll, and culminates in a
concert performance.

RENTLY

Jazz Keyboard Ensemble
In combination with private j azz plano lessons, the course
aims to improve keyboard skills, Including slghtreading,
ensemble playing, and solo performance. Students study
j azz literature and historical and contemporary approaches
to keyboard repertoire and technique In a group setting.

COURSE U2-1880
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 32·1100 INTRODUCTION TO MUSIC THEORY (C
OR BETTER) OR BY AUDITION OR INVITATION

COURSE U2· 2813
0 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·2715 PRIVATE LESSONS: JAZZ PIANO,
CONCURRENTLY

3:€ Vocal Jazz
Course offers participation In performance-oriented vocal
jazz ensemble. Much memorization is required along with
study of Improvisation through use of jazz scales, blues
scales, and modes. Final concert performance.
COURSE U2·2800
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·211.1 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAJNING II, 32·251.1 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I (BOTH C OR
BETTER) OR BY AUDITION

Slghtreadlng for Instrumentali sts
Course is designed to develop the ability to read music at
sight. Ali instrumentalists except percussion (pitched or
non-pitched) or keyboard players are accepted.
COURSE U2· 2821
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING II (C OR BETTER)

3:€ Vocal

Performance Ensemble
Advanced vocal students rehearse, analyze, and perform
ensemble literature from the Middle Ages to the present.
Course emphasizes ensemble attributes of blend,
balance. intonation. and pleasant vocal tone. Where
appropriate, staging and movement become integral
components. Students improve their vocal technique
t hrough pedagogy, better their understanding of perform·
ance practices, develop critical listening, and produce high
quality performances.

Fretboard Harmony
Class teaches guitarists working knowledge of chords,
intervals, and standard chord progressions . Students
learn how chords look and sound and how they relate to
one another. Topics include chord constitution, t he trans·
fer process. modern extended chords, chord substitu·
tions, chromatic alternation, chord symbols and symbol
duplication, and polytonalityjcomposite harmonic struc·
tures.

COURSE U2· 2803
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING 1/, 32·2511 TECHNIQUES IN SINGING I (BOTH C OR

COURSE U2·2822
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2121 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS 1/,
32·2B21 SIGHTREADING FOR INSTRUMENTALISTS (BOTH C OR
BETTER)

BETTER)
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MUSIC
Classical Guitar Ensemble
Course provides performing group experience for classical
guitar. Groups prepare classical compositions by Bach,
Scarlatti, Albeniz, and others. Note reading and classical
technique are applied. Class may be taken three times for
credit.

Woodwind Ensemble
In combination with private woodwind lessons, this course
aims to improve musicianship skills, including sightread·
ing, ensemble playing, and solo performance. St udents
study ensemble literature and historical and contemporary
approaches to woodwind repertoire and technique.

COURSE .32·2823
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 32·2822 FRETBOARD HARMONY (C OR BETTER)

COURSE '132-2855
0 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·2751 PRIVATE LESSONS: SAXOPHONE, FLUTE,

OR BY AUDITION OR INVITATION

AND CLARINET

Jazz Guitar Ensemble
For Intermediate and advanced guitarists, course emphasizes ensemble playing for the electric jazz guitar. Through
rehearsal of appropriate multiple-part arrangements and
through the practice of comping and improvisation, t he
group prepares a series of performances. Students
increase repertoire and develop musicianship skills.

New Music Ensemble
Ensemble class rehearses and performs contemporary
concer t music, both traditional and non-traditional, written
for distinctive instrumental combinations. Students
develop musicianship and performance skills and expand
their repertoire.

COURSE '132-2825

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I,
AND THREE SEMESTERS OF PRIVATE LESSONS OR BY AUDITION

COURSE "32-2863

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·.1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I,
32·2725 PRIVATE LESSONS: JAZZ GUITAR (TWO SEMESTERS) AND

OR INVITATION

PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

3€ Jazz Combo
Percussion Ensemble
Per formance ensemble is made up entirely of percussion
instruments of both definite and indefinite pitch. Course
develops sightreading ability and ensemble skills and may
be repeated three t imes for credit.

Course consists of a performing group experience for
instrumentalists and singers in which high professional
standards of small group per formance are explained and
achieved. Performances include music written especially
for the group and music from the literature, including
works by Louis Armstrong, John Kirby, Duke Ellington, Art
Blakey, Benny Goodman, Dave Brubeck, Jimmy Giuffre,
Chick Corea, and Gerry Mulligan.

COURSE "32-2830
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY, HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH C OR BETTER), AND 32·273:1. PRIVATE LESSONS:
PERCUSSION AND DRUMS, CONCURRENTLY

COURSE .32-2880
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING, MUSICIANSHIP, AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·.1120 THEORY, HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(80TH C OR BETTER), ONE YEAR OF INSTRUM ENTAL INSTRUC·
TION

Brass Ensemble
In combination with private brass lessons, this course
aims to improve musicianship skills, including sightreading, ensemble playing, and solo performance. Students
study ensemble literature and historical and contemporar y
approaches to brass repertoire and technique.

3€ Columbia College Chicago Jazz

Ensemble
Course consists of a performing group experience in
which high professional standards of jazz orchestra
performance are explained and achieved. Group performs
music written especially for group performance and music
from the literature, ranging from Ellington to the present.
Students develop skills such as composition, interpretat ion, and improvisation. Course may be taken as many as
four times for credit.

COURSE '132-2844
0 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·2741 PRIVATE LESSONS: TRUM PET AND
TROM BONE, CONCURRENTLY

COURSE U2-2881
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSIINGING. M USICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY, AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH C OR BETTER), ONE YEAR OF INSTRUM ENTAL INSTRUCTION

1.2 3
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Advanced MIDI Sequencing
A continuation of 32·2911 Introduction to MIDI, course
integrates MIDI with other kinds of computer-assisted
music production. Instruction emphasizes music compos~
tion and. in addition to advanced MIDI concepts. teaches
sampling and audio sequencing principles. Students
combine acquired knowledge in four music projects using
ProTools sequencing software.

~ Performance Band and Cast
Performance class focuses on but is not limited to popu·
lar music of all types. Students and instructor arrange
matenal for performance. and the course concludes with
a staged. public per formance by the ensemble.
COURSE 132·2887
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I. 32·.tl20 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I
(BOTH C OR BETTER). BY AUDITION AND INVITATION ONLY

COU RSE 132·2912
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 32·2911 INTRODUCTION TO MIDI

CO M PUTER/SOUND. INTERNSHIPS, AND
IN DEPENDENT PROJECTS

Studio Production for Mu sic ians
Course teaches instrumentalists. singers. composers. and
arrangers procedures of assembling and recording music.
and features four full sessions in a recording studio.
Hands-on experience is emphasized for all participants.

Mu sic: Theory for Recordi n g Engineers
Course is for sound engineers who wish to have working
knowledge of music to function in a recording environment
with musicians. Students gain understanding of different
musical terms related to recording. learn to recognize
different musical idioms. visually and aurally distinguish
orchestral instruments. learn basic music theory. and
follow a lead sheet. jazz score or classical score.

COURSE 132·2920
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·1110 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND
EAR TRAINING I, 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND ANALYSIS I (C

COURSE 132·1900

DR BETTER). INSTRUMENTAL OR VOCAL COMPETENCE

3 CREDITS

Professional Music: Printing with Finale
Course Is intended for the following musicians: those who
wish to gain knowledge of computer music engraving to
print their own music. those who have knowledge to start
a music typesetting/engraving business or those who
work for a publishing company utilizing Finale software.
Course includes printing music with and without a MIDI
keyboard and transcribing music from other software
sequencers. Students work in a hands-on environment.
COURSE 132·2 910
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 32·2121 THEORY. HARMONY AND ANALYSIS II
(C OR BETTER). COMPUTER COMPETENCE OR PERMISSION OF

INSTRUCTOR

Internshi p: Mu sic
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
COURSE 132·3988
VARIABLE CREDIT

~ In dependent Proj ect : Mu sic
An independent project is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising faculty member and depart·
ment director. to study an area not at present available in
the curriculum. Prior to registration. the student must
submit a written proposal outlining the proj ect.
COURSE 132·3998
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT AND WRITTEN

Introducti on to MIDI
Course introduces students to the Musical Instrument
Digital Interface (MIDI) sequencing using computer soft·
ware and synthesizers. Instruction focuses on essential
concepts of computer-assisted music production and
teaches practical aspects of MIDI in a hands-on environment following current trends. Students learn to function
in a modern studio set-up.

PROPOSAL

COU RSE 132·2911
3 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-.UOO FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER

APPLICATIONS
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PH OTOGRAPHY
BOB THALL, CHAIRPERSON
Approac h
The Photography department has one of the largest and most
comprehensive programs in the nation. Our program is for
ambitious, motivated students and is as broad and as rigor·
ous as the competitive world they'll encounter after graduation. The instructional intent is to provide a balance between
technical competency and the aesthetic stimulation that
accompanies the understanding of photography as fine art.
Noted for its support of the entire range of serious photo·
graphic practices and techniques, the Photography program at
Columbia College Chicago is designed both for students ambi·
tious about careers in Photography, and for students in
related fields who will benefit from a rigorous experience in
the medium.

Internships
Courses are supplemented by a full program of lectures and
workshops by visiting artists, on- and off-campus student exhi·
bitions, a close collaboration with the resources and programs
of the Museum of Contemporary Photography, and an active
internship program. Internships and professional placement
through the department include assignments at the
Associated Press, Encyclopedia Britannica, Playboy magazine,
United Airlines, Getty Images. and the Chicago Sun-Times.

Curriculum
Classes are rooted in nineteenth-century photography history
and processes, and extend to encompass a broad array of
digital imaging courses at the cutting edge of contemporary
technology. Foundation courses acquaint students with the
visual grammar of photography-technique, theory, and criti·
cism-in both black·and·white and color, in darkroom and
critique settings. Advanced courses deal with experimental
processes, historical and critical analysis. aesthetics. digital
imaging technology, documentary, photojournalism, studio
photography, and professional practice. Students can earn a
BFA, a BA or minor in the discipline.
Facilities
Columbia's Photography department's facilities are the most
extensive and advanced in the Midwest . The Digital Imaging
Lab includes more than 100 workstations, highly sophisticated scanning equipment. and an assortment of large-format
printers. We also have two studios with an extensive array of
professional lighting equipment, as well as a Polaroid 20" x
24" camera, numerous 8" x 10" and 4 " x 5" cameras.
medium format and digital cameras, and other digital equip.
ment . Darkrooms have more than 150 enlarging stations,
which accommodate all popular film formats, both color and
black-and-white.
Work ing Facu lty
Our faculty, who are active professionals and artists, have
achieved remarkable success in a range of commercial and
artistic photography, having exhibited at such venues as the
Art Institute of Chicago, the Whitney Museum, and the
Museum of Modern Art. Many have also won numerous grants
and fellowships including the Pulitzer Prize and the
Guggenheim Fellowship. They bring their enthusiasm and
passion for photography and their knowledge as working
professionals to the classroom to help students bridge the
gap between college and the real world.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Major In Photography
Students must choose a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Photography
or a Bachelor of Arts in Photography.
Bachelor of Fine Arts In Photography
Students must complete 79 to 80 credit hours of courses and
must satisfy special requirements.
Course Title and Credits

23-1100 Foundations of Photography I (3)
23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3)
23-1120 Foundations of Photography II (3)

Special Requirements for BFA In Photography
Students must have a 2.5 grade point average in all
Photography courses at the 60 credit hour level to continue
the pursuit of the BFA. Transfer students must meet with a
faculty advisor before registrat ion to evaluate transcripts and
portfolios to determine placement of students in the appropriate courses. allowing students with demonstrated proficiencies to place out of specified courses and prerequisites.
Transfer BFA students must complete a minimum of 50 credit
hours in residence.
Bachelor of Arts In Photography
Students must complete 50 to 52 credit hours of courses.

23-1121 Darkroom Workshop II (3)
23-2120 View Camera I (4)
23-2201 Digital Imaging I (3)
23-3202 Digital Imaging II (3)

Course Title and Credits

23-1100 Foundations of Photography I (3)

23-2300 Studio I (3)

23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3)
23-1120 Foundations of Photography 11 (3)

23-2310 Studio II (4)
23-2650 History of Photography 1: 1839-1920 (3)*

23-1121 Darkroom Workshop II (3)
23-2120 View Camera I (4)

23-7655 History of Photography II: 1920 to Present (3)
23-3700 Experimental Photography/Graphic Techniques I (3)

23-2201 Digital Imaging I (3)
23-3202 Digital Imaging II (3)

23-3900 Senior Thesis (4)
23-3910 Photography Seminar (3)

23-2300 Studio I (3)
23-2310 Studio II (4)

22-1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3), Art and Design

23-2650 History of Photography 1: 1839-1920 (3)*
23-7655 History of Photography II: 1920 to Present (3)

SELECT ONE:
23-2100 Color Photography: Advanced (4)
23-2110 Darkroom Workshop Ill (3)

23-3910 Photography Seminar (3)

SELECT ONE:
22-1 210 Beginning Drawing (3), Art and Design

SELECT ONE:

22-1220 Fundamentals of 2D Design (3), Art and Design
23-2100 Color Photography: Advanced (4)
23-2 110 Darkroom Workshop Ill (3)

22-1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3), Art and Design
22-1240 Color and Composition (3), Art and Design

SELECT ONE:
22-1210 Beginning Drawing (3), Art and Design

SELECT ONE:
23-3203 Digital Imaging Ill (3)

22-1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3), Art and Design
22-1240 Color and Composition (3), Art and Design

23-3300 Stud io Ill (4)

SELECT ONE:
23-3500 Photojournalism I (4)

SELECT ONE:
23-3500 Photojournalism I (4)
23-3520 Documentary Photography I (4)

23-3520 Documentary Photography I (4 )
23-3700 Experimental Photography/Graphic Techniques I (3)

Complete 3 credit hours of Art and Design electives.
Complete 15 credit hours of electives in Photography, Art and
Design, or Film and Video.
•course has 22·1101 History of Art/: Slone Age to Gothic and
22-1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern as prerequisites.
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Minor In Photocraphy
Students must complete 24 to 25 credit hours of courses.
Course Title and Credits

23-1100 Foundations of Photography 1(3)
23-1101 Darkroom Workshop I (3)
23-1120 Foundations of Photography II (3)
23-1121 Darkroom Workshop II (3)
23-2201 Digital Imaging (3)
23-2300 Studio I (3)
23-7655 History of Photography II: 1920 to Present (3)
SELECT ONE OF THE FO LLOWI NG:

23-2100 Color Photography: Advanced (4)
23-2110 Darkroom WorkshOp Ill (3)
23-3202 Digital Imaging II (3)
23-3500 Photojournalism I ( 4)
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

PHOTOGRAPH Y
X

FOUNDATION

X Foundations of Photo&raphy I

Darkroom Workshop II
Course provides necessary technical skills for color negative photographic materials and processes. Students must
be concurrently enrolled in 23-1120 Foundations of
Photography 11.

Lecture course emphasizes basic aesthetic grammar of
photography and a historical and critical context for lOOk·
ing at and making photographs. The corresponding
section of 23-110 1 Darkroom Workshop I must be taken
concurrently.

COURSE 123·1121
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY I,

COURSE 123·1100
3 CREDITS

IAIURTt17
PREREQUISIT£: 23-1101 DARKROOM WORKSHOP I. MUST BE

23-1101 DARKROOM WORKSHOP I OR PERMISSION OF 0£PART·
MENT CHAIRPERSON UPON PORTFOLIO REVIEW

CONCURRENT

X

Color Photo&raphy: Advenc:ed
Darkroom Worbhop I

Course in color processes emphasizing technical control
for aesthetic purposes and the broader possibilities of
color to achieve expressive ends.

Course provides technical skills in black·and·whote photog.
raphy needed to produce projects assigned in 23-1100
Foundations of Photography I. Photographic materials.
processes. and techniques for film development and print
production are covered . Students must be concurrently
enrolled in a corresponding section of Foundations of
Photography I.

COURSE 123·2100
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-1120 PHOTOGRAPHY II. 23-1121
DARKROOM II

COURSE 123·1101
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-1100 FOUNOAriONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY. MUST

Darkroom Workshop Ill
Course refines black·ano.white darkroom techniques by
locusong on ossues of film exposure and development in
order t o produce perfect negatives. Various films. developers. papers. and toners are examined. Proper laboratory
procedures for measuring and m ixing chemicals are also
covered.

BE CONCURRENT

Photo&raphy for Interior Arc:hltec:tura Majora
Course teaches basic camera operatoon: conceptual and
technical phOtographic skolls: a sensotiVIty to light. color.
and composition in photography: the abolity to photograph
drawings and models: and the process of fully describing
architectural exteroors and interiors.

COURSE 123·2110
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISIT£S: 23-1120 PHOTOGRAPHY II. 23-1121 DARKROOM
11. 22-1220 Fl'NDAM£NTALS OF 20 DESIGN. 52·1152 ENGLISH

COMPOSITION II

COURSE 123·1110
3 C REDITS

X

X
Foundations of Photo&raphy II

VIew Camera I
Possibilities lor perspective control and focus manipulation are examoned theoretically and practically in this
exploration of the aesthetic possibilities of the large
format view camera. Equipment i s provided.

Course introduces aesthetocs. technoques. and theory of
the subt.ractove color printong process usong color negatove
materoals. Lectures explore further the aesthetoc and tech·
nical Issues ontroduced on 23-1100 Foundatoons of
Photography 1. with specific emphasos on ossues related to
color photography. Concurrent enrollment on 23·1121
Darkroom Workshop II is required.

COURSE 123·2120
4 CREDITS
PR£R£QUISIT£: 23-2300 STUDIO I

COURIE 123·1120
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-J JOO FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY I.

VIew Camera II
Students develop an individual, semester·long project
exploiting the view camera's unique abilities in order to
further refine skills and expand understanding of large
format photography. Equipment i s supplied.

2J.110J DARKROOM WORKSHOP I OR PERMISSION OF D£PART·
MENT CHAIRPERSON UPON PORTFOLIO R£VI£W

COURSE 123·2121
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2120 VIEW CAMERA I
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PH OTOG RAPHY
Pre-VIsualizati on and the Zo ne System

Digital Printing Wo rkshop

Course removes the guesswork from making good negatives. Instruction covers plotting densities on parametric
curves to determine optimum development times for
normal, high , and low contrast situations. Course
addresses idea of pre-visualization , that is, predicting
what the images will look like before making the
exposure.

This twtH1ay workshop is designed specifically for
commercial photography students who have completed
23-2201 Digital Imaging I and would like to use digital
output in their studio classes. Input and output as it
applies to printing will be discussed, with an exploration
of the various types of prints available within the digital
imaging facility.

COURSE 123·3150
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-2300 STUDIO I, 23-2110 DARKROOM
WORKSHOP Ill

COURSE 123·2220
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 23-2201 DIGITAL IMAGING I

~ Digita l Imaging II

DIGITAL

Class broadens students' understanding of digital media
in its diverse manifestations through slide presentations.
critical and theoretical readings, CO-ROM viewing, gallery
visits, and class discussions. Using Adobe Photoshop,
students cover advanced image manipulation techniques
including layers, levels, curves, paths, masks and chan·
nels, and filters and color models. Assignments are given
in this class, but emphasis is placed on project develop.
ment using digital tools. Supplementary programs such as
Fractal Design Painter and Adobe Illustrator are introduced
as complementary creative tools. Class strengthens and
expands students' competence and knowledge of digital
techniques, research, verbal, and conceptualization skills
within the realm of digital photography.

Photography for Interactive Multimedia Majors
Students acquire fundamental photography skills including
optics, chemistry, and aesthetics. Course emphasizes the
connection between film and digital formats. Main objective of instruction is the production of visually effective
Images and the creative use of photographs within the
electronic multimedia. Designed for non-Photography
majors
COURSE 1 23·1.2 00
3 CREDITS

~ Digit al Imaging I
Course introduces the computer as a powerful imaging
tool for the photographer. Students use flatbed and transparency scanners to digitize photographic images. A variety of output methods are used including laser printers,
Ink jet printers. the Fujix Pictography 3000, and the film
recorder. Adobe Photoshop software package is the
primary image processing program used to digitally
enhance, alter, and retouch images. Electronic layout and
typographical issues are discussed, and a page layout
program is introduced to combine text with images.

COURSE 123-3202
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 23-2201 DIGITAL IMAGING I

Digital Imag ing Studio
This course teaches photographers how to develop and
shape their personal imagery and to create and sustain
their first long-term digital imaging project. The student·
generated and semester-long project will be designed to
expand expertise in developing, sustaining, and complet·
ing digital projects. Theoretical and technical readings and
references to other contemporary arts and artists will be
individually tailored to support each student's project.
Each instructor will provide a focus based upon his or her
area of specialization .

COURSE 1 23·2201
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: FOR PHOTOGRAPHY MAJORS: 23-1120
PHOTOGRAPHY II. 1121 DARKROOM II. FOR ART AND DESIGN
MAJORS: 22·1240 COLOR AND COMPOSmON OR PERMISSION
OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

COURSE 123·3203
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 23-3202 DIGITAL IMAGING II
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PHOTOGRAPH Y
Dl&lt•l lm•&ln&: VIrtual Space•

X

Course introduces 30 modeliflg and the construction and
manipulation of objects within virtual space . Concepts
covered are 30 space, applying and creating textures. and
lighting spaces. Students incorporate 20 images made by
traditional photographic means along with 30 forms and
environments created within the computer.

Course explores the use of tungsten and electronic flash
artificial light in the studio using color and black·and-white
view and 35mm cameras .
COURSE 123·2310
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2120 VIEW CAMERA. 23-2300 STUDIO I

COURSE 123·3210
3 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2201 DIGITAL IMAGING I

Studio Ill
Students examine photographic illustration for advertising
through analysis and synthesis of apl)(opriate studio
photographic means. Study includes the use of color and
black·and-white Jl(ooesses. small and large format
cameras, and tuflgsten and electronic flash lighting within
a studio context.

Dl&ltal Ill
This course PfOVides the photographer with the digital
tools to publish work in two venues increasingly vital for
contemporary artists: CO.ROM and the web. With these
tools, students will design and produce digital pieces to
be viewed electronically. Each student should have a body
of visual work prior to entering this course. Software tools
to edit audio and video. and to create computer interactiv·
ity will be mastered. Practical and theoretical topics
include content. multiple audiences, hierarchies of infer·
mation, interactivity, and interface design.

COURSE 123·3300
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2310 STUDIO II

Webalte Deal&n II
Content covers advanced topics in website design and IS
intended for Art and Design, and Photography majors.
Studies cover human-computer interface design, multimed ia use in Internet and Intranet publications, and network
systems design and functions. Course assignments
include design and execution of HTML documents, graphics. and other media objects and completion of a written
thesis.

COURSE 123·3220
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-3202 DIGITAL IMAGING II

Webalte Deal&n I
Course is intended for Art and Design and Photography
majors who wish to study fundamental website design
topics. Studies include hypertext. graphic style Information. graphic file formats, digital imaging, and basic user
Interface issues. Course assignments include design and
execution of HTML documents and graphics and completion of a written thesis.

COURSE 123·3378
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-3275 WEBSITE DESIGN 1

SPECIFIC FOCUS - CO MM ERCIAL
Commercial Photo&rapher/ Art Director

COURSE 123·3275
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2201 DIGITAL IMAGING I

Course simulates the real·world pairing of art directors
and photographers. common within the advertising industry. Creative teams are established consisting of one art
director student and one studio photography student.
Each team works on two or three major Jl(ojects duriflg
the semester. Coursework emphasizes analysis of problems in the creative process. visualization of solutions.
and use of symbols in adVertising photography.

GENERAL / COMMERCIAL ORIENTATION

X

Studio II

Studio I
Instruction covers studio portraiture. still life, and location
application of techniques to diverse situations. Course
introduces greater visual control through use of the 4x5
view camera and artificial lighting. This required course is
the prerequisite for subsequent view camera and lighting
courses.

COURSE 123·3400
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2310 STUDIO II

COURSE 123·2300
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-1120 PHOTOGRAPHY II, 23-1121 DARKROOM
II, 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS

Faahlon Photo&raphy 1
Course concentrates on fashion and fashion accessory
photography and includes location as well as studiO hght·
ing techniQues. Strong emphasis is placed on styt.ng.
make-up, and use of accessories. Course 1ncludes discussion of the h1story of faShion as well as des1gn and style.

OF2DDESIGN

COURSE 123·340 5
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2310 STUDIO II
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Professional Topics: Sports Ph otocraphy
Professional workshop examines Issues In sports photography such as selection of equipment and materials and
utilization of photographic techniques. It Includes demonstrations and a photo session at a professional sports
event.

Fashion Photocraphy II
Course simulates real-world assignments in the fashion
world. Creative teams are established by uniting fashion
photography with fashion design and fashion merchandising students. Teams work on four or five major projects
during the semester. Course emphasizes analysis of prot>
lems in the creative process. visualization of the solution,
and client presentations.

COURSE 823·3450
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-3500 PHOTOJOURNALISM I

COURSE 823-3410
4 CREDITS
CROSS-LISTED WITH ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT AND MEDIA
MANAGEM ENT 28·3980 FASHION STYLING AND ART AND
DESIGN 22-3805 FASHION STYLING .
PREREQUISITE: 23-3405 FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY I

Professional Topi cs : Stock Photocraphy
Course introduces concepts involved in producing photographs for the resale markets. Subjects include compos~
t ion for stock images. concept Illustrations, captioning. use
of computers In stock photography, and archival storage
methods.

Commercial A881Cnment: Layo ut t o Finish
Students are given commercial photography assignments
and learn the steps necessary for completion, including
layouts, estimating cost s, usage rights, and related business practices. Coursework provides students with a real·
istic approach to running their own commercial photography business. Assignments require completion of a photo
shoot. Course covers all aspects of photographing table-top/food product, people, and locations.

COURSE 823· 3466
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-3500 PHOTOJOURNALISM I

Theater Photography
Students learn theater photography through cooperative
participation in productions mounted In the Getz Theater.

COU RSE 823-3415
3 CREDITS

COURSE 823-3480
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2300 STUDIO I

PREREQUISITE: 23-2310 STUDIO II

Scientific: Photocraphy
Course surveys photographic techniques and practices
being employed In environmental agencies, research laboratories, high-tech industry, and medical institutions.
Students learn technical and conceptual fundamentals to
work in these Interesting and demanding fields. Course
includes a range of photographic assignments and visits
to professionals working In these areas.

Professional Topics: StyllnC
Workshop concentrates on set design elements, including
set scale , construction , and color concepts, and set decoration for tabletop. fashion. and food photography. Styling
concepts of mood, contrast, balance, and weight are
covered.
COURSE 8 23· 3 480
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 23-2310 STUDIO II

COURSE 823· 3420
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2300 STUDIO I

Professional Topi cs: The Nude
Workshop examines the human form as It relates to fashion and the photography of fashion. Coursework includes
several exercises on drawing the figure, followed by a
series of photographic assignments.

Professi o nal PrlntlnC
Course addresses the joys and problems faced by professional printers. Students shoot specific assignments that
involve tricky printing In the darkroom. Each student prints
another's work, learning to successfully handle improperly
processed , dirty or scratched film. Course is designed for
students who want to improve not only their printing skills
but also their communication with labs and printers
encountered in their photography career.

COURSE 823· 3485
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 23-2300 STUDIO I

Internship: Photocraphy
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or interest while receiving academic credit toward their degrees.

COURSE 823-3425
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES:23-2110 DARKROOM WORKSHOP Ill, 23-2300
STUDIO I

COU RSE 823-3488
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 23-2300 STUDIO I OR 2 3-3505
PHOTOJOURNALISM II
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Professional Topic s: Food Photography

Documentary Photography I

Professional workshop concentrates on preparation,
styling, and lighting employed in food photography.
Students produce individual projects under the tutelage of
an expert in the field .

Social and aesthetic aspects of this vital and evolving
phOtographic tradition are explored through an examination of methods, concepts, and history, and put to use in
one or more photographic projects.

COURSE M23·3490

COURSE 123·3520

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 23-2310 STUDIO II

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-1120 PHOTOGRAPHY II, 23-1121
DARKROOM II, 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Architectural Photography
Course explores the wide range of photographic
responses to the man-made environment, from classical
documentation to the search for personal and formal
images. Course also emphasizes view camera skill ,
discussion of work, and development of individual
projects.
COURSE M23-4450
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2 300 STUDIO I OR PERMISSION OF DEPART·
MENT CHAIRPERSON

DOCUMENTARY /PHOTOJOURNALISM
Photojournalism I
Course introduces basic elements of visual communication. Students learn how to photograph people and major
current events in natural lighting conditions. Organization ,
printing techniques . and layout are covered . Guest speakers introduce students to specific areas of photojournalism including sports, general news, travel, documentary,
and picture editing.
COURSE 123-3500
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-2300 STUDIO I

Photojournalism II
Course expands skills acquired in 23-3500
Photojournalism I with an emphasis on lighting and color
photography.

Photography Communications
Course provides students with a better understanding of
photographic images and their application in design. In
shooting photographs that are specifically destined for
design layouts, students develop better visual language,
enhancing photo selection and editing skills. Students
learn to previsualize the look of the design as well as the
structure and form of the photographs they shoot. The
basic format is 35mm location photography and tabletop
and lighting work. Course covers alternate ways to gener·
ate photographic images, including high contrast. photoposterization , tone line , and halftone. Designed for non·
Photography majors.
COURSE 123-3530
3 CREDITS
CROSS·LISTED WITH ART AND DESIGN 22·3530 PHOTO
COMMUNICATIONS.

Documentary Photography II
Course encourages each student to identify and develop a
complex documentary project. Students refine traditional
photographic practice and learn digital desktop publishing
tools including Quark Xpress. Individual student projects
are shaped into small self-published documents.
COURSE 123-4525
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 23-3520 DOCUMENTARY I OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

COURSE 123-3505
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 23-3500 PHOTOJOURNALISM I

Photojournalism Ill
Course is designed to closely mirror experience of a work·
ing photojournalist. Students produce both a major documentary project reflecting some aspect of the human
spirit, and a variety of single image assignments.
COURSE 123·3510
4 CREDITS

Community Arts
Course explores areas of potential collaboration between
student photographers and community-based social organizations. Students develop phOtographic projects in
conjunction with teaching and other modes of community
service.
COURSE 123·4580
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-1120 PHOTOGRAPHY II. 23-1121

DARKROOM II

PREREQUISITE: 23-3505 PHOTOJOURNALISM II
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PHOTOGRAPHY
X

ART AND INDEPENDENT PROJECTS
HoM -.oll•oliiiRIOM .....,...
Course S1Udin l18dJtlonll ond o100 tlldtlol ... wntam anc1
Oriental techniQues ondudorC w.stam CodOl. lnltTuction
includes case oo-lnd. porfect. Slc»stttc:tl. ~- lif'Cit

HISTORY / CRITICISM

HlotorJ of Plloto1ro,e., 1: 181..1120

eourw eumtNS emeraence ot phot~oc ltaditlons
Wltlltn the context olsoc•el . cuttutel. polrtlCOI. ec:onomoc.
and sctentlflc fO<CH lhM fO<med patUCular tendencJes tn
the medtum. Thts tntef'l)tet..e analyStS al SC/Irllcont
tmpulses tn photOCfaphy pnor to W0<1<I War I Is structUfed
as a balance of lectures. slide preseniJIIIO<'IS. and
d<KUUIO<'I.

siCnature. portfOliO, Jeoanese. IICXXMdlooo. and decotlltlvl
endpaper marbli~ methOds as well as modem oomllinotlO<'Is and extensoons of these techniQues.
cou••• n1-2UO
J c•IDITI
FW€REQ(JISIT£S: 23-J J20 ~l'JOWS OF PHOTOGIW'HY U,

CCKI.U UJ-2010
J c•tDITI
FW€REQ(JISITES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AI;£ TO
GOTHIC. 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO MODERN

23-JJ2J £W!I<ROOM ~ "

Twontlotii-ConturJ Art TllootJ end Crltlclom

Course elq)lores this epproec:tl to lm..-naklrc.

Plnllolo PllotolropiiJ
CourM

sur~~eYS major concepts and methOds of twentietl>-

century art theory and criticism frO<n the eerty formalism
of Racer Fry and Clive Bell to the late Modernist critical
lhecries of Clement Greenberg. lnstTuction covers other
art htstO<ical points of view such as stylistic analysis.
iconoctaphy. structuralism and semiotics, and the social
hi stO<y of art. Discussion of contemporary critical pos~
lions of Post-Modernism includes Post·StTucturali st att~
tudes and responses to late twentiet/Kentury art.

cou••• UJ-2710
J C . .DITI
PR£REQ(JISIT£S: 23-lJ20 IOUNOATIONS OF PHOTOGIW'HY II,
23-ll21 OARHR()()M ~KSHOP II

COU. .I UJ-4110
I c•IDITI
FW€REQ(JISITES; 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MODERN, 52·US2 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

X
Poropoctlvoa of Crltlclom
cO<nprehensiYe perspective applying general principles to
areas ran&ln& from literature and poetry, throu&h the
VISuel arts, to music. Its aim is to provide students with
practoc.al knowledge of how criticism in the arts Is done.
and how t o prepare statements about their worl< with the
response of critici sm in mind. The students will learn what
contemporary cntocs look fO<. the vocabularies they use.
and how to posttion WOr1< within cntical doscourse.

cou••• UJ.JJOO
3 c•EDITI
CIIOII-LIITID WITH A.T AND DillON 22·1211

cou••• eU-4111
I c•IDITI
c•OII-UITID WITH A.T AND DilliN 22·1111
,..I~ICTIVII OF CIUTICIIM.
PREREQUISITES: 22·1101 HISTORY OF ART 1: STONE AGE TO
GOTHIC, 22·1102 HISTORY OF ART II: RENAISSANCE TO
MOO£RN, 52·1J 52 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

U~UIMINTAL ~HOTOO·A~H'I'/I·A~MICI

TICHNIQUII I.
PREREQUISIT£S: FQR PHOTOGRAPHY STUO£NTS.: 23-lJ20
PHOTOGRAPHY II, 2J.lJ21 OARHR()()M II, 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II, 22·1220 FlJNOAMENTAI..S OF 20 DESIGN. R>R
ART AND DESIGN STUO£NTS·: COMPI.CTION OF CORE COURSES
OR PERMISSION OF DEPII.RTMENT CHAIRPERSON

Hletor, of PllotolropiiJ II: 1120 to prooont
MltOf movements and practttlO<'Iers are studied in the
context of socoal. cultural. and polotoc.al pressures tllat
tnftuenced pt\OtOCf~OC trends stnce W0<1<I War I tllrOUCil
lectures. Slide presentat>Ons. and dtscussoon.

cou•u UJ.llll
I c•tDITI
PREREQUISITE 52 US2 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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Eaperlmontol PllotolrOpiiJ/ Groplllc
Tocllnlquoo I
Course Is a systematic explOration al altemlltMt photolfap/llc processes. such as Cyanotype, van Oyt<e, proceaa
camera worl<. and halftone production. Students expon.
ment with lmaees throu~V> manipulation of &r~ic arts ,
film. cllc~ verre. and photOCfaphic prints. Each student
develops a self-directed project usi~ one of theM
mediums.

The course will approach criticism in the arts frO<n a

X

utlllzl~

found. constTucted. and O<&anic ~as. Undei'Stendl~
of simple resources em~ in class ond oo.slte shOOt·
ing, students enhance primitive and non-static exprelllon
by applyin& their understandin&. Course oilers opportun;.
ties fO< interfacln& low-tech with hi~tecll computlf
manipulation. Students also examine plnllole POlaroid
tTansfers.
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Experimental Photograph y/Graphic
Techniques II

Portrait and Figure Seminar
Students use large format cameras. ranging in size from
4x5 to 11x14. to create portrait and figure photographs .
These images are printed using conventional materials as
well as older processes such as palladium and salted
prints. Emphasis is on the coll aborative nature of portrait
and figure photographs in a small studio setting.

Course is a systematic exploration of advanced alternative
photographic processes including Gum-Bichromate and
Kwikprint. Course also teaches the use of camera and
enlarger to make color separation negatives. Each student
develops a self-directed project using one of these
mediums.

COURSE 123-3770

COURSE 123-3705

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 23-2300 STUDIO I

CROSS-LISTED WITH ART AND DESIGN 22-3232
EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY / GRAPH IC
TECHNIQUES II .

Landscape Photography

PREREQUISITE: 23-3700 EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY/ GRAPHIC
TECHNIQUES I

Course explores the wide range of photographic
responses to the broad subject of the landscape. Issues
of nature , art theory, social history. and urban design are
addressed in this course. Students survey historic and
contemporary work and. most importantly, develop individual photographic projects .

Experimental Photography/ Graphic
Techniques Ill
Course challenges students to refine to a professional
level. skills learned in 23-3705 Experimental
PhOtography/Graphic Techniques II. Students complete
one intensive project during the semester.

COURSE 123·3775
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 23-2300 STUDIO I

COURSE 123-3710
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23-3705 EXPERIMENTAL PHOTOGRAPHY/ GRAPHIC
TECHNIQUES II

Special Subjects
Course studies recent developments in the practice of
contemporary photography. Instruction provides students
with a thorough introduction to visual sources that inform
projects of their choice. Students produce pictures
specific to course discussions.

VIsual Books
Each student works from a proposal to make a photographic or visual book. Course covers conceptual aspects
of visual books including structure , editing, sequencing,
and integration of text and images. Book production
includes graphic arts films. layout, manipulation , reproduction , binding, and finishing. Course covers history of
books with emphasis on development of artists' books
over the last thirty years. Content also emphasizes work·
ing with the means at hand in order to provide altern&
tives to high-cost production.

COURSE 123-3780
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 23-2300 STUDIO I. 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF
2D DESIGN. 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Independent Project: Photography
An independent project is designed by the student. with
the approval of a supervising faculty member and chairperson. to study an area that is not at present available in
the curriculum. Prior to registration. the student must
submit a signed, written proposal that outlines their self·
defined project.

COURSE 123·3730
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: FOR PHOTOGRAPHY STUDENTS: 23-1120
PHOTOGRAPHY II, 22·1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN. 231121 DARKROOM II, 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II. 22·
1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN. FOR ART AND DESIGN
STUDENTS: COMPLETION OF CORE COURSES OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

COURSE 123-3798
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND DEPARTMENT

CHAIRPERSON

Nineteenth-Century Photographic Processes
Course explores development of photography through its
first four decades. Students use their own photographic
materials to gain insight into both historic and aesthetic
precedents of contemporary photographic vision .
COURSE 123-3 7 35
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-2110 DARKROOM WORKSHOP Ill. 23-2650

HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY I: 1839-1920
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PHOTOGRAPHY
Digital Printmaking: Image to Paper
Course bridges photographic practices of the nineteenth
and twenty-first centuries. Students investigate the
connections between aesthetics of the photographic print
and contemporary technologies by creati ng handmade
prints from digitally constructed negatives . Liquid light,
cyanotype platinum printing, and heat-transfer processes
are used to translate digitally constructed negatives to a
variety of sur faces. Students consider the question of
whether or not there exists a "digital aesthetic.·

Image and Text
Course introduces students to photographic works that
use text as a significant strategy in their communication.
Students study examples of contemporary practice:
photo/ slogans and visual puns through illustrated story,
memorist pictures and prose. and documentarians '
photos with fact. Students complete assignments combin·
ing images and text.
COURSE .23-4720
3 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITES: 23·1120 PHOTOGRAPHY II, 23·1121 DARKROOM
II, 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION /1, 22·1121 HISTORY OF
ART 1: STONEAGE TO GOTHIC, 22·1122 HISTORY OF ART 11:

COURSE •23-4755
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23·2201 DIGITAL IMAGING I

RENAISSANCE TO MODERN

Special Topics: Digital Capture
Are digital cameras the future for studio and commercial
work? This workshop will introduce students to professional-level digital cameras. We will have small-, medium-,
and large-format state-of-the-art equipment available for
demonstration and use. The workshop will discuss current
professional practice, lighting for digital cameras, and the
changes that can be expected in the near future.

Directed VIs ions: Studio
Course explores directed. manipulated, and constructed
photographs. It investigates this rich tradition by looking
at both historical and contemporary photography.
Instruction addresses the veracity of the photographic
image by discussing artificial photographs and comparing
them to traditional documentary ideas.
COURSE .23·4730

COURSE .23-4 765

3 CREDITS

1 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 23·2310 STUDIO II

PREREQUISITES: 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN,
23-2201 DIGITAL IMAGING I (C OR BETTER), 23-2300 STUDIO I (C
OR BETTER), 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSI TION 11

Instant Im aging: Process and Concept
Course examines the various instant imaging possibilities
of Polaroid films. Students consider ways in which the use
of image transfers, Type 55 Positive/ Negative film. and
other Polaroid processes create new conceptual and
creative possibilities for picture making in a variety of
contexts. Students also use the 20x24 Polaroid camera
to produce work.
3 CREDITS

Myth, Symbol , Image
Course explores connections between idea, meaning, and
image. Students study devices such as analogy and
metaphor in literature, ar t, and photography and apply
theories of Carl Jung, such as the archetype,
anima/animus, and synchronicity. Course requires
assigned readings, group discussion , one paper, and a
small group of photographs.

PREREQUISITE: 23-2300 STUDIO I

COURSE .23-4770

COURSE .23·4740

3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITES: 23-11 20 PHOTOGRAPHY 11, 23-1121 DARKROOM
II, 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN, 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II

The Portrait
Course looks at the representation of human experience
in photographic form . Students work on ongoing portrait
projects in the studio and in natural environments.
Students also have the opportunity to work with the rare
20x24 Polaroid camera.

Beauty and Photography
urse explores the nature of beauty and its relationship
to photography. It examines the boundaries that encompass our ideals of beauty and investigates when, where ,
and why photography crosses over traditional boundaries ,
and develops students' understanding of how codes of
beauty function in visual representation . Critiques and
di scussions of readings inform the work produced during
the semester.

r.

COURSE •23·4 750
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 23·2300 STUDIO I

COURSE .23-4775
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-1120 PHOTOGRAPHY II, 23-1121 DARKROOM
II, 23-2650 HISTORY OF PHOTOGRAPHY I, 23-7655 HISTORY OF
PHOTOGRAPHY 11: 1920 TO PRESENT
WWW .COLU M . EO U
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Photography In Ch icago Now
Course exposes students to a broad range of photography
as it is currently being created and exhibited in Chicago.
On alternating weeks. students attend exhibitions in
museums or galleries. visit photographers' studio spaces
or attend announced lectures. Class sessions also spent
discussing these events in relation to texts used in class.
Journals and class participation are emphasized.
COURSE 123· 7760
3 CREDITS

HA

BUSI NESS
Professional Portfolio Development
Course assists students who are preparing to enter the
job marl<et by examining methods for assembling a portfolio, writing and designing a r~sum~. and interviewing with
prospective employers. Job-hunting skills and procedures
are discussed.
COURSE 123·3810
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 23-3300 STUDIO Ill, SENIOR STATUS

CAP S TONE
Senior Thesis
Course examines the photographic image, its form ,
content, and meaning. Seminar assists the student in
articulating a personal photographic viewpoint. Issues of
portfolio development. career strategies, and professional
challenges are also addressed. This is the capstone
course for the Photography BFA
COURSE 123·3900
4CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITE: SENIOR STATUS

Photography Seminar
Seminar teaches students how to develop and shape a
long-term photography project. The student-generated,
semester-long project is interspersed with mini-projects
including photo assemblage, which is designed to expand
students expertise in seeing, selecting, and crafting.
Students learn to create and structure their own proj ects
based on personal concerns and values. This is the
capstone for a BA in Photography.
COURSE 123-3910
3 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITES: 22·11D1 HISTORY OF ART I, 23-1120
FOUNDATIONS OF PHOTOGRAPHY II. 23·1121 DARKROOM

WORKSHOP II. 23·2300 STUDIO I, 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II

1.37
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THEATER
SHELDON PATINKIN, CHAIRPERSON

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -----,- - - - - -- -- --- ------- ....
Approech
Unlike television and film, theater provides an immediate
experience between the people onstage and in the audience.
It's different every night, and live-quite a thrilling dynamic.
Having a successful career in theater takes luck. discipline.
determination. and talent. The Theater department believes in
the unlimited potential of students not only to find work. but
also to be able to make a living at it. As a result. we run the
department as if it were a professional theater. to prepare our
students for the challenges and thrills of making a life in
theater. We work overtime to provide rigorous. complete. oneon-one training for actors in order to equip them with the best
and broadest skills necessary to develop their careers fully.

WorklnC Faculty
The faculty and staff are all workong professoonals- actove and
prominent members of Chicago·s lively theater communoty on
every area, from acting and directing to design and stage
management. All of our improvisation faculty are members of
Chicago·s famous Second City troupe . Because we are so ontomately connected with Chicago·s professional theater community. students· behavior and growth here are paramount to
developing not only their c areers but also their reputatoons.
Profaulonal Opportunities
All students are encouraged to audition for the Columboa
College Chicago shows as well as for productions in Chocago·s
larger theater community. In fact. either current students or
Columbia graduates are in just about every show in town at
any given time. Students also take advantage of professional
internships frequently available with local companies.

Curriculum
We believe very strongly that students learn from being
involved in productions as well as from class work. We. therefore. stage as many as 40 fully produced and workshop
productions per school year. As the largest theater department in the nation (over 500 majors as of Spring 2002). we
operate as an ensemble-all members have a responsibility
to the whole and to each other. Our teaching techniques
revolve around both the Stanislavsky Method and the Viola
Spolln improvisational method. Along with learning the basics
of every aspect of the profession . students with a concentration in acting take a combination of traditional scene study,
spoken and sung vocal technique. body movement, acting
techniques. and theatrical styles. In addition. they choose
among studies in camera techniques. improvisation. stage
combat. and accents and dialects. among other subjects. We
also offer a major in musical theater performance. shared
with the Dance and Music departments. For those interested
in the technical and design programs. extensive training is
available in stage management and in set. costume. lighting.
and makeup design and construction. The department also
offers equally extensive training programs in directing and
playwriting. All acting and directing classes above the firstsemester level perform their final scenes for faculty each
semester.
F8cllltlea
The Theater department produces a five-show subscription
season for the general public. At the 400-seat Emma and
Oscar Getz Theater. we present fully mounted productions of
two large cast plays and one musical. In the 60-seat New
Studio, we present full productions of one musical and two
plays. Additionally, many faculty and student-<lirected workshops are produced each semester in the 60-seat Classic
Studio and in our other two performance spaces.
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SELECT 3 CREDITS FROM ANY OF THE FOLLOWING :

Maj or In Theater
Students pursuing a major in Theater must choose between a
Bachelor of Fine Arts (BFA) and a Bachelor of Arts (BA).
Students may earn a BFA in Directing. a BFA in Acting or a
BFA In Theater Design. Students may choose to earn a BA in
Directing, a BA in Acting, a BA in Theater Design, a BA in
Playwriting. a BA in Technical Theater or a BA in Musical
Theater Performance.

31-2270 Text Interpretation and Mask (1)
31·2271 Introduction to Puppetry (1)
31-3200 through 31·3234 Acting Ill Styles
31·2370 Physical Comedy Workshop (1)
31·2371 Classical Text Workshop (1)
31·2905 Community Based Performance (3)
31·2900 Cold Readings (2)
31-2970 Introduction to Theater in Chicago (1)
31·2971 Theater Education for Children (1)

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN DIRECTING
Students must complete 77 credit hours of courses and must
satisfy special requirements.

Special requirements for BFA in Directing: Students interested
in pursuing the BFA in Directing will be eligible to declare their
intention upon admission to the College. Continuance in the
BFA in Directing program is contingent upon a number of
factors, including a 3.0 grade point average in the major
courses. project assessment. and adherence to curricular
structure. Transfer students must meet with a faculty advisor
before registration to evaluate transcripts. To complete a BFA
in Directing, transfer students must be in full-time residence a
minimum of two years and complete a minimum of required
course work determined by the department.

Course Ti t le and Credits

31·2120 Text Analysis (3)
31·3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)
31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modern (3)
31·3110 Styles and Crafts: Late Nineteenth and Twentieth
Century (3)

31·3125 Introduction to Dramaturgy (3)
31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3)
31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study (3) with 31·2177 Rehearsal
Lab (1 )

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN ACTING

31·1210 Improvisational Techniques (3 )
31·2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study (3) with 31·2177

Students must complete 74 to 76 credit hours of courses and
must satisfy special requirements.

Rehearsal Lab (1 )

31·1300 Voice Training for the Actor I (3)
31·1305 Body Movement for the Actor I (3)
31·1500 Production Techniques: Crew (2)
31·1505 Production Techniques: Stagecraft (2)
31·2530 Stage Management (4)
31·1600 Introduction to Design for Stage (3)
31·1605 Stage Makeup I (3)
31·3625 Collaborative Seminar (2)
31-2700 Directing I (4)
31-3700 Directing II (3 )
31·3701 Directing Ill (3 )
Complete 6 credits of 31·3799 Independent Project: Directing.

Course Title and Cred its

31·2120 Tel(! Analysis (3)
31-3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)
31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modern (3)
31-3110 Styles and Crafts: Late Nineteenth and Twentieth
Century (3)

31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3)
31-1205 Acting 1: Scene Study (3) and 31-2177 Rehearsal
Lab (1) concurrently

31·1210 Improvisational Techniques I (3)
31-2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study (4)
31·2205 Acting II: Character and Ensemble (3) and 31·2177
Rehearsal Lab (1 ) concurrently

SELECT ONE:

Select two 31·3200 through 31·3234 Acting Ill: Styles
courses. (Some may require 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab.)

31·1520 Lighting Technologies (3)
31·2610 Set Design (2) and 31·2377 Design Studio (1)

31·3240 Acting IV (3)
31·1300 Voice Training for the Actor I (3)
31-1305 Body Movement for the Actor I (3)
31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II (3)
31-2305 Body Movement for the Actor II (3)
31·3300 Voice Training for the Actor Ill (3)
31-3305 Singing for the Actor 1 (3 )
31-1500 Production Techniques: Crew (2)
31·1505 Production Techniques: Stagecraft (2)
31·1605 Stage Makeup I (3)
31-3900 Professional Survival and How to Audition (4)

concurrently

31·2615 Costume Design (2) and 31-2677 Design Studio
(1) concurrently

Select one of the following electives from the Arts,
Entertainment. and Media Management department:

284310 Grant Proposal Planning and Writing (4 )
284315 Fund-raising: Introduction (4 )
26-4330 American Cultural Policy (4 )
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SELECT 3 CREDITS OF THE FOLLOWING TECHNIQUE
ELECTIVES:

31-3625 Collaborative Seminar (2)

31·2270 Text Interpretation and the Mask (1)

31·3650 Design Practicum: Design Directing Project (3)

31-2271 Introduction to Puppetry (1)

31-3650 Design Practicum: Mainstage (3)

31·1310 Feldenkrais Technique (3)

31-3905 Creating a Career in Technology and Design (3)

31-2315 Stage Combat I (3)

31·3998 Independent Project : Portfolio (variable)

31-2325 Accents and Dialects I (3)

22·1210 Beginning Drawing (3). Art and Design

31-3650 Design Practicum: Assistant Designer (3)

31-2370 Physical Comedy Workshop (1)

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE COURSES:

31·2371 Classical Text Workshop (1)

31-3610 Advanced Set Design (3)

31-3301 Voice Training for the Actor IV (3)

31·3615 Advanced Costume Design (3)

SELECT 3 CRED ITS OF THE FOLLOWING CAREER
DEVELOPMENT ELECTIVES:

31·3620 Advanced Lighting Design (3)
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING TWO COURSES :

31·2700 Directing I (4 )

22-1131 History of Architecture I (3), Art and Design

31-3810 Solo Performance (3)

22·2175 Fashion: An Historical Perspective (3). Art and
Design

31-2 900 Cold Reading (2)
31·2905 Community Based Performance (3)
31·2 970 Introduction to the Theater In Chicago (1)

SELECT A M INIMUM OF 13 CREDITS FRO M THE
FO LLOWING:

31-2971 Theater Education for Children (1)

31-2510 Scenic Carpentry (3)

Special requirements for the BFA In Acting: Students interested in pursuing the BFA In Acting will be eligible to declare
their intention upon admission to the College. Continuance in
the BFA in Acting program Is contingent upon a number of
factors, including a 3.0 grade point average in the major
courses. performance assessment. and adherence to curricular structure. Transfer students must meet with a faculty adv~
sor before registration to evaluate transcripts. To complete a
BFA in Acting, transfer students must be in full-time residence
a minimum of two years and complete a minimum of required
course work determined by the depar tment.

31-2515 Scene Painting (3)
31·2520 Current Technology for the Performing Arts (3)
31·2521 CAD for the Performing Arts (3)
31-2526 Costume Construction II (3)
31-3605 Stage Makeup II (3)
31·2670 Topics: Experience in Sound for the Theater (1)
31·2970 Topics: Introduction to Theater in Chicago (1)
22·1230 Fundamentals of 3D Design (3). Art and Design
22-2214 Figure Drawing I (3), Art and Design
22-2222 Watercolor Studio I (3), Art and Design

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS IN THEATER DESIGN
Students must complete eo credit hours of courses and must
satisfy special requirements.

23-1100 Foundations of Photography I ( 3) with 23-1101
Darkroom Workshop I (3). Photography
28-2111 Legal Aspects of the Arts and Entertainment (3)
Arts. Entertainment. arld Media Management

Courte Title and Credits
31-2120 Text Analysis (3)

Special requirements lor a BFA in Theater Design: Students
interested in pursuing the BFA In Theater Design will be eligible to declare their intention upon admission to the College.
Continuance in the BFA is contingent on a number of factors,
including a 3.0 grade point average in the major courses. project assessment . and adherence to curricular structure.
Transfer students must meet with a faculty advisor before
registration to evaluate students lor transcript evaluation. To
complete a BFA In Theater Design. transfer students must be
in lull-time residence a minimum of two years and complete a
minimum of required course work.

31·3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)
31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modern (3)
31·3110 Styles and Crafts: Late Nineteenth and Twentieth
Century (3)
31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3)
31·1510 Drafting and Model Making (2)
31-1 515 Rendering Techniques (2)
31-1520 Lighting Technologies (3)
31·1525 Costume Construction I (3)
31·1530 Introduction to Set Construction (3)
31·1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage (3)
31·1605 Stage Makeup I (3)
31-2610 Set Design (2) with 31·2677 Design Studio (1)
31-2615 Costume Design (2) with 31-2677 Design Studio (1)
31-2620 Lighting Design (2) with 31·3621 Lighting Design
Lab (1)
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aACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATER: DIRECTING
Students must complete 50 credit hours ot courses and must
satosfy specoal requirements.

SELECT ONE :

31-3100 Stytes and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)
31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modem (3)
31·3110 Styles and Crafts: Late Nineteenth and Twentieth

Coure• Tltl• end Cr•dlta

Century (3)

31·2120 Text Analysis (3)
31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3)
31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study (3) with 31·2177 Rehearsal

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATER: THEATER DESIGN
Students must complete 49 credit hours ot courses and must
satisfy special requirements.

Lab (1 )

31·1210 Improvisational Techniques (3)
31·2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study (3) with 31·2177
Rehearsal Lab (1 )

Cour•• Tltl• end Cr•dlte

31·1300 Voice Training tor the Actor I (3 )
31·1305 Body Movement tor the Actor I (3)
31·1500 Production Techniques: Crew (2)
31·1505 Production Techniques: Stagecraft (2)
31·2530 Stage Management (4)
31·1600 Introduction to Design tor the Stage (3)
31-2700 Directing I (4)
31·3700 Directing II (3)
31-3701 Directing Ill (3)
31·3799 Independent Project: Directing (3)

31·3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)
31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modern (3)
31·3110 Styles and Crafts: Late Nineteenth and Twentieth
Century (3)

31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3)
31·1510 Drafting and Model Making (2)
31·1515 Rendering Techniques (2)
31·1520 Lighting Technologies (3)
31·1525 Costume Construction I (3)
31·1530 Introduction to Set Construction (3)
31·1600 Introduction to Design tor Stage (3)
31·1605 Stage Make-Up I (3)
31·3600 Design Seminar: Texts (1)
31·2620 Lighting Design and 31·2621 Lighting Design Lab

SELECT ONE :

31·3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)
31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modern (3)
31·3110 Styles and Crafts: Late Nineteenth and Twentieth

concurrently (3)

Century (3)

31·2615 Costume Design and 31·2677 Design Studio

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THEATER: PERFORMANCE
Students must complete 50 credit hours ot courses and must
satisfy special requirements.

31-2610 Set Design and 31·2677 Design Studio

concurrently (3)
concurrently (3)

31·3625 Collaborative Seminar (2)
22-1102 History ot Art II (3). Art and Design

Cour. . Tltl• end Cr•dlta

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE COURSES :

31·2120 Text Analysis (3)
31-1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3 )
31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study (3) with 31·2177 Rehearsal

31-3610 Advanced Set Design (3)
31·3615 Advanced Costume Design (3)
31-3620 Advanced Light.ing Design (3)

Lab (1 )

31·1210 Improvisational Techniques I (3)
31·2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study (3) with 31·2177
Rehearsal Lab (1)

31·2205 Acting II: Character and Ensemble (4)
31·3200 Acting Ill: Acting and Performing (4)
31·3299 Independent Project: Acting (2)
31·1300 Voice Training tor the Actor I (3)
31·1305 Body Movement tor the Actor I (3 )
31·2300 Vooce Training tor the Actor II (3)
31·1500 Productoon Techniques: Crew (2)
31·1505 Production Techniques: Stagecraft (2)
31·1600 Introduction to Design tor the Stage (3)
31·2700 Dorectong I (4 )
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eACHILOit OF AltTI IN THIATIIt: TICHNICAL
THIATIIt
Students must complete 49 credit hou~ of COUtSeS and must

eACHILOit OF AltTI IN THIATIIt: MUSICAL TMIATIIt
f'lltFOitMANCI

Ntlsfy special requifements.

llddjtion toe conoent.retJOn on o.nce (15 etedftsl. Musoc 115
etec!ils) or Theater (15 cre<lrts).

Students must complete core requ. . - t s (56 credits I in

Cou,.. Tltlo o11t1 Crotllto
31-3100 S¥!! and Cretts: Ancient to Baroque (3)

CORE REQUIREMENTS 156)

31-3105 S¥!! and Cretts: Baroque to Mo<lem (3)

Coureo Tltlo ontl Crotllto

3!-3110 S¥!! and Cretts: Lllte Nine1aenth and Twentieth
Century (3)

31-2120
Text Analysis (3)
=-=:..::...;..:.:.:.c.:.:.=::.:.::...:.:
::.._ __ _ _.___ ____ --··-- - 31-1200 Actin& 1: Basoc Skolls (3)

31-1200 Actl~CI: Basic Skills (3)

31-1205 ActinJ 1: Scene Study and 31-2177 Rehe~nal

31-1510 Drllfti'1 and Model Mlll<inJ (2)
31-1515

Renderi~C

Lab (3/1) ________ - ---==:<..=

Techniques (2)

31-1520 lJ&hti~C Technoloeies (3)

31-1300 \\:lice 1 for Musical Theeter Marn (31

31-1525 Costume Construction I (3)

31-1400 American Musical Theater: From the BecJnnones
to 1945 (2)

31-1530 Introduction to Set Construction (3)

31-1405 America Musical Theater: From 1945 to the
Present (2)

31-2530 Stage Management (4)
31-1600 Introduction to Design for Stage (3)

31·2400 Musical Theater II: Scenes and Sones (3~ _ _ -----

31-1605 Stage Makeup I (3)

31-3400 Musical Theater Ill : Worl<shOp I (3)

31-3600 Destcn Seminar: Texts (1)

31-3405 Musical Theater IV : WOr1<shOp II (3)

31-3905 Crelltlnc e Career In Technology and Design (3)

31·3900 Professional Survrval and How to Audrtion (4 )

43-3520 Sound for the Theater (4)

32-1110 Sil)ltslnging, M usicianship, end Ear TreoninJ I (2).

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE :

Music

31-2610 Set Design with 31-2677 Design Studio (3)

32-1120 Theory. Harmony. end Analysis (2). M~?_!<: . . · - - - _

31-2615 Costume Design with 31-2677 Design Studio (3)

32-2111 Sil)ltsinging. M usicianshop, and Ear Treonor-c II (3).
Music

31-2620 UJiltlng Oesi&fl wlth31-2621 UghtinJ Oestcn Lab (3)

32-2511 Techniques on Singing I (3). MusiC - -- - - - -- - -

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING THREE COURSES:

32-2707 Prtvate Lessons: M usical Theater ~~-.!.!.!:.-~~

31-2510 Scenic Carpentry (3)

__ _

32·1800 Columbia ColleJe Chorus (2). Music

31-2515 Scene Pllintil'!!l (3)

33-1181 Musical Theater Dance I (3). Dance

31-2526 Costume Construction II (3)

33-1221 Ballet: Beginnone (3). Dance
33-1231 Jazz Dance (3). Dance
33-1251 Tap Dance: BegJnnong (3). Dance
DANCE EMPHAS IS (15)

Course Tltlo ontl Crotlltl
33-2182 M usical Theater Dance II (3). Dance
· --- ~

- .

33-2322 Ballet II (1). Dance
33-2232 Jazz Dance 11 111. Dance
33-2252 Tap Dance II (1). Dance
Complete 9 crec!rt hou~ of Modem. Jazz. Tap or Ballet
courses 111 le'.lel two or above.

----------------- ---- ·-
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THEATER
MUSIC EMPHASIS (15)

SELECT ONE :

Cour. . Title and Credits

31·1500 Production Techniques: Crew (2 )
31-1505 Production Techniques: Stagecraft (2)

32-2112 Sightsinglng. Musicianship, and Ear Training Ill (3),
MUSIC

INTERDI SCIPLINARY M INOR IN PLAYWRITING ( 24)

32·2121 Theory, Harmony, and Analysis II (3), Music
32-2131 Keyboard I (2). Music
32-2707 Private Lessons: Voice (3 semesters) (6), Music
32-2803 Vocal Performance Ensemble (1). Music

Course Title and Credits

31·2800 Playwriting Worl<shop I (3 )
31-3800 Playwriting Worl<shop II (3)
55-1101 Fiction Writing I (4), Fiction Writing
55-4204 Critical Reading and Writing: Drama and Story (4),

THEATER EMPHASIS (15)

Fiction Writing

Course Title and Credi ts

SELECT 10 CREDIT HOURS OF THE FOLLOWING:
31·2120 Text Analysis (3)
31-1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills • (3)
31·1210 Improvisational Techniques I (3)
31-1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage (3)
31·3805 New Plays Workshop (3)
31-38 99 Independent Project: Playwriting (variable)
55-4102 Fiction Writing 11 • (4), Fiction Writing
55-4302 Story and Script: Fiction Techniques for the Media

31-2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study (3) and 31·2177
Rehearsal Lab (1) concurrently

31-2205 Acting II: Character and Ensemble (4 )
31-3200 Acting Ill: Acting and Performing (4)
31-2300 Voice Training for Actors II (3)
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PLAYWRITING
The Fiction Writing department and the Theater department
are collaborating to develop an Interdisciplinary Maj or in
Playwriting. Students should contact Randy Albers in Fiction
Writing at 312.344.7616 or Brian Shaw In Theater at
312.344 .6122 for current guidelines and course selection.

(4 ), Fiction Writing

55-4309 Story to Stage : Adapting Prose Fiction to Stage
Drama (4), Fiction Writing

55-3090 Independent Project: Fiction Writing (variable),

Minor In DlrectlnC
Students seeking a minor must complete 24 credit hours of
courses.

Fiction Writing
• strongly recommended Theater

Second BA In Theater
Students must complete courses in one of the following
concentrations.

Course Tit le and Credits

31·1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3)
31-1205 Acting 1: Scene Study (3) and 31-2177 Rehearsal
Lab (1) concurrently

CONCENTRATION : PERFORMANCE
Students seeking a second BA must complete the following
for a total of 50 credit hours:

31·2120 Text Analysis (3)
31-2530 Stage Management (4)
31·1600 Introduction to Design for Stage (3)
31-2700 Directing I (4)
31-3700 Directing II (3)

31-2120 Text Analysis (3)
31-1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3)
31·1210 Improvisational Techniques 1 (3)
31-1205 Acting 1: Scene Study (3) with 31·2177 Rehearsal

Minor In ActlnC
Students must complete 22 credit hours of courses.

Lab (1)

31·2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study (3) with 31·2177
Rehearsal Lab 1

Course Title and Credits

31·2205 Acting II: Character and Ensemble (4)
31·3200 Acting Ill: Acting and Performing (4)
31·3299 Independent Project: Per formance (2)
31·1300 Voice Training for the Actor I (3)
31-1305 Body Movement for the Actor I (3)
31·2300 Voice Training for the Actor II (3)
31·1500 Production Techniques: Crew (2)
31-1505 Production Techniques: Stagecraft (2)
31·1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage (3)
31-2700 Directing 1 (4)

31-1200 Acting 1: Basic Skills (3)
31·1205 Acting 1: Scene Study (3) and 31·2177 Rehearsal
Lab (1) concurrently

31-1210 Improvisational Techniques I (3)
31-2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study (3) and 31-2177
Rehearsal Lab (1) concurrently

31·1300 Voice Training for the Actor I (3)
31-1305 Body Movement for the Actor 1 (3)
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THEA T ER
AND CHOOSE ONE OF THE THREE STYLES AND CRAFTS
COURSES :

CONCENTRATION : THEATER DESIGN
Students must oomplete 49 credit hours of courses end must
s«isfy special requirements.

31·3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)
31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modem (3)

Couraa Title and Cradlta

31·3110 Stytes and Crafts: Late 19th and 20th Centuries (3)

31·3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)
31-3105 Stytes and Crafts: Baroque to Modem (3)

CONCENTRATION : DIRECTION/PRODUCTION
Students seeking a second BA must complete the following
for a total of 50 credit hours:

31·3110 Stytes and Crafts: Late Nineteenth and Twentieth
Century (3)

31·2120 Text Analysis (3)

31·1200 Actlng 1: Basic Skills (3 )

31-1200 Actlng 1: Basic Skills (3)

31-1510 Drafting and Model Milking (2)

31-1205 Actlng 1: Scene Study (3 ) with 31·2177 Rehearsal
Lab (1 )

31-1515 Rendering TechniQues (2 )

31·1210 Improvisational Techniques 1 (3)

31-1525 Costume Construction 1 (3)

31·2200 Acting II: Advanced Scene Study (3) with 31·2177
Rehearsal Lab (1)

31·1530 Introduction to Set Construction (3)

31·1300 Voice Training for the Actor I (3)

31-1605 Stage Make-Up I (3)

31·1305 Body Mo~~ement for the Actor I (3)

31·3600 Design Seminar: Texts (1)

31-1520 Li&hting Techno!oiJes (3l

31-1600 Introduction to Design for Stage (3)

31·1500 Production TechniQues: Crew (2)

31-2620 Lighting Design and 31-2621 Lighting Design Lab
concurrently (3)

31·1505 Production Techniques: Stagecraft (2)
31·2530 Stage Management (4)

31-2615 Costume Design and 31-2677 Design Studio
concurrently (3)

31·1600 Introduction to Design for the Stage (3)
31-3700 Directing II (3 )

31·2610 Set Design and 31-2677 Design Studio
concurrently (3 )

31·3701 Directing Ill (3)

31-3625 Collaborative Seminar (2)

31·2700 Directing I (4)

22-1102 History of Art II (3). Art and Design

AND CHOOSE ONE OF THE THREE STYLES AND CRAFTS
COURSES :

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWI NG THREE COURSES :

31·3100 Styles and Crafts: Ancient to Baroque (3)

31-3610 Advanced Set Design (3)

31·3105 Styles and Crafts: Baroque to Modern (3)

31-3615 Advanced Costume Design (3)

31-3110 Stytes and Crafts: Late 19th and 20th Centuries (3)

31·3620 Advanced Lighting Design (3)

CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING ELECTIVES:
31·3598 Independent Project: Stage Management (3)
31·3799 Independent Project: Directing (3)
31·3988 Internship: Theater (3)
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

THEATER
THEORY

~ Styles and Crafts : Late Nineteenth and

~ Text Analysis

Twentieth Centuries
Cultural history class surveys the visual. literary. and
performative traditions of Western theater. Theater
conventions. architecture. and texts are presented alongside the art. architecture. dress. literature. politics. and
social structure of an historic period. Instruction is
focused on the visual and literary interpretation of texts
and provides an examination of the audience/ perform·
ance relationship. Class examines the incredible variety of
arts. entertainment, and spectacle of the twentieth
century.

Students study different methodologies of script analysis
to develop greater skill in interpretation. Analytical methods provide students with glimpses of plays· underlying
structural principles. leading to deeper understanding of
overall meaning. Instruction includes overview of the
history of dramatic criticism in Western theater. Course
provides common working vocabulary and methods of
analysis, facilitating communication of production ideas.
Writing intensive course is useful for actors, directors, and
designers.
COURSE 131·2120
3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITES: 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS, 52·1152
ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 131-3110
3 CREDITS
HA

~ Dramaturgy
Course provides an overview of the art and craft of drama·
turgy in the contemporary theater. Through individual and
group projects, students examine the role the dramaturg
plays in developing production concepts, conducting
production research, choosing translations, and deve lo~
ing adaptations of literature for performance. Students
will also consider how the dramaturg functions within a
theatrical organization to assist in season selection. audi·
ence education. and audience development.

~ Rehearsal Lab
Taken concurrently with most acting classes, course guarantees two free hours each week at the same time as
other students in class. lab ensures adequate rehearsal
time outside of class for scenes being prepared for class.
When students have no scenes to rehearse, lab becomes
study period.
COURSE 131·2177
1 CREDIT

COURSE 131-3125
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS

~Styles and Crafts : Ancient t o Baroque
Cultural history course surveys visual. literary. and performaUve traditions of Western theater. Theater conventions.
architecture. and texts are presented alongside art. arch~
lecture, dress. literature. politics. and social structure of
a historic period. Instruction focuses on visual and literary
interpretation of texts and provides an examination of the
audience-performance relationship. This semester
explores the ear1y souroes out of which Western theater
has developed. Course is offered Fall semester only.

In depen dent Project: Theory
Students may receive independent study credit for
research. guided study. and practical work in dramturgy
associated with a Mainstage or workshop production.
COURSE 131-31 99
VARIABLE CREDITS

PERFORMANCE

COURSE 131·3100
3 CREDITS
HA

~Acting 1: Basic Skills
Students learn the discipline of acting through physical.
vocal. and improvisational exercises. Course uses some
text work consisting of short scenes and monologues
from plays to teach beginning actors awareness of their
own and others· needs on stage . Scenes are not
presented during Performance Week. Required course for
all Theater majors.

~ Styles and Crafts : Baroque to Modern
Cultural history course surveys visual, literary. and per for·
mative traditions of Western theater. Theater conventions.
architecture. and texts are presented alongside the art.
architecture. dress. literature, politics, and social struc·
ture of an historic period . Instruction focuses on visual
and literary interpretation of texts and an examination of
the audience/per formance relationship. Class examines
theater of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. focus·
ing on debate between Neoclassicism and Romanticism
and studying background and thought behind Realism and
Naturalism. Course offered Spring semester only.

COURSE 131·1200
3 CR EDITS

IAIITA914

COURSE 131·3105
3 CREDITS
HA
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COURSE DESCRIPTIO N S

THEATER
X

X

Actlnl 1: Scene Study

Students develop several different characters through
worl< on scenes requiring an ensemble style among actors
on stage. Instruction focuses on stage concentration in
the give-anO.take situation of three or more actors on
stage at the same time. Large cast scenes are presented
during Performance Week. Concurrent enrollment in Body
Movement II or Stage Combat I is recommended .

COURSE 131·1205
3 CREDITS
IAIITA915
PREREQUISITES: 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS (C OR
BffiER). 31-1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR I OR 31·

COURSE 131-2205
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS. MAY BE CONCURRENT.
31·1210 IMPROVISATIONAL TECHNIQUES I, 31·2200 ACTING II:
ADVANCED SCENE STUDY. 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, MAY BE CONCURRENT. 31·2315 STAGE COMBAT I,
CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT RECOMMENDED

1300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I. MAY BE CONCURRENT

X

Actlnl II: Character and Ensemble

Students learn to solve beginning acting problems through
worl< on two-person scenes from contemporary plays.
Students study acting text for clues to character behavior
and motivation fleshed out during the rehearsal process in
preparation for performance. Scenes may be presented
formally during Performance Week. Rehearsal Lab must
be taken concurrently.

lmprovlutlonal Techniques I
Course teaches fundamental improvisational skills needed
for all acting and character work and the basic techniques
for becoming an improvisational actor. Course is taught by
people who worl< with Chicago's famed Second City.

lmprovlaatlonal Technique• II

COURSE 131·1210
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS. 31·1300

Focusing on an approach to acting through improvisation.
course bridges gap between improvised and scripted
worl< . Content includes study in performance skills,
Second City techniques. characters, playing, and improvi·
sational games based on teachings of Viola Spolin.

VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I. 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT
FOR THE ACTOR I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE 131·2210
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31-1210 IMPROVISATIONAL TECHNIQUES I

African-American Performance Lab
Improvisational Techniques Ill

Course introduces theatrical process in the African continuum and explores creation and development of individually
and collaboratively generated performance. Weekly work·
shop provides an in.Qepth exploration of per formance
aspects of narratives, oral tradition . and plays; letters.
sermons. and speeches; ceremonial and gestural forms.
poetry, and non-text sources.

Focusing on an approach to acting through improvisation.
course bridges gap between improvised and scripted
work. Content includes study in performance skills,
Second City techniques, characters , playing, and improvi·
sational games based on teachings of Viola Spolin.
COURSE 131-2211

COURSE 131·1215

X

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31·2210 IMPROVISATIONAL TECHNIQUES II

Actlnl II: Advanced Scene Study

Topics: Text Interpretation and the Maak

Students further develop knowledge of basic dramatic
scene structure. exploring more difficult two-person
scenes and focusing on specific, individual acting problems. Scenes are presented formally during Performance
Week. Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently.

Workshop gives students opportunity to learn acting techniques to make internal discoveries of emotion and char·
acterization purely through physical mask and movement
explorations. Students learn movement as a device
through which to interpret narrative arc and throughline.
Text is either spoken by an offstage chorus or used
only as a map to interpret scene performed in silence
otherwise.

COURSE 131·2200
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31 ·1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY. 31·1300
VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I. 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT
FOR THE ACTOR I. MAY BE CONCURRENT. 31·2300 VOICE
TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II. CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT
RECOMMENDED

WWW . COLUM . EDU

COURSE 131-2270
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 31·1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY. 31·1300
VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I. 31 ·1305 BODY MOVEMENT
FOR THE ACTOR I
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COURSE DESCRIPT IONS

THEATER
Topics: Introduction to Puppetry
Course introduces students to basic puppet theater techniques through the conception, construction , and use of
simple puppet forms such as rod puppets, pole puppets,
and masks. Students collaborate to design and build
simple puppets whose use is then explored through
per formance workshop techniques.

Acting Ill Styles: Shakespeare II
Scene study and monologue class involves further work
from Shakespeare's First Folio. Study focuses on rehearsing text and finding clues about character, blocking, and
motivat ions, then transferring t hem into per formance.
Students present scenes during Per formance Week.
31-2177 Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently. Other
Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

COURSE .31-2271
1 CREDIT

COURSE 4131-3206

PREREQUISITE: 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31-2177 REHEARSAL
LAB CONCURRENTLY. 31·3204 ACTING Iff STYLES: SHAKESPEARE

I, 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY

Acting Ill: Acting and Performing
Diagnostic class concentrates on expanding character and
style range of student according to individual need.
Lectures, discussions. and improvisation workshops
concentrate on building a character and on the playing of
subtext Pairs of new audition pieces are learned and
performed, as are short two-person and ensemble scenes.
Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR If OR 31-2315 STAGE COMBAT I,
MAY BE CONCURRENT

Acting Ill Styles: Moll6re and Restoration
Class explores the plays of Moliere and the Restoration
using devices of the Commedia Dell ' Arte and other techniques and exercises that serve to enhance actor's understanding of a presentational style. Through scene work
and projects per formed during Per formance Week,
students develop a strong sense of what makes these
plays so timely and funny. 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab must
be taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may
be taken concurrently.

COURSE .31-3200
4 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31-2205 ACTING If:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31-2305 BODY M OVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR If OR 312315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

C OURSE . 31-3208
3 CREDITS

Acting Ill Styles: The Greeks
Scene study class concentrates on tragedies and comedies of ancient Greek pl aywrights. Dramatic and choral
scenes are studied and presented during Per formance
Week. Concurrent enrollment in 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab is
required . Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.

PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2177 REHEARSAL
LAB CONCURRENTLY. 31·2205 ACTING If: CHARACTER AND
ENSEMBLE, 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II, 312305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31-2315 STAGE
COMBAT I, M AY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE . 3 1 · 3202
3 CREDITS

Acting Ill Styles: Chekov
Scenes by late nineteentiH:entur y Russian dramatist are
studied and presented during Performance Week.
Concurrent enrollment in 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab is
required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.

PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31-2177 REHEARSAL
LAB CONCURRENTLY. 31·2205 ACTING If: CHARACTER AND
ENSEMBLE, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II, 31-2305
BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR If OR 31·2315 STAGE COMBAT

I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE .31-3210
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31-2177 REHEARSAL

Acting Ill Styles: Shakespeare I
Course involves in-depth text analysis and verse work from
Shakespeare's First Folio with goal toward per formance.
Students engage in monologue and scene study work
designed to help actor find Shakespeare's clues about
character and performance in the text. Scenes are
presented during Per formance Week. 31-2177 Rehearsal
Lab must be taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles
classes may be taken concurrently.

LAB CONCURRENTLY. 31-2205 ACTING If: CHARACTER AND
ENSEMBLE, 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II, 312305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR If OR 31-2315 STAGE
COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE 4131-3204
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31-2177 REHEARSAL
LAB CONCURRENTLY, 31-2205 ACTING If: CHARACTER AND
ENSEM BLE. 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II, 31-2305
BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR If OR 31-2315 STAGE COMBAT I
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THEATER
Acting Ill Styles: Shaw, Wilde , and Coward
Course studies lives and backgrounds of playwrights in
relation to their place in theater history. Important plays
from canon are read and discussed. Monologues and twoperson and ensemble scenes are studied and presented
during Performance Week. 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab must be
taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be
taken concurrently.

Acting Ill Styles: Farce and the Theater of the
Absurd
Scene study and monologue class explores plays by
Samuel Beckett and Eugene lonesco and by inheritors of
their tradition, Tom Stoppard, Christopher Durang. and
others. Scenes presented during Performance Week.
Concurrent enrollment in 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab is
required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.

C OURSE U1-3212

COURSE U1· 3218
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31-2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE. 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 312315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2177 REHEARSAL
LAB CONCURRENTLY. 31·2205 ACTING II: CHARACTER AND
ENSEMBLE. 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II, 31·2305
BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31-2315 STAGE COMBAT
I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

Acting Ill Styles: Brecht
Course studies twentiettH:entury German playwright and
his style of epic theater. Students present scenes from his
plays during Performance Week. Concurrent enrollment in
31-2177 Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles
classes may be taken concurrently.

Acting Ill Styles: Irish Theater
Course focuses on plays written by Yeats, Synge, O'Casey,
and other Irish playwrights of the late nineteenth and the
twentieth centuries. Students work on monologues, twoperson scenes, and ensemble scenes that are presented
during Per formance Week. Concurrent enrollment in 312177 Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting Ill: Styles
classes may be taken concurrently.

COURSE .31-3214
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE. 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31-2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·

COURSE U1-3220
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:

2315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

Acting Ill Styles: Pinter and Albee
Scene study class examines the major works of these
twentiettH:entury playwrights. Scenes are rehearsed in both
of these acting styles and presented during Performance
Week. Concurrent enrollment in Rehearsal Lab is required.
Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

Acting Ill Styles: Contemporary British Styles
Course is a scene study and monologue examination of
the work of Stoppard, Hare, Brenton, Gems, Churchill, and
Edgar. Scenes from these playwrights' works are
presented during Performance Week. Concurrent enroll·
ment in 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab is required. Other Acting
Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.

COURSE U1-3216
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31-2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 312315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE U1·3222
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT
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COURSE DESCR I PTIONS

THEATER
Acting Ill Styles: African-American Th eat er I

Acting Ill: Physical Theater I

Scene study and monologue classes use texts by AfricanAmerican playwrights to develop performance techniques.
Scenes are presented during Performance Week.
Concurrent enrollment in 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab is
required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.
COURSE 131·3224

Class explores creation and development of collaboratively
generated performance. Students receive individual and
small-group assignments to create short performance
pieces through movement, image, sound, character, and
object use for class discussion and development. Goal is
to create an ensemble per formance work presented at
semester' s end. Other Acting Il l: Styles classes may be
taken concurrently.
COURSE U1-3228

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31-2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

Acting Ill Styles: African-American Theater II
Scene study and monologue classes use texts by African·
American playwrights to develop performance techniques.
Scenes are presented during Performance Week.
Concurrent enrollment in 31-2177 Rehearsal Lab is
required. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.
COURSE U1-322S

Acting Ill: Comedy Character and Movement
Course focuses on the particularities of movement
pertaining to texts of different periods. Class explores
topics such as clothing and politics as they relate to,
affect. and alter character behavior. Periods include the
Restoration and Elizabethan eras and touch on work by
playwrights as diverse as Chekov. lonesco, and Ibsen.
Team-taught class focuses on text and movement. Scenes
and period dances are presented during Performance
Week. 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab must be taken concurrently. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken
concurrently.
COURSE 131·3230

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE. 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 312315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

Ac ting Ill Styles: Latino Theater

3 CREDITS

Course gives brief history and overview of Latino theater
in the U.S. as a group students read six to eight plays by
Latino authors and discuss their significance in contemporary American theater. Class members choose scenes
from readings, rehearse them. and present them during
Performance Week. 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab is required.
Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may be taken concurrently.
COURSE •31·3226

PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE. 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

Acting Ill Styles: Comedy Workshop I
Students write and perform their own Second City-style
comedy revue with occasional lunch-hour performances
throughout semester. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may
be taken concurrently.
COURSE •31·3232

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:

CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·220 5 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

Acting Ill: Women's Theater
Course studies the lives and backgrounds of women play·
wrights in relation to their place in theater and society.
Students work on monologues, two-person and ensemble
scenes that are presented during Performance Week.
Concurrent enrollment in 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab is
required.
COURSE U1-3227
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR I,
31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II: CHARACTER AND
ENSEMBLE. 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I
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ActlnC Ill Styles: Comedy Workshop II

~ Voice TralnlnC f or the Actor I
Course introduces various techniques to aid beginning
actors in development and use of their natural voices for
the stage. Students practice fundamentals of breathing.
resonation. and articulation: learn vocal warm-up in preparation for performance: and study several monologues
from contemporary material.

Students write and perform their own Second City.sty1e
comedy revue with occasional lunch-hour performances
throughOut semester. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may
be taken concurrently.
COU RSE 131· 3233
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS. 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE. 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II, 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·

COURSE 131·1300
3 CREDITS

2315 STAGE COMBAT I. MAY BE CONCURRENT

~ Body Movement for the Actor I
ActlnC Ill Styles: Camera Techniques

Course focuses on development of proper physicality.
stretch. and strength and on activation and direction of
energy. Students develop an individual movement voioe
and understand how to modify it to respond to emotional
and physical needs of a character.

Theater majors act in front of a camera that Is directed by
Television majors. Acting students develop understanding
of differences between acting on stage and acting on
camera. Students do interviews, monologues. and
scenes . all captured on videotape . Concurrent enrollment
In Rehearsal Lab is required. Course is offered during the
Spring semester only. Other Acting Ill: Styles classes may
be taken concurrently.

COU RSE 131·1 305
3 CREDITS

COURSE 131·3234
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS. 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE. 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE
ACTOR II. 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II OR 31·
2315 STAGE COMBAT I. MAY BE CONCURRENT

Fel denkrala Meth od: Awareneas throuch
Movement I
Course is based on Moshe Feldenkrais Awareness
through Movement lessons. Through select breathing and
movement sequenoes. students learn new vocal patterns
and make spontaneous acting choices beyond habitual
movement. Movement sequences are light and easy and
may be accomplished by anyone regardless of age or
physical limitations.

~ Actl nc IV
Advanced scene study course concentrates on expanding
character and style ranges of students according to their
Individual needs . Monologues. two-person scenes. and
ensemble scenes are presented during Per formance
Week.

COURSE 131·1310
3 CREDITS

~ Voice Tral nlnC for the Actor II

COURSE 131·3240
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: AT LEAST ONE ACTING Ill: SmES CLASS. 31·
3300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR Ill, 31·3305 SINGING FOR
THE ACTOR I

Various spoken materials such as scripts. poetic verse.
and narratives as applied to principles of voice production
are explored in this continuation and expan.sion of vocal
techniques and exercises introduced in 31·1300 Vo•ce
Training for the Actor I. 31-2205 Acting II: Character and
Ensemble. is recommended as a concurrent course.
COURSE 131·2300
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 3J.1300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR t: 31·

Independent Project: Performance
Students may receive up to two credit hours of Independent study for work involved in being cast In production as
part of the Theater department performance season.
Students earn one credit hour for participaUon In student·
directed productions: students earn two credit hours for
participation in faculty-directed or main stage productions.

2205 ACTING II: CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE. CONCURRENT
ENROLLMENT RECOMMENDED

~ Body Movement for the Ac t o r II
Course continues study of 31·1305 Body Movement for
the Actor I. Students use their more conscious. able body
to develop characterization.

COURSE 131·3299
VARI ABLE CREDIT

COURSE 131·2305
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS. 31-1305
BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR 1: 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE. CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT
RECOMMENDED
WWW . COLU M . EDU
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Accents and Dialects I

Course continues study of 31-1305 Body Movement for
the Actor L Students use their more conscious. able body
to develop characterization.

Students examine and practice ten most commonly used
Engl ish and foreign language dialects encountered in
English-speaking theater. Content emphasizes technical
aspects of dialect. such as vowel and consonant pronunci·
ation, lilt, rhythm, and vocabulary, and how they affect a
theatrical character's personality.

COURSE 131-2306
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY. 31-2305
BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II; 31-2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT
RECOMMENDED

COURSE 131-2325
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31-1300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I

Feldenkrals Method: Awareness through
Movement II

Accents and Dialects II
Students examine and practice ten most commonly used
English and foreign language dialects encountered in
English-speaking theater. Instruction emphasizes technical
aspects of dialect, such as vowel and consonant pronunciation, lilt, rhythm, and vocabulary, and how they affect a
theatrical character's personality.

Course continues and expands on 31-1310 Feldenkrais
Method: Awareness through Movement L
COURSE 131-2310
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31-1310 FELDENKRAIS METHOD: AWARENESS
THROUGH MOVEMENT I, PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 131·2326
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 31·2325 ACCENTS AND DIALECTS I

Stage Combat I
Course focuses on creating illusion of violence for stage
and screen. Basic instruction is given in unarmed combat
(feet, fists, slaps, punches. falls, and rolls) and rapier and
dagger (parries . cuts. and thrusts). Safe and realistic
violence for stage is emphasized. Final scenes are
performed main stage during Performance Week.

Topics: Physical Comedy Workshop
Course offers opportunity for performing arts students to
explore and develop their personal approach to physical
comedy through exposure to a variety of comedy styles
and techniques with an emphasis on continuous creation,
rehearsal, and performance followed by analysis.

COURSE 131-2315
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY. 31-1300
VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I, 31-1305 BODY MOVEMENT
FOR THE ACTOR I

COURSE 131·2370
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS. 31·1305
BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR I

Stage Combat II

Basic VIewpoints Workshop

Course continues to teach students to create the illusion
of violence for stage and screen. Advanced instruction is
given in unarmed combat (feet. fists. slaps, punches.
falls, and rolls) and rapier and dagger (parries. cuts. and
thrusts). Techniques of broadsword and small sword are
also covered. Safe and realistic violence for stage is
emphasized. Final scenes are performed main stage
during Performance Week. Final scene also adjudicated by
the Fight Master of the Society of American Fight
Directors. Students may qualify for certification at the
Actor Combatant level recognized by SAFD.

Viewpoints is a movement philosophy that explores the
issues of time and space. In theater, it allows a group of
actors to function spontaneously and intuitively; to generate bold new work quickly by develping flexibil ity, articulation, and strength in movement: and to use writing and
other resources as steps to creativity. Students will learn
the vocabulary and basic theory by applying viewpoints to
creating new compositions as well as using them with
existing theatrical texts.
COURSE 131-2372
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: COURSE #31·2200 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE
STUDY OR 31-2700 DIRECTING II

COURSE 131·2320
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31·2315 STAGE COMBAT I
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Topics: Classical Text Workshop
Workshop focuses on discovering comfort levels and
developing skills in dealing with classical and heightened
realism text (verse and prose) and creating character
through finding and using clues in the language . Working
on scenes and monologues. students explore a variety of
approaches to the text. Students work with an instructor
who is highly skilled in classical repertory theater.

Singing for the Actor II
A continuation of 31·3305 Singing for the Actor I, this
course further develops vocal techniques and interpretive
study of songs. Students give final performance at semes·
ter end.
COURSE 4131·3310
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II. 31·
3305 SINGING FOR THE ACTOR I

COURSE 4131·2371
1 CREDIT

Stage Combat Ill
Course teaches advanced techniques of unarmed rapier
and dagger, broadsword, and small sword combat. Goal is
certification with Society of American Fight Directors as
actor combatants. Course involves extensive physical
work. Students give final performance during Performance
Week.

~ Voice Training for the Actor Ill
Course continues work of improving vocal quality and
diction with attention to students ' individual needs.
Acquired techniques are applied to interpretation of
poetry, narrative, comic . and dramatic readings. Recording
and evaluation help students monitor progress throughout
the semester. Presentations are given during Performance
Week.

COURSE 4131·331S
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31·2320 STAGE COMBAT II

COURSE 4131·3300
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·2200 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY,
31·2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II

Stage Combat IV
Students work with advanced stage combat weapons ,
including sword and shield, knife , quarterstaff, and single
sword, in the style of Hollywood swashbuckling. Goal is to
pass a skills test with Society of American Rght Directors
at semester's end.

~ Voice Training for the Actor IV
Students survey and practice advanced vocal techniques
necessary for well developed command of voice produc·
tion for the stage . Emphasis is on solving specific problems by individual students and on refining vocal tech·
niques needed for a career. Presentations are given
during Performance Week.

COURSE 4131·3316
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 31·3315 STAGE COMBAT Ill

COURSE 4131·3301
3 CREDITS

Independent Project: Performance Technique
Students may receive independent study credit for individual or group study in performance technique conducted
outside the regular curriculum, in association with skills
developed for specific main stage or workshop production.

PREREQUISITE: 31·3300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR Ill

~ Singing for the Actor I
Course focuses on proper techniques for breathing,
projection, voice placement. and articulation tau.ght
through singing. Instruction emphasizes text interpretation
and characterization in song. This is not a class that
teaches the actor to be a singer, but a class that teaches
singing technique to broaden actor's spoken vocal range.
Course instruction makes actors more comfortable with
singing as part of their acting equipment. Students give
public performance at semester' s end. Course is required
for all students with an Acting concentration.

COURSE .31·3399
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

Speaking Out
Course explores the dynamics of human communication
and is a workshop arena for developing skills necessary
to become an effective and energetic communicator at
home and work. Strong emphasis is placed on increasing
vocal skills including breath support, releasing habitual
tensions , and developing resonance and clarity. Course
can be used for General Education credit by non-Theater
majors.

COURSE 4131-330S
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS. 31-1300
VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I. 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT
FOR THE ACTOR I

COURSE 4131· 7300
3 CREDITS

SP

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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Musical Theater Ill : Work shop I

American Musical Theater: from the beginnings
to 1945

Two-level course in the American musical is offered over
two consecutive semesters. Course is required of all
Musical Theater Performance majors. who must take both
courses sequentially In one school year. Class includes
extensive work In scenes, solo and ensemble musical
numbers. dance training. and historical research.
Students develop and perform studio musical over two
semesters with performances scheduled during both Fall
and Spring semesters. Students prepare and perform
repertoire of songs and dance routines for use in auditions.

Course is required for Mu sical Theater Performance
majors in the first semester of their first year. This is the
first half of a two-semester course covering development
of musical theater from its roots in opera. operetta. and
vaudeville. to the revues and musical comedies of the
1920s and 1930s. to the emergence of the modern musi·
cal in the work of Rodgers and Hammerstein. Students
are introduced to shows and songs from each period
through readings. recordings. and videos. Course is
offered Fall semester only.

COURSE 131·3 400
3 CREDITS

COURSE 131· 1400
2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·2400 MUSICAL THEATER II: SCENES AND
SONGS. 32·2803 VOCAL PERFORMANCE ENSEMBLE, 33-1181
MUSICAL THEATER DANCE I

American Musical Theater: From 1945 to
Present
Musical Theater IV: Workshop II

This Is a required class for Musical Theater Performance
majors in the second semester of their first year. Course
Is the second half of a two-semester course continuing
study of the history of the musical begun in 31·1400
American Musical Theater: From the Beginnings to 1945.
Instruction covers development of musicals of Rodgers
and Hammerstein to the pop-operas and spectacles of the
present. Content gives some attention to movie musicals
and the introduction of shows and songs from each period
through readings, recordings, and videos. Course is
offered Spring semester only.

Two-level course in the American musical is offered over
two consecutive semesters . Course is required of all
Musical Theater Performance majors. who must take both
courses sequentially in one school year. Class includes
extensive work in scenes. solo and ensemble musical
numbers. dance training. and historical research.
Students develop and perform studio musical over two
semesters with performances scheduled during both Fall
and Spring semesters. Students prepare and perform
repertoire of songs and dance routines for use in audl·
tions.

COURSE 131·1405
2 CREDITS

COURSE 131·3405
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31·3400 MUSICAL THEATER Ill: WORKSHOP I

X Musical Theater II: Scenes and Songs
Course in acting for the musical theater concentrates on
spoken and musical scene work. excluding choral
numbers and dancing. Students research and learn twoperson and smal~group scenes from basic repertory of
American musical theater with emphasis on extending
characterization from spoken dialogue into song. Class is
available to Theater. Music, and Dance majors. Course is
required for Musical Theater Performance majors.
Students perform scenes and songs during Performance
Week.

Independent Project : Musical Theater
Students may receive up to three credit hours of independent study for work conducted outside the regular
curriculum. in assicoation with main stage or workshop
productions. This may include work in voice. choreography,
acting, production. marketing or research associated with
a particular production.
COURSE 131·3 499
VARIABLE CRED IT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 1131·2400
3 CREDITS

TEC HN IC AL

PREREQUISITES: 31-1400 OR 31·1405 AMERICAN MUSICAL
THEATER. 31-1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY. 31·2300 VOICE
TRAINING FOR ACTOR II. 32·1120 THEORY. HARMONY. AND
ANALYSIS I, 32·2111 SIGHTSINGING. MUSICIANSHIP. AND EAR
TRAINING II

X

Production Tec hnique s: Crew
Students work as backstage crew for Theater department
productions. Students gain understanding of behind-thescenes labor that supports on·stage performance.
Participants also get the opportunity to observe nuance
and change in live performance as it occurs over several
performances. Time is required outside of class.
COURSE 131·1500
2 CREDITS
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X

Production Techniques: Stagecraft
Through lecture and hands-on experience students are
introduced to fundamentals of costume construction,
scenery construction and design, and technical aspects of
stage lighting.
COURSE 131-1505
2 CREDITS

Introduction to Set Construction
Course introduces set construction in the Classic and
New Studio Theaters utilizing the component pieces of the
available studio kits. Students work with reading and interpreting ground plans. designing and assembling simple
sets, and analyzing the construction of sets both on
campus and in the professional world. Basics of studio
lighting and sound systems are covered.
COURSE 131·1530

X

3 CREDITS

Drafting and Model Making
Course introduces mechanical drawing techniques as
applied to the performing arts. Students execute transfer
of two-dimensional drafting into three-dimensional model
form. Course is recommended tor those interested in
visual design elements of performing arts and is a prerequisite of all theater design courses.

Scenic Carpentry
Students interpret and study scale drawings of scenic
designer. Students practice development of working drawings and rear elevations of scenic elements. Course
explores various methods of joinery and building practices
typical to theater. Class discusses planning of building
schedules to facilitate rehearsal and production deadlines. Students also learn to estimate building material
needs and budget limitations.

COURSE 131-1510
2 CREDITS

X

Rendering Techniques
Course introduces figure drawing, color, light and shadow,
and a variety of rendering materials and techniques.
Coursework focuses on rendering of costumes, stage
lighting effects, and sets. This is a prerequisite for all
costume, lighting, and set design courses.

COURSE 131-2510
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 31-1530 INTRODUCTION TO SET CONSTRUCTION

Scene Painting
Course is an introduction to and practical application of
processes, materials, and techniques used in painting
theatrical scenery. Students study color theory, the inter·
relationship of additive and subtractive mixing, and the
manipulation of two-dimensional space through use of
form and color.

COURSE 131-1515
2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-1510 DRAFTING AND MODEL MAKING

X

Lighting Technologies
Basic skills course addresses primary information for
those interested in the art of stage lighting. Instruction
includes purposes, allied techniques, equipment terminology, use of color, and fundamental drafting.

COURSE 131-2515
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 31-1515 RENDERING TECHNIQUES

COURSE 131-1520
3 CREDITS

X

Current Technology In the Performing Arts
Course provides an overview of current and upcoming
technologies available to the performing arts. Topics
include: computer applications, show control, intelligent
lighting fixtures, projections, and systems interfacing.
Attendance at performances and technical demonstrations outside of class time will be required.

Costume Construction I
Course provides introduction to Costume Shop techniques
and procedures. Through assigned projects, students
learn basic machine and hand-sewing techniques, pattern
development with special emphasis on drafting and draping, and all aspects of costume building from rendering to
finished project. Content provides overview of related
subjects such as millinery, costume props, and formal
wear.
COURSE 131·1525
3 CREDITS

WWW .COLU M .E DU
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CAD for the Performing Arts
This class provides an overview of different computer
design programs and applications for the performing arts
designer and technician. Starting with the Windows plat·
form. students will worll with sketching and rendering soft·
ware. generic drafting programs and pre-packaged, hardware-specific programs. Access to a computer outside of
class is strongly recommended.

X

COURSE 131·2521
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 3J.-1600 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE

Introduction to Design f or the Stage
Students gain better understanding of theatrical design as
a whole and learn terminology and principles basic to all
aspects of theatrical design. Students explore theatrical
design through selected readings and Individual and group
projects. Course is a prerequisite for all theater design
courses and is a recommended general introduction to
the production process for all Theater majors. Course
requires no special vocabulary. experience, art skills.
COURSE 131-1600

STAGE. 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

3 CREDITS

X

Costume Construction II
Guided independent study focuses on advanced patterning and construction techniques. Prospective projects
include development of costume from rendering through
finished product for main stage show, pattern development from an historical piece. draped patterning and
construction from historical source. and corset construction and tailoring. Students are required to complete at
least three independent projects .

Stage Makeu p I
Course focuses on communicating character to audience
through makeup. Students learn basics of stage makeup,
including aging techniques. character analysis, corrective
makeup, use of color, use of simple modeling materials,
crepe hair, and beginning special effects. Students work
as makeup crew for at least one main season show.
COURSE .31·1605
3 CREDITS

IAITA912

COURSE 131· 2526
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 31·1525 COSTUME CONSTRUCTION I

X

X

Stage Manageme nt
In this advanced worllshop students stage-manage or
assist in stage-managing main season productions, devel·
oping the skills and techniques required in overseeing,
rehearsing, and running a show.
COURSE 131·2530
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1500 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES: CREW. 31·
1505 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES: STAGECRAFT. 31·1600
INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE STAGE. 31·2700 DIRECTING

Set Design
Course teaches methods of approaching, developing, and
completing set designs through detailed study encompassing scenic history, research, styles. and techniques.
By designing several simple theoret.ical projects. students
develop and expand skills and knowledge of artistic and
technical demands of professional set designing. 31·2677
Design Studio must be taken concurrently with Set
Design.
COURSE 131·2610
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1600 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE
STAGE. 3J.1530 INTRODUCTION TO SET CONSTRUCTION, 31·
1510 DRAFTING AND MODEL MAKING, 3J.1515 RENDERING
TECHNIQUES. 31-2677 DESIGN STUDIO MUST BE CONCURRENT

I, MAY BE CONCURRENT

Independent Project : Stage Management
Students may receive up to three credit hours of
independent study for serving as a stage manager on a
main stage production.

X

COURSE 131·3598
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

Costume Design
Students begin to develop skills required of a professional
costume designer through specific design projects. Upon
completion of the course, students should have proj ects
that demonstrate an ability to formulate and clearly render
a well-researched costume design.
COURSE U1·2615
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-1600 INTRODUCTION TO DESIGN FOR THE
STAGE. 31-1515 RENDERING TECHNIQUES. 31-2677 DESIGN
STUDIO MUST BE CONCURRENT

Independent Project: Technical Theater
Students may receive Independent study credit for techni·
cal worll conducted outside the regular curriculum, in
association with main stage or workshOp productions.
COURSE 131·3599
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR
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Stace Makeup Ill
Course expands and builds on basic techniques learned in
31·3605 Stage Makeup II: face casting and sculpting tor
mask making. Instruction also covers hair ventilating,
simple wig making, and tooth making for stage and film.
Two makeups using these techniques are required in addi·
tion to more advanced designs using sculpting, paintlr1g.
and face castir1g.

The basic mechanical and design principles presented in
31·1520 Lighting Technologies are expanded to meet
studenrs individual artistic expression In the field of light·
ing design for theater.
COURSE 131·2620
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-1510 DRAFTING AND MODEL MAKING, 31·
1520 LIGHTING TECHNOLOGIES. 31-1600 INTRODUCTION TO
DESIGN FOR THE STAGE

COURSE 131· 3808
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31-3605 STAGE MAKEUP II

To pics: Experien ce In Sound for the Theater

Advanced Set Des lcn

Course introduces theater sound design to those with
linle or no prior experience in sound/music work.
Students explore nature of acoustic phenomena and
perception. discovering dramatic potential and relationship
ot sound to image. text. and movement in practical appli·
cations. Course includes use of live sound and emphasizes electronically reproduced sound.

Course expands on the foundation of set design by
assigning more advanced design projects such as multi·
scene shows, musicals. operas. and dance concerts.
Students design two projects, includif1g all appropriate
research, drafting, rendering, and presentation materials.
Both projects must be of portfolio caliber.

COURSE 131·2670
1 CREDIT

COURSE 131·3810
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 31·2610 SET DESIGN

X Dealcn Studio

Advanced Costume Deslcn

This elective course is tor anyone interested in developing
rendering skills used in design tor stage. Studio course is
structured tor faculty members of design to participate as
advisors. Assignments respond to students' varying skill
levels. Students furnish art supplies. Concurrent enroll·
ment in this class required tor all students enrolled in
31·2615 Costume Design , 31·2610 Set Design, and
31·3620 Advanced Lighting Design.

Advanced-level course increases level of complexity and
sophistication of portfolio quality projects in costume
design. Course emphasizes production of projects demonstrating a professional level of proficiency in conceptual·
ization, rendering, and presentation.
COURSE 131·3 815
3 CREDITS

COURSE 131·2677
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 31·2615 COSTUME DESIGN

Dealcn Seminar 1: Texts

Students prepare complete lighting plots and schedules
and function in all areas of lighting production. Course
gives detailed study of stage lighting production. emphasizing design lighting style concepts. Students oversee at
least one main stage production lighting crew and design
at least one studio production lighting plot. 31·2677
Design Studio must be taken concurrently.

Advanced LlghtlnC Design
Students read and discuss fourteen theatrical texts.
Selected texts increase students' exposure to period,
style, and types of current theatrical production.
Discussions focus on visual interpretation with emphasis
on texts' viability in contemporary society.
COURSE 131· 3600
1 CREDIT

COURSE 131·3820
2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31·1515 RENDERING TECHNIQUES.
31·2620 LIGHTING DESIGN. 31·2677 DESIGN STUDIO MUST BE
CONCURRENT

Stace Makeup 11
Course teaches beginning film and television techniques
including face casting, bald caps. slip casting, mold
making. and foam prosthetic production and application.
Students design and apply at least two makeups usi<1g
these techniques.
COU RSE 131·3605
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31·1605 STAGE MAKEUP I
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Lighting Design Lab

Independent Project: Design

Hands-on seminar allows students to apply advanced
mechanical and design systems learned in 31-2620
Lighting Design. Students should take this class in
conjunction with an outside advanced design project.
Class time is used to collaborate on problem-solving
strategies.

Students may receive independent study credit for work
as a designer on a student· or faculty-<lirected Theater
department production.
COURSE 1131·3699
VARIABLE CREDIT

PReReQUISITe: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 1131-3621
2 CREDITS
PReReQUISITeS: 31-1520 LIGHTING TeCHNOLOGieS. 31·2620
LIGHTING DeSIGN OR 31-3620 ADVANCW LIGHTING DeSIGN OR
PeRMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

DIRECT IN G
~ Directing I
Course focuses on process through which one
approaches a play from a d irectorial point of view.
Students read and discuss six plays and direct scenes
from three of them. One play is presented during
Performance Week. Students write an analysis of the play
from which the final scene is taken.

~ Collaborative Seminar
Course brings design and directing majors together to
work on advanced projects. Teams develop a piece
(theatrical, operatic or musical) from concept through
presentation . Designers create renderings, models, and
story boards. Directors keep a process book. Projects
include research of past productions and production
theory.

COURSE 1131·2700
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITeS: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS. 31·1205 ACTING 1:
SCENE STUDY. 31-1500 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES: CREW. 31·
1505 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUES: STAGECRAFT

COURSE 1131·3625

~ Directing II

2 CREDITS
PReReQUISITe: 31·2610 SIT DeSIGN OR 31·2615 COSTUMe
DeSIGN OR 31·2620 LIGHTING DeSIGN

With instructor approval, students select one act of less
than forty-five minutes to d irect. Student casts play from
the Theater department student body, d irects the play,
and mounts tour performances in the Classic Studio.
Rehearsals are held outside class hours and determined
by director and cast. All areas of directing are d iscussed
among students and instructors with occasional guest
directors. actors . and designers.

Directing and Design Seminar
Class meets in conjunction with Directing Ill in which
students are paired with a student director. Collaborating
with the director, students conceive and execute either a
set, light or costume design for a realized directing project. Students gain knowledge and understanding of the
directing process from inception to performance.

COURSE 1131·3700
3 CREDITS
PReREQUISITES: 31·2530 STAGe MANAGEMeNT, 31·2700
DIReCTING I, PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 1131-3630
2 CREDITS
PReReQUISITe: ANY ADVANCW DeSIGN COURSe

~ Directi ng Ill
With instructor approval, students select a tull·length play
to direct. Students cast play from the Theater department
student body, direct the play ($100 budget), and mount
four performances. Rehearsals are held outside class
hours and determined by director and cast. Students may
be asked occasionally to be assistant directors for main
season shOws . All areas of directing are d iscussed in
class and with occasional guests.

~ Design Practlcum
Course enables students to design productions within the
department and under faculty supervision. Students
repeat the course three times in the following sequence:
assistant designer to a main stage production, designer
of a Directing Ill proj ect, designer of a main stage produc·
tion. This sequence allows students to gain skills at each
level in order to support the next level's activities.

COURSE 1131·3701
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 31·3 700 DIReCTING II

COURSE 1131·36SO
3 CREDITS

PReReQUISITe: 31·2610 SH DeSIGN OR 31-2615 COSTUMe
DeSIGN OR 31·2620 LIGHTING DeSIGN
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THEATER
Independent Proj ect : Directing
Students may receive up to three credit hours of independent study for directing a full-length workshop production or for serving as assistant director to a faculty
member directing a main stage production.
COURSE 131·3799
VARIABLE CREDIT

Solo Performance I
Students develop several different characters through
work on scenes requiring an ensemble style among actors
onstage. Instruction focuses on stage concentration in the
give-and-take situation of three or more actors onstage at
the same time. Large cast scenes are presented during
Performance Week.

PLAYWRITING

COURSE 131·3810
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISFTES: 31·1305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR I,
31·2200 ACTING II: ADVANCED SCENE STUDY. 31·2300 VOICE
TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II, AND 52·1151 ENGLISH

Playwriting Workshop 1
Course introduces basic techniques of structure and
dialogue in playwriting. Written exercises are submitted
and discussed to identify dramatic events. Students initi·
ate development of a one-act play or the first act of a
three-act play.

COMPOSITION I; 31·2305 BODY MOVEMENT FOR THE ACTOR II
OR 31·31·2315 STAGE COMBAT I. CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT
RECOMMENDED

COURSE 131-2800
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Solo Performance II
Students concentrate less on generating original material
and more on honing it. Emphasis Is placed on the visual
aspects of performance, as well as on the dynamics of
language, rhythm, and voice. Coursework includes journal
writing and specific writing assignments culminating In a
five-minute performance piece or monologue to be
presented during Performance Week.

Playwriting Workshop II
Course covers continued development of plays initiated in
Playwriting I or transformation of other written forms
(poems. fiction, film) into dramatic events for stage.
Students must complete one act of a play.

COURSE 131· 3811

COURSE 131·3800
3 CREDITS

3 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 31·2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·2205 ACTING II:
CHARACTER AND ENSEMBLE, 31·3810 SOLO PERFORMANCE I

PREREQUISITE: 31·2BOO PLAYWRITING WORKSHOP I

New Plays Works hop
Paired student directors and playwrights develop play·
wright's script. Students begin collaboration by discussing
plays in terms of the proposed production. The director
subjects the script to a reading series. which results in
rewrites by the playwright. The director presents a first
draft production analysis of the play. The semester culminates in a staged reading of the final draft and a final
presentation of the director's production analysis .

Independent Project: Playwriting
An independent project is designed by the student. with
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an
area not presently available in the curriculum. Prior to
registration, student must submit a written proposal that
outlines the project.
COURSE 131·3899
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: WRITTEN PROPOSAL

COURSE 131·3805
3 CREDITS

CAR EE R DEVELOPM ENT

PREREQUISITE: FOR DIRECTING STUDENTS: 31-3700 DIRECTING
II; FOR PLAYWRITING STUDENTS: 31·2BOO PLAYWRITING
WORKSHOP/

Cold Readings
Course gives students practical experience with cold read·
ings of scripted material in a classroom environment. Cold
readings are used both in school and professional audi·
tion situations to cast actors In roles. Actors learn tech·
niques that best help them In a cold reading situation.
Plays are assigned reading each week.
COURSE 131·2900
2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, 31·1205 ACTING 1:
SCENE STUDY. 31-1300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR , ·
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THEATER
Community-Based Performance

Monologue Workshop

Course explores methods, models, aesthetics. and ethics
of doing theater in a community setting. Students examine
how their theatrical expertise might be integrated into
community settings to create new performances and
improve communication among all participants. In-class
work includes games. improvisation, storytelling, readings,
and discussions. Students are also required to complete
at least 12 hours of fieldwork outside of class in a
community-based performance organization.

This workshop will consist of practical coaching sessions
aimed at giving the individual s tudent the means to
achieve two presentable audition monologues. Students
will approach a two-minute monologue as they would a
scene: finding objectives. choosing tactics. and scoring
beat changes. Students will also learn basic audition
protocoL

COURSE .31-2905

PREREQUISITES: 31-1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY. 31-1300
VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR I, 31-1305 BODY MOVEMENT
FOR THE ACTOR I

COURSE .31-2973
1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

Topics : Introduction to Theater In Chicago

:}€ Professional Survival and How to Audition

Students attend three theater productions in Chicago and
discuss productions with some of the artists who created
them. Students discuss theater in Chicago with other
leaders in the profession. including administrators.
producers, and critics .

Course examines techniques of self-promotion: knowledge
of talent agencies and casting directors: unions.
contracts. and bookkeeping for performers: and opportunities in the local market. Students work on monologues
and cold readings for auditions. Course assists acting
students making the transition from college to career by
providing professional survival information, tools. and
techniques . Students with an Acting concentration are
required to take this course during their Senior year.

COURSE 131-2970
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 31·1205 ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY

Topics: Theater Education for Children

COURSE .31-3900

Course introduces students to basic techniques of teaching theater to children through the use of theater games
and improvisation. Students collaborate to invent new
games and exercises that are used in a children' s acting
class.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31-2120 TEXT ANALYSIS, ACTING Ill: STYLES
(ANY ONE), 31-2300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE: ACTOR II. MAY Bf
CONCURRfNT. 31-2305 BODY MOVfMENT FOR THE: ACTOR II OR
31-2315 STAGE: COMBAT I

COURSE 131-2971
1 CREDIT

Creating a Career In Tech and Design

PREREQUISITE$: 31-1200 ACTING 1: BASIC SKILLS. 31-1205
ACTING 1: SCENE STUDY. 31-1210 IMPROVISATIONAL
TECHNIQUES I

Course helps upper-level tech and design students find
employment in the entertainment industry. Students are
introduced to various aspects of the industry through
lecture, class work, guest speakers. and site visits.
Practical topics, such as creating a resume and developing job interview skill s, are also covered. Upon completion
of the course. students are well prepared to pursue entrylevel jobs as independent contractors in the entertainment industry.

Voice Over Workshop
This workshop explores the business and practice of
performing voice overs. Students will study audition protocol, how to approach different kinds of copy, microphone
techniques. and studio etiquette with a voice over professional.

COURSE 131-390S
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 31·1500 PRODUCTION TECHNIQUE$: CREW,
31·1505 PRODUCTION TfCHNIQUES: STAGECRAFT. 31·1600
INTRODUCTION TO DfSIGN FOR THE STAGE

COURSE .31-2972
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 31-1210 IMPROVISATIONAL TECHNIQUES I, 312300 VOICE TRAINING FOR THE ACTOR II

Internship: Theater
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in a professional area of concentration or interest while receiving academic credit toward
their degrees.
COURSE 131·3988
VARIABLE CREDIT
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THEATER
Independent Project: Portfolio
Senior Design students may receive independent study
credit for development of a professional portfolio .
COURSE U1-3998
VARIABLE CREDIT

Independent Project: Career Development
Students may receive Independent study credit for
research, training or practical experience In the development of career potential in specific aspects of the
performing arts.
COURSE 131-3999
VARIABLE CREDIT
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SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SC IEN CES
As you matriculate as a student at Columbia College Chicago you embark on a journey
with the potential to transform your life. The Liberal Arts and Science subjects you study
are integral to that transformation. They will prepare you to be productive citizens of our
city, our nation, and our world.
Every work of art, every performance, every written piece has a historical, political, and
social context-a meaning both old and new. The more informed you are about the human
condition through time and space. the broader the palette on which you contextualize your
life's work, and the greater the breadth of your inspiration and analysis. The content of
your liberal arts and science courses will introduce you to global humanity, will provide you
with the skills to communicate. will give food to your soul and fuel to your art. and expose
you to the content that marks you as an educated person.
There are four majors in the School of liberal Arts and Sciences: ASL-English
Interpretation (ASL-English Interpretation department). Cultural Studies (liberal Education
department). Early Childhood Education (Early Childhood Education program) and Poetry
(English department). You may read elsewhere in this catalog ·the details of each of
these majors. There are advisors in each of the departments in which these majors are
housed who are available to counsel you regarding coursework. internships, and future
employment.
liberal Arts and Science courses taken at Columbia will provide an environment in which
you study with other students who are arts. media. and communication majors thus creat·
ing a common thread for learning and application. As well, your professors will be attuned
to your interests and work with you to bring the liberal arts and sciences al ive in your
major and your major alive in the liberal arts and sciences
The skills you learn in your liberal arts and science courses (including computational. writ·
ten, oral, analytical, etc.) will serve you well whatever your future occupation. Bring us
your curiosity, your creativity, an open mind and heart. and we promise to provide a well of
knowledge from which you will d rink for the rest of your life.

Cheryl Johnson-Odim. PhD
Dean of the School of Liberal Arts and Sciences
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ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION
LYNN P ENA, C H A I RPERSON
Approach
American Sign Language (ASL) is a language, just like Spanish
or English. The study of ASL, therefore, rewards students with
the pleasure. discipline. and insight involved in the study of
any language. Interpretation allows students the opportunity
to develop a range of communicative abilities, a keen intelli·
gence and sensitivity, and creative strategies for becoming
effective cultural mediators among diverse communities. We
approach all activities in the depar tment from the perspective
that the Deaf community is a unique linguistic and cultural
minority.

Facilities
ASL-English Interpretation offers an extensive Language
Laboratory/Resource Center supplied with audio and video
equipment as well as a library of books and tapes related to
interpretation, ASL, and deafness. Study groups and tutoring
are also available in the Language Lab. Working community
interpreters and alumni are always welcome to use our facili·
ties to continue their own professional development and to
prepare for accrediting exams.
Working Faculty
Our distinguished faculty includes native users of American
Sign Language and practicing interpreters who have been
involved with the Deaf community for many years . Deaf faculty
members teach some of our ASL classes, and many of our
faculty are certified by the Registry of Interpreters for the Deaf
and the American Sign Language Teachers Association.

Curriculum
American Sign Language is a unique, independent, and fully
developed language. one that has come to occupy a place of
major importance in contemporary linguistics and communication theory. The first two years of training focus on language
development and culture. as well as introducing students to
the field of interpretation . In their junior and senior years.
students focus on practical, hands-on interpretation courses .
theoretical courses, and a year-long practicum that allows
them to practice interpreting with professional mentors. In
order to address the need for more interpreters of different
ethnicities, the department includes a requirement in the
major that explores the multicultural issues in interpretation.
The department also offers a minor in American Sign
Language Studies for students in other majors who are inter·
ested in learning ASL and learning more about Deaf culture.
Practlcum Opportunities
The ASL-English Interpretation curriculum involves two full
semesters of practicum. The practicum gives students an
oppor tunity to undertake real-life interpreting assignmentsboth supervised and unsupervised- while getting feedback
from professional mentor interpreters. Receiving this kind of
professional exposure over an entire academic year helps
students prepare for a richly fulfilling profession that affords
the flexibility to be able to work with others, either freelance
or on staf f, in a wide range of settings.
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ASL - ENGLISH INTERPRETATION
BA In ASL-Engllsh Interpretation
Students must complete 53 credit hours of the following.
Course Title and Credits
37-1151 American Sign Language I (3)
37-1152 American Sign Language II (3)
37-2153 American Sign Language Ill (3)
37-2154 American Sign Language IV (3)
37·1252 Deaf Culture (3)
37-2253 Linguistics of American Sign Language (3)
37-3204 Multicultural Issues in Interpreting (3)
37·3205 Advanced American Sign Language Linguistics (3)
37-23011ntroduction to Interpreting and Interpreting
Techniques (3)
37·2302 Language and Translation (3)
37-3304 Theory of Interpretation (3)
37-3401 Consecutive Interpreting (3)
37-3402 Simultaneous Interpreting: Monologues (3)
37-3403 Simultaneous Interpreting: Dialogues (3)
37·3404 Transliterating and Educational Interpreting (3)
37-3501 Interpreting Practicum (8, taken over two semesters)

Minor In ASL Studies
Students must complete 21 credit hours in the following.
Course Title and Credits
37-1151 American Sign Language I (3)
37·1152 American Sign Language II (3)
37-2153 American Sign Language Ill (3)
37-2154 American Sign Language IV (3)
37-1252 Deaf Culture (3)
37-2253 Linguistics of American Sign Language (3)
37·3661 American Sign Language Literature (3)
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X American Sign Language I

X

Course concentrates on development of conversational
fluency In American Sign Language (ASL). Students learn
to recognize accurately and produce signs In ASL with
appropriate non-manual behaviors and grammatical
features. Course is a basic introduction to ASL, and
students develop expressive and receptive ASL skills
through discussions of topics such as exchanging
personal information and talking about surroundings,
residences. families. and activities.

CULTURE AND GRA MMAR
Deaf Culture
Course Is an introduction to various aspects of the deaf
community as a linguistic and cultural minority group.
Designed for Individuals who may or may not have had
prior experience with deaf people, course raises questions
concerning the nature of sign language and its varieties,
education of deaf people, historical treatment of deaf
people, sociological and cultural issues important to the
deaf community, and political activism.

COURSE 137·1151

COURSE 137·1252

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

HU
PREREQUISITE: 37·1151 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I OR
PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

HU

~ American Sign Language II
Course focuses on continued development of conversa·
tional fluency in American Sign Language, including further
training in receptive and expressive skills, flngerspelling.
vocabulary-building. and grammatical structures. Students
begin to develop an understanding of use of classifiers
and signing space in ASL. Topics introduced include giving
directions. describing physical characteristics. making
requests. discussion of occupations. attributing qualities
to individuals, and daily routines.

~ Linguistics of American Sign Language
Course focuses on the linguistic structures of American
Sign Language. Including phonology. morphology, syntax,
and language In use. Structural aspects of both American
Sign Language and English are compared and contrasted,
providing students with valuable insight into both
languages.
COURSE 137·2253
3 CREDITS

COURSE 137·1152

PREREQUISITE: 37·1152 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE /1, 37·1252
DEAF CULTURE OR PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

3 CREDITS

HU
PREREQUISITE: 37·1151 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE I OR
PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

~ Multicultural l nues In Interpreting
~American Sign Language Ill
Course includes vocabulary-building and mastery of gram·
mar through rigorous receptive and expressive language
activities. ASL skills development with application to
complex grammatical structures continues. Topics
discussed in ASL include the location and description of
items in rooms and buildings. complaints. making suggestions. and making requests. Notes on deaf culture are
also discussed.

Course explores multicultural issues as related to the
interpreting profession and the deaf community. Broad
introduction of multiculturali sm is followed by an in-depth
look at the most common cultures and cultural issues
interpreters encounter. Flexibility in the schedule allows
for study of additional cultural groups. Guest presenters
and field trips allow students to experience the richness
of diverse communities and gain insight that can be
applied to theor interpreting and to their everyday lives.

COU RSE 137-2153

COURSE 1 37·3204

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

HU

PREREQUISITE: 37·1252 DEAF CULTURE. 37·2154 AMERICAN
SIGN LANGUAGE IV. 37·2301 INTRODUCTION TO INTERPRE71NG
AND INTERPRE71NG TECHNIQUES

PREREQUISITE: 37-1152 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II OR
PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

~ American Sign Language IV
Course focuses on continued development of receptive
and expressive American Sign Language skills. Course
covers the following topics using ASL: telling about life
events, describing objects, and discussion of activities
and current events. Notes on deaf culture are also
included.
COURSE 137· 2154
3 CREDIT!
HU

PREREQUISITE: 37·2153 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE Ill OR
PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON
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X

I NTERPRETING SKILLS

A41•••cH A-rleen lip Le~tl•••• Ultlllletlce

X c-•tt•• ,...,._.,.,

Th11 ec711• oc:ed ASl COUtM IS speeof\celly des~~~*~ to
refine eaprnsrw and reoeptr,~e ASl wlls. Mit• oc:ed
h~ulstJc lttucturu are r!MeWed and IIClelloed. \Ocebulary
bulldl~ tC~~~Coflc to areas in wtooch lntef'l)tetetS llncl the
lfe.C.St ctoellef-Ces IUch as medocel. leCel. computltf
techo IOioCY. sports, retii/On. ecademics . business. reflabtlitelion, and local tltfms IS en important espect of INs
course. Current ewnts are discussed in ASl. liM~
ttuelenls opportunities to IlPPY their h~ulstic and cultural
lu IOOt1edle wtolle partici PIIti~ in open dlscu. .ions.
COUIIII 117·1201
I CIIIDITI
PF/£1/fQUISIT£: 31·1154 AMERICAN SIGN IANGlJAG£ IV. 31·1252

Student~ beCif'l to~ inteojWWtioiC li<illa ~.
Students II1IMptWt from Amenc:en ~ ~ to ~
and from ~Ish to Amenc:en ~ ~ wMl •
controlled emount of time bet n • the source and the

lntetpretliUOn. Students Introduced to pl8nnwcl and
unplanned metenel and " - opportUNIJH to oblef'fW

woriUfiC int~.
COUIIH 117·1401
I CIIIDITI
PF/£1/fQUIS/7£: 31·1154 AMERICAN SIGN LANGL.Io'GE tv. 37-11SJ
UNGUISTIC$ OF AMERICAN SIGN LANGL.Io'GE. 37-2301
INTROOIJCTION TO INT£~ OR PERMSSION OF D£PM7.
MENT CHAIRPERSON

OfAF CUtrURf. 31·1253 LINGUISTICS OF AMERICAN SIGN

lANGUAGE OR PERMISSION OF DOMRTMENT CHAJRP£RSON

X

INTERPRETING KNOWLEDGE

X

lllnu1t•neo111 lnterpret1n1: MonoiOIII"

PF/£1/fQUISITE: 31·1153 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE Ill. 31·1151

Courte focuses on llmulteneously lntef'Ptwtkll mouo~otues
from American Sllfllarlluece to ErcJIIh and from ~~~~~
to Amerlc:ln Sllfl larlluece. lnterJ)fllt8tlon In this ceM
beCJns before the source menace Is complete<! and
continues while the source messace c:ontlnun. Student~
Pfectice lntef'l)tetlna speeches. lectures. and l\lt'FIIINft.
Opportunities to obser ..,. wo<1d~ 1~ ~.
COUIIII 117·1402
I CIIIDITI
PREI/fQUISIT£: 31·13011ANGUAG£ AND TRANSLATION. 3 7.:UOJ

OfAF CULTURE. S1·lJS1 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II OR PERMI5$10N OF Df.PMTMENT CHAJRP£RSON

CONSECUTIVE INT£-cnNG OR PERMISSION OF DOMRTMENT
CHAJRP£RSON

lntro4fuctlon to lnterpretlnl en4f lnterpretlnl
Tecllnlqu11
Courte Introduces students to the field of lnterpretlf'C.
Focus it on the history of the lnterpretln& field. lf'OWth of
the PfOfession. and current trends. Students beCJn study
and analysis of the Code of Ethics. Besic Pfe-interpretlf'C
techniQues are Introduced and Pfecliced.
COUIIII 117-2101
I CIIIDITI
WI

X

X Len1u•1• en4f Treneletlon

llm111t1neoue lnterpretlnl: DIIIOIII"
Courte focuses on almulleneoualy lntef'l)tetl~ dleiOCuet
from Amerlcen Sllfllarlluace to ErcJIIh and from ~~~~~
to Amerlc:ln Sllfl Lquace. lntef'l)tetatlon beCina before
the source messace is completed and c::ont1nun while the
source messece c:ontlnues. Stuelenls Pfactlce lnt~~
such ....,ts as telephone cells.
and

Students translate discourse from Enallsh to American
Sllfl Len&uece and from American Silfl Lan&uece to
ErcJish. Instruction includes analysis of the text. understandlf'C lq uece equivalence. rastructunna the
menace. and iudClna appropriateness wnen transleti~.
COUIIII 117·2102
I CIIIDITI
PFI£1/fQUISITE: 37-1154 AMERICAN SIGN t.ANGUAGE IV. 31·1153

meetJrcs.

lntet...,...

Opportunities to obser..,. wOOd~ lnterprwtet~ COUIIII 117-1401
I CIIIDITI

LINGUISTICS OF AMERICAN SIGN lANGUAGE. OR PERMISSION OF
Df.PMTMENT CHAJIIP£RSON

~

PF/£1/fQUISIJE: 37.:U01 SIMULTANEOUS INT£RPff£TING:
MONCXOGUES OR PERMISSION OF DOMRTMENT CHAJRPfftSON

X Tlleor1 of lnterpretetlon

X

Course examines history of trenslation. models of lnterl)fetlrc. and equovalence across lquaces. Study includes
theories of spoken lquece 1nterpret1~ and sian
lq uace 1nterpret1~. Theories of basic. l)fectocel ethics
and betiiMOrS are explore<! and applied to the l ntef'l)teti~
PfOfHiion.
COUIIII 117·1104
I CIIIDITI
PFI£1/f()CJISIJE 37-1301 INTROOuCTION TO INT£-cnNG OR

Trenellter•tlnl en4f E4flloltlon•l lnterpretlnl
Course focusea on transfer of Information from II)Oken
E'ICJilh to a lilfll~ system and from e •!CillrC ~ystem to
Spoken E'ICJilh. Students Pfactlce trenllltllflitltll lkllls In
various planned and unplennecl lltuetlonl. 1specific
tO edueetionel lntef'l)twti~ lwttJtiCI - diiCUIMCI, and
opportunities to obser'fW e<luC8IJonel ontetprwtert prooAcle<l,

COUIIII en-1404
I CIIIOfTI

PERftMSSION OF Df.PMTMENT CHAJIIP£RSON

PR£1/fQUIS/7£· 31·3403 SM«.''.T.w£0US

/NT£~

OIALOGUfS OR PERMISSION lY DOMRTMENT CHoUI'IPDISOfll

www .cuuw .teu
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ASL - ENGLISH I NTERPRETATION
PRACT ICU M

Applying American Sign Language Linguisti cs

X Interpreting Practlcum

Summer Enrichment Course focuses on using the gram·
matical structures of ASL in conversation and in interpret·
ing settings. Course builds on the skills and knowledge
obtained In 37·2253 Linguistics of American Sign
Language.

Two-semester course provides opportunities for students
to apply their knowledge, skills, and experlenc,e in various
Interpreting settings, including education, business. public
service agencies, and freelance interpreting. Students
participate in supervised interpreting fieldwork and receive
feedback and guidance from professional mentor inter·
preters. Students attend a seminar focusiflg on linguistic
and ethical questions that may arise during practicum
assignments.

COURSE 137·2703
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 37·2253 LINGUISTICS OF AMERICAN SIGN
LANGUAGE, 37·2154 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE IV. 37·2301
INTRODUCTION TO INTERPRETING AND INTERPRETING
TECHNIQUES

CO URSE 137·3501
4 CREDITS/ 4 CREDITS
( A TOTAL OF 8 CREDITS TAKEN OVER TWO SEMESTERS)

37·3402 SIMULTANEOUS INTERPRETING: MONOLOGUES OR
PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

ASL Cha llenge s for Interpreters
Summer Enrichment Course focuses on various aspects
of ASL that present challenges to new interpreters.
Challenges to be explored include variations such as sign·
ing used in different educational programs, variations
related to gender, geographical regions. and age.
Acronyms commonly used in interpreting settings are also
explored. Class focuses primarily on vocabulary and trans·
lation and is not an interpreting skills course. This Is valu·
able information to apply to future interpreting courses.

DEPARTMENTAL ELECTIVES
American Sign Language Literature
Course covers two full·length ASL narratives by Ben Bahan
and Sam Supalla. well respected ASL storytellers.
Through the narratives. students are exposed to the lives
and e~periences of deaf people. Deaf people rely on ASL
narratives to portray themselves and to reaffirm their
identities as members of a distinct cultural group.
Students also learn how a narrative is formed w1thout a
written system and how it is preserved and passed down
through the generations. Note: This is a reqwed course
for students pursuing the minor in American Sign
Language Studies.

COURSE 137·2705
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 37·2153 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE Ill. 37·1252
DEAF CULTURE

COURSE 137·3661

Specialized Interpreting

3 CREDITS

Summer Enrichment Course focuses on a different
specialized area of interpreting each summer. Specialized
areas might include theatrical interpreting, medical Interpreting. mental health interpreting, and legal interpreting.
To learn which topic is being offered, call the ASL·English
Interpretation department.

PREREQUISITE.: 37·2153 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE. Ill. 37·1252
DEAF CULTURE. OR PERMISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT CHAIRPER·
SON

SUMMER ENRICHEMENT

American Sign Language Fl ngers pelllng

COURSE 137·3704

Summer Enrichment Course emphasizes when and how to
use fingerspelling in American Sign Language. Appropriate
changes in handshapes and patterns are d1scussed and
practiced as well as the lexicalization of fingerspelllng.

2 CR EDITS
PREREQUISITE: 37-3401 CONSECUTIVE INTERPRE.TING

INDEPENDENT PROJEC T

COURSE 1 37·1701

Independent Project

1 CREDIT

Independent projects offer credit to students for special
projects related to deafness and/or interpreting. Student
proposes project to the department chairperson for
approval in advance. at which time number of credits are
assigned. Contact the ASL·English Interpretation depart·
ment for additional details.

PREREQUISITE.: 37·1152 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE. II

American Sign Language Vocabulary Enrichment
Summer Enrichment Course is designed to build on skills
learned in the introductory American Sign Language
courses. Students' areas of interest are explored. and
emphasis is placed on sign variation, which can be very
challenging for ASL students.

COURSE 137-3 898
VARIABLE CREDIT

COURSE 137·1702
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 37·1152 AMERICAN SIGN LANGUAGE II
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
CAROL ANN STOWE, DIRE CTOR
Approach
The Early Childhood Education Program has developed a
unique curriculum for preparing teachers of young urban children. Our students complete work in liberal education and the
arts at Columbia College Chicago while they study child development and teaching strategies at the nationally recognized
Erikson Institute for Advanced Study of Child Development.
This approach supports a deepening understanding of how
the arts can facilitate learning in children who find traditional
classrooms difficult.

Teacher Certification
Because teachers of young children must have highly developed skills in order to be effective in their work, Early
Childhood Education students are required to work with the
Columbia Program Director in planning their studies from the
time that they first enroll at the College. Those whose placement exam results indicate that they need additional work in
skill areas will be required to complete that work before regis·
tering in Early Childhood courses. A minimum grade of B must
be earned in English Composition, in college-level mathematics, and in all professional education courses including clinical
work. A minimum grade of C must be earned in all other
courses in a carefully structured General Education sequence
that meets the requirements of both Columbia College
Chicago and teacher certification. A 2.5 overall GPA must be
maintained to remain in the program . Program students are
expected to take the Illinois State Board of Education Basic
Skills Exam (which is required for certification) early in their
studies.

Curriculum
The collaborative relationship on which the Columbia College
Chicago - Erikson Institute Early Childhood Education Program
is built provides the perfect context for innovation in preparing
teachers of children from birth through the 3rd grade. We ask
students to consider the multiple routes to understanding and
communication. to think outside of the box. We provide them
with extensive opportunities for observing and working with
children so that they can develop the skills necessary for
making a difference in their lives.

Program and class schedules must be planned each term in
consultation with the Program Director. Students ordinarily
may graduate and be certified under the college catalog
requirements in effect at the time that they become teacher
education candidates; however, the Illinois State Certification
Board may mandate changes in standards of approved
teacher education programs. requiring students to modify or
add to their original degree programs to be eligible for
certification.

While at Erikson. students are introduced to the most current
research on child development as well as the importance of
understanding that all growth takes place in family and
community contexts. Graduates of the program (who earn a
BA and an Illinois Type 04 Teaching Certificate) are able to
support children in their expression of ideas in many mediavisual. movement, music, story-joining their talents and past
experiences with school goals for improving literacy, math,
science, technology, and art skills.
Working Faculty
The Early Childhood Education faculty are actively involved in
the community and in research on hOw best to support the
development of children. They collaborate with Columbia
artists from a range of disciplines in order to bring the arts
into all of the program's courses. This combination of expertise allows those who teach in the program to educate teach·
ers in a revolutionary manner and is the source of a number
of interdiscipli nary efforts.
Professional Opportunities
Our placement record is impressive- 100% of our graduates
have found teaching positions after receiving Early Childhood
(IL Type 04) Certification in the program. The demand for this
particular teaching certificate is growing exponentially as
schools recognize the importance of the early years, and our
program is becoming more and more recognized for the
caliber of its graduates.
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BA In Early Childhood Education
Students must complete 18 credit hours of a focused area of
study (Visual Arts. Performing Arts or Language and Culture)
and 55 credit hours of professional education sequence (10
credits of Columbia College Chicago requirements and 4 5
credits of Erikson Institute requirements).
Courae Title and Credi ts
CONCENTRATION (18)
Students must select one of three focused areas of study
with the support of an Early Childhood faculty adVIsor. Majors
are required to work with an advisor in registering each term:
ViSUal Arts
Performing Arts
Language and Culture
See ECTE Program Handbook for a list of suggested courses.

COLU MBIA CO LL EGE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
SEQUENCE (10)
38-1100 Teaching in Early Childhood Education (3)
38-3180 The Role of Art in Development (4 )
38-1530 Brain Basics: Health and Development in
Young Children (3)
ERIKSON INSTITUTE PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION
SEQUENCE (4 5)
38-2110 The History and Philosophy of Early Childhood
Education (3)
38·2125 Child Growth and Development (3)
38·2130 Language Development (3)
38-2140 Child. Family, and Community (3)
38-2155 The Exceptional Child (3)
38-3100 Construction of Ideas in Childhood (3)
38-3110 PrePrimary Practicum with Methods I (3)
38-3120 Schools and Society (3)
38-3130 PrePrimary Student Teaching with Methods II (3)
38-3140 Teaching Reading to Young Children (2)
38-3150 Primary Methods (4)
38·3160 Primary Practicum with Methods Ill (4)
38·3170 Primary Student Teaching with Methods IV (8)
Students may also choose a concentration In lnfant·Toddler
studies or Center Director. Students should contact the
department for requirements and more information.
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COURSE DESCRIPT I ONS

EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
X

X

Teaching In Early Childhood Education

Students explore stages and principles of language learn·
ing in early childhood. They learn how various contexts in
and outside the home interact with age. sex, and cultural
experiences in conversation and how these factors affect
language competence and performance. Students exam·
ine role of adults. peers. and siblings in fostering
language and learn how group experiences in a child care
program can be arranged to maximize language development.

COURSE 138·1100

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

COURSE .38·2130

IAIIECE911

PREREQUISITES: 38-2125 CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT.
CONCURRENTLY. AND PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

X

Language Development

Course provides an overview of early childhood education .
Students gain exposure to current issues. career possibili·
ties. and the responsibilities. challenges, and rewards
encountered by those who work with young children.
Particular attention given to requirements of working with
colleagues. children, and families from different culturai
backgrounds; and means by which the arts allow individuals to both gain understanding and communicate with
others. Students write on a weekly basis; observations
required.

X

The History and Philosophy of Early Childhood
Education

Child , Family, and Community
Course presents study of human development and behav·
ior throughout life cycle. Emphasis is placed on interde·
pendence of family, culture, and community on development and education of children from newborn through
eight years of age. Students consider their future role of
teacher and implications of context , theirs and their
students', on the teaching-learning process.

Students explore history of early childhood and elemen·
tary education to understand influences of social, politi·
cal, and economic forces shaping lives of children and
families. Course profiles significant theories and people
who have shaped early childhood education, from
Socrates to present. Students consider who determines
goals of education, who defines and articulates problems
of education, and how that determines what solutions are
created.

COURSE 138·2140
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 38-2125 CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
AND PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

COURSE 138·2110
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

X
X

The Exceptional Child
Course provides introduction to concept of exceptionality
and overview of various forms of atypical growth and
development. Course work includes psychOlogy and identi·
fication of exceptional children. Focus is on children clas·
sified as having learning disabilities and their implications
for classroom life in both special classes and inclusion
settings.

Child Growth and Development
Course provides framework for studying process of human
development and explores physical, cognitive, social, and
emotional development of children, birth through age
eight. Emphasis is placed on the role of culture in this
process. Students learn milestones in each area of devel·
opment in first eight years of life and learn to recognize
normal development in young children. Students integrate
their understanding of development in various domains
into working knowledge of young children.

COURSE 138·215 5
3 CREDITS
IAI.ECE913
PREREQUISITES: 38-2125 CHILD GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
AND PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

COURSE •38·2125
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Topics In Early Childhood Education
Topics courses allow the Early Childhood Education
program to offer individual courses outside of its core
curriculum as faculty expertise becomes available.
COURSE .38·217 5
VARIAB LE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR
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X

X ProPrll•orJ ltudottt Tooc:ltl•l wftlt Motlteft II

Conatructlon of ldooa In Clllldllood
Students examone netwotk of boC ideas on dosoplines of

This course ~ the reQUHements of • preomnory

student teec::flirc e"'** a . Students SC*'d n 101 nlup on

ldence. mll!h. homanft>n, and social saence. Cout11e
prOW\des lromewott< lor unclerstandifC concepts. habits of
mond. and Skills cn.acteristic of professionals in eoch
dltcopline. Cout11e prepares teachers to recocnile lmpor·
tarot concepts and to ellectiYely facilitate children·s
emet&JfC unders1andlfCS and skills in venous domains of
thlnklfC, .. thew undefstandifCS emerae in daily classroom life.
COURIIU..UOO
a CRIDITI

dMMIOI'II carT'tite out I . . . . of I'ISI)OftSibi~
rties. Seminer continues won. beCUn in 3&3110
PrePnmary Pnlctlcum with Method~ I. ~ stuclont
eflotts In relatlfC theory and practice as wen as in clolleloplfC ellectiYe methods 10< ~ with )OUf1l c:Nidren
and families.
COURIIU..aUO
J CRIDITI
II preschool

PRER£QUIS/Tf:S: J8.3JJO PR£PRIMARY PRACTICUIW

""£R£QUIS/Tf:S: J8.31JO PRfl'fliMAR'Y PRACTICUM WITH
MCTHOOS I AND PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

X

MfTH

M<THODS I AND P£RMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRfCTOR

X
ProPrlmorr Proctlcum wltll Motlloda I
Semlnllf with prac11cum allows students to develop
curriculum and assessment stratec;es for working with
Infanta, toddle~. preschool. and kindergarten children.
Work is based on deYeloprnental needs. conceptual under·
standings. and skills appropriate lor children In ~~teas of
math. tclence. social studies, the arts. and literacy.
Through a seven-nour weekly prac11cum experience In a
pretchool classroom. students examine children's
construction of knowledge. Focus is on role of teacher.
clessroom environment. and activities In promoting deYel·
oprnent.
COUIIII U ..Ul.O
a CRIDITI

Tooclllnl Roodlnl to Youna Clllldron
Cout11e prepares students to dlttllln and Implement wnt·
ing and readifC curricula lor children ace• lour to eW"ot In
preschool through third &radii classrooms. Course .,..._
ants profiles of children leamite to read and wnte and
examines role of teac~ In leamlrc process. Students
examine pattems of teacher-child-CrOUP Interaction !hot
foster literacy deYelopment through 11 variety of curriCUlar
approaches and deYelop plans for preschool through third
&radii classrooms.
COUIIII U .. U40
2 CREDITI
PREREQUISITES: J8.2125 CHILD GROWTH AND DEV£LOPMENT,
J8.2130 LANGUAGE DEV£LOPMENT AND PERMISSION OF
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

X

X
lclloola ond loclotr
Cout11e lamllianzes students with schools as work places
where a teacher's career unfolds. Students examine struc·
ture of teaching within political, economic. and social
context of the educational Institution. Particular attention
Is given to role of teacher in relation to Issues of governance. organizational structure , funding, union relationships, community involvement. collegial relationships. and
professional &rowth. Students are asked to attend meetings of local school council, school board. faculty. and
&radii level.
COURII ta-.1120
J CRIDITI
II

PREREQUISITF:S: J8.3130 PRfl'fliMARY STUDENT TEACHING
WITH MeTHODS II AND PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIR£CTDR

""£R£QUISIT£: PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR
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PrlmtrJ Method•
Students design and Implement appropriate curriculum
goals lor kindergarten through &radii three In lquace
arts. social studies. math. and science. Students lltudy
scope and saquence of skills and Information embedded
In these subjects. They research and practice Implementin& IIC11vitles across disciplines to asslst children's learning. Students explore rqe of assessment techniQues
and deYelop stratec;es lor plannlte curricula that IIICXIII»
rates their understandlfC of child deYeloprnent and
academic disciplines.
COURII IJ..UIO
4 CRIDITI
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X

X

PrlmBry Pr•ctlcum with Methods Ill

The Role of Art In Development

Seminar enables students to develop curriculum and
assessment strategies for worl<ing with pnmary grade chil·
dren. Worl< is based on the developmental needs, conceptual understandings, and skills appropriate for children at
different ages in math, science. social studies. the arts.
and literacy. Through a weekly seven-hour practicum in a
primary room, students examine children·s construction of
knowledge . Focus is placed on the role of the teacher in
promoting development.
COURSE Ul-3180

Students reflect on theor four·year expenence on thos culmo·
nating seminar. Students synthesoze various components
of their experience on General Educatoon ; the Vosual Arts.
Performing Arts or Language and Culture; and the
Professional Education SeQuence. Students consoder role
of the arts in development of children . and in theor own
development as preservice teachers. Students develop
individual products to represent theor understandongs.
COURSE U8·3110

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND

PREREQUISITES: 38-3130 PREPRIMARY STUDENT TEACHING

PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

4 CREDITS

HU

WI

WITH METHODS II AND PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

X

PrlmBry Student

r..chlnC with

X
Methods IV

Course meets the reQuirements of a primary student
teaching experience. Students spend two full days each
week in a primary classroom carrying out a range of
responsibilities. Ten weeks of full·time responsibilities are
also scheduled with the support of the Director of
Undergraduate Education. The seminar continues to
support students in relating theory and practice and in
developing effective methods for worl<ing with young chil·
dren and their families.
COURSE U8·3170

Breln a..les: HeBith •nd Development In Younc
Children
Course uses the emerging brain development research as
the organizing principle for an exploration of the physocal,
cognitive. social. and emotional growth of children from
birth to age eight. Topics of exploration include pre- and
post·natal development. sensory processing, nutrition.
stress. disease and disorders. and developmental milestones. Emphasis is placed on the physical and cognitive
realms of development. Course is particularly appropriate
for parents and for those who will teach and worl< with
young children.
COURSE Ul·1130

8 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 38-3160 PRIMARY PRACTICUM WITH METHODS

3 CREDITS

Ill AND PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

CROSS·LISTED WITH 58· 1130 IN SCIENCE AND
MATHEMATICS .
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Independent Project In EBrly Childhood
Educetlon
An independent project is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an
area that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior
to registration, the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.
COURSE Ul-3175
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: MINIMUM 3 .0 GPA AND PERMISSION OF
PROGRAM DIRECTOR
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ENGLISH
GARNETT KILBERG-COHEN, CHAIRPERSON
Approach
Faculty in the English department strive to make our students
critical thinkers, analytic readers, and strong, thoughtful writers. The department philosophy revolves around the notion
that writing and reading are much more than college requirements; they are skills that students will use throughout their
entire lives. Personal and professional development depends
on the ability to communicate clearly and creatively. In a
constantly evolving job market, students with strong analytical
and communication skills will be able to adapt and succeed
regardless of market fluctuations and changes in technology.
Confident writers and readers are also better able to enjoy,
navigate, and understand the rich and diverse world outside of
the classroom and the workplace.

WorklnC Faculty
The Engli sh department's full·time faculty are accomplished
professionals who have authored or edited numerous
published books, including novels, anthologies, translations,
academic textbooks, critical non·fiction, children's literature,
and collections of poetry and short stories. They have also
received prestigious awards and published widely in journals
and periodicals . They conduct student-centered classes.
where exploration, participation, and lively exchange are
encouraged. The department is committed to creating an
atmosphere that both challenges and nurtures students. In
addition to the permanent full·time faculty, each Spring
semester, the department hosts a different Poet·in·Residence
of national or international renown to teach two courses and
give a public lecture and reading. This revolving position gives
students an opportunity to work with someone outside the
program, and to experience varying professional approaches
and points of view. Past Poets·in·Residence have included
Diane di Prima, Tom Raworth , Li·Young Lee, and David
Trinidad. The department also employs extremely aocom·
plished part-time faculty who often have concurrent careers as
editors. publishers or professional writers. Additionally, the
department runs a poetry reading series, which brings in
about a dozen distinguished poets from around the world to
read their work.

Curriculum
The English department of Columbia College Chicago offers
an undergraduate Poetry major. Students in the Poetry
program progress through a sequence of poetry workshops
(beginning, intermediate, and advanced) and poetry literature
classes that allow them to acquire the knowledge and craft
necessary to write and publish poetry of power and sophistication . The department also offers minors in Poetr y,
Literature, and Professional Writing, as well as an interdisciplinary minor in Creative Non-Fiction, which is shared with the
Fiction Writing and Journalism departments. However, department courses are not only for students specializing in these
areas. Students from all majors may choose from a varied
selection of courses to fulfill electives, explore the exciting
world of literature, and/or to improve their own writing. Some
of the English department courses integrate the performing
and visual arts into the curriculum to help students make
connections with their majors. Students are often encouraged
to create art projects in the context of the literature being
read. For example, a student might adapt a shOrt story by
Ernest Hemingway or Alice Walker for film . Or a student may
create a painting inspired by the symbolism in a play by
Shakespeare. The English department also houses the
English as a Second Language (ESL), Composition. Reading,
and Speech programs , as well as a vital Writing Center where
students can either receive one-on-one assistance with their
writing or provide assistance to their peers as a paid tutor.

Visiting readers have included Robert Hass, Allen Ginsberg,
Yusef Komunyakaa, Rita Dove. and many others. Finally, the
department periodically invites non-fiction writers, scholars,
and artists related to the field of English to give individual
readings and/ or lectures.
Professional Opportunities
The English department provides students with varied opportunities for professional experience. Students have the opportunity to work as editors of or contribute writing to two magazines, Columbia Poetry Review (CPR) and The South Loop
Review, produced by the English department. Magazines
produced by the English department are powerful vehicles for
students· creative expression. Columbia Poetry Review is a
nationally distributed poetry magazine published each spring.
CPR publishes the best student poetry alongside the work of
nationally recognized poets. South Loop Review includes
creative non-fiction and literary criticism written exclusively by
students. Students can also select to complete an English
department sponsored internship. In the past, undergraduate
students have worked at literary organizations and for magazines . Finally, the English department offers a Poetry
Scholarship (for first year students) and a number of prizes.
both in Composition and Poetr y.
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M inor In Poe t r y
A Minor in Poetry may be taken by a student who is majoring
in another area at the college. Students pursuing the minor
will have all of the benefits available to Poetry Majors. This
includes instruction from our resident and visiting Instructors,
the annual poetry reading series. Columbia Poetry Review, the
Eileen Lannan Contest. and other special programs.
Students must complete 21 credit hours of the following:

M ajor In Poetry
The English Departmenrs undergraduate Poetry Major helps
students d iscover their own voices as poets and acquire the
knowledge and craft necessary to write and publish poetry of
power and sophistication. Graduates of the program are famil·
far with a wide range of models and formal strategies. as well
as the history of poetry. Students acQuire the skills in editing,
critical writing. and professional writing necesssary to find
employment upon graduation. They are also prepared for entry
into well-regarded MFA programs such as those at Brown
University. Bard College, and University of Iowa.

Course Title and Cre dits:
52-1500 Poetry Workshop: Beginning (4)
52·2500 Poetry Workshop: Intermediate (4)

STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FOR A
TOTAL OF 5 1-52 CREDIT HOURS:

52-3500 Poetry Workshop: Advanced (4)
52·1602 Introduction to Poetry (3)

5 2-1500 Poetr y Workshop: Beginning (4)
52-2500 Poetry Workshop: Intermediate (4)

SELECT TWO COURSES FROM FOLLOWING:

52-3500 Poetr y Workshop: Advanced (8 )

52·2660 Introduction to Shakespeare (3)

52-3510 Poetics ( 4)

52-3670 Romantic Poets (3)

52-1602 Introduction to Poetry (3)

52·3671 Modern British & American Poetry (3)•

52-3671 Modern British & American Poetry (3)

52-3672 Contemporary American Poetry (3)

55·1101 Fiction Writing I (4)

52·3695 American Authors Seminar (Whitman and
Ginsberg) (3)

SELE CT TWO CO URSES FROM THE FOL LOWING :

52-2700 Topics in Literature (Women Romantic Poets) (3)

52-2660 Introduction to Shakespeare (3 )

52·2700 Topics in Literature (New York School Poets) (3)

5 2-3660 Shakespeare (3 )

52-3660 Shakespeare (3 )

52-3 670 Romantic Poets (3)

52·3700 Studies In Literature(Women Poets:
Subversive Verse) (3 )

52·3672 Co ntemporary American Poetry (3)
52-3695 American Authors Seminar (Whitman and
Ginsberg) (3)

• Strongly recommended

52·2700 Topics in Literature (Women Romantic Poets) (3)

Mino r In Literature
The minor in Literature requires a minimum of 18 hours of
literature courses in the English department beyond the 3
hours taken for HL general education credit. The 18 hours are
comprised of any combination of six literature courses that
meet the following two guidelines:

52·2700 Topics in Literature (New York School Poets) (3)
52·3700 Studies in Literature (Women Poets :
Subversive Verse) (3)
SELECT TWO CO URSES FROM THE FOLLOWING :

1. A maximum of two courses (6-7 hours) from 1QOO.Ievel
literature offenngs.
2. A minimum of one course (3 hours) from 3QOO.Ievel
literature offerings.

52·1800 Careers in Writing (3)
5 2-2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay (3)
52-2816 Reviewing the Arts (3 )
52·2830 Creative Non-Fiction I (3)

Within these guidelines . the Literature minor offers a flexible
course of study that students can tailor to meet their specific
needs and interests. Students from Film and Video. for example. might choose courses such as Literature on Film, Movies
and Myth: The Goddess. and Topics in Literature: Spike Lee
and August Wil son. Fiction Writing students might select
courses such as the English Authors. American Authors or
World Literature sequences complemented by courses on vari·
ous periods in the American or British Novel. Theater students
might be interested in a Literature minor based on classes
such as Introduction to Drama . Introduction to Shakespeare.
Shakespeare : Tragedies. Modern American Drama. and Topic.s
in Literature: Mamet/ Shepard- Script. Stage. and Screen.
Anyone seeking advioe about the minor should contact the
Literature coordinator or other Literature faculty.

52-2831 Creative Non-Fiction II (3 )
SELECT ONE COURSE FROM THE FO LLOWING:
52·2510 Poetry Workshop: Performance (4)
52·2520 Literary Collage Seminar (4)
24-1700 Development & Pre-Production (3). Film & Video
31·2BOO Playwriting (3). Theater
5 5-4 312 Writing for Children (4 ). Fiction Writing
SELECT TWO ADDITIONAL COURSES IN LITERATURE (6 )
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Minor In Profeulonal Writing
The Professional Writing minor offers students a wide range of
options with courses that may be taken throughout the
college. Strong writing and communication skills are extemely
Important In the realm of the visual and performing arts.
Portfolios, grant proposals, gallery descriptions, resumes,
cover letters. etc. create a persona for the artist/communicator entering the competitive world.

OR CHOOSE ONE COURSE FROM THE LIST OF
COMBINED COURSES

Interdisciplinary Minor In Creative Non-Fiction
The Creative Non·Fiction minor helps students develop their
writing voice and style while enhancing their creativity and
research skills. These are marketable skills that apply to any
major interest. Students read the ·Literature of Reality" while
writing in a variety of forms . This minor is offered jointly with
the Journalism and Fiction Writing departments.

STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE 18 CREDIT HOURS IN THE
FOLLOWING :

STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE 24 CREDIT HOURS IN THE
FOLLOWING :

Course Title and Credits
52·1800 Careers in Writing (3)
52·2802 Business and Technical Writing (3)

Course Title and Credit•

COMPLETE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING SEQUENC ES:

52-2831 Creative Non-Fiction II (3)

52·2803 Copyediting for Publication 1: South Loop Review
(3) with 28-1711 Fundamentals of Business (3).
Arts. Entertainment, and Media Management or
52·1801 Professional Writing: Advanced Style (3)
or 53-2535 Journalism Newsletter (2). Journalism

55-1101 Fiction Writing I (4), Fiction Writing

52·2830 Creative Non-Fiction I (3)

55-4102 Fiction Writing II (4), Fiction Writing
55-4104 Prose Forms (4). Fiction Writing
COMPLETE 6 TO 8 CREDIT HOURS FROM THE
FOLLOWING :

52-2812 Expository Writing: Argumentation (3) with 28-2120
Writing for Managers (3). Arts. Entertainment, and
Media Management or 52·3801 Writing for New
Media (3) or 54-3502 Developing a Marketing Plan
(3). Marketing Communication

52-2695 Connections in Literature: Journalists as Authors (3)
52-2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay (3 )
52·2832 Creative Non-Fiction: Journal Writing, strongly
recommended (3)

52·2816 Reviewing the Arts (3) with 24-1510 Aesthetics of
Film and Video (3), Film and Video or 52·2811
Expository Writing: Profile (3)

53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting (3), Journalism
53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3), Journalism
53-2215 Magazine Article Writing (3). Journal ism

SELECT TWO ELECTIVE COURSES FROM THE FOLLOWING (STUDENTS SHOU LD CHOOSE ONE COURSE FROM
A DEPARTMENT OTHER THAN ENGLISH) :

53-3220 Advanced Magazine Article Writing (3), Journalism

24-1710 Screenwriting 1: Writing the ShOrt Film (3). Film
and Video

55-4315 Story and Journal (4), Fiction Writing

55-4213 Critical Reading and Writing: Fiction Writers as
Non-Fiction Writers (4), Fiction Writing
55-4318 Bibliography and Research Techniques for
Fiction Writers (4). Fiction Writing

31-1400 American Musical Theater: from the Beginnings to
1945 (2) or 31·1405 American Musical Theater:
1945 to present (2). Theater

55-4319 Creative Non-Fiction. strongly recommended (4).
Fiction Writing

31·2800 Playwriting Workshop I (3). Theater
40.2202 Writing for Television (3). Television
41·2107 Writing for Radio (3), Radio
52·1500 Poetry Workshop: Beginning (4)
52·2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay (3)
52·2814 Writing Comedy I (3)
52·2830 Creative Non-Fiction I (3)
52·2831 Creative Non-Fiction II (3)
52-2832 Creative Non-Fiction: Journal Writing (3)
52-3804 Professional Writing Seminar (3 )
53-2410 Science and Medicine in the Media (3),Journalism
54-1605 Advertising Copywriting I (3). Marketing
Communication
54-1700 Introduction to Public Relations (3). Marketing
Communication
55-1101 Fiction Writing I (4), Fiction Writing
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COURSE DESCRIPTIO NS

ENGLISH
WRITING
ESL Introductio n to Collece Wrltlnc
Course prepares students for 52·1151 English
Composition I. Instruction focuses on the ability to write
clear paragraphs, recognize and use conventional structures. increase accuracy in grammatical structures. word
choice. and punctuation. and react and respond critical~/
to student and professional writing. Students are also
introduced to pre-writing strategies, using topic sentences
and supporting details, writing for an audience. peerediting, and self-editing techniques.

Enhance d Composition I
Course content is identical to 52·1151 English
Composition I in every respect except that in the
Enhanced Composition I course, class enrollments are
typically capped at 12. allowing for more student-teacher
interaction. Students are required to anend weekly tutoring sessions in the Writing Center. during which time they
receive added assistance with composition class work,
and with any writing assignment from other courses. Most
sections of Enhanced Composition I spend one half of
class time each week in a computer classroom.

COURSE U2·1100

COURSE 152-1111

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

Introduction to Collece Writing
The course serves those who believe that they would
benefit from an intensive review in writing. reading, and
critical thinking prior to enrolling in 52-1151 English
Composition I. Teaching strategies include individualized
and conference-based instruction. peer tutorials, grammar
and usage review. and academic survival training. As with
the Enhanced Composition courses. enrollment in
Introduction to College Writing classes is typically capped
at 12. In addition to the increased student-teacher interaction offered by small class size. teachers in Introduction
to College Writing are encouraged to meet with students
for counseling, advice. and tutoring. Students are required
to anend weekly tutoring sessions in the Writing Center.

Enhanced Composition II
Course content is identical to 52-1152 English
Composition II in every respect except that class enroll·
ments in Enhanced Composition 11 are typically capped at
12 in order to maximize student-teacher Interaction.
Students in Enhanced Composition 11 are required to
anend tutoring sessions in the Writing Center once each
week in order to receive additional assistance with writing
assignments. Most sections of Enhanced Composition 11
spend one half of class time each week in a computer
classroom.

EN

COURSE 152-1112

3 CREDITS

EN

COURSE U2·1101

ESL Engli sh Composition I
The first required course in a two-semester sequence. ESL
English Composition I is designed to address the needs of
students whose first language is not English. This course
helps students understand and refine their own writing
process from brainstorming, planning. drafting, and revising to copyediting and proofreading. Students experiment
with various purposes and audiences for writing, using
writing to explore the self, respond to texts. and express
ideas about maners of public concern. The course helps
students develop their distinctive voices. make conscious
rhetorical decisions. strengthen their reading skills, and
function effectively in a community of writer-readers.
Requires one hour of tutoring.

3 CREDITS

Tutoring I n WrltlnC Skills
Students of all ability levels rece•ve assistance and guidance in writmg sk•lls from qualified wnting consultants.
Course requires students to anend tutonal sessions for
one hour per week throughout the semester. Sess10ns are
one~m-one. student-centered. and the content is tailored
to the writing needs of each individual student. Pass; Fail
grades. only. Weekly non-credit tutorial sessions and dropin tutoring are also available to all Columbia College
Chicago students without charge or prerequisite .
COURSE 152·1110
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: CONCURRENT ENROLLMENT IN 52·1101
INTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE WRITING. 52·1151 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION I OR 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II (ALL
SECTIONS. INCLUDING ESL. ENHANCED. AND COMMUNITY
SERVICE} DR 52-1600 INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE (ALL
SECTIONS}

COURSE 152-1121

3 CREDITS
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ENGLISH
ESL Entllah Compoaltlon II

Community Service Encllah Compoaltlon II

The second required course in a two-semester sequence.
ESL English Composition II is designed to address the
needs of students whose first language is not English.
This course helPS students use writing to develop and
sustain an in-depth personal and intellectual inquiry into a
subject of their choosing. By teaching students to gener·
ate worthwhile questions, collect primary data, locate
secondary resources . and form original insights. the
course enables students to pursue an individual interest
in writing throughout the semester. blending personal
voice effectively with the voices of published writers .
Requires one hour of tutoring.

This course covers the same skills and fulfills the same
requirement as 52·1152 English Composition II while guid
ing students through community outreach experiences.
Areas of outreach may include youth services. adult liter·
acy, substance abuse. women's issues. poverty. and environmental awareness. Reading and writing assignments
pertain to the stated theme of the course and student
service experiences provide sources of primary data for
the creative research project. The concentrated thematic
focus ot this version of English Composition 11 enables
students to engage in collaborative inquiry and direct
sociopolitical action stemming from shared commitments.

COURSE U2·1122
3 CREDITS
EN
PREREQUISITE: 52·1121 ESL ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE U2·1162
4 CREDITS
EN
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOStnON I

EnCIIah Compoaltlon I

WrltlnC Center Conault•nt Tr•lnlnC

The first required course in a two-semester sequence,
English Composition I helps students understand and
refine their own writing process from brainstorming, planning, drafting, and revising to copyediting and proofreading. Students experiment with various purposes and audi·
ences for writing, using writing to explore the self,
respond to texts, and express ideas about matters of
public concern. The course helps students develop their
distinctive voices, make conscious rhetorical decisions.
strengthen their reading skills, and function effectively in
a community of writer-readers. English Composition I
connects personal reflection with critical analysis, providing plentiful and varied opportunities for writing, a multi·
draft approach to creating essays. small group work, and
student-teacher conferencing.

Course covers basics of peer tutoring in writing skills.
Emphasis is on developing skills in the following areas: 1)
peer tutoring techniques and interpersonal communication, 2) writing process~ritical analysis, 3) error identif~
cation-grammar and punctuation, 4) writing across the
curriculum. Students observe tutorial sessions and often
begin tutoring their peers early in the semester. Students
become familiar with Writing Center theory and pedagogy,
write analytical and critical essays, and discuss session
dynamics in class. Successful students of this course
tutor their peers in Columbia College Chicago's Writing
Center and receive compensation tor the sessions.

COURSE •112-11111
3 CREDITS
EN

COURSE U2·3100
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II (GRADE OF~~

IAI.C1900

ENGLISH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
ESL Introduction to Colle&• Re•dlnC
One of the tour integrated Intensive English Language
Program (IELP) components. ESL Introduction to College
Reading is designed to prepare students for reading in
academic settings. Instruction focuses on developing
effective reading strategies for Improving comprehension,
building vocabulary, and increasing reading speed.
Readings serve as the basis for skills and strategies exer·
cises. class discussions. and response and analysis actiY.
ities.

Encllah Compoaltlon II
The second required course in a two-semester sequence,
English Composition II helps students use writing to
develop and sustain an in-depth personal and intellectual
inquiry into a subject of their choosing. By teaching
students to generate worthwhile questions. collect
primary data. locate secondary resources. and form original insights, the course enables students to pursue an
individual interest in writing throughout the semester,
blending personal voice effectively with the voices of
published writers . Instead of requiring numerous short
essays. the course unfolds in a series of assignments
designed to lead students through a continually deepening
creative research process that ripens into a written project of considerable length and complexity.

COURSE U2·1201
3 CREDITS

COURSE •112-11112
3 CREDITS
EN

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I
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ENGLI S H
READING

ESL C olle ge Readi ng
ESL College Reading prepares students for the demands
of college-level reading at Columbia College Chicago.
Instruction focuses on using effective strategies to
improve reading comprehension and automaticity. and
developing strategies for summarizing, analyzing, interpreting, and synthesizing materials from a variety of fiction
and non-fiction texts. Students also continue to develop
note-taking and library research skills. Requires one hour
of tutoring.

Tutori ng I n Coll eg e R e adi ng
Enrollment for this course is open to all Columbia College
Chicago students. Students enrolled in Tutoring in College
Reading are required to enroll concurrently for 52-1301
Introduction to College Reading. Students attend the
Reading Center at least one hour per week for individual
or small group tutoring related to reading. Students
receive help with assignments from their Reading course
or reading demands of other courses.

COURSE 152·120 2
3 CREDITS

COURSE 152·1 300
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 52·1301 INTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE READING.

MUST BE CONCURRENT

ESL Ac ademic Ll stenl ngj Spea k l ng
One of our integrated Intensive English Language Program
(IELP) components. ESL Academic Listening/Speaking
prepares students to communicate successfully in English·
speaking environments. both academic and social.
Instruction focuses on improving listening skills. speaking
skills. pronunciation. vocabulary. and the understanding
and use of idioms and everyday speech acts. Students
are expected to lead, shape, and share on class discus·
sions based on readings and/or authentic listening materials that examine a variety of topics in American culture
and media. Students are also expected to speak formally
In front of the group.

Intro duc tion to Colle ge Reading
Course is for students who need to improve their reading
abilities in order to succeed at Columbia College Chicago.
Through extensive, guided reading. students improve their
reading comprehension skills and strategies. Students
read narrative (stories) and expository (informational)
texts. improve their abilities to recognize main ideas and
supporting details. increase their vocabulary. and learn to
take notes on text. Students are required to register
concurrently for one hour of tutoring each week in the
Reading Center. Students who successfully complete this
course register for 52·1302 College Reading the next
semester.

COURSE 152·1 221
3 CREDITS

COURSE 152-1301
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1300 TUTORING IN COLLEGE READING. MUST
BE CONCURRENT

ESL: Cultural Pattern s
One of the four integrated Intensive English Language
Program (IELP) components. this course is an introductory
study In Intercultural communication . Instruction focuses
on the process of culture learning and uses ethnographic
observation. interviews. and analysis in order to expand
students' awarenenss of their own cultures and patterns
of cultural behavior in the United States. Students leave
the class with tools that enable them to continually
broaden and deepen their cultural knowledge. Students
are also introduced to programs at Columbia College
Chicago and visit areas and institutions of cultural importance in Chicago.

Coll eg e Readi ng
Course improves students· abilities to succeed with the
wide range of reading that college requires. Students read
full-length book.s and short stories, improve their comprehension of narratiVe text, and explore interpretations of
stories through artostoc creation. Students learn several
reading and note-taking strategies appropriate for different
types of expository (informational) text. Students also
learn to conduct library reading research.

COURSE 1152·1 231
3 CREDITS

COURS E 1152·1302
3 CREDITS

Re adi ng C e nte r C o ns ultant Training
Course prepares tutors for service in the Columbia
College Chicago Reading Center. However. the course also
addresses topics and methods relevant to any teacher
who will accept responsibility for guiding students' reading
improvement. Students are introduced to broad concerns
of literacy in society, reading diagnostics and instruction.
individualized and small group teaching methods. and
instructional resources and programs.
COU RSE 1152·3300
3 CREDITS
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ENGLISH
SPEECH
Basic Public Speaking: ESL

Advanced Public Speaking
Third course In the public speaking sequence provides
students with oratorical problem-solving activities and indepth study of relations of rhetoric to speechmaking.
Coursework expands students· knowledge of research,
communication theory, process, and practice. While study·
ing elements of argumentation and logic, students analyze
important speeches and model cases and explore
elements of parliamentary procedures. Students
construct, present, and critique speeches that are
complex, dynamic, and purposeful.

This course introduces students to basic principles of
communication theory and informative, persuasive, and
occasional models of public speaking. Instruction focuses
on planning, organization , argumentation, delivery and
posture, use of gestures and voice. and U.S. academic
audience expectations. ESL sections also address
specific barriers to effective public speaking for ESL
students. such as stage fright. poor pronunciation/rhythm
patterns and intercultural communication difficulties. ESL
sections meet the General Education requirement for Oral
Communications. Requires one hour of tutoring.

COURSE 152-1404
3 CREDITS

COURSE U2-1400
3 CREDITS
SP

PREREQUISITE: 52-1402 PUBUC SPfAKING

Ba sic Public Speaking

Course provides students with a theoretical foundation for
designing, understanding, and critically analyzing persuasive messages. Students are introduced to theories and
concepts of classical rhetoric and oratory. Students apply
classical theories, concepts, and strategies to situations
in everyday life that require persuasive ability.

The Art of Persuasion
Students overcome difficulties they may have in public
speaking, such as stage fright and poor diction. Students
are made aware of important elements such as delivery
and posture, use of gestures, and good grammar. Course
introduces students to informative, persuasive, and occasional modes of public speaking and helps students
develop well-organized and informative speeches.

COURSE 152·2402
3 CREDITS

COURSE .52-1401
3 CREDITS
SP

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGUSH COMPOSITION II, AND EITHER
52-1401 BASIC PUBLIC SPfAKING OR 52-1402 PUBLIC sPfAKING

Public Speaking

Argum entation and Debate

Students become familiar with techniques required in
special kinds of public speaking situations. Course
emphasizes analysis of speech forms and planning,
organization, and delivery of speeches, Including those
that are informative, persuasive, and entertaining.
Students have opportunity to speak before small and
large audiences.

An introduction to problems and principles involved in
arguing and debating, this course develops the analytical
tools for argument while examining the techniques of
debate.
COURSE 152· 24D4
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II. AND EITHER
52-1402 PUBLIC SPEAKING OR 52-1401 BASIC PUBLIC SPEAKING

COURSE 152-1402
3 CREDITS
SP
IAIIC2900
PREREQUISITE: 52-1151 ENGUSH COMPOSITION I

X

Through in-class writing exercises, reading of model
poems, and discussion of student work. this course
encourages students to produce poetry of increasing quality.

Interpersonal Communication
Course helps students develop a better understanding of
intrapersonal and interpersonal communications dynamics. In addition, course assists in broadening students'
comprehension of the diverse communication patterns in
our multicultural society. Coursework helps students
comprehend and practice coping with various personalities
In personal and professional settings. Students study the
principles and techniques needed to actively listen,
assertively communicate, and constructively manage
conmct in families. friendships, and professional relationships.

COURSE U2·1500
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I, CONCURRENT
ENROLLMENT

COU RSE U2·1403
3 CREDITS
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ENGLISH

X

Poetry Workshop : Intermediate

Internship: Poetry

Through in-elass writing exercises. the reading of model
poems, and discussion of student work, students are
encouraged to produce poetry of greater sophistication.
Familiarity with work of notable poets Is strongly
encouraged.

Internships provide advanced students with the opportunity to gain work experience in a literature-related area of
concentration or Interest while receiving academic credit
toward their degrees.
COURSE 152·3588
VARIABLE CREDIT

COURSE 152· 2500
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II, MAY BE
CONCURRENT, 52·1500 POETRY WORKSHOP: BEGINNING

Independent Project: Poetry
An independent project is designed by the student, with
approval of supervising faculty member. to study an area
not available in the curriculum. Prior to registration,
student must submit written proposal that outlines the
proj ect.

Poetry Workshop : Performance
Through in-elass writing assignments. performances of
their own and other poets' works, theater exercises,
critiquing poetry, performance videos. and discussions of
student work, this course encourages students to produce
and perform poetry of increasing quality.

COURSE 152·3598
VARIABLE C REDIT
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND WRITTEN
PROPOSAL

COURSE 152·2510
4 CREDITS

LITERATUR E

PREREQUISITE: 52·1500 POETRY WORKSHOP: BEGINNING

Introduction to Literature
Course introduces students to genres of fiction. drama.
and poetry. By studying important works by writers of
culturally diverse backgrounds. students gain experience
in reading, analyzing, interpreting, and writing about literature. Course establishes connections between literature
and other areas of arts and communications.

Literary Collage Seminar
Students study the evolution of literary collage through
reading. writing, and collaging visually, verbally, and digi·
tally. Students examine its non-linear route (montage.
construction, and assemblage) throug)'l twent•eth-eentury
visual art. film, and literature-from Duncan and Pound to
Kwoek Kim. Du Plessis, and others . Students write both
critically and creatively.

COU RSE 152·1600
3 CREDITS

HL
IAIIH3900
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE 152·2520
4 CREDITS
HL
PREREQUISITE: 52·1500 POETRY WORKSHOP: BEGINNING OR 52·
1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

X

X

Introduction to Poetry
Students study poetry ranging from traditional forms and
figures to contemporary experimental forms. Course may
include selected significant poems from all major periods.
This is primarily a literature course. not a writing work·
shOp.

Poetry Workshop : Advanced
Students are encouraged to write poetry of the very highest quahty. Workshop format makes use of in-elass writing
exercises and discussions of student work. Students
become familiar with a wide range of models and formal
strategies.

COURSE 152·160 2
3 CR EDITS

HL
IAI.H3903
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE 152·3500

Introduction to Drama

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II, 52·2500
POETRY WORKSHOP: INTERMEDIATE

X

Course examines aspects of drama such as plot, charac·
ter, structure, and dialogue . Instruction provides an
overview of the nature of comedy, tragedy, farce, and
melodrama. Students read and discuss plays representing
important periods from the time of ancient Greeks to the
present.

Poetics
Craft and process course combines the writing of poetry by
advanced students with the study of theory and poetics. As
the result of reading works of criticism as well as poems
that have been influenced by such critical inqwy, students
are able to examine and articulate their own craft.

COURSE 152·1604
3 CREDITS

HL
IAIIH3902
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSinON I

COURSE •52·3510
4 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·3500 POETRY WORKSHOP: ADVANCED. MAY BE
CONCURRENT
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ENGLISH
Mythology and Literature
Course introduces students to ancient mythOlogy and
considers how myth addresses issues such as human
origins. value systems. and the desire to tell stories.
Instruction focuses on the interpretation of symbols of
mythOlogical language and the forms and patterns stories
take when they use language to express the human spirit.

Introduction to Fiction
An introduction to narrative techniques of literature.
course familiarizes students with a variety of significant
novels. short novels. and short stories .
COURSE 152·1606
3 CREDITS

HL
IAIIH3901
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE jl$2·1670
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Introduction to the Short Story
Students become familiar with genre of short fiction by
reading selections from its beginnings to present.
Readings may include works by authors such as Chekhov,
Conrad. Kafka. Lessing, Paley. Chopin. O'Connor. Joyce.
Ellison, and Carver.

English Authors: Beowulf to Blake
Course surveys English literature from its beginnings to
approximately 1800, with attention to its historical,
cultural, and artistic contexts. Instruction focuses on such
influential figures as Chaucer, Shakespeare, Donne.
Milton. Behn. Astell , Pope, Swift, and Johnson.

COURSE 152·1608
3 CREDITS

HL
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE jl52· 2610
3 CREDITS
HL
WI
IAIIH3912
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

African-American Cultural Experience In
Literature
A cultural studies approach to literature, course shows
students the significant contributions African Americans
have made to American culture and demonstrates the
pervasive influence of African culture on other cultures
throughout the world. Course explores African elements in
dance. music, writing (fiction and non·fiction), theater.
photography, photojournalism, visual arts, film, and athlet·
ics and how these elements have influenced AfricanAmerican literature.

English Authors: Romantics to Contemporary
Course' s selected readings range from Blake and the
Romantic poets to contemporary figures such as Harold
Pinter. Significant writers studied may include
Wollstonecraft. Austen, Coleridge, Shelley, Keats, the
Brownings, the Brontes. Hardy, Woolf. Yeats, Joyce. and
Lawrence.
COURSE jl52·2611

COURSE 152·1642
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
HL
WI
IAIIH 3913
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

HL

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

American Authors: through Dickinson
Course examines early history of American literature,
including writings by indigenous peoples, explorers, and
settlers. Readings may include works by Bradstreet,
Wheatley, Franklin , Douglass, Emerson, Occum,
Hawthorne, Melville, Harper, Dickinson, and Whitman.

African-American Cultural Experience:
Literature and the Arts
A cultural studies approach to literature, course estab·
fishes connections between African·American culture as
explored in African·American literature and Chicago's
African·American artistic community. Students study the
literature of African·American writers and conduct an
ethnographic research project in the Chicago African·
American artistic community.

COURSE 152·2620
3 CREDITS
HL
WI
IAIIH3914
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 152·1643
4 CREDITS

HL
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

American Authors : Twentieth Century
Poetry, fiction , and drama in America from approximately
1877 to the present are studied . Significant writers studied may include James. Wharton. Hemingway, Cather,
Chesnutt. Hurston. Stevens. Eliot, Faulkner, Welty, Wright,
Bellow, and Barth.
COURSE 152·2621
3 CREDITS
HL
WI
IAIIH3915
PREREQUISITE: 52·115 2 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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ENGLISH
World Literature: to 1660

Contemporary African Literature

Course covers major landmarks of world literature from its
beginnings to approximately 1660. Literature from the
Bible , poetry, and drama by such writers as Homer,
Sophocles. Sappho, Dante. Cervantes, and Shakespeare
are represented.

Course represents exploration of contemporary African
literature of several genres including poetry, drama,
fiction, and non-fiction. Selected readings address topics
such as African religion and culture and the impact of
colonialism and various liberation movements. Texts may
include works by South African poet Dennis Brutus, historian Cheik Anta Diop, dramatist Wole Soyinka . and novelists Ayi Kwei Armah and Chinua Achebe.

COURSE .52· 2630
3 CREDITS

HL
WI
IAUIH3906
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 152-2638
3 CREDITS

World Literature: since 1660

PREREQUISITE: 52·11 52 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Selected readings from world 's great literature from
approximately 1660 to the present are studied. Wide
selection of writers may include Wordsworth, Pirandello,
Sand, Beckett, Joyce. Aaubert, Camus , Kafka, and
others.

Introduction to Multicultural Literature
Course familiarizes students with multicultural scope of
American literature through exploration of common
themes and distinctive features of Native-American ,
African·American. Asian-American. Mexican-American , and
European·American literature.

COURSE •S2·2631
3 CREDITS

HL
WI
IAIIH3907
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 152·2640
3 CREDITS

HL
IAII39100
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

The Contemporary European Novel
From the traditional to the surreal . the contemporary
European novel is examined. Czechoslovakia, Germany,
Italy, France. and other countries may be represented.
Authors may include such figures as Calvino. Kundera.
Gysin, Lessing. and Grass.

Introduction to U.S. Latino Poetry
Course covers nationally recognized bilingual poets in the
U.S. Content surveys writings of Latino men and women
in the U.S. from mid-1970s to present. Students examine
the Cuento (oral) and Corrido (ballad) tradition in
America' s Spanish-speaking population. Course may
consider the poet as social critic, examining aspects of
gender and class relations. Chicano/Puerto Rican myths
and legends are also considered.

COURSE 152·2635
3 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

VIetnam War In Hi story, Literature , and the Arts

COURSE 1152-2644

The Vietnam War is one of the most studied, documented,
and argued about wars in American history. The debate
has taken the form of historical inquiries. poetry, novels.
film, music, and other arts. The war shaped the experi·
ences of a generation and continues to affect American
life and arts. This interdisciplinary course examines the
conflict in Southeast Asia through the eyes of journalists.
fiction writers, poets. historians. filmmakers . musicians .
and other artists.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Introduction to Native-American Literature

CROSS·LISTED WITH LIBERAL EDUCATION 49·2773

Students read and discuss selected stories. novels and
poems by major Native-American writers and examine
ways of looking at the world different from views based on
assumptions of white culture. Characteristics of style,
imagery, and narrative structure are discussed in connection with Native-American myth, history, and traditions.

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COU RSE 152·2646

COURSE 152· 2636
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Introduction to Women's Literature
Survey course engages students in an attempt to isolate
and define a distinctly female tradition in literature.
Course introduces students to style and content of
women's fiction, poetry, drama, and non·fiction.
COURSE 152-2650
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 5 2·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I
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Ancient Greek Literature
Students are introduced to literature and history of
ancient Greece. literature that has had remarkable impact
upon Western thought and writing. Students read epic
poems of Homer. tragedies and comedies of Sophocles
and Aristophanes. philosophical dialogues of Plato.
portions of the histories of Herodotus and Thucydides.
and various representative examples of lyric poetry.

Gay and Lesbian Literature
Course deals with some of the following questions: What
is gay and lesbian culture? How is it unique? What kinds
of literary images suggest uniqueness? Course focuses
on contemporary texts that may include those of Judy
Grahn. Paul Monette. Audre Lorde. Rita Mae Brown. and
John Rechy. Instruction includes examination of earlier
works such as Baldwin's Giovanni 's Room and Cather's
My Antonia to discover gay and lesbian themes often
ignored or concealed in more traditional textual analyses.

COURSE n2-2671
3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE .52-2655
Hl
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

The Bible as Literature
Course studies literary qualities of the Bible with attention
to its poetic and narrative modes. Instruction examines
ways in which Biblical literary forms. themes , and images
influence American and European literature.

Introduction to Shakespeare
Course introduces Shakespeare's work to students with
little previous exposure. Course requires reading of
selected major plays. Students learn about
Shakespeare 's theater and become familiar with many
ideas of the English Renaissance. Readings may include
Romeo and Juliet, Hamlet. and The Tempest.

COURSE n2-2672
3 CREDITS

Hl

WI

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE •52·2660
3 CREDITS

Hl
IAI.H33905
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Children 's Literature
Course surveys many genres of literature for children and
young adults. Students examine contemporary children's
literature from various cultures within the U.S. and from
the global community. Students explore ways of designing
a literature program leading to the development of
language skills for basic literacy through development of
curricula. examination of current field research, and
consideration of methods for assessing children' s literature for readability and interest.

Dramatic Literature
Series of courses focuses on figures. periods. or movements in dramatic literature. Content includes modern
American drama. which surveys twentieth-century
American playwrights such as O' Neill, Odets. Hellman.
Williams. Miller. lnge, and Hansberry, and experimental
drama, which explores the development of experimental
theater through figures such as Jarry. Beckett. Stein,
lonesco. Shepard. and Shange. Course is repeatable as
topic changes.

COURSE n2-2680
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE .52·2665
3 CREDITS
Hl
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Storytelling
Students read stories and learn about the art of storytelling as practiced in different cultures. Students
discover. develop, and expand their own storytelling styles
and repertoire. Audio and videotapes are used, and practici ng storytellers are invited as guest speakers.

Topics In Myth and Archetypes
Series of courses considers literary uses of mythology
and archetypes. Rotating course topics include:
Archetypes: The Magician in Literature : Archetypes: The
Lover in Literature: Archetypes: The Warrior in Literature;
Movies and Myth: The Goddess: and Ancient Mythology.
Course is repeatable as topic changes.

COURSE .52-2682
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE •52-2670
3 CREDITS

Urban Legends
Course introduces the study of urban legends through the
fields of English and folklore in order to encourage critical
thinking, reading, and writing as well as to foster an
understanding of urban legends as a source and reflection
of cultural beliefs and attitudes.

Hl

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE •52-2685
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I
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Literature on Film

Medieval Literature

Class concerns the relationship between written and
filmed versions of a story, novel or play. Course explores
how character development, plot, narrative, symbols. and
language are translated from text to film. To facilitate
analysis, students acquire a basic vocabulary for
d iscussing literature and film. Instructors may focus on a
particular theme . such as the love story, fantasy or
mythology. Works studied have been as diverse as The
Color Purple by Alice Walker, Shakespeare's Hamlet, and
2001: A Space Odyssey by Arthur C. Clarke.

Course provides student with general knowledge of both
language and literature of England during the Middle Ages.
Course covers excellent writing that both precedes and
follows Chaucer. Course covers some of Canceroury Tales
along with plays. lyrics. and devotional work of the period.
Students gain working knowledge of Middle English and of
literature written in Middle English .
COURSE 1112·3805
3 CREDITS

WI

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 1112·2890

3 CREDITS
HA
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

British Novel

Course features rotating topics that explore a particular
theme, region or interdisciplinary approach to literature.
Specific topics included in this course are: Journalists as
Authors, Literature of Place, Family in Literature,
Twentieth-Century Literature of the Environment, Literature
of the Vietnam War. and Chicago in Literature. Course is
repeatable as topic changes.

Series of courses examines origins and development of
the British novel. Eighteenth Century course may focus on
Behn, Defoe, Richardson, Fielding, Smollett. Sterne.
Burney, and others. Nineteenth Century course may cover
Austen, the Brontes, Dickens, Trollope, Eliot. Hardy, and
others. Modern course surveys major British novelists
during modernist period from 1900 to 1945 and may
include works by Conrad, Lawrence. Joyce, Forster, Woolf,
Bowen. and Greene. Course is repeatable as topic
changes.

COURSE 1112·2895

COURSE jJ$2-3810

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Connections In Literature

HL

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Literary Genres

American Novel

Series of courses focuses on specific literary genres, subgenres or modes. Specific courses include Detective
Fiction, American Autobiography, American Short Story,
and Magical Realism. Course is repeatable as topic
changes.

Series of courses surveys developments in the American
noveL Nineteenth-century survey includes writers such as
Hawthorne, Melville, Twain, Wilson. James. Howells. and
Crane. Modern survey includes significant novels by
authors such as Dreiser, Fitzgerald, Hemingway, Faulkner,
Hurston, Steinbeck, Wharton, Cather, and Wright.
Contemporary course focuses on writers such as Rosellen
Brown, Russell Banks. Toni Morrison, Don DeLillo. and
others. Course is repeatable as topic changes.

COURSE 152·2897
3 CREDITS

HL

PREREQUISITE: 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE 1112·3620

3 CREDITS
HL
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

History of the Engli sh language
Course examines origins and development of the English
language and its dialects, deals with variations in vocabulary and grammatical structure, and looks at language in
a social context in relation to those who speak and write
it. Examples of linguistic variation may be drawn from
major literary texts.

latln·Amerlcan Literature
Course alternates between Latin-American Novel and
Central and South American literature. Students read and
discuss works by several major latin-American writers.
such as Carlos Fuentes. Jorge Luis Borges. Gabriel Garcia
Marquez. Mario Varga Llosa, Julio Cortazar, Juan Rullo.
and Isabel Allende, Theory and practice of magical realism
may also be discussed. Course is repeatable as topic
changes.

COURSE 152·3800
3 CREDITS

WI

PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE U2· 3832
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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African-American Literature

Shakespeare

Series of courses focuses on African-American literature .
African-American Women Writers examines figures such as
Harriet Wilson, Frances Harper, Nella Larsen, Zora Neale
Hurs ton, Ann Petry, Toni Morrison, and Terry McMillan.
African·American Novel examines novelists such as James
Weldon Johnson , Richard Wright, James Baldwin, Toni
Morrison, Ralph Ellison, and Zora Neale Hurston. Course
is repeatable as topic changes.

Series of courses examines Shakespeare's works in their
literary, historical. and artistic contexts. Shakespeare:
Tragedies may include Hamlet. Othello, King Lear, and
Macbeth. Shakespeare: Comedies may include The
Comedy of Errors, Twelfth Night, Measure for Measure,
and The Tempest. Shakespeare : Histories focuses on
Shakespeare' s dramatization of English history from
Richard II to Richard Ill. Shakespeare: Political Plays
considers some histories and plays such as Julius Caesar
and Coriolanus. Course is repeatable as topic changes.

COURSE 152-3642
3 CREDITS
Hl
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE *52-3660
3 CREDITS
HL
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

United States Latino Literature
Course examines short stories, poems, and novels dealing with bicultural experience of those from different parts
of Latin America, Mexico, the Caribbean, and South and
Central America. Course is for students who want to learn
more about Hispanic culture in the U.S. as well as for
those who want to learn more about their own culture.

Romantic Poets
Blake , Coleridge, Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, and Byron
receive attention in study of major Romantic poets .
Students examine maj or complete works by these important figures and may look at portions of longer works such
as The Prelude and Don Juan.

COURSE 152-3644
3 CREDITS
Hl
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE * 5 2-367 0
3 CREDITS
HL
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Contemporary Native-American Novel

~ Modern British and American Poetry

Course explores several important novels published since
1965 by Native-American writers. These writers employ
fresh approaches in contrast to traditional linearity of
novel form. Readings include works by such writers as
Sherman Alexie, N. Scott Momaday, James Welch, Louise
Erdrich, Leslie Marmon Silko. Gerald Vizenor, linda
Hogan, and Paula Gunn Allen.

Works of poets such as Yeats, Pound, Eliot. Stein, BishOp,
Frost, Auden, Williams, and others are read and
discussed in this survey of the modernist period , 1900 to
1945. Course also provides introduction to postmodernism.
COURSE *52·3671
3 CREDITS
HL

COURSE *52-3646
3 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Contemporary American Poetry
Women Writers

Work s of poets such as Roethke , Ginsberg, Plath, Lowell,
Ashbery, Rich, Creeley, Bly, Baraka, Brooks , and others
are read and discussed in survey of post-modernist
period. 1945 to present. Course also examines rise of
important movements such as proj ectivism. the Beats,
the New York School , Confessional Poetr y, Surrealism,
Feminism. the New Formalism, and Multiculturalism.

Series of courses explores women writers. Southern
Women Writers considers myths and realities of American
South in light of regionalism and socioeconomic, racial,
and religious factors. Writers may include Welty, O'Connor,
Walker, McCullers, Porter, Settle , Mason, and Humphries.
Contemporary course focuses on writers who examined
women's place in culture and who helped shape new attitudes toward women. Representative artists may include
Atwood, Lessing , Oates , Morrison, Wasserstein , and
Churchill. Course is repeatable as topic changes.

COURSE *52-3672
3 CREDITS
HL
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSI TION II

COURSE 152-3650
3 CREDITS
IAI*H39110
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I
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Advenced Storytelllnl

Internshi p: Lltereture

Course challenges and encourages students whO are
interested In pursuing storytelling outside of the classroom. Course requirements may include the develOpment
and p&rformance of a 20-minute story program. an analyt·
ical pep&r discussing the cultural context of a particular
story. a critical paper examining the wor1<s of a professional storyteller. and a journal of responses to readings
and irH:Iass performances.

Internships prOYide ac1vanced students With the Ol)pOltu·
nity to gain WOI1< expenence on a lrterature-<elated area of
concentration or interest whole receMng academiC credot
toward their degrees.
COUIIIE U2-37U
VARIULE CREDIT

COUIISE U2-3812
3 CIIEOITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Independent Project: Lltereture
An independent project is designed by the student. woth
approval of supervisong faculty member. to study an area
not available In the curnculum. Pnor to regostratoon.
student must submit written proposal that outlrnes the
project.

British Authors Semlner
Advanced. intensive study. this course focuses on study of
one. two. or three major British writers. Course may
Include studies of such authors as lawrence. Joyce.
Shaw, Austen. Donne. Eliot. Woolf. Milton. Chaucer. and
Dickens.

COURSE U2-37ta
VARIA8LE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND WFIITTEN

COURSE U2-38t0

WI
3 CIIEDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

PROFESSIONAL WRITI NG. INTER N SHIPS .
INDEPENDE NT PROJECTS
Cereers In Wrltlnl

Amerlc en Authors Semlner

Introductory course provides students with opportunoty to
explore various careers available in field of writing.
Students Investigate job potential. examine demands of
various writing professions. and Interview professionals
who have made writing a career.

PROPOSAL

Advanced, Intensive study. this course treats one, two or
three major American writers. Course may include studies
in Twain and Chesnutt, Twain and James. Hemingway and
Faulkner, Hawthorne and Melville. Morrison and Hurston,
Erdrich and Welch. Cather and Wharton. Baldwin and
Wright or others.

COURSE U2-1800
3 CREDITS

COURSE U2-38111
HL
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Professlonel Wrltlnl: Advenc ed Style
This Is a class for students wishing to review and develop
the mechanics of the ir writing. Grammar os a component
of each wor1<ing session while students experiment with
various writing strategies.

TOPICS
Topics In Lltereture

COURSE U2·1801
3 CIIEDITI
PREREQUISITf: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Series is for new courses that deal with specific topics.
themes or types of literature. Topics that have been
offered in past semesters include The Blues as literature.
literature of the Holocaust. literature of the Occult, and
Sherlock Holmes. Course is repeatable as topic changes.

Introducti on to Business Wrltlnl

COURSE •12-2700
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Course is an intensive study of written communicatoon
process in business and administration with specoal focus
on elements of mechanics. organizatoon. technocal style.
and doeurnentatoon . Students learn various forms of wnt·
ing commonly used in professional busoness communoc&
tion. such as business letters. memorandums. and
mar1<eting and technocal proposals.

Studies In Lltereture
Series is for new courses that deal with specific topics.
themes or types of literature. Course is repeatable as
topic changes.

COURSE U2·2801
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE· 5:?-l JS2 ENGliSH COMPOSITION II

COUIISE U2-3700
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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Expository Writing: The Personal E&&ay
The personal essay is the historical source for most
creative non-fiction. Students writing in this class examine
personal experiences while reflecting on the meaning of
events occurring in everyday life.

Business and Technical Writing
Course provides student writers with practical approach to
communicating technical information to non-specialists in
film, photography, and science fields. Course focuses on
addressing questions of primary consideration in any
piece of technical writing: Who reads the material? What
does intended audience want or need to know? How
should writing be structured to meet those needs?

COURSE 152-2810

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 152-2802

3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Expository Writing: Profile
People, places, and things are the topics for this writing
workshop. Writing profiles help develop a sharp eye for
detail while integrating several different writing strategies.
Students will experiment with voice and develop fresh
expositor y techniques.

Copyedltlng for Publication 1: South Loop
Review
Course teaches students basic principles of copyediting.
Students learn to mark a manuscript for publication using
standard copyediting symbols. Focus is on mechanics,
including problems in grammar, punctuation, and capitalization. Students learn to restructure material and rewrite
it for greater clarity.

COURSE 152-2811

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 152-2803

Expository Writing: Argumentation
This course helps develop the rhetorical skills necessary
to create strongly written persuasive arguments. Students
learn how to present evidence, support theses, and
develop credible counter arguments.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Copyedltlng for Publication II
Course builds on skills acquired in the basic copyediting
class while stressing the elements of textual design and
layout in manuscripts. Students work with several software packages to develop an understanding of the relation between meaning and appearance of written text on
the page.

COURSE 152-2812

3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Expository Writing : Investigative Research
Research is central to many forms of popular writing.
Whether you are interested in creative non-fiction or
screenwriting, the quest for background information often
spells the difference between success and failure. This
class allows students to develop topics of interest while
learning how to organize and integrate a wide range of
sources, presenting researched material in original ways.

COURSE 152-2804

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Introduction to Writing Satire and Parody
Course presents an in-depth analysis of twentieth-century
satire and parody from several disciplines, including works
written for film, television, print media, and fiction .
Students write short comedic pieces that exemplify the
various types of satire and parody covered in the course.
Over the first eight weeks, students deconstruct many
different genres to create original works that celebrate
these source materials. The last seven weeks of the
course revolve around the creation of a full-length script
for an original parody or satire.

COURSE 152-2813

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Writing Comedy I
Course provides overview of various aspects of writing
comic prose, including writing for the growing field of business humor. Students learn how to structure the comedic
scene and are introduced to various comedic forms,
including parody and satiric humor.

COURSE 152-2809

3 CREDITS

COURSE 152-2814

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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WI
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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Writing Comedy II

Creative Non-Fiction II

Advanced course builds on skills and techniques learned
in 52·2814 Writing Comedy I. Students continue to learn
more advanced and sophisticated methods for writing
comedy. Students work collaboratively, both in discussion
and writing, and individually on short writing assignments.

Primarily a writing workshop, this course builds on skills
acquired in other writing classes while students continue
to develop their own voices and styles. Special attention
is given to the various types of creative non-fiction narration useful to fully engaging the writer's audience. Course
is repeatable.

COURSE 152-2815

3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·2814 WRITING COMEDY I

COURSE 152·2831

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE.: 52·2830 CREATIVE NON·FICTION I

Reviewing the Arts
Creative Non-Fiction: Journal Writing

This is a course in applied critical writing about the arts
and culture . Students will combine the theory and practice
of writing about arts and culture with weekly take-home
writing assignments and weekly in-class craft workshop
assignments. Students study important issues and
controversies in writing on ar ts and culture from Plato to
the present, then apply their study in nuanced reviews of
various art forms, with special attention to Columbia
College Chicago events and productions.

Course offers students structured exploration of journal
writing techniques. Students develop journal writing as a
powerful means of self-exploration and self-expression.
Course also examines ways personal writing can become
public writing within the genre of creative non-fiction .
COURSE 152·2832
3 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE .S2·2816

3 CREDITS
HA
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Creative Non-Fiction: Theory
Course is designed for students who are interested in
writing critical, academic non-fiction. Content examines
how the theorizing of writing by writers and philosophers
has changed our perception not only of the act of writi ng,
but also our identities as subjects of language.

Writing Strategies: Writing, Research, and
Documentation
Students gain an understanding of rudimental research
strategies in order to write factually precise documents in
the realm of professional writing. Students use a variety
of approaches while pursuing focused themes to produce
essays and reports utilizing the current Modern Language
Association style format.

COURSE 152-2833
3 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 152-2818

Writing for New Media

3 CREDITS

Hands-on, writing intensive course explores unique writing
requirements for electronic media . Internet, multimedia,
and CD-ROM content are examined as examples of new
ways of exploiting written communications. Students study
Internet documents, hypertext, multimedia presentations,
and software programs ranging from corporate websites to
interactive CD-ROM entertainment. Course work includes
composing interactive stories, hypertext documents. and
multimedia composition.

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Creative Non-Fiction I
Creative non-fiction is writing that grows primarily from a
writer's life and personal ethos. Borrowing approaches
from •imagistic· writing and combining them with tech·
niques found in •factual· journalism, creative non-fiction
produces new and dynamic ways to present non-fiction.
Course introduces students to forms and prepares them
for subsequent creative non-fiction courses and readings
by variety of creative non-fiction innovators. Students
explore writing creative non-fiction.

COURSE 152·3801
3 CREDITS

WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 152-2830
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I
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l~cll

Wrltlnl

Students wnte apeeches thai rarce on scope from simple
talkS aboUt , _ products to l;.ety inl!oduciJons. formal
politiCal acldresses aboUt events and i , _ , and COfl»
fllle speeches inspirif"C em~ to action. StudentS
learn what the if'Credients of a successful speech are. the
W"f sound dnves 11. and how a speech e'<IONeS from
researc:toirc. outlinirc. and lhonkirc.
COUitll 112-1102
J CltiDITI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Publlellere 1nd Writer• lemln1r
Course explores the business of writing for publication
while students polish manuscripts for submission.
StudentS develop articles. essays, and reports while dea~
I"C with a variety of publishing structures such as newslet·
te~. corporate reports. and memos.
CDUiteE 112·1103
J CltiDITI
PREREQUISITE: 52·Jl52 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Profe..lonll Wrltlnl Semln1r
Course Is designed for students interested in polishing
their articles and essays and developing their writing skills
and habits. Students have opportunity to enhance or
modify Individual writing styles. Students experiment with
various writing strategies while fine-tuning their under·
standing of the subtleties of grammar related to their
particular voice. Students build a portfolio and help edit
and produce a non-fiction journal of student writing.
COUitll 112·3104
J CltiDITI
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·ll52 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

lnternehlp: Profe..lonll Wrltlnl
Internships provide advanced students with the opportunity to gain wor1< experience in a literature-related area of
concentration or interest while receiving academic credit
toward their degrees.
COU1t8E 112·3111
VAitiAILI CltiDIT

lndependlnt Project: Profe..lonll Wrltlnl
An Independent project is designed by the student. with
approval of supervising faculty member. to study an area
not available in the curnculum. Prior to registration.
student must submit written proposal that outlines the
project.
COUiteE 112-3111
VAitiAILI CltiDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR ANO WR1n£N
PfiOPOSAL
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FRESHMAN SEMINAR
GLENNON GRAHAM, DIRECTOR
Approach
College is more than a means to continue higher learning. The
Freshman Seminar aims to bridge the transition from high
school to college, but especially to introduce students early
on to the critical-thinking, problem-solving, and skill-building
tools they will need throughout their education and beyond.
The Freshman Seminar affords students a common experience , helping them to bond with students in other majors, ask
questions, and explore in order to maximize their potential.
Curriculum
Columbia College Chicago students with 32 credit hOurs or
fewer are encouraged to take the voluntary, three-credit
Freshman Seminar. Through assignments and discussions
involving artistic and communications disciplines, the
Freshman Seminar helps students to understand the collaborative nature of the arts and to establish disciplined study
skills, including developing their skills and understanding of
time management, test-taking, learning styles, and critical
vocabulary. We also provide financial counseling to help
students manage their money and even begin thinking about
building and planning for retirement. In addition, the Freshman
Seminar is an open forum for students to express their ideas,
concerns, thrills, and frustrations with their ongoing college
experience. The Freshman Seminar has been shown to be
particularly valuable to students who represent the first
member of their household to begin a college education.
Working Faculty
Instructors in the Freshman Seminar program come from
many departments. They bring a wealth of experience and
passion for teaching into the classroom. Freshman Seminar
faculty members become the first mentors to entering
students , often becoming advisors and mentors to the
students for the duration of college, and beyond.
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FRE S HMAN SEMINAR
Freshman Seminar
The Freshman Seminar facilitates students· successful
transition from high school to college. Utilizing an intellec·
tual approach and assignments involving artistic and
communications disciplines. the course addresses several
issues including critical thinking, problem-solving abilities.
and academic skill building. Students examine how the
arts allow us to view, understand, and comment upon our
various transformations in the modern world.
COURSE 148· 1 000
3 CREDITS
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LIBER AL ED UCAT I ON
DOMINIC PACYGA, ACTI NG CHAIRPERSON
Liberal Education courses introduce the student to the world.
These courses increase students' knowledge and understand·
ing of historical events, allow them to analyze and examine
social and cultural concepts, and expose them to the diverse
cultures and behaviors of humankind. Liberal Education
courses contribute to increased student knowledge of the
historical and socicxultural background in which the arts
develop and are created, and they raise student awareness of
historical and ethical issues in the arts. philosophy. and reli·
gio~. They also teach students the challenges and delights of
new languages.

liberal Education courses help students cultivate critical and
creative thinking skills and develop their oral and written abili·
ties . In our rapidly changing world . artists and media profes·
sionals must be not only skilled in their crafts. but also sensi·
live to major issues of the societies in which they practice
them. Artists and media professionals well rounded in the
liberal arts are able to enter the professional world of work at
multiple points. to participate in shaping new developments in
thei r professions. and to exhibit greater confidence when over·
see ing their interests. A foundation in the liberal arts offered
by t.he Liberal Education department is an indispensable
element of your education at Columbia.

Various history courses cover the histories of the United
States, Africa, Asia. Latin America. the Caribbean. and the
Middle East. There are also specialized courses on particular
places. periods, and topics. The study of history expands our
knowledge of human development and endeavors in multiple
arenas. aids in the development of a comparative perspective.
and illuminates the present.
Humanities courses probe the rich cultural heritages of
humankind in the visual and performing arts. music. philosophy. and religion. They develop a student's capacity to
discover. understand. and enjoy the process and products of
human creativity. and to examine human aspirations and
values. They also encourage students to examine the ethical
impact of the arts and the media.

MaJor In Cultural Studies
Students seeking a BA in Cultural Studies must complete the
following for a total of 51 credit hOurs:

Social science courses explore classic and contemporary
issues in human behavior for individuals. societies. and
cultures. and introduce the critical skills needed to make
responsible j udgments and take responsible actions in civil
society. Social science courses are offered in anthropology,
economics. geography. pol itical science. psychology. and
sociology.

Cui tural Studies Core

46-:1100 Introduction to Cultural Studies (3)*
46·2150 Methods of Inquiry in Cultural Studies (3)
46-3188 Internship in Cultural Studies (3)
46-3195 Capstone Project in Cultural Studies (3)
52·2816 Reviewing the Arts (3)

The Liberal Education department offers a major in Cultural
Studies. an emerging and exciting new field of interdiscipli·
nary study that explores and researches culture in its richly
varied forms and processes. The Cultural Studies major seeks
to understand aesthetic, creative . political and socioeconomic
relationships between contemporary cultural production, prac·
tice. and engagement in order to consider the civic dimen·
sions of cultural practice in local and global communities . The
major draws on courses from both the Liberal Education and
English departments. but also includes courses from across
the college. Minors in Latino/ Hispanic Studies and in Women
and Gender Studies are also offered . Please see the following
pages for specific requirements.

Liberal Education a nd English Electives**
Students must select 5 courses from a list of electives from
Liberal Education (15)
Students must select 3 courses from a list of electives from
EngJish (9)
Col lege·Wide Electives* •
Students must select 9 hours of production courses (9)
Students must select 3 hours of major.related courses from
across the college (3)
• Prior to Fall 2003, course number will be 51·1700.

• • A list of approved courses for these categories can be obtained from the
Liberal Education department.
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Minor In Women and Gender Studies
Students must complete the following for a total of 21 credit
hours:

Minor In Latlno/ Hispanlc Studies
Students must complete 24 credit hours: 6 credit hours in
Spanish Language and Culture. 9 credit hours in Art or
Literature, and 9 credit hours in History or Social Science.

51·12111ntroduction to Women and Gender Studies (3)
51·3250 Capstone Seminar in Women and Gender Studies (3)

Cou rse Ti t le and Credits
LANGUAGE. CHOOSE 6 CREDIT HOURS FROM THE
FOLLOWING:

CHOOSE FRO M THE FOLLOWING LIST OF ELECTIVES
FOR A TOTAL OF 15 CREDIT HOURS:

51·1301 Spanish 1: Language and Culture (3)

49-1641 Women in United States History: to 1877 (3)

51·1302 Spanish II: Language and Culture 3)

49·1642 Women in United States History: since 1877 (3)

51·2301 Spanish Ill: Language and Culture (3)

49·1670 Gender, Race. and Class in United States History (3)

51·2305 Spanish for Native Speakers (3)

49·2641 Latinas in United States History since the 1500s (3)

Students who are proficient up to Spanish Ill may take the 6
credits in the other two areas. Students who are native speak·
ers of Spanish must enroll in 51·2305 Spanish for Native
Speakers.

49·2661 Family and Community History (3)
49·1710 Women in History (3)
5CH110 Gender and Culture (3)
50.2405 Psychology of Women (3)
50.1512 Family and Society (3)

ART AND LITERATURE. SELECT 9 CREDIT HOURS FROM
THE FOLLOWING :

50.1513 Women and United States Society (3)
50.2514 Marriage and Family (3)

51·1111 Latin·American Art, Literature. and Music (3)

50.1602 Women's Health Care Issues (3)

51·2111 Revolution and Art (3)

50.1603 Human Sexuality Seminar (3)

22·2150 Art of Mexico: Olmecs to the Present (3). Art and
Design

51·1112 Women in Art, Literature, and Music (3)

24-2520 Studies in National Cinema: Latin·American
Cinema• (3). Film and Video

51·1271 Gay and Lesbian Studies (3)

32·1624 Afro-Latin and Carribean: US Musical Crosscurrents
(3), Music

51·2501 Exploring the Goddess (3)

52·2644 Introduction to U.S. Latino Poetry (3), English
52·3632 Latin·American Literature (3), English

28-2400 Clothing and Society (3), Arts. Entertainment, and
Media Management

52·3644 United States Latino Literature (3), English

31·3227 Acting Ill: Women's Theater (3). Theater

55-4210 Critical Reading and Writing: Latin American
Writers • (4), Fiction Writing

52·2650 Introduction to Women's Literature (3), English

•course has prerequisites other than English Composition.

52·2655 Gay and Lesbian Literature (3), English

51·7402 Philosophy of Love (3)
24-2580 Sexual Perspectives in Film (3), Film and Video

40.7211 Culture, Race, and Media (3). Television

52·3642 African American Literature: Women Writers (3),
English

HISTORY AND SOC IETY. SELECT 9 CRED IT HOURS
FROM THE FOLLOWING:

52·3650 Women Writers (3), English

49·1401 Latin·American and Caribbean History: to 1800 (3)

55-4205 Critical Reading and Writing: Gender and Difference
(3). Fiction Writing

49-1402 Latin·American and Caribbean History:
since 1800 (3)
49-2401 History of Mexico and Central America (3)

55·4215 Critical Reading and Writing: Women Writers (3),
Fiction Writing

49-2632 Hispanics in the United States since 1800 (3)

53·2570 Diversity in the Media (3). Journalism

49-2641 Latinas in United States History since the 1500s (3)

55-1115 Biology of Human Sexuality (3), Science and
Mathematics

49-277 4 Atlantic Studies: Race, Color. and Culture since
1700 (3)
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COURSE DESCRIPTION S

LIBERAL EDUCATION
CULTURAL S T UDIES

Capstone Project In Cultural Studies
This is the final course for Cultural Studies majors. For
the capstone project, students will work together to help
each other identify specific cultural aspects they wish to
investigate. Guest lecturers will present their own
research work, and will help students understand issues
crucial to understanding cultural processes. Based on
their investigations and interactions. students will produce
a substantive work of academic or professional writing.
The class will organize and present their findings at a
public roundtable conference at the end of the semester.

Introduction to Cultural Studies
This course introduces students to the terms. analytical
techniques, and interpretive strategies commonly
employed in Cultural Studies. Emphasis is on interdiscipl~
nary approaches to exploring how cultural processes and
artifacts are produced , shaped. distributed. consumed.
and responded to in diverse ways. Through discussion,
research, and writing, class members investigate these
varied dimensions of culture: learn to understand them in
their broader social. aesthetic. ethical, and political
contexts: and thereby prepare for more advanced course
work in Cultural Studies.

COURSE 146·319 5
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 46-3188 INTERNSHIP IN CULTURAL STUDIES
AND SENIOR STATUS.

COURSE I 48·1100•

3 CREDITS

•Prior to 2003, course number will be 51·1700.

H ISTORY
AFRICAN HISTORY
Methods of Inquiry In Cultural Studies
This course Introduces students to diverse methods of
inquiry in the field of cultural studies. It provides students
with an understanding of critical vocabularies and exam·
ines key issues in cultural studies research. Students in
this class will learn to utilize various methodologies relevant to interdisciplinary problems and questions that the
field of cultural studies poses. Each student will develop a
viable research project proposal using the methods
reviewed in the course . These projects may be Implemented in 4&3195 Capstone Project 1n Cultural Studies.

African History and Culture: to 1880
African civilizations of the pre-colonial past are explored to
reveal how various societies evolved and to Identify their
major achievements prior to the arrival of Europeans.
Roots of slavery, racism. and the underdevelopment of
Africa are also examined.
COURSE 149-1 0 01
3 CREDITS

HI

IAII5 290 8N

African History and Cul ture: si nce 1880
Course reviews the past century to d1scover African reactions to the colonial system. including the nse of national·
ism and liberation movements. emergent new nations.
and Pan-Africanism.

COURSE 148·2150

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 46-JJ OO INTRODUCTION TO CULTURAL STUDIES

COURSE 149·1 002
3 C REDITS
HI

Internship In Cultural Studi es
The internship in cultural stud1es provides students with
supervised training under the sponsorship of a local
cultural organization. Students will typically spend 8-10
hours per week at their Internship site . In addition to time
at the internship, on-campus meetings include an interrlship orientation the first week of the semester and four
one-hour meetings throughout the semester. The intern·
ship is only available to Cultural Studies majors and may
be repeated for credit.

IA115290 7N

ASIAN HISTORY
Asia: Early China , India, and Japan
Course examines the rise of China. India, and Japan and
their contributions to world history and culture from the
earliest times to the beginning of the nineteenth century.
Content considers how these countries Influenced and
were, in turn, influenced by the Western world.

COURSE 148·3188

COURSE 149·1101

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·2816 REVIEWING THE ARTS. COR BETTER IN

3 CREDITS

46-2100 METHODS OF INQUIRY IN CULTURAL STUDIES OR
PERMISSION OF THE PROGRAM DIRECTOR

HI

IAIIH2903N

Asia : Modern China , India, and Japan
Course examines interaction between China, India, Japan.
and the Western world, emphasizing the influence of imperialism, colonialism. organization. and Industrialization on
the development of these societies in modern times.
COURSE 149·1102
3 CREDITS
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LIBERAL EDUCATION
CARIBBEAN HISTORY

LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY

History of the Caribbean : to 1800
The Caribbean Islands were inhabited by free and independent communities when Christopher Columbus arrived
In 1492. By studying the people who welcomed Columbus
and his successors we can gain a better understanding of
the ways in which these and other people came to be
dominated by Europeans. This course looks at three of
the main themes in Caribbean history, namely, the
Amerindians: Europeans and Africans: Comparative
European Settlements: and Slavery and Sugar.

Latin-American and Caribbean History: to 1800
Alter the arrival of Europeans in the Western Hemisphere ,
often catted the "New World,· many of the indigenous
people who had created American societies were forced to
change. This course explores Amerindian cultures and the
first three centuries of contact between Native American,
African , and European people in Latin America and the
Caribbean.
COURSE M49·1401
3 CREDITS

HI

IA1152901N

COURSE 149-1201
3 CREDITS
HI

Latin -American and Caribbean History: since

1800
EUROPEAN HISTORY

Course explores the past two centuries or Latin-American
and Caribbean nations in their struggle to overcome their
colonial past and establish modern societies. Topics
include reform and revolution, the rote of the military,
dictatorship, underdevelopment, and the agrarian
problem.

Europe and the West: Ancient Civilizations
Students gain an understanding of the history and culture
or Greece, Rome, and other civilizations of the ancient
world.
COURSE 149-1301
3 CREDITS
HI

COURSE 149·1402
3 CREDI TS
HI

IAIIH2901

Europe and the West : Medieval Cul ture
The hostory of medieval Europe is illuminated through
readongs on primary sources, providing students woth a
background to the culture and wor1dview or the Middle
Ages .

History of Mexico and Central America
Students gain a better understanding of Mexico and the
nations of Central America through an examination of key
historical events . Course focuses on Spanish invasion and
conquest, struggles to gain independence from Spain,
United States' conquest of the Mexican Northwest. the
Mexican Revolution, United States ' interventions past and
present, the Sandinista Revolution. El Salvador's civil war,
and the struggles of indigenous peoples past and
present.

COURSE 149-1302
3 CREDITS
HI

Europe and the West: Modern Europe
Events since the fifteenth century are surveyed, including
the Reformation. Counter-Reformation, various revolutionary movements. industrialization. class conflict, modern·
izatton. two world wars. and the rise and fall of overseas
colonial empires.

COURSE M49-2401
3 CREDI TS
HI

MIDDLE EASTERN HISTORY

COURSE 149·1 3 03
3 CREDITS
HI

Middle East Hi story: to Muhammad
Course surveys the cultural development, contributions,
and influences of ancient Mesopotamia, Egypt, Persia,
Crete. Anatolia. Greece, and Arabia from the dawn of civi·
lizatlon to the birth of Muhammad.

Ru ssian and Soviet History: since 1800
Course covers history of Russia from the 1800s to the
demise or the Soviet Union. Special emphasis is given to
such concepts as the political and economic development
of the Russian Empire and the U.S.S.R .. the rote or
women in imperial and revolutionary Russia. the Great
Reforms, the Russian Revolution, the Stalin Era, and the
collapse or the Soviet system.

COURSE 149-1501
3 CREDITS
HI

Middle East His tory: since Muhammad
Course surveys Middle East history from the birth of
Muhammad to the present. Content examines the nature
of Islam, lstami<: culture, non-Islamic peoples, the
Ottoman Empire and its successors. Western interests in
the Middle East, and current Middle East problems.

COURSE 149·2302
3 CREDITS
HI

COURSE 149-150 2
3 CREDITS
HI

WWW . C OLUM . E DU
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LIBERAL EDUCATION
UNITED STATES HISTORY
United States History: to 1877

Women In United States History : since 1877
Class examines the transformation of women's lives in
the U.S. from the mid-nineteenth century to the present
by focusing on both the evolution of gender roles and
specific examples from the lives of ordinary and extraordinary women.

Course examines main lines of American development
from the seventeenth century to 1877. Instruction
addresses transition from colony to nation. development
of an American character. growing pains of lndustrializa·
tlon and nationalism that culminated In the crisis of the
Civil War and Its aftermath, and problems of minority
acculturation and treatment before Reconstruction.
COURSE 149-1601
3 CREDITS
HI

COURSE 1149-1 6 42
3 CREDITS
HI

IAII52900

Gender, Race, and Class In United States
History
Within an historical framework course examines the interplay of gender, race, and class in U.S. history. Class
explores critical themes and periods in the development
of racism, sexism. and classism, especially in seeking to
understand ways they interrelate.

United States History: from 1877
Course studies impact of institutional development on
American society and life. Content focuses on the past
century of vast and far·reaching changes. Including the
birth of corporate capitalism. immigration and urbaniza..
tion, the crises of two world wars. dynamic cultural
upheavals, Cold War, and the mass movements of protest
in the 1960s.
COURSE 149·1602
3 CREDITS
HI

COURSE 149-1870
3 CREDITS
HI

Wrltlncs of Blac k Protest: to 1860
I AII52901

Using the writings of African Americans during the era of
slavery (1750 to 1860). content considers black protest
thought in an historical perspective_ Students use primary
documents to discover the feelings of hope, fear, and
frustration of free and enslaved blacks of this time.

African-American History and Culture : to 1860
African background. Atlantic slave trade, slavery, and the
free black experience are all examined in detail as
students trace the history of black people from Africa to
the New World and explore the collective African·American
experience from an ideological and philosophical basis.

COURSE 149 -2626
3 CREDITS
HI

COURSE 149·1628
3 CREDITS
HI

Wrltlncs of Black Protest: since 1860
Writings of African Americans from the Civil War to the
present are the focus of this confrontation with the realities of the black experience and thought in American
perspective. Students use primary documents to examine
black history and culture.

African-American History and Culture: since
1860

COURSE 1149 -262 7
3 CREDITS
HI

Course consists of a survey of modern African-American
culture and a study of the black freedman and the political
and economic development of black America. Principal
topic of discussion is the meaning of freedom to emancipated African Americans.

The Ci vil RIChts Movement In Biography and
Film

COURSE 149-1629
3 CREDITS
HI

Course focuses on the modern Civil Rights movement
through the mediums of biography and film. Students
learn to critically evaluate these historical sources as they
explore basic issues , players, events, and ideologies of
the Civil Rights movement.

Women In United States History: to 1877
Course examines the transformation of women's lives in
the U.S. from the seventeenth to the mld·nlneteenth
century by focusing on both the evolution of gender roles
and specific examples from the lives of ordinary and
extraordinary women .

COURSE 149·2 830
3 CREDITS
HI

COURSE 149-1641
3 CREDITS
HI
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Hlapanlu In the United Stat. . alnce 1800

Tile 1teoa: Yeart of TurtMIIenca

Course tracks the grOWing omportance of Hospanocs on all
aspects of Amencan life. Theor economoc ompact has
become a topoc of contt011ersy. The deveiOQment of a
Latono ethnoc consciousness has come into conflict with
efforts to assomolate thos monority group. thus raising the
questoon of wtlat an Amencan really is. Instruction also
addresses the contro-.ersial topic of their impact on the
U.S. economy. These issues cannot be fully understood
without an examinatoon of where Hispanics have come
from. their hopes. ways they are trying to achieve their
dreams. and their continuing obstacles.
COUitlt: _. ..2132
3 CltEDITI
HI

Course traces and documents~ of the 1960s. an
e<a that lies QuiCkly become CXMtted on myth ~e ots
nearness to our own tJmes. The penod from the election
of John F. Kennedy (1960) to the fall of Sacon (1975)
remains crucial for an understanding of current ossues and
attitudes. Those years reshaped American culture and
society in many ways. Vivid ~ and siOCans shMtered
the imaces of an eariier time and created a , _ Arnenca.
Course goal is to trace and document these
COUitiE 14..21.0
HI
3 CltEDITI

m-.s.

Family and Community History
Class examines the interaction be~ families. communities. and the greater society thrOUChO<Jt U.S. history. In
so doing, course illuminates how we as individuals and as
members of family, ethnic. and social groups h8Y8 become
what we are.
COUitiE 14.. 21U,
3 CltEDITI
HI

Latin.. In United Stat.. Hlatory alnce the
15001
Class explores the interaction of the three different
cultures-Indian. African. and Spanish-that constitute
wtlat Latinas are today. Latina contributions in politics.
art. literature, fllm. and community life are examined to
reveal how women' s lives have been affected by political.
economic, and religious transformations since the
Spanish conquest.
COUitiE 14..2141
3 CltEDITI
HI

Oral Hlatory-Tile Art of the Interview
Following an Introduction to the theoretical and philOsophical concerns in the practice of oral history. various methods and uses of oral history will be explored. Students will
learn the techniques of interviewing, transcribing, and
Indexing. Throughout the course. students will read and
discuss a variety of first-person accounts from twentiethcentury United States history: the Great Depression, Wor1d
War 11. the Civil Rights Movement. and the Vietnam War.
COUitiE 141· 2172
3 CltEDITI
HI

Hlatory of Sporta
Course examines the history of sports in the U.S .• from
tile informal games of the colonial period to the highly
orcanized. often commercial, contests of the present.
Students study the impact of industrialization and urbanization on the development of the nation's tradition and
explore issues of race, ethnlcity. and gender in relation to
social. political, cultural, and economic interests.
COUitlt: 141·2111
3 CltEDITI
HI

Cartoon• and Satire In American Hlttory
A study of the American past througll the humor and sr.ire
of the political cartoon. Humor is a political tool. Making
fun of one's opponents is a way of weakening their position. We make fun of that which we oppose, but also of
that which we fear. Cartoons illuminate all aspectS of the
American past: from political battles in Congress to
battles on the streets; from gender clashes at home to
racial clashes in the worl<force.
COUitiE 141-2171
3 CltEDITI
HI

Hlatory of the American Workln' Cl..a
Course studies worl<ers and their communities in the U.S.
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Students
explore the impact of industrialization, technological
change, immigration. migration. ethnlcity. race. gender,
and unionization as they examine the development of the
American worl<ing class .
COUitlt: Ul-2111
3 CltEDITI
HI

Hl1tory of the American City
Course examines the history of the deveiOQment of the
U.S. as an urban nation. It analyzes the rise and decline
of various urban systems that develOped over the course
of American history. Students investo&ate the social ,
economic. political. technoiCJCical. and demographiC trends
that have shaped the modern American coty.
COUitiE 141-2113
J CltEDITI
HI
WWW .C OLUM . IOU
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Hi story of Chic ago

Independent Studies : History

Content examines Chicago's economic, ethnic, racial, and
political development from the early French exploration to
the current urban crisis. Students develop knowledge
concerning the impact of technological change on Chicago
and the economic and demographic forces that have
helped shape the city's history.

An independent study is designed by the student, with the
approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an
area that is not presently available in the curriculum. Prior
to registration, the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.
COURSE 149-3798

COURSE 149-7680

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

HI

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND WRITTEN

WI

PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

PROPOSAL

WORLD HISTORY
Women In History

SOC IAL SC IE NC ES
ANTHROPOLOGY
Introduction to Anthropology

Course examines significant roles of women in history in
two ways: what they themselves have done and how society socializes individuals to regard women in various
roles. Examples selected are outside U.S. history.

Using ethnographic readings and film, course explores
social organization and customs of various societies and
cultures. Social science methodologies for anthropology,
comparison of cultures, ethnocentrism. relativism. and
pluralism are discussed. The impact of Westernization and
modernization on primitive beliefs and traditional cultures
is considered, with reference to American conventions and
values.

COURSE 149-1710
3 CREDITS

HI

COURSE 1 50-11 0 1

Topic s In History: The VIetnam War In History,
Literature , and the Arts

3 C REDITS

The Vietnam War is one of the most studied, documented,
and argued about wars in American history. The debate
has taken the form of historical inquiries , poetry, novels,
film, music, and other arts. The war shaped the experiences of a generation and continues to affect American
life and arts. This interdisciplinary course examines the
conflict in Southeast Asia through the eyes of journalists.
fiction writers, poets, historians, filmmakers, musicians.
and other artists. Content emphasizes American
involvement.

IAII519 0 1N

Gender and Culture
Course studies the social construction of gender definitions. All cultures assign gender-specific roles and expectations to women and men to create a gender system
designed and changed through cultural processes.
Content examines gender role acquisition, individual and
social consequences of gender roles, socialization theories on gender, and how gender roles in the family and
workplace are constructed. Course also examines gender
in American culture and other societies and explores
possibilities for role change, especially in the arts and
media.

COURSE 149-2773
3 CREDITS

55

HI

CROSS-LISTED WITH ENGLISH 52-263 6 .

COURSE 1 50·1110
3 C REDITS

Atlantic Studies : Race , Color, and Culture since

55

1700
Course explores interrelations between old and new
worlds in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Content
considers effects of voluntary and forced migration on
development of racial consciousness, capital markets,
and economic and social class. Africa (Ghana. Senegal,
and South Africa), Europe (Great Britain, France, and
Por tugal), North America and the Caribbean (U.S ..
Jamaica, Cuba, and Haiti), and South America (Brazil and
Argentina) will be utilized as models . Requirements
include readings, films , and other assignments.

Urban Anthro pology : People of the City
Course explores emergence of urban anthropology, its
methods and techniques, and the use of archaeological,
historical, and contemporary studies to understand the
roles and functions of cities. Content also considers race
and social class. kinship ties. and the anthropology of
urban poverty, taking examples from Western and nonWestern urban cultures.
COURSE 1 50 -1 111
3 CREDITS

COURSE 149-2774
3 CREDITS

55

HI
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ECONOMICS

Ethnocrephlc Filma
ExOtiC customs and cultures are explored through films
made by anthropologists and filmmakers. Topics Include
history and purposes of ethnographic films, questions of
ethics. finances, and techniques, and different
approaches and problems faced by filmmakers and
anthropologists in documenting and describing other
peoples .
COURSE U0·2101

Introduction to Ec onomi cs
General theory and specific real-world applications ilium•·
nate the economic functions of our society. Topics covered
include basic concepts of wor1<ings of markets. supply,
demand, fiscal and monetary policy, and governmental
roles. Class discusses current personal. business. govern·
mental , and contemporary economic issues and prot>
lems.
COURSE U0· 1201
IAII53 900
3 CREDITS
55

3 CREOITS
II
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

The Artist In Society
Course examines purposes of art, society's perception of
artists, and the creation of society and culture by artists.
Readings, films, discussions, and project presentations
explore such questions as the social functions of art, the
use of art for advocacy by social groups, and patronage of
the arts in the U.S., Asia, and other countries. Students
should be prepared to consider their own artwor1< in the
context of course materials and issues.
COURSE U0-7101
3 CREDITS

IS

POLITICAL SC I ENCE
Politics , Government, end So c i ety
Course provides students with a broad introduction to
American political Ideas, individual and group political
behavior, and public policy. Politics as well as local, state,
and national government are examined in light of
American history and traditions. Content examines the
crucial role of government in the lives of Americans as
well as the comparative values of political and governmental systems during various modern administrations.
Semester concludes with a study of politics and government in Chicago.
COURSE U0-1301

WI

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

3 CREDITS

Vlauel Anthropolocy
Course examines ways in which visual representations are
manifestations of cultural values, customs, and actions.
By exploring photographs, films, and material arts of
specific societies, course content develops theories and
concepts concerning relationships between what Is seen
and what Is known , between humans and their representations, and between ecological context and production of
visual wor1<s . Readings in anthropological literature of
Iconography, films on cultural artifacts, and photographic
documentation of specific societies are Included In the
coursewor1<.
COURSE n0-7102

55

u.s. Forelcn Polley
Course analyzes various internal and external factors that
influence formulation and execution of U.S. foreign policy.
Content examines the crucial role of U.S. foreign policy
and its importance and implications both for the U.S. and
other countries. Through discussion of past and present
major international problems and policy decisions. current
foreign policy of the U.S. is examined in terms of historic
actions, political Ideas. and consequences.
COURSE 150·1302
3 CREDITS

SS

3 CREDITS
IS
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Urban Politics
Course explores various types of urban governments and
politics in America. Other topics include growth and legal
problems of cities, ability of governmental institutions to
meet the demands of urban areas, community power and
control, citizen participation and decentralization of
governmental services, and municipal functions and
revenue problems. Students examine the role of ethnic
politics in large cities. particularly Chicago.
COURSE U0·1303

AnthropoloCy of Performance
Course considers performance In the arts and performance of activities In everyday life In several cultures of the
world, with an emphasis on ritual behavior, llmlnallty,
values. customs. and taboos. Anthropologists study
human behavior in order to understand actions from the
point of view of actors, using the ethnographic method to
interpret significance and meaning in people's lives.
Course 1ncludes study of texts, film, and music from
cultures 1n Asia, Europe, Africa. and the Americas.
COURSE 150.7170
3 CREDITS

WWW . COLU M . IOU

3 CREDITS

IS
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55

COU RSE DESCRIPTIO N S

LIBERAL EDUCATION
Civil Rl,hta and the Amarlcen Conatltutlon

Thaorlaa of Paraonallty

Course exam1nes the theoretical and h1stoncal back·
around of the Const1tut1on. Content cons1ders safeguards
for civil libert1es and conft1Cl1ng theones concerning
limited government. equal protection, due process protec·
tions. and polltic.al liberty. Courseworl< emphasizes expen.
ences of African Amencans. the Cov11 R1ghts Movement.
and experiences of other American minorit1es.
COUIIIE 110.2301
3 CIIEDITS
IS

Course surveys maJor theo<etocal approaches to the study
of personality. Aj)plylng theo<1es or personality structure.
students exam1ne topocs sucn as human nature. motrvation. develOpment, learnong. and chance. lnstructoon examines tradotoonal personality models. 1nclud1ng psychOanalytic. Adlerian, and behaVIoral , and more recent models.
such as transactoonal. ana1yt1c. gestalt, and cogn1trve.
COUIIIE 110·2401
3 CREDITS
IS

PSYCHOLOGY
Introduction to Paycholoty

Abnormal Paycholo,y: Mantel Health and
lllnau

Course introduces the field of psychology and its basic
concepts. theories. research methods, and contributions
to the understanding of human behavior. Topics include
the nervous system, perception. motivation, learning and
memory, social behavior, personality, developmental, and
clinical psychology. The past and current theories and
contributions of major psychologists are explored.
COUIIIE 110· 1401
3 CREDITS
II
IAIIIIIOO

Content covers assessment, descnpt1on. theory, research.
causes, and treatments of vanous psychOlogical maladaptive behaviors and disorders. Some mental health problems studied include anxiety diSOrders, depress1on.
neuroses. psychOses. Students learn of class1ficauons
and definitions of mental illness and acquore a broader
understanding of human nature.
COURSE UG-2402
3 CREDITS
ss

Social Paycholo'y

Self Identity and the Ml nd·Braln Quaatlon

Course studies human behavior in its social context to
reveal how one's feelings and actions can be influenced
by other people. Class examines processes of human
interaction and the social influences of family, member·
ship groups, mass media. and socioeconomic class on
individuals and groups. Instruction explores basic
concepts and theoretical and research perspectives on
social processes. Students examine elected forms of
social reaction patterns. including socialization, attitudes,
language acquisition, collective behavior. deviant behavior,
prejudices, and violence.
COURSE '10-140 2
3 CIIEDITS
SS
IAIIIS SOO

A study in the interrelat1onsh1p between the worl<ings or
the brain and the life of the m1nd; the 1ncred1ble expen·
enre of neurology transforming onto a mental health
happening. Particular attentoon w111 be placed on two questions. Is sell a spont. a comouter, a matenal quality of
reflective consciousness? Are people by nature deter·
mined to be selfish? These consodetat1ons woll be placed
in the context of the possibollt1es or the future lor the
human species.
COUIIS£ •ao-2403
3 CREDITS
II

Paycholoty of Woman
This course examines the socoal construct1on of gender
and its impact on the psychology of women. In addit1on to
gender, the course explores the ways that constructs such
as race, ethnicity, class, sexual orientation and age 1nter·
play and operate at indivodual, onterpersonal and systemic
levels to mod41y women's expenences. Top1cs onclude
traditional and contempotary l em1n1st theones, gendet
stereotypes and differences. voct1mozatoon of women, and
mental health of women . Finally, •t examones the socoal
and political implocatoons of our cultural understandongs of
gender. and raoses questoons about the possobohtoes lor
change.
COUIII£ ttlo-24011
3 CII£DITI
II

Child Development
Instruction examines major concepts. theories. principles.
and research concerning the physical. psychological . Intel·
lectual, emotional, and social aspects of development in
children. Content covers the influence of environment and
heredity and how they have affected child rearing prac·
tices. The role of family, educational systems. availability
of child care. and the rights of children are some of the
cultural factors studied. Cross-cultural perspectives on
child development are explored .
COUIIIE 110·1410
3 CIIEDITI
II
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Cultural Paycholoty
Building on the idea that we reside on a planet that is an
interconnected web of people and environment. this class
will explore the relationship between human behavior and
culture using Western and indigenous psychological theories. Through class discussion. readings and an examination of visual and verbal documents (e.g.. art, music,
stories) of selected contemporary and ancient African,
American, Asian and European societies. students will
gain a greater understanding of cultural variation in human
behavior and development.

SOCIOLOGY
Introduction to Socloloty
Course focuses on basic concepts. research . and theories
involved in Increasing the understanding of human behavior and human societies. Utilizing a sociological perspec·
tive, the interrelations among human societies. individuals, organizations, and groups are analyzed. Topics of
analysis include culture. social interaction, social institutions, social stratification. community, and various social
change strategies. Numerous contemporary social pro~
lems and issues such as racial and ethnic relations.
sexism. class bias, and homophobia are discussed.

COURSE 150·2410
3 CREDITS
55

COURSE 150·1501
3 CREDITS
SS

Introduc tion to Creative Art• Theraplea
This course is intended for students who are interested in
learning about the creative arts therapies as a viable
profession. a non-traditional medium for personal growth,
for organizational or social change, and an interdiscipli·
nary method for exploring aesthetic meaning and enhanc·
ing one's creativity. No prior training in the arts or psychol·
ogy is required.

Social Problems In American Society
Course critically examines major contemporary social
problems from the perspectives of social Institutions,
culture, inequality, socioeconomic, racial and ethnic
groups, special interest organizations, political and
economic structures. and social policy. Content analyzes
various causes of several major problems Including physl·
cal health, chemical dependency, crime. poverty, family,
discrimination, and urban problems. Course explores the
impact social problems have on different groups and
discusses possible solutions to social problems.

COURSE 150· 2411
3 CREDITS
55

Arts and Community Development
This course introduces students to theory and practice of
the arts as social action. As part of this course. students
undertake fieldwork in an arts-based community project.
Readings and class discussions In community psychology,
the role of the arts in community development. methods
of community research. and arts and cultural policy
support the fieldwork. Students will complete a community ecological analysis and create personal narratives in
their chosen medium reflecting their fieldwork experience.

COURSE 150·1510
3 CREDITS
55

55

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Psycholoty of Creativity
Definitions of creativity range from genetic attributes to
learned behavior and to spiritual transcendence, from
product-oriented (e.g .. the arts) to process-oriented (e.g.,
self-actualization). Course examines psychology of creativ·
ity from analytic, behavioral, cognitive, existential , human·
istic, and physiological theories, noting their practical
application in arts production, Intellectual and personal
growth, and community development.

COURSE 150·1511
3 CREDIT
ss

IAII57903D

Family and Society
Family, the basic unit of society, is studied from a social,
economic, psychological, and multicultural framework.
Family is examined as an interactive system, an organization, and a social institution. Topics include family
patterns in various cultures. relationships within the
family, family influences on personality development, mari·
tal roles, mate selection, parent-child relations, family
dissolution, and reorganization.

COURSE 150·7401
3 CREDITS
55

COURSE 150"1512
3 CREDITS
55

WWW . COLUM . EO U

IAII57901

Race and Ethnic Relations
Course provides critical examination of issues of race and
ethnicity in the world, with special emphasis on the U.S.
Students explore concepts, theoretical perspectives, and
research on patterns of cooperation and conflict between
different racial and ethnic groups. Sources of prejudice,
discrimination, power relations and stratification are
discussed. Instruction covers history and present status
of various major racial and ethnic groups, including some
white ethnics, African Americans, Latinos. and Asian
Americans. Students examine contemporary problems and
issues in the area of racial and ethnic relations.

COURSE 1 50·2431
3 CREDITS

IAII57900

2:10

COURSE DESCR I PTIONS

LIBERAL EDUCATION
Women and U.S. Society

Women ' s Health Care Issues

Course analyzes varying status. roles. and life opportunities of women in different historical periods and contemporary America. Content examines the socialization process
of women and how and why specific roles are assigned to
women. Class discusses consequences of women' s roles
on individuals and society. Other topics of discussion
include: how women's roles vary by class. racial, and
ethnic background; special problems and issues facing
women; women and work; the feminist movement; and
past and present strategies used by women for achieving
social change.

Course covers many contemporary medical issues facing
women in America. Content examines past and present
institutional nature of the American medical profession
and its delivery of health care for women. Class analyzes
various other health care organizations and the quality of
health care offered women. Other topics include women 's
responsibility and autonomy in relation to their health;
family, work, and other societal factors affecting women's
health; violence against women; women's health care
centers; and hOw women are changing health care
institutions.

COURSE 150-1513

COURSE 150-1602

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

55

55

Law and Society

Human Sexuality Seminar

Course examines the crucial importance and objectives of
laws in modern society. Constitutional law, criminal law,
family law, consumer law, and employment law are studied
to provide students with a better understanding of the
interrelationship between law and the larger society of
institutions, processes. and goals. Students are introduced
to the role of judicial precedent and legislation in our society from both theoretical and practical points of view.

Course analyzes past and current research and historical
and cultural perspectives on contemporary American sexuality. Content examines the broad range of attitudes,
behaviors. knowledge. practices, and myths pertaining to
sexuality. Topics of analysis include psychological.
emotional, physiological. and developmental aspects of
human sexuality. Content also covers sexuality over the
life cycle, socialization , dating, marriage , family, different
sexual orientations, law, relationships, contraceptives, and
sexual responsibility.

COURSE 150-2501

3 CREDITS

55

COURSE 1 50 -1603
3 CREDITS

55

Marriage and Family
This course will specifically examine the major challenges,
and changing trends facing families and marriages.
Families and marriages will be studied as dynamic
systems , as social organizations. and as social institu·
tions. The course will explore the changing nature of family
patterns and marriages in the u.s.. as well as some
comparisons to non-Western cultures . Areas of study
include the family in historical perspective. family life
course, socialization within families. gender roles. parentchild relations, sexual orientation, and non-traditional families. marital interaction and power, and reconstituted families .

Topics In Social Sciences
This series of courses explores special topics that are not
likely to be given full coverage in any other Social Science
courses.
COURSE 150·XX7 0 / 79

3 CREDITS

Independent Project: Social Sciences
An independent study is designed by the student. with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. The independent study critically examines an area of social science not
presently available in the curriculum . Prior to registration,
and in conjunction with the supervising faculty member,
the student must submit a written proposal that clearly
outlines the project.

COURSE 150-2514
3 CREDITS

55

INTERDISCIPLINARY
Education , Culture, and Society

COURSE 150-3X98/ 99

3 CREDITS

Using a broad cultural perspective, course examines
educational systems and socioeconomic, political, economical, historical. and philosophical aspects of education and
society. Course critiques traditional and alternative educational structures and practices . Content enables students
to become critical and active participants in the educational scene as teachers. administrators, parents, and
community members and to develop critical and creative
academic and life skills.

Course studies relationship between the individual and
community and the search for meaning and values
through comparative study and analysis of significant
visual, performing, and literary arts.

COURSE 1150-16 01

COURSE 151-1101

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

HUMA NITIES
COMPARATIVE ARTS
Western Humanities

55

211
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Eastern Humanities
Central theme of this course is what it means to be
human in an Eastern context. explored through particular
works of Eastern literature. philosophy, and the arts. in
readings and film and at local sites. Issues Include
Western encounters with the east, engagement In finding
one's true way. and the significance of devotion to family
and the divine.

Women In Art , Literature , and Music
Course examines the professional development of women,
the impact of images of women on art and society, and
the role of cultural contexts for artistic expression.

COURSE .S1·1102
3 CREDITS
HA

Afro-American Fol k Culture
course explores the philosophical foundations of past and
present cultural developments among Afro-American
peoples .

COURSE 151·1112
3 CREDITS
HA

IAIIHF904N

COURSE 151·1120
3 CREDITS
HU

Humanities for the Performing Artist
Major texts of literature. philosophy. and theology are
studied as examples of humanistic 1nQuory. providing the
context for per formance pieces expressing universal
themes. Guest artists from the Dance. Theater. and
Music departments assist advanced performing arts
students in deepening their artistic understanding by
widening their humanistic context .
COURSE 151-1103
HU
3 CREDITS

IAI.HF907D

Harlem: 19201 B lack Art and Literature
Period of artistic experimentation among black creative
artists in the 1920s is studied througl'l the works of black
writers from the Harlem Renaissance. Their relationship
with emerging American avant-garde writers and the evolu·
tion of the Afro-American literary tradition is explored .

IAI•H9900

COURSE 151·2101
3 CREDITS
HA

Humanities for the VIsual Artist
Poems. masterpieces of fiction and philosophy, and a
Shakespearean play are the bases for an exploration of
Imagery as a vehicle for interdisciplinary humanistic study.
Course is ideal for Art. Film. and Photography students
who want to place their disciplines within a larger humanistic context.
COURSE • 51·1104
3 CREDITS
HU

Development of Afro-American Theater
Literature of Afro-American theater is examined in terms
of both the influence of Afric-an ritual and of music created
in the American experience.
COURSE 151-2102
3 CREDITS
HA

IAIIH9900

Critical Vo cab ulary for the Ar ts
Course probes ideas and terminology that help students
enjoy and appraise achievements in the arts. Students
expenence performing and visual arts and explore how art
is created and perceived.

America In Art , Literature , and Music
Course presents a representative selection of American
paintings, folk and folk-derived mus1c, and read1ngs in
poetry and the short story to enhance the students'
understanding of each period or movement 1n American
social history.

COURSE 151·210 3
3 CREDITS
HA

COURSE 151·1110
3 CREDITS
HA

Black Arta Movemen t
The 1960s was a period when many 'revolutionary' black
American artists. dramatists. writers, critics, and philosophers engaged in intense debates over the role of the
artist in the making of a cultural revolution , and over what
constitutes a ·genuine· or "true· black aesthetic . The
Black Arts Movement explicitly targeted a number of longstanding assumptions of literary critics and historians ; in
particular. the role of the text . the timelessness of art,
the responsibility of artists to their communities. and the
significance of oral forms in cultural struggles.

Latin-American Art , Literature , and M usic
Interdisciplinary humanities course provides an overview
of the rich and diverse contributions of art, literature. and
music of Mexico. Central America. and South America.
Students learn the terminology used to describe. interpret , and appreciate these arts in the context of the
culture they reflect.
COURSE 151-1111
3 CREDITS
HA

COURSE 151-2104
3 CREDITS
HA

WWW .C OI.U M . EDU
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Twentieth-Century Music:

Gay and lesbian Studies

Course provides an audio and historical survey of the
styles of eigl'lt maj or composers of the twentieth century,
including Stravinsky, Bartok. Shostakovich, and
Schoenberg. A system of comparative interrelations and
critical vocabulary is used.

The course explores contributions of gay. lesbian, bisexual, and transgendered individuals to contemporary
culture. An interdisciplinary course. the final class project
encourages students to work within their fields of interest.
Several films are viewed in class. and some are assigned
for out-of-class viewing. Class visitors from Columbia
College Chicago and other Chicago-area institutions will
address issues covered in class. A visit to the University
of Chicago's Lesbian and Gay Studies Project is included.

COURSE 151·2110

3 CREDITS

HU

COURSE 1151·1271
3 CREDITS
HU

Revolution and Art
Course is a study of artistic production during three twentieth-century revolutionary periods in the Spanish-speaking
world: the Mexican Revolution. Spain 's Second Republic.
and the Cuban Revolution. Course discusses the main
contributions of these revolutions in literature . film,
music, and art. Students examine issues of popular
culture and official culture. censorship, propaganda. and
public art.

Urban Images In Media and Film
Course surveys the portrayal of metropolitan life in film,
television, the press. and other media. Students discuss
documentary films, such as I Remember Harlem. and full·
length feature films. such as Grand Canyon. Metropolis,
and Little Murders. Local city news coverage (print. televi·
sion. and radio) is examined for urban stereotypes.

COURSE 151·2111

3 CREDITS

H4

COURSE 1151-2211

3 CREDITS

HU
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Culture of Creativity and Imagination
This course examines the creative products and lives of
exceptionally creative people. identifying those seminal
ideas and processes that carry through across personality. domain, aesthetic identity. and environment: for example. Multiple Intelligence Theory and the boundaries
between Insider and Outsider Arts. Looking at examples
from the visual arts. music. dance. poetry. science. lead·
ership, and psychology. can we say that there is an
emerging culture of creativity? Is there such a thing as a
culture of imagination?

Arts , Technology, and Science
Science and technology have great impact on the humani·
ties and the arts. Course addresses the following ques·
tions: What themes and images in contemporary culture
reflect the tensions and possible synthesis of the two
disciplines? How have the fine arts been affected by tech·
nological advances? How can humanistic values inform
and guide scientific research? Readings in these and
other topics are taken from literature. philosophy, sociol·
ogy. and the contemporary media.

COURSE 151-7101

3 CREDITS

H4

COURSE 1151-2212

3 CREDITS

INTERDISCIPLINARY
Introduction to Women and Gender Studies

HU

The Holocaust (1939-45)

Course introduces students to the broad variety of scholarship on women through an interdisciplinary approach.
Instruction begins with an exploration of the history of
women's rights movements. It continues with an examina·
tion of the social construction of gender, gender roles.
sexuality, and power. Applying this background of feminist
analysis, students explore a wide variety of topics. ranging
from media to spirituality.

Course is guided by two major questions: Why did the
Holocaust occur? How did it happen? Because the
answers are complex and multifaceted. our effort to
explore and understand the Nazi extermination of six
million Jews draws on several kinds of material.
COURSE 1151·2220
3 CREDITS
HU

COURSE 151-1211

3 CREDITS

HU

Death and Dying
Universal and timeless. dying and death are life experiences integral to human existence. What and how we
experience. give order to, make sense of, and live out
these journeys in our lives and in relation to others within
societal, cultural. philosophical, and spiritual contexts will
be the focus of our course of study.

The Psychodynamics of the Underc:lass
Personality of the underclass is examined through the
works of Franz Fanon and other writers.
COURSE 1151-1212

3 CREDITS

HU

COURSE 1151·2272
3 CREDITS
HU
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20th-Century Bleck leona

Spenlah Ill: IAn&ue&e end Culture

Thos course os a survey of the loves of pnncopal black
!honkers and I)Oirtocal aciMsts of the twentoeth century.
thrOIJCtl film. Students """ be concerned with what
creates an ocon-partoculany the role of medta and art on
pro,ectong omages of certaon people . The films and rea«}
ones """ chronocle the loves and lhOugtlt of fourteen important personahtoes on I)Oirtocs. socoal aclivism. and the arts.
w110 profoundly onnuenced the thought and aclivities of
black people on the Unoted States. the Caribbean. and
Afroca on the twentoeth century.
COUIIIE 111·2273
3 CIIEOITI
HU

Building on one year of COllege Sc>anosh. thos course
extends each student's Cac>aCoty to ~tStend . reed.
speak. and wnte $(>anosh thrOUCJI eXDOSure to the nch
variety of arts in Hosoanoc cultures .
COUIIII U1-U03
3 CIIIDITI
HU
PREREQUISITE: 51·1302 SA4HISH 11: LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

French 1: Len&ue&e end Culture
Course fOl beginnetS introduces basoc grammar and
vocabulary to develop proficoency in undetStanding. rea«}
ing, speaking. and writing French. Cultural appreciation os
enriched through Chicago-area resources.
COUIIIE 111-1310
3 CIIEDITI
HU

Independent Studlea: Humenltl. .
An independent study is designed by the student. with the
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an
area that is not presently available In the curriculum. Prior
to registration. the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.
COUIISE 111-3211

French II: Len&ue&e end Culture
Students continue the ir study of basic structures and
vocabulary and further develop proficiency in understanding, reading. speaking. and writing French . Cultural appreciation is enriched through Chicago-area resources.
COUIIIE 111-1311
3 CREDITS
HU

3 CIIEDITI
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND WRITTEN
PROPOSAl

PREREQUISITE: 51·1310 FRENCH 1: U.NGUAGE AND CULTURE

Peec e Studl ..
Class studies forces at play in the course of human
events that profoundly affect one's relationship to self.
worl<. family, and others: to social justice: to the earth
and its myriad life fOlms: to the nature and purpose of
human exostence: and to spirituality.
COUIIIE 111· 7 20 2
3 CIIEDITI
HU

ltellen 1: Len&ue&e end Culture
Introductory course helps the beginning student communtcate in Italian and develop skills in reading. writing. listening. and speaking. Students acquire knowledge of and
appreciation fOl the culture of Italy and the ItalianAmerican culture in the U.S.. especially in Chicago.
COUIISE U1-1320
3 CIIEDITI
HU

LANGUAGE
Spen l th 1: Len&ue&e end Culture
Instruction introduces basic structures and vocabulary to
develop proficiency in understanding. reading, speaking.
and writing Spanish for living. worldng. and traveling in the
U.S. or abroad. Cultural appreciation is enriched through
Chicago resources .
COUIIIE 111·1301
3 CIIEDITI
HU

ltellen II: Len&ue&e end Culture

Spenlah II : Len&ue&e end Culture

PREREQUISITE: 51 ·1320 I TALIAN 1: U.NGUAGE AND CULTURE OR
ONE SEMESTER OF COUEGE·LEVELITALIAN OR ONE YEAR OF
HIGH SCHOOl ITALIAN

Course continues worl< begun in 51·1320 Italian I to help
students communicate in Italian and further develop skills
in reading. writing. listening. and speaking. Students
expand knowledge of and appreciation for the culture of
Italy and the Italian-American culture of the U.S.. especially in Chicago.
COUIIIE 111-1321
3 CIIEDITI
HU

Continued study of basic structures and vocabulary
further develops proficiency in understanding. reading.
speakong. and writing Spanish. Cultural appreciation is
enriched through Chocago resources .
COUIIII U1-U02
3 CIIIDITI
HU
PREREQUISITE: 51·1301 SA4NISH 1: LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

WWW . CO&.U M . I OU
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PHILOSOPHY
Philosophy I

Japanese 1: Language and Culture
Course for beginners introduces basic grammar and
vocabulary to develop proficiency in understanding, reading, speaking, and writing Japanese. Cultural appreciation
is enriched through Chicago·area resources.

Course focuses on the nature of careful inquiry and some
of the enduring philosophical questions of the ages.
Content examines classical and contemporary issues
in philosophy, such as the existence and nature of God,
the concept of human freedom, the existence and nature
of the soul, and the value and meaning of artistic
expression .

COURSE 151·1330
3 CREDITS

HU

Japanese II: Language and Culture

COURSE 151·1401

Students continue their study of basic structures and
vocabulary and develop further proficiency in understand·
lng, reading. speaking, and wntong Japanese. Cultural
appreciation is enriched through Chicago·area resources.

3 CREDITS

COURSE .51·1331

Each student's skill in critical reasoning is developed by
analysis of basic patterns of argument, evidence, and
fallacies. Examples are drawn from such sources as
speeches , advertising, journalism . and essays to clarify
what is implicit In the claims being made and the reasons
used to support them .

HU

IAI.H4900

Critical Thinking

3 CREDITS
HU
PREREQUISITE: 51·1330 JAPANESE 1: LANGUAGE ANO CULTURE

Spanish for Native Speakers

COURSE 151·1410

Course serves native Spanish-speakers. born or educated
in the U.S.. and other students whose mother tongue is
not Spanish but whose proficiency level equals 51·1303
Spanish Ill: Language and Culture or three years of high
school Spanish study. Course strengthens command of
spoken and wrinen Spanosh and oncludes cultural enrich·
ment by the Hispanoc arts hentage on Chocago and else·

3 CREDITS

HU

IAI.H4906

Ethics and the Good Life
Course examines maJOr philosophical works to provide
insight into human action as the basis of a good and
happy life.

Where.
COU RSE 151·2305

COURSE 151· 1411

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

HU

HU

IAI.H4904

Italian Ill : Language and Culture

Philosophy of Art and Criticism

Course continues work begun in 51·13211tallan II to help
students communicate in Ital ian and further develop skills
in reading. writing. listening, and speaking. Students
expand knowledge of and apprecoation tor the culture of
Italy and the Italian-American culture of the U.S.. especoally on Chocago.

Course explores works by radically diverse thinkers to
show how assumptions about art and artists shape evalu·
ations of the arts. Works are from such philosophers or
critics as Plato. Aristotle. Hume. Sontag, Freud. Derrida.
Foucault. and Stravinsky.

COURSE 151·2320

3 CREDITS

COURSE 151·2401
HA

3 CREDITS
HU
PREREQUISITE: 51·1320 ITALIAN II: LANGUAGE AND CULTURE OR

lWO SEMESTERS OF COLLEGE-LEVEL ITALIAN

Twentieth-Century Philosophy
Course examines central issues and major movements in
philosophy in the twentieth century, including existential·
ism, pragmatism, deconstructionism, and linguistic
analysis.

French Ill: Language and Culture
Building on one year of college French, course extends
each student's capacity to understand. read, speak, and
write French through exposure to the rich variety of arts in

COURSE 151·2402

3 CREDITS

HU

French.cultures.
COURSE ·51·2330
3 C REDITS
HU
PREREQUISITE: 51·1311 FRENCH II: LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

Political Phlloaophy
Course uses a few major writings from ancient through
modern thinkers to explore political philosophy, with
special focus on problems of power. freedom. justice, and

law.
COURSE 151·2403
3 CREDITS
HU
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Philosophical Issues In Film
Course addresses a series of philosophical themes including ethical issues, metaphysical questions, and existential
quandaries. Philosophical study can open up vistas of
meaning to any student, and films can effectively realize
abstract ideas in palpable and compelling ways . Several
films are used with readings in philosophical literature to
explore specific philosophical themes.
COURSE jl$1-7401

Mystical Consciousness , East and West
Course explores a variety of philosophical and religious
texts on mysticism, meditation, and spirituality from both
the Eastern and Western traditions. Classroom activities
of meditation, ritual process. and creative flow give
students direct experience of these concepts. Weekly
contemplations and two extended papers further help
students understand mystical awareness at both the intellectual and experiential levels.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 151-7501

HU

3 CREDITS

HU

WI

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Philosophy of Love
Various aspects of love-romantic, spiritual, familial, and
self-acceptance-are studied through readings, films. and
weekly contemplations. Course moves from concepts and
readings to the student's own experience and personal
application. Self-love and self-esteem are the foundation
concept from which all else evolves . Readings come from
philosophical and spiritual texts.

SPEECH / COMMUNICATION
Fundamentals of Communication
Course develops self-knowledge and personal growth by
strengthening communication skills of writing. reading,
public speaking, and listening. Through examining humanistic prose models for writing and speaking, and through
working with and sharing their own experiences, students
become more effective communicators.

COURSE 4151-7402
3 CREDITS
HU
WI
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE 151·1602
4 CREDITS

Religion and Science
This course investigates the interaction of religion and
science in Western culture, with some comparative analysis of non-Western traditions. The course introduces
students to some historical conflicts (Galilee's trial. evolution vs . creationism. etc .) and also explores contemporary
avenues of reconciliation between religion, spirituality, and
science.

Introduction to Cultural Studies
This course introduces students to the terms. analytical
techniques. and interpretive strategies commonly
employed in Cultural Studies. Emphasis is on interdiscipli·
nary approaches to exploring how cultural processes and
artifacts are produced, shaped, distributed, consumed,
and responded to in diverse ways. Through discussion ,
research, and writing, class members investigate these
varied dimensions of culture; learn to understand them in
their broader social, aesthetic, ethical. and political
contexts: and thereby prepare for more advanced course
work in Cultural Studies.

COURSE jl51· 7403
3 CREDITS

SP

HU

RELIGION

COURSE I 51·1700•

Comparative Religions
By studying both major and lesser known religions of the
world, students relate religious traditions to questions
about belief, death, ethics. and the divine in human life.

3 CREDITS

•Please note that the course number will change to
46-1100 in 2003.

COURSE 4151·1501

3 CREDITS

HU

IAI.HS904N

Topics In Humanities
Series of courses explores significant topics in the
humanities. Topic of each course may be drawn from one
field or may relate to several fields.

Exploring the Goddess
Course examines aspects of the divine feminine in
Hinduism, Buddhism, and Chinese religions. Source material facilitates study of Hindu (including Tantric), Buddhist,
and Taoist traditions. Instruction focuses on myths and
rituals central to the worship of the goddess, and
students explore such issues as the impact of various
forms of goddess worship on social structures. the demonization of the divine feminine , and discrepancies between
power and authority in the goddess figure.

COURSE 161·X971
3 CREDITS

COU RSE jl$1-2501

3 CREDITS

WWW . COlU M . EDU
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SCIENCE INSTITUTE
ZAFRA LERMAN, HEAD
Approach
The Science Institute uses innovative methods of teaching
science that incorporate the arts to make the discipline relevant in students' lives . We believe this makes science less
daunting, more interesting, and relevant to students in their
fields of study. This approach also allows them to absorb the
essence of science and its principles, not j ust for the semester. but for a lifetime. When students can visualize abstract
concepts by using dance, drama. artwork, fiction or whatever
mode they identify with . they enj oy the process of learning,
retain the information longer, and apply critical·thinking and
problem·solving skill s to their professional and personal lives.
Curriculum
Classes are designed to stimulate students to apply their
creativity to the science they are learning so that they will
internalize it fully. For example, our Physics of Music class
teaches students the science of music while they build and
create instruments. In our Crime Lab Chemistry class.
students analyze real·life cases and conduct experiments with
a senior forensic chemist from the Drug Enforcement
Administration. At the end of the semester, students are
required to present what they've learned in the context of
their arts major. Past projects have included a demonstration
of DNA cell reproduction through a choreographed dance. and
a parody of the movie The Godfather (entitled The Bondfathet)
to demonstrate the ionic bonding process. Many students
have been able to incorporate these projects in their ar ts
portfolios when interviewing with prospective employers.

Facilities
All of the Science Institute' s lab facilities were established
with funds from the National Science Foundation. In the
Science Visualization and Communication Lab , students can
produce 20 and 30 projects about scientific concepts and
processes. We also have an analytical laboratory where
students use high-level analytical tools for advanced research
and analysis to replicate sophisticated experiments similar to
those used in forensic and environmental investigations. We
will also have a lab dedicated to prostate and breast cancer
research.
WorklnC Faculty
Enthusiasm is contagious. and our working faculty spread
their passion for science and creativity to their students. They
make classes fun and interesting instead of simply a fulfillment of a science requirement.

The Science Institute· s curriculum and innovative methOds of
teaching science have been honored with many distinguished
awards. Our success has prompted the National Science
Foundation (NSF) to fund science workshops for Chicago
public school teachers so that they may better prepare
students for the rigors of science at the college level.
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COURSE DESCR I PTIONS

SCIENCE INSTITUTE
Frontiers of Science

Biology: Coffee , Chocolate, Sugar, and Spice

Have you ever wondered about the relationship between
science and sport? This area and other emerging fields of
science are studied to enable you to gain an understanding of contemporary scientific discoveries that cross the
disciplines of biology, chemisry, astronomy and physics.
and how these discoveries impact society. This course
includes a strong laboratory component and topics are
discussed to enhance scientific literacy and to promote
appreciation and understanding of how various disciplines
of science relate to each other.

Plants are the basis of all life on earth. All food is
obtained either directly or indirectly from plants. Using
examples from major agricultural crops such as chocolate,
coffee and sugar, students learn how science directly
affects their everyday lives. This interdisciplinary
approach combines botany, ecology, human physiology.
nutrition, anthropology, and geography. The course
includes a strong hands-on laboratory component and
projects that allow students to incorporate their interests
and cultural backgrounds with course material.

COURSE M57· 1110

COURSE 157-1310

3 CREDITS

Sl

IAIMP9900l

3 CREDITS

Science and Technology In the Arts

1AIIll901l

Comparative Animal Physiology: Of Mice , Dogs
and Men

Students explore technologies that are used in the
production of artistic performances . and the scientific
principles behind the technology. These technological
systems include audio, lighting, and mechanical (robotics)
control. Students investigate the proper ties of sound and
light through a series of hands-on experiments and design
scale model systems such as a public address system ,
lighting, and computerized stage controls. Students gain
experience in the potential application of technological
resources to improve their own creative production.

This course explores the structure and function of
mammals with special emphasis on companion and zoo
animals. Students gain knowledge about the diversity of
structure and function of domesticated and economically
important animals as well as their similarities- at the
microscopic as well as macroscopic level. Topics to be
discussed, include using mammals as animal models,
heredity, genetics and reproduction, evolution , ecology
and conservation. The course includes hands-on laboratory work. field trips, and projects that incorporate
students· interests and cultural backgrounds.

COURSE M57-1155
3 CREDITS

Sl

Sl

COURSE 157·1 3 25
3 CREDITS

Sl

Independent Project
Students may customize a course of scientific study
combined with their major field of study, hobbies, interests, and cultural backgrounds. An independent study is
established with a faculty advisor who oversees and
guides the student's work. Oppor tunities may include, for
example, creating computer-generated scientific models
and animation in the Science Institute's Science
Visualization and Communication Laboratory, and scien·
tific research conducted on analytical instrumentation in
the Science Institute's Analytical Laboratory. Prior to
registration , the student must submit a written proposal
that outlines a project in some area of science or
mathematics.

Biology of the Human Immune System: Health
and Disease
What causes illness and maintains health? How does the
immune system guard against disease? These and other
important topics of health are discussed. The effects of
diet, stress, and drugs are debated, with discussions of
AIDS. genetics, cancer, and other current topics. Students
learn to make sound decisions regarding their bodies.
Students complete projects integrating their major field of
study with topics in health and illness. Laboratory work is
a required component of the course.
COURSE M57-1360
3 CREDITS

COURSE 157·3198
VARIABLE CREDITS

Sl

IAIILI904l

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR AND WRITTEN
PROPOSAL
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SCIENCE INSTITUTE
Introduction to Human Reproduction and
Development: We Do It for a Living
This course investigates the underlying principles of
mammalian reproductive biology with special emphasis on
human reproduction. Topics include basic and clinically
oriented material related to the male and female reproductive systems. The course will also touch on assisted
reproductive technologies, cloning and molecular biology
of reproduction, and the bioethical problems associated
with these emerging technologies. Laboratory wor1< is an
essential component of this course as well as projects
(most of which will be web-based) that incorporate
students· interests. majors, and cultural backgrounds.

Modern Methods In Science: Discovering
Molecular Secrets
Students experience how science finds solutions to every·
day problems using hands-on laboratory exercises in a
significant portion of the course. In this course, we will
investigate topics such as oxidation-reduction reactions
through preparation of sparklers and a discussion of fire·
works. We will use analytical instrumentation to determine
the level of calcium in specific food or drink items. and
look at the presence of pesticides in foods. The course
also allows students to create a project that relates their
personal interests to the subject matter.

COURSE 1157·1362

4 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

SL

COURSE 1157·1465
SL

IAIIIPI901L

The Extraordinary Chemistry of Ordinary Things
Course provides an experience in the what, why, and how
involved in laboratory analyses. Students learn the scientific method, use basic analytical techniques, and conduct
experiments with modern instrumentation. For example,
gas chromatography/mass spectrometry is used to investigate toxic organics in soil and water, and atomic absorption spectrometry is used to determine heavy metals in
air, water, soil and foodstuffs. Students are coached in
conducting small·scale research projects and use their
major fields of study to communicate project results.

Crime Lab Chemistry: Solving Crime through
Analytical Chemistry
A multi-discipl inary approach to the contemporary issues
of science and the law provides the student with the
general knowledge and ability to understand applications
of science in society. Students study basic principles of
scientific investigation and the application of science to
evidence and law. A significant part of the course includes
hands·on laboratories, evaluation of DNA evidence, and
projects in which students incorporate their interests and
majors with what they learn in the course.

COURSE 1157-24 70

COURSE 1157·142 5

4 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

SL

SL

Dinosaurs and More: Geology Explored
Students will investigate the geological processes that
have shaped the environment and life on Earth over the
past 4.5 billion years. The development and disappearance of dinosaurs and other prehistoric life are emphasized during several sessions which meet at the Field
Museum of Natural History. Students will gain hands-on
experience with rocks and fossils, participate in the
preparation of an authentic fish fossil, and create projects
incorporati'lg their interests, hobbies, talents , and cultural
backgrounds with the subject .

From Ozone to 011 Spills: Chemistry, the
Environment and You
Environmental science topics, such as nuclear power, acid
rain, and the Greenhouse Effect will be used in this
course to communicate basic scientific concepts in a rele·
vant way. Environmental issues offer a way to intersect
with the disciplines of major fields of study at Columbia
College Chicago since many of these disciplines have
physical, geological, chemical, and biological dimensions,
and aspects that involve engineering, economics, political
science, and psychology. An extensive hands-on laboratory
compli ments the course. Students incorporate the skills
of their major field of study in a course project.

COURSE 1157·1510
3 CREDITS

SL

IAIIIPI907

COURSE 1157·1450
3 CREDITS

SL

IAIIIPI903L

Atmospheres and Motions of the Earth and
Other Planets
This course explores atmospheres of Earth and other
planets in our solar system. Students gain knowledge
about the origin, evolution, and dynamics of Earth's
atmosphere through study of meteorology of other plan·
ets. Students will also gain an insight into Einstein's theories and how they may enable humans to travel between
planets. Students complete projects integrating their
major field of study. A hands-on laboratory component is
an integral part of each class session.
COURSE 1157-1601
3 CREDITS

WWW . COLUM.EDU
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SCIENCE INSTITUTE
Physics of Music
Students study the physics of common musical instruments and d iscover the mathematical foundation of musical scales. The course explores mechanical oscillation.
frequency, wave length. and the harmonic series.
Students investigate the complex tones of musical instruments through hands-on laboratory experiments, and will
use the Science Institute's Science Visualization and
Communication Laboratory to study sound spectra and to
develop original musical scales. Students will build simple
working instruments to demonstrate various frequency
scales and how mechanical vibrations can be converted
into musical sounds.
COURSE .57·1620
3 CREDITS

SL

Math for Survival: From Random Patterns to
Ordered Sense
The human body, skyscrapers, flowers, and civilizations all
have mathematics at their core. This college-level mathematics course will build upon students' natural curiosity to
engage them in developing and refining problem-solving
and critical-thinking skills. This course uses visualization,
simulation, and writing as tools to enhance understand·
ing. The topics covered include: logic, number systems .
algebra , geometry, consumer finance (credit cards. inter·
est, mortgages), probablility, and statistics. Concepts are
reinforced through group discusion and presentations.
COURSE 157·1705
3 CRED ITS

MA

Computer Models and VIrtual Worlds In Science
Students explore different techniques. including 20 and
30 modeling and animation, to visualize scientific
concepts such as nuclear power. acid rain, the ozone
layer and the Greenhouse Effect. Students design and
create models for communicating science in the Science
Institute's Science Visualization and Communication
Laboratory. Students with prior 30 modeling experience
will have the opportunity to work with advanced 30 modeling and animation software such as LightWave. Laboratory
work outside of class time is a required component of the
course.
COURSE .57·2810
3 CREDITS
SL
PRE.RE.QUISITE.: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMAT I C S
CHARLES CANNO N, CHAIRPERSO N
Approa ch
Columbia College Chicago's Science and Mathematics
classes do more than just satisfy general education requirements for arts and media students. They give students the
adaptability and flexibility to evolve as their professional and
personal needs change long after they've received their diplomas. Mathematics helps one organize ideas and use logic
more effectively, while science helps in thinking. organizing
facts and data, and drawing conclusions. Whether or not
students go on to pursue these specific concentrations , their
m~thodologies provide invaluable skills for living more interesting, productive, and well-rounded lives.

Working Faculty
Our working faculty practice what they teach. All of our professors are artists with backgrounds in mathematics and/or
science, from a PhD chemist who is also a professional
singer, to a nutrition professor who hosts a television program
and maintains a private practice. By providing active teaching
and careful guidance, students develop at their own pace and
make meaningful and lasting connections with science. mathematics, and the importance of having a working knowledge of
these disciplines in everyday life .

Curriculum
There is no such thing as an easy science or math course;
however, the department aims to make these complex
concepts as interesting, accessible , and relevant as possible.
To prepare students and to integrate science and math
concepts into their various ar t forms , actual problems and
experiences germane to the arts majors are integrated into
the coursework without detracting from the subject's basic
integrity. For example, a Photography major may take our
"Chemistry of Photography" course. in which chemical
processes behind all major photographic methods are
explored, with a heavy emphasis on laboratory experimentation. In addition, semester-length projects allow students to
use their respective fields of interest to pursue a scientific or
mathematical theme.
The department also offers a minor in Environmental Studies
that gives students a basic understanding of environmental
issues from a scientific, legal. social, and political context. As
ecological consciousness increasingly becomes an issue
today, Columbia College Chicago students will be able to capitalize on growing employment opportunities, such as managing environmental organizations, creating advertising
campaigns for · green " products or producing television or
documentary broadcasts that explore these issues, just to
name a few.
Facilit ies
The department maintains a professionally staffed Science
and Math Learning Center, which offers one-on-one tutorial
assistance to all Columbia students free of charge, regardless
of whether or not they are enrolled in a Science and Math
class. New instructional techniques, including computerassisted self-study programs, are also available.
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Ml. .r Ill EIIYirOft-lltal Stu41. .
Students must complete 19 to 22 credit hours of courses.
Course Title and Cra41ta
56-1110

BioloCY= The LM,. WOfld around Us (4)

56-1410

EcoloC>' and Human Affairs (3)

56-2610 Environmental Science (3)

Select two courses from the foUowirc:
56-1120 Botany: The Plant WOfld (3)
56-1210 Chemistry in Daily Life (4)
56-1310 GeoiO!I)': Earth as a Planet ( 4)
56-2310 Oceanography and the Marine Environment (3)
56-2320 GeolO!I)' of National Pants (3)
56-1412 EcoiO!I)' Througtl Art (3)
56-1415 Human Involvement in the Environment (3)
56-1420 Animal EcoiO!I)' (3)
56-1621 Science, TechnoiO!I)', and Society (3)
56-1622 Scientific Issues behind the News (3)
56-1630 Energy and Planet Earth (3)
SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

56-2210 Molecules in Art and Ufe (4)
56-2725 Environmental Algebra (3)

•ww .O OLUM . IOU
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COURSE DESCRIP TI O N S

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
BIOLOG Y

Darwin: Revol ution from Evolution
Course studies conditions for the development of the
theory of evolution. Students examine the structure of the
theory and its impact on society in religion. philosophy.
politics. literature, and natural science. The effects of
Darwin' s theory of evolution on modern thought is also
studied outside of the context of natural science.

Blolo&y: The Llvl n& Worl d Around Us
Course focuses on the study of living organisms and life
processes: how and why they grow, how they adapt to
their environments. how they reproduce and change over
time, and how they interact with one another and the environment. Through observations. hands-on e~perimenta
tion, and interpretation of the living world. students
develop an understanding of how the body functions to
support life.

COURSE 156-1130
3 CREDITS

SC

COURSE 1156·1110
4 CREDITS

Sl

IAIILI900L

Origins of Life
The formation of our planet; the nature of living matter.
genetic materials, and processes: and the evolutionary
processes behind the origin of life. specifically man. are
explored in order to answer some of the hows. whats. and
whys of the evolution of life.

Blolo&y o f Human Sexuality
Course examines biological aspects of sexuality from
structural, functional, psychological. sociological, and
other standpoints. Topics focus on definitions of gender.
parenting. role-modeling. anatomy of reproductive organs.
physiology of reproduction. pregnancy and contraception,
sexual disorders and sexually transmitted diseases. and
other related problems and issues from a biological
perspective .

COURSE 11 56·1132
3 CREDITS

Bloethlcs : A Millenn i um Issue
Course addresses the legal and ethical problems that are
part of present and future science. New technologies
require individuals. families. and society as a whole to
make decisions that will affect everyone. Class analyzes
cases. questions the legal system's role in regulating this
field. discusses the options. and reads pertinent articles
in the daily media. Gene therapy, DNA forensics. new
reproductive techniques. and cloning are only a few of the
topics that addressed. Course is taught online.

COURSE 1 56·1115
3 CREDITS

SC

Bio logy of AIDS : The Life of a VIrus
The course introduces students to the basic biology of
AIDS. It ptomotes AIDS/HIV awareness through
cultural/ethnic diversity and artistic exptessions. Topics
include cell and viral biology, the immune system. and
basic genetics. Projects require the exploration of the
effectiveness of music and other art forms 1n strengthening the spiritual, psychological. and physical health and
well-being of indMduals affected by HIV/AIDS.

COURSE 1156-1160
3 CREDITS

SC

Botany : The Plant World
Plant morphology and anatomy are considered in this
course . Topics include structure. function . growth
processes. reproduction, ecology. genetics, and resources
derived from the plant world. Specimens will be invest~
gated in class and on a field trip to the Botanical
Gardens. Student gains an understanding of the critical
roles plants play In the ecosystem. including the areas of
food and shelter, soil formation. atmospheric cleansing,
building materials, medicines. industrial products. and
energy.

CO URSE 156·2110
3 CREDITS

SC
IAIIILI904
PREREQUISITE: 56-1110 BIOLOGY: THE LIVING WORLD AROUND
US OR EQUIVALENT

Genetic s : Bluepr int o f Life
Fundamental mechanisms of genetics and their application to current areas of research are discussed. Topics
include genetic engineering. medical genetics. agricultural
crop breeding. DNA fingerprinting. and conservation of
genetic diversity in nature.

COURSE 1 56·1120
3 CREDITS

SC

SC

Biol ogy o f the Human: Anatomy a nd Physiology
Course examines the basic concepts of sttucture and
function of the human body. Processes of cardiovascular,
respiratory, nervous. digestive, and reproductive body
systems will be surveyed. Organ systems will be
discussed using models and other lab materials. Special
topics include AIDS. cancers. and human sexuality.

COURSE 1156· 1117
3 C REDITS

SC

IAII!ll901

COURSE 156·2130
3 CREDITS

SC
IAIILI 906
PREREQUISITE: 56-1110 BIOLOGY: THE LIVING WORLD AROUND
US OR 56-1115 BIOLOGY OF HUMAN SEJIUALITY
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Scientific Investigation: Sherlock Holmes to the
Courtroom
Course provides an introduction to the basic principles
and uses of forensic science. The basic applications of
the biological. physical, chemical. medical, and behavioral
sciences currently practiced and limitations of the modern
crime laboratory are presented.

Evolution of the Human
Course is a survey of principle theoretical approaches to
human evolution. Major topics include general biological
evolution, primate evolution, comparative anatomy, and
prehistoric archaeology.
COURSE 1156·2134
3 CREDITS

SC

IAIIILI907

COURSE 1156·1211
3 CREDITS

Biotec hnology: The Shape of Things to Come
Course examines the biotechnological revolution with
specific emphasis on changes in the fast-growing applied
science fields of biology and medicine. Topics include
biotechnology from farm to supermarket, the new gene
revolution, energy, fuels for the future, and the prevention,
diagnosis, and cure of diseases.

SL

3 CREDITS

Chemistry of Life Processes
This introductory·level biochemistry course is designed to
explore the chemical reactions that are essential to life
through lectures and laboratory experiments. Topics
include fermentation of sugar to alcohol, aspirin synthesis, caffeine extraction from tea, the functioning of anti·
acids, and the manufacturing of soap.

US DR 56-2130 GENETICS: BLUEPRINT OF LIFE

4 CREDITS

Independent Project: Science and Mathematics
An independent proj ect is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an
area that is not at present available in the curriculum.
Prior to registration, the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project. Independent projects
are available in Biology, Chemistry, Earth Science,
Ecology, Health and Nutrition, Interdisciplinary Science,
Mathematics, and Physics.

Safety and Environmental Practices
Methods exist by which artists can protect themselves
and others from hazardous exposure to potentially danger·
ous commonly used materials by exercising a basic know!·
edge of safety practices . These practices will be explored
through hands-on exercises.

COURSE 1156·2140
SC
PREREQUISITE: 56-1110 BIOLOGY: THE LIVING WORLD AROUND

COURSE " 56·1215
SL

COURSE .56·1217
3 CREDITS

SL

COURSE 1156·3198
VARIABLE CREDITS

Chemistry and Art: Textiles and Dyes
Course focuses on natural and synthetic textiles, their
chemistry, properties, and applications. Paper and dye
chemistry is extensively covered. Dye synthesis and inter·
action of fibers with vat, reactive, acidic, basic. azoic, and
mordant dyes are also investigated. Special emphasis is
placed on the extraction of natural dyes from plants.

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON.

CHEMISTRY
Chem istry In Dally Life
This introductory chemistry course includes the exploration of the high prevalence of chemical occurrences in
the world. Topics such as chemical terminology, atomic
structure, bonding, reactions, acids and bases. oxidation
and reduction, and nuclear chemistry are considered.
Materials from organic chemistry, biochemistry, and poly·
mer chemistry are integrated into discussions and lab
activities to demonstrate practical application of everyday
substances.

COURSE . 56·1 220
3 CREDITS

The Chemistry of Metals
Course explores the chemistry of metals and metal tech·
nology from the beginnings to present. Common metals
used in sculpture and jewelry-making, such as copper,
iron. aluminum, tin , silver, gold, and titanium, as well as
alloys. such as brass, bronze. pewter, and steel, are
surveyed. The primary focus is on completing laboratory
experiments. These include alloying, photography, electroplating, and coloring through electrical, chemical (patin~
tion), and oxidation processes.

COURSE 1156·1210
4 CREDITS

SC

SL

IAIIIP1902L

COURSE " 56·1222
3 CREDITS
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The Chemistry of Art and Color

Natural Di sasters: Causes, Consequences, and
Prevention

Course deals with atoms and molecules and hOw they
create color or light, and reflect and absorb lignt (dyes
and pigments). Topics include additive and subtractive
color mixing; inter ference or iridescence, wnicn is demon·
strated through niobium anodizing; nistory and chemistry
of pigments; and various paint media, including encaustic
or wax, egg tempura, linseed oil, gouacne or gum Arabic,
fresco or calcium compounds. and oriental lacquers. Tne
cnemical reactions that set these paints are discussed.

Both geologic and climatic natural diasters are explored in
this course. Central focus is on causes and effects of
disasters, particularly on the results of human attempts
to prepare for these disasters. Topics include meteorite
impacts, volcanoes, earthquakes, landslides , floods, and
the effects of floods on human and animal life.
COURSE 156·1320
3 CREDITS

SC

COURSE 156·1224
3 CREDITS

SL

Meteorology: Forecasting Tomorrow 's Weather
Course provides an introduction to the dynamics of the
atmosphere and the methods of forecasting weather.
Topics include theories of the Earth' s climate , effects of
pollution on the weather, applications to marine and avia·
tion agencies, and careers in meteorology. Activities
include graphing, weather forecasting, and maintenance of
a weather log.

Chemistry of Photography
Chemical processes behind all major photographic meth·
ods are explored in this course. These processes include:
daguerreotypes. black-and-white, color, non-silver, image
making using alternative materials such as gum dichromate. holography, and xerography. Science of additive and
subtractive color mixing is also explored. Laboratory
experimentation constitutes significant part of course.

COURSE 156-1330
3 CREDITS

SC

COURSE jj56·1226
3 CREDITS

SL

Oceanography and the Marine Environment
Introductory course explores the oceans of the wortd, the
living organisms of the ocean, and the vast mineral wealth
of the ocean floor. New discoveries in the ocean sciences
are discussed. The dynamic , growing field of oceanography and the physical, chemical, and biological aspects of
oceans are investigated.

Molecules In Art and Life
Course includes the application of chemistry (organic) to
art and nature. Topics include: neon, textiles, dyes, poly·
mer sculpture, paint. papermaking, per fume, natural dyes,
food, sex hormones, drugs, and vision. Students learn
chemical concepts by engaging in hands-on activities and
performing .experiments and demonstrations.

COURSE 156·2310
3 CRED ITS

SC

COURSE 156·2210
4 CREDITS
SL
PREREQUISITE: 56-1110 BIOLOGY: THE LIVING WORLD AROUND

Planetary Geology

us

Course examines the geology and geologic history of the
planets. moons, asteroids, and other bodies that inhabit
the solar system. The study of other objects in space is
based upon an understanding of Earth and comparison of
other planets to Earth and to each other. Course features
frequent hands-on activities to understand basic planetary
processes and extensive use of Internet resources to
access new data and interpretations from planetary exploration.

EARTH SCIENCE
Geology: The Earth as a Planet
Course examines the basic scientific principles governing
Earth and its operation. Through numerous hands-on activ·
ities, students study Earth materials and how they form ,
surface processes and how they shape the land. and
internal processes and how they lead to earthquakes,
volcanic activity, and even movement of whole continents.
Topics also include geologic time, the history of Earth and
life on it , climate and climate change, and the impact of
human activities on Earth .

COURSE jj56·2312
3 CREDITS

SC

PREREQUISITE: 56-1310 GEOLOGY: THE EARTH AS A PLANET

COURSE 156· 1310
4 CREDITS

SL

IAIIP1907L
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Geology of National Parks
Course examines the regional geology and geologic
history of North America through the medium of the
national parks of the United States and Canada. Class
looks at the human history of the national park movement
and at some of the controversies that still surround the
national parks. Particular emphasis is given to interpreta·
tion of visual features of the parks. using photographs,
maps, and other hands-on materials.

Animal Ecology and Behavior
Course explores the ways animal populations survive and
adapt to their environments. Topics include the consideration of animals' roles in humans' daily lives. explanation
of animal behaviors. and discovery of meaning for these
behaviors. Students acquire a basic understanding of
animal ecology and behavior. End-of-course presentations
include classroom appearance of some personal pets.

COURSE 1156-2320

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

COURSE 1156·1420
SC

SC

PREREQUISITE: 56-1310 GEOLOGY: THE EARTH AS A PLANET OR

HEALTH AND NUTRITION
The Science of Nutrition
Course provides an overview of the basic nutrients
required by the body for health and life. The role of nutri·
tion in various phases of the life cycle and the psychologi·
cal and sociological implications of food are discussed.
Emphasis is placed on dispelling common nutrition myths
and on questioning nutrition information presented in the
media.

EQUIVALENT

ECOLOGY
Ecology and Human Affairs
Course introduces global and local environmental issues
from an ecological perspective. Topics included are food.
agriculture. garbage, hazardous waste, population growth,
public health, human rights. and urban ecology. Study
focuses on the ways an environmental crisis can be
addressed.

COURSE 1156·1510
3 CREDITS

SC

COURSE 1156-1410
3 CREDITS

SC

Personal Wellness
Course focuses on a holistic approach to health management. Topics include sleep, medical self-care. first aid,
CPR , communicable and chronic disease prevention.
stress management, nutrition. exercise, drugs and alcohol. and sexuality.

Ecology through Art
Course capitalizes on the use of visual thinking and
expression , primarily drawing, to learn scientific and
ecological concepts. It is specially designed for students
in the arts who think. learn, and express their understand·
ing of concepts visually. Students use observation, experi·
mentation , interpretation. and drawing of the world's
ecosystems to develop an understanding of how all the
components of ecosystems function to support life and
hOw all various kinds of ecosystems contribute to sustain
life on Earth.

COURSE 156·1515
3 CREDITS

Controversies and Hazards In Health and
Nutrition
Course presents an appraisal of current controversial
topics in health and disease prevention, diets, and food
supply. Topics include dietary approaches to health and
physical performance, tad diets. food supply as a contributor to chronic diseases, and toxicants and carcinogens in
the natural environment and the workplace. Emphasis is
placed on scientifically evaluating health and diet claims
made in the media.

COURSE 1156·1412
3 CREDITS

SC

Human Involvement In the Environment
Course uses readings, lectures, films, and independent
research, to examine some of the ways humankind inter·
acts with the environment. Students discuss some of
natural hazards produced by human activities- agricul·
tural. industrial, military- and their beneficial and adver·
sarial effects on human existence.

COURSE 1156·1517
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1156·1415
3 CREDITS

SC

SC

Life Savers or Killers: The Story of Drugs
Psychological and social impact of drug use and abuse is
examined in this course. Illicit and therapeutic drugs are
surveyed. Students increase their awareness of drug
education and proper drug usage and learn to distinguish
between scientific facts and lay anecdotes or media
claims .

SC

COURSE 156·1S20
3 CREDITS
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
Br1ln a ..lca: H. . lth 1nd Development In Youn1
Children

Scientific l . .uea Behind the Newa
Course focuses on maJor current scoentifte ossues covered
by the medoa. Doscussoons analyze ossues facong socoety.
such as toxoc waste. acid raon. Acquored Immune
Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS). and genetoc engineenng.
COURSE IIS.1822

Course uses the emerging brain development research as
the organizing !l(in<:iple for an exploration of the physical.
cognitive. social. and emotional growth of children from
birth to age eight. Topics of exploration include pre- and
post-natal development. sensory processing, nutrition.
stress. disease and disorders. and developmental milestones. Emphasis is placed on the physical and cognitive
realms of development. Course is particular1y appropnate
for parents and for those who will teach and work with
young children.
COURSE U8·1530
3 CREDITS
SC

3 CREDITS

SC

Science Film Semln•r
Scientific methodology. concepts. and applications are
presented and discussed using the film/video medium.
Topics include astronomy. biology. chemistry. genetics.
medicine. energy resources. preservation, and unexplained scientific phenomena.
COURSE 158·1824

CROIS·LISTEO WITH EARLY CHILDHOOD DEVELOPMENT

3S.1530
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF EARLY CHILDHOOD
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM DIRECTOR

1 CREDIT

I NTERDISCIPLINARY
Science, Sen11tlon, 1nd Perception

lnte&reted Science

SC

This course introduces students to the basic concepts.
principles. and methods of science using an integrated
approach. Through observation. experimentation. and
interpretation of the basic scienti fic concepts. students
will develop an understanding of how the sciences are
used together to form a seamless web of knowledge. and
how general principles and the methods of science are
applied in real·wor1d situations. To list a few. current
issues centered around the ecosystems. genetics. and
nuclear waste disposal will be included.
COURSE US.1825
4 CREDITS
Sl

Course studies sensation and perception entering the
body through sight. hearing. t aste, touch. and smell.
Course examines the senses as they relat e to biology,
chemistry, physics, and psychology. Other senses dealing
with coordination and balance will be studied also.
COURSE U8·1811
3 CREDITS
Sl

Science, Technolo&y, 1nd Ethlca
Course explores the effects of scientific and medical
progress on society's ethical fabric. Students develop the
skills needed to communicate the impor tance of addressing these issues. Course gives emphasis to the principles
of effective science writing.
COURSE U&-1820
3 CREDITS
SC
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Ener&y •nd Pl•net Earth
Course explores the pros and cons. economics, politics,
and environmental effects of currently available energy
resources . Basic con<:epts of potential energy change. the
means of converting resources into energy. and the generation of wastes are examined. Students must complete
an individual study project (artwork. film. slides or videotape) that has an energy theme .
COURSE 158·1830
3 CREDITS
SC

Science, Technolo&y, 1nd Society
Course provides an introduction to current events in
science and technology and their effects on everyday life.
Topics include environmental pollution. benefits of space
exploration, superconductivity. and technical education in
various nations . Students are required to complete individual projects such as videotapes. slides or practical
demonstrations .
COURSE U&-1821
3 CREDITS
SC

Envlronmentll Science
This lecture/lab course considers several omportant enVIronmental con<:erns. orocludong water pollutoon . PCBs.
pesticodes and herbocodes. dangers and benefits of
asbestos. and toxic metals . Lectures and lab experoments
onclude study of the deleteroous envoronmental effects of
chemocal leaks. ool spoils. and varoous aor pollutants.
COURSE IIS.2810
3 CREDITS
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
College Mathematics
Course covers essential mathematical skills expected at
the college level. These skills are presented in an integrated way. with emphasis on applications of math. Topics
include algebra. geometry. stati stics. and consumer math.
Students solve problems. improve understanding of
concepts. and interpret statistics and graphs. Effort is
made to incorporate mathematical applications reflecting
students' majors.

Space, Time, and the Arts: a Multidisciplinary
Seminar
The objective of this seminar is to develop a common
language that can interface art and science. The science
of space and time will provide the window through which
we will analyze the arts . The course will focus on a couple
of works from each di scipline (dance. music, and film)
that illustrate an extraordinary use by an artist of either
space or time. Through studying the artwork. students will
gain an appreciation not only of the imaginative and
compositional expression of space or time in each art
form. but also a sense of the interconnections between
the art disciplines.

COURSE 1156·1720
3 CREDITS

MA
PREREQUISITE: 513-1710 BASIC MATH SKILLS AND tAB OR
EQUIVALENT

COURSE 1156·3610
3 CREDITS

SC

CROSS-LISTED WITH MUS IC 32·3605, FILM AND VIDEO

Introduction to Statistical Methods
Course presents the foundation of statistics using a case
study approach. Model cases are examined where stat is·
tics were both used and misused. Special emphasis will
be placed on concepts commonly used in Marketing
Communication and Arts. Entertainment. and Media
Management classes from a statistical standpoint.
Statistics are used to demonstrate cause and effect of
physical phenomena. Topics include sampling, statistical
models, probability and chance theory. graph analysis.
correlation . central tendencies. regression , hypothesis
testing, and dispersion.

24·3561, AND DANCE 33·3980.

PREREQUISI TES: JUNIOR STANDING AND PERMISSION OF THE
DEPARTMENT

Tutoring Science
Course enables students with strong background in one or
more of the sciences to apply their knowledge by tutoring
their peers. Students analyze the art of tutoring through
reflection and evaluation of their own experiences and
through observation of professional tutors and teachers in
the Learning Center and the classroom. Students enhance
interpersonal and teaching skills and gain a better under·
standing of scientific concepts and applications.

COURSE 1156·1722
3 CREDITS

MA

IAIIIMI902

COURSE 1156·3640
VARIABLE CREDITS

SC

Geometry In the Arts
Course presents basic geometric concepts such as the
Pythagorean theorem. properties and measurements of
points. lines. angles, plane figures , and classic solids. In·
class activities include the integration of small group work
and individual research projects. Effort will be made to
apply geometrical concepts to students· major areas of
study.

MATHEMATICS
Basic Math Skills and Lab
Course is designed for college students who have a weak
background in mathematics and may exhibit math anxiety.
Class concentrates on operations involving fractions, deci·
mals. and percents. Measurement. geometry, statistics.
number series. and computer spreadsheets are also introduced. Course focuses on student participation, group
work, and activities that require problem solving and criti·
cal thinking.

COURSE 1156·1724
3 CREDITS

MA
PREREQUISITE: 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS OR EQUIVALENT

COURSE IIS6-1710
3 CREDITS

Math for Marketing and Management
Course provides specific applications of mathematics for
Marketing and Management majors. Emphasis is placed
on solving problems in the areas of interest. discount
negotiable instruments. payroll , buying and selling. check·
ing accounts. and other business related applications.
COURSE 1156·1726
3 CREDITS

MA

PREREQUISITE: 56-1 720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS OR EQUIVALENT
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COURSE DESCR IPTIONS

SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
College Algebra I
Course examines linear equations with one variable, word
problems, polynomials, graphing and straight lines,
systems of equations, rational expressions. radicals, and
quadratic equations . Relevance to everyday mathematical
usage is emphasized.
COURSE 156·2710

Calcu lus II
Course of includes application of the derivative. the integral, differential equations. and the functions of two variables. Students discover the historical and logical developments of calculus. Applications in management as well
as in the social, behavioral, medical, physical, and natural
sciences are emphasized.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 156-2721

MA
IAI.MI900
PREREQUISITE: 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS OR EQUIVALENT

3 CREDITS

MA
PREREQUISITE: 56·2720 CALCULUS I

College Algebra II
Course continues study of algebra. Topics include the real
number system; linear and quadratic equations; inequali·
ties, functions, and graphing; exponential, logarithmic, and
trigonometric functions; and complex numbers. Practical
applications are integrated into problem-solving components. Discussion includes news items making reference
to mathematical or numerical ideas.

Environmental Algebra
Students use mathematical concepts to study real-world
problems, particularly global warming and the greenhouse
effect. Students analyze real data and gain a new
perspective of mathematics as a tool. Assignments
include hands-on group work, written and oral reports.
modeling, and use of the graphing calculator.

COURSE "56-2711
3 CREDITS
MA

COURSE "56-2725
3 CREDITS
MA

PREREQUISITE: 56-2710 COLLEGE ALGEBRA I

PREREQUISITE: 56-2713 COLLEGE ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY
OR EQUIVALENT

College Algebra and Trigonometry
Course builds on the computational, problem solving, and
graphing skills learned in College Algebra 1 and II. Key
trigonometric concepts relevant to the arts and communication fields are introduced. Course provides the preparation required for calculus and some advanced computer
graphics courses. Computer-aided instruction is included.

Application of Math to Graphics
Students examine events from their major fields of study
and from their everyday lives using trigonometric (periodic
phenomena , such as tides and radio waves) and exponential (such as population growth, epidemics, nuclear
fission, and radioactive decay) concepts. Problem-solving
tools, including the computer, are used extensively in this
course.

COURSE "56-2713
3 CREDITS
MA
PREREQUISITE: 56-2711 COLLEGE ALGEBRA II OR EQUIVALENT

COURSE "56-2727
3 CREDITS
MA
PREREQUISITE: 56-2720 CALCULUS I OR EQUIVALENT

Mathematics In Art and Nature
Students study the relationships between mathematics
and art in nature, as in the shape of a butterfly, and
spiral on a pineapple. Using a compass and a straight·
edge, students learn geometric concepts in order to do
basic Euclidean constructions, and they construct a
Golden Rectangle, a Baravelle Spiral , and the Lute of
Pythagoras.

Tutoring Mathematics
Course enables students with a strong background in
mathematics to apply their knowledge by tutoring their
peers . Students analyze the art of tutoring through reflection and evaluation of their own experiences and through
observation of professional tutors and teachers in the
Learning Center and the classroom . Students enhance
interpersonal and teaching skills and gain a better understanding of mathematical concepts and applications.

COURSE 156-2715
3 CREDITS

MA
PREREQUISITE: 56-271 0 COLLEGE ALGEBRA I OR EQUIVALENT

COURSE 1156-2740
VARIABLE CREDITS

MA
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

Calculus I
Cours~ introduces higher mathematics by examining the
fundamental principles of calculus-functions, graphs,
limits, applications of the derivative, anti-derivatives, area.
and the integral. Course presents additional mathematical
applications in business. the arts, and the social
sciences.

PHYSICS

COURSE 156-2720
3 CREDITS
MA
IAI.MI900
PREREQUISITE: 56-2713 COLLEGE ALGEBRA AND TRIGONOMETRY
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SCIEN C E AND MATHEMATICS
Phyaln: Ll&ht, Sound, and Electricity

Aatronomy: Explorln& the Universe II

Course explores selected topics from the WOt1d of physics.
Emphasis os on the study of vibrations. waves. sound. and
light. and the fundamentals of electricity. Course includes
weekly classroom demonstrations and experiments.
Final topics include an introduction to the aspects of
modem physics. such as relativity. Quantum theory. and
cosmOlogy.
COURU •a.-1 110
4 CREDITS
SL

This is the second part of a two-semester astronomy
course. It oncludes the study of the birth and dellth of
stars: a survey of larger structures of the un~rse. such
as galaxies. clusters . and super clusters: and the eiiOiution of the universe from the Big Bang to the present and
possible Mure fate.
COURU •a.-1131
2 CREDITS
SC

Phyaln of Dance

Course explores present and future methods of space
exploration. It covers the basic science. instruments. tect>nology. dangers. benefits. costs. and the political and
human drama of space exploration. Discussion topics
include space stations. moon colonies. quasars. black
holes. the search for extraterrestrial intelligence. and the
origins and ultimate end of our universe.
COURSE U6-1133
3 CREDITS
SC

Space Exploration
Course is specifically designed for Dance and Theater
majors as well as students wtoo have a keen interest in
the science of motion. Course deals with the concepts of
physics that link the human body with forces, equilibrium,
a variety of motions. energy, momentum, and pressure.
Learning is reinforced with activities. demonstrations. and
experiments. Students are required to create an art prof
ect th• Integrates the physics of motion with an art form.
COURII U6-1111
3 CREDITS
SL

The Orl&ln and Fata of the Unlvar11
Course examines what the universe is made of. hOW and
when it began. and how it is changing. Class offers infor·
mation about the different methods scientists use in their
ongoing research of the Big Bang model and the myster·
les of black hOles. quasars. neutrinos. and dark matter.
Students are required to create an art project that relates
to any aspect of the course.
COURSE Ul-1137
3 CREDITS
SC

Luera and Holo&raphy
Course covers the basics of holography, including techni·
cal and aesthetic history, photochemical procedures, uses
of lasers. and procedures for setting up fundamental holograms or single- and double-beam transmission and reftec·
tion. Students are required to generate their own holograms.
COURSE Ul-1117
3 CREDITS
SC

Elnateln: Hla Science and hie Humanity
The Science of Elec tronic•

Course examines the basic concepts of Einstein's
science. humanity, and philosophy and his views on relo·
gion. politics. and the arms race. Course studies his theories. which inspired the invention of such modern techno~
ogy as lasers. nuclear energy, photoelectricity, and
concepts such as curved space. Course provides
students with a better understanding of the universe.
COURSE Ul-1140
3 CREDITS
IC

Course provides an introduction to electronics. Students
acquire knowledge in the fundamentals of electric circuit
theory. Course teaches the operation and use of elec·
tronic components and instruments such as multimeters
and oscilloscopes. Regular laboratories provide opportuni·
ties for hands-on activities . During the final weeks of the
course students construct an electronic project. A working
knowledge of algebra is strongly recommended
COURSE U6-1120
4 CREDITS
SL

Quantum Phyalca for Artlata
This course is designed to introduce non-scientists (with
little or no background in physics) to the fascinating wor1d
of quanta with a great emphasis on the paradoxes and
the beauty behind the microscopic phenomena and their
applications. Topics like wave functions. uncertainty rei&
tions. quantum tunneling. quantum fluctuations. and the
birth of the universe will be discussed. together woth
concrete applications of quantum physocs such as lasers.
transostors. and teleportation .
COURSE U6-1110
3 CREDITS
SC

Aatronomy: Explorln& the Unlverae I
This is the first par t of a two-semester astronomy course.
It includes investigation of the Earth's motions and how
they affect the appearance of the day and night sky: the
major planets. their moons. and other bodies of the solar
system: and the current theories of the origin and fate of
the solar system.
COURSE •H-1130
2 CREDITS
SC
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SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
Image Optics
Course explores geometrical and physical optics tor
photographers and cinematographers. Topics include
reflection and refraction of light, virtual and real optics,
the eye and perception, and demonstrations of optical
systems and various scopes. Students must be competent in high school algebra and geometry.
COURSE 1156-2810
3 CREDITS

SC
PREREQUISITE: 24-1010 PRODUCTION I (COR BETTER)

The Science of Acou stics 1
Course introduces the physics of sound and considers
how it is perceived by the ear. The concepts and applications of acoustics include sound wave theory, sound in
music and musical instruments. recognition of musical
sound qualities, auditorium acoustics, and electronic
reproduction of sound.
COURSE 1156· 2820

3 CREDITS
Sl
PREREQUISITE: 56-1720 COLLEGE MATHEMATICS OR EQUIVALENT

The Science of Acou stics II
Psychoacoustics. auditorium acoustics, tuning systems,
pitch perception. electronic sound generation, and
acoustics of musical instruments are explored, and opportunities are provided for students to delve more deeply
into problems specific to the physics of sound.
COU RSE 115 6 ·2821
3 CREDITS
Sl
PREREQUISITE: 56-2820 THE SCIENCE OF ACOUSTICS I

Topics In Science and Mathematics
This series of courses explores special topics not likely to
be given full coverage in any other interdisciplinary
science course. Topics courses are available in Biology,
Chemistry, Earth Science. Ecology, Health and Nutrition,
Interdisciplinary Science . Mathematics, and Physics.
COURSE 11 56 -XX70
3 CREDITS
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SENIOR S EMIN AR
BILL HAYASHI, DIRECTOR
Approach
Most arts and media colleges focus exclusively on preparing a
student for a particular career path. Columbia College
Chicago's Senior Seminar course concentrates not only on
giving students the skills to enter the job market, but also on
how to focus on the complete experience of being an artist.
an individual, and a fully developed citizen of the world. The
Senior Seminar is an opportunity for all graduating seniors to
pause and reflect on who they have become , revel in the
talent they have developed, and discover hOw they can best
use this self-knowledge to make a difference in themselves
and in the lives of others.

Working Faculty
The instructors of Senior Seminar are dedicated faculty who
enjoy mentoring their students in discovering and expressing
their unique talents and finding ways to share these talents
with others. They not only facilitate the process of self-discovery and self-actualization. but model and share in this process
themselves. They bring their own expertise. knowledge, and
life experience into supporting our graduating Seniors in
discovering and honoring who they are and all they might
become.
Final Project
The Senior Seminar culminates in a final vision project that
invites students to create a piece in their chosen media that
fully expresses their personal voices. core values. and what
they most hope to offer the world. Upon completion of the
course . students have learned to address basic ethical ques·
tions and have developed the process of self-inquiry and the
practice of civic responsibility, enabling them to be life-long
learners as well as active contributors to society.

Curriculum
The three-credit, required course is designed to encourage
students to think about their future holistically and in a
balanced way- an interdisciplinary approach that offers
students the maximum range of perspectives on life . This
includes examining issues such as work, family, values, and
connections to one ·s community. Specific course objectives
concentrate on four areas: contemplating self, serving
community. designing vocation. and manifesting vision. Some
examples of Senior Seminar activities include writing a narra·
tive paper about a life passion or value that has inspired a
student during his or her college education. working on
networking, resume writing. other job search and interviewing
skills, and participation in group ser vice projects. such as
organizing school tutoring programs and visiting the elderly.
Finally, students create a personal mission statement and a
plan to move their dreams into reality.
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COURSE DESCR I PTIONS

SENIOR SEMINAR
Senior Seminar: Designing Vocation

Senior Seminar: Inspirational Leadership

In Senior Seminar, students are asked to recognize and
develop the relationships that exist between contemplating self , serving community, designing vocation, and manifesting vision. The special topic of Designing Vocation will
place emphasis on addressing the following questions:
How can self-reflection assist in getting a job? What is the
most effective means to prepare job search strategies
and tools? What is the relationship between getting a job
and having a vision that benefits the world?

In Senior Seminar, students are asked to recognize and
develop the relationships that exist between contemplat·
ing self, serving community, designing vocation, and mani·
testing vision . The special topic of Inspirational
Leadership will place emphasis on addressing the follow·
ing questions: What are the existing models of leadership
and representative proponents? What qualities and values
best inform enlightened leaders? How might Seniors
become inspirational and effective leaders of the new
millennium?

COURSE 160-3000
3 CREDITS
SR
PREREQUISITES: S2·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND A MINI·
MUM OF 90 CREDIT HOURS

COURSE 160-3015
3 CREDITS
SR
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND A
MINIMUM OF 90 CREDIT HOURS

Senior Seminar: Media and Values
Senior Seminar: Spirituality and Empowerment

In Senior Seminar. students are asked to recognize and
develop the relationships that exist between contemplating self, serving community, designing vocation. and mani·
testing vision. The special topic of Media and Values will
place emphasis on addressing the following questions:
What role does media play in creating and influencing
societal values? What responsibility do media and artists
have for shaping the culture of their times? What ques·
tions ought to be addressed by Seniors contemplating
careers in media?

In Senior Seminar, students are asked to recognize and
develop the relationships that exist between contemplat·
ing self, serving community, designing vocation, and manifesting vision. The special topic of Spirituality and
Empowerment will place emphasis on addressing the
following questions: How might concerns of spirit enter
into career and life decisions? What spiritual practices
and understandings support authentic decision-making.
discovery of life calling, compassionate service and
empowered action? How might Seniors know and express
their true and highest selves?

COURSE 160·3005
3 CREDITS
SR
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND A MINI·
MUM OF 90 CREDIT HOURS

COURSE 160·3020
3 CREDITS
SR
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND A
MINIMUM OF 90 CREDIT HOURS

Senior Seminar: Arts and Community
In Senior Seminar. students are asked to recognize and
develop the relationships that exist between contemplat·
ing self. serving community, designing vocation, and manifesting vision . The special topic of Arts and Community
will place emphasis on addressing the following questions: What role do the arts play in creating and sustaining community? How might the arts best be used to
address societal and political issues? How might Seniors
step into the role of ·artist-citizen" ?

Senior Seminar: Story and Image
In Senior Seminar, students are asked to recognize and
develop the relationships that exist between contemplat·
ing self, serving community, designing vocation, and mani·
testing vision. The special topic of Story and Image will
place emphasis on addressing the following questions:
What roles do stories and images play in shaping individ·
ual lives and cultural patterns? How do stories and
images best combine to impact and influence meaning?
What stories and images most inspire students to make a
difference in the world?

COURSE 160-3010
3 CREDITS
SR
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND A
MINIMUM OF 90 CREDIT HOURS

COURSE 160-3025
3 CREDITS
SR
PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND A
MINIMUM OF 90 CREDIT HOURS
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SENIOR SEMINAR
Senior Se minar: Cre ative Collaboration
In Senior Seminar, students are asked to recognize and
develop the relationships that exist between contempiat·
ing self, serving community, designing vocation, and manifesting vi sion. The special topic of Creative Collaboration
will place emphasis on addressing the following ques·
t ions: What values and processes best support meaningful collaboration? What are the roots of authentic creativ·
ity? How might Seniors best pract ice creat ive collaboration
to shape their individual lives and the world of their
t imes?
COURSE . 6 0-3030
3 CREDITS
SR
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND A
MINIMUM OF 90 CREDIT HOURS

WWW.CO L UM . E D U
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SCHOOL OF MEDIA ARTS
At Columbia College Chicago, we ask our students to be authors of the culture of
their times. By choosing one of our majors in Film and Video. Journalism. Marketing
Communication. Interactive Multimedia. Audio Arts and Acoustics. Radio, Television
or Digital Media Technology, you are committing to an education rich in history,
theory, and practice that is grounded and enriched by offerungs in Liberal Arts and
Sciences. You are preparing to become the next generation of media art ists and
communicators.
In the School of Media Arts. we recognize that concept and technique are inter·
twined. With this in mind, our curriculum is designed to he lp you develop your indi·
vidual vision. Each of our disciplines is taught within an aesthetic. historical. and
cultural context to assure that your work will inform. entertain. and inspire.
Your technical training will come from a devoted faculty of working professionals who
know that technology is always evolving. We teach with an eye towards current technology while emphasizing basic skills that will ser ve you well in spite of changes in
hardware. software or equipment. As collaboration is an important underpinning of
all the disciplines taught within the School of Media Arts, you will also learn the
value of being a team player.
We know that as you enter the real world, complex decisions will have to be made on
the spot that involve aesthetics. technology. and ethics . As we train you to be media
ar tists and communicators. we ask you not only to master your craft. but also to
have an acute awareness of the impact of your decisions. You will be required to
investigate beyond the surface. beyond ideologies. and beyond all preconceived
ideas to create meaningful work for your intended audience·.
You will truly be prepared to author the culture of your t imes!

Doreen Bartoni
Acting Dean of the School of Media Arts
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ACADEMIC COMPUTING
NIKI NOLIN, ACTING CHAIRPERSON
Approach
The Academic Computing department views technology
through the eyes of an artist. We educate students to become
comfortable, confident, and effective in their use of digital
technology as an art and communication tool. Students merge
technology with individual voice to interpret contemporary society in revolutionary ways. The cultural aesthetics of the
computer as a medium are the focus of study in this department. Our graduates have a strong foundation in hardware
and software, an aesthetic sensibility, and a firm foundation
t>ased on the liberal arts and sciences which allows them to
facilitate, create , and influence digital communications in business, art, and other professional settings. This combination
of technical knowledge with aesthetic appreciation and critical
thinking differentiates our program from other more traditional
computer science or technical trade school programs and
makes it well suited to the Columbia College Chicago environment.

Professional Opportunities
Students in the Academic Computing department graduate
with a blend of creative and technical expertise that gives
them the competitive edge needed in an evolving job market.
We provide opportunities for our students to bridge the transition between academia and professional life through challenging internships with industry leaders in the Chicago area. Our
graduates have found meaningful careers in such settings as
production houses, advertising agencies, design firms, internet publishing enterprises, a-businesses , and information
systems management.
The successful graduate gives creative voice to his or her own
vision and capability to facilitate, create, and influence digital
communications in business, art. and other professional
settings. Our graduates are the future of this evolving dynamic
medium.

Curriculum
Home to the Digital Media Technology major and the Web
Technology minor, the curriculum of the Academic Computing
department is designed to help students gain a broad understanding of computers and digital technologies, a solid foundation in software applications, highly developed problem solving skills, and an aesthetic understanding of digital arts.
Students study computer technology, productivity, imaging.
web development, programming, and time-based composing.
Topical courses give students the opportunity to explore developments in new media such as games , robotics, and
computer-controlled installation environments. Our curriculum
is a reflection of the College's purpose "to educate students
tor creative occupations in diverse fields of the arts and
media and to encourage awareness of their aesthetic relationship and the opportunity of professional choice among them.·
Facilities
All classes offered in the Academic Computing department,
from the introductory classes to the most advanced . are
taught in state-of-the-art computer labs designed to maximize
hands-on experience. In addition, the department offers tutoring and workshops open to all students, faculty, and staff free
of charge.
Working Faculty
Our faculty and staff are a diverse group of working professionals with an interesting variety of backgrounds, including
local as well as internationally known artists, authors, musicians, consultants, art directors, network administrators, and
information architects, all of whom have expertise with
computers and technology.
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ACADE M IC COMP UTING
BA In Ol~l tal M ed ia Tech nolo~y
Students must complete 40 hours of required core courses
and 12 hours of approved departmental electives for the
major.

M i nor In Web Technolo~y
Students must complete the following for a total of 24 credit
hours.
Course Title and Credits

Course Title and Credits

35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics (3)

35-2100 Advanced Productivity Applications (3)

35-2400 Designing for the Web I (3)

35-1200 Computer Technology 1 (3)

35-3420 Programming for the Web (3)

35-2201 Operating Systems (3)

35-3405 Designing for the Web II (3)

35-2210 Network 1 (3)

35-3421 Advanced Programming for the Web (3)

35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics (3)

35-3430 Programming Web Databases (3)

35-2300 2D Imaging (3 )

35-2560 Visual BASIC Programming (3 )

35-2310 Desktop Publishing (3 )

35-2561 Visual BASIC Programming II (3)

35-2400 Designing for the Web (3)

35·3999 Digital Media Technology Practicum (3)

Second BA In Dl~ltal Media Tec hnology
Students must complete 40 hours of required core courses
and 12 hours of approved departmental electives for the
major.

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWIN G:

Course Title and Credits

35-2501 Computer Programming for Interactive
Multimedia 1 (3)

35-2100 Advanced Productivity Applications (3)

35-2440 Time-Based Composing I (4)
35·2450 Elements of Multimedia (3)

35-2550 C++ Programming (3)
35-2560 Visual BASIC Programming (3)

35-1200 Computer Technology I (3)
35-2201 Operating Systems (3)
35-2210 Network I (3)

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING :

35-1300 Introduction to Computer Graphics (3)

35-1610 Technology. Art. and Society (3)

35-2300 2D Imaging (3)

35-3610 Computer Arts Seminar: Defining a Digital Culture (3)

35-2310 Desktop Publishing (3)
35-2400 Designing for the Web (3)

SELECT 12 CREDIT HOURS OF DEPARTMENTAL
ELECT IVES FROM THE FO LLOWING AREAS:

35-2440 Time-Based Composing I (4)

Imaging

35-3999 Digital Media Technology Practicum (3)

35·2450 Elements of Multimedia (3)

Productivity
Technology

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

Time·Based

35-2501 Computer Programming for Interactive Multimedia (3)

Programming

35-2550 C++ Programming (3)

Web

35-2560 Visual Basic Programming (3)

lnteractMty

SELECT ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:
35-1610 Technology. Art. and Society (3)
35-3610 Computer Arts Seminar: Defining a Digital Culture (3)
SELECT 12 CREDIT HOURS OF DEPARTM ENTAL
ELECTIVES FROM TH E FO LLOWING AREAS :
Imaging
Productivity
Technology
Time-Based
Programming
Web
lnteractivity
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

ACADEMIC COMPUTING
Introduction to Pereonel Computln&

lnformetlon Project Meneaement

Course is designed to give people with linle or no
computer experience. basic computing skills that will allow
them to be successful in other computer classes.
Students will learn mouse basics, interacting with the
operating systems. an introduction to word processing
and the Internet. The emphasis will be on developing a
level of confidence that permits the student to successfully move to more advanced computer classes. So. if you
are computer phobic or it has been a while since you've
been in school and the superhighway has passed you by.
this is the class for you.

Class introduces students to concepts of onf0<mat100 P«>t
ect management. Empha.sos os on the plannong process.
implementation of plans. application of chartong tee~
niques. and tracking of time and resources. Topics range
from construction of simple business plans to more
complex tasks such as planning a space shunle launch.
COURSE 13&-2110
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITf: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTfR
APPLICATIONS

COURSE 13&-1001

X

1 CREDIT

Creetlve Presentetlon Qrephlcs

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

Using a variety of online presentations. computer gra~
ics. digital video and sound. and photo manipulation son·
ware applications. students create and deliver dynamic
multimedia presentations. Class is designed for students
interested in advertising, public administration. marl<eting.
management. education. and televosion .

PRODUCTIVITY
Foundetlons of Computer Applications
Course provides overview of computers and their operation with an emphasis on hands-on learning. Students
become proficient with using the computer as a personal
productivity tool while learning the latest Macintosh and
Windows software. Topics covered include history, haroware, software, word processing, spreadsheets, database
systems. graphics. telecommunications. computers and
society, computer ethics. and computer uses in related
fields.

COURSE 13&-2111
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIDNS.35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER GRAPHICS

Independent Project: Academic Computl n&

COURSE 13&-1100
3 CREDITS

X

An individualized project in interactive and infO<mation
systems. determined by the interest and ability of the
student. is carried out under the direction. guidance. and
supervision of an instructor.

CO

Advenced Productivity Appllcetlons

COURSE 13&-3111

Course explores advanced functions of productivity
programs and provides an overview of productivity applications and their operation with hands-on experience and
industry-savvy advice. Topics covered include word
processing, using the Internet as a research and resource
tool, database management. spreadsheets, and presentation graphics. Course teaches productivity tools for busi·
ness and independent professionals.

VARIABLE CREDITS
PfRMISSION OF OEPKRTMENT CHAIRPERSON

X

TECHNOLOGY
Computer Technolon I

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER

Course explores hardware of current computer systems.
Students learn basic skills to safely perform maintenance
and repairs . upgrade hardware. and troubleshoot effec·
lively. Component-level understanding and identification
are reviewed for Macintosh. PC compatible. and Unix worl<·
stations.

APPLICATIONS

COURSE 13&-1200

COURSE 13&-2100
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS OR 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

Detebese Mene&ement

GRAPHICS

Study of advanced database management includes effi·
cient organization, retrieval. and structuring of information. Both relational databases and conceptual database
models are explored. Students build databases and worl<
with current computer software.

X

Operetln& Systems
Course teaches students how to install . configure. and
maintaon operatong systems (OS). Course co.ers MS.OOS.
UNIX. Windows. Mac OS and OS/2. lnstructoon oncludes
procedures of system files. OS commands. errO<s. and
system configuratoons to accommodate the OS.

COURSE 13&-2102
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITf: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTfR
APPLICATIONS

COURSE U&-2201
3 CREDITS
PREREQUt$1Tf: 35-1200 COMPUTER TECHNOI.OGY I
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ACADEMIC CO MPUTING
Computer Tech nology II
Course explores relationship between hardware and operating systems of current computer systems and the
peripheral devices and drivers used in art and communication. Field trips around the College and to local area businesses provide insight to standards and current trends.

20 Imaging Collage/ Pho t oshop
Class explores techniques and approaches to digitization.
manipulation, and enhancement of 20 imagery using
photog,aphic and non-photog,aphic sources and imaging
software. Instruction addresses issues of image alteration
and the role of the computer in exploring means of representation.

COURSE 135-2202
3 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-2201 OPERATING SYSTEMS

COURSE 135-2301
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS

Mae Tech
Class explores development and history of Apple computers . Students learn to troubleshoot current Macintosh
hardware. operating systems, software. and networking
protocols through a hands-on approach to materials.

~ Desktop Publishing
Class provides in-depth coverage of desktop publishing
productivity concepts. Students explore typography. page
layout. and creating graphics using professional applications and scanning software. Additional topics include
creating information graphics, photo manipulation. map
making, scanning techniques, and computer illustration.
Students are exposed to various output options.

COURSE 135-2203
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-1200 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY I

~Network I

COURSE 135-2310
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

Course introduces computer networking concepts. topologies. and hardware. Students study local area network
systems (lans). wide area network systems (wans). and
computer networking design concepts.
COURSE 1135·2210
3 CREDITS

Compute r Illustration
Class explores the use of object-oriented graphics for
illustration. graphic arts, and fine arts applications.
Emphasis is on mastery of high-resolutiOn graphics
production using Postscript drawing and text tools.
Students learn to produce camera-ready art on a
computer, including computer-based color separations.
and the extended output options of object-oriented
graphics.

PREREQUISITE: 35-1200 COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY I

I MAG ING

~ Introduction to Computer Graphics
Course introduces students to visual digital media.
Students learn terms and concepts appropriate to working
in these media forms. Instruction covers application soft·
ware for exploring the unique visual and time-based capabilities of digital-based media.

COURSE 135· 2320
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS OR 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

COURSE US-1300
3 CREDITS

~ 2D Imaging
Students explore complex 20 image manipulation and
generation options and refme technical skills in preparation for advanced work . Emphasis is on integration of
drawing, scanned images. image processing, and 20 paint
graphics into high-resolution Images for output and use in
multimedia. Projects are designed to combine students'
conceptual abilities with 20 technical expertise.

Technology and the Performing Arts
This interdisciplinary course teaches students the basic
conceptual and technical skills to create performance
works that incorporate various media, Including projections. video. as well as Interactive forms . Focus will be
placed on the creation of original solo and collaborative
works. and how to find affordable, inventive solutions to
the use of media. Previous experience in the performing
arts or media arts is desirable. but not as essential as a
willingness to explore new forms and methods of working.

COURSE 1135· 2300
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS AND 22-1220 FUNDAMENTALS OF 2D DESIGN MAY BE
CONCURRENT

WWW. COI.U M . EOU

COURSE 1 35-2366
3 CREDITS
CROSS· LISTED WITH DANCE 33·2980.
PREREQUISITE: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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ACADEMIC COMPUTING
Experimental Imaging
Class explores 2D and 3D image processing, paint
programs. and experimental approaches to image generation and output. Content emphasizes large projects,
image sequencing possibilities. and exposure to contemporary work in visual digital media .
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-2300 20 IMAGING DR PERMISSION OF

Computer Graphics Portfolio Development and
Presentation
Class focuses on discussion and critique of students'
visual digital work for the selection and organization of a
professional portfolio. Course includes review of resume
and cover letter writing. presentation methods. interviewing techniques. and overview of computer art market·
place. Course explores different types of portfolio presentations. including CD-ROM. video, slide. and flat prints.

INSTRUCTOR

COURSE .35-3390

COURSE 135-3300

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: TWO ADVANCED COURSES. SENIOR STATUS OR
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

3D Modeling
Class explores advanced 2D imaging and paint application
techniques for integration into 3D environments. As an
introduction to 3D applications. course enables students
to develop skills in model building. lights. cameras, and
rendering algorithms.

Independent Project: Computer Graphics
An individualized project in computer graphics. determined
by interest and ability of the student. is carried out under
the direction, guidance. and supervision of an instructor.

COURSE 135· 3301

COURSE 135-3399

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

VARIABLE CREDIT

MULTIMEDIA/ WEB

X

2D/3D Imaging Studio
This second course in the 2D/ 3D imaging sequence is a
studio-based seminar addressing advanced 3D modeling.
2D textures. and texture mapping techniques. Course also
covers cross platform development, aesthetics of 3D
imaging concepts. and experimentation and exploration of
3D imaging applications . Students contractually arrange
content that develops through class assignments.
3 CREDITS

Designing for the Web
Introduction to designing and shaping content for the
Internet. Students learn to create websites and to opti·
mize graphics for the web. Students become familiar with
web design, interactivity and human interface design as
currently disseminated. Completed assignments are
published throughout the course on the Internet. giving
students the opportunity to learn how to FTP files and
concepts of file management, formatting. and organization.

PREREQUISITE: 35-3301 30 MODELING

COURSE 135-2400

COURSE •35· 3302

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS

Digital Imaging Workshop
Workshop allows students to explore in depth current
trends in electronic image creation with a well-known digital artist. Instruction includes relevant field trips, readings. and research . Workshop develops students'
personal approaches and aesthetics to digital art.
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

Web-Based Animation I
Course guides students through time-based applications
for use in multimedia and web projects . Students study
cross·platform hardware and software troubleshooting for
motion-based projects and learn how to combine applica·
tions for specific visual effects.

GRAPHICS

COURSE 135-2410

COURSE 135· 3303

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35·1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS
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Web Animation II: Action Scripting
Course further guides students through time-based software applications for future applicability in movementenhanced web design. Students combine a variety of software programs for web-optimized finished projects and will
further their study of cross-platform hardware and software troubleshooting for motion-enhanced design.

Advanced Designing for the Web
This course is a continuation of 35-3405 Designing for the
Web II. and covers advanced design, production and
publi shing issues involved in the creation of websites. In
this class. students learn how to design and implement
object-oriented, scalable, modular websites. Information
architecture , identity creation, branding, usability,
and pattern matching will be addressed in addition to
online promotion, domain name research. site engine
submission, and indexing.

COURSE 13S-2411
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-2410 WEB-BASED ANIMATION I

COURSE 135-3406
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-3405 DESIGNING FOR THE WEB II

~ Time-Based Composing I
Course explores issues and techniques involved in creating digital video sequences for multimedia production.
Students learn to combine digitized video with still
images. graphics. text. sound, and music using composit·
ing and editing techniques detailed in class. Lectures. lab
time. critiques. visiting artists. and field trips increase
understanding of concepts and techniques.

Computer Programming for Multimedia II
Students learn effective interactive programming using
Lingo. a state-of-the-art multimedia programming
language. Students design and present flow charts for
interactivity and produce two projects that incorporate the
skills learned in this class. Project one incorporates text,
graphics. and basis interactivity. Project two. designed for
CD-ROM application, is a stand-alone executable that
uses advanced interactive techniques. Students must
show finished work and work in progress in a group
critique setting.

COURSE #35-2440
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS AND A SECOND-LEVEL COURSE

COURSE #35-3410

Elements of Multimedia
Introductory course explores issues and techniques
involved in interactive media production. Students learn
design planning and production techniques with interactive
media software applications that combine still images,
graphics, text. digital video. and sound. Students are
introduced to three industry-leading multimedia authoring
environments. Lectures. lab time. critiques, visiting
artists, and field trips increase understanding of concepts
and techniques discussed in class.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-2450 ELEMENTS OF MULTIMEDIA OR 35-2501
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR MULTIMEDIA

Programming for Multimedia Ill
Course incorporates high-level programming concepts
using Lingo. Students program Lingo using object-oriented
concepts and design and present flow charts for interactivity. Students produce two projects incorporating skills
learned in this class. Project one uses techniques for
handling multiple movies and inter-window communication.
Proj ect two, designed for CD-ROM or web application, is a
stand-alone executable that uses advanced interactive
programming techniques.

COURSE 13S-2450
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35·1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS, 35·1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS

COURSE 135-3411
3 CREDITS

Designing for the Web II
This project-oriented course covers intermediate design
and production issues involved in the creation of
websites. Students work with web page creation software
to build cross-platform websites that feature sophisticated
forms of interactivity. Students deploy websites that utilize
workflow management tools such as templates and
libraries. creating websites that are easily administered
and maintained. Course also serves as an introduction to
information architecture and useability.

PREREQUISITE: 35-3410 COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR
INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA II

COURSE 135·3405
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-2400 DESIGNING FOR THE WEB
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Interface and Nav igation
Course is an overview of and introduction to designing
interactive multimedia pieces. Content explores models
that use spatial metaphors. Navigation conventions are
examined as students develop a model for an interactive
space. Course surveys interface design with special attention given to designing across cultures and in gender- and
age-sensitive ways.

Time-Based Composing II
Course continues concepts and techniques taught in
35·2440 Time-Based Composing I. Students develop
visual digital time-based skills specifically addressing
content. Lectures. labs, field trips, and exposure to interactive media are explored.

COURSE 135·3415

PREREQUISITE: 35-2440 TIME·BASEO COMPOSING I

COURSE US-3 440
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-2501 COMPUTeR PROGRAMMING FOR
INTERACTIVE MULTIMtDIA OR 35-2450 CLeMeNTS OF
MULT/MtDIA

Introduction to VRML
Students learn to build basic 30 worlds in Virtual Reality
Modeling Language (VRML). a new standard for the distri·
bution of 30 spaces via the Internet. Students design and
present 30 spaces, animations. and interactive environments to produce interactive projects. Students show
finished work and work in progress in a group critique
setting.

Programming for the Web
This second-level course introduces web programming
concepts and environments. Students learn objectoriented coding methods. integrated code structures.
and enhanced web development through project-based
assignments.

COURSE •35-3450
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-3420 PROGRAMMING FOR THE WEB

COURSE 135-3420
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-2400 DeSIGNING FOR THE WEB

We b Design Production Worksho p
Course covers the production process involved in the
creation of websites around topics that vary each semester. Process and techniques are explored through work on
a real-world production project. Students work cross-platform with formats, imaging. interface design. branching
and linking. cataloging and naming files, and promotion.
The end result is a collaboratively produced website .
Students look for content from other classes and projects
and focus on rendering the content in the most appropri·
ate ways for new media.

Advanced Programming for the Web
Course reviews computer architecture for hardware and
software, core problem-solving skills. and traditional
programming skills. Students broaden their programming
skills and create advanced projects incorporating
customized programming.
COURSE 135·3421
3 CREDITS
PReReQUISITE: 35-3420 PROGRAMMING FOR THe WeB

COURSE jfJS-3490
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35·2400 DESIGNING FOR THE WEB

Programming Web Databases
Developing effective. large-scale websites requires the
developer to take a dynamic. data-driven approach. This
course focuses on developing student skills in programming relational, object-oriented web databases using a
server-side HTM L-embedded scripting language.

PROGRAMM IN G
Computer Programming for Interactive
Multimedia I
Class introduces basic computer programming concepts
and multimedia authoring environment. Using the programming cycle of design. implement. test. and debug,
students learn about control structures. branching and
decision making, developing reusable code , writing functions and procedures, and structured flow. Students learn
programming vocabulary and acquire necessary skills to
begin authoring their own basic multimedia projects.

COURSE 135-3430
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-2400 DeSIGNING FOR THe WEB. 35-3420

PROGRAMMING FOR THe WeB

Programming Web Graphics
This advanced programming course focuses on developing
skills in managing interactive graphics applications on the
web. Students design and adapt advanced applications for
distribution via the web. Course is taught in the Java
programming language and requires advanced knowledge
in programming for the web.

COURSE jf35-2501
3 CREDITS
PReReQUISITe: 35·1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTeR
APPLICATIONS

COURSE 135·3435
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-3420 PROGRAMMING FOR THE WeB
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C++ Programming

Programming for Computer Graphics II

Class introduces the student to programming using the
C++ language. Students learn basic programming of
graphic and business applications in C++. Instruction
emphasizes good programming practice, programming
structure, and object-oriented programming.

Course expands on skills and experiences developed in
35·3550 Programming for Computer Graphics I. Topics
include image processing, animation, interactivity, and the
creation of picture data files, or libraries of computer
graphic techniques, which can be shared with other appli·
cations. Students are encouraged to apply their work in
Programming II to their own projects in visual digital
media.

COURSE U5·2550
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

COURSE 1135-3551

VIsual BASIC Programming

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-3550 PROGRAMMING FOR COMPUTER
GRAPHICS I

Course introduces and develops basic programming skills
in Visual BASIC. The course covers programming logic,
algorithms, flowcharting, pseudocode, and other logic
tools. Class will continue on to develop and compile
programs with an emphasis on graphics and business
applications.

NEW MEDIA
Technology, Art , and Society
Course examines impact of new technologies on art and
aesthetics of the twentieth century. Theoretical and historical implications of new technologies, concurrent media,
and movements are examined and brought into focus.
Instruction includes some emphasis on a particular new
medium and multiple artistic approaches to it; in other
cases. coursework emphasizes various artists and their
experimental work. Lectures, discussions, and presentation of films. slides, video, and audio are used to investi·
gate relationship between new technologies and the visual
arts.

COURSE n5-2560
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

VIsual BASIC Programming II
Course further develops students' abilities in programming logic, building algorithms, flowcharting, pseudocode,
and other skills using object-oriented programming.
Course concentrates on file handling, databases, commu·
nication with other applications, accessing the Internet.
and web page programming using VBScript.

COURSE 1135-1610
3 CREDITS

Interaction Design

COURSE 1135-2 561

Course introduces students to the complex issues
involved in interaction design. Through a series of projects
and readings, students explore a variety of design issues
involving the navigation of complex data as well as the
physical interaction of devices intended to assist in that
navigation. Students create prototypes of their own hand·
held digital devices to explore the ergonomic as well as
the physical mapping issues involved. Students learn a
variety of quick prototyping processes for physical models
in addition to using software such as Macromedia Director
and Rash to virtually prototype the interface. This course
is intended to look at the connection between the physi·
cality and the virtuality of digital devices.

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-2560 VISUAL BASIC PROGRAMMING

Programming for Computer Graphics I
Course introduces sophisticated algorithmic visual graph·
ics available through exploration of graphic programming
routines. Students learn data structures and computer
algorithms that create computer graphic programs, includ·
ing interface design, interactive games, and special
effects.
COURSE 1135-3550

COURSE 1135-2622

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS OR EQUIVALENT COURSE WITH PERMISSION OF
INSTRUCTOR
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3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS
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Computer In the Arts Seminar: Defining a
Digital Culture
Course examines new technologies brought on by the
computer revolution. Lectures and web research emphasize new digital technologies and their impact on society.
Students explore one new facet of the digital revolution
and examine what it means conceptually, philosophically,
aesthetically, and ethically for society to be defined by the
communication age.

INTERN SH I PS
Intern ship: Academic Computing
Course provides advanced students with the opportunity
to gain commercial or Industrial work experience in their
area of concentration while receiving academic credit for
completing coursework at Columbia College Chicago.
COURSE 135-3799
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 135-3610
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: TWO ADVANCED COMPUTER COURSES, SENIOR
STATUS OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

OPEN

:Jt: Digital Media Technology Practlcum

Introduction to Robotic s
Students learn to read wiring diagrams and design and
build basic electronic circuits for general applications.
Students use commercially available tools to design.
build, and program a simple functional robot that interfaces with a computer. Completed work and work in
progress are shown in a group critiQue setting.

Students work as digital technologists in one of Columbia
College Chicago's departmental computer labs. Students
will work closely with the computer lab manager and be
responsible for all management duties including basic
hardware maintenance and repair, software installation
and maintenance and repair, software installation and
maintenance, troubleshooting, and assisting students and
faculty and staff with Questions and problems. Students
will also work with a departmental representative on
specific projects.

COURSE t35-362D
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 561820 SCIENCE OF ELECTRONICS

COURSE 135·3999
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

Computer-Controlled Installation Environments
Course teaches students how to create and control an
environment with the aid of a computer. Computer
programs are used to control timers and on/off switches
that electronically define and shape space with sound,
light. and projected images.
COURSE 135·3630
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS OR 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

GRAPHICS

Computer Games I
Course gives historical overview of the gaming industry,
includil1g artwork and the hook, motivation, and logic of
the game. Students learn not only about computer games.
but also how computers are used to create other games.
Class includes demonstrations, field trips, guest lecturers,
and tours of nearby gaming facilities.
COURSE 135·3640
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER

APPLICATIONS
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AUDIO ART S AND ACO USTI C S
DOUG JONES, CHAIRPERSON

- - - -- -- - -- - ---------,-------- -- -- - - ----..··---A,roacll
Sound is an integral part of daily life-in music. radio. tele-vision. movies, and even the web. The Audio Arts and Acoustics

Workln& Facul ty
The department has perhaps the most prestigiOUS and
diverse group of W0<1<1n& faculty 1n the countr-,-ach 1s
employed in some aspect of audiO. M any h&Ye 1nternat1ona1
reputations and h&Ye worked 1n several d1fferent fields as
acoustical consultants. sound contractors. composers of
computer music. sound reinforcement eng1neers. and more.

department wants students to prepare for professional life by
understandirt& the technology they're WO<I<ing with and by
leamin& how to use emerging technologies. Equipment and
technology change continually: therefore. our mission is to
provide students with the mastery of professional audio on a
lheoretical. aesthetic, technical. and craft-based continuum.

Profo..lonol Opportunltloa
A vibrant int ernship program offers students a chance to ga1n
practical W0<1< experience and develop professional contacts
in Chicago, one of t he nat ion's largest audio markets.
Graduates of Columbia College Chicago's Aud10 Arts and
Acoustics program are employed in ever y area of audio

C•rrtculum
The department offers concentrations in Acoustics, Recording,
Sound Reinforcement, and Sound Contracting. Basics are
designed to teach the complet e language, vocabulary, and
vernacular of professional audio, as well as concepts in basic

throughout the country.

theofy. Students must also take science classes in acoustics
and electronics during their training. We combine the theoretical and the hands-on approach in all our classes. regardless
of desired concentration. In addition, our Careers in Audio
class provides an overview of the job and career market in the
broader field of audio.

Focllltl..
The Audio Technology Center (ATC) is the hOme of the Audio
Art s and Acoustics major. It houses 24-track recording facilities, film mix suites, video post-production suites. and voiceover and production labs. Students have access to virtually
every type of acoustic analysis and acoustical modeling and
auralization software. In addition. the department owns worldclass PA equipment which students use in their classes.
We recognize that working with the cutting-edge software and
equipment we provide for our students. such as API, Midas,
Neve, Martin, Norsonic, Audio Precision. and Audio Control, is
certainly exciting. However, instead of focusing solely on
equipment- or software-specific skills. we al so emphasize
using the equipment as a means to create a given aesthetic .
Students learn to use the equipment and software as instruments, and instead focus on the bigger ideas of theory and
aesthetics, which will carry them through their careers, no
metter hOw the equipment and technology change.
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BA In Sound Technology
Students must complete the departmental core (20 credits)
as well as one of five concentrations: Recording, Acoustics,
Sound for Picture. Sound Reinforcement or Sound Contracting.

SOUND REINFORCEMENT CONCENTRATION ( 31)
Course Title and Credits
43-2210 Audio Processing (4)
43·3288 Internship in Sound (3)

AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS CORE ( 20)

43-2510 The Aesthetics of Live Sound Reinforcement (3)
43·2515 Live Sound Reinforcement (4)

Course Title and Credits

43-3510 Advanced Sound Reinforcement (4)

43-1110 Introduction to Audio (3)

43-3515 Studies in Transducer Theory (4)

43-1115 Production 1: Audio (4)

43-3525 Live Sound Engineering Practicum (3)

43-2110 Basic Audio Systems (4)

43-2710 Audio Equipment Overview (3)

43-2115 Careers in Audio (2)

43-2725 Studies in Hearing (3)

5&1820 Science of Electronics (4). Science and Mathematics
56-2820 Science of Acoustics (3 ). Science and Mathematics

SOUND CONTRACTING CONCENTRATION (29)
SELECT A CONCENTRAT ION:

Course Title and Credits

RECORDING CONCENTRATION (32)

43-3288 Internship/Independent Project (total of 4),
repeatable

Course Title and Credits

43-2310 Psychoacoustics (3)

43-2210 Audio Processing (4)

43-3515 Studies in Transducer Theory (4)

43-2215 Production II: Audio (4)

43-3610 Sound System Design (4)

43-2220 Live Sound Recording (4)

43-3615 Systems Contracting I (3)

43-3210 Audio Technologies (4)

43-3620 Computer·Aided Drafting for Audio (4)

43-3220 Contemporary Music Engineering (4)

43-2715 Audio Measurement Techniques (4)

43-3230 Master Class in Music Design on the Digital Audio
Workstation (3 )

43-2725 Studies in Hearing (3)

43-3288 Internship in Sound (total of 6), repeatable

Second BA
Students must choose one of the following concentrations.

43·2510 The Aesthetics of Live Sound Reinforcement (3)
ACOUSTICS CONCENTRATION (33)
Course Title and Credits

CONCENTRATION : ACOUSTICS
Students must complete the following for a total of 48 credit
hours.

43-3288 Internship in Sound (total of 4), repeatable

43-1115 Production 1: Audio (4)

43-2310 Psychoacoustics (3)

43-2110 Basic Audio Systems (4)

43-2315 Architectural Acoustics (3)

43-2115 Careers in Audio (2)

43-3310 Acoustics of Performance Spaces (3)

43-2310 Psychoacoustics (3)

43-3315 Environmental Acoustics (3)

43-2315 Architectural Acoustics (3)

43-3320 Acoustical Modeling (3)

43-3310 Acoustics of Performance Spaces (3)

43-3325 Acoustical Testing I (2)

43-3315 Environmental Acoustics (3)

43-3326 Acoustical Testing II (2)

43-3320 Acoustical Modeling (3)

43-3330 Engineered Acoustics (3)

43-3325 Acoustical Testing I (3)

43-3515 Studies in Transducer Theory (4)

43-3515 Studies in Transducer Theory (4)

43-2725 Studies in Hearing (3)

43-2725 Studies In Hearing (3)
52-2802 Business and Technical Writing (3), English
56-1722 Introduction to Statistical Methods (3), Science and
Mathematics
56-1820 Science of Electronics (4), Science and Mathematics
56-2820 Science of Acoustics I (3), Science and Mathema~lcs
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AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS
CONCENTRATION: RECORDING
Students must complete the following for a total of 49 credit
hours.

43-1115 Production 1: Audio (4)
43-2110 Basic Audio Systems (4)
43-2115 Careers in Audio (2)
4 3-2210 Audio Processing (4)
43-2215 Production II: Audio (4)
43-2220 Live Sound Recording (4)
4 3-3210 Audio Technologies (4)
43-3220 Contemporary Music Engineering ( 4)
43-3230 Master Class in Music Design on the Audio Digital
Workstation (3)
4 3-2510 The Aesthetics of Live Sound Reinforcement (3)
43-2725 Studies in Hearing (3)
32·1900 Music Theory for Recording Engineers (3), Music
56-1820 Science of Electronics (4), Science and Mathematics
56-2820 Science of Acoustics (3). Science and Mathematics
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AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS

X lntrocluotlon to Audio

X Audio Proc81allll
A studiO etas <leSICI'ed to r-o.1p Slu<lenls delleiOP a IO()Ito
•nc un<lerltllndln& of systems 8f>d techmques auocolltl'd
With murt>-treck recotdorC 8f>d productoon syst~s Tope~
onclude console 8f>d t - mechone aperlltoon . socnal rou1
ong. molUn& concepts. and ou1board processors Requorn

This lecture course is the beCinnong of ptofessional ptep&
rwtlon for those intendin& to major in audiO. It conoentrwtes on the mllter1als ot audio (speech. music. sound
affects. and noise) and the methods ot audio (science.
craft. and aesthetics). Topics also include the pnysioloCY
and ps-ycholoCY ot hearing. and the interaction ot sound
and architectural strUC1ures.

edditoonalleb time lit the AudiO TechnoloC)- Cent"' t ATC I
COUitll 141-2210
4 CltiDITI
PREREQUISJTf· 4J.2J JO 84S1C AUDIO S~STCMS

COUitll 141-lUO
J CltiDITI
PRfREQUISITf: 43-1115 PROCXJCTION 1: AUDIO. MAY 8£
CONCURRENT

X

Production II: Audio
This course is a continulltion of 43-1115 ProdUC1oon 1·
Audio in which students contonue to build upan theor skolls
and knowledge to prepare for the continuously adVancong

X Production 1: Audio
Course Introduces students to basic theories and techniques ot recording. editing. and mi~ing. lnstrUC1ion C<Mlrs
fundamentals ot microphone usage. mixing conSOle operation. and non-linear digital recording and edltinc. Course is
taught in a classroom laboratory where lectures and labs

role of computer-based dog"al audiO wort<statoons on sound
and musoc ptodUC1ion. Throug)llecture. demonstratoons .
readln&. and production assognments. students woll gaon
veluable knowledCe of the theories and prectoces of dogotat
audio recordin&. sam~sed prodUC1oon. w - form l'dot
In&. dig)tal signal processonc. dot~tal multo-treck prodUC1oon.
automlltl'd moxing. and other comput.,r·based prodUC1ion
techniQues on common use.

focus on the production ot radio-styte commercials ot
voice with music to develop and improve engineering and
ptodUC11on skills.

COUitll 141-1111
4 CltiDITI
PREREQUISITf: 43-1110 INTRODUCnON TO AUDIO. MAY 8£

COUitll 141-2211
4 CltiDtTI
PREREQUIS/Tf: ~1 JOO FOUNDATIONS OF COMPVTER
APPliCATIONS. 4 3-1115 PRODUCriON I AUDIO: 4J.1JJO SASIC
AUDIO SYSTEMS MUST 8£ CONCURRENT

CONCURRENT. OR PERMISSION OF DEPIIRTMENT

X Beale Audio Syetama
Course Is the last the audio core curriculum. which
emphasizes fundamentals of audio systems and components . Students are introduced to professional audio
systems from a theoretical. technical and functional point
ot view. Course is held in a classroom/lab with occasional
lectures held in the Audio Technology Center (ATC)
studios. Students must pass this course with a grade ot C
or better to continue in the program.
COUitiE 14S·2110
4 CltiDITI
PRfREQUISITf: 43-1115 PRODUCnON 1: AUDIO. 56-1820
SCIENCE OF ELECTRONICS. 56-2820 SCIENCE OF ACOUSTICS

X

Live Sound Rocordlna
This studio course explores ·stereo-paor" mocrophone loca
tion recordong. Tr-o.se technoques lite fundamental to
concert music recordonc. The understandong. selectoon.
and plecement of mocrophones woll be hol)lhl)ltl'd throu&ll
a wide variety ot acoustiCal envoronments and onstru·
ments. Emphasis woll be plecl'd on classocal and acoustoc
musiC. ambient sound recordong. sound effects recordong.
and cr1toca1 hstenonc. Students woll be requorl'd to check
ou1 loclltoon recordong equoptnent and record a number of
conce<ts dunnc the semester.

I

COUitll 141-2220
4 CltiDITI
PRfREQUISITE: 4J.2JJO SASIC JIUDIO SYSTCMS

X Caroora In Audio
Course ptovides overview ot career opportunit ies in the
fteld ot audio. Recognized experts from a vanety of foelds
discuss employment options for sound ma,ors on this
lecture class . Students also begin the process of developing r6sum6s and portfolios as they explore the possoboll·
ties ot their own Mures on professoonal audoo.

X Audio Tecllnololloa
A studiO class des•gnl'd to help students de'<eiOI) a IO()Ito
one undefstand•n& of tr-o. theones. systems . and proe&
dutes of murtJ-treck record•nc. TOi)ICs onctude studoo set
up. SCflal flow. mocropt>one u~ . con ~ desog11 . and
automlltl'd moa-dOwn. C o u r - requores aoootoonal lall
tome at the AudiO TechnoloC)- Center oATCo

COURSE 141-2111
2 CltiDITI
PRfREQUIS/Tf: 43-2110 84SIC AUDIO SYSTfMS

COU811 MJ.J210
4 CltiOITI
PRfRfQUIS/IT 4.}1110 AUDIO PfKX:CSSJO,C
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X

Adw1ncecl Studle• In Sou11cl De•l•n

Contempor1ry Mu.l c En.lneerln•

Course eAP~ores aesthetics and tectlniques of sound
design/audio art as an independent, abstract. concrete.
and documentary art form. Students Will explore these
1ssues by developlnc anaiyiJCaf toots. cntocel hsten1nc
skills. and through the creation of a class project and a
major individual production of their own choosinc. A major
component of the course will be the oot<>inc anaJys1s and
cntique of the students' worl<s 1n procress. In addition to
lecture. discussion, and analytical listen inc. students will
have the opportunity to wot1< ~ with the instruc·
tor. This is a capstone course tor adllanced students ...no
are technically prepared to render a major worl<. sound
track. sound composition or sound documentary.
COUIIU 143-3210
3 CIIEDITI

A studio practicum course thllt focuses on actvanced technoques of studiO re<:o<dinc and mlltinc. Topics include
mocrophone usace. signal routJnc. and session set-op and
psychOlogy. This course is taucJll by ieadinc re<:ordif'C
encineers in Chicago and is geared toward actvanced
students desirinc a career in music encJneerinc. The
course 1s taul)lt 1n a commercial 24-track studio, with lab
worl< to be complete lit the Audio Technology Center (ATC).
COUIIU 143-J220
4 CIIIDITI
PREREQUISITE: 4~3210 AUOIO TECHNOLOGIES

X

M ..ter Cl•u In Muelc De•l•n on the Dl.ltll
Audio Workat1tlon

PREREQUISITE: SENIOR STATUS. PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

Course introduces students to adllanced oonoepts of
musocal deSilfl using tools of random access audio on a
d igital worl<statlon . This approach to expanding the techniques of the conventional recording studio by Integrating
the digital audio worl<stlltion is rapidly becomlf'C a st~
dard practice in the professional wor1d of music produc·
tion. Each week. a component of the musical desilfl (for
post·production. editing, prooessing, and mixing) will be
introduced and illustrated in the crelltlon of a class pro;.
ect that will serve as a mOdel for the techniques and
aesthetics of Digital Audio Worl<station (DAW) production.
COUIIU 143-3 230
3 CIIIDITI

Coli••• Studio Operatlona
Practicum course explores theories. techniques. and
procedures employed in complex audio and media prodiJc.
tions. Content includes studying the manner in which Indio
vidual skills of audio engineering are applied In the
context of real-wor1d environments. Students will act as
production engineers for music. television. film, and
theater production courses. producing three to tour
finished pieces by the end of the semester. Session e~
riences are augmented by discussions of students'
session experiences with the faculty supervisor.
COURSE 143·3212
J CIIEDITI

PREREQUISITE: 4~3210 AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES. SENIOR STATUS.
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

X lnternahlp In Sound
This course is desilfled specifocally for the intermediate
and adllanced student to help bridge the skills taught in
the classroom with those demonstrated in the marl<et·
place. Typj<:al internships are ten to twenty hours per
week. with a ratio of one credit for every five hOurs spent
onsite. Internships are offered in each of the concentrations in Audio Arts and Acoustics.
COUIIU 143-3211
VAIIIAILE CIIEDIT

X

Paychol couatlca
Course provides necessary basis for understanding how
we hear the wor1d around us. With contributions from the
academic disciplines of music. biology, physics. and
psychology, students learn how physical attributes of tlrne.
energy. and frequency translate Into perceptual attributes
such as loudness. pitch. and timbre. Course examines
how the human auditory system defines informlltion 1t
receives and how that information is processed and
shaped by central nervous system and cognitive
prooesses. Numerous demonstrations are used to rei~
force theoretical material presented.
COUIIIE 143·2310
3 CIIEDITI

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS
CORE. 3.0 ~ PERMISSION OF INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR

PREREQUISITE: 4~2110 BASIC AUOIO SYSTEMS
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X

X

Architectural Acoustics
Course reviews fundamentals of acoustics covered in
previous classes and presents all of the materials within
the context of the behavior of sound in a bounded space.
Practical aspects of class are emphasized by dedicating a
large portion of semester to case studies.
Demonstrations are provided throughout the semester to
emphasize both theoretical and practical concepts.

Acoustical Modeling
Modeling is rapidly becoming an essential component of
the acoustical design process. Course reviews modeling
options currently available to acoustical designers and
presents strengths and limitations of various methods.
Students perform modeling exercises of actual acoustical
environments using the most ef fective software currently
available. Results of models are also used to simulate
various acoustical environments using auralization techniques.

COURSE .43·2315
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-2725 STUDIES IN HEARING; 43·2310
PSYCHOACOUSTICS. MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE U3-3320
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 43-3310 ACOUSTICS OF PERFORMANCE SPACES,
43-3326 ACOUSTICAL TESTING It, MUST BE CONCURRENT

X

Acoustics of Performance Spaces
A continuation of 43-2315 Architectural Acoustics, course
is dedicated to design of performance spaces and recording aural environments. Course covers issues pertaining
to architectural design and to sound reinforcement in various indoor contexts such as movie theaters, performance
halls, control rooms, recording studios, and houses of
worship. Course combines case studies spanning many
centuries with current foundation material to provide
students with critical understanding of acoustical design
issues and reinforcement of their aesthetic sense for
music and voice performances.

X Acoustical Testing I
Testing is an integral component of acoustics. The testing
of an acoustical space represents the proof of per formance in the design phase. Testing is also the first step
taken when assessing an existing acoustical environment.
Class introduces students to a variety of testing tools,
techniques. and protocols used in a wide range of situations.
COURSE U3-3325
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43·2310 PSYCHOACOUSTICS, 43-2315
ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS

COURSE U3-3310
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 43-2310 PSYCHOACOUSTICS, 43-2725 STUDIES
IN HEARING, 43-2315 ARCHITECTURAL ACOUSTICS

X
X

Acoustical Testing II
This course is a continuation of 43-3325 Acoustical
Testing 1. The class resembles an independent proj ect in
which students are reQuired to work on a semester-long
analysis project. Student progress is monitored at regular
intervals. The project is presented to the entire class at
the end of the semester and is evaluated on the basis of
the Quality of the data, the organization of the project, and
the support for the conclusions that are drawn from the
data.

Environmental Acoustic s
Course aims at providing comprehensive understanding of
issues pertaining to noise pollution and noise control in a
wide range of environments such as urban. industrial,
airport, entertainment venues, and so forth.
Comprehensive course equally covers both theory and
practice with field measurements per formed by students
and teacher. Data are used to reinforce theoretical
models. Course emphasizes noise studies in the work·
place and reviews current regulatory issues pertaining to
noise pollution .

COURSE .43-3326
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-3325 ACOUSTICAL TESTING I, 43-3220
ACOUSTICAL MODELING, MUST BE CONCURRENT

COURSE •43-3315
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 43-2725 STUDIES IN HEARING, 43-2310
PSYCHOACOUSTICS, MAY BE CONCURRENT

X

Engineered Acoustics
Course examines acoustical issues per taining to eng;.
neered systems in a wide range of environmental settings.
Topics covered include HVAC (Heating, Ventilation, Air
Conditioning), noise issues and design, NVH (Noise,
Vibration, Harshness) using a computer tool, assessment,
fundamentals of active noise control, and a primer to SQ
(Sound Quality). Much of the course is dedicated to
modeling various physical systems in order to assess
their behavior to noise and/or vibration excitation.
COURSE .43-3330

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-3325 ACOUSTICAL TESTING I
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Audio for VIsual Medi a I

X

Studies In Transduc er Theory

StudiO class presents technology and techniques used to
create sound tracks for film, video. and related visual
me<ha. Students learn to synchronize video with both
linear and non-linear digital recording and editing systems.
Requires additional lab time at the Audio Technology
Center (ATC).

Course presents the scientific principles behi nd loudspeaker and loudspeaker enclosure design. Students will
be introduced to a deta•led survey of processes used in
creating models that predict the per formance of loudspeakers in enclosed boxes. Students will also learn how
computers are used to model loudspeaker enclosures.

COURSE U 3-2420

COURSE 1 43·3515

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-2210 AUDIO PROCESSING. 43-2115

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

PRODUCTION II: AUDIO

X

Sound f or the Theater
The Aesthetics of Live Sound Reinforcement

Course covers many aspects of sound engineering for the
theater from first production meeting to final tech dress
rehearsal. Subjects covered include sound effects. sound
tracks. live pit orchestras. special miking techniques such
as body miking. and ways engineers interact with other
facets of theatrical productions.

Course defines in a structured fash1on the psychology of
the musician and physics of the musical instrument within
a framework of sound reinforcement and analysis. Course
goals are the development of aural aesthetics. Students
are familiarized with one instrument-musician sound
reinforcement approach per week.

COURSE U3·3520

COURSE 143·2510

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

3 C REDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS. MAY BE

CONCURRENT

X

Li ve Sound Engineering Prac tlcum
Course presents extremely advanced live sound operational theory in a production context. Instructor presents a
theory as it applies to a specific problem. followed by the
application of that theory to an actual live performance.
Students then apply this knowledge by operating the same
systems themselves.

X Live Sound Reinforcement
Course is designed to teach techniques and tools of
sound reinforcement. Content combines product awareness with ear training and hands-on practice. Students
complete lab assignments in the Audio Technology Center
Uve Sound lab and spend two lab sessions at local music

COURSE 14 3-3525

clubs.

3 C REDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-3510 ADVANCED LIVE SOUND

COURSE 143 ·2515
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

REINFORCEMENT. PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

X

Advan ced Sound Reinf orcement

Sound System Design
Course offers an in-depth study of the design and installation of permanent sound systems . Students learn to
design systems for coverage. intelligibility. and cost effectiveness. Emphasis is placed on understanding specifications of system component and predicting system
performance.

Design of systems for large concerts is a growing and
complex field . Course introduces students to various
types of sound systems appropriate for large concerts
and other aspects of concert production. such as rigging
and power di stribution. Each semester. class visits behind
the scenes of a major event. There are also opportunities
for hands-on experience w1th smaller systems.

C OU RSE 143-3610
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

COURSE 143 ·3510
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-2515 liVE SOUND REINFORCEMENT

X

Systems Contracting I
Advanced course focuses on technical design issues in
contracMg. Students learn pnnciples of power and stgnal
networks through hands-on troubleshooting. destgn exercises. lecture. and critical analysis of real systems.
Course includes exercises tn wnting system proposals and
spectfications.
COURSE 143 -3615
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-3610 SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN
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3€ Computer-Aided Drafting f or Audio

3€ Studies In Hearing

Course introduces students to the process of using
computer-aided drafting (CAD) software in the context of
professional sound contracting.
CO URSE U 3 -3620

This course introduces students to the fundamentals of
human hearing physiology and issues relating to hearing
loss and protection. It is important for students to understand how complex and delicate the human hearing mechanism is and how society is now beginning to address the
problem of environmentally induced hearing loss. The first
half of the course will focus on physiology. This will give
students foundation knowledge to engage in discussions
of hearing loss and protection in the second half of the
course.
COURSE 143-2725

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 43-3010 SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN

3€ Audio Equi pment Overview
Course Is an orientation to major lines and manufacturers
of professional audio equipment. Content focuses on
understanding. interpreting. and evaluating manufacturers·
specifications In light of subjective performance. Course
includes presentations and demonstrations by manufac·
turers representatives and field trips when possible.
COURSE 143-2710

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

Sound Engineering
This is an advanced lecture/demonstration course that
covers many aspects of multi-track recording. Topics
include console and studio signal flow. signal processing.
microphone techniques. practical trouble-shooting tech·
niques. and the psychology of recording sessions with an
emphasis on multi-track recording of live music performances.
COURSE 143-2730

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

3€ Audio

Measu rem ent Techniques

Course introduces students to the fundamentals of audio
measurements and specifications. Students will gain a
firm understanding of the specifications currently used to
characterize audio equipment and why they are important.
After a review of the measurement systems available.
students will measure and evaluate various types of audio
systems.
COU RSE U3·2715

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

M IDI Programmi ng and Digital Synthesis
Course introduces students to theory and practices of
MIDI programming and digital synthesis for applications in
computer music and digital aud•o production. Through a
series of graded laboratory assignments. lecture. and
classroom demonstrations. students will learn the basic
theory and principles of computer programming as applied
to the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI) and software-based digital synthesis and signal processing. Using
the MAX/ MSP object-oriented programming language.
students will have the opportunity to learn basic programming techniques as they apply to the new computer-based
technologies of music and audio production.
COURSE 143·3725

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS

Histor y of Audio
Content deals with the full scope of achoevements in
audio from mid 1800s to present day. Through readings,
recordings. films. and guest lecturers. students learn what
it means to be a part of the ongoing revolution in audio
technology. Students write a cogent research paper that
fully integrates books. periodicals. recordings. and
archival materials as they research an area or period of
audio that they find most inspiring.
COURSE 143 ·2720

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43·2215 PRODUCTION II: AUDIO, PERMISSION OF
INSTRUCTOR

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 43·2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS. 52·1152

ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Internships
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees. Internships are available in all concentrations:
Recording. Acoustics. Sound Reinforcement. and Sound
Contracting.
COURSE 143-3288
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR
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AUDIO ARTS AND ACOUSTICS
Independent Project
An independent project is designed by the student. with
the approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an
area that is not presently available in the curriculum.
Independent projects are available in all concentrations:
Recording, Acoustics, Sound Reinforcement. and Sound
Contracting. Prior to registration, the student must submit
a written proposal that outlines the project.
COURSE 143-3291
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR, WRITTEN
PROPOSAL
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FILM AND V IDEO
BRUCE SHERI DAN, CHAIRPERSON
Approa ch
Film and Video are more than terms for technologies; they
describe our culture 's dominant modes of expression.
discourse. and inquiry. When light, sound. and performance
converge on the screen. we can see the world in new ways
and create worlds as yet unrealized. In Columbia College
Chicago's Film and Video depar tment. self-d iscovery is at the
heart of the learning process. Our students acquire skills
through direct experience within a context of intellectual
inquiry, and they are encouraged to be adventurous and to
~ake creative risks. We believe the best way to learn filmmak·
ing is to make films, so we provide as many opportunities as
possible to do just that. By working collaboratively from the
outset. students learn how to maintain strong personal vision
and achieve self-expression while functioning as members of
complex. specialized production teams.

Professional Opport unities
We are working hard to serve as a hub for Chicago and Illinois
screen craft. The Film and Video department is extremely well
connected to the full range of moving image arts in Chicago,
from the vibrant experimental community to large-scale indus·
try production. We are the only film school with a permanent
teaching unit on a Los Angeles studio lot, located at the CBS
Center in Studio City. The Semester in L.A. program involves
live intensive weeks during which students maintain full-time
Columbia status while acquiring direct experience of what it
takes to make a mark in the world's most competitive film
production environment. Our active West Coast Alumni
Association helps current students to benefit from the
success of Columbia graduates and works closely with the
Semester in L.A. administrators to ensure students have
every opportunity to test themselves in a real-world environ·
ment and make crucial connections for their future careers.

Curric ulum
Columbia's Film and Video department is the largest in the
world. The program is rigorous, yet flexible enough to give
students room to explore and grow. Core courses focus on the
development of ideas for the screen and on studies in film
history and aesthetics. At the same time. students begin their
production experience, making short but increasingly sophisti·
cated screen pieces in rotating teams. As they learn more
about what they enjoy, students can choose to focus on one
of the concentrations we offer- Alternative Forms. Traditional
and Computer Animation, Audio, Cinematography, Critical
Studies, Directing, Documentary, Editing. Producing, and
Screenwriting-or they may complete their degree without
specifying a concentration.
Facilities
Film and Video students use a full range of professional
formats. including Arriflex , Panavision. and Sony production
equipment, and Avid and Final Cut Pro non-linear digital editing
systems . The department has multiple 16mm, 35mm,
Cinemascope, and digital video projection theatres, as well as
sound-mixing suites. a Bosch telecine, off.fine video editing
rooms, on-line broadcast-quality finishing suites, and image
compositing rooms. Animators work with 3D models and tradi·
tional eel animation, and use industry standard software such
as Maya and Softlmage in the digital domain.
Working Faculty
Our faculty is drawn from across the USA and around the
world , and represents a true mix of professional and educa·
tiona! experience. Full·time and part-time instructors practice
what they teach and bring their knowledge and passion into
the classroom. Students receive the personalized attention
needed to hone their creative, conceptual, and technical skills
in environments tailored to the requirements of each course .
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F IL M AND VIDEO
M ajo r In Film and VIdeo
Students seeking a BA in Film and Video must complete the
following for a total of 50 credit hours.

STUDENTS M UST CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
CONCENTRATIONS (TRADITIONAL AN IMATION OR
COMPUTER ANIMATION):

FILM AND VIDEO CORE (24):

TRADITIONAL ANIMATION CONCENTRATION (24) :

24-1010 Production I (6)
24-1020 Production II (6)
24·1500 History of Cinema (3)

26-2010 Animation Camera and Sound (3)
26-2025 Drawing for Animation 1 (3)

24-1510 Aesthetics of Cinema (3)

26-2028 Alternative Strategies in Animation (3)
26-2030 Stop-Motion Animation 1 (3)

24-1700 Development and Pre-production (3)
24-1710 Screenwriting 1: Writing the Short Film (3)

26-2075 Digit al Animation Techniques 1 (3)
22-2214 Figure Drawing I (3), Art and Design

Students must complete an additional 36 credit hours of
advanced courses which may or may not compose a concentration . Students who choose to pursue a concentration may
choose from the following programs: Alternative Forms, Audio,
Cinematography, Critical Studies, Directing, Documentary,
Editing, Producing, and Screenwriting. For details about a
concentration, students must see the depar tment.

6 credits of departmental electives.

COMPUTER ANIMATION CONCENTRATION ( 25) :

26-2015 Introduction to Computer Modeling (3)
26-2025 Drawing for Animation 1 (3) or 26-2030 Stop Motion
Animation 1 (3)

Major In Animation

26-3045 Computer Animation 1 (4)
26-3055 Computer Animation II (4)

Students seeking a BA in Animation must complete the
following for a total of 46-47 credit hours.

7 credits of departmental electives.

26-3059 Computer Animation Ill (4)

Students seeking a second BA in Film and Video should meet
with a departmental faculty advisor about requirement s.

ANIMATION CORE (32)

24-1010 Production I (3)
24-1500 History of Cinema (3)
24-1700 Development and Pre-production (3)

2EHOOO Animation

I (4 )

26-2070 History of Animation (3)
26-3040 Animation II (4)
26-3060 Animation Ill (4)
26-3085 Animation Production Studio I (4)
26-3090 Animation Production Studio II (4)
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COU RSE DESCRIP TIONS

FILM AND VIDEO
PRODUCTION

X

Internship : Film and VIdeo
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.

Production I
As a beginning workshop in film e~presslon. course deals
with grammar and construction of film through editing
materials and through learning simple scripting and storyboarding. Use of a light meter and 16mm Bolex Is taught,
and students shoot projects of increasing complexity while
learning to use the medium to tell a film story.

COURSE 124·3089
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR AND
DEPARTMENT CHAIR

COURSE •24-1010

8 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-1700 DEVELOPMENT AND PRE-PROOOCTION
(C DR BETTER), 52·1151 ENGUSH COMPOSITION I

Independent Proj ect Workshop : Producti on
Instructor will act as supervisor for students who meet the
criteria necessary for enrollment. Students must obtain an
independent studY form from the production manager.

X Production II

COURSE 124·3098
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF SUPERVISOR. COMPLETED
APPLICATION

Workshop course introduces the basics of sound film
production: digital sound recording, multi-track digital
sound track editing, lighting for black-and-white and color
negative photography, digital non-linear editing, and sync
sound shooting. Exercises and written assignments lead
up to a final project, which is a short. post-sync, multi·
track film.

Teacher Training In Film and Video
This course provides students an opportunity to establish
teaching skills and to develop curriculum for 24-1010
Production I. Participants will discover how they learn and
how best to teach others film production. Lectures. along
with all support material will be developed collectively and
will become the property of all those involved in the class.
Students completing this course will be prepared for the
rigors of teaching beginning filmmakers.

COURSE 124·1020

8 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-1010 PROOOCTION I, 24-1710
SCREENWRITING 1: WRITING THE SHORT FILM, (BOTH COR
BETTER), FULFILLMENT OF MATH AND COMPUTER GENERAL
EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

COURSE 124-4063
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR. SIGNIFICANT

Advanced Production Seminar
This Is an advanced production course. The class
analyzes short work in selected genres. Students then
develop a script and produce a short film or videotape in
one or in a combination of genres. The class insures clear
communicaiton about equipment, space availability, post·
production options, production fund applications, and
collaborations with other students. Finally. the class looks
to the next step beyond graduatoon-students polish
r~suml!s and create press kits.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

AUD I O
VIsual Audio
Theory of the audio impact on visual images is explored in
this beginnong sound for film class. Students develop skills
and gain understanding through demonstration and
creation of theor works. Class discusses the completion
and delivery of entire soundtrack to the viewer.

COURSE 124·3 0 0 0
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2910 PRODUCTION Ill, COMPLETION OF FILM

COURSE 124·1100
3 CREDITS

AND VIDEO CORE (C OR BETTER)

Film and VIdeo Sound
An introductory audio-intensive course designed to be
taken before or concurrently with 24·1010 Production I.
Students are exposed to the basic components of the electro-acoust.ic chain, while developing the recording and edit·
ing skills necessary for the 24-1020 Production II curricu·
lum. The introduction of non-linear editing using ProTools Is
also included. All reading material required will be provided
throughout the semester.

Internsh ip
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
COURSE 124· 3 0 88
VAR IABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 3.0 GPA COMPLETION OF AT LEAST 60 CREDIT
HOURS. PERMISSION OF INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR AND

COU RSE 124·1101
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-1010 PROOVCTION I, 24-.1100 VISUAL AUDIO,
BOTH MAY BE CONCURRENT

DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON
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FI L M AND VIDEO
Post-Production Audio I
This course teaches foundations of the Digital Audio
Workstation and techniques required in the creation of
special effects and the manipulation of dialogue, music,
and sound effects. Course also instructs students with
the methodology of the track building process.

Advanced Location Sound Recording
Course applies principles of synchronous motion picture
recording to advanced production. Students work on
advanced projects on location with faculty supervision.
Class sessions provide for discussions, exchange of experiences. and problem solving.

COURSE 1124·2101
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I OR 24·
1101 FILM AND VIDEO SOUND AND 24-1020 PRODUCTION II,
MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE 1124·3101
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24·2103 LOCATION SOUND RECORDING

Audio for V Isua l Medi a Ill
This course is designed for the serious and advanced
Audio student. Through group film projects, the student
will be responsible for the design and delivery of a
complete motion picture soundtrack. The use of digital
linear and non-linear skills will be applied to the rendering
of a creative soundtrack. This will be achieved through
supervised and unsupervised studio sessions.

A u dio for VIsua l Med ia II
Course explores the post-production techniques used in
creating effective audio for visual media. Students
develop aesthetic judgment by analyzing the sound design
of a variety of soundtracks. They develop technical skills,
including track building. ADR, Foley, and mixing, by
employing these techniques in creating their own projects.

COURSE 1124·3122
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24·2102 AUDIO FOR VISUAL MEDIA II

COU RSE 1124-210 2
4 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 43-2420 AUDIO FOR VISUAL MEDIA I

Independent Projec t : Location Audio
Under guidance of an advisor, student is responsible for
on-location production sound recording and playback on
student or professional films.

Loc ation Sound Recordi ng
Students are introduced to synchronous film and video
and professional audio technologies . Areas covered
include microphones. analog and digital audio recorders.
SMPTE time code, film and video formats, and film and
video data tracks. Students become proficient in use of
professional location sound packages. Nagra recorders,
hard and wireless microphones. mlc mixers. and booms.

COURSE .24·3198
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 24-2103 LOCATION SOUND RECORDING,
PERMISSION OF AUDIO COORDINATOR, QUALIFIED ADVISOR,
COMPLETED APPLICATION

COURSE 1124·2103
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 43-2110 BASIC AUDIO SYSTEMS OR COMPLE·
T/ON OF THE FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR BETTER) AND 24·1101
FILM AND VIDEO SOUND

Independent Project: Audi o Post-Product ion
Student designs and renders the necessary elements for
completion of a soundtrack on student or professional
films.
COURSE .24·3199
VARIABLE CREDIT

M us ic for Film and VI deo
This course explores the relationships between film and
music, filmmaker and composer, score and soundtrack,
songwriters and music supervisors. by examining motion
pictures and the function of their scores. The aesthetic of
film scoring will be illustrated by viewing clips (commercial
feature films as well as alternative forms and television
programming). The in-class dialogue is mixed with student·
based projects in which creativity is emphasized along
with an understanding of technology and technique. MIDI·
based productions are contrasted with traditional orches·
trations. while the language of the composer Is translated
into a working dialogue for the beginning director. editor,
composer, and film enthusiast. Qualified students may
work on original scores to their own works-In-progress.

PREREQUISITES: 24·2101 POST.PRODUCTION AUDIO I OR 242102 AUDIO FOR VISUAL MEDIA II, PERMISSION OF AUDIO COOR·
DINATOR, QUALIFIED ADVISOR. COMPLETED APPLICATION

CINE M ATOGRAPHY
Lighting I
Course introduces basic film lighting techniques for
students with little or no studio lighting experience.
Students become familiar with important safety procedures and the uses of standard pieces of lighting equipment. The role of grip and gaffer on the film set is also
explored. Special attention is given to important light
measurir~g techniques, including use of the spotmeter.
Course encourages intelligent, thoughtful approaches to
lighting based on dramat.ic structure and script.

COURSE 1124· 210 4
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1124· 120 0
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24-1010 PRODUCTION I (C OR BETTER)

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BETTER)
WWW .COL UM . EOU
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FILM AND VIDEO
--------------------------------~--------------------------- --------

lm•l• Dea11n for Clnem•

Teleclne

Class examines issues of visual communication and
desi&n of the cinematographic image . Through lectures,
practical asstanments. and critiques, students refine their
ability to use Images to see. conceive, and communicate
most effectively. They also develop critical thinking necessary for filmmakers when creating the visual concept of
the story.

Students acqu11e a wor1ung knowledge of the aesthetocs
and technocat aspects of the film·to-tape transfer process
known as Tetecone. Content addresses theory and apphca
tion of color correction. omage control. and manopulatoon
techniques. Pnnclptes of color theory and the toots avaol·
able to filmmakers engaged on the processes of etectronoc
media and image manopulatoon are explored through
lecture, interactove computer exercises . and hands-on
Telecone experoence .

COURU 124-2201
I CREDITa
PREREQUISITE: 24-1010 PRODUCTION I, 2+1510 AESTHETICS OF
CINEMA {BOTH C OR BETTER)

COURSE 124-2201
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES IN
CINEMATOGRAPHY I

Clnematolraphy: C•m•r• Semln•r I
Course gives students wor1<ing knowledge of 16mm
motion picture camera equipment. Operation and maintenance procedures are specified for each camera.
Instruction also covers duties of the camera assistant and
operator.

Compoaltlnl for Clnem•
Students learn various analog and digital techniques of
composing film elements that have originated from film.
electronic imaging systems. and computer-generated
images. Instruction Includes lecture and practical exer·
cises. Students use an advanced optical pronter and F1ont
digital compositing wor1<statoon.

COURU 124-2202
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPI.£TION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE {C OR
BETTER), 24-1200 LIGHTING I

COURSE 124· 2207
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES IN CINEMATOGRAPHY
I OR 244421 ADVANCED EDITING: DIGITAL AND OPTICAL
EFFECTS II

Optical Prlntlnl I
Course serves as a general introduction to the optical
printer and its capabilities, emphasizing the basic oper&tion of a J.K printer. Exercises involve control of focal techniques. exposure. time manipulation, superimposition.
fades and dissolves. high contrast processing, manes
and countermanes for wipes and Insets, blow-up and
reduction. color adjustment, combination. and isolation.

Lllhtlnl II
Course focuses on the visual image and how to arrove at
that image through Intellectual and physical means. Thos
highly technical class stresses knowledge of technical
elements necessary to accomplish the sophisticated
marriage of art and science.

COURSE 124-2203

3 CREDITS

COURIE 124-3200
4 CREDITI
PREREQUISITES: 24-1200 LIGHTING I, 2+2202
CINEMATOGRAPHY· CAMERA SEMINAR I

PREREQUISITE: 24-1010 PRODUCTION I (C OR BETTER)

Vlau•l Effecta
Through practical hands-on application. students learn
methodology of visual effects production. Students
acquire general knowledge of a variety of skills needed to
effectively produce and direct a visual effects sequence.

Clnem•tolr•phy: C•m•ra Semln•r II
Course focuses pnmanly on operating the latest models
of 16mm. Super 16. and 35mm cameras and •ncludes an
introduction to ARRI SR3, Aeton 16. ARRI 535. and
Panavision cameras . tnstructoon also covers suppert
equipment. includong the dolly. job arm. gear head. VIdeO
assist. Steadocam. and Smart Slate . Students learn hOW
to operate equopment, shoot 35mm footage . and recerve
exposure to Tetecone transfer on a commercoal tacohty ttoat
oncludes dogJtal da Vonco .

COURSE 124-2204

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY: CAMERA SEMINAR
I, 24-1200 LIGHTING I

COURIE U4-3201
4 CIIEDITS
PREREQUISITES 2•2202 CINEMATOGRAPHY· CAMERA SEMINAR
I. 24-3202 SP£CIAL STUOICS IN CIN(MATOGRAPHY I. P(RMIS
SION Of' INSTRUCTOR
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FILM AND VIDEO
s,.clal Studios In Clne111atoarapllr I

Pllotoaraplllc TltoorJ/LaiMfatory "'-t..o

onc!Mdual and &rOUP c:wo,ects. students focus on
the onterc:weta~oon of artistiC eo-~s and WOf1< UVOUC'I teen.
~ ptotllemS of ConemaiOCI'IIPhY· Students de'.oeiop
Cl<fferent creatNe llllCI'oaches to the VIsual c:oncept ot the
acnpt. Tecnnocal ossues oncluc:tu-c film atOdls. proc:essir-c,
Clensrtometry. speoal effects. and liC)ltii"C are discussed
anc1 analyZed.
COURII U4-1202
4 CREDITI
PREREQUISITES: 24-2201 IMAGE DESIGN FOR CINEMA. 24-2202
CINEMATOGRAPHY: CAMERA SEMINAR/, 24-1200 LIGHTING I,
AND 24-3206 PHOTOGRAPHIC THEORY!I.ABORATORY PRACT'ICE .
MAY BE CONCURRENT

Course otfets on-depCh 51~ ot t~ ot phoU>
lfaphic films and pniCbCal onlonNbon on the role ot the
film '-borlltofy. Filmmakers must ~ u.. 111m
stodls and the film labonltory
thorn 1n orwr to
use stOCk most affectNely. Topics InClude latent 11N11
theory. tone reproduction, sensrtometry/denlltometry.
mechanical properties of films. and •mace QUality.
COURSE a24-J2M
4 CREDITI
PREREQUISfT£: COMPlETION OF FILM AND IIIDEO !XW tC OR

Thtouct~

handl,.

BCTTER)

Contomporarr Trends In ClnomatoarapiiJ
s,.clal Studios In Clnamatoarapllr II
Course acquaints students with the role of the cinematot·
rapher on motion pictures. Content focuses on creation of
the movoe's visual concept. problems of sty1e. and design
and arrangement in connection with choice of creatiW
techniques. Course also deals with color structure of the
motion picture.
COURII U4-3203
4 CREDITI
PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES IN
CINEMATOGRAPHY I, 24-3206 PHOTOGRAPHIC THEORY/
LABORATORY PRACTICE. 24-3201 CINEMATOGRAPHY: CAMERA
SEMINAR/I, MAY BE CONCURRENT. PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

Dllltal Clnomatoaraphr
Course explores technical and aesthetic demands of inter·
format production. digital cinematoaraphy, and digital post·
production and special effects. Students light the set and
shoot the scene in different formats. using 16mm,
35mm. Digital Video. SP BETA, and HOlY. After composin& the scene with special effect plates. students transfer
final product on 35mm print and evaluate hOw different
recording mediums handle the video-to-film transfer
process.
COURIE U4-3204
4 CIIEDITI
PREREQUISITE: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES IN
CINEMATOGRAPHY I

Llllltlnl Ill
Course focuses on advanced lighting for motion pictures
based upon brightness analysis of the scene. Students
learn hOw to hght a scene using a spotrneter only.
COUIIIE U4-3201
J CREDITI
PREREQUISITES. 24·3200 LIGHTING II, 24-3201
CINEMATOGRAPHY: CAMERA SEMINAR/I, PfRMISSIOIY OF
INSTRuCTOR
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This course will analyze motion picture l)hOtoCr8phlc teen.
niques of the past seventy years. with par1Jcular attention
to those of the most recent ten years. Tho class wiU
examine clnematoaraphy throuct~ cese studies of directors
of photoaraphy. and a survey of sty11stlc trends. The
students will perform tests to achieYe various effecta and
present results to their classmates.
COURIE 824-3207
3 CREDITI
PREREQUISITE: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES IN
CINEMATOGRAPHY I

Independent Project: ClnomatoarapiiJ-VIaual
Elements
This independent project provides students the ooport~
nlty to receive credit for creating visual effects thai will be
used in a larger. more complex project or for Inclusion In
their reel to be used for employment in the Industry.
COURIE 824-3217
YARIAILE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES IN
CINEMATOGRAPHY I, COMPLETED APPI.ICATION

Independent Project: Clnomato&rapiiJ
This independent project provides Clnematoeraphy
students an opportunity to shoot a film outside the Cl. . .
room and receive credit for the project.
COURIE 824-Utl
YARIAILE CREDIT
PREREQUtSIT£S: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES IN
CINEMATOGRAPHY I. PERMISSION OF CINEMATOGRAPHY COOROf.
NATOR. COMPI.£T£D APPI.ICATION

Independent Project: ClnomatoarapiiJ ltool
This independent project will provide Cinema!Oifephy
students the opportunity to receive credit for the creation
of the" reel to be used for employment in the film
industry.
couau 824-1211
YARIAIU CREDITI
PREREQUISIT£S: 24-3202 SPECIAL STUDIES IN
CINEMATOGRAPHY I, CON'I.£T£D APPliCATION

COURSE DESCRIPTIONS

FILM AND VIDEO
DIRECTING

Directing for the Camera

Acting Techniques for Filmmaker•

Course emphasizes development of camera strategies for
shooting dramatic footage. Practical decision making Is
stressed as an essential tool in dealing with emotional
articulation of a scene. Students receive intensive training
in hands-on experience of camera placement.

Designed for Aim and Video students, Introductory course
covers basic acting principles using monologues and
scene study to achieve understanding of the acting
process. Course is ideal for those studying a related field
such as d irecting or screenwriting. Content provides experience on the other side of the camera without the pressure of performing amor~g acting students.

COURSE 1124·4310
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24·2301 DIRECTING I

COURSE 124-130 0
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITf: 24-1010 PRODUCTION I (COR BffiER)

Improvi sation al Film
Course provides an opportunity for students to collectively
create a narrative video. Using acting exercises, creative
writing techniques. and elements of performance theory,
students work as actors, improvising a dramatic text. The
piece is then videotaped and edited using only the class
as crew and post-production personnel. Final project is a
ten-minute video. Thematic and narrative focus is led and
shaped by the instructors. All students must present an
audition piece for acceptance into the class.

Directing I
Course emphasizes study of the basic relationship
between actor, text, and director, using the tools of director's breakdown. beat counts , ground plans. plot analysis.
and character biographies. Training in casting procedures
and dlrectit~g/acting in short class projects leads to final
project of student's own choosir~g.
COURSE 124-2301
I CREDI TS

COURSE 124-3320

PREREQUISITfS: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BffiER). 24-1300 ACTING TECHNIQUES FOR FILMMAKERS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2202 CAMERA SEMINAR I AND ONE OF THE
FOLLOWING: 24-1300 ACTING TECHNIQUES FOR FILMMAKERS.
24-2301 DIRECTING I OR 31·1200 ACTING: BASIC SKILLS
(THEATER)

6 CREDITS

Directing II
Students direct four scenes shot on videotape in this
workshop class, preparing productions from script development. storybOard. and rehearsal , through production
and editing. Students complete the forst two in-class
shoots of an assigned script that they rewrite and reinterpret. Scripts for the last two shoots are developed
through a series of written assignments.

An independent project is designed by the student. with
the approval of a supervising faculty member, to pursue
directing projects beyond the scope of the directing
course of study. Students must complete a rigorous application process prior to enrollment.

COURSE 124·3 3 02

COURSE 124-339 8

Independent Project: Directing

VARIABLE CREDIT

I CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24-2301 DIRECTING I

PREREQUISITES: 24-2301 DIRECTING I, COMPLETION OF APPLICA·
TION, PERMISSION OF DIRECTING COORDINATOR

Di recting Ill

ED ITING

Course covers the process of directing one's own
dramatic material. from preparation of a script breakdown
to final cut. Using videotape, instruction emphasizes
collaborative skills needed to work with a cinematographer, sound recorder. and editor. Projects for this class
may be based on the student's own screenwritlng.
Students apply for admittance by submitting a very short ,
dramatically effective screenplay that is ready for
pre-production.

Edit ing the Narrative Film 1
This course a provides basic narrative editir~g experience
in three areas: developing information-handling skills to
deal with large amounts of film and audio material, acquiring the means to apply ideas about that material in order
to develop an authorial approach, and using digital, non·
linear off-line video editing equipment for each student to
edit their own filmic Interpretation . Students receive
critiQues of their work after each project to determine the
development of their proficiency of craft and creativity.
Editiflg the Narrative Film I is the first class in the
Editing concentration and is required in order to take
advanced courses. The fundamental skills established
in this course provide the foundation for the work in
24-2402 Editing the Narrative 11.

COURSE 124·3303
I CREDITS
PREREQUISITfS: 24-3302 DIRECTING II. PERMISSION OF
INSTRUCTOR AND DIRECTING COORDINATOR

COURSE 124-2401
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24-1020 PRODUCTION II (COR BETTER)
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F I LM AND VIDEO
Advanced Editing: Finishing Strategies
This class explores strategies of online editing and preparation for finishing on film. Students learn conforming
techniques and film finishing. including lab preparation
and audio optical track requirements. Students will
perform online edits in consultation with ott-line editors
and directors. There will be onsite visits to a variety of
post-production facilities.

Advanced Ed iting: Edit ing the Narrative Film II
This course provides advanced narrative editing experience in three areas: developing information-handling skills
to deal with large amounts of film and audio material.
acquiring the means to apply ideas about that material to
develop an authorial approach. and using digital. nonlinear off-line video editing equipment for each student to
edit his/her own interpretation. This course builds out of
the foundation of knowledge taught in 24-2401 Editing the
Narrative Film I. Projects grow with increasing complexity.
Students receive critiques of their work after each project
to determine the development of their proficiency of craft
and creativity.

COURSE 1124·440 5
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BETTER), 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I

COURSE 124-240 2
4 CREDITS

Advanced Editing Seminar: Digital and Optical
Effects/ Motion Gra phics
This course will provide an opportunity for advanced optical effects students to create independent projects in a
classroom environment. This course will also provide digital optical effects students with a reel of their work for
use in future endeavors.

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BETTER). 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I

Advanced Editing Seminar: Narrative
This course will provide an opportunity for advanced
Editing students to cut independent projects. advanced
directing. and thesis projects in a classroom environment.
This course will also provide Editing students with a reel
of their work for use in future endeavors.

COURSE 1124-4407
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2402 ADVANCED EDITING: EDITING THE
NARRATIVE FILM II, 24-4405 ADVANCED EDITING: FINISHING
STRATEGIES. PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 1124-4406
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2402 EDITING NARRATIVE ALM II, 24-2205
ADVANCED EDITING: FINISHING STRATEGIES, PERMISSION OF

Advanced Editing: Digital and Optical Effects I
In this course. students will learn techniques to integrate
software digitally and composite layers of images. The
creative use of software is encouraged through discussion
of effects from concepts to design. Emphasis on titling
and motion graphics using designed computer-generated
originals.

INSTRUCTOR

Edit ing the Documentary
This course provides documentary editing experience in
three areas: developing information-handling systems to
deal with large amounts of filmic material, acquiring the
means to apply ideas about that material in order to
develop a comprehensive authorial approach . and using
digital, non·linear off·line video editing equipment for each
student to edit their own filmic interpretation out of a variety of documentary materials.

COURSE 1124-4420
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR

BETTER) AND 24·2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I

COURSE 1124·4403

Advanced Editing: Digital and Optical Effects II
Students will learn complex film and video compositing
under tight deadlines using advanced high-end software.
Emphasis is on complex effects and design. as well as
post-production house protocols.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: COMPLETION OF THE FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C
OR BETTER), 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I

COURSE 124-4421

Editing the Commercial
This class will emphasize editing and post-production
producing under tight deadlines. Students will be required
to edit commercials. trailers. and PSAs. completing a project every two weeks. This course will also provide editing
students with a reel of their work for use in future endeav-

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24-4420 ADVANCED EDITING: DIGITAL AND
OPTICAL EFFECTS I

ors .
COURSE 1124-4404
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I,
COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE !C OR BETTER)
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Advanced Editing : Digital and Optical Effects Ill

Photoshop Workshop for Editors

Students will learn complex film and video compositing,
focusing on mastering the use of the Flint/Flame. This
course is designed to create high-end digital and optical
effects through collaboration with advanced animators
and cinematographers.
COURSE 124·4422

An intensive two-day seminar in Photoshop, this course
will assist Editing students in video finishing. Photoshop
can be used as a tool for graphics production for film and
video. Students will learn titling, alpha channels, mattes,
and more. This course is designed for beginning and intermediate Photoshop users.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 244421 ADVANCED EDITING: DIGITAL AND
OPTICAL EFFECTS II

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 24·2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I

COURSE .24·442 6

Graphic Design Workshop for Editors

Advanced Editing: The Post-Production
Supervi sor

An intensive two-day seminar in graphic design. The
instruction will be on layouts. typography, color theory,
and motion graphics. along with trends in design.
Students will refine their graphic design skills in order to
improve the presentation of their film and video work. This
course will be taught by graphic design specialists. Wor1<
will be created and critiqued in the workshop.

Class is designed tor the advanced Editing student who is
working as a post-production producer. Content empha·
sizes pre-production decisions necessary for post-produc·
tion: scheduling, budgeting, hiring personnel , and allocat·
ing facilities and equipment. Class explores various
national and international distribution requirements.
Students learn strategies for communicating with third
party vendors including sound. labs. and post-production
houses. Class uses feature length film as model.

COURSE •24-4423
1 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 244420 ADVANCED EDITING: DIGITAL AND
OPTICAL EFFECTS I

COURSE 124·4427
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLETION OF ALMAND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BETTER). 24·2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I

Online Workshop for Editors
An intensive two-day seminar in online editing. Students
will perform online edits and learn the basic operation of
the Discreet Logic Edit.

Advanced Editing: Avid Media/ Film Composer
This course provides an advanced editing experience in
three areas: developing information-handling skills to deal
with large amounts of film and audio material. acquiring
the means to apply that knowledge, and using Avid
Media/Film Composer equipment to complete assigned
projects. Through a series of exercises. students learn the
organizational skills necessary to edit proj ects on the Avid
Media/ Film Composer and gain advanced knowledge of
post-production protocols in digital editing. Specific skills
include video finishing skills with 30 fps projects, off-line
editing. developing Edit Decision Lists (EDLs). and online
editing. Other skills include film finishing skills with 24 Ips
projects. keycode and logging, synching footage, offline
editing at 24 fps. and generating keycode lists for
conforming. Students receive critiques of their work after
each project to determine the development of their profi·
ciency of craft and creativity. The course will culminate
with the editing of a film project from off-line to online,
and the generation of a keycode cutlist.

COURSE .24·4424
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 24·2402 EDITING THE NARRATIVE ALM II

The Assistant Editor
This course is designed to give student thorough training
in all the protocols for being an editing assistant. The
primary focus of the class will be on the handling of 16·
and 35-mm film elements along with use of the equipment
necessary for finishing a project on film using uprights.
flatbeds, gang synchs, and more. Students will learn the
proper practices and procedures for working with the lab.
organizing materials. and logging. synching, and coding of
film and mag stock in preparation for editing. Several exercises will teach the fundamentals, and the final project
will be to cut a short feature-length film.
COURSE 124·4425
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BffiER). 24·2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I

COURSE 124-4428
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR; APPLICANTS
MUST HAVE A FILM PROJECT THAT THEY ARE READY TO EDIT
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Advanced Edi ting : Experimental Ed iting

Independent Projec t : Pre-Po st -Production

This course explores alternative edoting strategies and
problem-solving techniQues for narratove and non-narrative
expression using non-linear edoting. Advanced Editing:
Experimental Editing surveys the different traditions of
experimentation in edoting. such as. Eisenstein's Montage
Theory, Surrealism. the French New Wave. Cinema Verit~.
Assemblage Films. and the Music Vodeo. Students cut
three short proj ects based on the experimental topics.
and one longer final project. Projects develop with increasing complexity and enable students to develop and apply
their own style and aesthetic to their material.

Provides the independent edotor with an opportunity to log
and organize a project in preparation for editing.
COURSE 124-4492
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I OR 242910 PRODUCTION Ill, PERMISSION OF EDITING COORDINATOR.
COMPLETED APPUCATION

Independent Project: Editing- Narrati ve Short
Provides the independent editor or Independent filmmaker
an opportunity to edit a shor t narrative film.

COURSE 124·4429
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I AND
24·2506 SHORT FORMS IN FILM AND VIDEO OR 24·2401 EDITING

COURSE 124·4493
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24·2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I OR 24·
2910 PRODUCTION Ill, PERMISSION OF EDITING COORDINATOR.
COMPLETED APPLICATION

THE NARRATIVE FILM I AND 24·2901 PRODUCTION Ill

Advanced Editing Practlcum
An intensive two-day seminar In machine-room technology.
The machine room is the heart of a post-production facil·
ity. Students will learn video and audio signal patching
and monitoring. The mechanics of professional videotape
decks. patchbays. distribution amps, waveform monitors.
and vectorscopes will be covered . This practicum prepares
students for post-production Industry entrance exams.

Independent Project: Editing-Documentary
Short
Provides the independent editor or Independent filmmaker
an opportunity to edit a short documentary film.
COURSE "24·4494
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I OR 242910 PRODUCTION Ill. PERMISSION OF EDITING COORDINATOR,

COURSE 124·44 30
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24·2401 EDI TING THE NARRATIVE FILM I AND
24-2910 PRODUCTION Ill OR PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

COMPLETED APPL.ICATION

Independent Projec t : Edi t i ng- Exper imental
Short

DVD Design and Authoring

Provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker
an opportunity to edit a short el\perimental film.

This course will provide design techniques and strategies.
Developing design strategies using cutting-edge DVD
authoring software. students will create interactive navigational interfaces for their own films as well as editing
reels. The class will investigate current design trends in
the DVD authoring industry. We will use Final Cut Pro 2.0
in conjunction with OVO Pro and AfterEffects to generate
interactive interfaces for OVOs. We will also cover how to
work with audio In OVD authoring, specifically building
Surround soundtracks. We will cover the digital presenta·
lion formats available to Independent arti sts, as well as
the entertainment, corporate, educational, and government industries. A final project allows students to make a
DVD of a single film or of their editing reel.

COURSE 124-4495
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I OR 24-

2910 PRODUCTION Ill, PERMISSION OF EDITING COORDINATOR,
COMPLETED APPLICATION

Independent Project: Editing- Motion
Graphic/ Spec ial Effects
Provides the independent editor or Independent filmmaker
an opportunity to edit motion graphics or special effects
for a short film .
COURSE 124·4496
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I OR 242910 PRODUCTION Ill, PERMISSION OF EDITING COORDINATOR.
COMPLETED APPLICATION

COURSE 1!24·4431
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I, 24·
4421 ADVANCED EDITING: DIGITAL AND OPTICAL EFFECTS II
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Independent Project: Editing- Music VIdeo
Provides the independent editor or independent filmmaker
an OPPOrtunity to edit a music vodeo.

Studies In Film Genre
Course explores the conventions of film genres and their
influence on the style and content of motion pictures.
Topics covered in the past have included the Thriller. and
Cult Classics. Course may be repeated as topics change.

COURSE 124·4497
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 24-2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I OR 242910 PROOUCTION Ill. PERMISSION OF EDITING COORDINATOR.
COMPLETED APPLICATION

COURSE 124-2S10
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24-1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA. 24-1510
AESTHETICS OF CINEMA

Independent Project: Editing- Director' s!
Editor ' s Reel
Provides the independent edotor or independent filmmaker
an OPPOrtunity to edit a reel of work.

Science Fiction VIsions of a Post-Human Future
Focusing on robots. androids. cyborgs. intelligent viruses
and thinking computers. this course examines science
fiction visions of a post-biological, POSt·human future.
Through films (Blade Runner. 2001: A Space Odyssey.
and The Matrix). novels (Snow Crash and Blood Music).
the internet and other media. students will explore fundamental Questions of human and gender identity as well as
contemporary anxieties fueled by the creation of artificial
life. genetic engineering. the replacement of body parts,
the threat of biological and electronic viruses. and predi<>
lions that intelligent. self·replicating machines are the
next stage.

COURSE 1124·4498
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 24·2401 EDITING THE NARRATIVE FILM I OR 24·
2910 PRODUCTION Ill. PERMISSION OF EDITING COORDINATOR.
COMPLETED APPLICATION

CRITICAL STUD IES
~ History of Cinema
Course explores development of world cinema from its
beginnings in the late nineteenth century to the present.
Emphasis is placed on major dorectors. films. and movements that contributed to development of narrative
cinema.

COURSE 1124·2511
3 CREDITS

HU

PREREQUISITES: 24-1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA, 24-1510
AESTHETICS OF CINEMA

COURSE 1124·1500
3 C REDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Studies I n National Cinema
Course investigates how social. eeonomoc. and POlitical
institutions affeet film style and content. In turn. course
considers how moVIes proVIde metaphorical snapshots of
their culture at a speeific moment. Examonlng both U.S.
and other cultures' movies and videos allows for the view·
ing of art as a construction of a culture. not somply a
personal or natural phenomenon. Course is imPOrtant for
all Film and Video students interested in the media treat·
ment of a culture. Course may be repeated as topics
change.

~ Aesthetics of Cinema
Course covers basoc concepts and termonology of film and
video as forms of art and mass culture. It provodes the
foundation for film analysos and appreeoation through
discussion of film elements and theor functoons. The
course is divided onto unots of study. woth each unit accom·
panied by films and vodeotapes demonstrating the material. All undergraduates are encouraged to enroll in this
course. especially those begonning the Production
seQuence.
COURSE 124·1510
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1124·2520
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA. 24-1510
AESTHETICS OF CINEMA (BOTH C OR BET7ER/

IAIMF2905

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Authorship
This screening/discussion class Is an intensive study of a
single director (or directors) as auteur. The featured dire<>
tor(s) will change each semester. Class examines recur·
ring themes. stylistic innovations. and differing interpreta·
tions of director's films. This course may be repeated as
featured directors chaflge.
COURSE 1124·2501
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA. 24·1510
AESTHETICS OF CINEMA (80TH COR 8ET7ER)
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Myth, Dream, and Movie: Studies In Image and
Structure

Studies In Film History
Course investigates how social , economic, and political
institutions affect film and video style and content during
a specific era. In turn , it looks at how movies provide
metaphorical snapshots of their culture at these
moments. Topics covered in the past have included Films
of the Fifties, Films of the Sixties , Films of the Seventies.
Films of the Eighties, Movies and War Propaganda. and
Black Roles in Film and Society. Course may be repeated
as topics change .

Course examines myths and dreams. the storyteller's
fundamental source of raw materials. Class makes use of
mythic sources in various narrative media, drawing
specific structural and thematic comparisons with current
films.
COURSE 124·2562
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BETTER)

COURSE 124·2540
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24-15 00 HISTORY OF CINEMA, 24·1510
AESTHETIC$ OF CINEMA (BOTH C OR BETTER)

Outside the System: The Independent
Filmmaker
Despite enormous budgets and international audiences of
the commercial industry, independent filmmaking is alive
and flourishing. Course examines a group of outstanding
films produced outside the system. revealing the advantages of personal authorship and exploring the ingenuity
required to create unor thodox solutions to cinematic problems. Screenings include works by well·known independ·
ents and works by young filmmakers just breaking into
view. Class discussion covers role of experimentation in
developing new forms and use of creativity in overcoming
limitations of time.

History of Documentary
Course explores the variety of styles and concerns that
shape documentaries. Content covers the first outdoor
films made at the beginning of film history, the lyrical
documentaries of Robert Flaherty, and the institutional
documentaries inspired by John Grierson. Course also
examines the broad range of developments of the post·
World War II era. including the television documentary,
cinema verite movement. collective and personal docu·
mentaries of anti-war and women's movements, role and
impact of video in the 80s and 90s, and the recent trend
to incorporate narrative techniques .

COURSE 124-2563
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA. 24·1510
AESTHETIC$ OF CINEMA (BOTH C OR BETTER)

COURSE 124·2543
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24-1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA. 24-1510
AESTHETICS OF CINEMA (BOTH C OR BETTER)

Strategies In Film Criticism
Course is for students interested in exploring the craft of
writing about movies for publication. After surveying inter·
twined histories of film criticism. movie reviews. and
cinema theory, students track diverse genres of movie
journalism in Chicago' s daily and weekly newspapers as
well as in national and international monthly magazines.

Short Forms In Film and VIdeo
Narrative and experimental short films and videotapes are
viewed to define the range of structural and stylistic tech·
niques available to student filmmakers and to provide
models for kinds of filmmaking encouraged by the
College's Production program. Examples are drawn from a
variety of sources and are grouped into structural and
stylistic categories for analysis and comparison.

COURSE 124·2571
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BETTER)

COURSE 1124·2560
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BETTER)

Sexual Perspectives In Film
Course includes historical, psychological. and sociological
examinations of sexual behavior and relationships, shifting concerns. and changing morals as presented in
cinema. Topics for examination might include gay and
lesbian filmmaking, the image of women in film , male
myths , and feminist filmmaking. This course may be
repeated as the subject changes.

Studies In Film Aesthetics
Course investigates how film movements and technologi·
cal innovations determine and enhance the aesthetics
development of the medium. Previous topics have
included Expressionism; Surrealism; and Aspects of Film:
Cinemascope, Technicolor, Stereophonic Sound, and 30.
Course may be repeated as topics change.

COURSE #24-2580
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA, 24-1510
AESTHETIC$ OF CINEMA (C OR BETTER) OR 51-1271 TOPIC$ IN
HUMANITIES: GAY AND LESBIAN STUDIES (LIBERAL EDUCATION)
OR 5 2·2655 GAY AND LESBIAN LITERATURE (ENGLISH)

COURSE 124·2561
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C DR
BETTER)
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Space, T i me , and the Arta : a Multidisc i pli nary
Seminar
The objective of this seminar is to develop a common
language that can interface art and science. The science
of spaoe and time witt provide the window through which
we will analyze the arts. The course will focus on a couple
of wor1<s from each d iscipline (dance. music. and film) that
illustrate an extraordinary use by an artist of either space
or time. Through studying the artwor1<. students will gain
an appreciation not only of the imaginative and comPOs;.
tional expression of space or time in each art form. but
also a sense of the connections between the art disci·
ptines.
COU RSE U4·3581
3 CREDITS

Theory of Fil m and VIdeo
Course explores nature of film and video and principles
that govern the functions of these media. Topics
discussed include authorship, ideology. and genre. Course
provides perspectives and POSSibilities for the student's
own creative efforts.
COURSE U-573
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA. 24-1510

AESTHETICS OF CINEMA

PRO DUC ING
Produc ing 1: Production Manager
Course explores the rote of the production manager in
forming a film budget and schedule from script analysis
and breakdown to vendor relationships and project
management setup and development. The POSt·production
supervisor rote will also be explored Including distribution
and delivery requirements.
COURSE 124·3600

SC

CROSS·LISTED WITH DANCE 33·3980, MUSIC 32·3605,
AND SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS 58·3610 .
PREREQUISITES: JUNIOR STANDING. PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR

Image and Symbol • In Film
Students are exPOsed to historic. mythological explanations of images and symbols and see a wide selection of
examples from visual arts. Discussion is focused on
universal symbols. nature symbols. and contextualization
of symbols. Students apply examples to their creative
woO<. which might include journal writings . photoramas.
scenes or prose writing. Various creative exercises hightight students' internal symbology and personal vision.
COURSE U4·4585

BETTER}

Production Management : Sc heduling and
Budget Worksho p
Brief, intensive work.shop examines the role of script
breakdown. scheduling. and budgeting in film production.
Course emphasizes script analysis for Identifying key
elements such as cast, locat•ons. props. art and design
elements. and to determine appropriate scheduling.
costs. rate sheets. and budgets. Class utilizes hybrid
teaching-teaming modes. meeting once white students
complete cou,sework and prov•ding additional feedback
online.
COURSE 124-3610

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPI.ETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR

BETTER}

Film F. .tlvala
Course reviews and evaluates the rote and function of
major national and international film festivals in promoting.
marketing. and distributing certain styles of filmmaking.
Instruction also considers the roles of film criticism and
festival directors. The course provides an overview of the
history and POlitics of film festivals in different periods.
COURSE U4·4 588

2 CR EDITS
PREREQUISirE: 24-1020 PRODUCTION II (C OR BETTER)

Producti on Manace me nt: Script Supervisor
Work sh o p
Brief. intensive workshop examines the rote of the script
supervisor in film production. Content emphasizes the
imPOrtance of continuity for single camera production.
script timing, reporting. lining the script, and monitoring
pick-ups and wild tracks. Course utilizes hybrid teaching.
learning modes. meeting two times while students
complete coursework and providing additional feedback
online.
COURSE 124·3612

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR

BEITER}

Vtauat Anatya la
Course provides detailed. specific analysis of two classic
films. discovering in their comPOnent parts their visual
strategy. Films paired for examination might include Citizen
Kane and Bonnie and Clyde or Klute and The Magnificent
Ambersons. Course may be repeated as featured films
change.
COU RSE U4·45117

1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 24·1020 PRODUCTION II (C OR BEITER}

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE (COR

BETTER)
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Production Management: Location Management
Workshop
Brief. intensive workshop examines the role of the location manager in film production . Content emphasizes location scouting. analysis of the production's logistical and
budgetary reQuirements. negotiating with owners. acQuisi·
tion of permits. and ensuring that legal reQuirements are
met. Course utilizes hybrid teaching-learning modes. meet·
ing one time while completing coursework and providing
additional feedback online.

Production Management: Post-Production
Supervisor Workshop
Bnef. intensive workshop examines the role of the post·
production supervisor in film production. Content emphasizes acQuisition of post-production personnel and facili·
ties: managing. budgeting. and scheduling workflow: and
assuring adherence to delivery reQuirements as specified
by the distribution agreement. Course utilizes hybrid
teaching-learning modes. meeting one time while students
complete coursework and providing additional feedback
online.

COURSE n4-3618
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 24-1020 PRODUCTION II !COR BCTTERJ

COURSE .24·3613
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 24·3600 PRODUCTION MANAGER OR 24-24D1
EDITING THE NARRATIVE ALM I !COR BCTTERJ

The Creative Producer
The role of the creative producer is examined in the
context of featue and television films. Class enhances
technical and artistic expertise and expands creative and
organizational skills neeeded to produce films within the
confines of nearly impossible budgets. Course emphasizes selection and development of properties. pitching.
casting. script problems and rewriting. staffing. working
with the creative team. scheduling. budgeting. scouting
locations , production design . production, and postproduction.

The Assistant Director
Course teaches assistant directors how to run a long-form
film set . All aspects of the assistant director"s role are
covered. including how to schedule the film and work with
management. producers. directors. production staff. cast
members. and crew. Additionally. the course explores
directing background and second unit action and organiz·
ing action for the camera. Job considerations are
discussed.
COURSE n4·3614
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24·3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION MANAGER

COURSE n4·4620
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLE710N OF ALMAND VIDEO CORE !C OR
BCTTER). 24-3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION MANAGER

The Production Designer: Feature Production
Course provides an in-depth examination of production
design. Instruction covers the entire process. from script
analysis and breakdown to location scouting. budgeting
for the art department. and model and set construction.
Students examine and critiQue case studies. Strategies of
collaboration are discussed.

Producing: Distribution and Marketing
Workshop
Brief. intensive workshop examines distribution and
marketing strategies in the film production cycle. Course
focuses on the nature of distribution deals. marketing
campaigns, and finding and researching distributors.
Course utilizes hybrid teaching-learning modes. meeting
one time while students complete coursework and provid·
ing additional feedback online.

COURSE n4-3616
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24·1020 PRODUCTION II (COR BETTER}

COURSE .24-4621
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 24·3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION MANAGER
(C OR BETTER}

Art Direction Workshop
Brief. intensive workshop examines the role of the art
director in film production. Course focuses on ensuring
that the look of the film is consistent with the intent of
the director and the director of photography. Content
explores acQuisition of props and wardrobe as well as
location set construction and dressing. Preparation of the
art department budget is also examined. Course utilizes
hybrid teaching-learning modes. meeting one time while
students complete coursework and providing additional
feedback online.

Producing: Film Financing Workshop
Brief. intensive workshop examines methods and types of
film financing. placing emphasis on using appropriate
legal structures for each production. Instruction explores
the current state of the market to determine appropriate
budgets. Course utilizes hybrid teaching-learning modes.
meeting one time while students complete coursework
and providing additional feedback online .

COURSE •24·3617
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 24·1020 PRODUCTION II (COR BCTTER}

WWW . COLUM . EOU

COURSE •24·4622
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 24-3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION MANAGER
(C ORBCTTERJ
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Producing: Legal Elements Workshop

Producing IV: Project Development

Brief, intensive workshop examines basic legal elements
and requirements for filmmakers, including copyright, literary options, clearances, and deals. Content addresses
the method for finding an entertainment and intellectual
property attorney. Course utilizes hybrid teaching-learning
modes. meeting one time while students complete coursework and providing additional feedback online.

Course focuses on creation and execution of cinematic
ideas in the context of small budgets, small formats, and
alternative media outlets. Students develop and preproduce projects suitable for production during the following semester. Students must have a script prior to the
first week of class. Students apply tor admission by
application.

COURSE 124·4623

COURSE 124-4628

1 CREDIT

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24-3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION MANAGER
(C OR BETTER)

PREREQUISITES: 24-4625 PRODUCING II: PRODUCING
INDEPENDENT RLMS OR 24·4426 PRODUCING Ill: PRODUCING:
RLM FINANCING. PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

Producing II: Producing Independent Films
Taking a pragmatic view as independent filmmakers. this
course examines the basic structure of independent
feature and documentary industries. Topics include financing. research. rights and contracts. budgeting. production.
distribution. exhibition. international co-productions. and
the cable and public television markets. With a limited
budget. students develop a project from idea to complete
proposal.

Producing: Concept, Pitch, Sales (L.A. )

COURSE 124-4625

PREREQUISITE: ACCEPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM BY
PRODUCING COORDINATOR

Course examines how films are sold to major studios,
producers, and distributors. In this class, students learn
first how to shape the initial idea. how to deliver the pitch,
and how to negotiate a deal. Course emphasizes not only
the theory of the pitch but its practice as welL
COURSE 124-4630
4 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF ALMAND VIDEO CORE IC OR
BETTER)

Producing: Studio Producing (L .A.)
Students learn the ins and outs of the studio system as it
is currently structured and practiced. Topics include
scheduling, budgeting. and line-producing in the context of
large budgets and complex projects . Additional components include development. reading for coverage, complex
financing. and distribution structure. Class also explores
the various roles of executives in the film industry.

Producing Ill: Film Financing
Advanced producing class covers the financial. legal. and
packaging requirements necessary to produce feature
narrative and documentary films. Instruction provides a
thorough examination of distribution and financing deals,
acquisition of creative material using options . and assuring clearances and legal copyrights. Class explores devel·
opment and marketing strategies and pitches featurelength projects to acquisilion producers.

COURSE 124·4631
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: ACCEPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM BY
PRODUCING COORDINATOR

COURSE 124-4626
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24·3600 PRODUCING 1: PRODUCTION MANAGER
OR 24-4625 PRODUCING II: PRODUCING INDEPENDENT FILMS OR

Producing: Practlcum

PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR.

In this workshop. students produce a significant, short
production within the semester. Emphasis on script development. crew assembly and pre-production, production
management. and post-production supervision. Students
collaborate with students in other concentrations.

Producing Commercials and Corporate Films
Course examines the role of the producer/director in
design, production. post-production. and delivery of
commercials and corporate films. Instruction emphasizes
standard practices in the Chicago market. Students learn
how to rewrite scripts for production. bid on projects , and
schedule production and post-production. Course also
covers building client base and developing client relations.
Job considerations are explored.

COURSE 124·4635
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 124-4627
3 CREDITS

PREREQI.!'SITE: COMPLETION OF RLM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR
BETTER)
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Independent Project: ProduclnC Pre-Production
This is the pre-production phase of an Independent
production that involves final creative and logistical preparation for principle photography. Among other things, this
coursework includes location scouting, test shooting,
rehearsals. and insurance and permit acquisition.

SCREENWRITING

X

COURSE .:14·4652
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF PRODUCING COORDINATOR,
COMPLETED APPLICATION

Independent Project: Produclnt- Development
and Pre-Production
This project combines the development and pre-production
phases of an independent project.

COURSE lt24·1700
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISrTE: 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSrTION I

COURSE 1124·4 6 53
VARIABLE CREDIT

X

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF PRODUCING COORDINATOR,
COMPLETED APPLICATION

Independent Proj ect: ProduclnC- Produc tlon
This phase of the project includes principle photography.
The participant may be producer and director, producer
and production manager, producer and assistant director
or simply producer. Student may not combine the role of
director with production manager or assistant director and
may not combine the role of production manager with
assistant director.

ScreenwrltlnC 1: Wrltlnc the Short Film
Building on concepts and techniques introduced In 241700 Development and Pre-Production, course allows
students to explore basic methods of film writing and to
further develop skills In presenting their film Ideas in written form. Three significant short-film form modes or
strategies are addressed: documentary, narrative, and
experimental. Students also develop craft skills basic to
film and video writing: research, story development,
dialogue, and character definition. Course emphasizes
finding visual equivalence for human emotions and deve~
oping the writer's individual point of view.
COURSE .24-1710

COURSE •24·4654
VARIABLE CREDIT

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·1700 DEVELOPMENT AND PRE-PRODUCTION
(COR BETTER), 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I (ENGLISH)

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF PRODUCING COORDINATOR,
COMPLETED APPLICATION

Script Analysis
Course provides students with an opportunity to learn
more about the Film and Video department's various
concentrations by examining the methods by which professionals approach , break down or prepare a script for filming. Students analyze various drafts of scripts from
several feature-length and shorter films. Beginning with
story analysis, scripts ' strengths and weaknesses are
discussed In relationship to producing, directing, acting,
production design, cinematography, editing, and sound
design. Course material links with material from each of
the maj or concentration areas in the department of Film
and Video.

Independent Project : Produclnc- Los Anceles
Course is a component of the Semester In Los Angeles
program . Students develop a project then research and
contact studios. production companies, and agents
regarding the developed feature-length film project.
COURSE 124-4656
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF PRODUCING COORDINATOR,
COMPLETED APPLICATION

Internship: Los Angeles
Internship with established producing, production or postproduction entity in Los Angeles.

COURSE 124-2700
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I (ENGLISH),
24-1510 AESTHETICS OF CINEMA, MAY BE CONCURRENT

COURSE U4· 4669
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF PRODUCING COORDINATOR

WWW . COLU M . EDU

Develo pment and Pre-Pro duction
Students will examine their own creative process as well
as conceptualize and develop creative projects that can
be adapted to the "short-film" format. The goal Is to
generate a number of viable concepts and ideas that can
be stockpiled for future use as well as to learn and Implement development techniques by concentrating on a
couple of those concepts and bringing them to the preproduction stage. Portfolios developed in this class are
then used in 24-1010 Production I, 24-1020 Product ion II,
and in Screenwritlng courses.
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Comparative Sc reenwrltlng

Adaptation II In Los Angeles

This is a repeatable course that provides the student with
an extensive examination of the screenwriter's role,
career and development in relationship to the production
process. These objectives are achieved by comparing and
contrasting two writers who operate in different ways. For
example, a screenwriter who directs his or her own materi·
als is compared to a writer whose work is directed by
someone else; a Hollywood screenwriter is contrasted
with an independent writer; a classical narrative writer is
compared to a non·traditional writer. Students study the
role of the screenwriter and the impact of the writer on
the production process.

Students develop a previously completed work of prose
(non·scripted material) into an expanded step outline and
then a visual treatment. The outlining process will involve
breaking down the prose, streamlining it into visual and
essential dialogue, and registering the step outline with
the W.G.A. Based on feedback from a story editor, the
students will revise their outline and write a visual treat·
ment to be pitched to development executives at the end
of the program. Before attending the program, students
must demonstrate they have the rights to the material (as
the original or with author's documented permission).

COURSE 124·270 5

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: ACCEPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM

COURSE 1 2 4 ·2716

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2700 SCRIPT ANALYSIS, 24·2710

SCREENWRITING II (B OR BETTER!

Acquiring Intellectual Property for Adaptation
In L.A.
Screenwrltlng II: Writing the Feature Film

This course is designed to help students better under·
stand the process of optioning copyrighted material by
other writers. During their first week, students will
research and choose three works of prose by other writers
tor optioning. Taking their first choice. students will
attempt to locate the rights through publishers. lawyers,
agents. etc. There will be weekly individual meetings to
check on student progress. If a student's first choice falls
through due to already being optioned or too many legali·
ties. the student will try to option their second choice
(and so on).

Course teaches students to produce longer and more
complex screenplays. facilitates a deeper understanding
of the screenwriting process. and enables students to
develop character, story, and linear structure. Students
master systematic work habits in order to fully develop
the screenplay, from initial idea to completed script.
Course also provides students with the opportunity tor
consistent critique of their screenwriting.
COURSE 124·2710
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24·1710 SCREENWRITING 1: WRITING THE SHORT
FILM !B OR BETTER!

COURSE 124·2718
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: ACCEPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM

Adaptation
Genres In Screenwrltlng

Course examines problems. obstacles. and reconstruction
principles inherent in adapting a literary work tor the
screen . Content focuses primarily on the kinds of short
work attractive to low·budget filmmakers and works possi·
ble within the Columbia College Chicago Production
program.

This course will study 3 screenplays. each of which effectively captures a sense of their specific historical moment.
Students will also examine the screenplays in terms of
the writers' ability to deal with contemporary or universal
issues and themes in the context of a period film.
Students will develop and write the first draft of a screen·
play based in an historical moment but reflective of their
own personal themes.

COURSE 124· 2715
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·1010 PRODUCTION I, 24·1510 AESTHETICS
OF CINEMA (BOTH COR BETTER}, 24·1710 SCREENWRITING 1:
WRITING THE SHORT FILM !B OR BETTER}

COURSE 124·2720

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24·2710 SCREENWRITING II: WRITING THE
FEATURE FILM (B OR BETTER}
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Writers' Round Table In L.A .
This course builds and emphasizes the students· skills for
the development of an appropriate storyline for the onehOur format. Students will explore a variety of television
genres, and ultimately write a finished television script
utilizing the current computer software programs for
professional screenwriting.

Independent Project: Screenwrltlng Semester In
L.A.
In individual consultation with prearranged faculty advisor
and guest speakers, students will learn and practice
methods of pitching and marketing their film ideas, primarily using the student script from 24-3711 Screenwriting
Ill: Senior Thesis in L.A., taken concurrently.

COURSE 124·2723

COURSE 124·2791

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

CROSS·LISTED W ITH TELEVISION 4 0·3820

PREREQUISITES: ACCEPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM, 24·3711
SCREENWRITING Ill: SENIOR THESIS IN L.A .• CONCURRENTLY.

PREREQUISITES: 40.2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER, 40.2202
WRITING FOR TELEVISION (BOTH TELEVISION), ACCEPTANCE INTO
THE L.A. PROGRAM

Independent Project: Intensive Study
Independent projects in Intensive Study allow students,
under the advisement of a faculty member, to receive
credit for attending screenwriting-related workshops or
seminars conducted by professional organizations or
schools other than Columbia College Chicago.

Screenwrltlng Workshops
This is a repeatable course consisting of a rotating series
of intensive topics . Course includes topics such as
Hollywood narrative structure, dialogue, character development or dealing with agents.

COURSE 124-2796
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24·2710 SCREENWRITING II: WRITING THE
FEATURE FILM (B OR BEITER), PERMISSION OF SCREENWRITING

COURSE U4-2730
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24-2710 SCREENWRITING II: WRITING THE
FEATURE ALM (B OR BEITER)

COORDINATOR, COMPLETED APPLICATION

Screenwrltlng Workshops: Reading for Coverage
In L.A.
Students will read and analyze a variety of scripts prepar·
ing coverage as practice for entry·level positions in
screenwriting or preparing for jobs in Hollywood development offices.

Independent Project: Analysis
Independent proj ects in Analysis allow individual consultation with a prearranged faculty advisor to analyze or
critique screenplays as a method of better understanding
the craft and improving one 's own screenwriting. Students
must complete a rigorous application process.

COURSE 124·2731

COURSE 124·2 7 97

3 CREDITS

VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24-2710 SCREENWRITING II: WRITING THE
FEATURE ALM (B OR BffiER). PERMISSION OF SCREENWRITING
COORDINATOR, COMPLETED APPLICATION

PREREQUISITE: ACCEPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM

Screenwrltlng Workshops : Coverage of Adapted
Screenplays In L.A.
Students will read and analyze a variety of source stories ,
scripts based on those source stories , and films made
from those scripts as a way to learn adapting techniques.
Students will learn and prepare prose coverage and script
coverage as a method of analyzing adaptation approaches
and as practice for entry-level positions in screenwriting or
preparing for jobs in Hollywood development offices.

Independent Project: Development and/or First
Draft
Course allows individual consultation with a prearranged
faculty advisor to develop a script idea into treatment
format or a first draft. Students must complete a rigorous
application process.
COURSE M24·2798

COURSE 124· 2732

VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24·2710 SCREENWRITING II: WRITING THE
FEATURE ALM (B OR BEITER). PERMISSION OF SCREENWRITING
COORDINATOR. COMPLETED APPLICATION

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: ACCEPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM

WWW . C OLU M.ED U
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Independent Project: Work In Progress

Pitchi ng the Series Concept In L.A .

Independent projects allow individual consultation with a
prearranged faculty advisor, enabling the student to
rewrite a script begun in a previous class or independent
project or to develop a script from a pre-written treatment.
Students must complete a rigorous application process.

Students participating in the L.A. program will have the
opportunity to learn and practice the fine art of "the
pitch ," first in the classroom environment, and finally to
prominent television writers, agents, and producers.

COURSE 1124·2799

COURSE 124·3713
3 CREDITS

VARIABLE CREDIT

CROSS·LISTED WITH TELEVIS ION 40·3821

PREREQUISITE$: 24·2710 SCREENWRITING II: WRITING THf

PRfRfQUISITf$: 40-2201 THf TfLfVISION PRODUCER. 40-2202

FEATURE FILM (B OR BETTER). PERMISSION OF SCRffNWRITING

WRITING FOR TfLEVISION (80TH TELfVISION), ACCEPTANCE INTO

COORDINATOR. COMPLETED APPLICATION

THE L.A. PROGRAM

Ideation and Theme: Portfolio Rev iew

Topics In Screenwrltlng

Course provides an opportunity for screenwriting students
to revisit work completed throughout their tenure in the
Screenwriting program. Students critique their previous
work in an effort to understand their themes and styles.
their strengths and weaknesses. and their development
as a writer. This examination assists students in setting
professional goals as screenwriters. whether that includes
working in Hollywood or the independent scene . This
course is a prerequisite for 24·3710 Screenwriting Ill:
Senior Thesis and is recommended for Seniors.

This repeatable course consists of rotating subjects that
may be of interest to the developing screenwriter.
Previous topics have included Historical Research for
Narrative Fil m Fiction, Screenwriting for Interactive Media,
Experimental Script Writing, and Business Aspects of
Screenwriting. Students choose to register for the
topic/ semester that best addresses their interests and
needs. Film and Video majors who are concentrating in
Screenwriting are required to take at least one Topics in
Screenwriting course.

COURSE 1124·3700

COURSE 1124·3730

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: COMPLETION OF 25 HOURS WITHIN THf

3 CREDITS
PRfRfQUISITE: 24·2710 SCRfENWRITING II: WRITING THf

SCREENWRITING CURRICULUM, INCLUDING THf FOLLOWING: 24·

FEATURf FILM (8 OR BfTTER)

2700 SCRIPT ANALYSIS, 24·2705 COMPARATIVf
SCREENWRITING, 24·2710 SCREfNWRITING II: WRITING THf
FEATURE ALM (B OR BETTER). 24·2715 ADAPTATION. 24·2720

Screen Treatment and Presentation

GENRES IN SCREENWRITING, 24·3740 SCRffN TREATMENT AND

Course develops students' skills in presenting their film
ideas orally and in written treatment format. Course builds
on concepts learned in Screenwriting I and Screenwriting
II. Students master techniques to improve their oral
"pitching" skills, learn how to write a query letter, and
explore ways to improve their storytelling. Course empha·
sizes rewriting and developing skills to sell screenplays .

PRESENTATION

Screenwrltlng Ill : Sen ior Thesi s
Based on student goals as identified in 24·3700 Ideation
and Theme: Portfolio Review, course allows the student to
develop a final portfolio thesis project. This thesis is the
culmination of the skills the student has developed during
her or his studies at Columbia College Chicago.

COURSE 1124-3740
3 CRED ITS

PREREQUISITE$: 2 4·2710 SCREENWRITING II: WRITING THE
FEATURE FILM (B OR BETTER), 24·2700 SCRIPT ANALYSIS,
COMPLETfD ROUGH DRAFT OF A SHORT SCRIPT (10 TO 30

COURSE 1124·3710
3 CREDITS
PRERfQUISITf$: 24-3700 IDEATION AND THEME: PORTFOLIO

PAGfS), A FULL-LfNGTH DRAFT (120 PAGf$)

RfVIEW AND 24·2710 SCREENWRITING II: WRITING THE FfATURf
ALM (GRADE OF A)

Topics In Screenwrlt lng: Tec hniques and
Bu siness of Adaptation In L.A.
Students will take part in a lecture series of prominent
screenwriters and producers who have adapted material ,
as well as lawyers. agents, and producers who will
discuss the legal and business side of optioning and
adapting pre-exisitng material.

Screenwrltlng Ill: Senior Thes is In LA
Course emphasizes the definition of a suitable story, and
the writing of a feature film script utilizing story, the explo·
ration of genre, and the writing of a feature film script
utilizing story development and writing tools such as
computer software programs.

COURSE 1124·3732

COURSE 1124-3711

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·3700 IDEATION AND THEME: PORTFOLIO

PREREQUISITE: ACCEPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM

REVIEW AND ACCfPTANCE INTO THE L.A. PROGRAM
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Culture, Roce , ond Medlo
The medi-teleYision. film. and pnnt~ a pervasllle
tnftuence upon how we view the world. Students will

Concelvlnl ond Wrltlnl tile Show Blblo In L.A.
Students Will ()evelocl and wme a rudimentary show bible
for a one-hour prOCfam in a genre of their choice. Focus
will be on the process of position i ~ the show for current
market situation.
COURIE U4-37U
J CREOITI
CROll-LilTED WITH TELEVIIION 4~3022

analyze oYert. subtle and subliminal messaces llboot
culture. race. ethnicity. gender. relilion. class. and sexual
orientation and ability as presented to us ~ the
media. Through open discussions. research. and stimulllt·
i~ readings. we will learn Who we are and why we view
things the way we do. Students will gain new tnsil)tts into
media innuence. r~aluate their responsibilities as
media makers. and examine their personal. cultural . and
racial identity.
COURIE U4-2103
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISIT£S: 402201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER. 402202
WRmNG FOR TELEVISION (BOTH TELEVISION). ACCEPTANCE INTO
THE L.A. PROGRAM

Teoc ller Trolnln&: AoatlletiCI ond Screenwrltlnl

PREPREQUIS/TE: COMPLETION Of 30 CREDIT HOURS

This class will prepare students to become classroom
teachers in the area of film and video (aesthetics and
screenwriting) by presenting le<:tures on educational
theory. teaching skills. aesthetics. and screenwriting;
conducting experiential activities to generate classroom
techniques; and provide opportunity for critiqued "teach
back" sessions in the student's area of choice.
COURIE U4-47U
2 CREOITI

Tile Sound of Documentary
This course is designed for Documentary students Who
wish to explore the creative possibilities of the soundtrack
in documentary filmmaking. It will combine theory and
case studies with hands-on exercises and/or seminars in
disciplines such as location sound recording. effects.
Foley, sound editing, and mixing. Sound designing. audio
documentary, writing and recording the narration. and
composing for documentaries will also be addressed.
There will be visits to and/or le<:tures from professionals
in relevant industries.
COURSE 124-2101
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: SIGNIFICANT PROFESSIONAL EJCPERIENCE.
PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

DOCUME NTARY
Documentary ond Soclol Cllon&e
This course is an intensive and comprehensive introduc·
tion to the diverse and passionate world of documentary
filmmaking and its relationship to society. Classes will
comprise le<:tures. screenings. in-class discussion.
debates. and analysis. as well as written and other
assignments. Students are encouraged to explore their
individual creative "voice· and to use this knowledge to
stimulate original worl< in their areas of interest.
COURIE U4·1100
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24-2801 CXX:UMENTARY I OR PERMISSION OF
INSTRUCTOR

Toplca In Documentary: AeatlletiCI
This non-production course explores topics and issues
within the realm of documentary filmmaking. Topics may
include The Music Documentary, Cinema Verit6, How
America Sees the World, and Documentary: Art or
Activism.
COURIE 124-2110
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I (ENGLISH)

Documentary I

PREREQUISITE: 24-2801 CXX:UMENTARY I

This course introduces and explores a wide variety of
documentary styles and techniques. Screenings of classic
and innovative films help develop a critical language that
is applied by students to their own worl<. Technical tutori·
als in camera and audio equipment . as well as non-linear
editing. are incorporated. Students will complete a short.
biographical video.
COURIE U4-2801
l CREDITS

Documentary II
Course uses hands-on proje<:ts to explore each step in the
process of documentary filmmaking. from Idea to final
edit . Documentary styles. interview techniques. and nonfiction storytelling are inherent in the course. as well as
technical considerations such as lighting and camera
worl<. Students will complete a 15-minute film .
COURIE 124-3101
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF FILM AND VIDEO CORE IC OR
BETTER)

PREREQUISITES: 24·2801 CXX:UMENTARY I. 24-2910
PRODUCTION Ill I B OR BETTER!
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Creating the Personal Documentary

The Documentary Proposal : Research, Writing,
and Budgeting

Course examines the aesthetic and production aspects of
personal documentary films. Class trains students to
articulate their identities and perspectives on themselves
and other important issues in their lives. Students use
journal writing, video and audio recording, observational
techniques, and other research methods to develop or
record inner processes and personal self-reflection .
Students develop and structure a short personal documentary.

This course explores methods of formulating and packag·
ing documentary proposals whose audience includes
potential funders and distributors. Emphasis on clear,
direct language; solid secondary source research; and
realistic budgeting. This is an online, d istance learning
class. Students are required to meet as a group the first
week of the semester.

COURSE 124·3805

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24·2801 DOCUMENTARY I OR PERMISSION OF
INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 124·4805

PREREQUISITE: 24-2801 DOCUMENTARY I OR 24·2910
PRODUCTION Ill (8 OR BETTER)

Produ ci ng the Issue-Oriented Docume ntary
Topics In Documentary: Producti on

This advanced Production course explores the relationship
between the filmmaker and issues of social, personal,
and political importance. It is intended for advanced
students who feel strongly about matters of wide-reaching
societal relevance and who wish to use the documentary
vehicle as a tool for investigation and advocacy. The
course emphasizes the importance of research and proj·
ect planning, as well as issues of access and ethics in
the filmmaker-subj ect relationship. The class may be open
to students from other disciplines and departments, with
the permission of the instructor.

This production-based course focuses on topics and
subgenres in documentary. Topics may include the natural
history film, the investigative documentary, and cross·
cultural filmmaking.
COURSE 124-3820
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2801 DOCUMENTARY I. 24-2910
PRODUCTION Ill

COURSE 124·4810
3 CREDITS

Indepen dent Project: Documentary Production
An independent project in documentary is designed by the
student and super vising faculty to pursue topics discovered subsequent to completing 24-2801 Documentary I or
24-3801 Documentary II. Responsibilities will include
fundamental research, pre-interviews, assembling a crew,
capturing action elements, and conducting on-camera
interviews. The goal is to accumulate all materials neces·
sary to enter into the post-production phase . Prior to
registration , the student must submit a written proposal
outlining the project.

PREREQUISITE: 2 4-2801 DOCUMENTARY I OR PERMISSION OF
INSTRUCTOR

Representation and Activ ism
This is an advanced video production course that explores
alternative representations of selected current issues of
our times. Students will work on individual and collaborative projects in order to {re)present. engage and inspire
through the creation of video art. Particular attention will
be paid to studying the works of narrative and documentary video/ filmmakers engaged in the struggle to create
liberational , alternative images of people and communities
"othered" by the lens of dominant cinema. The role of
history and memory, race, gender, class, and sexuality are
foregrounded .

COURSE 124·3898
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24·2801 DOCUMENTARY I. PERMISSION OF
DOCUMENTARY COORDINATOR

Independent Project: Documentary Post·
Production

COURSE 124·4811

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2801 DOCUMENTARY I AND/OR 24-2910
PRODUCTION Ill

An independent project in documentary post-production is
designed by the student and supervising faculty to
complete a documentary. Responsibilities include the
logging of rushes, creating transcripts, assembling a
paper edit, editing an off-line rough cut, and concluding
with an online fine cut. Goal is to have a finished docu·
mentary for broadcast. Prior to registration, the student
submits a detailed post-production schedule.
COURSE 124·3899
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 24·2801 DOCUMENTARY I, PERMISSION OF

DOCUMENTARY COORDINATOR
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Documentary Ill
This course is offered to advanced Documentary students
and builds on the foundations developed in 24-3801
Documentary II. Students are expected to bring at least
one developed proposal, and several optional ideas for a
conceptually advanced. 15-20 minute film to be produced
during the semester.

Music VIdeo Production
This is an advanced Production class. Course analyzes
ways in which ar tists combine visual imagery with music,
including MTV·style music videos. Through group proj ects.
students learn various production techniques, including
scripting, budgeting, and lip sync recording. Students
develop a final music video proj ect from script to final edit
with a local band.

COURSE #24·4852
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24·3801 DOCUMENTARY II

COURSE 1124·4900
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill. COMPLETION OF FILM
AND VIDEO CORE (C OR BETTER)

A LTER N ATIVE FORMS
History of VIdeo and Digital Art
Course explores the history of the electronic image from
early video art to contemporary interactive CO·ROMs and
Internet projects. Works by artists ranging from Acconci to
Zando are critically examined in terms of form and content
to understand not only their historical significance but
also their influence within the larger tradition of image
making.

Multimedia Techniques : Digital Production for
the Internet
This is an advanced Production class. Students learn how
to combine their existing skills and develop new ones in
digital video production, image manipulation, and digital
editing. In this project-oriented class students learn to
synthesize several media elements on a computer to
produce an original work for display on the Internet.
Instruction emphasizes basic programming techniques
as well as artistic and commercial applications of multi·
media.

COURSE #24-2900
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·1500 HISTORY OF CINEMA. 24·1510
AESTHETICS OF CINEMA (BOTH C OR BETTER)

COURSE #24·4910
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill (B OR BETTER),
COMPLETION OF THE FILM AND VIDEO CORE (C OR BETTER)

Production Ill
Project-oriented course introduces filmmakers to portable
video and digital production techniques. Students learn
videography. non-linear digital editing, and the basics of
electronic recording. Projects are theme-based and center
around several non-narrative. alternative forms, including
music videos. documentary, diary, and other experimental
approaches.

Production IV: Avid Xpress
This is an advanced Production class. The technical
component of this production class focuses on the Avid
Xpress and advanced. digital production equipment.
Students learn sophisticated, nonlinear digital editing,
including capturing, titling, audio mixing, and special
effects. The class culminates in a personal. 5-minute
project that each student develops from script to final
online edit.

COURSE #24·2910
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 24-1020 PRODUCTION II (COR BETTER)

Experimental VIdeo and Digital Production
This is an advanced Production class . This project·
centered course engages students in non-narrative, alternative aspects of video and digital production. Students
develop an aesthetic that explores. challenges. extends,
or subverts mainstream narrative or documentary struc·
tures. Topics include camera experimentation and image
manipulation; development of personal, political or social
themes; and distribution and marketing of experimental
work.

COURSE 1124·492 0
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill, 24-2401 EDITING THE
NARRATIVE FILM I

A NI MAT ION
~ Animation I
Course explores basic animation techniques. including
object, drawn, and three-dimensional, plus storyboarding
and final production techniques. Over forty animated films
and videos are screened and discussed. Students
complete short exercises in each of the techniques
discussed. then complete a ten-second final project. from
storyboard to final shooting on film. Course is designed
tor students with little or no animation production ex~ri·
ence.

COURSE #24·3915
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 24·2910 PRODUCTION Ill, COMPLETION OF FILM
AND VIDEO CORE (C OR BETTER)

COURSE 1126·1000
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I (ENGLISH)
WWW .C O lU M . ED U
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~ Animation Camera and Sound

~ Alternative Strategies In Animation

Course focuses on establishing a thorough understanding
of our three professional animation stands by completing
a series of weekly exercises that include pans, zooms,
compound rotations. variable shutter applications, and the
layout and exposure sheeting that assure accurate execution of each. Students also learn how to use professional
recording equipment, resulting in a 20-second final interlocked animation that incorporates dialogue, sound
effects , sound reading, exposure sheeting. and multi-track
building.

Course explores alternative approaches to the normally
highly structured, technically oriented process of creating
an animated film. Imagination and creativity are stimulated as students are introduced to sand, pastels, drawing directly on film stock, paint-on-glass, and other
unorthodox methods of producing animated films. The
screening of films created by non-mainstream artists and
animators, such as Len Lye and Norman Mclaren, introduces students to highly graphic and imaginative movement and messages.

COURSE 1126·2010
3 CREDITS

COU RSE 112 6 ·2028
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 26-1000 ANIMATION I (COR BETTER)

PREREQUISITE: 26·3040 ANIMATION II (C OR BETTER)

~ Introduction to Computer Modeling

~ Stop-Motion Animation I

Course familiarizes students with terminology and theories
specific to computer based 30 visualization. Content
covers concepts and tools employed in creating imagery
within this environment, including 30 visualization theory,
lighting and shading concepts. and progressing to character design and creation. Students are introduced to the
tools they will explore in coming semesters. comparing
their strengths and weaknesses. Actual class work during
the semester uses Lightwave software.

Course begins with a series of single·frame exercises
exploring the controlling of timing and movement.
Exercises involve shooting on our Clay-cam, where bas·
relief clay images appearing on multiple levels of glass
under a Bolex camera allow the creation of non-shadowed
images that seem to float above one another. Storyboards
are completed prior to the creation of characters made
with armatures. and shooting is done with a digital work·
station on a small stage.

COURSE 1126-201 5

COURSE 1126·2 030

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 35-1300 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 2&1000 ANIMATION I (COR BETTER), 24-1010
PRODUCTION /IS HIGHLY RECOMMENDED

GRAPHICS (ACADEMIC COMPUTING). 26-2025 DRAWING FOR
ANIMATION I OR 26-2030 STOP MOTION ANIMATION I

~ History of Animation
~ Drawing for Animation I

Course explores the origins of animation, from films by J.
Stewart Blackton, Emil Cohl, Len Lye, and Winsor McCay
to present-day productions. Class studies these animators' lives, environments, motivations. and artistic and
narrative influences. Instruction involves screening films
and videos from around the world, both independent and
commercial, to understand where this art form has been
and where it is going.

Through this drawing-intensive course, students acquire
an understanding of figurative human emotions and movements, enabling them to create believable animated characters. Students create model sheets. describe and refine
character attributes, and learn how to endow their charac·
ters with human traits and actions. Video pencil testing
allows the refinement of movement and expressions. with
final images shot on 16mm film. Particular attention is
given to timing and layout. the creation of key (extreme)
drawings, the process of in-betweening, and final cleanup.
Creating small clay models enhances the process.

COURSE 1126·2070
3 CREDI TS

PREREQUISITE: 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION / (ENGLISH)

COURSE 1126·202 5

~ Digital Animation Techniques I

3 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-1000 ANIMATION I (C OR BETTER)

Course introduces students to what is becoming a norm
at most studios: digital ink and paint and digital
camera/compound moves. Students work with animated
drawings created in 26-2025 Drawing for Animation I.
These drawings are scanned, processed, and painted
within the digital environment.
COURSE 1126· 2 075
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I
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FILM AND VI DE O
Digital Animati on Techni ques II

~ Animatio n II

course expands on the concepts and techniques introduced In 26-2075 Digital Animation Techniques I. An addi·
tional software application is introduced, which allows
students to move from simple ink and paint production to
using digital camera;compound moves and transitional
effects. Students incorporate these new techniques Into
their advanced projects.

Course emphasizes story and concept development.
Students research. develop, present. and illustrate their
concepts on storyboards. They present their work and
receive constructive critiques and feedback from their
instructor and classmates. Students complete several
storyboards while exploring fables, personal experiences,
myths. and poetry. They are expected to complete a short
Leica reel of one of their completed storyboard projects
by the end of the semester.

COURSE • 26·2076
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-2075 DIGITAL ANIMATION TECHNIQUES I

CO URSE 126-3040
4 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITES: 26-1000 ANIMATION I(C OR BETTER), 24-1700

Advanced Computer M ode ling

DEVELOPMENT AND PRE-PRODUCTION

Course builds on the knowledge learned In 26-2015
Introduction to Computer Modeling. Students experience
using advanced Lightwave techniques. They develop a
short animation project. either one begun in the previous
class or a completely new piece. Storyboards are
reviewed. and timing is discussed prior to actual work on
the film.

~ Comput er Animation I
Class familiarizes students with the Unix-based 30 environment. Using Alias Maya software. and tools specific to
the 30 environment, course begins with broad concepts
then progresses to advanced computer animation tech·
niques. The second half of the class focuses on one proj·
ect in order to encourage personal expression within the
digital animation environment.

COURSE 126·3016
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

MODELING

COURSE 126·3045

Drawing f or Animati on II

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
MODELING. 26-3040 ANIMATION II(C OR BETTER)

Course focuses on further development of animated characters. Students explore the skills necessary to understand and communicate the emotions and Intentions of a
character. Students explore and communicate theatrical
acting through their characters· actions and movements,
applying the principles of classical animation . Students
are also given the opportunity to explore lip-sync and
adding personality and depth to their creations.

Advanc ed Computer An imation I
This class will expand upon the skills and concepts introduced in 26-3045 Computer Animation I. Using Alias Maya
computer animation software, students will be introduced
to advanced concepts and techniques using inverse kinematics/ forward kinematics, dynamics, and simulations.
Using MEL scripts for animation will also be covered. A
series of short exercises will assure that students under·
stand these skolls and techniques as the class
progresses. A final project will encourage students to
exhibit these acquored skills.

COURSE 126·3026
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISiTE: 26-2025 DRAWING FOR ANIMATION I

Stop-M otion Animati on II

COURSE 126·3 0 46
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-3045 COMPUTER ANIMATION I

Students develop a project of their creation and become
responsible for constructing sets. props, and stop-motion
puppets. Ball-and-socket armatures will be fabricated for
the puppets. Students increase their knowledge and
refine their animation techniques through shor t exercises,
and shoot key scenes tor their films. They also have the
opportunity to shoot their projects digitally on a Windows
NT workstation as well as 16mm equipment.

Acti ng for Anim ato rs
This class addresses head·on connections between think·
ing. emotion, and physical attraction. Walt Disney gave
Mickey Mouse a brain and. after that. animated charac·
ters had options. Mickey could act shyly or boldly, exper~
ence joy and sadness. and his body would respond
accordingly. It all started with the brain-with thinking.
Emotions are automatic value responses. Each character
has its own set of values. emotions, and its own way of
moving around in the world.

COURSE 126-3031
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-2030 STOP-MOTION ANIMATION I

COURSE 126·3050
3 CR EDI TS
PREREQUISITE: 26·3040 ANIMATION II(C OR BETTER)
WWW .C OLU M . EDU
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~ Computer Animation II

~ Animation Ill

Course introduces Softimage software. Class builds on
the broad concepts and methodology introduced in 262015 Introduction to Computer Modeling, explaining new
and refined approaches to problem solving and animation
techniques in a digital environment . The first hall stresses
technical mastery of the broad range of tools available tor
animation purposes. The second hall focuses on the
animation production process. giving the student a great
degree of freedom in expressing their stories and ideas
while honing their technical skills.

Students complete a short 30-second to two-minute story
reel, also called a Leica reel and a short film or video
consisting of storyboard panels, timed to an audio track
and edited to length . This film could be based on a new
project or one of their Animation II storyboarded ideas.
The final animation is digitally interlocked as a pencil test
on videotape with accompanying sound and several short
animated scenes.

COURSE *26-3055

PREREQUISITES: 26-3040 ANIMATION II (C OR BETTER), 26-2010

COURSE 126-3060
4 CREDITS

4 CREDITS

ANIMATION CAMERA AND SOUND OR 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO

PREREQUISITES: 26-2015 INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER

COMPUTER MODELING

MODELING, 26-3040 ANIMATION II (C OR BETTER}

Animation Semester In Los Angeles Preparation
Advanced Computer Animation II

This 5-week class will prepare animation students
enrolled in the Animation Semester in L.A. program for
work to be completed in the program. Emphasis will be on
refining and finalizing a storyboard for a 2-3 minute
animated film, defining and developing characters and
their environment. and voice talent auditioning and recording (where applicable) in preparation for the trip to L.A.

Emphasis will be on character refinement through sophisticated tools offered for both modeling and animation in
Softimage XSI. Students will begin by working with models
and concepts developed previously as they explore the
new tools available. Weekly lectures and demonstrations
will present the XSI software in stages, with exercises
that insure students' understanding prior to moving on.
Students will be expected to complete a shOrt (:30.1:00)
animated work by the end of the semester.

COURSE 126-3061
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-3040 ANIMATION II (COR BETTER)

COURSE 126·3056
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-3055 COMPUTER ANIMATION II

Animation Work-In-Progress
Course provides feedback to sell-motivated students wish·
ing to work on an independent project outside of any
particular class. Students must bring to the first class a
finished storyboard ready for production and must present
an outline of their goals and expectations lor the semester. All Animation faculty are invited to participate throughout the semester.

~ Computer Animation Ill
Instruction stresses technical mastery of advanced tools
and refines aesthetic techniques for achieving various
animation effects. Course emphasizes character animation, with ancillary techniques devoted to advanced modeling, textures and materials mapping, and animation problem solving. Focus also includes nuances of actor,
dynamic simulation. and special effects. Students devote
much of their time to scripting. storyboarding, modeling,
and animating a 30· to 40-second multi-scene animation.

COURSE #26-3065
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 26-3060 ANIMATION Ill, MAY BE CONCURRENT

~ Animation Production Studio I

COURSE 126·3059
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-3045 COMPUTER ANIMATION I, 26-3055

Course is the first of two semesters in which the students
work collectively on a single project. Course simulates an
actual production environment, which students face after
graduating. The instructor. acting as the executive
producer, assigns a job title to each student. Students
must fulfill the responsibilities of their assigned role to
complete the project. Content focuses on pre-production,
including screenplay, design of characters and backgrounds, storyboards . recording of vocal talent. and Leica
reel completion.

COMPUTER ANIMATION II

COURSE 126-3085
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 26-3060 ANIMATION Ill (C OR BETTER), SENIOR
STATUS
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~ Animation Production Studio II
Students continue working on the proj ect they began in
26-3085 Animation Production Studio I. Animation
Production Studio II is primarily devoted to production and
post-production. with the students analyzing dialogue
tracks, beginning their animation, generating visual
effects. editing sound and visual. and placing music effectively. Storyboards, characters, and stories are established, and production crews near completion on production. The goal this semester is to finish production and be
fully into post-production about mid-term.
COURSE 4126·3090
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 26-3085 ANIMATION PRODUCTION STUDIO I (C
OR BETTER)

Independent Project: Animation
An independent project is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising full-time Animation faculty
member, to work on an advanced project. Prior to registration, the student must submit a written proposal and
storyboard that describes the proj ect to be undertaken.
Students are encouraged to register for 26-3065
Animation Work in Progress for work on independent
projects.
COURSE M26-3098
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF ANIMATION PROGRAM DIRECTOR
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INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA
WADE ROBERTS, DIRECTOR
Approach
As the first undergraduate degree program of its kind in the
country, Interactive Multimedia prepares students to partici·
pate in the dynamic marketplace of ideas and to create art
that emphasizes innovation, discourse, dialogue, and collabc:r
ration. Students learn to focus on the · user· as much as on
themselves as the creators. They learn that the user is an
equal partner in authoring his or her experience in the way
that he or she navigates content. Through a rigorous curriculum, students develop aesthetic sensibilities and technical
skills in tandem, as well as gain important problem-solving
skills applicable to a wide range of personal and professional
experiences.

Professional Opportunities/ Internships
The curriculum involves an intense twc:rsemester capstone
class in which students come together as specialists in a
production team environment to partner with an outside, realworld client and produce a collaborative multimedia product.
Students take great satisfaction in coll aborating with professional clients on complex projects that result in portfolios of
work with which they may begin their careers . Several past
projects have so impressed outside partners/clients that they
have hired students immediately after graduation from
Columbia College Chicago.
The program also offers numerous internship possibilities.
both on and off campus, with a prominent slate of companies
and organizations. In addition, the department sponsors an
annual juried student showcase of work that is widely
attended by the interactive community, including artists and
prospective employers.

Curriculum
The job market for interactive multimedia professionals is
growing exponentially in practically every sector of the economy. Our innovative. interdisciplinary curriculum is structured
to be responsive to changes in the field so that graduates can
continue to succeed as the profession evolves. The program
is designed for students who want to work in team production
environments. Core classes introduce each component of
media (programming, visual design . sound . video. management. photography, and animation) to allow students to begin
developing a common, well·rounded language. The core
classes also provide students with an in-depth understanding
of the design issues raised by user interaction, the unique
aspect of this medium. Students build skills using the latest
production tools and techniques while pursuing concentrations
in the media component of their choice.
Work ing Faculty
The program has assembled a committed. passionate, and
accomplished group of faculty and staff members with interdisciplinary backgrounds in a wide array of fields. such as
programming, art and design. and music theory. All are working professionals who make a living in the their individual
disciplines. and who also often combine their expertise with
multidisciplinary and interactive work.
Facil ities
Our multimedia production studios are constantly evolving to
provide students with hands-on access to the latest tools and
techniques. Our five teaching labs are equipped with both PC
and Macintosh computers as well as state-of-the-art software.
scanners. video, sound editing stations, and animation workstations. We also house digital video and still cameras and
OAT recorders. Our open-access Studio is designed to provide
a comfortable. inviting work environment in which students
can share ideas.
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BA In Interactive Multimedia
Students pursuing a Major in Interactive Multimedia must
complete 39 credit hours of core requirements and either an
additional 9 credits of required courses from one of the
concentration areas (for a BA in Interactive Multimedia) or an
additional 18 to 23 credits of completed concentration
requirements (for a BA in Multimedia in Interactive Multimedia
with a concentration).

Second BA In Interactive Multimedia
Students seeking a second BA must complete the following for
50 credit hours.
39-3000 Interactive Multimedia Production: Individual (5)
39-1100 Aesthetics of Interactive Multimedia (3)
39·1300 Sound for Interactive Multimedia (4)
39-3600 Production for Interactive Multimedia: Team 1(4)
39-3601 Team Production for Interactive Multimedia: Team II (4)

CORE REQUIREMENTS (39)

22·1221 Art for Interactive Multimedia (3), Art and Design

Course Title and Credits

23-1200 Photography for Interactive Multimedia (3),
Photography

39-1100 Aesthetics of Interactive Multimedia (3)

24-1710 Screenwriting 1: Writing the Short Film (3 ), Film and
Video

39-1300 Sound for Interactive Multimedia (4)
39-2600 Interactive Multimedia Production 1: Individual (5)

26-2005 Computer Graphics and Animation for Interactive
Multimedia (3), Film and Video

CO MPLETE 8 CRE DITS. OR TWO SEM ESTERS. OF:

35-1100 Foundations for Computer Applications (3) (may
be waived by testing) Academic Computing

39·3600 Interactive Multimedia Production: Team

1

(4) and

35-2501 Computer Programming for Interactive Multimedia
(3), Academic Computing

39·3601 Interactive Multimedia Production: Team It (4)

4Q.17D1 VIdeo for Interactive Multimedia (4), Television

COMPLETE ALL OF THE FOLLOWING NON·
DEPARTMENTAL COURSES:

6 to 9 credits of Interactive Multimedia electives

22·1221 Visual Design for Interactive Multimedia (3). Art
and Design
23-1200 Photography for Interactive Multimedia (3),
Photography
24-1710 Screenwriting 1: Writing the Short Film (3 ).
Aim and Video
26-2005 Computer Graphics and Animation for Interactive
Multimedia (3), Film and Video
35-2501 Computer Programming for Interactive Multimedia
(3), Academic Computing
40-1701 Video for Interactive Multimedia (4). Television
Majors in Interactive Multimedia must complete additional
credits of advanced courses in one of the concentrations
below. Students may Choose either to complete 9 credits of
requirements in a concentration, resulting in a 8A in
Interactive Multimedia, or or a full concentration (whose
requirements range from 18 to 23 credit hours. depending on
the concentration). resulting in a BA in Interactive Multimedia
with a concentration. See the department for details of the
requirements for each concentration.
Animation
Programming
Graphic Design
Sound Design
Photography
Project Management
Video
Writi
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X

lnfoflllotl" Deal111 fof llltoractlwo Multl...tlla
Information Struc1utO 8ffects ewry aspect of ont..act,..

Aoatllotlca of lntoractlwo Multlmotlla

Course diiCUsses

the emereinc aesthetic of compUter·
based interectille multimedi a. It seeks to identify the
aural , visual. rhetorical, and dramatic aesthetic traditions
that preceded end now pervade int eractive forms.
Students learn strategies for critical analysi s of interactive
multimedia pieces. Students are then prepared to apply
these stratecJes proactively in the creation of interactive
multimedia pieces.
COUIIII n•uoo
I CIIIDITI

production. Course tapic)tes onronn.toon theory and Cltla
dtsiCI'o. includO"C nonnalozation ru.IH . Theory os oouplod
with practlc:al skills, oncludi"C ontroductoon to SQl prOCfam

mine, <ltlllbate dtscn. and interactrw proj8CI/ <ItlabaM
intecracJon.

COUIISI 81t· IIOO
4 CIIIDITI
PREREQVISIT£S: 39-1100 AESTHCTICS Of INTERACT'IVf
Allll.r!WOCA. 35-2501 ~NG FOR INTERACT'IVf
Allll.TMI£01A !ACADEMIC COMPVTINGJ. P£RWISSION Of OEPMr
MENT

Computer Qrephlc:s and Animation for
lntorac:tiYO Multimedia

Information Doalan for lntorac:tlwo Multimedia 11

Current trends in multimedia require animators to comprehend a wide range of compUter-based animation applica-

Course builds on the three fundamental skills ontroduced
in 3~2500 Information Oesi&n for Interactive M ultlmedoa,
includi"C analysis, modtlin&. end implementlllion. These
three skills are explored to further the student's ability to
develop end deploy complex client-centered onteractive
solutions. AnalySi s includes methods of ascertalninc
clients' requirements as visual architecture wtotCh can
" blueprint- a solution. Implement ation skolls coo;ered on

tions. Course covers broad techniques in creating art for
compUter animation with an introduction to methods for
makln& animation interactive. Applications used include
Photos/lop for generating and manipulat111g images end
bask: 30 renderinc programs. Students shOuld hiM! basi<:
understendin& of compUter operati"' systems prior to
enroUinc in the oourse.

the class include advanced client·ser Ye< technoques and
SOL <ltlabase dtsocn.

COUIIII 11•1200
I CIIIDITI
Prerequisites: 39-JlOO AESTH£TICS OF INTERACTIVE
MULnMEDCA, 22·1221 li!SUAL OESIGN FOR INT£RACT1Vf

COUIIII 81.2101
4 CIIIDITI
PREREQVISIT£S: 39-2500 INFORMATION OESIGN FOR 1NT£RAC

MULnMEDCA (ART AND OESIGNJ, 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS Of
COMPVT£R APPliCATIONS (ACADEMIC COMPVTINGJ

T1Vf MULnMEDCA

X Sound for lntarac:tlwo Multimedia

DVD Doalan and Authorlna
This course will provide desi&n techniQues and strllletoes .
Oevelopin& dtsi&n stratectes usina cuni~e DVO
authorin& software. students Will crellle interactrve niiVO&•
tional interf-s for their own films as well as edrto" '
reels. In addition, this course will onvestJ&ate current

Course focuses on the creative application of sound and
music f or implementation in computer-based multimedia
presentations. Students learn the basic principles of
aooustlcs, digital theory. sound reoordin&. end editin&.
Produc:tlon involves creating sound for streaminc audio.
streamlnc video end musk: in the context of an interactive
project. Students acquire the skills necessary to create
compellinc end technically profiCient sound tracks.

design trends on the OVO.authorin& ondustry. The class woll
use Final Cut Pro 2 .0 in CO<Ifunction woth DVO Pro and
Attel£ffects to &enerate onterectille onterf-s fO< DVOs .
The class will also coo;er how to WOf1< the audoo on ovo
authorinc specifically Guilond Surround sound trackS.

COUIIII aa•uoo
4 CIIIDITS
l¥fEREQVISIT£: J5.Jl00 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPI.JT£R

COUIIII 8lt·ll20
3 CIIIDITS
PREREQVIS/T£S: 39-1200 COMPVrER ~ICS ANO ANIAAA riON
FOR INTERACT'IVf MUW MEDCA. 40-3411 ~ICS FOR
T£LEVISION. 40-34122 1110£0 T£CHNIQUES IIIIT£LEIIISIONJ

APPliCATIONS !ACADEMIC COMPI.ITING/

Sound and Music: for lntarac:tlwo Vlaual Media
This oourse will offer students a chance to study the
ps)dloloCical end technical aspects of &DP~Yonc sound end
musk: to interactive visual medi a. Students woll be &rven
projects to complete which will onclude creatonc theor own
sound effects end music tracks as well as creatonc
sounds fo< use in interactive pre)fec1s such as ~
II'OifWMlltC end sound desiC/> software (ACID, SOUND
R>RGE, VEGA. VIDEO. and other somolar software).

COUIIII n•noo
I CIIIDITI
PR£11£Q<JISIT£: PERMISSION Of INSrJitJCTOR
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~ Interactive M ultimedi a Production: Team II
Intensive year·long team production. students learn to
work oollaboratively while producing projects tor an exter·
nal client . This two-semester senior·level sequence builds
on 39-2600 Interactive Multimedia Production I: Individual.
and caps the four·year major in Interactive Multimedia.
Course begins with concepts of team organization and
communication and continues with the formation of
production teams. design of the project. and acquisition of
media elements. Students practice scheduling and meet·
ing deadlines by delivering multiple versions of the project
throughout the year.

Introduction to Interactive Multimedia
Production
Students learn the basics of designing and constructing
their own interactive project for the Internet. Production
focuses on creating an interactive interface that is both
efficient and intuitive. Production emphasizes orientation.
fluency. engagement. and visual design. Students may
incorporate component media created in other classes.
COURSE U9·1600
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 39-1100 AESTHETICS OF INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA. 39-1300 SOUND FOR INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA.
22·1221 VISUAL DESIGN FOR INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA (ART
AND DESIGN). 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS (ACADEMIC COMPUTING)

COURSE 139· 3601
4 CREDITS
PRERfQUISITE: COMPLETION OF INTfRACTIVE MULTIMEDIA CORE

REQUIREMENTS

~ Interactive Multi med ia Production 1: Individual
Course focuses on the integration of component media in
an Interactive multimedia project. Students design.
produce. debug, and modify several Interactive multimedia
pieces. Students learn the basics by creating an autobiographical/personal project and identifying techniques for
ongoing portfolio development. Contemporary authOtil\g
technology and content creation tools will be utilized.

Portfolio Practlcum
This couse is a supervised, junior·level, practical appllca·
tion of iterative portfolio development. Students are
expected to have a portfolio which will be revised through·
out the semester with feedback from class critiques and
professionals In the Interactive Multimedia industry.
Topics to be covered will include production strategies,
the interactive process, and assessment techniques.

COURSE 1 3 9 ·2600
5 C REDITS

COURSE 139·2700

PREREQUISITES: 39-1100 AESTHETICS OF INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA. 39-1300 SOUND FOR INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA,
22·1221 VISUAL DESIGN FOR INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA. 23-

1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: 39-1100 AESTHETICS OF /INTERACTIVE MULTI·
MEDIA, 39-1200 COMPUTER GRAPHICS FOR /INTERACTIVE MULn
MEDIA 35-2501 PROGRAMMING FOR /INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA

1200 PHOTOGRAPHY FOR INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA, 35·2501
COMPUTER PROGRAMMING FOR INTERACT/VI:? MULTIMEDIA I, 40.
3732 WRITING FOR MULTIMI:?DIA, COMPLETION OF AT LEAST 6
ADDITIONAL CRfDIT HOURS OF INTI:?RACTIVE MULTIMfDIA CORE:?

(ACADEMIC COMPUTING). 40.3732 WRITING FOR INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA (TELEVISION)

CLASSES

Internship
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain worl< experience in their area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degree.

~ Interactive Multimedia Prod uction : Team I
Intensive year·long team production. students learn to
work collaboratively while producing projects for an exter·
nal client. This two-semester senior·level sequence builds
on 39-2600 Interactive Multimedia Production 1: Individual
and caps the four·year major in Interactive Multimedia.
Course begins with concepts of team organization and
communication and continues with the formation of
production teams, design of the project. and acquisition of
media elements. Students practice scheduling and meet·
lng deadlines by delivering multiple versions of the project
throughout the year.

COURSE 139·3088
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT. 3.0 GPA.
PORTFOLIO. A RtSUMt

Independe nt Project
An independent project is designed by the student. with
the approval of a supervisi11g faculty member. to create
work that goes beyond what is available in the curriculum .
Prior to registration. the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.

COURSE 139·3600
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA CORE
REQUIREMENTS

COURSE 139·3 0 98
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR
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BARRY RICE, ACTING CHAIRPERSON
Approac h
Journalism is not just about hOw to tell a good story, but also
about hOw to explain, interpret. and inform. The Journalism
department strives to instill strong values of journalistic
integrity and ethics in our students-accuracy and skill in
gathering information and putting it into context to make
sense of the world. Though technology may change the way
the public receives information. the role of the journalist as
the gatekeeper of that information remains unchanged.

Working Faculty
All Journalism courses are taught by professional journalists
from national and local media, some of whom have won
Pulitzers and Emmys , among other awards. We are an incredi·
bly diverse department. with a wide variety of racial, ethnic,
religious, cultural, and professional backgrounds. Students at
Columbia College Chicago have maximum exposure to various
points of view through the experiences, energy, and wisdom of
their instructors.

Cu rricu lu m
The Journalism program provides practical, hands-on experience in reporting, writing, editing. and publishing. It offers a
strong foundation for students seeking careers in newspapers. magazines, newsletters , television, radio, and online
media. The curriculum is structured around a core of six
courses, which includes an overview of the history and role of
mass media in America, and introductory courses in writing
and reporting, media ethics and law. copy editing. and
computer-assisted journalism. These courses prepare
students for intermediate and advanced work in the major's
four concentrations: News Reporting and Writing, the
Magazine Program, Broadcast Journalism, and Reporting on
Health Science and the Environment.

Inte rnship Opportuniti es
An extensive internship program complements on-campus journalism activities by placing students in local and national
media where they receive practical exposure to a variety of
journalism careers.

In all four concentrations, students have the opportunity to
get real-world training to prepare them for their careers upon
graduation. Students in the College Newspaper Workshop
produce the Columbia Chronicle , the College's weekly student
newspaper, and its companion website. www.columbiachronicle.com. Magazine majors write. edit. and design Echo, an
award-winning, four-color magazine that focuses on Chicago
arts and media. Broadcast Journalism students. in collabora·
tion with the Television and Radio departments. produce news
programs such as "600 South," a television news magazine,
and "Newsbeat," a live television newscast. All of our publica·
tions and productions consistently win awards in student
competitions. Students leave our program knowing not only
about the theory of communication : they also experience
producing journalism that mirrors the work they will do in their
careers.
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JOURNALISM
BA In Journalism
Students must complete 18 credit hours in core courses and
additional courses in a concentration. Students select from
four concentrations: News Reporting and Writing. the
Magazine Program, Broadcast Journalism (Television or
Radio), and Reporting on Health, Science, and the
Environment.

MAGAZINE PROGRAM CONCENTRATION ( 24)
Course Title and Credits
53-2210 Introduction to Magazines (3)
53-2215 Magazine Article Writing (3)
53-2220 Desktop Publishing for Journalists (3)

JOURNALISM CORE ( 18)

53-2225 Magazine Design (3)
53-3210 Magazine Editing (3) or 53-3215 Trade
Magazines (3)

Cou rse Title and Cred its

53-3220 Advanced Magazine Article Writing (3)

53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media (3)
53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reportil1£ (3)

COMPLETE SIX CREDITS OF JOURNALISM ELECTIVES

53-2015 Media Ethics and Law (3 )

(including 53-3535 College Magazine Workshop, 6).

53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3)

RADIO BROADCAST JOURNALISM
CONCENTRATION (31-33)

53-2025 Copy Editing (3)
53-2030 Information Search Strategies (3)

Course Title and Credits
JOURNALISM MAJORS MU ST SELECT ONE OF FOUR
CONCENTRATIONS:

53-2310 Broadcast News Writing (3)
53-3115 Investigative Reporting (3) or 53-3130 Interpretive
Reporting (3)

News Reporting and Writing (24)
Magazine Program (24)
Radio Broadcast Journalism (31·33) or Television Broadcast
Journalism (34)

41-1107 Voice and Articulation (3), Radio
41·1114 Radio Studio Operations (4), Radio
41·1128 Radio Production 1 (4 ), Radio

Reporting on Health, Science, and the Environment (29 )

41·1135 The Radio Producer (3), Radio
41-2207 Radio Writing and Newscasting (3), Radio

NEWS REPORTING AND WRITING
CONCENTRATION (24 )

41·2214 Radio Interviewing (3). Radio
41-3207 WCRX Practicum: Oil-Air News/ Sports (Vat), Radio

Course Title and Credits
53·2110 Advanced Reporting (3)

COMPLETE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

53·3110 Feature Writing (3)

53·2110 Advanced Reporting (3)

53-3115 Investigative Reporting (3)

53-3120 Covering Urban Affairs (3)

53-3130 Interpretive Reporting (3)

53-3125 Covering the Courts (3)
53-4110 The Business Beat (3)

COMPLETE TWO OF THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine 1 (3)

53-3120 Covering Urban Affairs (3)

53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine II (3)

53-3125 Covering the Courts (3)
53-4110 The Business Beat (3 )
53-4115 Community News (3)
53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I (3)
53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine II (3)
Complete six credits of Journalism electives .
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TELEVISION BROADCAST JOURNALISM
CONCENTRATION ( 34)

Minor In Publication Production
Students must complete 21 credit hours.

Course Title and Credits

Course Title and Cred it s

53-3115 Investigative Reporting (3 ) or 53-3130 Interpretive
Reporting (3)

53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media (3)

53-2310 Broadcast News Writing (3)

53-2025 Copy Editing (3)

53-3310 Writing and Reporting Te1ev1sion News (3)

53-2220 Desktop Publishing for Journalists (3)

40.1103 Aesthetics of Television (3). Television

53-2225 Magazine Design (3)

40.1302 Television and New Media Production (4), Television

53-3510 Advanced Desktop Publishing for Journalists (3)

40.2302 Video TechniQues I (4), Television

53-3515 Online Publishing and Production (3)

53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting (3)

40.2401 Video Techniques II (4), Television

Interdisciplinary Minor In Creative Nonfiction
Students must complete 24 credit hours In the following:

40.2601 Creating the Television News Package (3), Television
40.3601 The Television News Practicum (4) or 40.3621
Practicum : Producing the News (4), Television

Course Title and Credits
52-28 30 Creative Non-Fiction I (3), English

CO MPLETE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING COURSES:
53-2110 Advanced Reporting (3)

52·2831 Creative Non-Fiction II (3). English

53-3120 Covering Urban Affairs (3)

55-1101 Fiction Writing 1 (4), Fiction Writing

53-3125 Covering the Courts (3)

55-4102 Fiction Writing II (4). Fiction Writing

53-4110 Business Beat (3)

55-4104 Prose Forms (4). Fiction Writing

53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine 1 (3)
COMPLETE 6 TO 8 CREDIT HOURS FROM THE
FOLLOWING:

53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine 11 (3)

53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reportir'!g (3)

REPORTING ON HEALTH, SCIENCE , AND THE
ENVIRONMENT CON CENTRATION ( 29 )

53·2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3)
53-2215 Magazine Article Writing (3)

Course Title and Credit s

53-3220 Advanced Magazine Article Writing (3)

53-2110 Advanced Reporting (3)

52·2695 Connections in Literature: Journalists as Authors (3),
English

53-3115 Investigative Report1ng (3)

52·2810 Expository Writing: The Personal Essay (3 )
English

53-3130 Interpretive Reporting (3)
53-2410 Science and Medicine 1n the Med1a (3 )

52-2832 Creative Non-Fiction: Journal Writing, strongly
recommended (3), English

53-4410 Covenng Science and Med1c1ne I (3)
53-4415 Covering Science and Med1c1ne II (3 )

55-4213 Critical Reading and Writing: Fiction Writers as
Non-Fiction Writers (4), Fiction Writing

53-3598 Independent PrOJect: Journalism (3)

55-4315 Story and Journal {4), Fiction Writing

SELECT TWO OF THE FOLLOWING SC IENCE COURSES: •

55-4318 Bibliography and Research Techniques for Fiction
Writers (4), Fiction Writing

56-1110 Biology: The Living World Around Us (4). Science and
Mathematics

55-4319 Creative Non-Fiction, strongly recommended (4),
Fiction Writing

56-1210 Chemistry In Dally Life (4), Science and Mathematics
56-1310 Geology: The Earth as a Planet (4). Science and
Mathematics
56-1B10 Physics: Light. Sound. and Electricity (4). Science
and Mathematics
• Students must take two additional Science courses to fulfill
General Eduation reQuirements.
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CONCENTRATI ON: BROADCAST JOURNALISM
(TELEVISION)

Second BA
Students must choose one of the following concentrations.

STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE THE FO LLOWING FOR 49
CREDIT HOURS:
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media (3) or
53-2010 Hi story of Journalism (3)

CON CENTRATION : BROADCAST JOURNALISM ( RADIO)
STUDENTS MU ST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWI NG FOR 50
CREDIT HOURS:
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media (3) or
53-2010 History of Journalism (3)

53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting (3)
53-2015 Media Ethics and Law (3)

53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting (3)

53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3)

53-2015 Media Ethics and Law (3)

53-2025 Copy Editing (3)

53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3)

53-2030 Information Search Strategy (3)

53-2025 Copy Editing (3)

53-2310 Broadcast Newswritir1g (3)
53-3115 Investigative Reporting (3) or
53-3130 Interpretive Reporting (3)

53-2030 Information Search Strategies (3)
53-2310 Broadcast Newswriting (3)
53-3115 Investigative Reporting (3) or
53-3130 Interpretive Reporting (3)

40-1103 Aesthetics of Television (3), Television
40-1302 Television and New Media Production (4), Television

41·1107 Voice and Articulation (3), Radio

40-2302 VIdeo Techniques I (4), Television

41·1114 Radio Studio Operations (4), Radio

40-2401 Video Techniques II (4), Television

41·1128 Radio Production 1 (3), Radio

40-2601 Creating the Television News Package (3), Television
40-3601 The Television News Practicum (4), Television or
40-3621 Practicum: Producing the News (4), Television

41·1135 Radio Producing (3), Radio
41·2207 Radio Writing and Newscasting (3), Radio
41·2214 Radio Interviewing (3), Radio

AND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

41-3207 College Radio Practicum: On Air News/Sports
(variable), Radio

53-2110 Advanced Reporting (3)
53-3120 Covering Urban Affairs (3)

AND ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

53-3125 Covering the Courts (3)

53-2110 Advanced Reporting (3)

53-4110 Business Beat (3)

53-3120 Covering Urban Affairs (3)

53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I (3)

53-3125 Covering the Courts (3)

53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine 11 (3)

53-4110 Business Beat (3)
CONCENTRATION: HEALTH , SCIENCE, AND THE
ENVIRONMENT

53·4410 Covering Science and Medicine I (3)
53·4415 Covering Science and Medicine II (3)

STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FOR A
TOTAL OF 49 CREDIT HOURS:
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media (3) orl
53-2010 History of Journalism (3)

53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting (3)
53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3)
53-2025 Copy Editing (3)
53-2030 Information Search Strategies (3)
53-2015 Media Ethics and Law (3)
53-21.10 Advanced Reporting (3)
53-3130 Interpretive Reporting (3)
53-3115 Investigative Reporting (3)
53-2410 Medicine and Science in the Media (3)
53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I (3)
53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine II (3)
53-3598 Independent Project: Journalism (3)
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AND TWO OF THE FO LLOWING•:

AND TWO OF THE FOLLOWING:

56-1110 Biology: The Living World Around Us (4), Science
and Mathematics

53-3125 Covering the Courts (3)

56-1210 Chemistry in Daily Life (4), Science and Mathematics

53-4110 The Business Beat (3)

56·1310 Geology: The Earth as a Planet (4 ), Science and
Mathematics

53-4115 Community News (3)

53-3120 Covering Urban Affairs (3)

53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I (3)

56-1810 Physics: Light, Sound, and Electricity (4). Science
and Mathematics

53-4415 Covering Science and Medicine II (3)
6 additional credit hours of Journalism electives (excluding
Publications and Internships)

3 credit hours of Journalism Electives

8 additional credit hours. as agreed upon by program director.

CONCENTRATION : MAGAZI NE PROGRAM
STUDENTS MUST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FOR A
TOTAL OF 50 CREDIT HOURS:
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media (3) or
53-2010 History of Journalism (3)
53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting (3)
53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3)
53-2025 Copy Editing (3)
53-2030 Information Search Strategies (3)
53-2015 Media Ethics and Law (3)
53-2215 Magazine Article Writing (3)
53-3220 Advanced Magazine Article Writing (3)
53-2210 Introduction to Magazines (3)
53-2220 Desktop Publishing for Journalists (3)
53-2225
53-3215
53-3210
53-3535

Magazine Design (3)
Trade Magazines (3) or
Magazine Editing (3)
College Magazine Workshop (6) or 2 advanced
Journalism electives

8 additional credit hours as agreed upon by program director.
CONCENTRATION : NEWS REPORTIN G AND WRITING
STUDENT S MUST COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING FOR A
TOTAL OF 50 CREDIT HOURS:
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media (3) or
53-2010 History of Journalism (3 )
53-1015 lnt.roduction to Writing and Reportong (3)
53-2020 Reporting for Print and Broadcast (3)
53-2025 Copy Editing (3)
53-2030 Information Search Strategies (3)
53-2015 Media Ethics and Law (3)
53-2110 Advanced Reporting (3)
53-3110 Feature Writing (3)
53-3115 Investigative Reporting (3)
53-3130 Interpretive Reporting (3)
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COURSE DESCRIPT I ONS

JOURNALISM
X

CORE
Introduction to Ma.. Media

X

Students are instructed on legal and ethocal ossues that
worl<ing journahsts confront on the gathenng and dossemo·
nation of news: First Amendment hostory and onterpret&tion is highlighted.
COURSE U3·2011

This survey course serves as an introductoon to the entire
field of mass communication, including history of journa~
ism. Senior faculty and guest media professionals lecture
on broadcast and print journalism. as well as online
publishing, providing students with a broad overview of
today's highly competitive marl<etplace.
COURSE IIS-1010

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53-1010 INTROOUCTION TO MASS MEDIA

3 CREDITS
IAIIMC 911
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I OR 52·1101
INTRODUCTION TO COLLEGE WRITING MUST BE CONCURRENT

X

Media Ethics and law

X

Reportlnl for Print and Broadcast
Course concentrates on interviewing. news gathering, and
le»writing techniques lor print and broadcast. Reperting
with accuracy and objectivity Is stressed.
COURSE 1113·2020

Introduction to Wrltln& and Reportln&
Course offers Introduction to writing and reperting skills
used in all major media formats. with an emphasis on
newspapers, magazines, television, and radio. Writing
exercises are combined with field reperting so that
students gain practical experience. This course. along with
53-1010 Introduction to Mass Media, is designed to give
students a solid foundation for further studies in print or
broadcast journalism.
COURSE 113·1011
WI

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 53-1015 INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AND
REPORTING, 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

X Copy Edltln&
Essential course teaches students how to spat errors,
correct English usage. improve claroty, remedy inconsisten·
cies and redundancies. and edit a story to meet generally
accepted journalistic standards and Associated Press
style.
COURSE 113·20 25

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: JOURNALISM MAJORS: 52·1151 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION I. 53-1010 INTRODUCTION TO MASS MEOlA. 52·
1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II MUST BE CONCURRENT. NONMAJORS: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I, 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II MUST BE CONCURRENT; MAY TAKE TO RJLFILL

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-1015 INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AND

REPORTING. 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST
MUST BE CONCURRENT

WRITING INTENSIVE REQUIREMENT WITHOUT 53-1010
INTROOUCTION TO MASS MEDIA

X

Grammar for Journalist.

Information Searc h Strate&l. .
Course introduces students to technology-based news
reperting techniques, ranging from library database
research to computer-assisted repertong apphc.ations,
such as Internet search engines and analy1ical software.
Assignments emphasize acquisotlon and evaluation of
quality information and ~nowledgeable sources . usong
computer tools in an Internet-connected news lab.
COURSE 153·2030

This one-credit course will supplement 53-1015
Introduction to Writing and Reperting and 53-2025 Copy
Editing, and will enable Journalism majors to improve their
grammar, punctuation, and spelling skills, relative to journalistic content.
COURSE 113·1016
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53-1015 INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AND

REPORTING

History of Journalism
Course covers multicultural evolution of news from ancient
speken and written forms through printed, broadcast. and
online journalism of today. Major developments in news
media are examined, especially American newspapers,
magazines. radio, and television, with emphasis on
Chicago examples.
COURSE 113· 2010

X

N EW S REPORTI NG AN D WR IT IN G
Advanced Reportln&
Course continues development o f onterviewing and newsgathering skills: students learn how to add depth. context.
and human-interest elements to storoes. Actual field
repertong emphasozes ontervoews with newsmakers and
expert sources .
COURSE 153·2110

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52-1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I RECOM-

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT ANO BROADCAST

MENDED
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JOURNALISM

3€ Interpretive

3€ Feature Writing
Students learn to recognize, report. and write about
human, social, and cultural events that enhance and
supplement news reported each day by newspapers,
radio, and television. Stories as tollow·ups to news events
and stories relevant tor human·interest qualities are
emphasized .

Reporting
Bringing perspective, clarity, and insight to major news
stories. interpretive reporting is an advanced journalistic
technique that goes beyond the "who, what, where· of
basic reporting to the "why" and "how. " Students use
journalistic tools of interviewing, research , and reporting
to explain relevance of major issues.

COURSE 1153·3110

COURSE 153·3130

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53-2110 ADVANCED REPORTING OR 53·3310
WRITING AND REPORTING TELEVISION NEWS OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT

PREREQUISITE.: 53-2110 ADVANCED REPORTING OR 53-3310
WRITING AND REPORTING TELEVISION NEWS OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT

3€ Investigative Reporting

The Business Beat
Course teaches students to understand and report on the
economy, big and small business, financial markets, tech·
nology and media, labor, real estate, and more.

Course focuses on exploring methods of tracking a story
to its roots . Students are taught how to "sniff out" tough
stories . gather relevant information and documentation.
and present results. Instruction also addresses structural
differences that modify the presentation for radio,
television. newspaper or magazine.

COURSE 153·4110
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE.: 53-2110 ADVANCED REPORTING OR 53-3310
WRITING AND REPORTING TELEVISION NEWS OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT

COURSE 153·3115
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND
BROADCAST AND 53·2030 INFORMATION SEARCH STRATEGIES
OR PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

Covering Urban Affairs
Students cover City Hall. agencies. and institutions that
impact city life. and city. suburban or county governmental
units in this advanced writing and reporting lab. Students
interview agency officials, cover meetings. attend press
conferences. and write news articles on urban events and
issues.

Community News
This course is designed to introduce students to the requi·
sites of good. basic community journalism in an increas·
ingly global media environment. Students will cover a vari·
ety of public policy issues that impact communities and
neighborhoods by discovering sources at the grassroots
level that mainstream media often ignore. Speakers and
field trips will focus on the many "backyard resources"
around Columbia College Chicago and its burgeoning
South Loop neighborhood.

COURSE 153·3120

COURSE 153·4115

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53·2110 ADVANCED REPORTING OR 53-3310
WRITING AND REPORTING TELEVISION NEWS OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT

PREREQUISITE.: 53·2110 ADVANCED REPORTING OR 53-3310
WRITING AND REPORTING TELEVISION NEWS OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT

MAGAZINE PROGRAM

3€ Introduction to Magazines

Covering the Courts
Students learn structure of the court system and how to
report on criminal and civil cases. Deadline reporting is
emphasized.

Course examines world of magazines primarily, but not
exclusively. from the point of view of the editor. Field trips
and guest lectures. combined with a comprehensive
survey of the magazine business, prepare students for
the range of courses offered in the magazine curriculum.

COURSE 153·3125

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53·2110 ADVANCED REPORTING OR 53·3310
WRITING AND REPORTING TELEVISION NEWS OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT

WWW .COLU M .EOU

COURSE 153·2210
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53·1015 INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AND
REPORTING
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~ Magazine Article Writing

~ Advanced Magazine Article Writing

Course takes students step by step through the process
of creating magazine articles: brainstorming for ideas.
thesis development, research, interview techniques,
structure, targeting an appropriate magazine, writing, and
rewriting.
3 CREDITS

Course develops skills acquired in 53-2215 Magazine
Article Writing, concentrating on developing and marketing
one long-form magazine piece. In addition to working on
this piece, students read and discuss examples of long·
form magazine writing and investigate immersion reporting
techniques and the borrowing of literary techniques for
non·fiction use .

PREREQUISITE: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST

COURSE 153-3220

COURSE 153·2215

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53·22l5 MAGAZINE ARTICLE WRITING

~ Desktop Publishing for Journalists
BROADCAST JOURNALISM
~ Broadcast News Writing

Course focuses on journalistic aspects of desktop publish·
ing, using the computer to its fullest extent in graphic pres·
entation of written material. News and magazine layout are
taught using the leading desktop publishing software.
COURSE 153-2220

Intended for students entering the Broadcast Journalism
concentration, this course teaches basic techniques for
writing radio and television news scripts.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 153·2310

PREREQUISITE: JUNIOR OR SENIOR STANDING OR PERMISSION OF
DEPARTMENT

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND

BROADCAST. MAY BE CONCURRENT

~ Magazine Design
This course teaches students to design magazine layouts
within the framework of common practices in the graphic
design, magazine, and printing industries. Students will
learn basic design principles, how to conceptualize a
layout. how to use typography effectively, how to understand color, how to select and place photographs, and
how the printing process affects the overall design of a
magazine.

Writing and Reporting Television News
Course builds upon skills taught in 53-2310 Broadcast
News Writing by focusing on special techniques and skills
necessary for writing and reporting television news. Also
included is an examination of ethical issues and chal·
lenges facing today's broadcasters.
COURSE IS3·3310
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53-23l0 BROADCAST NEWS WRITING

COURSE 153·2225
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53·2220 DESKTOP PUBLISHING FOR

REPOR T ING ON HEALTH , SC I ENCE, AND
ENVIRON MEN T
~ Science and Medicine In the Media

JOURNALISTS

Symposium-style course deals with major scientific and
medical issues of public concern. Students consider how
media interpret scientific information and make it relevant
to lay audiences. Issues covered might include destruc·
tion of the environment. morality of euthanasia, funding of
manned space travel or nuclear policy in the post·Cold
war era. Expert speakers are a course highlight.

~ Magazine Editing
Course teaches students advanced skills necessary to
edit a consumer or trade magazine . Students learn
advanced copy editing, editorial packaging, and editing for
online publications.
COURSE IS3·3210
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53-2025 COPY EDITING. 53-22l0 INTRODUCTION

COURSE IS3·2410
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·ll5l ENGLISH COMPOSITION I RECOM·

TO MAGAZINES, 53-22l5 MAGAZINE ARTICLE WRITING

MENDED

~ Trade Magazines

~ Covering Science and Medicine I
Ability to write and report clearly about scientific. health.
and environmental subjects is an increasingly useful skill
in writing for newspapers, magazines. broadcast. book
publishers, business. and industry. Students learn to take
complex ideas and express them in language accessible
to the reading public.

Magazine writing and editing skills are applied to maga.
zines serving various industries. Students learn to cover
specific businesses for specialized audiences . Course
provides excellent preparation for Chicago's many trade
publications.
COURSE 153·3215
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53-22l0 INTRODUCTION TO MAGAZINES

COURSE 153·4410
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST
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Covering Science and Medicine II
Course IS des1gned for students who have completed 534410 Covenng Science and Medicine I. Students gain an
opportunity to do advanced writing and reporting on
research and issues in areas of science. health. and the
environment.
COURSE 153·4415

Introduction to Magazine Photography
Survey course 1n techmques of selecting photos for use 1n
publications. from trade to consumer magazines . teaches
students to use stock photos. create ideas for a shoot.
direct a shoot. and edit photos for a layout. Some knowl·
edge of photography is helpful.
COURSE 153·2530

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 53-4410 COVERING SCIENCE AND MEDICINE 1
OR PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

PREREQUISITE: 53-2210 INTRODUCTION TO MAGAZINES

ELECTIVES

Newsletter Workshop
Students ga1n hands-on experience in creating, writir1g.
editing, and designing newsletters for various audiences.
both in print and onl1ne.
COURSE 153·2535

Opinion Writing
This IS the area of writing that students enjoy most-writing
in their own voices for newspapers, magazines. and
broadcast. Course includes exercises in editorial writing,
column, and opinion writing for Op Ed pages, reviews, and
criticism .
COURSE •53·2510

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 53·2320 DESKTOP PUBLISHING FOR
JOURNALISTS, RECOMMENDED

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST

Spanish News Reporting
This course is intended for bilingual students who are
interested in writing tor the Spanish-language print media.
Writing exercises, geared to improving the student's
command of written Spanish, combine with field reporting
to help students ga1n practical experience in writing news
for Spanish print media outlets. Students should be fluent
in Spanish.
COURSE 153·2540

Writing Reviews and Criticism
Course teaches philosophy of criticism and practical principles and skills of its application. Instruction concentrates on reviewing films. books, theater, dance. music,
and television.
COURSE 153·2515
3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST

PREREQUISITE: 53-1015 INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AND
REPORTING

Sports Reporting
Interviews with Chicago-area athletes and sportswriters
help students took beyond game scores Into the -whysbehind sports developments. Students cover games, write
feature stories. and dig into news developments in the
field of sports.
COURSE 153·2520

Spanish Broadcast News
This workshop is intended for bilingual students interested
in producing and reporting for Spanish-language broadcast
news media. Writing exercises. geared to improving the
student's command of written and spoken Spanish.
combine with field reporting and producing to help
students gain practical experience tor positions in Span1sh
broadcast news.
COURSE •53 ·2541

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53-2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST

3 CREDITS

Fashion Journalism Workshop
Course introduces students to fashion journalism. cover·
ing designers. models, and stars. This discipline Involves
interviewing, research. and analysis-skills that enable
writers to sift through hype and relay stories to readers.
Workshop includes a final writing project that brings all
components into focus.
COUR SE •53·2525

PREREQUISITE: 53·1015 INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AND
REPORTING

Travel Writing Workshop
In this "traveling workshop,· students will take short trips
to interesting sites and locales in and around Chicago,
learning to observe and report on their excursions using
the highly detailed and personal style characteristic of
travel journalism.
COURSE U 3·2545

2 CRED ITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53-1015 INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AND
REPORTING OR PeRMISSION OF DEPARTMENT
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Diversity In the Media

College Newspaper Workshop

Topical courses examine how mainstream and alternative
media cover issues of gender and sexuality. race, religion.
and socio·political and ethnic d iversity. Courses also look
at the journalistic tradition of covering voiceless or disen·
franchised groups, such as the homeless. imprisoned or
disabled. Topics have included Alternative Press. Women
and the Media, Black Journalism in America. and Covering
Religion.

The Columbia Chronicle. the weekly College newspaper
and its website. is written and designed by this class.
Students gets hands·on experience in writing and report·
ing, copy editing, headline and caption writing. photo edit·
ing, advertising layout, and page design.

COURSE 153·2570

OF DEPARTMENT

COURSE 1153·3530
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: JUNIOR OR SENIOR STANDING AND PERMISSION

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53-1015 INTRODUCTION TO WRITING AND
REPORTING OR PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

College Magazine Workshop
In this fast·paced. hands-on course. students produce a
glossy, four-color magazine in a single semester. Students
assign, write. and edit stories; assign photography and
illustrations; design and desktop publish the magazine;
and send it out for printing.

Advanced Desktop Publishing for Journalists
Instruction continues development of skills taught in 53·
2220 Desktop Publishing for Journali sts. Students apply
knowledge of software to full graphic and editorial production of journalistic material.

COURSE 1153·3535
6 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF MAGAZINE PROGRAM DIRECTOR

COURSE 153·3510
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53·2220 DESKTOP PUBLISHING FOR
JOURNALISTS OR 53-2225 MAGAZINE DESIGN OR PERMISSION
OF DEPARTMENT

Internship: Print Journalism
Internships provide advanced Print Journalism students
with opportunities to gain work experience in their areas
of concentration or interest while receiving academic
credit toward their degrees.

Online Publishing and Production
Course introduces Journalism students, and other
students with interest in web page design, to the growing
world of online interactive publishing. Students explore
both publishing concepts and production technology, lead·
ing to creation of their own original online publications.

COURSE 1153·3588
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF PRINT JOURNALISM INTERNSHIP
COORDINATOR

COURSE 153·3515
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53·2030 INFORMATION SEARCH STRATEGIES OR
PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

Interns hip: Broadcast Journalism
Internships provide advanced Broadcast Journalism
students with opportunities to gain work experience in
their area of concentration or interest whi le receiving
academic credit toward their degrees.

Producing the TV Newsmagazine

COURSE 1153·3589

Students produce and write a TV newsmagazine that
focuses on issues of importance to the American public.
Each student will research. write . and produce an in-depth
segment intended for broadcast.

VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF BROADCAST JOURNALISM
INTERNSHIP COORDINATOR

COURSE 1153·3520

~ Independent Project: Journalism

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 53·2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND
BROADCAST OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

An independent project is designed by the student, with
approval of a supervising faculty member. to study a
subject area that is not available in the Journalism
curriculum. Prior to registration , the student must submit
a written proposal that outlines the project.

Senior Honors Seminar

COURSE 1153·3598

Seminar course, leading to graduation with honors in the
major, offers outstanding Senior journalism students the
opportunity to do a significant piece of professional·level
writing, suitable for publication.

VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

COURSE 1153·3525
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE.: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR
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New Media Literacy for Journalists
This course teaches basic literacy in New Media. including
use of HTML. text formatting, spreadsheets for data analysis. and electronic presentations for screen and the
Internet. It also provides an introduction to • infographics •
from a journalistic and information-design perspective. In
this project-based course. students learn to · read" and
"write " using visual language by creating a variety of news
and information presentations.
COURSE M53·4510
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 53·2025 COPY EDITING. 53-2030 INFORMATION

SEARCH STRATEGIES. AND EITHER 35-llDO FOUNDATIONS OF
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS OR PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

Topics In Journalism
Topics of current interest to journalists are featured on a
rotating basis. Course teaches advanced students how to
cover breaking stories. major new trends, one-time events
of national or local interest. and emerging technology.
Topics have included Covering the Presidential Election
and Environmental Reporting.
COURSE M53·4570
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: JOURNALISM MAJORS: 53-2020 REPORTING

FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST. NON-MAJORS: JUNIOR OR SENIOR
STANDING WITH 3.0 GPA

International Reporting
This course is a practical guide to covering international
stories from the U.S. and abroad. Students will analyze
issues of importance in Asia. the Middle East. Africa. the
Americas, and Europe. In exploring reporting strategies for
print and broadcast. students will learn to include histori·
cal perspective and provide social, economic, political,
and cultural context and learn to look for the political and
cultural context. They will also learn to look for the human
element and downplay crisis-oriented coverage .
COURSE M53-4610
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 53·2020 REPORTING FOR PRINT AND BROADCAST
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MARKETING COMMUNICAT IO N
MARGARET SULLIVAN , CHAIRPERSON
In the age of information. the art of persuasion is key. The
culture of advertising shapes and colors the world we live in.
The science of marketing turns technological innovations into
billion dollar industries. The skills of public relations dominate
not only the marketplace of ideas. but the political arena as
well.
The worldwide information industry is exploding with opportunities and fresh challenges that put a new competitive burden
on artists. technicians, businesspeople, and civic leaders to
promote their messages effectively.
The best way to get into the game is to work and study with
the professionals who are making up the rules as they go
along, then breaking them into exciting new forms. Our faculty
members are working professionals: the creative minds who
have made Chicago a world capital of advertising. marketing,
and public relations.
Students majoring in Marketing Communication select from
among four concentrations to complete a major: Advertising,
Marketing. Creative Sports Marketing, and Public Relations.
we manage one of the country's most effective Internship
programs with overseas study opportunities as well.
Marketing Communication majors rece•ve a sohd education in
the academic fundamentals. then complement their studies
with practical experience. An internship 1n a Ch•cago advertising, marketing or public relations agency is often the springboard to entry into the profession. The department provides
extremely competitive internship opportunities to upper dilli·
sion students who earn credit as they train with leading
creative directors and decision makers.
Students who pursue a minor in Marketing Communication
learn to become empowered to control their own artistic
careers . Marketing Communication skills help creative artists
turn their talent into paying careers.
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PUBLIC RELATIONS CONCENTRATION (27)

BA In MarketlnC Communication
Students must complete 18 credit hours of core courses and
one of the following required concentrations: Advertising,
Marketing, Creative Sports Marketing, and Public Relations.

Courae Title and Credits

54-1701 Public Relations Writing (3)
54-2701 Public Relations Cases and Crisis Management (3)

MARKETING COMMUNICATION CORE (18)

54-2702 How to Manage Promotions and Special Events (3)
54-2703 Public Relations Resources: Tools of the Trade (3)

Courae Title and Credits

53-1015 Introduction to Writing and Reporting (3), Journalism

54-1500 Integrated Marketing Communication (3)

Select 12 credit hours of departmental electives.

54-2500 Introduction to Market Research (3)
54-1600 Introduction to Advertising (3)

Minor In MarketlnC Communication
Students must complete 21 credit hours.

54-1601 AdCult: Cultural and Psychological Aspects in
Advertising Communication (3)
54-1700 Introduction to Public Relations (3)

Course Title and Credits

54-2900 Introduction to Media (3)

54-1500 Integrated Marketing Communication (3)
54-1501 Introduction to Sales Promotion (3)
54-1600 Introduction to Advertising (3)

Marketing Communication majors must select one of four
required concentrations.

54-1605 Advertising Copywriting I (3)
54-1700 Introduction to Public Relations (3)
54-2500 Introduction to Market Research (3)

ADVERTISING CONCENTRATION ( 24)

54-3505 Marketing Yourself/Job-Seeking Strategies (3)
Courae Title and Credits

Students must complete an independent project taken in the
major area and evaluated by advisors from maj or and minor
departments.

54-1501 Introduction to Sales Promotion (3)
54·1605 Advertising Copywriting I (3)
54-2601 Advertising Workshop (3)

Minor In • ·Commerce
Students must complete the following for 21 credit hours:

54-2602 Production I (3)
Select 12 credit hours of departmental electives.

54-1500 Integrated Marketillg Communication (3)
54-1501 Introduction to Sales Promotion (3)

MARKETING CONCENTRATION (27)

54-2505 e-Commerce;Database Marketing (3)
Courae Title and Credits

54·1604 Interactive Adver tising {3)

54·1501 Introduction to Sales Promotion (3)

54-2603 Business-to-Business Advertising {3)

54·1503 Introduction to Sales and Sales Management (3)

54·3770 e-Commerce Workshop {3)

54-2502 Creativity and Marketing (3)

39-1600 Introduction to Interactive Multimedia Production (3),
Interactive Multimedia

54-3501 Marketing Case Workshop (3)
54-3502 Developing a Marketing Plan (3)
Select 12 credit hours of departmental electives.

CREATIVE SPORTS MARKETING CONCENTRATION ( 27)
Courae Title and Credits

54·3502 Developing a Marketing Plan (3)
54·1701 Public Relations Writing (3)
54·2702 How to Manage Promotions and Special Events (3)
54-1800 Introduction to Sports Marketing (3)
54-2801 Sports Public Relations and Marketing (3)
54-2802 Legal Aspects of Sports Marketing (3)
49-2656 History of Sports (3), Liberal Education
Complete 3 credits of 54-3088 Marketing Communication
Internship or 54-3098 Marketing Communication Independent
Stu •
Select 3 credit hours of college-wide, sports-related electives.
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X

M ARKETING

Marketing In Not-for-Profit Organizations

Integrated Marketing Communicati on
Introductory survey course explores marl<.et.i ng objectives
and strategies, research techniques, marl<.et segmentation, distribution, and new product development.

Students learn that the same marl<.eting pnnciples used to
sell consumer products for profit are applicable when
marl<.eting not-for-profit organizations such as charitoes.
cultural institutions, schools. and hospitals.

COURSE 154-1500

COURSE 154-2503

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 54·1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION

X

Introduction to Salea Promotion
Course examines merchandising and sales promotion as
vital elements of the media mix. Students explore how
these disciplines contribute to the development of an
effective marketing plan.

Techn iques of Direct Marketing
Course is a comprehensive study of direct marketing and
applications for consumer and business-to-business
marketing. Curriculum covers all aspects of direct market·
ing from planning and concepts to creative execution. lists
and media. catalogues. direct mall. display advertising,
telemarketing, and response analysis.

COURSE 114-1501
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION

COURSE 114-2504
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 54·1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION

X Introduction to Salea and Salea Management
Students examine selling techniques from a variety of
perspectives. Course covers Initial client contact. making
the sale, and customer service. Students examine effective management of a sales force in a competitive and
diverse marl<.etplace.

E-Commerce/ Database Marketing
Course teaches students to use database marl<.eting to
increase efficiency. Students learn to create profitable
one-to-one customer relationships that gain information
necessary to understand customer behavior. Course
demonstrates the means to improve overall profits by
using databases to link planning. forecasting. budgeting,
list and media selection, product development. fulfillment,
and customer services. Students apply these techniques
to real-life marketing problems.

COURSE 114·1503
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION

X

Introduction to Market Reaearch
Course introduces measurement and research techniques
employed in examining consumer behavior. Curriculum
places emphasis on design, execution. analysis, and inter·
pretation of research. Students learn to initiate and
execute a meaningful research study.

COURSE 154·250 5
3 CRED ITS

PREREQUISITES: 54·2504 TECHNIQUES OF DIRECT MARKETING.
35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

COURSE 114·2500
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING

X

COMMUNICATION

X

Marketing Case Workshop
Advanced marketing course focuses on case study review
and discussion . Students apply basic marketing principles
to real-life situations.
COURSE 154-3501

Creativity and Marketing

3 CREDITS

Exploratory course encourages students to consider non·
traditional methods of marketing products . Students
engage in creative problem solving across marketing disci·
plines to achieve marketing objectives and increase prof·
liability.

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES

X

COURSE 154·2502

Developing a Marketing Plan
Comprehensive course teaches students to prepare a
marketing plan for a specific product or service. Students
learn to formulate marketing strategies using current tools
available in marl<.eting management.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING

COMMUNICATION

COURSE 154·350 2
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES
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New Product s MarketlnC
Course serves as a comprehensive study of product
development and its components. Material covers new
product research, analysis of the consumer market. and
distribution channel selection. Students learn how these
techniques are applied when marketing tangible and Intangible products.

~ AdCult : Cultural and Psyc holoclcal Aspects In
Adverti si ng Communication
Recognizing that shopping and consumption are as much
social activities as they are marl<eting acts. this course
explores cultural and psychological factors, both
conscious and unconscious, which Influence consumer
behavior. Readings and exercises in the psychology of
perception and attitude formation. as well as exposure to
culture studies and research projects. help students
develop insight into advertising as social communication.

COURSE 154-3503
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES

COURSE 154-1601
3 CREDITS

The Acc ount Executive and the Brand Manacer
Course focuses on the role of two key marl<etlng positions
on the client and agency side of business. Students examIne roles and responsibilities of these career options
within the context of an Integrated marketing environment.

The Art of the Televisio n Commercial In Popular
Culture
Course studies the television commercial as advertising
strategy, film production. editorial process. art form, and
phenomenon of popular culture. Course materi als consist
of TV commercials, Including hundreds of the most expensive, exciting, funny, effective, outrageous, sexy, and
conceptually brilliant television spots ever made. Course
Is a must for employment-motivated Advertising and Film
students.

COURSE 1 5 4-3504
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION

CORE COURSES

MarketlnC Yo urself/ Job-Seeking Strategies
Course Introduces students to the steps Involved in the
job search process. Various skills, techniques, and
resources for Improving job hunting effectiveness are
reviewed. Students learn to develop rtlsumtls and cover
letters. interview effectively, assess skills and career
objectives. and manage the search process . Several guest
speakers discuss Job hunting In their particular marl<eting/advertising areas. Course Is recommended for all
Marketing Communication majors.

COURSE 154-1802
4 CREDITS

AdvertlslnC In America
Survey course emphasizes the unique role of advertising
in American society, traced through the sociological development of advertising in America from the earliest days to
the present.
COURSE 154-1603

COURSE 154·3505

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES AND MINIMUM 30 CREDIT HOURS

Interactive Advertl s lnC
Course presents and explores marketing communication
through digital media. Several converging techniques are
introduced: computer-based multimedia, television,
computer networks. telephone. and cable systems.
Lectures and discussions cover basic components of
marketing communication promotions. direct marketing,
public relations. retail distribution. and advertising.
Exercises focus on analysis and problem solving with dig~
tal media.

ADVERTISING
~ Introduction to AdvertlslnC
Students examine the essentials of advertising in this
survey course. Curriculum Is designed to accommodate
Marketing Communication majors and students from other
departments, such as Photography, Television, and Film
and Video, who are likely to confront advertising issues in
their careers.
COURSE 154·1800

COURSE 154· 1804
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING

3 CREDITS

COMMUNICATION
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~ Advertising Copywrltlng 1

Adverti sing Campaigns and Case Studies
Methods of creative advertising. selection and placement,
media planning, development of advertising materials. The
history and ethics of advertising are surveyed.

Students learn to write advertising copy that will be used
In campaigns that target large numbers of consumers.
Focused on the writing of print and broadcast advertise·
ments. the course teaches students the elements of style
and creativity, introduces them to relevant communication
techniques. and teaches them the basics of how adver·
tisements are constructed.

COURSE 154·2804
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54·1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION, 54-1600 INTRODUCTION TO ADVERTISING

COURSE 154-1605
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING

Advertising Copywrltlng II

COMMUNICATION. 54-1600 INTRODUCTION TO ADVERTISING

Course continues study of relevant communication techniques. elements of style. and creativity in writing for large
numbers of people. Course emphasizes practical examination of the fundamentals of advertisement construction
for print and broadcast media.

~ Advertising Workshop
Covering the formation of a complete advertising
campaign. this workshop is designed for advanced
Advertising students.

COURSE 154·2805
3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II, 54-1605
ADVERTISING COPY I.

COURSE 154·2601
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES

Copywrltlng and Popular Culture
Course teaches students how to develop adVertising
campaigns that are informed with relevance to contempo.
rary trends in culture. Exercises challenge students to
d iscern trends in popular thought and expression. then
develop adVertisements that speak to those trends. A
variety of materials from diverse sources are used to help
students understand and use semiotic methods in the
creation of advertisements. In addition. the course
focuses on the Importance of understanding memetlcs.

~ Production I
Course introduces students to the marketing imperatives
that Inform the creation and production of television
commercials. radio commercials. and Infomercials and
includes a sequence on print production basics. Students
develop, write. and art-direct creative concepts that
support a stated marketing goal. which has been substan·
tiated by qualitative and quantitative data. Focus is on
such issues as talent casting. costuming. scenic design,
labor relations, and business contracts in the production
industry. Students complete a field project consisting of a
professional bid package that reflects real-world production costs for the commercials they create.

COURSE 154·3601
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES

COURSE 154·2602
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISrTE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES

International Advertisi ng Techniques
Course challenges students to develop adVertising
campaigns targeted to consumers in individual foreign
countries, in sets of foreign countries. and globally.
Course is taught within the framework of marketing theory
and integrates principles of social anthropology to provide
students with a working definition of culture. Students
learn to assess cultural differences to which advertising
executives should be sensitive.

Business-to-Business Advertising
Course is an intensive workshop covering differences
between consumer and industrial advertising. Class is
designed to help Journalism. Marketing. and Advertising
students understand the career opportunities available in
the field. Course's curriculum enables professional
communicators to improve utilization of available
resources.

COURSE M$4·3602
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES

COURSE 154· 2603
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION

CORE COURSES
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Copywriter/ Art Director Team
Based on practices in most advertising agencies,
Advertising students and students in Art and Design are
taught to work together in developing advertising
campaigns. Teams consist of art directors and copywriters
who work together throughout the course.
4 CREDITS
CROSS LISTED WITH ART AND DESIGN 22·5325

Semiotics for Creators of Popular Culture
This course explores the study and use of semiotics (or
symbolic language) in the development of advertising and
other creative works that contribute to the content of
popular culture. Interdisciplinary in scope, the course will
explore how advertising uses symbolic language from
diverse disciplines such as literature, cinema, television,
per forming arts, architecture , fashion, and other fields
that shape the overall popular culture.

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMM UNICATION

COURSE 154·3670

CORE COURSES

3 CREDITS

COURSE 1154-3603

SS

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

Portfolio Development
Course teaches students how to prepare professionally
viable portfolios that consist of original advertising
campaigns they create. Students are required to create
five different campaigns (three print ads each) with at
least two related storyboards. Course culminates in the
students ' presentations of their portfolios before a review
panel made up of advertising agency executives and
professional recruiters.

Buzz In Popular Culture
This course teaches students to appreciate, analyze, and
utilize the viral marketing phenomenon of "buzz" (word of
mouth) as a communication system in contemporary pop
culture. Although originally intended for students in the
Marketing Communication disciplines, this course 's focus
on human interaction in society at large renders it highly
appropriate for students in other disciplines.

COURSE 154-3604

COURSE 154-3675

3 CREDITS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES

PUBLIC RELATIONS
:)€ Introduction to Publi c Relations
Course is an overview of the contemporary applications
and techniques of public relations, one of the booming
career opportunities in our service and Information society. Research, planning, action, and evaluation are backdrops for studying actual and hypothetical situations.

Advertising Campaigns Practlcum I
Course focuses on the American Advertising Federation
(AAF) student competition. Students develop a comprehensive marketing and advertising plan that answers a problem posed by the AAF. Students then formally present the
creative solution, which is showcased during the regional
competition . Course offers a hands-on approach to utiliz·
ing principles learned across the Marketing
Communication curriculum.

COURSE 154-1700
3 CREDITS

IAIIMC913

:.€ Public

Relations Writing
Course covers all forms of writing for public relations,
including magazine queries, securing television and radio
interviews, coverage memos, media alerts, news
releases, features, trade press writing, video news
releases, and public service announcements.

COURSE 1154-3605
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES, PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

COURSE 154·1701

Advertising Campaigns Practlcum II
Course is a continuation of 54-3605 Advertising
Campaigns Practicum I. It focuses on the American
Advertising Federation student competition. Students
develop a comprehensive marketing and advertising plan
that answers a problem posed by the AAF. Students then
formally present the creative solution, which is showcased
during the regional competition . Course offers a hands-on
approach to utilizing principles learned across the
Marketing Communication curriculum.

3 CREDITS

INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATION$

COURSE 1 54·3606
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: COMPL£TION OF MARK£TING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES, PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON
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MARKETING COMMUNICATION
MarketlnC Practlcum: The Colle&• as Client

Public Relations for Arts , Culture and Social
Services

Course engages select students in a real-world marl<eting
communication effort . with the College as client. This
capstone course uses advertising. marl<eti'lg. and public
relations techniques to identify and address challenges
posed by the marl<eting needs of Columbia College
Chicago or individual departments or activities of the
College. A professionally-oriented assignment and specific
client will be given at the beginning of each term .
COURSE 154·1750

Course prepares students as sk1lle<l commun1cators whO
promote nor>-profit act1v1tles 1n our soc1ety. rang1ng from
performmg and visual arts to soc1al serv~<:e organizat1ons.
Course discusses the various soc1a1 groups. the
messages tailored to these groups. and overall promot1on
for a wide variety of objectives. 1nclud1ng legislative
support. contributions. aud1ences. and organization bu1ld·
ing.
COURSE 1114·2704

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

X

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54·1 700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS

Public Relations Caeea and Crisis Manacement
Political and Government Public Relations

Course examines application of basic principles in public
relations through the case history method . Students
explore recent major public relations case histories and
analyze and critique each decision with emphasis on
public relations management. Special attention is given to
crises by examining cases such as the September 11.
2001 terrorist attacks. the TWA crash of flight 800, and
the Exxon oil spills. Course teaches students methods of
handling various events with respect to target audiences.
COURSE U4·2701
3 CREDITS

Course focuses on specialize<! promotional activities of
political campaigns and the public relations activities of
various government bodies at national. state. and local
levels. Some of the questions addresse<l by the course
are: What are public relations roles in the intensity of the
political campaign? How are statements prepared for
public officials? How does one interpret policy? How does
one handle media relations? How does one handle the
inevitable crises that occur in politics and government?
COURSE 154-2705

PREREQUISITE: 54·1 700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 54-1700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS

X

How to Manage Promotions and Special Evente
PR UalnC the Internet

Class focuses on the business of special events, event
management, event production . and public relations. The
relationship between special events and public relations
is examined. Students plan and discuss special events
ranging from parades to news conferences and planned
tours. Course examines activities that promotional profes·
sionals are called upon to create. plan . implement. and
evaluate. Class takes numerous field trips and frequently
meets guest speakers. Students are required to partici·
pate in at least three special events during the semester
for class credit. Many events are held in the evenings and
on weekends. Additional emphasis is placed on budgeting
and evaluation.
COURSE U4-2702

Students will learn to incorporate online solutions to reach
targeted audiences. Most major PR firms and corporations
have executive positions dedicated to web issues. The
class will be taught in the computer lab to allow a hands·
on approacn to current campaigns. while students learn
the many techniques and tools at their disposal in this
high-tech age of public relations.
COURSE 154-2708
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 54-1700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS

Public Relations Presentation Skills
Course emphasizes verbal skills. from selling ideas and
budgets to placing stories. speaking in pubhc. and
employing various forms of self-express1on. Students learn
techniques used by public relations professionals to guide
others in presenting themselves on rad10 and teleVISIOn.
Course is 1deal for students who seek a career in public
relat1ons. adver t1s1ng or other related commumcat1ons.
COURSE 1114-3701
3 CREDITS
SP

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54·1700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS

X

Public Relations Resources: Tools of the Trade
Basic course helps Public Relations students identify the
tools of public relations specialists. Course addresses
what these tools cost. how to locate them . hOw they are
used. and how results can be measured. Video news
releases. clipping services . and professional d~rectories
are among the countless resources introduced to poten·
tial public relations professionals.
COURSE 154·2703
3 CRlDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54-1 700 INTRODUCTION TO PUBLIC RELATIONS
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Public Relatione A&ency/ Portfolio Development
Course allows students to establish a real·life agency and
serve the public relations needs of one or more clients.
Class is taught by a veteran public relations executive and
affords students the opportunity to test their skills in a
real·life professional setting. Students develop a complete
public relations proposal for inclusion in their portfolios.

~ Legal A spect• of Sporta Marketing
Course provides students with a fundamental understanding of the causal relationship between a strategic sports
marketing plan and the legal agreements that are inherent
to its implementation. Students will develop an under·
standing of the value of sports celebrity endorsements .
The course introduces them to methods of assessing that
value. as well as means to assess the legal implications
of sports marketing plans. The first half of the course will
focus on theoretical issues. and the second half will be
hands-on conceptualization and development of legal
agreements.

COURSE 154· 3702
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION
CORE COURSES

COURSE 154·2802

E·Commerce Workshop
Students learn the fundamental skills of e.COmmerce
advertising. marketing, and public relations. as applied to
one or more fields of artistic production. with an emphasis on the student's own art interests. Students will regis·
ter. design, publish. and manage an Individual commercial
website. Lab fee covers cost of domain-name registration.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54-1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION

MEDIA
~ Introduction to Media
Course introduces the theory and utilization of media for
the dissemination of strategic marketing communication
messages. Students examine aspects of the process of
buying time and/or space in different kinds of media,
such as television. radio, newspapers. magazines. supplements. outdoor/ transit . and newly emerging vehicles.
Students learn what considerations determine which
media vehicles to include in a campaign media mix.
Course also focuses on marketing and media plans. budg·
eting. defining target audiences. time and creative limitations. and the use of industry reference sources such as
Arbitron. Nielsen. and Standard Rate and Data .

COURSE 154-3770
VARIABLE CREDIT

SPORTS MARKETING
~ Introduction to Sports Marketln&
Course explores the breadth of the sports marketing
industry and its consumer and communication realities.
This intermediate marketing course introduces students to
the Sports Marketing concentration or provides a market·
ing elective. Students learn how to decide market selec·
tion and how to plan. create. and assess sports market·
lng communication programs that include advertising.
marketing. public relations. and new media.

COURSE 154·2900
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54·1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION

COURSE 154·1800
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54·1500 INTEGRATED MARKETING
COMMUNICATION

Buying Broadcast Media
Course covers techniques of purchasing broadcast media.
It analyzes the process of buying broadcast advertising
time from the initial request for ·avails." to the negotia·
tion of rates and the final purchasing decision. The
process includes the purchasing of time on network and
spot marl<et television. unwired networks. cable and syndl·
cated television. as well as network and spot market
radio.

~ Sport• Public Relatione and Marketing
Students prepare illustrative examples of marketing and
promotional programs in the areas of professional and
amateur athletics. Course focuses on the preparation and
distribution of communications materials pertaining to
sports events. individuals. and contests.
COURSE 154·2801
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54-1800 INTRODUCTION TO SPORTS MARKETING
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COURSE 154·2901
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54·2900 INTROOUCTION TO MEDIA
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Selling Advertising Media

Topics In Marketing

Course examines the work of the media salesperson for
both broadcast and printed media. Students learn how to
read and use broadcast ratings data. audience surveys,
and media content analyses as sell ing tools. The course
also focuses on techniques of advertising rate or cost
negotiations in competitive environments. This course
also analyzes the relationship between the media sales·
person. advertising agency executives. and advertisers.

Students in all concentrations are presented a rotation of
specialized topics of existing and emerging interest in the
areas of Marketing, Creative Sports Marketing,
Advertising, and Public Relations.
COURSE .54·3X70
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF MARKETING COMMUNICATION

CORE COURSES

COURSE .54·2902
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 54·2900 INTRODUCTION TO MEDIA

Media Workshop
Advanced course in media planning challenges students
to develop marketing communication media plans that
encompass target audience definitions. media objectives ,
media rationale, media mix. media budgets. and esti·
mates of reach and frequency.
COURSE •54·3901
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 54·2901 BUYING BROADCAST MEDIA. 54·2902
SELLING ADVERTISING MEDIA

AdCult at the Movies
This course combines popular film and video screenings
with critical discussions to examine how advertising is
depicted in cinema as both a profession. and as a cultural
phenomenon that shapes and colors the world in which
we live.
COURSE .54·3970
3 CREDITS

INTERNSHIP S AND INDEPENDENT
PROJECTS
Internship: Marketing Communication
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of interest while receiv·
ing academic credit toward their degree.
COURSE U4·3088
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

Independent Project: Marketing Communication
An independent project is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising faculty member. to study an
area that is not at present available in the curriculum.
Prior to registration. the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.
COURSE .54·3098
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON

AND WRITTEN PROPOSAL
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RADI O
BARBARA CALABRESE. CHAIRPERSON
Appr oocll
Radio is global. It is the single medium of mass communica.
tion that can reach everyone freely and with a minimum of
technology. From day one. students have available the ability to
create. produce. and perform radio. We provide a program
philosophy that emphasizes creativity and individual expression. wide exposure to all facets of the radio industry. and ettli·
cal and responsible decisiorwnaking. We prepare students to
enter a multi-billion dollar industry by providing complete knowl·
edge of the field of radio and guiding our students Individually
through the curriculum to connect their talents with their
dreams and their dreams to a Mure in radio.

lntornalllpa ond Profenlonol Opportunltloa

we offer profes.sional internships on commefcoal and publoc
radio stations. 110ice over talent companies. and medoe sales
companies in the Chicaco market. the third largest on the
nation. Students participate fully in day-tCHiay job responsibd~
ties, such as producing a morning show. crellling radio spots
in the digital studio. preparing sales presentlllions for prospec·
l ive clients. and writing and editing news and sports broadcasts. Our internship program has provided many of our
students with his or her first job.
WCRX 88.1 FM. our student-manaced radio stlllion, has won
numerous national awards in production. music felllures.
promotional spots. and news. WCRX reaches as many as
250.000 Chicag~area listeners with quality news and public
servioe programming as well as music specialty shows and
sports-talk programs. Students can choose to host and/or
produce music, sports. news and public affairs programs. work
in the digital production studio, design and implement pr~
tional events. manage stsff, program radio station content or
manage the station website. All students receive college credit
for their work and are supervised by radio faculty who are
experienced managers. on-air talent, and production special·
ists.

Curriculum
The Radio department at Columbia College Chicago offers the
largest and most comprehensive program in the country and is
unique in providing ii'Kiepth concentrations in both the art and
the business of radio. Required core classes emphasize both
creative and business fundamentals such as studio opera.
lions. marketing and promotion, programming, and ethics.
Students can then choose to concentrate in either
Talent/Production or Business. The Talent/Production concentration immerses students in on-air and technical production
skills. The Business conoentration prepares students to obtain
positions in radio sales, marketing, promotion, and research. A
wide variety of radio electives allows students to pursue
special Interest areas such as voice over, sportscasting, and
internet radio. All students must complete at least one semester working in the student radio station .

Workl n& Focul ty
Our faculty are experienced professionals in both the crelllive
and business aspects of radio. Many have held management·
level positions in large- and major-market stations. All faculty
continue to actively participate in their profession as 110ice over
artists. program produoers. talk show hosts. digital production
specialists or sales/marketing oonsultants. An awar~winnlng
and high achieving group, they are some of the best-known
names In the radio Industry and bring a passion for the industry and a dedication to educating successful radio broadcast·
ers of the Mure.

Fecllltl. .
Radio department facilities utilize equipment that meets or
exceeds the quality and range of equipment found in commer·
cial radio stations. Studio classrooms are outfitted with a
control room and booth that provide all the capabilities for
producing, editing, and broadcasting live and taped radio
programs as well as computers and access to Associated
Press audio and wire copy. Technical production classrooms
are designed for laboratory-style learning using production
interface boards, analog and digital recording equipment,
turntables. mini disc players/recorders. CO, OAT and a
complete line of computers with ProTools digital software. We
also house 6 separate studios used exclusively for practice
outside the classroom.
Our radio station is designed per the specifications of a
commercial broadcast outlet. Facilities include main and
secondary on-air broadcast studios. a newsroom. an off~ine
studio, a digital production center. a music library and a C)t>er·
oenter with computer and software dedicated to reaHime audio
streaming. All facilities utilize digital recording and editing
including mini-disc. OAT. and CD. as well as turntables and
dual tape decks to allow students a full range of possibilities
for creating their own programs.
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BA In Radio
Students must complete a core of 23 credit hours and 16
credit hours of electives. In addition to the core and electives.
students must complete 19 credit hours in one of two concen·
tratlons: Talent/Production or Business.

Second BA In Rad io
Students must complete the following for a total of 50 credit
hours:
CORE : 23 CREDIT HOURS
41·1100 Introduction to Radio (3)

CORE REQU IREMENTS (23)

41·1107 Voice and Articulation (3)
41·1114 Radio Studio Operations (4)

Course Title and Credits

41·1128 Radio Production 1 (4)

41·1100 Introduction to Radio (3)

41·2114 Ethics in Broadcastir~g (3 )

41·1107 Voice and Articulation (3)

41·3107 Radio Mar1<eting and Promotion (3 )

41·1114 Radio Studio Operations (4 )

41·3114 Radio Programmong (3)

41·1128 Radio Production I (4 )
41·2114 Ethics in Broadcasting (3)

Students may choose the Talent/Production or Business
Concentration: 19 credit hours

41·3107 Radio Mar1<eting and Promotion (3)
41·3114 Radio Programming (3)

TALENT/ PRODUCTION CONCENTRATION : 19 CREDIT
HOURS

Students must select one of two concentrations.

41·1121 Radio Broadcasting 1 (4)

TALENT/ PRODUCTION CONCENTRATION ( 35)

41·1135 The Radio Producer (3)
41·2407 Digital Production (4)

Course Tit l e an d Credits
41·1121 Radio Broadcasting I (4)

STUDENTS MAY CHOOSE 2· 4 FROM THE FOLLOWING:

41·1135 The Radio Producer (3)

41·3207 WCRX Practicum: News/ Sports (Var.)

41·2407 Digital Production for Radio (4 )

41·3300 WCRX Practicum: Talent (Var.)
41·3400 WCRX Practicum: Production (Var.)

CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING:

41·3528 WCRX Practicum: Webcasting (Var.)

41·3300 WCRX Practicum: Talent (Var.)
41·3 400 WCRX Practicum: Production (Var.)

Advanced Studio/Capstone course in Talent/Production : 4-6
(Students may choose from a variety of course offerings)

Students may then choose up to 6 credit hours of advanced
courses in music, news, talk. sports or public service.

BUSINESS CONCENTRATION : 19 CREDIT HOUR S

Complete 16 credit hours of Radio electives.

41·3100 Radio Sales (3)
41·3121 Radio Station Management (3)

BUSINESS CONCENTRATION ( 35)

41·2300 Broadcast Law (3)

Course Title and Credits

STUDENTS MAY CHOOSE 2·4 FROM THE FOLLOWING:

41·3100 Radio Sales (3 )

41·3214 WCRX Practicum: Promotions (Var.)

41·3121 Radio Station Management (3 )

41·3514 WCRX Practocum : Management (Var.)

41·2300 Broadcast Law (3)
Advanced/ Capstone Course in Sales or Marketing/Promotions
6-8 (Students may choose from a variety of course offerings)

CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING :
41·3214 WCRX Practicum: Promotion (Var.)
41·3514 WCRX Practicum: Management (Var.)

RADIO ELECTIVES: 8 CREDIT HOURS
All students may choose up to 8 credit hours of radio elec·
tives including Internships and independent projects

Complete up to 8 credit hours of advanced courses in radio
station marketing. promotion. sales, research, and management.
Complete 16 credit hOurs of Radio electives.
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RADIO
X

CORE

X Introduction to Radio
Introductory course deals with the language and concepts
of radio broadcasting . Students are Introduced to an
overview of radio broadcast history, station organization.
past and present technologies. and terminology through
the use of lectures. special guests, projects. films.
quiues. exams. and group exercises.

The Radio Producer
Course covers behind·the-scenes production techniques
for telephone talk radio programs. live interview shows.
and news programs. Curriculum emphasizes aspects of
the radio producer's job, such as tracking down guests,
contacting VIPS, and researching talk show topics. Class
completes actual production assignments and interviews .
COURSE 141·113 5
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4J.l100 INTROOIJCTION TO RADIO. 52·1151

COURSE 141·1100
3 CREDITS

ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

X

Voice and Articulation
Students acquire pronunciation and grammar that is
necessary for broadcasting and oral communication in any
professional environment. Students receive an individual
evaluation of articulation and voice. Course stresses the
concept of becoming ' bi<lialectic." or learning and using
Standard English in addition to your primary dialect.
Classroom exercises focus on using Standard English
when reading copy and engaging in improvisatoonal conver·
saloon .

News for the Musi c Format
Course is an introduction to the basic principles of
contemporary radio news writing as it pertains to a musicoriented radio station. Students learn basic broadcast
news writing styles with an emphasis on headline writing.
Students perform various short-form newscasts in
conformity with various station formats.
COURSE 141·1142
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE 141· 1107
3 CREDITS

X

Radio Broadcasting II
This advanced-level course in radio broadcasting ptovides
hands-on experience in developing one's radio personality
and skills through creating a music specialty show.
Students will create show themes and concepts. conduct
research and interviews. select music, and produce a
complete show for broadcast on WCRX.

Radio Studio Operati on s
Thos os an entry-level course that provodes an ontroduction
to theory and practice in the operatoon of control room
source and recording equipment. oncludong basic format
execution and radio terminology.
COURSE 141·1114
4 CREDITS

COURSE 141· 2100
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1121 RADIO BROADCASTING I, 52·1152

X

ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Radio Broadcasting I
An Introductory course on radoo broadcasting provides
hands-on experience on the basic responsobolities of an onair host or announcer at a radoo statoon. Thos oncludes writ·
ong and performong formatic elements such as personality
bots. news, commercoals. promos. traffoc, weather. and

Wri ting for Radio
This introductory course will cover the style, format. and
techniques for various forms of writing specific to the
radio industry. Students will write and produce public servIce announcements. promos, commercials, editorials, and
news and sports copy.

intervoews.
COURSE 141·1121
4 CREDITS
1AIIMC918
PREREQUISITES: 41·1107 VOICE AND ARTICUI..ATION. 41·1114

COURSE 141·2107
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO, 41·1114
RADIO STUDIO OPERATIONS, 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

RADIO STUDIO OPERATIONS.

X

Radio Production I
Course uses theory and hands-on practice to familiarize
students with the fundamentals of commercial radio
production. Students learn ptoductoon techniques. includong recordong. edoting, moxing. dubbong. and copy writing.
Students utilize analog and digital equoptnent for on-class
and out-of-class assignments.
COURSE 141·1128
4 CREDITS

IAIIMC915
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:):€

:):€ Ethics

In Broadcasting
This course explores the ethical decisions and issues
involved in the broadcast industry. Students analyze ethical theories and conduct through various case studies ,
videos, readings, lectures. and classroom discussions.
The course introduces the student to legal issues such as
defamation . the use of anonymous sources. the privacy
torts, and the media's role in First-Amendment theory.
COURSE jj41·2114
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO. 52-1151
ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

Radio Station Management
Course focuses on the various facets of managing a radio
station. Curriculum analyzes management theories and
approaches, in addition to the Telecommunications Act,
Family Leave Act, labor and discrimination law, crisis
management. FCC rules, and Americans with Disabilities
Act. Through specific case studies . role-playing, group
discussion, and individual exercises. students learn how
to interview prospective employees, handle difficult
employment issues, prepare a crisis management plan,
and write station policy and procedure.
COURSE U1-3121

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-3100 RADIO SALES. 41-3114 RADIO
PROGRAMMING, 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

:):€ Radio

Sales
Course introduces basic principles of radio as a profitproducing advertising medium from the viewpoint of a
radio account executive . Students learn how radio advertising is purchased on local. national and agency levels,
and how to analyze radio ratings research. Course culminates in a comprehensive sales presentation project.

Career Preparation: Radio
Course deals with elements that are important for a
successful job search in radio broadcasting. Topics
include Internet employment search, writing informative
business letters, preparing resumes, and developing interpersonal communication skills. Students produce and
record a professional quality audition tape suitable for
submission to prospective employers or talent agents.

COURSE 1141-3100
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO, 41-1114

RADIO STUDIO OPERATIONS, 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE 141-3128
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: SENIOR STATUS, COMPLETION OF RADIO CORE

:J:€ Radio

Marketing and Promotion
Course introduces basic information required to create a
radio station marketing and promotions plan from positioning to flow chart, and to develop a complete promotional concept from start to finish . Course includes an
investigation of psychOgraphies and demographics, an
overview of positioning, and sales/programming promotions.

JOURNALISM TRACK ELECT IVES
Radio Sportscastlng
Course covers the writing and delivery style ot sports
anchoring and reporting. Students learn how to cover various sports events and conduct interviews. Coursework
encompasses covering locker rooms, working with
sources, and gathering and disseminating sports news.
There is a performance-based component tor students to
gain on-air experience anchoring and reporting.

COURSE jj41-3107
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO, 52·1151
ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE jj41-2200
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-1114 RADIO STUDIO OPERATIONS, 52-1151
ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

:J:€ Radio

Programming
Students will learn hOw music radio programming is developed tor a specific target audience. Students will learn to
read and interpret ratings, music, and perceptual
research; to create schedules and make decisions about
music and other program elements; to manage and
develop an on-air staff; and to work effectively within a
station and corporation.
COURSE '41-3114

Radio Writing and Newscasting
Course covers the basic principles of broadcast news writ·
ing with an emphasis on producing and delivering radio
news. There is a performance-based component for
students to gain on-air experience anchoring or reporting
news for news or news/talk formats.

3 CREDITS

COURSE 1141·2207

PREREQUISITES: 41-1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO, 41-3107
RADIO MARKETING ANO PROMOTION, 52·1151 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION I

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1114 RADIO STUDIO OPERATIONS, 41-1100
INTRODUCTION TO RADIO OR 53-1015 INTRODUCTION TO
WRITING AND REPORTING
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Voice and Articulation II

WCRX Practlcum: Promotion

Course serves the serious student seeking improvement
of oral communication skills. Study focuses on appropri·
ate use of voice and articulation when reading news and
commercial copy. Students improve language organization
and formulation skills for ad-lib, summarizing, and story·
telling in broadcast contexts.

Intended for the advanced student, this practicum
requires a minimum of eight hours per week. Students are
responsible for creating, implementing, and maintaining
internal and external contests and station promotion tor
Columbia College Chicago radio station WCRX. In this
advanced practicum, students assist at various station
functions including "live· broadcasts and oft-site station
events.

COURSE 141·2210
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 41·1107 VOICE AND ARTICUU.TIDN

COURSE 141·3214
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF WCRX FACULTY ADVISOR

Radio Interviewing
This course will explore the tools. techniques , and theories necessary tor conducting professional radio interviews. Various styles and types of interviews will be
covered, including news; public affairs, ar ts; entertain·
ment, feature profiles. and sports. Course content will
include topic/guest selection. research, pre-interviews ,
writing copy. and interviewing techniques. Students will
practice skills during class and listen to and critique vari·
ous interview styles and formats. Throughout the semes·
ter, students will conduct live in-studio interviews.
Selected interviews will be aired on the College radio
station. WCRX 88.1FM.

Radio Feature Workshop
In this advanced radio workshop. students learn to
produce sound-rich features or documentaries suitable for
broadcast on commercial or non-commercial radio outlets.
Students will learn to research, interview, write, edit. and
use appropriate technical production techniques. Subject
matter may include news/ public affairs and arts/cultural
topics . The class will also study exemplary radio features
and documentaries as role models.
COURSE 1141·3221
3 CRED ITS

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I. 41·1107

PREReQUISITES: 52·1151 eNGLISH COMPOSITION I AND 41·1107
VOICE AND ARTICUU.TION, 41·ll14 RADIO STUDIO OPERATIONS,
41·2407 DIGITAL PRODUCTION FOR RADIO OR PERMISSION

VOICE AND ARTICUU.TION. 41·1114 RADIO STUDIO OPERATIONS

OF INSTRUCTOR

COURSE 141·2214

TALENT TRACK ELECTIVES
Commercial News Practlcum

The Club DJ

Advanced course teaches the roles of reporter, anchor.
and editor in a working newsroom envi ronment. Students
assume roles of various positions in a newsroom and
are responsible tor producing a weekly one-hour news
program that airs live on WCRX Radio. Students conduct
phone interviews. edit tape, provide live and recorded
reportage. write news packages, stack newscasts , and
make on-air decisions working under real deadline
pressure.

Course prepares students for a position as a personality
in discos and nightclubs utilizing the talents of a live disc
jockey. Course includes instruction in use of portable
equipment such as turntables , speakers, and microphones. Content covers production techniques inherent to
this specialized field of audio entertainment.
COURSE 1141·1300
3 CREDITS

COURSE 141-3200
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF RADIO BROADCAST JOURNALISM

Radio Sports Play-by-Play
Students develop play-by-play techniques, analyze statis·
tics , generate sources. and interview athletes. Course
utilizes a combination of actual game video and audiotape. and on-location training at various sports venues.

COORDINATOR

WCRX Practlcum: On·Air News/ Sports

COURSE 1141· 1307
3 CREDITS

Intended for the advanced student, course requires a
minimum of eight hours per week. Student news anchors
are responsible for the gathering and dissemination of
news;sports. Students are responsible for newscasts in
morning and afternoon drive over the Columbia College
Chicago radio station WCRX . Students participate in tape
gathering process utilizing the Associated Press feed serv·
ices, and perform radio inter views for news or sports
reports in a working newsroom environment.
COURSE 1141·3207
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF WCRX FACULTY ADVISOR
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RADIO
Roc: k and Soul on the Radio : Roots
Course covers the progression of rock music from its
roots In rhythm and blues. country, and jau music in the
1920s through the 60s. Students study individual artists
and the bands that created the music. trends and styles
of music, the music's influence on modern culture. and
the impact of current events on the music.

The Club OJ II
This adVanced. talent-based course is for students who
have completed 41-1300 The Club OJ or have experience
as a club OJ. Students learn advanced OJ skills of beat
matching, scratching, and mixing, as well as setting up,
troubleshooting, and operating the primary disc jockey
equipment in a nightclub. Lecture content includes the
history and development of the nightclub and mobile OJ
industry, musical styles. and turntabllsm as an art form in
modern commercial culture.

COURSE 141·1314
3 CREDITS

COURSE 141·2314
3 CREDITS

Roc:k and Soul on th e Radi o: Contemporary
Course covers the progression of rock and soul music on
the radio from the 1970s to current times . Students study
individual artists and bands who perform this music,
music trends and styles, the music's influence on modern
culture, and the Impact of current events on rock and soul
music as It Is programmed for the radio.

PREREQUISITE: 41-1300 THE CLUB OJ OR PERMISSION OF THE
INSTRUCTOR

Internet Radio
This course covers the basics of the web as it pertains to
over-the-air radio stations. It also will explore Internet-only
webcasting and the use of the web In promotions, sales,
and business models. There will be an emphasis on innovation. and students will create experimental pages for
the WCRX website. Students need not have advanced
computing skills.

COURSE 141-1 321
3 CREDITS

~ Broadc:ast law
Course concentrates on practical applications of broad·
cast law and examines various general principles that
apply to the daily broadcast business. Course includes
defamation law. invasion of privacy, the media, and the
justice system and Issues related to employment
contracts. intellectual property. free speech, and FCC
regulations.

COURSE 141-2321
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 35-1100 FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER
APPLICATIONS

Voice-Over Copy Interpretation and Performanc:e
A performance-based course that introduces the student
to the skills and techniques used in interpreting and
presenting commercial and narrative copy for radio and
television adVertising as well as sc.ripts used in corporate
training and industrial narration. Students work in a studio
classroom and receive individual critiques. Emphasis is
placed on developing a style that works for each student.
The course also includes some lecture presentations
regarding the business of voicEHJvers and how to prepare
a "demo· tape.

COURSE 141·2300
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

Commerc:lal Announc:lnC
Course introduces elements of the highly competitive
voicEHJver profession. including timing and interpretation,
Industrial narration techniques. character voices for
animation. and other styles will be practiced and
performed . Class culminates in production of voice-over
demo tape and professional critique .

CO URSE 141-2328

COURSE 141·2307

4 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41-1121 RADIO BROADCASTING I, 41·112B
RADIO PRODUCTION I

PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II. 41·2307
COMMERCIAL ANNOUNCING
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RADIO
Talk Radio I
This course is an introduction to the principles. styles,
and techniques of radio talk shows including sports,
issue-oriented and interview-style formats. The radio talk
show is one of the most popular formats at commercial
and public radio stations across the country, providing
listeners with a compell ing forum for debate and enter·
tainment. Lectures and in-studio exercises teach skills
such as interviewing, monologue. interaction with listen·
ers. and personality development. Talk-radio professionals
appear as guest speakers .

WCRX Practlcum : Production
Course is intended for the advanced student and requires
a minimum of eight hours per week. Using advanced
production studio facilities, students write, voice, and
technically produce station promos. public service
announcements, and imaging for Columbia College
Chicago radio station WCRX.
COURSE 141-3400
VARIABLE CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF WCRX FACULTY ADVISOR

COU RSE 141·2370
3 CREDITS

Internship: Radio
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.

PREREQUISITES: 41·1100 INTRODUCTION TO RADIO. 41·1107
VOICE AND ARTICUU.TION. 41·111 4 RADIO STUDIO OPERATIONS,
52·1151 ENGLISH COMPOSITION I

COURSE 141·3488

WCRX Practlcum: Talent
Course is intended for the advanced student and requires
a minimum of eight hours per week. Student personalities
host one or more air shifts per week on Columbia College
Chicago radio station WCRX. Formats vary from dance and
sports talk to alternative and heavy metal. Students utilize
advanced analog and digital equipment and have access
to extensive show prep resources.

VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: JUNIOR STATUS , PERMISSION OF INTERNSHIP

COORDINATOR

Independent Project : Radio
An independent project is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an
area that is not at present available in the curriculum.
Prior to registration, the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.

COURSE 141-3300
VARIABLE CRED IT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF WCRX FACULTY ADVISOR

COURSE 141·3498
VARIABLE CREDIT

PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR. WRIT7EN
PROPOSAL

Radio Workshop: Th eater of the Mind
Students create their own program for radio using art and
entertainment forms found in drama. narration. and
comedy. Students may choose to perform published work
or write their own and select among different forms such
as drama. voice/sound design. storytelling or comedy
bits. Student work will be aired on Columbia College
Chicago radio station WCRX. Course content includes
script writing. sound effects. casting. rehearsing. direct·
ing, and editing for on-air use . This course is open to non·
radio majors. with the permission of the instructor.

MANAGEMENT TRACK ELECTIVES
Radio Workshop: Public Service In the Media
Course involves students in identifying significant commu·
nity issues and how those issues are addressed by public
service programming. Students create a public affairs
campaign. including programming. promotions. and public
services announcements for broadcast on Columbia
College Chicago radio station WCRX. The class also
covers critical Federal Communications Commission (FCC)
rules and regulations.

COURSE 1141·3321
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1121 RADIO BROADCASTING I,
41·2407 DIGITAL PRODUCTION FOR RADIO. 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II OR PERMISSION OF INSTRUCTOR

X

COURSE 141·3500
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1121 RADIO BROADCASTING I, 41·2407

DIGITAL PRODUCTION FOR RADIO, 52·1152 ENGLISH
COMPOSITION II

PRODUCTION TRACK ELEC TIV ES
Digital Production for Rad io
Course enhances basic foundation in production proce·
dures gained in 41·1128 Radio Production I. using the
Digital Audio workstation (DAW) . Students learn digital
recording and editing techniques while producing in-class
assignments and a long-form final proj ect.
COURSE 1141·2407
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 41·1128 RADIO PRODUCTION I, 35·1100
FOUNDATIONS OF COMPUTER APPLICATIONS
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Broadcast Research
Course outlines application of basic marketing research
techniques to radio situations . Course material covers
conducting research from music testing to perceptual
studies and evaluating research supplied by outside
companies . including ratings services.
COURSE 141-3507
2 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 41·3114 RADIO PROGRAMMING

WCRX Practlcum: Management
Course is intended tor the advanced student and requires
a minimum of 15 hours per week. The WCRX faculty advi·
sor appoints students to act as student managers at
Columbia College Chicago radio station WCRX. With assis·
tance from the faculty advisor. student managers evaluate
student staff performance. Course focuses on basic
management skills. programming strategies, and compli·
ance with FCC rules and regulations. Programming
managers utilize advanced computer software applications
to schedule music and generate programming logs.
COURSE 141-3514
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF WCRX FACULTY ADVISOR

WCRX Practlcum: Webcastlng
Course is intended for the advanced student and requires
a minimum of eight hours per week. The practicum
requires ambitious involvement in the development and
maintenance of the Columbia College Chicago radio
station WCRX website. Students are responsible for
updating play lists. station events, jock profiles, news,
sports scores, and public service announcements. The
course includes experimental initiatives and community
outreach.
COURSE 141-3528
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: PERMISSION OF WCRX FACULTY ADVISOR
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TELEVI S ION
MICHAEL NIEDERMAN, CHAIRPERSON
Approach
There has never been a more exciting time to explore the field
of television. Opportunities in the industry to produce a vari·
ety of formats and genres have expanded exponentially-from
news, music, advertising, drama. and comedy to cable.
network, industrial, and the Internet. In such a rapidly evolving
industry, Columbia College Chicago's Television department
gives students comprehensive. practical, and conceptual train·
ing that also allows them maximum adaptability. At graduation, students are prepared to begin a career knowing that
determination. flexibility, and making the most of opportunities are as important as the talent they have developed.

Profeu lonal Expoaurej Opportunltles
In addition to working on Columbia's numerous television
programs. students also have access to the department's
excellent ties to both local and national television communities. Our outstanding internship program places students in
every discipline with companies such as MTV, Nickelodeon ,
Bill Kurtis Productions. and numerous Chicago post-hOuses.
Many of these internships have led to full-time positions after
graduation with these and other prominent employers.
Working Faculty
Our faculty of working professionals bring the energy and firsthand knowledge of the business right into the cl assroom. In
addition to teaching our classes, they may also be writing sitcoms, directing news programs, and editing documentaries.
They come from every facet of the television industry to make
our program second to none .

Curriculum
Columbia College Chicago otters the most comprehensive
television arts college curriculum in the Midwest. Beginning
with the first semester. the program provides detailed conceptual and hands-on training tor every phase of television. video.
and new media. The program is intensive and includes work in
all areas: field production. studio production . editing, writing,
and interactive television. Fundamentals also include television's visual language and the history of television. A pivotal
class halfway through the curriculum. "Individual Visions."
forces students to think about the stories they have to tell
and area of concentration they'd like to pursue through a
mixture of exercises and exposure to guest speakers. In
collaboration with the Theater and Journalism departments.
Television students work on one or more of the following
Columbia College Chicago television productions :
• South Loop: the school's ongoing drama series . written,
produced, and directed by Television students
• 600 South: Columbia's longest running news magazine
program
• Newsbeat our live news program. airing twice weekly
throughout the semester

• CC. TV: a magazine program focusing on College activities
• Out on a Limb: our program featuring sketch comedy
performances

Several of these programs are broadcast on cable networks
throughout the Chicagoland area.

Fac llltlea
As one of the first in the United States to otter non-linear editing, the department has always been on the cutting edge of
technology. Because we are the Midwest training center for
Avid, students have access to working in Avid suites. Our
complete post-production facilities also include advanced
graphics. online editing suites. audio sweetening facilities. an
advanced digital imaging lab. and a remote production truck.
We also have three professionally eQuipped studios.
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TELEVISION
SELECT 12 CRED ITS OF THE FOLLOW ING:

Major In Telev ision
Students must complete 60 credit hours course wor1<, including 34 credits in a basic core and 26 credits in a required
concentration: Writing/Producing, Production/Directing,
Postproduction/Effects or Interactive Television.

40·2320 Lighting Topics (1)
40-2321 Control Room Topics (1)
40-3312 Television Di recting Production: Sketch Comedy (4)
40-3313 Television Directing Production: News (4)
40·3314 Television Di recting Production: Drama (4)

TELEVISION CORE (34)

40-3315 Television Di recting Production: Interview (4)
Course Title and Credits

40·3316 Television Di recting Production: Remote (4)

40-1101 History of Television : Evolution to Revolution (3)

40-3317 Television Di recting Production: Live Broadcast (4)

40-1103 Aesthetics of Television (3)

40·3321 Advanced Control Room Techniques (2)

40-2100 Individual Visions (3)

40-3322 Making the Documentary for Television (4)

40·3101 Television and Society (3)

40-3324 Experimental Video Production (4)

40-2201 The Television Producer (3)

40-3325 Cable Program Workshop: Production (4)

40·2202 Writing for Television (3)
POSTPRODUCTION/EFFECTS CONCENTRATION (30)

40-1302 Television and New Media Production (4)
40-2301 Television Studio Production (4)

Course Title and Credits

40-2302 Video Techniques 1(4)

40·3310 Television Equipment Practicum (3)

40-2401 Video Techniques 11 (4)

40-3411 Graphics for Television (3)
40-3412 Video Techniques Ill (4)

SE LECT A CONCENTRATION.

40·3421 Advanced Post-Production (4)
WRITING/PRODUCING CONCENTRATION (26)
CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING GENRES:
Course Title and Credits

40-3312 Television Directing Production: Sketch Comedy (4)

40-3211 Independent Producer' s Workshop (4)

40-3313 Television Directing Production: News (4)

40-3212 Television/Video Analysis (3)

40-3314 Television Directing Production: Drama (4)

40-3232 Television Program Development (3)

40-3315 Television Directing Production: Interview (4)

40-7211 Culture, Race , and the Media (3)

40-3316 Television Directing Production: Remote (4)

Select 13 credit hours of the following:

40-3317 Television Directing Production: Live Broadcast (4)

40-3221 Writing the Situation Comedy (3)
SE LECT 1 2 CREDITS OF THE FO LLOWING:

40·3222 The Professional Writing Workshop (4)

40-3322 Making the Documentary for Television (4)

40-3224 Producing the Electronic Newsletter (4)

40-3324 Experimental Video Production (4)

40·3226 Cable Program Workshop: Producing (4)

40-3422 Motion Graphics: Compositing and Effects (3)

40-3230 Writing and Producing Sketch Comedy ( 4)

40-3423 Motion Graphics: Broadcast Design (3)

40·3231 Writing for Television Genre (3)

40-3424 Advanced Non-Linear Editing (4)

40-3412 Video Techniques Ill (4)
40·3732 Writing for Multimedia (3)

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION CONCENTRATION (26)

PRODUCTION/ DIRECTING CONCENTRATION (26 )

Course Title and Credits

40-3411 Graphics for Television (3)

Course Title and Credits

40-3412 Video Techniques Il l (4)

40·3310 Television Equipment Practicum (3)

40-1511 Interactive Television: DVD and Interactive Design (3)

40-3311 Advanced Production Techniques (3)

40-3732 Writing for Multimedia (3)

40-3412 Video Techniques Ill (4)

SE LECT 13 CREDITS FROM THE FOLLOWING:

CHOOSE ONE OF THE FOLLOWING GENRES:

40·3322 Making the Documentary

40-3312 Television Directing Production: Sketch Comedy (4)
40-3313 Television Directing Production : News (4)

40-3422 Motion Graphics: Compositing and Effects (3)

40-3314 Television Directing Production: Drama (4)

40-3423 Motion Graphics: Broadcast Design (3)

40-3315 Television Directing Production: Interview (4)

40-2511 Web Production for Interactive Television (3)

40·3316 Television Directing Production: Remote (4)

40-3511 Interactive Television Production II (3)

40-3317 Television Directing Production: Live Broadcast (4)
WWW.COLUM.EDU

tor Television (4)

40-3324 Experimental Video Production: (4)
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TELE V I SION
M i nor In Non-Linear EdltlnC
Students must complete 18 cre<lit hours of courses.

Second BA In Tel nlalon
Students must complete the followor'!g for 5().52 credot hours.

Cour. . Title and Credlta
4~1103

Aesthetics of Television (3)

4~2302

Video Techniques I (4)

4~2401

Video Techniques II (4)

4~3411

Graphics for Television (3)

4~3424

Advance<! Non-Linear Editing (4)

4~1101

History of Televosoon: Evolutoon to Re~I~(3J

4~ 1103

Aesthetics of Tele111soon (31

4~2100

Individual Visions (31

4~3101

Television and Society (3 )

4~2201

The Television Producer (3 )

4~2202

Writing for Televisoon (3)

4~1302

Television and New Medoa Productoon (4)

4~2301

Television Studio Production (4)

~~~~~~~~~~------·--..;.;...::.=;:;.,..;;,;,:=~=.;;~,;;.:...-----------·

..;.;...:=:....:..:..:::....:..:::.::..:.::::=.:....:..::=~"--·--- -

Minor In WrltlnC for Televlalon
Students must complete 19 credit hours of courses.

---

----

4~2302

Video Techniques I (4)
..;.;...::....:..::..::....:.:.::.::.::....:.::.:::.=:.::.::...::...!...:!...._
4~2401 Video Techniques II (4)
____________

Courae Title and Credlta

__

An Advanced Elective or Internship (3 minimum)

The Television Producer (3)

--------------------------------

4~2202

Writing for Television (3)

SELECT A CONCENTRATION :

4~3222

The Professional Writing Worl<shop (4)

4~3221

Writing the Situation Comedy (3)

WRITING/PRODUCING CONCENTRATION (13)

4~3231

Writing for Television Genre (3)

4~3211

The Independent Producer' s Workshop (4)

4~3732

Writing for Multimedia (3)

4~3212

TV/ Video Analysis (3)

4~2201

..;.:;...::=~~~~~~--------------4~3232

Television Program Development (3)

4~7211

Culture, Race. and the Media (3)

PRODUCTI ON/ DIRECTING CONCENTRATION (14 )
4~3310

Television Equipment Practlcum (3)

~3311

Advanced Production Technoques (3)

4~3412

Video Techniques Ill (4)

Choose one of the following:
4~3312

Television Directing Productoon: Sketch Comedy (4)

4~3313

Television Directing Production: News (4)

4~3314

Television Directing Production: Drama (4)

4~3315

Television Directing Production: lntervoew (41

4~3316

Television Directing Production: Remote (4)

4~3317

Television Directing Productoon : Love Broadcast (41

POST-PRODUCTION/ EFFECTS CONCENTRATION (14 )
4~3310 Television Equipment Practicum (3)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--- ----

-

4~3411

Graphics for Television (31

4~3412

Video Techniques Ill (4) ______ _________ •

4~3421

Advanced Post-Production (41

~;::,;,:~:..:.::..::.::....:.::..:.:.=.::..:..::...:.:..:...:...:L

INTERACTIVE TELEVISION CONCENTRATION (13)
4~3411

Graphics for Televosoon (3)

4~3412

Video Techniques Ill (4)

..:.=:....:.=..::..===..:.::.:....:.:=='-"'-'- -- - - - - - -·· .. - -
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4~1511

Interactive Television: DVD and lnteractove

4~3732

Writing for Multomedoa (31

Desl~n_I3J
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COU R SE DESCRIPT IO N S

TELEVISION
A ESTHETIC S/C R ITIC I S M
~ History of Television: Evolution to Revolution

WRIT I NG / P RO D UCI N G
~ The Television Producer

This introductory course is designed to familiarize
students with the formative traditions of broadcast and
cable television as well as independently produced video,
documentary, and experimental work. Material ranges
from the early beginnings in the 1940s to the current
scene in television and the implications of the new technologies on future directions of the medium. Students are
expected to gain a broad understanding of the historical
and conceptual framework through discussions, readings,
panel presentations, and essay exams.

Course introduces the student to the duties of the
producer, focusing on relationships with directors, writers,
talent, and other station, corporate, and independent entities. The development and management of a project
budget is also examined.
COURSE lf40-2201
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40-1302 TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA
PRODUCTION, 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II

COURSE lf40-1101
3 CREDITS

~ Writing for Television
Course is designed to provide background and experience
in all phases of writing for the media. Stress is placed on
conceptual skills not covered in production classes, with
emphasis on Idea development, story planning, scripts
with dialogue, silent techniques for dealing with images
only, comedy, and drama. In this intensive writing seminar
there are weekly writing and reading assignments.
Students' work is open to analysis by other class
members and class participation is a requirement.

~ Aesthetics of Television
Aesthetic concepts in television are concerned with
communication through visual language. Students learn
how to maximize audience experience of television and
related media. Some of the exercises include visual analysis of a variety of visual formats: pre-production planning,
organization and paper work, scri pting, computer inter face,
visualization, and presentation. Special emphasis is given
to the basic artistic framework of television.

COURSE lf40·220 2
3 CREDITS
WI
PREREQUISITES: 52·1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II AND
COMPLETION OF 32 CREDIT HOURS

COURSE lf40-1103
3 CREDITS

~ Individual VI sion s

Producing the Television Talk Show
This course will deal with the producer's role in the
current popular talk show genre. Student s will be responsible for at least one show, and will work with such
concepts as style and formatting, the ethics of content
selections , ethics and guest relations, audience management. and special skills for crew and staff. The workshoptype class will cover casting, audience gathering, and
research of topics.

By looking at the creative process of media artists , writers, and producers, students will examine and fine-tune
their own process. Working together in a cooperative seminar setting, they will take stock of their own experiences.
interests, and values and come up with viable concepts
for projects of their own. The goal of this course is to
generate an idea that will become their Senior Proj ect .
COURSE lf40· 2100
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER

COURSE lf40-3223
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER

~ Television and Society
Freelanc e Business Prac tlcum
Students are provided with the vision, knowledge, skills,
and tools needed to effectively own and operate an independent television production business.

This senior-level seminar will discuss the landm ark issues
that arise from the medium of television. Some of the
topics that will be explored are censorship, political
content, professional ethics and responsibilities. sexual
and violent content, journalistic values, and race and
gender stereotypes. Readings include some of t he classic
cases and opinions on these issues as well as the
current thOughts. In class, students will brainstorm
scenarios that solve ethical dilemmas, debate current
issues, and write essays about t he issues at hand.

C OURSE lf40·3201
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER

COURSE lf40-3 101
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF 75 CREDIT HOURS

3-27
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TELEVISION
X

Independent Producer's Workshop

Producln& the Electronic Newsletter

This course is intended to hone specific producing skills.
The focus will be on independently produced programs,
covering a wide range of styles and genres. Independent
video/television will be examined from an historical
perspective to set the stage for the students· own work.
This work will culminate in a final project.

Exposure to studio and EFP (electronic field package)
production planning, departmental communication,
program conception, paperwork, graphic design, and
teamwork will provide invaluable experience throughout
this course. The student will learn pre-production, production, and post-production techniques in the completion of
CC. TV, a weekly video newsletter program that Is broadcast on monitors campus-wide and on the worldwide web.

COURSE 1140-3211
4 CREDITS

COURSE 1140·3224
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40-2100 INDIVIDUAL VISIONS, 40-2202
WRITING FOR TELEVISION, 40-2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES II

PREREQUISITES: 40-2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER, 40-2401
VIDEO TECHNIQUES II

X

Television/ VIdeo Analys is
This Intermediate course will help the media student
understand the underlying meanings and messages
beneath the storylines played out nightly on our screens.
This course looks closely at the structures and methods
of deeper analysis. The class will view and deconstruct
the most current prime time offerings on broadcast and
cable using four types of analysis: Historic, Auteur. Genre,
and Ideology.

In this advanced workshop, students will serve as produc·
ers for Columbia College Chicago's drama program South
Loop. Students will have the opportunity to experience all
phases of producing, from concept development through
the finished program segments to be aired on
Chicagoland cable systems.

COURSE 1140-3212
3 CREDITS

COURSE 1140-3226
4 CREDITS

Cable Pro&ram Workshop: Producln&

WI

PREREQUISITES: 52-1152 ENGLISH COMPOSITION II, COMPLETION OF 32 CREDIT HOURS

PREREQUISITES: 40-2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER, 40-2301
TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION

Wrltln& the Situation Comedy

Decision Makin&: The Television Industry

An advanced level scriptwriting class that teaches the
skills Involved in writing the most popular form In television today, the situation comedy. The class will require
the students to write two half-hour comedies , one based
on an exi sting television series, the other based on an
original concept. The scripts will be reviewed In class and
worked through in classic story conference procedure. In
addition, there will be a variety of lectures covering
specific types of humor such as situation, character, gag,
and physical comedy.

Students will study television broadcasting's structure and
all of the issues affecting the decision-making process.
Students will consider the human and economic factors
governing decision making in all phases of television operations. Lectures and field trips will focus on situations
that influence management decisions. Including research,
programming, advertising sales, rating systems, and
management styles with emphasis on decision In day-today operations at top levels of management.
COURSE 1140· 3227
4 CREDITS

COURSE 1140-3221
4 CREDITS

CROSS-LISTED WITH ARTS , ENTERTAINMENT, AND MEDIA
MANAGEMENT 28-4670

PREREQUISITE: 40-2202 WRITING FOR TELEVISION OR 24-1710

PREREQUISITE: COM PLETION OF 32 CREDIT HOURS

SCREENWRITING I

The Professional Wrltln& Workshop
St udents In this advanced writing course are the writing
staff for Columbia College Chicago's webcast drama,
South Loop. The class develops storylines, writes scripts,
and consults In rehearsals and tapings. Students will
analyze each others' work in class and may be required to
write collaboratively.
COURSE 1140-3222
4 CREDITS

WI

PREREQUISITES: 40-2202 WRITING FOR TELEVISION, 52-1152
ENGLISH COMPOSITION II
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TELEVISION
The Busi ness of Broadcasting
This course is planned for undergraduates in Television
and graduate students in Management. Course provides
the historical background of the television business.
Including the launch of the industry in the 1940s. the
establishment of the regulatory system, the operational
structure of stations and networks. the development of
cable and satellite broadcasting, and the programming
policies and strategies of the present broadcasting industry. The class is intended to provide a road map to the
business practices and methods of operation of broadcasting entities.

Production and Facilities Management
This course prepares the student for middle management
in television and cable facilities. The responsibilities of
production managers. assistant producers. and production
assistants are defined and explored. Time keeping and
supervisory responsibilities for both personnel and equip.
ment are explained. Production budgets are prepared.
reviewed. and tot into systematic operational plans.
Equipment selection and maintenance policies are
discussed.

COU RSE 140·3229

PREREQUISITES: 40.2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER. 40.2401
VIDEO TECHNIQUES II

COURSE 140·3233
3 CREDITS

3 CREOITS
CROSS·LISTED WITH ARTS, ENTERTAINMENT, AND MEDIA
MANAGEMENT 284610

3€ Culture ,

Race, and the Media
The media--television, film, and print-have a pervasive
influence upon how we view the world. Students will
analyze overt. subtle. and subliminal messages about
culture, race, ethnicity. gender. religion. class, sexual
orientation. and ability as presented to us through the
media. Through open discussions. research, and stimulat·
ing readings. we will learn who we are and why we view
things the way we do. Students will gain new insights into
media influence. re-evaluate their responsibilities as
media makers, and examine their personal culture and
racial identity.

Writing and Producing Sketch Comedy
This C·ourse will focus on the writing and producing of
sketch comedy culminating in the production of a program
in the style of Saturday Night Live. This advanced writ·
lng,tproducing course will be paired with 40.3212
Television Directing Production: Sketch Comedy. to facili·
tate the production. The course will also review the history
and analyze this style of comedy that has been a televi·
sion staple since the fifties.
COURSE 140·3230

COURSE 140·7211

4 CR EDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40.2202 WRITING FOR TELEVISION

55
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: COMPLETION OF 32 CREDIT HOURS

Writing for Television Genre
This course is an advanced level writing class with much
time devoted to the development of analytic skills. The
class will first investigate a variety of analytic methods.
The remainder of the course will be spent examining a
variety of genres. The topics would include action/adventure. melodrama, dramedy, mystery. and science fiction.
The class will include the completion of a full·length script.

Documenting Social Justice
This course enables us to examine who we are within the
categories of race. gender. social class. sexual orienta"
tion. religion. ability, and age, in relation to the society in
which we interact. Beginning with a series of readings and
video examples. we will evaluate our status as oppressor
or victom. Touring potential sites of activism with opportu·
nities to interview a variety of people, we will work on
teams to interpret and document issues of social justoce
through our personal media of video. print. film. photo.
etc. Our goal is to see ourselves as agents of change.
capable of acting on our convictions against injustice.

COURSE 140·3231
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 4().2202 WRITING FOR TELEVISION OR 24-1710

SCREENWRITING I

COURSE M40· 7212
3 CREDITS
SS
PREREQUISITES: 32 COMPLETED CREDIT HOURS: 40.7211

3f: Television

Program Development
In this advanced·level producing course. students will have
an opportunity to work on the creation of a television
program pilot. Students will be responsible for a program
idea from creative conception to the completion of the
production plan and script. The process of program devel·
opment will be examined from a variety of genres with
case studies used to examine the process.

CULTURE, RACE. AND THE MEDIA, RECOMMENDED

COURSE 140·3232
3 CREDITS
PRE!?EQUISITE: 40.2100 INDIVIDUAL VISIONS. 40.2201 THE

TELEVISION PRODUCER. COMPLETION OF A MINIMUM 64 CREDIT
HOURS WITH A 3.0 GPA
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Speech: Communicating the Message
Oral communication includes effective presentation skills,
the ability to persuade . motivate, inspire. teach. react.
and the ability to listen well. Television otters myriad
examples of speakers. This course utilizes the medium for
visual "proof" using cameras and microphones to videotape students for instant feedback, self·appraisal, and
motivation . and employs a team approach for peer evalua·
tion . This is a basic speech course incorporating skills of
the media age: sound·bites , correct visual support, appropriate dress. body language and eye contact. speeches of
persuasion. exposition demonstration . and motivation.

Lighting Topics
This two-day intensive workshop will address lighting for
very specific situations. Each lighting problem will be
approached and solved on a conceptual as well as a
technological basis. The student will leave with a set of
creative approaches to common lighting situations.
COURSE 140·2320
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 40.3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

Control Room Topics
This two-day intensive workshop will examine individual
pieces of equipment in the control room. The CG , the
Switcher of the Audio Board, will be examined in depth.
Aesthetic as well as technological aspects will be considered, and the student will leave with a deeper understanding of the advanced capabilities of these sophisticated
tools.

COURSE 140·7221

3 CREDITS

SP

PRODUCT I ON/DIRECT! NG
~ Television and New Media Production
This introductory class provides students with an overview
of television today in the studio and control room, in the
basics of single camera production , and in the world of
new media. The course employs interactive demonstrations, instructor lecture, textbook information, and hands·
on drills and team television productions. The course is
divided into two modules, each taught by a faculty
member specializing in the various production styles.
Students will complete a module in seven weeks, then
move on to the next.

COURSE 140·2321
1 CREDIT

PREREQUISITE: 40.3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

~ Television Equipment Practlcum
This course offers extensive drill·related hands-on experi·
ence with studio production equipment. It is designed to
assist the student in mastering the technical and
aesthetic functions of cameras, video switchers, audio
mixing, studio lighting, and graphics preparation. State-of·
the-art broadcast quality equipment is used throughout
the class as students rotate from one intensive drill experience to another.

COURSE 140·1302
4 CREDITS

IAIIMC916

~ Television Studio Production
After an initial study of production terminology and techniques, this intermediate production class uses the facili·
ties in Studio B to produce a full·scale television program.
The first part of the class focuses on hands-on, multiple·
camera directing skills. This is a necessary technical and
creative course in preparation for advanced production
classes and multipi8"Camera directing.

COURSE 140·3310
3 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 40.2301 TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION

~ Advanced Production Techniques

COURSE 140·2301

Focusing on advanced techniques for lighting and camera
operations, students will further develop their understanding and skills gained in the basic core courses . Hands-on
work as well as a deeper understanding of the principles
and concepts that guide these production techniques will
be the hallmark of this upper level course.

4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 40.1302 TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA
PRODUCTION

VIdeo Techniques I
Students develop basic skills in the operation of field
equipment and in the ability to plan. organize. and carry
out Electronic Field Production and editing. Students put
into practice the basic rules of visual composition,
learned in 4().1103 Aesthetics of Television. as they apply
to developing, planning, shOoting. and editing their projects. Students learn and practice the fundamentals of
conceptual development. planning, production manage·
ment. field production techniques, and the use of a cuts·
only editing system.

COURSE 140-3311
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM,
4().2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES II

COURSE 140·2302
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 40.1103 AESTHETICS OF TELEVISION
WWW . COLU M .E OU
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Television Directing Production: Sketch Comedy

Television Directing Production: Remote

This advanced class further develops directing skills
specifically for live sketch comedy performance, utilizing
larger studio facilities and creating more sophisticated
productions. Students will be required to serve as either
television director, assistant director or art director for a
specialized television sketch comedy show produced by
the department. Class operates in conjunction with
40.3230 Writing and Producing Sketch Comedy.

Students will learn to adapt their knowledge of both studio
and field production. util izing a mobi le remote production
truck to shoot on-location at a variety of events in and
around Chicago. Sports . news, and productions for the
Television department's own cable programs are
researched , produced, and directed by students.
Productions include music performance and selected
scenes from departmental drama or sketch comedy.
Emphasis is placed upon pre-planning, meeting deadlines,
survey of locations, and performance of a wide range of
crew duties, including directing.

COURSE 1140·3312
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40.2301 TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION,
40-3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

COURSE 1140·3316
4 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40.2301 TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION, 40.
3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

Television Directing Production: News
This advanced directing class includes the development
and presentation of the news program under rigid studio
operating conditions. Using graphics and videotape on a
production deadline, the productions are executed with
full studio facil ities.

Television Direction Production: Live Broadcast
In this advanced directing class, students will serve as
the technical/production arm for NewsBeat. a fifteen·
minute newscast produced for and broadcast live throughout the campus of Columbia College Chicago. All aspects
of studio production, including directing, audio, camera,
switching, graphics, and videotape will be emphasized and
further developed as part of the deadline-oriented, fast·
paced learning experience.

COURSE 1140·3313
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2301 TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION,
40.3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

Television Directing Production: Drama

COURSE 1140·3317

This advanced class further develops directing skills
specifically in dramatic performance, utilizing larger studio
facilities, and will be co-taught with a Theater/ Music
department offering. The combined classes will examine
the complex orchestration requi red to capture the theatrical performance using the sophisticated technology of
television. Student directors will become acquainted with
the special rigors and disciplines of performing as well as
the creative challenge it creates.

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2301 TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION,
40.3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

Advanced Control Room Techniques
This equipment operation course will focus on the Studio
A control room, building on the skills gained in 40.3310
Television Equipment Practicum. Students will spend a
significant portion of the class time working with the
production switcher and the digital video effects system.
This course is an advanced elective in both the Production
and Post-Production concentrations.

COURSE 1140·3314
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2301 TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION, 40.

3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

COURSE 1140·3321
2 CREDITS

PREREQUISITE: 4().3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

Television Directing Production: Interview
This advanced directing course will develop directing skills
specifically for talk shows and interview formats. Utilizing
the studio facilities and electronic field production,
students will be working directly with a producing class
toward the production of a College-wide intra-communication program ( CC.TV) to be viewed at all campus locations.

Making the Documentary for Television
Emphasis in this course is on developing an understand·
ing of and experience in the techniques of television docu·
mentary production. Major areas of instruction deal with
theory, pre-production, production. and post-production
phases in making documentaries. Special emphasis is
given to scripting, including concept and treatment preparation covering the needs and technical considerations of
videotape production. Budgets are prepared. locations
surveyed, and shooting schedules detailed.

COURSE 1140·3315
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().2301 TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION.

40-3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

COURSE 1140-3322
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 4().3412 VIDEO TECHNIQUES Ill
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Experi mental VIdeo Production
This advanced-level video production course in innovative
programming explores experimental productions. from
their conception to production. and the exhibition. distribu·
tlon. and grant opportunities available to ar tists and
students. Each student will produce an innovative program
in one of the genres covered in class. At the end of the
semester. a premiere exhibition of work produced during
the semester will be open to the public at one of
Columbia College Chicago's exhibition spaces.

:)€ VIdeo

Techni ques Ill
Students develop an individual project and follow through
from pre-production to finished program. Emphasis will be
on field shooting. Idea development. proposal and script
writing. storyboarding. and non-linear editing. Students will
edit on the Avid Express non-linear editing system.
Practical tutorials will focus on advanced shooting and
editing techniques. media management. titles and graphics. and editing styles and strategies . Projects will be
critiqued at all stages of development.

COURSE 140-3324

COURS E 140·3 412

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES Ill

4 CREDI TS
PREREQUISITE: 40-2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES II

Cable Program Workshop : Production
This advanced workshop will serve as the "production
house· for Columbia College Chicago's cable television
program South Loop . a one-hour drama series. All phases
of studio production including staging. lighting. sound,
camera. and directing will be included as part of the
students' experience in this intensive production course.

:)€

COURSE 140 -3 32 5
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40-2301 TELEVISION STUDIO PRODUCTION.

40-3310 TELEVISION EQUIPMENT PRACTICUM

POS T -PRODUCTION / EFFE CT S

:)€

Advanc ed Post-Production
This advanced editing class addresses issues of both onand off-line editing systems. The process begins with an
off-line edit on a non-linear system. The class then moves
to the A/ B roll edit system. Students are trained in the
flow of information. system design, control structure. and
operational skills of the advanced editing suite. Waveform
analysis and signal modification utilizing the equipment In
the advanced suite will be covered in depth. This seminar·
format class is designed for the advanced-level editing
student. Individual project analysis will be ongoing in
regard to structural analysis and aesthetic concerns.
COURSE 140 -3 421
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-3412 VIOEO TECHNIQUES Ill

VI deo Tec hniques II
Students gain an understanding of the basic principles
and methodologies of non-linear video editing using the
Avid digital editing system. Students wor1< with prepared
footage from documentary. dramatic. and commercial
(PSA) formats. Participants are expected to develop profi·
ciency in organizing media clips, managing projects. editing multiple video and audio tracks, and basic effects and
titles. Each student works hands-on in developing professional competencies and a general understanding of edit·
ing aesthetics and non-linear editing techniques.

Motion Graphic s: Composltlng and Effects
Students will develop a command of graphic design
through compositing Images for video and television.
Through a series of exercises and experiments with
PhotoShop and AfterEffects. students learn methods of
translating concepts into motion graphics. Television and
film special effects are deconstructed and analyzed.
Motion graphics are translated into Quicklime movies
for integration Into television. web. OVD. and film
productions .

COURSE 140 -2401
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-2302 VIDEO TECHNIQUES I

COURSE 140 -3422
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40-3411 GRAPHICS FOR TELEVISION. 40-3412

:)€ Graphic s

f or Television
Students will develop a command of several methods of
producing graphics specifically designed for television.
Through a series of lectures and assignments. students
will produce examples of various forms of television graphics. Planning. storybOarding. and designing images as well
as the aesthetic issues of 20 design for television will be
addressed . Students will become competent in designing
still images. sequencing images. and compositing images
and motion graphics for television. The final production of
the assignments will be integrated into a program and
output to tape.

VIOEO TECHNIQUES II

COURSE 140 -3 411
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES II
WWW . CO LUM . EO U
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INTERACTIVE TV

Motion Graphics: Broadcast Desl&n
Students will develop a command of graphic design and
compositing images for integration into television productions. PhotoShop and AfterEffects are used for planning,
storyboarding, and designing images. The specific
aesthetic issues of 20 design for television will be
addressed. Each project is designed for inclusion into a
current television production (e.g.. CC. rv. South Loop,
News8eat, 600 South, Out on a Limb). Working with the
producers of these shows simulates the process of
producing motion graphics for clients.

Interactive Television: DVD and Interactive
Design
The sciences of storytelling and interface design are Introduced along with supporting software to enable students
to achieve a basic level of competency in interactive OVD
design. The course emphasizes learning the foundations
of professional craftsmanship in authoring interactive
productions. The goal of the course is to learn the craft of
designing a dynamic interactive experience. Fundamental
principles of interface design, graphics. and motion
menus in the production of a OVO are addressed using
flowcharting software as well as PhotoShop, AfterEffects,
Final Cut Pro. and DVO Studio Pro. A new set of interdisci·
plinary skills will be formulated to participate in the
rapidly expanding OVO industry.

COURSE 140.3423
3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 41)3411 GRAPHICS FOR TELEVISION. 41)3412
VIDEO TECHNIQUES Ill

COURSE 140-1511
3 CREDITS

Advanced Non-Linear Editin&
Students will develop individual projects and follow them
through from pre-production to post-production. Emphasis
will be on producing finished projects whose content is
determined by the students through written proposals,
scripts. storyboards. This course follows 40.3412 Video
T~hniques Ill and pursues a continuation of non-linear
editing techniques. Practical tutorials will focus on
advanced editing techniques. styles and strategies for
editing on a non-linear system. Cntical skrlls will be developed through in<lass critiques with visiting editors.

PREREQUISITES: 40-2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES II, 40-3411
GRAPHICS FOR TELEVISION OR 40-1701 VIDEO FOR INTERACTIVE
MULTIMEDIA. 39-1200 COMPUTER GRAPHICS AND ANIMATION
FOR MULTIMEDIA

Web Production f or Interactive Televis ion
As a gateway to upper-level courses in the Interactive TV
concentration. this course introduces students to
aesthetic and conceptual bases for 20 screen design for
interactive television and serves as an introduction to 30
desi,gn for interactive television. Students develop a work·
ing knowledge of Interactive television-authoring software
and benefit from class discussions with industry professionals. Students' work is critiqued by peers.

COURSE •40·3424
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-3412 VIDEO TECHNIQUES Ill (C OR BETTER}

COURSE 140-2511

Advanced Non-Linear Editing , Electr on ic
Newt letter
in this advanced-level editing course, students will
perform finished final edits from several Television department programs. giving editors experience with editing for
different clients, or student producers. This course's
primary responsibility will be editing the electronic
newsletter, CC.TV. Students will work wrth producers from
the electronic newsletter course and the motion graphics
artists from 40.3423 Motion Graphics: Broadcast Design.
The completed program will be distributed throughout the
Columbia College Chicago campus. This course follows
40.3424 Advanced Non-Linear Editing and pursues a
continuation of non-linear editing techniques. Practical
tutorials will focus on advanced editing techniques. and
integration of graphics and 30 elements into a final edited
tape. Students will edit a package with a producer each
week as well as be responsible for
completion of at least one final half-hour program.

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40-2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES II. 40-1511

INTERACTIVE. TELEVISION: OVD AND INTERACTIVE. DESIGN

Interac tive Televi si on Production II
This course addresses a broad range of design and
aesthetic issues relating to interactivity, the electronic
image, and electronic media. Critical viewing of interactive
works in artistic. educational. and entertainment genres
are a central component. Practical workshops focus on
the preparation of various media materials for incorporation into interactive format and include planning, resource
management. and distribution strategies.
COURSE 140-3511
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE.: 40-2511 WEB PRODUCTION FOR INTERACTIVE.

TELEVISION

COURSE 140,.3 4 26
4 CRED ITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-3424 ADVANCED NON-LINEAR EDITING IC OR

BETTER}
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DVD Design and Authoring
This course will investigate current design trends in the
DVD authoring industry. Students will meet with industry
professionals through field trips and special presentations
to learn how to enter the DVD industry. We will also cover
the digital presentation formats available to independent
artists. as well as to the entertainment, corporate, educational. and government industries. Topics covered will
include: DVD and video compression technology, the
differences and capabilities among various multimedia
options, and planning and authoring strategies. Upon
completion of the class. students will have authored their
own DVDs to use as industry calling cards.

The Television News Practlcum
Utilizing traditional newsroom approaches and field
production and editing techniques. students will develop
techniques used in news planning, assignment of stories,
and all other functions of the television news venue.
Emphasis will be on field producing in helping to familiar·
ize Broadcast Journalism majors with the professional
operation and practice of television news departments.
This class is one of three courses working cooperatively
on the regular production of 600 South or NewsBeat,
Columbia College Chicago's student news;news magazine
programs.

COURSE 140·3520

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.2601 CREATING THE TELEVISION NEWS

COURSE 140-3601

3 CREDITS

PREREQUISITES: 40.3412 VIDEO TECHNIQUES Ill, 40.3411
GRAPHICS FOR TELEVISION OR 39-1200 COMPUTER GRAPHICS
AND ANIMATION FOR MULTIMEDIA

PACKAGE. 53-3310 WRITING AND REPORTING TELEVISION NEWS

Creating the Television News Package
Course prepares Broadcast Journalism students for shoot·
ing and editing news package material. This hands·
on/lecture class provides opportunity for the future
reporters and video journalists to practice with their own
material in the production of edited news stories for televi·
sion . Stand ups, interviews, voice-overs. sound bites. cut·
aways, and the use of the television medium to tell the
journalistic story are hallmarks of this course.

Practlcum: Producing the News
Designed to work in tandem with 40.3601 Television
News Practicum, this class is intended to teach the
performance of personnel in planning newscasts, expand·
ing stories. television copy editing, stacking the newscast
(determining the order of stories), making on-air deci·
sions, and assembling story ideas and sources for each
story. The course will relate these decisions to the real
world with the class serving as executive producers for
the on-going production of 600 South or News8ear, the
campus television news/news magazine programs.

COURSE 140·2601

COURSE 140·3621

3 CREDITS

4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 4().2601 CREATING THE TELEVISION NEWS
PACKAGE. 53·3310 WRITING AND REPORTING TELEVISION NEWS

BR OADCA ST JOURNALISM

PREREQUISITES: 4().2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES II, 53·2310
BROADCAST NEWS WRITING

C ROSS· D I SCIPLINARY
News: On-Ca mera Reporting
This course teaches the reporter's role in a remote televi·
sion situation. Students will be required to work under a
deadline. writing scripts in the field while providing visual
scripting for Electronic News Gathering (ENG) applications.
Each story will be edited and re-edited to conform to
changing conditions and the news director's priorities. The
course will stress the ethics and pressures of on-the-spot
journalism and the variety of situations (both real and
fabricated) that the ENG journalist faces in the craft of
field reporting.

VIdeo for Interactive Multimedia
Students develop basic skills in the operation of video
field production equipment , and the ability to plan, organize, and carry out video field production for editing and
use in digital media: DVDs. enhanced COs, streaming
video. web pages, and other digital video output formats.
Students learn and practice the fundamentals of conceptual development, planning production management, field
production techniques, and the use of a digital editing
software package (Final Cut Pro). Students practice the
basic aesthetic rules of visual and audio composition and
design as applied to various steps of creating video
proj ects.

COURSE 140-2621

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITES: 40.1302 TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA
PRODUCTION, 53-2310 BROADCAST NEWS WRITING

WWW.COLUM . EDU

COURSE 140·1701
4 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40.1103 AESTHETICS OF TELEVISION
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VIdeo for Interactive Multimedia II

Writing for Multime dia

Students continue their education in field production, editil\g, and related aesthetic areas by producing individually
conceived and edited work. However, students will accomplish the production (shooting) component in cooperative
teams. Students also learn how to develop voice and
point-of-view as well as understanding how to edit and
work within a particular genre. Editing will be accom·
plished using Adobe Premiere DV and Avid non-linear edit·
ing workstations.
COURSE 140-2721

Students will learn the skills involved in writing content for
the complex and branched narrative of tomorrow's games .
educational, and entertainment programs. The course will
begin with an overview of the area from a writer's
perspective. After an analysis of the basic formats and
tools involved in writing this type of content, the class will
move on to a close analysis of the basic types of
programs being created at this time. The last third of the
class will have students creating their own narratives and
presenting their final scripts to the class.

2 CREDITS

COURSE 140·3732

PREREQUISITE: 40-1701 VIDEO FOR INTERACTIVE MULTIMEDIA

3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 24-1710 SCREENWRITING 1: WRITING THE SHORT
FILM OR 40-2202 WRITING FOR TELEVISION

Screenwrltlng II: Writing the Feature Film
This course trains students to produce longer and more
complex screenplays, to facilitate a deeper understanding
of the screenwriting process; assist students in better
developing character. story, and linear structure; to assist
in developing systematic work habits that carry the
student from idea development through revisions to a
completed script; and to provide students with the oppor·
tunity for consistent critiQue of their screenwriting.

Intern ship: Television
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest While receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
COURSE 140-3788
VARIABLE CREDIT

COURSE 1140-2722

PREREQUISITES: 40-2788 TELEVISION CAREER STRATEGIES.

3 CREDITS

3.0 GPA, COMPLETION OF 60 CREDIT HOURS

CROSS-LISTED WITH FILM AND VIDEO 24·2710
PREREQUISITE: 40-2202 WRITING FOR TELEVISION

Independent Project
An independent project is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an
area that is not at present available in the curriculum.
Prior to registration, the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.

Television Ca reer Strategies
Students will acQuire an overview of the marketplace and
will develop strategies for building a portfolio and r~sume
videotape, refining interview techniQues. and networking
within the television business for employment opportuni·
ties. Class time is devoted to prioritizing and packaging
personal data. creating resum~s. and organizing videotape
for the job search. Students will learn research and
prospecting techniQues from guest experts.

COURSE 140·3798
VARIABLE CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: PERMISSION OF DEPARTMENT

LOS ANGELES
Writers ' Round Table In L.A .

COURSE 140·2788
1 CREDIT
PREREQUISITE: 40-2302 VIDEO TECHNIQUES I

This course builds and emphasizes the students· skills for
the development of an appropriate storyline for the onehour format. Students will explore a variety of television
genres, and ultimately write a finished television script
utilizing the current computer software programs for
professional screenwriting.

Introduction to Filmmaking
This course is designed for the Television major as an
introduction to film production . Students will have an
opportunity to create their own work, shot on film and
edited digitally. The course is taught by a filmmaker and
uses the Film and Video department's camera eQuipment.

COURSE 140·3820
3 CREDITS
CROSS-LISTED WITH FILM AND VIDEO 24-2723
PREREQUISITES: 40-2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER, 40-2202
WRITING FOR TELEVISION. ACCEPTANCE INTO L.A. PROGRAM

COURSE 140·3721
3 CREDITS
PREREQUISITE: 40-2401 VIDEO TECHNIQUES II
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- .. ---· -- -- - - - - - - - - -- - , - - - - - - -- - - - - -- -- - Pltchlnl the Serle• Concept In L.A.
Students parhcopatong on the L.A. p<ogram will hUle
opportunity to learn and p<actoce the tine art of "the
Pil Ch.· first on t.he classroom environment. and finally to
p<omonent televosoon writers. agents. and p<oducers.
COUIIIE •40-31121
3 CIIEDITI
CROll-LilTED WITH FILM AND VIDEO 24-317131
PREREQUISITES: 41J.2201 THE TEL.EVISION PRODUCER. 41).2202
WRITING FOR TELEVISION. ACCEPTANCE INTO L.A. PROGIIAM

Concelvlnl end Wrltlnl the Show Bible In L.A.
Students will develop and write a rudimentary show bible
for a one-hour program in a genre of their choice. Focus
will be on the process of positioning the show for current
market situation.
COURIE U0-3822
3 CIIEDITI
CROII·LIITED WITH FILM AND VIDEO 24-31733
PREREQUISITES: 41J.2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER. 41J.2202
WRITING FOR TELEVISION. ACCEPTANCE INTO L.A. PROGRAM

Anel yzlnl One-Hour Dremetlc Structure In L.A.
Students will analyze a variety of one-hour episodic
dramas currently in production. A variety of speakers from
the industry will illuminate the shows, describing how they
were developed. written, and produced.
COURIE U0-3123
3 CREDITI
CROl l-LilTED WITH FILM AND VIDEO 24-2703
PREREQUISITES: 40.2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER. 41).2202
WRITING FOR TELEVISION. ACCEPTANCE INTO L.A. PROGRAM

lnternahlp: Televlalon In L.A.
Internships provide advanced students with an opportunity
to gain work experience in an area of concentration or
interest while receiving academic credit toward their
degrees.
COURIE U0-3110
VARIAILE C REDIT
PREREQUISITES: 41).2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER. 41).2202
WRITING FOR TELEVISION. ACCEPTANCE INTO L.A. PROGRAM

Independent Projec t : Televlalon In L.A.
An independent project is designed by the student, with
the approval of a supervising faculty member, to study an
area that is not. at present. available In the curriculum.
Proor to registration, the student must submit a written
proposal that outlines the project.
COURIE U0-3810
\IARIAILE CREDIT
PREREQUISITES: 41).2201 THE TELEVISION PRODUCER. 41).2202
WRirtNG FOR TELEVISION. ACCEPTANCE TO THE L.A. PROGRAM
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Bookst ore
The Columbia College Chicago bookstore. owned and man·
aged by Follett College Stores Corporation, stocks new and
used textbooks for classes each semester. Also available
are general trade books. supplies, art supplies, clothing,
gifts. and college rings. The bookstore is located on the
first floor of the Torco Building.

Columbia's location in Chicago's South Loop presents stu·
dents with many attractions and advantages. The physical
plant, comprising 1.3 million square feet. Includes class·
rooms, studios. laboratories , and theaters. all containing
state-of·the·art equipment. For a complete account of
departmental facilities. see the individual department
descriptions.

Career Center for Arts and Media
The Career Center for Art.s and Media, located on the third
floor of the Wabash Bulldong. serves students in all phases
of career planning and placement. Career advisors. hired
from the fields students study. assist students in securing
full· and part·time employment during their enrollment at the
College and in their career search following graduation .
Other services include portfolio and tape reviews. r~sum~
writing workshops, career events, and the coordination of
on-campus employment. For more information. visit or call
312·344·7280.

Aleundroff Center ( Main Campus Bu lldinC)
600 South Michigan Avenue
Wabash Campus BuildinC
623 South Wabash Avenue
South Campus BuildinC ( Torco BuildinC)
624 South Michigan Avenue
Eleventh St reet Campus
72 East Eleventh Street
Dance Center
1306 South Michigan Avenue

Center for TeachlnC Excellence
The Center for Teaching Excellence supports the continuing
efforts of all Columbia faculty members to become more
informed. confident . creatiw. and reflective practitioners of
the art of teaching. thereby enhancing the quality of learning for a diverse community of students. For more information. please call 312·344·7424 or visit the website at
cte.colum.edu .

Columbia College Audio Technology Center
676 North LaSalle Street
Columbia College Residence Centers
731 South Plymouth Court
26 East Congress Parllway
Theat er and Film Annex
1415 South Wabash Avenue

Center for Instructional Technology
The Center for Instructional Technology provides leadership
in exploring and promoting new technologies that enhance
teaching and learning at Columbia. The activities of the
Center support faculty and staff in the creative implements·
tion of technology across the curriculum. Some of these
activities include workshops. discussion groups and forums,
the Technology Fellows program. individual faculty projects,
support for interdisciplinary collaborations. web-related
services. and support for dostance learning. The Center also
administers the Foundations of Co:nputer Applicatoons
Courses and Curnculum. The Center addresses the needs
of the entire faculty from the novice to the most advanced
user.

Concress Building
33 East Congress Parkway
Music Center
1014 South Michigan Avenue
1104 Center (Ludington Build ing )
1104 South Wabash Avenue

RESOURCES
Academic AdvlslnC
The Academoc Advising Office provides informatoon to continuing and transfer students regarding degree requirements. majors. academic planning, and other information
required for successful completion of a course of study.
Academic Advisors are also available to help students with
personal issues and problems that may affect their aca·
demlc performance. Academic Advising is located in the
Wabash Building and can be reached at 312·344·764 5.

Freshman Center
The Freshman Center is dedicated solely to serving the
needs of new Columbia freshmen and transfer students
with 30 or fewer credit hours.
The Freshman Center. located on the third floor of the
Wabash Building. offers an array of services for new stu·
dents. including onentation. advising. and special programs
and activities for new students. such as the Bridge Program
and Year One Oiscowry. 312·344· 7930.
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Library
The Columbia College Chicago Library. located on the first
ftve floors of the Torco Building. provides a large and growing body of information as a resource for study and
research with a comfortable environment in which to study,
view. and read. Columbia's library includes a wide range of
materials in a vanety of formats. including more than
1B7 .000 books. over 1.000 periodical titles. 123.000 volumes on m•crofiche and microfilm, 100.000 slides. 10.000
films and video recordings. and 2.000 sound recordings.
The library staff is ready to help students with their
research and reference needs and to provide personalized
library assistance.

M ULTI M EDIA STUDENT ART C ENTERS
The Centers. listed below. complement Columbia College
Chicago's academic programs and enhance the overall
experience of its students by providing an environment in
which student.s can exhibit , perform, and review their
selected art forms. Programming in the centers focuses on
showcasing student talent and professional artists.
Hokln Center. located at 623 South Wabash, is a cof·
feehouse/galleryj performance space with an annex
equipped with stage. lighting, and sound system. It
also houses the Hokin Gallery and the In-the-Works
Gallery. two multimedia art venues that allow students
to exhibit their work.
Hermann Conaway Multicultural Center, located at
1104 South Wabash, is a multilevel coffeehouse/study
lounge/performance space equipped with stage, green·
room, lighting, and sound system.

Records Office
The Records office, located In the Alexandroff Campus
Center. room 611 (312·3 44-7769). is responsible for regis·
tration and maintenance of academic records and provides
the following services: provision of official and unofficial
transcripts of the student' s academic record; verification of
enrollment and degree awards; and notification of changes
to the academic record. including grade changes. and
semester grade reports. Grades are mailed to students
approximately two weeks after the close of the term.
Throughout the school year. students may review their transcripts in the Records office. The information contained in
student records Is protected under the Family Education
Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (P.L. 93-380, sect. 515), as
amended (P.L. 93-568. sect. 2).
Residence Ufe
The Residence life office. at 731 Plymouth Court (312·3447803) is responsible for the administration of two residence
facilities which house students in apartment-style accommodations. The Off.Campus Housing Coordinator is also
located in the Residence Life office and is responsible for
assisting students with their search for apartments and
roommates within the city of Chicago.
Student Life
The office of Student life encourages students to become
involved in college life beyond the classroom through their
participation In special events and student organizations.
Student organizations represent the Interests and concerns
of students and allow the opportunity to develop leadership
skills. Special events are planned and developed by com·
mittees composed of faculty, staff, and students.
Students can also inquire about health insurance, which is
available through a commercial carrier; contact the office of
Student life at 312·344·7 459 for further information or to
obtain an insurance application.

Center for Asian Arts and Media
The Center for Asian Arts and Media, located at 33 E.
Congress, room 503, is dedicated to supporting, promoting, and presenting arts and media programs by
and about Asians and Asian Americans. This organiza·
tion brings together accomplished artists, scholars, and
community builders from Chicago and within and out·
side of the country for lively and reflective artistic programs and events. As the first Asian arts center founded by a college or university in the United States, the
Center for Asian Arts and Media has been designed to
place Chicago at the forefront of this heightened awareness of Asian and Asian American culture. For more
information, call 312·344-7870.
Center for Black M usic Research
The Center for Black Music Research was established
at Columbia College Chicago Chicago in 1983. Its purpose is to discover, disseminate. preserve. and promote black music in all its forms, from jau, blues.
gospel, and ragtime to R&B. opera, and concert works.
The Library and Archives of the Center for Black Music
Research endeavor to provide a comprehensive
research collection covering all idioms in black music.
Additional information is available from the Center
for Black Music Research, Columbia College Chicago.
312·344-7559.
Center for Book and Paper Arts
The Center for the Book and Paper Arts. located in the
ludington Building, is devoted to all the arts and crafts
related to handmade paper and books . In addition to
the new. modern studios for papermaking, letterpress
printing, and bookbinding, the Center Is equipped with a
large , double. well-lit gallery space, which features work
of nationally known book and paper artists .
Dance Center
The Dance Center of Columbia College Chicago, located
at 1306 South Michigan. is nationally recognized as
Chicago's most active presenter of contemporary
dance.
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Cempua Oellerlea end Muaeume
Muaeum of Contemporary Photo1rephy
The Museum of Contemporary Photography, located
in the Alexandroff Center. presents exhibits of photog·
raphy from the College's Permanent Collection of
Contemporary American Photography and from the work
of professional artists around the world. The Museum
of Contemporary Photography is accredited by the
American Association of Museums.
Columble Collele Art Gallery
This 1,500 square-foot gallery, located at 72 East
Eleventh Street, presents a series of exhibits by professional artists and Columbia College students. At the
end of each academic year. two exhibits are prepared
from the work of students in the areas of graphic
design, illustration. interior design, fine art and documentary photography, drawing. painting, sculpture.
computer graphics. and mixed media.
Ole.. Curteln Oellery
The Glass Curtain Gallery, located in the Wabash
Building, is committed to the advancement of the fine
arts as an integral part of arts education. The 2.200
square foot space invites Columbia's resident artists.
students. and alumni to exhibit a variety of contemporary media and styles in a professional environment.
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FACULTY
ABELL. JEFF
Interdisciplinary Arts
MM Northern Illinois University. De Kalb.
Illinois
ADAMS. GERALD E.
Science and Mathematics
PhD Geological Sciences. Northwestern
University, Evanston. Illinois
AKINTONDE. SHANITA
Marketing Communication
MBA Illinois Institute of Technology
Chicago. Illinois
ALBERS, RANDALL •
Chair, Fiction Writing
PhD English Language and Literature.
University of Chicago. Chicago. Illinois
ALEXANDER. JACK
Audio Arts and Acoustics
BA Speech/Theatre/TV and History.
University of Illinois. Chicago. Illinois
ALLEGRETTI. ANDREW
Fiction Writing
MA Northern Illinois University. De Kalb,
Illinois
ALLEN. HERB
Marketing Communication
AMANDES. PAUL
Theater
BM Northern Illinois University. De Kalb.
Illinois
ANZALDI. SUSAN
English
MAT English . University of Illinois.
Chicago, Illinois
ASMA , STEPHEN T.
liberal Education
PhD Philosophy of Science. Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale. Illinois
BAILEY. GEORGE
English
MA English. DePaul University. Chicago
BA LDWIN. SHE I LA V.
English
MA Creative Writing. Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago. Illinois
BANKS. JOHN
Television
BFA Photography. University of Arizona.
Tucson. Arizona

BARTONI, DOREEN
Film and Video
Acting Dean. School of Media Arts
MA Film Studies. Northwestern
University, Evanston. Illinois
BAXTER. JANEL L
Interactive Multimedia
BFA Studio Arts. University of Illinois.
Chicago. Illinois
BEAUDOIN, BEAU BASEL •
Television
MS Psychology. Union University,
Jackson. Tennessee; PhD candidate.
Chicago State University, Chicago, Illinois
BEEN. AUDREAN
Art and Design
BFA Fashion Design. The School of the
Art Institute of Chicago. Chicago. Illinois
BELISLE -CHATTER JEE. AVA
Chair. Educational Studies
PhD Curriculum and I nstruction.
University of Illinois. Chicago, Illinois

BOYD. RONALD
Television
BRADF IELD. BART
Music
MM Conducting, Northwestern University,
Evanston. Illinois
BRA I LSFORD, PAULINE
Theater
Certificate. London Guildhall School of
Music and Drama. London. England
BROOKS. ADAM
Art and Design
MFA Sculpture/Time Arts . The School of
the Art Institute of Chicago. Chicago.
Illinois
BROOKS , BONNIE
Chair, Dance
MA English. George Mason University,
Fairfax. Virginia

BETHISHOU. NINOOS
Film and Video

BROWNLEE. L ESTER
Journalism
MSJ Medill School of Journalism.
Northwestern University, Evanston .
Illinois

BEY. OAWOUD
Photography
MFA Photography, Yale University School
of Art. New Haven. Connecticut

BROZYNSKI, DENNIS A.
Art and Design
BFA The School of The Art Institute of
Chicago . Chicago. Illinois

BIANCO. FRANK
Television
BS Education Psychology. State
University of New Yorrk. Geneseo.
New York

BRUNK. TERENCE
English
PhD Literatures in English. Rutgers
University, New Brunswick. New Jersey

BINION. MCARTHUR
Art and Design
MFA Painting. Cranbrook Academy of Art,
Bloomfield Hills. Michigan
BLOUIN, ROSE
English
MA English. Chicago State University.
Chicago. Illinois
BLOYD-PESHKIN. SHARON
Journalism
MA University of Virginia. Charlottesville.
Virginia
BLUM MALLEY. SUZANNE
English
MA Applied Linguistics and Hispanic
Literatures. University of Illinois. UrbanaChampaign. Illinois
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BUCHAR. ROBER T
Film and Video
MFA Cinematography. Film Academy of
Fine Arts , Prague . Czech Republic
BUIS. JOHANN S.
Music
Doctor of Arts in Musicology, Ball State
University. Muncie. Indiana
CALABRESE. BARBARA
Chair, Radio
MS Speech Pathology. University of
Illinois. Urbana-Champaign. Illinois
CALLIS. CAR l
Film and Video
MA Creative Writing. University of Illinois.
Chicago. Illinois
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CAMIC, PAU L
Liberal Education
PhD Psychology, Loyola University,
Chicago, Illinois; Post-doctoral
Fellowship, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
CANCELLARO, JOSEP H
Academic Computing
PhD Music Composition, University of
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, Scotland
CANNON, CHARLES E.
Chair, Science and Mathematics
PhD Physical Organic Chemistry,
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
CAP, MAX KING
Art and Design
MFA Painting, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
CAPLAN, MARCELO
Science Institute
BSC Electrical Engineering, The Israeli
Institute of Technology, Technion City,
Haifa, Israel
CAPLAN, MICHAE L
Film and Video
MFA Film, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
CARTER HARRISO N, PAUL
Theater
MA Psychology, New School for Social
Research, New York, New York
CASTILLO, MARIO
Art and Design
MFA Installations and Multimedia,
California Institute of the Arts, Valencia,
California
CAUSEY, ANDREW
Liberal Education
PhD Anthropology, University of Texas.
Austin , Texas
CHEENNE, DOMINIQUE J.
Audio Arts and Acoustics
PhD Electrical Engineering, University of
Nebraska, Lincoln, Nebraska
CHERIF, ABOUR H.
Science and Mathematics
PhD Science and Ecology Education,
Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, British
Columbia. Canada
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CHESLER, JUDO
Film and Video
PhD Northwestern University, Evanston .
Illinois

DARROW, SHARO N
English
MFA Writing, Vermont College,
Montpelier, Vermont

CHRISTENSEN, PETER
Engli sh
PhD English, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota

DAWSON, FRA NK
Music

CHRISTOPHERSON , KEV IN
Marketing Communi cation
BA Marketing Communications, Columbia
College Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
COHAN·LANGE, SUZANNE
Chair, Interdisciplinary Arts
MA 3D Design, Illinois Institute of
Technology, Chicago, Illinois
COKEN, RI CHARD A.
Film and Video
BA Economics/Psychology, North Park
University, Chicago, Illinois
CONNELL, DANA 0.
Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management
COURTLAND, JEROME
Film and Video
CRA I G, MELISSA JAY•
Art and Design
Artist-in-Residence
MFA Printmaking, Artists' Books and
Installations. The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
CRA I GHEAO·KINTIS, ANNA MARIE
English
MFA Poetry. The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago Chicago, Illinois
CRUZ , WILFREOO
Liberal Education
PhD Social Service Administration.
University of Chicago. Chicago, Illinois
D'AMATO. PAUL
Photography
MFA Photography, Yale University School
of Art. New Haven, Connecticut
DAN IELS, HOPE
Radio
BA Theater Arts/Communications.
California State University, Sacramento.
California
DANIELS, KE LLEY
Journalism
BJ Broadcast Journalism. University of
Missouri. Columbia, Missouri
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DEGRAZIA, DON GENNARO
Fiction Writing
MFA Creative Writing, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago. Illinois
DEL VALLE, TONY
English
PhD University of Illinois, Chicago, Illinois
DENSMORE, TIMOTHY J.
Television
BA Television Production, Columbia
College Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
DINELLO, DAN
Film and Video
MFA Film and Video. University of
Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin
DOLAK, DAVID
Science Institute
MS Environmental Science, Indiana
University, Bloomington. Indiana
DYLONG. JOHN
Art and Design
MA Divisional Masters, University of
Chicago, Chicago. Illinois
ECONOMOU, ROSE
Journalism
BA Political Science. University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois
ERDMAN, JOAN L .
Liberal Education
PhD Anthropology, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
ERKERT, JAN *
Dance
BFA Dance, University of Utah, Salt Lake
City, Utah
ERNST . EL I ZABETH
Photography
MS Photography, Institute of Design,
Illinois Institute of Technology. Chicago,
Illinois
ERPENBACH, DIANNE*
Arts, Entertainment. and Media
Management
MS Management and Development of
Human Resources. National-Louis
University, Chicago. Illinois

FACULTY
ESTERRICH, CARMELO
Liberal Education
PhD Spanish, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin

GAILLORETO, JAMES
Music
MM Composition, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois

GREENE , ARLENE L.
English
MA English Literature, Roosevelt
University, Chicago, Illinois

EZRA, KATE
Art and Design
PhD Art History, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois

GAJEWSKI, YVONNE M .
Art and Design
MS Architecture, Krakow Technical
University, Krakow, Poland: MS
Architecture, Illinois Institute of
Technology, Chicago, Illinois

GREENE, CLARKE
Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management
BS Economics, University of Wisconsin,
Madison, Wisconsin

FALZONE, RONALD
Film and Video
MFA Directing, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
FITZPATRICK, CLARA S.
Educational Studies
EdD Educational Psychology, Northern
Illinois University, De Kalb, Illinois
FLEISCHER, RON
Rim and Video
BA Columbia College Chicago
Chicago, Illinois
FLOYD, SAM
Music
PhD Philosophy, Southern Illinois
University, Carbondale, Illinois
FOOTE, DEBORAH C.
Liberal Education
MA Romance Languages and Literatures
(Spanish), PhD Candidate, University of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

GALLIVAN, DARDI MCGINLEY
Dance
MA Dance, Ohio State University,
Columbus, Ohio
GARR, MARY PAT'
Educational Studies
MA Curriculum and Instruction,
Concordia University, River Forest, Illinois
GERDING. DAVID
Interactive Multimedia
BA with Honors Rim and Video, Columbia
College Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
GINSBERG, JEFF
Theater
MFA Acting, Yale School of Drama , New
Haven, Connecticut
GIORDANI, TANIA
Science and Mathematics
MEd Curriculum and Instruction, Loyola
University, Chicago, Illinois

FRATERRIGO . TOM
Film and Video
MFA Film and Video, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

LISA, GOTTLIEB
Rim and Video
MFA Antioch University

FREDERKING, WILLIAM
Photography
MFA Photography, University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois

GORMAN, DIANA
ASL·English Interpretation
MA Interpretation, Gallaudet University,
Washington, DC

FREEMAN, CHAP
Rim and Video
MFA Creative Writing, University of Iowa,
Iowa City, Iowa

GRAHAM, GLENNON
Director, Freshman Seminar
PhD American History, Northwestern
University, Evanston. Illinois

FROEHLE, PAULA
Film and Video
MFA Time Arts, The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

GREEN, CHRIS
English
MA British and American Literature,
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah

FULLER, KARLA RAE
Film and Video
PhD Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois

GREEN, NORMA FAY
Journalism
PhD Mass Media, Michigan State
University, East Lansing, Michigan
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GRIFFITH, C.A.
Film and Video
MFA Art Studio, University of California,
Santa Barbara, California
GUNKEL, ANN HETZEL
Liberal Education
PhD in Philosophy, DePaul University,
Chicago, Illinois
HALIDAY·MCQUEEN, CAROL
Art and Design
MFA Painting, University of Illinois,
Urbana·Champaign, Illinois
HALL, SCOTT
Music
BM Northern Illinois University, De Kalb,
Illinois
HAMILTON, TOM
Marketing Communication
MBA Marketing, University of Chicago
Graduate School of Business, Chicago,
Illinois
HANSEN, RENEE LYNN
English
MA Creative Writing, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago. Illinois
HANSON , ANN C.
Science and Mathematics
MS Mathematics Education, University of
Maryland, College Park, Maryland
HARDIN, TED
Rim and Video
MFA Video and Film Production, Ohio
State University, Columbus, Ohio
HARTEL, PETER
Film and Video
BA Rim and Video, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
HARTMANN, KAY
Art and Design
MS Communication, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois
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HAWKINS, AMY KM
English
PhD English: Composition and Rhetoric,
Wwyne State University, Detroit, Michigan

JENKINS . SHARRON K.
Science and Mathematics
PhD Chemistry, Loyola University,
Chicago, Illinois

KA STE N , BARBARA
Photography
MFA Fiber Sculpture, California College
of Arts and Crafts, Oakland, California

HAYASHI. BILL
Liberal Education
Director, Senior Seminar
PhD Committee on Social Thought.
University of Chicago, Chicago. Illinois

JEVENS , LISA
Journalism
Artist-in-Residence
MSJ, Medill School of Journalism,
Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois

KILBERG ·COHEN , GAR NETT
Chair. English
MFA Creative Writing, University of
Pittsburgh. Pittsburgh. Pennsylvania

HEMENWAY, ANN
Fiction Writing
MFA Fiction, University of Iowa Writer's
Workshop, Iowa City, Iowa
HENRY, KEVIN
Art and Design
MFA Industrial Design, University of
Illinois, Chicago, Illinois; MFA Time Arts.
The School of the Art Institute of
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
HETTEL, PAUL
Film and Video
BA with Honors, Film and Video,
Columbia College, Chicago, Illinois; BS,
Film Aesthetics. Film History, Xavier
University. Cincinnati, Ohio
HODGE , DECKARD
English
MA English, University of California.
Riverside, California; BA English.
University of California. Los Angeles.
California
HOOVER, PAUL
English
MA English, University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois
HULSE . CAROLYN
Journalism
MA English, Claremont Graduate
University, Claremont, California
HUYDTS. SEBASTI AN
Music
MA Composition, PhD candidate
Composition, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
ILIO, KENNETH Y.
Science Institute
PhD Reproductive Biology, University of
Illinois. Urbana-Champaign. Illinois
IVERSON, BARBARA K .
Journalism
PhD Public Policy Analysis, University of
Illinois, Chicago, Illinois
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JOBSON, CRAIG
Art and Design
MFA Interdisciplinary Arts, Columbia
College Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
JOHNSON, GARY
Fiction Writing
MA Creative Writing. Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
JOHNSON, PHYLL I S ANNE
Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management
Masters of Management. Kellogg
Graduate School of Management.
Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois
JOHNSON-ODIM . CHERYL
Dean. School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences
PhD History, Northwestern University,
Evanston. Illinois
JOHNSTON. EDNA F.
ASL-English Interpretation
MS Deaf Educat.ion, Western Maryland
College, Westminster. Maryland; BA ASL
Studies, BS English Literature, Gallaudet
University. Washington DC
JONES. DOUG
Chair. Audio Arts and Acoustics
MA Education, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
KANTER$, BENJAMIN
Audio Arts and Acoustics
MM Music Technolo.gy, Northwestern
University, Evanston. Illinois; BS Speech ,
Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois
KAPLAN, MORTON H.
Marketing Communication
BS Commerce. DePaul University,
Chicago, Illinois
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KLUKOFF, PHILLIP J.
Educational Studies
PhD English , Michigan State University,
East Lansing, Michigan
KOS TEC KA . KEITH
Science Institute
DA Chemistry, University of Illinois.
Chicago, Illinois
KOUL ES. CHRIS
Art and Design
MFA Art and Design, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign. Illinois
LAPLANTE, CLARE
Journalism
Artist-in-Residence
BA Political Science. University of Illinois.
Chicago. Illinois
LARSEN, DAWN M .
Arts. Entertainment. and Media
Management
JD. University of Illinois. College of Law.
Urbana-Champaign. Illinois
LATTA. CAROLINE DODGE
Theater
PhD Theatre, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois
LE GRAND , PETER
Photography
MA Photography, Governors State
University. Park Forest, Illinois
LEHRER, LEO NARD
Acting Dean , School of Fine and
Performing Arts
MFA History and Practice of Painting,
University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania
LEON E. GUSTAVO
Acting Chair, Music
PhD Composition, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
LER MAN , ZAFRA
Head, Science Institute
PhD Chemistry, Weizmann Institute of
Science, Rehovot. Israel

FACULTY
Ll, T.W.
Film and Video
LINEHAN, WILLI AM
Art and Design
MFA Artist's Books/Photography
Sculpture, The School of the Art Institute
of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
LIPINSK I, MARLENE
Art and Design
MFA Painting and Drawing, University of
Wisconsin, Milwaukee, Wisconsin
LITTEN, LAURA
Television
MA Art History, University of Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
L IVINGSTON , SARA*
Television
MA Media Studies , University of Illinois.
Chicago, Illinois
LO FSTROM, DOUG
Music
BA Goddard College, MA Education
candidate, Plainfield, Vermont
LOVERDE, CARO L
Music
BA Music, Mundelein College , Chicago,
Illinois
LUCIANO, ANGELO
Arts. Entertainment, and Media
Management
MS Management of Public Service,
DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois
LUDWIG, AMY
Television
Artist-in-Residence
MA Performance Studies. Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois
LYON, JEFFREY
Journalism
Artist-in-Residence
BSJ Medill School of Journalism.
Northwestern University, Chicago, Illinois
MACDONALD. JIM
Music
Acting Associate Dean, School of Fine
and Performing Arts
MM Orchestral Conducting, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois; BS Music
Education, University of Illinois, Urbana·
Champaign, Illinois

MAGG I O. FRANCES
Theater
MFA Costume Design, DePaul University,
Chicago, Illinois

ME NO, JOE
Fiction Writing
MFA Fiction Writing, Columbia College
Chicago , Chicago, Illinois

MAHER , BRIGID
Film and Video
Ar tist-in-Residence
MFA Radio-Television-Film, Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois

M ILLER, ALTON
Marketing Communication

MAY, ERIC
Fiction Writing
BA Fiction Writing, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
MCCABE, T ERRENCE
Theater
MFA Directing, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
MCCART, MICHE L LE M .
English
PhD Education, University of California,
Santa Barbara , California; MS
Reading/Special Education, University of
Nebraska. Omaha, Nebraska
MCCARTHY, ERIN
Liberal Education
PhD US History, Loyola University,
Chicago, Illinois
MCCARTHY, KIMB ERLY A.
Liberal Education
PhD Educational Psychology, MM Music
Composition, University of Oregon.
Eugene, Oregon
MCGI L L, SHY LA G. •
Science and Mathematics
MAT Mathematics an d Statistics.
University of Nebraska. Lincoln,
Nebraska
MCNAIR . PATRIC IA ANN
Fiction Writing
MFA Creative Writing , Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
MELLIN GER, JEANINE
Television
MFA Video Art. The School of the Art
Institute of Chicago, Chicago , Illinois; BA
Visual Arts, University of California, San
Diego, California
MENCOTTI , MARSSIE
Radio
BA Communications/Theater. University
of Illinois, Chicago , Illinois
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MITCHEM, JIM
Radio
BA Broadcast Communications,
Columbia College Chicago, Chicago,
Illinois
MOGGE, STEPHEN G .
English
PhD Education. University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois
MORDINE, SH IRLEY
Dance
BA Dance, Mills College, Oakland,
California
MONTGOMERY, JENNIFER
Film and Video
MFA Filmmaking, Bard College,
Annandale. New York
MOTT, BRADLEY
Theater
BSS Theater, Northwestern University,
Evanston, Illinois
MROZ, SUSAN
Film and Video
MFA Film and Video, Columbia College
Chicago. Chicago, Illinois
MUEL L ER , ROSEANNA
Liberal Education
PhD Comparative Literature, CUNY
Graduate School, New York, New York
MULA, THOMAS
Theater
BFA Theater, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois
NATAL, JUDY
Photography
MFA Photography, Rochester Institute of
Technology, Rochester, New York
NAWROCKI , TOM
English
MA English. Loyola University, Chicago,
Illinois
NE L SON, FRED
Art and Design
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THOMPSON, GEORGE E.
Art and Design
MA Graphic and Product Design. Purdue
University, West Lafayette , Indiana
THOMPSO N , PETER
Photography
MA Comparative Literature, University of
California, Irvine, California
TR I GI L I O, TONY
English
PhD English, Northeastern University,
Boston, Massachusetts
TS'AO, WENHWA
Film and Video
MFA Photography and Film, Virginia
Commonwealth University, Richmond,
Virginia
TYMA , SUSA N
Science and Mathematics
MEd Math, University of Illinois, Chicago,
Illinois
UZZLE, TED
Audio Arts and Acoustics
VACCARELLO, PAUL
Art and Design
Associate of Arts Degree, Illustration,
Layton School of Art, Milwaukee,
Wisconsin
VILARO, EDUARDO
Dance
MA Interdisciplinary Arts, Columbia
College Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
WALLACE , MARGOT
Marketing Communication
MA Integrated Professional Studies.
DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois
WE IN BERG , TOM
Television
MBA Management, New York University,
New York, New York
WELSH, MICHAEL
Science and Mathematics
PhD Chemistry, University of Illinois,
Urbana-Champaign, Illinois
WHITE, JOHN
Photography

WHITFIELD, PAULETTE
Arts, Entertainment. and Media
Management
MSJ Advertising Special ity, Medill School
of Journalism, Northwestern University.
Evanston, Illinois
WIDEROE. BERNARD
Art and Design
Master of ArchitectUJre, University of
Illinois, Urbana-Champaign , Illinois
WILLIAMS, ALBERT
Theater
SA Music, Columbia College Chicago,
Chicago, Illinois
WILLIAMS, JAMES K IMO
Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management
MA Management, Webster University, St.
Louis, Missouri
WILL IAMS, LILLIAN
Journalism
MSJ Medii! School of Journalism,
Northwestern University, Evanston,
Illinois

YAMAMOTO, CARO L
Arts, Entertainment, and Media
Management
MBA Arts Management, University of
California. Los Angeles , California
YERKINS, GARY
Music
BM Composition, American Conservatory
of Music, Chicago, Illinois
YOUNG, BARRY
Film and Video
MFA Visual Design, Northwestern
University, Evanston , Illinois
ZE ID, RICHARD
Art and Design
SA Graphic Design, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois
ZURE K , SHARON
Film and Video
SA Film and Video, Columbia College
Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

WI LSYN, 80881
Artist-in-Residence
Music
WITHR OW, MARK
English
PhD English, Illinois State University,
Normal, Illinois
WOLKE, JAY
Chair, Art and Design
MS Photography, Institute of Design,
Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago,
Illinois
WOODBURY, RI CH ARD
Dance
SA Music and Dance, Experimental
College, University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis, Minnesota
WOOLLEY , DAVID
Theater
Artist in Residence
BFA Acting, Goodman School of Drama
at DePaul University. Chicago, Illinois
WYNTER, CADENCE
Liberal Education
PhD History, University of Illinois,
Chicago, Illinois

•tndicates Excellence in Teaching Award Winner
since 1994.
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KE I TH CLEVE LAND, JD
Acting Dean
School of Graduate and Continuing Education

College Administration

WARRICK L. CARTER, PhD
President

REBECCA SNYDER, MA
Acting Associate Dean

ALBERT C. GALL. MPA
Executive Vice President
R. MICHAEL DESA LLE , MBA
Vice President of Finance

SHARON WILSON-TAYLOR, MA
Dean
Student Affairs

MARK KELLY. MA
Acting Vice President of Student Affairs

JOHN MOORE
Acting Associate Dean

STEVEN KAPELKE, MFA
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

JO CATES, MS
Director of the library

WOOD IE T. WHITE, PhD
Vice President of College Relations and Institutional
Advancement

MARVIN COHEN, MA
Director of Records and Registration
REBECCA COURINGTON , MA
Director for the Center Instructional Technology

ANNE FOLEY, MA, MLS
Assistant Vice President for Institutional Research
and Planning

TIM GORDON, MA
Director of Student Development

JA NI CE GARFIELD. PhD
Associate Provost

PAUL JOHNSON
Director of Human Resources

DEBRA M CGRATH, MFA
Associate Vice President for Student
Affairs/Enrollment Management

DAV ID KRAUSE, PhD
Director of the Center for Teaching Excellence

LEONARD LEHRER, MFA
Acting Dean
SchOol of Fine and Performing Arts

JOHN OLINO, MEd
Director of Student Financial Services

M URPHY MONROE, MA
Director of Admissions

JANET TA LBOT, MA
Director of Academic Advising

JAMES MACDONAL D, MM
Acting Associate Dean

Board of Trustees

DOREEN BARTON I . MA
Acting Dean
School of Media Arts

WILLIAM L. HOOD
Chairman of the Board

DEBRA DEAN SCHNE I GER, MFA
Associate Dean

OSVA LDO RODRIGUEZ
Executive Vice Chairperson
FAY HARTOG LEVIN
Vice Chairperson

CHERYL JOHNSON· OD IM. PhD
Dean
School of liberal Arts and Sciences

TOM KALLEN
Treasurer

NEIL PAGANO
Acting Associate Dean

MADELINE MURPHY RABB
Secretary
WARRICK L. CARTER, PhD
President of the College
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Lifeti me Truatees

WI L LIAM CELL I NI JR.
LINVAL J. C H UNG
MADELE I NE K.B. COND I T

LERONE BENNETT JR .
BARRY S. CROWN

KARE N LEE COPELAND

M I LTON DAVIS

STEVE DEV I CK

SYDNEY SMITH GORDO N

ALLAN R. DREBI N , PhD

ALTON B. HARRIS

RICHARD B . FIZDALE
L IZA GROSS

SAMUE L E. PFEFFER
DAVIDS. SOLOMO N , MD

MARY LOU I SE HADDAD
PAMELA J. HAMILTON
GARY STEPHE N H OPMAYER
DON JACKSON
BRAD L EY A . KEYWELL
KAREN F. KIZER
BILL KURTIS
M ARCIA LAZAR
AVER I LL LEVITON
DEBRA MARTIN CHASE
BARRY M AYO
E. R. BERT MEDINA
HOWARD ME N DELSOHN
GLORIA LEHR NOVAK
JOHN P. RIJOS
CRA I G M . ROBINSO N
ALEJANDRO S I LVA
VICTOR SKREBNESKI
LAWRENCE K. SNIDER
PATR I CK A. SWEENEY
NA NCY TOM
DEMPSEY TRAVIS
ALLE N TURNER
TO N Y G. WEISMAN
HE L ENA CHAPELLIN W I LSON
ROBER T A. W I SLOW
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KEIT H CLEVELAND, JD
Acting Dean
School of Graduate and Continuing Education

Collece Administrat ion
WARRICK L. CARTER , PhD
President

REBECCA SNYDER . MA
Acting Associate Dean

ALBERT C. GALL, MPA
Ex~utive Vice President
R. MICHAEL DESALLE, MBA
Vice President of Finance

SHARON WI LSON -TAYLOR , MA
Dean
Student Affairs

MARK KELLY, MA
Acting Vice President of Student Affairs

JOHN MOORE
Acting Associate Dean

STEVEN KAPE LKE. MFA
Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs

JO CATES, MS
Director of the Library

WOODIE T. WH ITE, PhD
Vice President of College Relations and Institutional
Advancement

MARVIN COHEN, M A
Director of Records and Registration
REBECCA COURI N GTON , MA
Director for the Center Instructional Technology

ANNE FOLEY, MA, M LS
Assistant Vice President for Institutional Research
and Planning

TIM GORDON, M A
Director of Student Development

JANICE GARFIELD, PhD
Associate Provost

PAUL JOHNSON
Director of Human Resources

DEBRA MCGRATH, MFA
Associate Vice President for Student
Affairs/Enrollment Management

DAVID KRAUSE, PhD
Director of the Center for Teaching Excellence

LEONARD LEHRER, MFA
Acting Dean
School of Fine and Performing Arts

JO HN OLINO , MEd
Director of Student Financial Services

JAMES MACDONALD, MM
Acting Associate Dean

JANET TALBOT , MA
Director of Academic Advising

M URPHY MONROE, M A
Director of Admissions

Board of Trustees

DOREEN BARTONI , MA
Acting Dean
School of Media Arts

WILLIA M L. HOOD
Chairman of the Board

DEBRA DEAN SCHNE IGER, MFA
Associate Dean

OSVALDO RODRIGUEZ
Executive Vice Chairperson
FAY HARTOG LEVIN
Vice Chairperson

CHERYL JOHNSON-ODIM, PhD
Dean
School of Liberal Arts and Sciences

TOM KALLEN
Treasurer

NEIL PAGANO
Acting Associate Dean

MADELINE MURPHY RABB
Secretary
WARRICK L. CAR TER, PhD
President of the College
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WI LLIAM CELLI NI JR .
L IN VAL J. CHUNG
MADELE INE K. B . CO N D IT
KAREN LEE COPELA N D
STEVE DEV I CK
ALLAN R. DREBIN. PhD

LERONE BENNETT JR.
BARRY S . CROWN
MILTON DAVIS
SYD N EY S M ITH GORDO N
ALTON B . HARRIS

RICHARD B. FIZD ALE

SA M UEL E. PFEFFER

LIZA GROSS

DAVID S. SO LOMO N , MD

MARY LOU I SE HADDAD
PAMELA J. HA M ILTON
GARY STEPHE N HOPMAYER
DON JACKSON
BRAD L EY A . KEYWELL
KAREN F. KIZER
BILL KURTIS
MARCIA LAZAR
AVERILL LEVITON
DEBRA MARTIN CHASE
BARRY M AYO
E.R . BERT M EDI NA
HO WARD MENDELSOHN
GLORIA LEHR NOVAK
JOHN P. RIJOS
CRAIG M . ROBI N SON
ALE JANDRO SILVA
VIC TOR SKREBNESKI
LAWRENCE K. SNIDER
PATRICK A. SWEENEY
NANCY TO M
DE M PSEY TRAV I S
ALL EN TUR N ER
TONY G. WEIS MAN
HELENA CHAPELLI N WILSO N
ROBERT A. WISLOW
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INDE X

Note: Course titles are listed in italics.
Abnotmal PsychOlogy: Mental Health and
Illness. 209
Absutd, Theatet of the, Fatce and: Acting Ill
Styles. 150
Academic Advising Office. 337
Academic Computing: Independent Ptoject.

245
Academic Computing department, 243-251
about, 243
courses. 245-251
degree requirements. 244
Academic Computing lntemshlp, 251
academic options and opportunities, 6
academic policies. procedures. and
regulations. 9-16
academic dishonesty. 1 1
academic distinction . 12
academic expectations and
responsibilities, 9
academic forgiveness, 10
academic grievances. 11
academic integrity, 11
academic petitions. 9
academic standing. 9-10
Campus Security Act. 15-16
degrees. posting of, 12
dropping/adding/withdrawing from
classes, 10-1 1
expectations and responsibilities. 9
Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
policy. 14-15
graduation audit, 12
repeating courses for credit, 10
transfer credit policies. 12-14
academic programs. 3-8
baccalaureate degree programs. 4-6
General Education . 3-4
See also School of Fine and Performing
Arts: School of Graduate and Continuing
Education; School of Liberal Arts &
Sciences: School of Media Arts
Accents and Dialects 1. 11. 153
The Account Executive and the Stand
Manager. 308
Accounting I, 69
Accounting II, 70
Acoustical Modeling. 259
Acoustical Testing I, II, 259
acoustics. See Audio Arts and Acoustics
department
Acoustics. Atchitectutal. 259
AcousOcs. Engineered. 259
Acoustics. Envitonmental, 259
AcousOcs. The Science of, I, 11. 233
Acoustics of Performance Spaces. 259
Acquiring Intellectual Ptoperty fot Adaptation
in L.A.. 279
acting, BFA in, 141
acting, minor in, 144
Acting fot Animatots. 286
Acting I (various topics). 147. 148
Acting II (various topics). 148
Acting Ill (various topics). 149-152
Acting IV. 152
AcOng Techniques fot Filmmakers. 269
Activism. Representation and. 283
Actor. Body Movement for. I. II. Ill. 152
Actor. VOice Training for
(various levels), 152. 154
Adaptation II in Los Angeles. 279

Adaptation (screenwriting). 279
Adaptive Reuse. Design Studio IV. 62
AdCult: Cultural and Psychological Aspects in
Advettis ing Communication. 308
AdCult at the Movies. 313
adding classes. 10-11
administration . college. 349
admission. 17- 21

new student assesS!ment. orientation. and
registration. 18-19
requirements lor. 17-18
tuit ion and lees. 19-21
Advanced American Sign Language
Linguistics. 170
Advanced CAD for Product Design. 58
Advanced Composition: Private Lessons. 121
Advanced Computer Animation
(various levels). 286. 287
Advanced Computer Modeling. 286
Advanced Conttol Room Techniques. 331
Advanced Costume Design, 158
advanced credit policies. 12
Advanced Designing for the Web. 248
Advanced Desktop Publishing for
Journalists. 303
Advanced Editing (various topics). 270-272
Advanced Ane Arts Seminar. 48
Advanced Ane Arts Studio, 48
Advanced Garment Construction: Tailoring, 56
Advanced Lighting Design. 158
Advanced Location Sound Recording. 266
Advanced Magazine ArUc/e Writing. 301
Advanced Manufac turing. 59
Advanced MIDI Sequencing. 123
Advanced Non-Linear Editing
(various topics). 333
Advanced Patrernmaking: Draping, 56
Advanced Patrernmaking: Flat Pattern. 56
Advanced Post.Production. 332
Advanced Production Seminar (Film and
Video). 265
Advanced Production Techniques
(television). 330
Advanced Productivity Applications. 245
Advanced Programming fot the Web, 249
Advanced Prose Forms. 10 1
Advanced Public Speaki ng, 186
Advanced Reporting, 299
Advanced Science FicOon Writing
Workshop. 107
Advanced Seminar in Art History. 42
Advanced Set Design. 158
Advanced Sound Reinfo.rcement. 260
Advanced Storytelling. 1192
Advanced Studies In Sound Design. 258
Advanced Typography. 50
Advertising, Business-to-Business. 309
Advertising. Interacti ve, 308
Adverttsing. Introduction to. 308
Adverti sing. Professional Portfolio
Development. 54
Adverti sing, Special Issues in, 54
advertising art courses. 53-54
Advertising Art Direction: Introduction. 53
advertising art direction degree
requirements. 33. 36
Advertising Campaig ns and Case Studies. 309
Advertising Campaigns Practicum 1. II, 310
Advertising Communication. AdCult: Cultural
and Psychological Aspects in. 308
Advettising Communications. 54

Advertising Copywriting 1. II. 309
advertising courses. 308-310
Advertising Design. 53
Advertising Design 1. II: Creati ve Strategies

ln. 54
Advertising in America. 308
Advertising Media. Selling. 313
Advertising Techniques. International. 309
Advertising Workshop, 309
Advocacy for Arts Majors: Building
Relationships with Elected Officials. 73
AEMM (Arts. Enter tainment. and Media
Management). 65-81
AEMMP Records Company Marketing. 75
AEMMP Records Promotion. 75
Aesthetics and Screenwriting: Teacher
Training. 282
aesthetics/criticism courses (television), 327
Aesthetics of Cinema. 273
Aesthetics of lntetactlve Multimedia, 291
The Aesthetics of Live Sound
Reinforcement. 260
Aesthetics of Television. 327
Africa. Arts of. 40
Aftica. Oceania, and the Americas. Arts of, 40
African·American Art. 40
African-American Cultural EJ({)erience:
literature and the Arts. 188
Aft/can-American Cultutal Experience in
literature. 188
African-American Histoty and Culture: since

1860. 205
African·American Histoty and Culture:
to 1860. 205
African·American Uteratute. 191
African-American Performance Lab
(Theater). 148
African-American Theater I, II: Acting Ill
Styles. 150
African Dance: Beginning. 87
African Dance 11. 88
African History and Culture (various eras). 203
African Literature. Contemporary, 189
Afro-American Folk Culture. 212
Afro-American Theater. Development of. 212
Afto-Latin and Caribbean: U.S. Musical
Crosscurrents. 1 18
AIDS. Biology of: The Life of a Virus. 225
AIFS (American Institute for Foreign Study). 7
Albee. Pinter and: Acting Ill Styles. 150
A/bets. Randy. 97
Alexandroff, Michael. 1
Algebra. College. and Trigonomeuy. 231
Algebra. College. 1. 11. 231
A/gebta. Environmental. 231
alternative forms courses
(Film and Video). 284
Alternative Strategies in Animation, 285
America. Advertising in. 308
America in Art. Literature. and Music. 212
American Art. 1840.1940. 40
American Authors: througn Dickinson. 188
American Authors: Twentieth Century, 188
American Authors Seminar. 193
American Ci ty. History of. 206
Amen·can Cultural Policy. 73
American Histoty. Cartoons and Satite in. 206
American Institute for Foreign Study (AIFS). 7
American Musical Theater: From l945 to
Ptesenr. 155
Am erican Musical Theater: from the

beginnings to 1945. 155
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American Novel. 191
American Poetry. Contemporary, 192
American Poetry. Modern British and, 192
American Sign Language, Linguistics of. 169
American Sign Language (ASL). See ASL·

English Interpretation department
American Sign Language Fingerspelling, 171
American Sign Language I, II, Ill, IV, 169
American Sign Language Linguistics.
Advanced. 170
American Sign Language Linguistics.
Applying, 171
American Sign Language Vocabulary
Enrichment. 171
American Society; Social Problems in, 210
American Working Class. History of, 206
Americas. Arts of Africa. Oceania, and the, 40
Analyzing One-Hour Dramatic Structure
in L.A., 335
Anatomy, Structural, 44
Anatomy and Physiology: Biology of the
Human. 225
Ancient Civilizations: Europe and the
west. 204
Ancient Greek Literature. 190
Animal E.cology and Behavior. 228
Animal Physiology, Comparative: Of Mice.
Dogs and Men, 219
Animation. Alternative Strategies in, 285
Animation, Drawing for. fl. 286
Animation, History of. 285
Animation: Independent Project. 288
Animation, major in, 264
Animation. Stop-Motion, I, 285
Animation, Stop-Motion. II, 286
Animation, Web-Based, I, 24 7
Animation, Web-Based, II, 248
Animation Camera and Sound, 285

animation courses. 284-288
Animation Production Studio

(various levels), 287. 288
Animation Semester in Los Angeles
Preparation. 287
Animation (various levels), 284. 286, 287
Animation Work·in·Progress. 287
Animators. Acting for. 286
Announcing, Commercial. 320
Anthropology. Introduction to, 207
Anthropology. Visual. 208
Anthropology of Performance. 208

application fee. 19
Application of Math to Graphics. 231
Applied Drawing, 51
Applied Marketing: Recording Industry. 73
Applied Retailing: Record Stores. 7 4
Applying American Sign Language
Linguistics, 171
Archetypes. Topics in Myth and. 190
Architectural Acoustics. 259
Architectural Drafting and Detailing (various

levels). 61. 62
Architectural Photography, 133
Architecture: Beginning Drawing, 61
Architecture, History of, I, II, 39
Architecture In Chicago Now, 39
Argumentation: E.xpository Writing, 194
Argumentation and Debate, 186
Arranging, Pop (Music). 115
Art, African-American, 40
Art. American. 1840-1940, 40
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Art. Chemistry and: Textiles and Dyes. 226
Art. E.cology through, 228
Art, History of, 1: Stone Age to Gothic, 39
Art. History of, II: Renaissance to Modern. 39
Art. Literature. and Music, America in. 212
Art. Literature. and Music.

Art.
Art.
Art.
Art,
Art,

Lalln·American. 212
Literature. and Music, Women in. 212
New. 42
Performance. 45
Revolution and. 213
Role in Development (Early Childhood

Education). 177
Art and Design. second SA degree
requirements,

35

Art. Technology. and Society; 250
The Art and Business of Recording, 73
Art and Color. Chemistry of, 227
Art and Criticism. Philosophy of. 215
Art and Design, 8A Seminar and Workshop
in. 48

Art and Design department
about, 29
course descriptions. 39-64
degree requirements. 32-38
art and independent projects (Photography).
134-137
Art and Nature. Mathematics in, 231
Art Direction Workshop, 276
Art Director/Commercial Photographer. 131
Art Director/Copywriter Team. 53, 310
Art E.xhibitions. Theory and Practice of, 41
Art History. Advanced Seminar in, 42
Art History. Topics in. 41
art history courses. 39-42
Art in Chicago Now. 39
The Art of Mexico: The Dlmecs to the
Present. 40
The Art of Persuasion. 186
The Art of the Television Commercial in
PopUlar Culture. 308
Art Since 1945. 40
Art Theory and Criticism. Twentieth·
Century. 41. 134
Artist. Individual, Survival for, 77
The Artist in Society. 208
Artists. Quantum Physics for. 232
Artists. Self·Management for. 77
Artists and Audiences. 93
Artists ' Books. Introduction to. 45

Arts. Bachelor of. See SA (Bachelor of Arts)
Arts, Community (Photography), 133
Arts. Critical Vocabulary for. 212
Arts. Culture and Social Services, Public
Relations for, 311

Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management.
major and minor in, 66
Arts. Entertainment. and Media Management
department(AEMM). 65--81
about. 65
course descriptions. ~1
degree requiremernts. 66-67
Arts. E.thics and the 8usiness of, 71
Arts. Geometry in. 230
Arts. Labor Relations for. 70
Arts. Literature and, African·American Cultural
E.xperience. 188
Arts. Making a Living in the, 77
Arts. Reviewing the. 194
Arts. Science and Technology in, 219
Arts. Space. rime ancl: a Multidisciplinary
Seminar. 230, 275
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Arts, Technology. and Science. 213
Arts. Time. 45
Arts, Vietnam War in History, Literature.
and. 189
Arts and Communi ty: Senior Seminar. 237
Arts and Community Development. 210
Arts and E.ntertainment. Legal Aspects of, 69
Arts and Media. Career Center for. 337
Arts E.ntrepreneur, Sales Management for. 70
Arts E.ntrepreneurship (various levels), 70
Arts Majors. Advocacy for: Building
Relationships wi th E.lected Officials. 73
Arts Management, International. 72
Arts Managers, Fund Raising: An Introduction
for Nor>Profit, 72
Arts Movement. Black, 212
Arts of Africa, 40
Arts of Africa. Oceania. and the Americas, 40
Arts Policy, Comparative, Special Topics in
Arts Management, 72
Asia: E.arly China. Indian. and Japan, 203
Asia: Modern China. Indian. and Japan. 203
Asian Arts and Media, Center for. 338
ASL Challenges for Interpreters. 171

ASL·English Interpretation department,
167- 171
degree requirements. 168
assessments. of new students, 18
The Assistant Director, 276
The Assistant E.ditor. 271
Astronomy: E.xploring the Universe I, 11. 232
ATC (Audio Technology Center), 253
Atlantic Studies: Race. Color. and Cul!ure
since 1700. 207
Atmospheres and Motions of the E.arth and
Other Planets. 220
Audio, Careers in, 257
Audio. CompUter·Aided Drafting for, 261
Audio, History of, 261
Audio. Introduction to. 257
Audio: Production I, II, 25 7
Audio. Visual. 265

Audio Arts and Acoustics department,
253-262
about. 253
courses. 257- 262
degree requirements. 254-255
audio courses (Film and Video), 265-266
Audio E.quipment Overview. 261
Audio for Visual Media (various
levels), 260, 266
Audio Measurement Techniques. 261
Audio Post·Production: Independent
Project. 266
Audio Processing. 25 7
Audio Systems. Basic, 257
Audio Technologies. 257

Audio Technology Center (ATC). 253
Audition. How to. Professional Survival
and. 161
Authorship (Film and Video), 273
Autobiographical Fiction: Critical Reading and
Writing, 102
AutoCAD Detailing Ill. IV, 63
AutoCAD Fundamentals. 61

AutoCAD V (3D). 63
Avid Media/Film Composer: Advanced
Editing. 271
Avid )(press: Production IV, 284
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BA (Bachelor of Arts), 4-5
in ASL·English Interpretation, 168
In Dance, 85
in Digital Media Technology, 244
in Directing, 140
In Early Childhood Education, 174
in Fiction Writing, 98
in Interactive Multimedia, 290
interdisciplinary major, ~
in Journalism, 294-295
in Marketing Communication, 306
in Music, 110
in PhOtography, 126
in Playwriting, 144
in Radio, 316
in Sound Technology, 254
In Theater: Directing, 142
in Theater: Musical Theater
performance, 143-144
In Theat er: performance, 142-143
in Theater: technical Theater, 143
in Theater: Theater design, 143
BA (Bachelor of Arts), second degree, B
in Art and Design, 35
in Dance, 85-86
in Digital Media Technology, 244
in Fiction Writing, 99
In Interactive Multimedia , 290
in Journalism, 296-297
in Radio, 316
in Sound Technology, 254-255
in t elevision, 325
in Theater, 144-145
BA Seminar and Workshop in Art and
Design, 48
baccalaureate degree programs, 4-6
Ballet (various levels), 87, 89, 91, 92
Band, Performance, and Cast, 123
Bartoni, Doreen, 241
Basic Audio Systems, 25 7
Basic Math Skills and Lab, 230
basic music theory curriculum, 113-114
Basic Public Speaking, 186
Basic Public Speaking: ESL, 186
Basic ViewPOints Workshop, 153
Bass and Bass Guitar: Private Lessons, 120
Beauty and Photography, 136
Beginning Painting, 44
Beginning Typography, 49
BFA (Bachelor of Fine Arts), 6
In Acting, 141
in Dance, 84
in Photography, 126
reQuired courses (Dance), 93-94
in Theater Design, 141-142
BFA (Bachelor of Fine Arts), second degree
in Advertising Art Direction, 36
in Fashion Design, 35
in Graphic Design, 37
in Illustration , 37
in Interior Architecture, 38
in Product Design, 38
The Bible and Literature. 190
Bibliography and Research for Fiction
Writers. 107
Bioethics: A Millennium Issue, 225
Biology: Coffee. Chocolate, Sugar, and
Spice, 219
Biology: The Living World Around Us, 225
biology courses. 225- 226
Biology of AIDS: The Life of a Virus, 225
Biology of Human Sexuality. 225

Biology of the Human: Anatomy and
Physiology, 225
Biology of the Human Immune System: Health
and Disease. 219
Biotechnology: The Shape of Things ro
Come,226
Black Art and Literature, 1920s Harlem, 212
Black Arts Movement, 212
Black Issues, 20th-Century, 214
Black Music, Introduction to, 118
Black Music Research, Center for, 338
Black Popular Music: Race Records to
Videos. 118
Black Protest, Writings of (various eras), 205
Blood, Mary Ann, 1
Blues Voice. Jarz. and Gospel: Private
Lessons, 119
board of trustees. 349-350
Boards, Non-Profit: Partners in
Philanthropy, 7 3
Body. The Writing, 106
Body Movement for the Actor I, II, Ill, 152
Body Tune-Up and Conditioning, 88
Book and Paper Arts, Center for, 338
Book Design, 50
Bookmaking, Hand, and Binding, 134
Books. Visual, 135
bookstore. 337
Botany: The Plant world, 225
Box Office Management, 77
Brain Basics: Health and Development in
Young Children, 177, 229
Brand Manager. The Account Executive and
the, 308
Brass Ensemble, 122
Brecht: Acting Ill Styles, 150
Bridge Program, 8
British and American Poetry, Modern, 192
British Authors Seminar, 192
British Novel, 191
British Styles, Contemporary: Acting Ill
Styles. 150
broadcast journalism courses (Journali sm),
301
broadcast journalism courses (Television),
334-335
Broadcast Journalism Internship, 303
Broadcast Law, 320
Broadcast Media, Buying. 312
Broadcast News Writing, 301
Broadcast Research, 322
Broadcasting, Business of, 76
Broadcasting, The Business of, 329
Broadcasting, Ethics in, 318
Brooks, Bonnie, 83
Building Leadership Skills, 75
Business. Fundamentals of. 76
Business and Technical Writing, 193
The Business Beat, 300
business courses (Photography), 137
Business of Broadcasting , 76
The Business of Broadcasting, 329
The Business of Professional Sports. 77
Business of the Film Industry, 76
Business Practice for Designers, 64
Business Practices. Product Design
Professional, 60
Business·lr>Buslness Advertising, 309
Business Writing, Introduction to, 193
Buying, Retail, 79
Buying Broadcast Media, 312
Burz in Popular Culture, 310
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C++ Programming, 250
Cable Program Workshop: Producing, 328
Cable Program Workshop: Production, 332
CAD: Fashion Presentation, 57
CAD: Production Techniques. 56
CAD for Product Design (various
levels), 57, 58
CAD for the Performing Arts, 157
Calabrese, Barbara, 315
Calculus I, II, 231
Calligraphy, 42
Camera Techniques: Acting Ill Styles. 152
campus facilities and resources, 337-339
Campus Security Act, 15-16
Cannon, Charles, 223
capst one courses (Photography), 137
Capstone Project in Cultural Studies, 203
Career Center for Arts and Media, 337
Career Development: Independent Project
(Theat er), 161
Career Development (AEMM), 69
career development courses (Theater),
160-162
Career in Tech and Design, Creating, 161
Career Preparation: Radio, 318
Careers in Audio, 257
Careers in Writing, 193
Caribbean. Afrr>Latin and: U.S. Musical
Crosscurrents, 118
Caribbean. History of the: to 1800, 204
Caribbean History, Latin·American and (various
eras). 204
Carpentry, Scenic, 156
Carter. Warrick L., 1
Cartooning, 52
Cartoons and Satire in American History, 206
Casting and Fabrication, Synthetic Material
for, 43
CC. TV (television magazine program), 323
Censorship, Fiction Writers and: Critical
Reading and Writing. 102
Center for Asian Art s and Media, 338
Center for Black Music Research, 338
Center for Book and Paper Arts, 338
Center for Instructional Technology, 337
Center for Teaching Excellence, 337
Central America, History of Mexico and, 204
A Century of Design, 79
Ceramic Sculpture, 45
Ceramics (various levels). 45, 46, 48
Chekov: Acting Ill Styles, 149
Chemistry, Crime Lab: Solving Crime through
Analytical Chemistry, 220
Chemistry, Extraordinary, of Ordinary
Things. 220
Chemistry. the Environment and You: From
Ozone to Oil Spills, 220
Chemistry and Art: Textiles and Dyes, 226
chemistry courses. 226-227
Chemistry In Daily Life. 226
The Chemistry of Art and Color, 227
Chemistry of Life Processes, 226
The Chemistry of Metals. 226
Chemistry of Photography, 227
Chicago, History of, 207
Chicago, Theater in, Introduction to, 161
Chicago Now, Architecture in, 39
Chicago Now, Art in, 39
Chicago Now. Photography in, 137
Child, Family, and Community, 175
Child, The Exceptional. 175
Child Development (liberal Education), 209
Child Growth and Development, 175
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Childhood, Construction of Ideas in, 176
Children, Theater Education for, 161
Children, Writing for. 106
Children, Young, Brain Basics: Health and
Development in, 177. 229
Children, Young, Teaching Reacting to, 176
Children's Book Illustration, 52
Chllctren 's Literature, 190
China, India, anct Japan, Early. 203
China. India, anct Japan, Modern, 203
Chinese Masterpiece Authors: Critical Reacting
and Writing, 104
Choreographic Project, 92
Choreographic Workshop, Student, 92
Choreography Practicum: Senior Concert, 94
Chorus, Columbia College, 121
Cinema. Aesthetics of, 273
Cinema. Compositing for, 26 7
Cinema, History of, 273
Cinema, Image Design for. 267
Cinematography: Camera Seminar I, II. 267
Cinematography, Contemporary Trends in, 268
Cinematography, Digital, 268
Cinematography: lnctepenctent Project. 268
Cinematography, Special Studies in, I, II. 268
cinematography courses, 266-268
Cinematography Reel: Independent
Project. 268
Cinematography-Visual Elements:
lnctepenctent Project, 268
Civil Rights anct the American
Constitution, 209
The Civil Rights Movement in Biography anct
Film, 205
Clarinet, Saxophone, Flute, anct: Private
Lessons, 120
Class, Gencter. anct Race in United States
History, 205
class standing, 9
Classic Stuctio Theater, 139
Classical Guitar. Finger-Style anct: Private
Lessons, 120
Classical Guitar Ensemble, 122
Classical Text Workshop (Theater). 153
Classical Voice: Private Lessons, 119
Clothing and Society. 78
The Club DJ. 319
The Club OJ II, 320
Club Management, 77
Cocte Compliance, Design Stuctio 111. 62
Colct Readings, 160
Collaboration. Creative: Senior Seminar. 238
Collaborative Seminar (Theater), 159
college admini stration, 349
College Algebra anct Trigonometry. 231
College Algebra I, II, 231
College Literary Magazine Publishing, 107
College Magazine Workshop, 303
College Mathematics, 230
College Newspaper Workshop, 303
College Reacting, 185
College Studio Operations. 258
Color. Art and, Chemistry of, 227
Color and Composition, 43
Color for Interiors. 61
Color Photography: Actvancect, 129
Columbia 2. 8
Columbia Arts/Florence. 7. 31
Columbia Chronicle, 293
Columbia College Art Gallery, 339
Columbia College Chicago, history and
mission, 1
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Columbia College Chicago Jazz Ensemble, 123
Columbia College Chows. 121
Columbia Poetry Review (CPR), 179
Columbia School of Oratory, 1
Comedy, Physical, Workshop, 153
Comedy, Writing, I. II, 194
Comedy Character and Movement:
Acting Ill, 151
Comedy Workshop I. II: Acting Ill Styles, 151
Commercial, Editi ng the, 270
Commercial Announcing, 320
Commercial Assignment: Layout to Finish
(PhOtography), 132
commercial focus (Photography) courses.

131-133
Commercial News Practlcum, 319
Commercial Photographer/ Art Director, 1 31
Commercial Studio, 54
Commercials and Corporate Films.
Producing, 277
Communication, Fundamentals of. 216
Communication, Interpersonal, 186
Communication Design. History of, 40
Communication Design for Interactive
Multimedia, 49
Community Arts (Photography), 133
Community-Based Performance (Theater), 161
Community Development, Arts and, 210
Community News, 300
Community Service English
Composition 11. 184
Comparative Animal Physiology: Of Mice, Dogs
and Men, 219
Comparati ve Religions. 216
Comparative Screenwriting, 279
Composing for Films, 116
Compositing for Cinema, 267
Composition. Advanced: Private Lessons, 121
Composition, Color anct. 43
Composition, Community Service English, II
(English), 184
Compositi on, English, I, II (English), 184
Compositi on, Enhanced, I, II (English), 183
Composition, ESL English, I (English), 183
Compositi on, ESL English, II (English), 184

composition concentration course
requirements, 110
Composition 1: Basic Principles of TwentiethCentury Composition (Music), 115
Composition II: Elements of Composition
(Music). 115
Composition Ill: Composition Seminar
(Music), 115
composit ion (Music) cou rses, 115-116
Computer·Aictect Drafting for Audio. 261
Computer Animation, 286
Computer Animation. AcJvanced. 1. 286
Computer Animation, AcJvanced, II, 287
Computer Animation 11. 111. 287
Computer Applications, Foundations of. 245
Computer Controlled Installation
Environments. 251
Computer Games I, 251
Computer Graphics: Independent Project. 24 7
Computer Graphics, Introduction to, 246
Computer Graphics, Programming
for. I. II, 250
Computer Graphics an<J Animation for
Interactive Multimedia, 291
Computer Graphics Por tfollo Development and
Presentation, 24 7
Computer Illustration, 246
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Computer in the Arts Seminar: Denning a
Digital Culture, 251
Computer Modeling, Advanced, 286
Computer Modeling. Introduction to, 285
Computer Models and Virtual Worlds in
Science. 221
Computer Programming for Interactive
Multimedia I, 249
Computer Programming for Multimedia II, 248
Computer Technology 1. 245
Computer Technology II, 246
Computer Uses for Managers, 69
Conceiving and Writing the Show Bible in
LA .• 282,336
Concept, Pitch, Sales: Producing (LA.), 277
Conceptual Development in Illustration. 52
Concert and Festival Proctuction
Management. 77
Concert Production (Dance), 93
Concerts and Festivals Sponsorship, 77
Conducting, Fundamentals of, 117
Conducting: Private Lessons, 121
Connections In Literature, 191
Consecutive Interpreting (ASL-English
Interpretation), 170
Constitution, American, Civil Rights and. 209
Construction of Ideas in Childhood. 176
Contact Improvisation: Beginning, 88
Contemporary African Literature, 189
Contemporary American Poetry. 192
Contemporary British Styles: Acting Ill
Styles. 150
The Contemporary European Novel, 189
Contemporary European Writers: Critical
Reacting and Writing, 103
Contemporary Fashion. 41
Contemporary Music Engineering, 258
Contemporary Nati~American Novel, 192
Contemporary Russian Authors: Critical
Reacting and Writing, 103
Contemporary Trends in Cinematography, 268
Contemporary Trends In Dance, 93
Continuing Education, Division of, 8
Control Room Topics, 330
Controversies anct Hazards in Health and
Nutriti on, 228
Copy Editing, 299
Copyectiting for Publication 1: South Loop
Review. 193
Copyectiting for Publication II, 194
Copywriter/Art Director Team, 53, 310
Copywriting and Popular Culture. 309
Corporate Films, PrOducing Commercials
and. 277
Corporate Graphics. 50
Corporate Portfolio Management, 7 2
Costume Construction 1. 156
Costume Construction II, 157
Costume Design, 157
Costume Design, Advanced, 158
Costumes. Ethnic. 79
Counterpoint. 116

courses
fees for, 19
guide to listings, 28-29
prerequisites. 25
repeating for credit, 10
See also individual titles and under
individual departments
Courts, Covering the. 300
Coverage of Adapted Screenplays in L.A.:
Screenwr/ting Workshops, 280
Covering Science and Medicine 1. 301
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Covering Science and Medicine II, 302
Covering !he Courts, 300
Covering Urban Affairs, 300
Coward, Shaw, and Wilde: Acting Ill
Styles. 150
Creating a Career in Tech and Design, 161
Creating the Personal Dccumentary, 283
Creating the Television News Package, 334
Creative Arts Therapies: Introduction to. 210
Creative Drawing Studio. 4 7
Creative NofloFiction. 107
Creative Noflofiction, interdisciplinary minor
in, 98. 181. 295
Creative Noflofiction: Journal Writing, 195
Creative Nor>-Fiction: Theory, 195
Creative Nor>-Fiction I, II, 195
Creative Presentation Graphics. 245
The Creative Producer. 276
Creative Strategies In Advertising Design
I, II, 54

creative writing. See Fiction Writing
department
Creativity. Psychology of, 210
Creativity and Imagination, Culture of, 213
Creativity and Marketing, 307
Crew: Production Techniques. 156
Crime Lab Chemistry: Solving Crime through
Analytical Chemistry. 220
Crisis Management, 71
Crisis Management, Public Relations Cases
and, 311
Critical Analysis of Small Business. 75
Critical Reading and Writing, courses.

102- 104
critical studies courses (Film and Video),
273-275
Critical Thinking, 215
Critical Vocabulary for the Arts, 212
Criticism, Perspectives of. 41
Criticism, Reviews and, Writing, 302
Cross-Cultural Perspectives on Dance. 91
Cultural Patterns. ESL, 185
Cultural Policy. American, 73
Cultural Psychology, 210
Cultural Studies, Capstone Project. 203
Cultural Studies. Introduction to, 203, 216
Cultural Studies, major in, 201
Cultural Studies. Methods of Inquiry In, 203
Cultural Studies Internship, 203
Culture. Digital. Defining a, 251
Culture. Race, and Media, 282, 329

culture and grammar courses (ASL·English
Interpretation), 168-169
Culture and Social Services. Public Relations
for Arts, 311
Culture of Creativity and Imagination, 213
Current Technology in the Performing
Arts, 156
Dada, Futurism. ana Surrealism. 40
Dance, Contemparary Trends in, 93
Dance, Cross-Cultural Perspec!ives on, 91
Dance: Independent Projects. 95
Dance: Internships, 95
Dance. major ana minor in, 84-85
Dance. Physics of, 232
Dance. Teaching: Theory and Practice (various

levels). 92, 924
Dance Center. 83. 338
Dance ComPOsition (various levels), 91, 94

Dance department, 83-95
about. 83
course descriptions. 87-95
degree requirements. 84-86, 89-92
topics courses, internships, independent
projects. 95
Dance History. Westem, 91
Dance Improvisation and Compasirion II, 92
Dance Studies. Introduction to, 90
Dance Styles and Forms, 90
Dance Technique: Beginning, 87
Dancers, Conditioning for-Body Therapies. 95
Dancers, Music for (various levels), 93. 94
Darkroom Workshop I, II, Ill, 129

Oartington, England, 7
Darwin: Revolvtion from Evolution. 225
Data Analysis and Stati stics, 71
Database;E.Commerce Marketing, 307
Database Management, 245
Databases. Programming Web, 249
Deaf Culture, 169
Dean's List. 12
Death and Dying, 213
Debate, Argumentation and, 186
Decision Making: Fashion/Retail
Management, 80
Decision Making: Performing Arts
Management. 78
Decision Making: The Music Business. 75
Decision Making: The Television
Industry, 76. 328
Decision Making: Visual Arts Management, 72

degrees. posting of, 12
See also BA; BFA

departmental tutoring, 7
Design, A Century of, 79
Design: Independent Project (Theater), 159
Design, Special Issues in, 51

design courses (Theater), 157-159
Design Culture Now, 41l
Design Drawings. Senior Project C (Interior

Architecture), 62
Design for the Stage. Introduction to, 157
Design Lab (various levels, Att and

Design), 49. 51
Design Practicum (Theater), 159
Design Seminar 1: Te•ts (Theater). 158
Design Strategy Workshop (Art and

Design), 49
Design Studio (Theater), 158
Design Studio (various levels, Interior
Architecture), 61. 6·2
Design Theory I (Interior Architecture), 60
Designers, Business Practice for (Interior
Architecture), 64
Designing for the Web (various
levels), 247. 248
Desktop Publishing, 71. 246
Desktop Publishing for Journalists, 301
Desktop Publishing for Journalists.
AdVanced. 303
Developing a Marketing Plan. 307
Developing a Record Deal. 7 4
Development and Pre-Production, 278
Development of Afro-American Theater. 212
Dialects. Accents ana, I, II (Theater), 153
Dialects ana Fiction Writing. 105
Digital an<J Optical Effects: AdVanced Editing

(various levels). 270, 271
Digital ana Optical Effects/Motion Graphics:
Advanced Editing Seminar, 270
Digital Animation Techniques (various
levels), 285. 286
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Digital Art, Video and. History of, 284
Digital Audio Workstation. Master Class in
Music Design on the. 258
Digital Capture: Special Topics. 136
Digital Cinematography. 268
Digital II/ (Photography). 131
Digital Illustration I. 52
Digital Imaging: Virtual Spaces. 131
Digital Imaging I, 11. 130
Digital Imaging Studio, 130
Digital Imaging Workshop. 247
Digital Media Technology Practicum. 251

digital photography courses. 130-131
Digital Presentation Techniques. 59
Digital Printing WorkshOp, 130
Digital Printmaking: Image to Paper. 136
Digital Production. f;cperimental Video
ana. 284
Digital Production for Radio, 321
Digital Synthesis, MIDI Programming ana, 261
Dinosaurs ana More: Geology Explored. 220
Direct Marketing. Techniques of, 307
Directed Visions: Studio, 136
Directing: Independent Project (Film and

Video), 269
Directing: Independent Project (Theater), 160
Directing, minor in (Theater), 144
Directing and Design Seminar. 159

directing courses (Film and Video), 269
directing courses (Theater). 159-160
Directing for the Camera, 269
Directing 1. 11. Ill (Film and Video). 269
Directing I, II, Ill (Theater), 159
disabilities. services for students with. 6
Distribution and Marketing Workshop:
Producing. 276
Diversity in the Media, 303
Division of Continuing Education, B
Dccumentary. Editing the, 270
Dccumentary. History of, 27 4
Documentary, Personal, Creating the. 283
Dccumentary, Producing the IssueOriented, 283
Documentary. The Sound of, 282
Dccumentary. Topics in: Aesthetics. 282
Documentary and Social Change, 282

documentary courses. 282- 284
Documentary for Television. Making the. 331
Documentary I, II, 282
Documentary Ill, 284
Dccumentary Photography 1. 11. 133

documentary/photojournalism courses. 133
Documentary Post.Production: Independent
Project, 283
Dccumentary Production: Independent
Project, 283
The Documentary Propasal: Research, Writing,
and Budgeting. 283
Dccumenting Social Justice (Television). 329
Drafting and Detailing, Archi tectural (various

levels). 61. 62
Drafting and Model Making (Theater). 156
Drama, Introduction to. 187
Drama: Television Directing Production. 331
Drama and Story: Critical Reading ana
Writing, 102
Dramatic Literature. 190
Dramaturgy. 147
Drawing, Applied, 51
Drawing, Materials and Techniques in. 44
Drawing and Painting, Imaginative: A Cross·
Discipline Art Course. 107
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42. 47
Dreams and Fic!lon Writing. 105
dropping classes. 10-11

Enghsh department . 178-196
abOut. 178
course descriptions, 182-196
major and minors requirements. 179-180

Drugs. !he Story of: Ute Savers or Killers. 228
Drums. Percussion and: Private Lessons. 120

English Language. History of, 191
Enhanced Composition 1. 11. 183

Duff. John 8 .. 1

ensembles (Music). 121-123

DVD Design and Authoring. 212. 291, 334

Entrepreneurship/Small Business. courses. 75
environment. heal!h and science reporting
courses. 301- 302
Environment. Human Involvement in, 228
The Environment. Chemistry, and You: From
Ozone !o Oil Spills. 220
Enwonmen!al Acoustics. 259
Envrronmenra/ Algebra, 231
Environmental Practices. S8fety and. 226
Environmental Science. 229
Environmental Studies. minor in, 224

Drawmg tor Anrmarion (various levels). 285
Drawlng(var~ous levels).

e-Business. Introduction ro. 75
e-Buslness Prac!icum. 76
e-Buslness Seminar. 76
.Commerce. minor in, 306
E.Commerce/Da rabase Mail<e!ing. 307
E.Commerce Worltshop, 312
Early Chrldhood Education. Independent Project
ln. 177

Early Childhood Education. Teaching In, 175
Early Childhood Education. The History and
Pllllosophy of, 175
Early Childhood Education. Topics in. 175
Early ChildhOod Education Program. 173-177
abOut. 173
course descriptions. 175-177
degree requirements. 17 4

Ear!h. Energy and Planet. 229
earth science courses. 227-228

Eastern Humanities. 212
Echo (magaz1ne). 293

Ecology and Human Affairs. 228

ecology courses. 228
Ecology !hrougfl Art. 228
Economics. Introduction ro. 208
Economics. Managerial. 70

e<litong oourses (Film and Vodeo). 269-273
Edl!lng !he Commercial. 270
Edi!lng !he Documentary. 270
Edi!lng !he Narrative Film I, 269
Edl!/ng-Director's/Edi!or's Reel: Independent
Project. 273
Edl!lng-Documentary Short: Independent
Project. 272
Editing-Experimental Short: Independent
Project. 272
Edr!lng-Motion Graphic/Special Effects:
Independent Projec!. 272
Edr!ing-Music VIdeos: Independent
Projecr. 273
E<11Mg-Narrauve Short: Independent
Pro,ect. 272

Editoriai/Adver!islng 11/ustra!ion. 53
Edrtors. Graphic Design WorkShoP tor, 271
Editors. Online Workshop for. 271
Edrrors. Photoshop Workshop for. 271
Education. Culture. and Society, 211
Educational Studies. 8
Einstein: His Science and his Humanity. 232
electives (Dance). 87-89

Elecrronlc Newslerrer. Producing the
(Television). 328

Elecrronlcs. Science of. 232
Elements of Mu/!imedia. 248
Ellington. Duke. The Ute and Music of. 1. 119
Emma and Oscar Geu Thearer. 139
Energy and Planer Earrh. 229
Engmeere<l Acoustics. 259
Englrsh as a Second L811guage courses.

184-185
Englrsh Avrhors: Beowulf to Blake. 188
English Avthors: Romantics to
Contemporary. 188
English Composi!lon 1. 11. 184
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Erikson Institute for Advanced Study of Child
Development. 173

ESL Academic Listening/Speaking. 185
ESL College Reading. 185
ESL Cultural Patterns. 185
ESL English Compositi<)ll I. 183
ESL English Composition 11. 184
ESL lntrOduc!lon to College Reading, 184
ESL IntrOduction to College Wri!ing, 183
Ethics, Science. Technology and. 229
Ethics and Business of the Arts, 71
Ethics and the Good Ute. 215
Ethics in Broadcasting. 318
Ethnic Cosrumes. 79
E!hnic Relations. Race and. 210
Ethnographic Films. 208
Europe and the West: Ancien!
CMiira!lons. 204
Europe and !he Wesr: Medieval Culture. 204
European An. History of, 39
European Writers, Contemporary: Critical
Reading and Writing. 103
Evolution. Revolu!ion from: Darwin. 225
Evolu!lon of rhe Human. 226
The Excep!lonal Child, 175
EJchit>l! Design, 46
Experiential Anaromy. 90
Experimental Edi!ing: Advanced Edi!Jng, 272
Experimental imaging. 247
Experimental Photography/Graphic
Techn~sl,47,

134

Experimental Photography/Graphic
Techniques II, 4 7. 135
f)(perimen!al Phorography/Graphic
Techniques 111. 135
Experimental Video and Digital
PrOduc!lon. 284
Experimental Video PrOduction
(Television), 332

Exploring the Ar! of Music, 117
Exploring !he Goddess. 216
EJcposirory Writing (various topics). 194
The Extraordinary Chemistry of Ordinary
Things. 220
F Magaz,ne. 97

FBOrlcation. Syn!he!ic Marerial tor Cas!ing

and,43
Fat>rication. Welding for. 42
Faciliries MBIIagement. 77
faculty, 341-348

Family and Community History. 206
Family and Society, 210
Family EdiJCational Rigiots and Privacy Act
policy. 14-15
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Fanrasy Wri!ing Workshop. 108
Faroe and the Theater of the Absurd: Ac!ing Ill
Sryfes. 150
Fashion: An Hisrorical Perspective. 41
Fashion. Contemporary. 41
Fashion Business. introduction ro !he. 78
Fashion Design (Art and Design)
courses. 54-57
deg,ee requirements. 33-34
second BFA in. 35

Fashion Design. Fundamentals of, 55
Fashion Desigrt. Fundamentals of Texriles
tor. 55
Fashion Desigrt: Theory and Pract.ce. 56
Fashion Design. Topics in. 57
Fashion Design I, II: Senior Thesis, 57
Fashion Design Independent Project. 57
Fashion Design Internship, 57
Fashion Illustration (various levels). 55. 56
Fashion Journalism. 79
Fashion Journalism Workshop. 302
Fashion Photography (various
levels), 131. 132

Fashion Presenta!ion: CAD. 57
Fashion Producr Evalua!ion. 78
Fashion Rerail Management, courses. 78-80
Fashion/Retail Management: Decision
Making, 80
Fashion Show Production. 78
Fashion Styting, 56. 80
Feature Writing. 300
Feldenkrais Me!hod: Awareness througfl
Movement I. 152
Feldenkrais Me!hod: Awareness through
Movement II, 153
Fes!lval Production Management. Concerr
and,77
Festivals Sponsorship, Concerts and, 77
Fic!lon, Historical, Researching and
Wri!ing, 106
Fic!lon. ln!roduction to, 188
Fic!lon. Young Adult, 105
Fic!lon Seminar. 101
Fie !ion Writers, Bibliography and Research
for. 107
Fic!ion Wrlrers. Cri!ical Reading and Writing for
(various levels). 102. 104

Fic!ion Writers and Censorship: Critical
Readrng and Writing. 102
Frcrion Wrlrers and Publishing, 107
Fiction Writers as Creative Non-Frction Wrlrers:
Critical Reading and Wri!ing. 104
Fiction Wrl!ing: Advanced, 101
Fiction Writing, Oialec!s and. 105
Fic!lon Wri!ing. Dreams and. 105
Fiction Writing: Independent Projec!. 108
Fiction Writing. Introduction ro. 101
Fic!lon Wri!ing. minor in. 98
Flc!lon Writing. Suspense Thriller. 105
Action Writing department. 97-108
about. 97
course descriptions. 101-108
deg,ee requirements. 98-99
overseas programs. 7

Frcrion Wrl!ing I. II, 101
Frctron Writing Internship. 108
Frcrion Writing minor. course requlfemems. 98
Frcrion Wri!ing Skills. Turoring in. 105
Fic!ron-Writing Training. Freelance Applications
of. 106

Figure Drawing I. II. 44
Figure Illustration. 52
Figure Modeling and Sculpture. 4 7

INDEX

Figure Painting Studio. 44
Rim: Image and Symbols in. 275
Rim. Lirerature on. 190
Aim. Philosophical Issues in. 216
Aim. Sexual Perspecrives in. 27 4
Aim Aes!he!ics. Studies in. 27 4
Aim and Video. major in. 264
Aim and Video. Music for. 266
Aim and Video. Short Forms in. 27 4
Rim and Video. Teacher Training in. 265
Film and Video. Theory of. 275
Film and Video department. 263-288
about. 263
course descriptions. 265-288
major and minors. 264
Aim and Video Internship. 265
Aim and Video Sound. 265
Aim Composer/Avid Media: AdVanced
Editing, 271
Aim Criricism. Strategies in. 27 4
Film Festivals. 275
Film Financing: Producing Ill. 277
Film Financing Workshop: Producing, 276
Rim Genre. Studies in. 273
Film History. Studies in. 274
Aim Industry. Business of, 76
Filmmaking. Introduction to. 335
Alms. Composing for. 116
Alms. Ethnographic. 208
Finale, Professional Music Printing with. 123
Finance (AEMM). 70
financial aid. 2Q-21
financial obligations. 19
Fine Art Workshop: Papermaking. 43
Fine Ar ts
bachelor of. 6
degree requirements, 32
second BFA requirements. 36-37
Fine Arts, courses. 42-49
Fine Arts Seminar. Advanced, 48
Ane Arts Studio, Advanced, 48
Finger·Style and Classical Guitar: Private
Lessons. 120
Fingerspelling, American Sign Language. 171
First Novels: Critical Reading and Writing, 102
Flute, Saxophone. and Clarinet: Private
Lessons. 120
Folk Culture. Afro-American, 212
Folk Music: Spirituals to Gospel, 118
Food Photography: Professional Topics. 133
Foreign Policy.
208
Form Analysis for Product Design, 58
foundation courses. Photography. 129-130
Foundations of Computer Applications. 245
Foundations of Photography I. II. 129
Frame and Stretcher Building Workshop. 43
Freelance Applications of Fiction· Writing
Training. 106

u.s ..

Freelance Business Practicum
(Television). 327
French 1. II: Language and Culture. 214
French Ill: Language and Culture. 215
Freshman Center. 337
Freshman Seminar. 197- 198. 197- 199
Fretboard Harmony. 122
From Chant to Zappa: Music through the
Ages. 117
From Ozone to 011 Spills: Chemistry. the
Environment and You. 220
Frontiers of Science. 219
Fund Raising: An lntroducrion for Non-Profit
Arts Managers. 7 2

Fundamentals of Business. 76
Fundamentals of Communication. 216
Fundamentals of Conduc!ing. 117
Fundamentals of 2D Design. 42
Fundamentals of 3D Design. 42
Fundamentals of Fashion Design. 55
Fundamentals of Lighting. 63
Fundamentals of Textiles for Fashion
Design, 55
Furniture, History of, Seminar, 61
Furniture Construc!ion: Beginning, 46
Furniture Design: Beginning, 46
Furniture Design, Woodworking II, 46
Fusion Rock Guitar: Private Lessons. 120
Futurism. Dada. and Surrealism. 40

Graphics for Television. 332
Greek Literature. Ancient. 190
Greeks: Acting 111 Styles. 149
Green, Norma. 293
The Groove Band, 121
Guadalajara. University of. 7
Guitar. Bass: Private Lessons. 120
Gwtar. Classical. Ensemble. 122
Guitar. Classical. Finger-Style and: Private
Lessons. 120
Guitar. Fusion Rock: Private Lessons. 120
Guitar, Jazz. Ensemble, 122
Guitar, Jazz: Private Lessons. 120
(Guitar): Fretboard Harmony, 122
Guitar Techniques 1. 11. 116

galleries and museums. 339
Games for Writers. 105
Garment Construction. AdVanced: Tailoring, 56
Garment Construction (various levels). 54, 55
Gay and Lesbian LiteratCJre. 189
Gay and Lesbian Studies. 213
Gender. Race. and Class in United States
History. 205
Gender and Culture, 207
Gender and Difference: Critical Reading and
Writing. 102
Gender Studies. Women and. Introduction
to, 213
general/commercial orientation (Photography)
courses, 131
General Education, 3-4
General Education Core Curriculum. 13
Genetics: Blueprint of Life. 225
Genres In Screenwriting, 279
Geology. Planetary. 227
Geology: The Earth as ao Planet. 227
Geology Explored: Dinosaurs and More. 220
Geology National Parks, 228
Geometry in the Arts. 230
Getz Theater. 139
Glass Curtain Gallery. 339
Goddess. Exploring the, 216
Gospel Voice. Jazz. Blues and: Private
Lessons. 119
Government Public Relations, Political
and. 311
grade changes. 11
grade grievances, 11
grading system. 9-10
graduate study, 8
graduation audit. 12
graduation fee. 19
graduation with honors. 12
Graham. Glennon. 197
Grammar for Journalists. 299
Grant Proposal Planning and Writing. 72
Graphic Design
degree requirements. 33
second BFA requirements. 37
Graphic Design. Introduction to, 49
Graphic Design for Photography Majors, 49
Graphic Design Workshop for Editors. 271
Graphic Tect>niques;experimental Photography
(various levels). 4 7
Graphics. Application of Math to, 231
Graphics. Corporate. 50
Graphics. Creative Presentation. 245
Graphics. Professional Portfolio
Development. 51
Graphics. Programming Web. 249
graphics courses. 49-51

Hair Trigger (Fiction Writing anthOlogy). 97
Hand Bookmaking and Binding, 134
Hartem: 1920s Black Art and Literature. 212
Hayashi. Bill . 235
health, science, and environment reporting
courses. 301- 302
Health and Nutrition. Controversies and
Hazards in. 228
health and nutrition courses. 228-229
Health Care Issues. Women·s. 211
health center tee. 19
health insurance fee. for international
students. 19
Hearing. Studies in, 261
Hermann Conaway Multicultural Center. 338
High School Summer Institute. 7
Hispanics in the United States since
1800. 206
Historic Styles in Illustration. 52
Historical Fiction. Researching and
Writing. 106
History: Independent Studies. 207
History, Literature. and the Arts. Vietnam War
in. 189
history, of Columbia College Chicago. 1
history courses. 203-207
history/criticism courses (Photography). 134
History of Animation. 285
History of Architecture I. 11. 39
History of Art 1: Stone Age to Gothic. 39
History of Art II: Renaissance to Modern. 39
History of Audio. 261
History of Chicago. 207
History of Cinema. 273
History of Communication Design, 40
History of Documentary. 27 4
History of E'uropean Art. 39
History of Furniture Seminar. 61
History of Journalism. 299
History of Mexico and Central America, 204
History of Photography 1. II, 134
History of Sports. 206
History of Television: Evolution to
Revolution. 327
History of the American City. 206
History of the American Working Class. 206
History of the Caribbean: to 1800. 204
History of the English Language. 191
History of Twentieth-Century Art. 39
History of Video and Digital Art. 284
historyjworkshop courses (Music). 117-119
Hokin Center. 338
The Holocaust (193945). 213
Holography. Lasers and. 232
honors, graduation with. 12
How to Manage Promotions and Special

E'vents. 311
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Human Involvement In the Environment, 228
Human Relations at Work, Organizational
8ehavl or, 69
Human Reproduction and Development,
Introduction to: We Do It for a Living, 220
Human Resources, Managing, 70
Human Se•uality. Biology of, 225
Human Se•uality Seminar, 211
Humani ties, Eastern, 212
Humani ties: Independent Studies, 214
Humanities, Topics in, 216
Humani ties, Western, 211
humanities courses, 211-216
Humanit~s for the Performing Artist, 212
Humanit~s for the Visual Artist. 212
k1eation and Theme: Portfolio Review
(screenwriting), 281
Illinois Articulation Initiative, 13-14
lllustrat.lon
courses, 51-53
degree requirements, 33
second BFA in, 37
Illustration, Children 's Book, 52
Illustration, Computer, 246
Illustration, Conceptual Development in, 52
Illustration. Edi torial/ Advertising, 53
Illustration, Figure, 52
Illustration, Historic Styles in, 52
Illustration. Professional Portfolio
Development, 53
Illustration, Special Issues in, 53
Illustration Form and Analysis, 52
Illustration I, 51
Illustration 1: Projects, 51
Illustration II: Form and Rendering, 51
Illustration Methods and Media, 52
Illustrati on Seminar, 53
Illustrators, Rendering for, 52
Image end Symbols in Film, 275
Image and Te•t. 136
Image Design for Cinema, 267
Image Optics, 233
Imaginative Drawing and Painting: A Cross·
Discipline Art Course, 107
Imaging. 2D, 246
lmaglfll, bperimental, 24 7
lmagifll. Sequenti al, 53
imaging courses (Academic Computing),

24&-247
Imaging Studio, 2D! 3D, 247
Immune S)'Stem, Biology of the Human: ooalth
and Disease, 219
The Impact of the Press on the Music
Business, 74
Improvisation, Techniques for, I, II
(Music), 116
Improvisational Film, 269
Improvisational Techniques I, II, Ill
(Theater), 148
Independent Filmmaker: Outside too
System, 274
Independent Films, Producing:
Producing II, 277
Independent Producer's Workshop, 328
Independent Project: Academic
Computint. 245
Independent Project: Analysi s
(SCteenwriting). 280
Independent Project: Animation, 288
Independent Project: Art and Design (Interior
Architecture), 64
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Independent Project: Audio PostProduction, 266
Independent Project: Career Development
(Theater}, 161
Independent Project: Cinematography. 268
Independent Project: Cinematography
Reel. 268
Independent Project: Cinematography-Visual
Elements. 268
Independent Project: Computer Graphics, 24 7
Independent Project: Design (Tooater}, 159
Independent Project: Development and/or First
Orafl (screenwriling). 280
Independent Project: Directing (Film and
VIdeo), 269
Independent Project: Directing (Theater}, 160
Independent Project: Documentary PostProduction, 283
Independent Project: Documentary Production,

283
Independent Project: Editing (various topics}.

272.273
Independent Project: Fashion Design, 57
Independent Project: Fiction Writing, 108
Independent Project: Intensive Study
(screenwriting), 280
Independent Project: Interactive
Multimedia, 292
Independent Project: Journalism, 303
Independent Project: Literawre, 193
Independent Project: Location Audio, 266
Independent Project: Management, 71
Independent Project: Marketing
Communications. 313
Independent Project: Music, 123
Independent Project: Musical Theater, 155
Independent Project: Performance Technique
(Theater}, 154
Independent Project: Performance
(Theater}, 152
Independent Project: Photography. 135
Independent Project: Playwriting, 160
Independent Project: Poetry. 187
Independent Project: Portfolio (Theater), 161
Independent Project: Pre-Post Production, 272
Independent Project: Producing (various
topics}. 278
Independent Project: Professional Wfint, 196
Independent Project: Radio, 321
Independent Project: Science and
Mathematics, 226
Independent Project: Science Institute, 219
Independent Project: Screenwriti ng Semester

In L.A .. 280
Independent Project: Social Sciences, 211
Independent Project: Stage Management, 157
Independent Project: Technical Theater, 157
Independent Project: Television In L.A.. 335
Independent Project: Theory (Theater}, 147
Independent Project: Work in Progress
(screenwrltlng}, 281
Independent Project (ASL-English
Interpretation), 171
Independent Project (Audio Atts and
Aooustics}. 262
Independent Project in Early Childhood
EdUCation, 177
Independent Project (Television}, 335
Independent Project -ShOp: PrOduction
(Aim and Video}, 265
Independent projects, 7
Independent Projects: Dance, 95

3.58

Independent Studies: History, 207
Independent Studies: Humanities, 214
Independent Study (fine arts), 49
India, China, and Japan, Early, 203
India, China, and Japan, Modern, 203
Individual Visions (Television), 327
Information Design for Interactive Multimedia I,
II, 291
Information Project Management, 245
Information Search Strategies, 299
Installation (art}, 45
Instant Imaging: Process and Concept, 136
Instructional Technology, Center for, 337
Instrumental Jazz concentration course
requirements. 111
lnsvumental Performance concentration
course requirements, 110
Instrumental performance courses, 116
Instrumentalists, Sightreading for, 121
Integrated Marketing Communication, 307
Integrated Science, 229
Interaction Design, 58, 250
Interactive Advertising, 308
Interactive Multimedia, Aesthetics of, 291
lnreracfl've Multimedia, Communication Design
for, 49
lnter8Ctive Multimedia, Computer Graphics and
Animation for. 291
Interactive Multimedia, Computer Ptogrammfnt
for, I, 249
fntentetive Multimedia: Independent
Project, 292
Interactive Multimedia, Information Design for,
I, II, 291
lnterBCti ve Multimedia: Internship, 292
Interactive Multimedia. Sound for, 291
Interactive Multimedia, Video for, 334
Interactive Multimedia, Visual Design for, 42
lnterBCtive Multimedia Majors, Photography
for, 130
Interactive Multimedia Production, Introduction
to, 292
lnterBCtive Multimedia Production:
Team I, II, 292
Interactive Multimedia Production 1:
Individual, 292
Interactive Multimedia program, 289-292
about, 289
course descriptions, 291-292
degree requirements, 290
Interactive Television: DVD and Interactive
Design, 333
lnterBCtive Television.. Web Production for, 333
Interactive Television Production II, 333
interactive TV courses, 333-334
Interactive Visual Media, Sound and Music
for, 291
Interdisciplinary major, !HI
Interface and Navigation, 249
Interior Architecture
courses, 6(H;4
degree requirements, 34
second BFA in, 38
Interior Archi tecture, Internship, 64
Interior Archi tecwre Majors, Photography
for, 129
Interiors, Color for, 61
Intermedi ate CAD for Product Design, 58
Intermediate Typography, 50
International Advertising Techniques, 309
International Arts Management, 72
International Reporting, 304

INDEX

lnlernlltJONI heam. Insurance fee. 19
lnternlltJONI lludents
eclminion of. 18
lnfemet, D161fal Production for !he: Multl~la
Tecl>niQvn. 284
lntemet, PR: USifll !he, 311
l n t - Rlld/o, 320
lntamslllp: Ac..,.ic Computlf¥1. 251
lntamllllp: Audio Arts Acouslics. 261
lntamllllp: Btolldcnt Jourr!Mism. 303
lntamsllip: CultunJI Studies. :203

o.nc..

lntamslllp:
95
lntamlll/p: F.ahion Desjfl>. 57
lntamslllp: Fiction~ 108
lntamllllp: Film VIdeo. 265
ln!amllllp: fine MIS. 49
lntamlll/p: lntarectlve Mu~a. 292
lntamllllp: ln!arlor Arclll!ecture. 64
lntamllllp: ut-unt, 193
lntemslllp: Los AfWIIIes (Aim and Video), 278
lntamslllp: M.,..,.,t, 71
lntemslllp: Mal1<ellnt Communicllflon, 313
lntemslllp: Music, 123
lntamslllp : Pllo!Offaplly, 132
lntamslllp: Pt»try, 187
lntamllllp: Print Journalism, 303
lntamllllp: Product Deslfn. 60
lntamllllp: prodUction, Film VIdeo, 265
lntamllllp: Profess/onlll ~ 196
lntamllllp: Rlldlo, 321
lntamllllp : Television, 335
lntamslllp: Ta/e'Asion In L.A. 335
lntamslllp : TINIMer, 161
lntamslllp in Sound. 258
lntamslllp Profrllffl, 7
lntemslllp SMIInM (AEMM), 71
lnt.,.rsonal Communic8!ion, 186
lntarpnttllfion. Tlleory of (ASL-E"'IJISh
Interpretation), 170
lnterpretlnt. Consecutive (ASL·English
Interpretation). 170
lnterpretlnt. Educational, Tl'8f'lsllteratlng and
(ASL·E118JISh lnterpratetlon), 170
lnterprellfll, Multicultural Issues in (ASL·
Encllsh Interpretation). 169
lnterpre!ifW: 5/mul!aneo<JS: Dialoflues (ASL·
~Ish Interpretation). 170
lnterpretlfW. 5/mullaneo<JS: Morloi<Jfltles (ASL·
EncJiSh tnt-atllfion). 170
ltlterpretJtW. Specilllized (ASL-E.nglilll
lnt- etetlon), 171
lnterprelklf Interpreting TecllniQues,
lntrodUclion to (ASL-E.nglish
Interpretation). 170
lnterpretln& knowledge c:ourws (ASL-Engllsh
Interpretation). 170
lnterprellfll Precticum (ASL-E"'IJish
lnt-etation). 171
lnt-eunc skills (ASL-English
Interpretation), 170
lnterpretille Reportint. 300
Interrupted enrollment. refunds for. 20
Interview: Television Directi<W Production. 331
lntrodUclion to ArNertisifW, 308
lntrodUclion 10 An~ 207
/tlttoducfion to Artists· Sool<s. 45
tntroducfion 10 Audoo. 25 7
lntrodUcllon to Blllclt Musk. 118
lntrodUclion to Business ~ 193
lnll'Odu':tlon to CAD for Product ~. 57
ltll10duc:!lon to CoiMCe ~-.. 185
introdUclion to CoiMCe ~ 183

/nt/Oduc!lon to
lntroclucflon to
lnl10duc:!lon to
lnl10duc:!lon to
lnt/Oduc!lon to
lntroclucflon to
lnt/Oduc!lon to
/nt/Oduc!ion to
lnt/Oduc!lon to
lntroclucflon to
lntroclucflon to
lnt/Oduc!lon to
lntroclucflon to
lntroclucflon to

Compurttr ~ics . 246
Computer -~ne. 285
Cntllfille Arts l"herllpies. 210
Cultural Studies. 203. 216
D~ Stud;,s, 90
Deslfn 10r !he Stare. 157

Orllffla. 187
e-Busifleoss. 75
Economics. 208
F'IC!Ion. 188
Flctlon lt!1!/tW. 101
FiltnmlllcirW. 335
Graplllc
49

o.s;,n.

Human ~lon Dewlopment: ~ Do II for a LMfW. 220
ln!/Oduc!lon to lnterti>Cfive Mul!im«1ia
Production. 292
Introduction to lnterpretlrw lnterpretlfW
Tecllnlques (ASL·EncJish
Interpretation). 170
Introduction to Llt-ure. 187
Introduction to Mllflazlne Pllo!OfirtJplly. 302
Introduction to Mllflazlnes. 300
Introduction to M""llflement. 69
Introduction to M""ufecturlng. 58
Introduction to Mlll1<et Research. 307
Introduction to Mtll1<etlnt the Arts. 69
Introduction to Mass Mt!ldla. 299
lnltoduction to Med/11, 312
lnltoduction to MIDI. 123
lni/Oduction to Mullicullural Literllfure. 189
/tltroclucfion to Music Tlleory. 113
lntroclucfion to Net~ Literllfure. 189
Introduction to f'ersontll ComputifW, 2 45
Introduction to Pt»try. 187
Introduction to Psycllo~ 209
Introduction to PU!>Iic Relllfions. 310
Introduction to Puppetry. 149
Introduction to Rtldlo. 311
Introduction to Robotics. 251
Introduction to Sales 8f>d Sales
M eniJfltlmtlnt. 307
Introduction to Sales Promotion. 307
Introduction to Ser Construction. 156
Introduction ro Slle~espeare. 190
Introduction ro SocloloCY. 210
lnltoductlon to Sports Mtll1<ellng. 312
lntroclucflon ro Stllfisric.lll Methods. 230
lntrodUclion ro Tedlnlul Thellfer. 93
Introduction to tile Fashion Business. 78
Introduction to tile Silo< I S!Oty. 188
lnltoductlon ro Thellfer in ChicllflO. 161
Introduction to U.S. Lllf/no Poetry. 189
Introduction to VI?ML. 249
Introduction to WOmen end G«>der
Studies. 213
Introduction to WOmen ·s literature. 189
Introduction to Wrillflll and Reporliftl. 299
IntrOduction to Wrillflll Sltllre Parody. 194
ln...,sl/lllfive Repor!lflll. 300
ln...,sfil•tive ReSllarcll: EJ<pository Wrilifll. 194
ln...,srmenrs (AEMMl. 72
lnlll Thellfer. Acti<W Ill S~s. 150
IIIII•"" I. II: L.MWuate end CUlture. 214
IIM1111t Ill: ~ CUI!r.n. 215

JlntN. · 203
J-.. E«tr
_,Cllwl.
China. India. and. 203

1. II: ~ and CUlture. 215
Jazz. Slues. and Gospel ~t>a: -~
Lessons. 119

J-

Jazz. ~. 121
Jazz Combo. 122
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Jazz CompositiOn -

OrrhoslfWIIOn. 116

razz compositiOn concentratiOn courM
,.quirements. 111
Jazz~

(venous -

Is ). 87 . 88. 89

Jazz EnHmble. COlumbia COl.
CIIICIIflO, 123
Jazz <~<~•tar: Prrvllfe lessons. 120
Jazz G<liter Ensemble. 122
Jazz~. 116
Jazz~ Ensemble. 121
Jazz Plano: Pnwle lessons. 119
Jazz S~s and Anlll)sis. 119

TINI Jan Trtldi!IOn. 118
ltyl. 46
lry II Studoo. Smell 'Mi llis/. 46
lrylll. 48
lry -shop. 43
Jot>.See~i<W Strllf~les/MIII1<et•rw lburslllf
(MIIfketinc Communiclltions). 308
.lohnsor>Odim. Cheryl. 165
Jones. Oouc. 253
Joumel. Story and. 107
Joum•l ~1firc: Creetive Nof>.Fiction. 195
Joumellsm. Fashion. 79
Journ•l•sm. H•srory of. 299
Journalism: Independent Prof«!. 303
Journaltsm. Topics '"· 304
Journelism depa<tmenl. 293-304
abOut. 293
COU<Se deSCnptionS. 299-304
cleCfee requirements. 294-297
Jourr!Mi sts. Desklop Pucii Sf»nn f01. 301
Joumllllsrs. Desklop Puclislltlll for.
Arlvanced. 303
Joumal/sfs. GrtlfflmM for. 299
Joume/lsrs. New Medie LllertJCy tor. 304
Ke)'t>ollrd EnSllmble. 121
Keyboard Hermony I. 11. 114
Ke)'t>ollrd I. II. 114
Kllber&.Cohen. Gar nett. 179
Klneslo/ofly. 94
Lllbor Relllflons lor rile Arts. 70

l-~- Pllo!Oflrtlplly. 135
courws. 214-215
lMWUif'! DIIYelopment (Early ChtldrloOd

tencuece

EcluceltOn). 175
Lasers HoiOflrtlplly. 232
latewMdrewels. l l
Lllfit>Amenc"" Cartbbe"" HIS!Oiy (ver\Ous
periods). 204
Lllfir>Arnerlean Art. l•terllfure. 8f>d M usiC. 212
Lllflr>Amerlc"" liferllfure. 191
lllfir>Americ. , Writers: Cntieat RetldifW and
Wrlllfll. 103
L•tm•s in Unrttld Steres Hist01y Stnctl file

1500s. 206
Lllftno/ HtSPtJnic Slv<11t1S. mlfiOI in, 202
lllftno llferllfure. Unl!f!d Sl6tes. 192
Lllftno Pt»try. U.S .. Introduction to. 189
Lllttno Thellfer: Act•rw 111 S~s. 151

LIW Soctety. 211
l fl_,.,tp, lnS/)f'-l>Oflll/: SeniO< s.m....... 237
lfi..,.,,P Sin/Is, Buold,_ 75
L~al AsP«<S of Sporrs Mllff<ef"''. 3 12
l . ,M AsP«fs of the Arts Enrerr....,.....r. 69
L.,M E- r s -shop·
277
l..e!Wer. L...,.cl, 29
Leone. Gonta.o. 109
l HD<an l.tfet'llfure. Gay and. 189
l HD<an Stud"''· Gay and. 213

PrOduc,.
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Letterpress Worlrshop, 49
liberal Education department . 201-216
abOut. 201
course descriptions. 203-216
majors and minors requirements. 201- 202
Library. 338
Life. Origins of, 225
The Life and Music of Duke Ellington I, 119
life experience, credit for. 12
Life Processes. Cllemisrry of, 226
Life Savers or Killers: Tile Story of Drugs. 228
Lighting, Fundamentals of. 63
Lifhtlng Design. 158
Lighting Design. Mvance<J, 158
Lifhting Design Lab. 159
Llgntlng /, 266
Llgntlng II, 267
Lighting Ill, 268
Lighting Technologies. 156
Lighting Topics (Television). 330
Linguistics of American Sign Language. 169
Listening/Speaking, ESL Academic, 185
Literary College Seminar. 187
Literary Genres. 191
Literature. African-American , 191
Literature. African-American Cultural
EJ<perience ln. 188
Literature, Ancient Greek, 190
Literature. and the Arts. Vietnam War in
History. 189
Li terature. Art. Bn<l Music, America in, 212
Llter81ure. Art. Bn<l Music. Latin-American. 212
Literature, Art. Bn<l Music. Women in. 212
Literature. Children's. 190
Literature. Connections In, 191
Literature. Contemporary African. 189
Literature, Dramatic. 190
Literature. Gay and Lesbian. 189
Literature: Independent Project, 193
Literature. Introduction to. 187
Literature. Introduction to Multicu/lural. 189
Literature. Latin-American. 191
Literature. Medieval, 191
Li terature, minor in, 180
Literature. Mythology and. 188
Literature. Native-American. lnrroduction
10,

189

Li terature. Stlldtes in. 193
Literature. The Bible as. 190
Llterature. Topics in, 193
Ltterature. Untted States Latino. 192
Literature. Women's, Introduction to, 189
Literature. World: since 1660. 189
Literature. World: to 1660. 188
Literature and 1/>e Arts. African-American
Cultural Experience, 188
literature courses, 187- 193
Literature Internship, 193
Literature on Film. 190
Live Broadcast: Television Directing
Production. 331
Live Entertainment (various topics). 78
Live Sound Engineering Practicum, 260
Live Sound Recording. 25 7
Lrve Sound Reinforcement (various
topics). 260
Location Avdio independent Project. 266
Location Management Worlrshop: Production
M anagement, 276
LOCation Sound Recording, 266
Location Sound Recording. Advanced. 266
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Los Angeles. oourses in
Acquiring Intellectual Property for
Adaptation in L.A .. 279
Analyzing One--Hour Dramatic Structure in
L.A .. 335
Conceiving and Writing the Show Bible In
L.A .. 282, 336
Concept, Pitch, Sales: Producing
(L.A.}, 277
Coverage of Adapted Screenplays in L.A.:
Screenwriting Workshops, 280
Independent Project: Screenwriting
semester in LA. 280
Independent Project: Television in L.A.• 335
Internship: Television in LA. 335
Pitching the Series Concept in
LA.. 281, 336
Producing: Concept . Pitch. Sales
(L.A.). 277
Producing: Stlldio Producing (L.A.). 277
Screenwriting Ill: Senior Thesis in LA. 281
Screenwriting Semester in L.A. :
Independent Project, 280
Screenwr/1/ng Workshops: Coverage of
Adapted Screenplays i n L.A. , 280
Screenwriting Workshops: Reading for
Coverage in L.A., 280
Studio Producing (L.A.}, 277
TechniQues and Business of Adaptation In
L.A.: Topics in Screenwriting, 281
Topics in Screenwriting: Techniques and
Business of Adaptation in L.A.. 281
Writers' Round Table in L.A.. 280. 335
Love. Ptttlosophy of. 216
MA (Master of Arts) <Iegree. 8
Mac Tech, 246
Magazine Article Writing . 301
Magazine Article Writing, Advanced. 301
Magazine Design. 301
Magazine Editing. 301
Magazine Photography. Introduction to, 302
magazine program courses. 300-301
Magazines, Introduction to, 300
Magazines. Trade. 301
major. declaration of. 4
M aking a Living in tile Arts. 77
Making the Documentary for Television. 331
M anagement. Independent Project, 71
Management, Internship, 71
Management. Introduction to, 69
Management. Math for Markeling and, 230
Management, Strategic, 70
Management Applications of tile Web. 76
M anagement Science. 71
M anagerial Economics. 70
M anagers. Computer Uses for. 69
Managers, Oral Communicati~· and Public
Speaking for. 76
M anagers. Writing for. 69
M anagers Software Seminar. 71
Managing Human Resources. 70
Manufacturing. Introduction to. 58
Marker Indication, 53
Markel Research, Introduction to, 307
Marketing, Creativity and. 307
Marketing. Topics in. 313
Marketing sn<1 Management, Math for. 230
Marketing and Promotion. Radio, 318
M arketing Case Workshop. 307
M arketing Communication. Integrated, 307
M arketing Communication. m inor in, 306
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Marketing Communication department,

305-313
about, 305
course descriptions. 307- 313
degree requirements. 306
Marketing Communication Internship, 313
Marketing Communications: Independent
Project, 313
marketing courses, 307-308
M arketing in Not-for-Profit Organizations. 307
M arketing PIBfl, Developing a, 307
M arketing Practicum: The College as
Client, 311
M arketing the Arts. lnrroduction to, 69
M arketi ng Yourselfj.J<»See/(jng Strategies
(Marketing Communications). 308
Marriage and Family. 211
Mass Media. Introduction to, 299
Master Class in Music Design on tile Digital
Alldio Workstation, 258
Master of Ar ts degree. 8
Master of Arts In Teaching Programs, 8
Master of Fine Arts degree, 8
MAT (Master of Arts in Teaching) Programs. 8
Materials and Techniques In Drawing, 44
M aterials and Techniques In Painting, 4 7
M ath for Marketing and Management, 230
M ath for Survival: From Random Patterns to
Ordered Sense, 221
M ath Skills. Basic, sn<1 Lab. 230
Mathematics. College. 230
Mathematics. Tutoring, 231
mathematics oourses, 230-233
Mathematics in Art and Nature, 231
MBy(est. 31
Media, Diversity in tile, 303
Media. Fsction Techniques for the: Story and
Script, 105
Media, Introduction to. 312
M edia and 1-\!lues: Senior Seminar, 237
media courses. 312-313
Media Ethics and Law, 299
Media Management. 76
Media Management, courses. 75-78
Media Workshop, 313
Medieval Culture: Europe sn<1 tile WBSI. 204
Medieval Li terature, 191
M enswear Design. 56
Mental Health Bn<llllness: Abnormal
Psychology. 209
Mercllsn<lise Management. 79
Merchsn<lis ing. Visual, 78
Metal Casting I, II, 46
Metals, Chemistry of, 226
Meteorology: Forecasting Tomorrow's
weather. 227
Methods of Inquiry in Cultural Studies. 203
Mexico. The Art of: The 0/mecs to the
Present, 40
Mexico and Central America. History of, 204
MFA (Master of Fine Arts) degree. 8
Middle East History (various eras). 204
M IDI, Introduction to, 123
MIDI Programming sn<1 Digital Synthesis, 261
M IDI SequetiCing, Advanced. 123
military eJCI)erience, cred~ for, 12
M illinery: Hats and Beyond. 55
M ind-Brain Question, Self Identi ty and
tile. 209
minimum grade, failure to meet, 10
mission of Columbia College Chicago, 1
Mixed Media. 45
Mixed Media Studio, 48
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Mixing: RttcortJ ProtJucing, 74
MotJel Making, Orafflng antJ (Theater), 156
MotJern British antJ American Poetry, 192
MotJern MelhotJs In Science: Discovering
M olecular Secrets. 220
MotJern Technique (Dance. various levels). 89,

90.92.93
Molecules in Art and Life. 227
Moti,re antJ Resroralion: Acting Ill Styles. 149
Monologue Workshop, 161

Moscow. Russia. 7
Molioo Graphics: BroatJcasr Oes;u.

(Television). 333
Molioo Graphics: Ccmposiling antJ Effects

(Television). 332
Motion Picture Publicity. Promotion. ant1
Mv8r!lsing, 76
Movies. AtJCull arrhe, 313
MuiiiC<JIIural EtJucatiM (Masters program). 8
MultiC<Jituraltssves in Interpreting, 169
M ulticultural Llrerarure, lntrotJucrlon ro. 189
M uii/C<Jitural Masterpiece Authors: Critical
ReatJing antJ Writing, 103
MultlmetJ/a, Computer Programming for. 11. 248
M ullimetJia, Elements of. 248
MultimetJia. Programming for, Ill, 248
MullimetJ/a, Writing for, 335

multimedia student art centers, 338
MultimetJi/1 Techniques: Oigiral ProtJuclion for

the Internet, 284
multimedia/web courses. 247-249

Mus1c through the Ages: From Chant ro
Zappa, 117
Music Video Production. 284
Musical Theater. American: From 1945 ro
Present. 155
Musical Theater. American: from the
beginnings ro 1945. 155
Musical Theater: tntJependent Project. 155

musical Theater courses. 155

M usic Design on the Digital AutJio Workstation ,
Master Class in. 25B

music direction/conducting concentration
course requirements. 110
music dorection/pedagogy courses. 117
Music for Dancers /, 93
Music for Dancers 11. 94
Music f01 Film Vkleo. 266
Music HrSIOiy AnalySiS I. II. 118
Music Internship, 123
Mus>e Printing. Professional. willl finale. 123
Music PubliShing, 73
Music TheOry, lntrotJuction ro. 113

music theory curriculum. basic. 113-114
M usic Theory for RecortJing Engineers. 123

Oceanography antJ the Marine
Environment. 227

orientation

Networl< /, 246

new media courses. 250-251

Music department. 109-123
about. 109
course descriptions. 113-123
degree requirements. 1lQ-111

Oceania. and the Americas. Arts of Africa. 40

National Cinema. SrutJies in, 27 3
National Parks, Geology of. 228
Native-American Literature, lntrotJuction
to, 189
Nati,.American Novel. Contemporary. 192
Natural Disasters: CauS<!s, Consequences.
Prevention. 227
Negotiation Techniques. WO<I<shop, 72

29.339
museums and galleries, 339
Music. Bleck. lnltotJucrion ro. 118

Music Business: Decision Making. 75
Music Business, The Impact of the Press
on. 74
Music Center Concert Hall, 109

nutrition and health courses. 228-229

Olf.CampUs Housing Coordinator. 338
Ontme PuO/ishmg ant1 ProtJuclion. 303
On/me Workshop for EtJi101s. 271

NewArr. 42
New Media, Wriliflll f01, 195

Music Business. courses. 73-75

(Photography}. 132
Nutrition. Science of. 228

Musical Theater Dance 1. II, Ill, 87
Musical Theater II: Scenes antJ Songs. 155
Musical Theater Ill. IV: Worl<shop I, II, 155
musical Theater major (Dance). courses. 87
Mus>eal Theater lt>ice: Private Lessons. 119
M usicians. StutJio ProtJuclion for, 123
Mysric81 CMsciousness. East antJ West. 216
Myth. OreBm, ant1 Movie: StutJies m Image ant1
Structure. 274
Myth, Symbol, Image (Photography). 136
Myth and Archetypes, Topics in, 190
Mythology and Literature. 188

Murel Painting, 43
Museum of Contemporary Photography.

Music. Bleck Popular: Race RecortJs ro
VltJeos. 118
Music. Exploring the Art of, 117
M usic, Folk: Spirituals to Gospel, 118
Music: Jn<Jependenr Project, 123
M usic. Literature, and Art, America In, 212
Music, Literature. and Art. Latin-American, 212
Music, Literature, and Art, Women In, 212
Music, Physics of, 221
Music, Popular Contemporary: A Cultural
Uphe/IVBI, 11B
Music, Twenrier~enrury, 213

Novelists: Cfltical Reading and Wflling, 104
The NutJe: Professional TopiCS

New Media Literecy for Journalists. 304
New Media Management, Topics in, 16
New Media ProtJuclion. Television antJ. 330
New Music Ensemble. 122
New Plays Workshop, 160
New ProtJucrs Marketing. 308

new student assessment. orientation, and
regi stration, 18-19
News: On-Camera Reporting. 334
News: Television Directing ProtJucrion. 331
News for l1le Music Format (Radio). 317
news reporting and writing courses. 299-300
Newsbear. 293
Newsbeat (live teleVIsioo news program). 323
Newscasting. Radio Writing antJ. 318
NewsJerrer Workshop. 302

Niederman, Michael. 323
Nine Centuries of women Ccmposers antJ
Performers. Bingen to AntJerson. 117
The 1960s: Years of Turbulence, 206
Nineteenth-Century Photographic
Processes. 135
Nineteenth-Century Russian Authors: Critical
Reading and Writing. 103

Nolin. Niki, 243
Non·Ficrion, Creative. 107
Non-Fiction 1. 11. Creative, 195
non-linear editing. minor in. 325

Not-for-Profit (arts management).
courses. 72- 73
Not·fOt·Profit Organizations. Marketing In, 307

Operating Systems. 245
Oprnton Writing, 302
Opt>eat Prmr1ng r. 267
Oral CommunicaliM ant1 Public Speatung f01
Managers. 76
Oral History-The Art of the Interview. 206
Orcllesrrarion. 115
Organizational Behavior: Human RelaliMs at
Work. 69
orientation. of new students. 18

lee. 19

The Orlgm antJ Fare of the Universe. 232
Origins of Life. 225
Our on a Limb (television sketch come<ly), 323
DutSIOO the System: The lntJepentJent
filmmaker. 214
OverVIew of the US Tradeshow lntJusrry. 76
Peckaging Design. 50
Pecyga. Oominoc. 201
Painting, Beginning. 44
Pamting, Imaginative Drawing antJ: A Cross·
DISCipline Art Course. 107
Painting. Materials antJ Techniques in, 4 7
Painting 11. 44
Painting Ill, 47
Painting Murals. 43
Painting Studio, 4 7
Paper, Sculptural. 45
Papermaking: Creating Unusual Surfaces. 43
Papermaklng. fine Art Workshop, 43
Papermaking StutJio. 43
Parks. National. Geology of. 228
Partners in Philanthropy: Working with NonProfit BcartJs, 73

Pa\lnkin, SheldOfl. 139
Parrernmaking: Draping. 55
Pallernmaking: Rat Pallern. 55
Peece SrutJies. 214

Pena. Lynn, 167
Percussion antJ Drums: Private Lessons. 120
Percussion Ensemble. 122
Performance. Anthropology of. 208
Performance and Technology. Special Project

In, 88
Performance Art. 45
Performance BantJ antJ Cast. 123

performance courses (Theater). 147-152
Performance Project (Dance. various levels).
90.91
Performance Spaces. ACoustiCS of. 259
Performance Techmque: lntJepentJent PrOJect

N~.Amencan .

(Theater}. 154
perfo<rnance technrque classes !Theater),

Novel. CMtemporary Native-American, 192
Novel. The COfltemporary European. 189
Novel m Sto11es: Cri tical Reading antJ
Wr1tmg. 103
Novel Writing, 101

Perform1ng Artist. Human11res for. 212
Perf01m1ng Arts: CAD for. 157
Perform1ng Arts. Current Technology m, 156
Performing Arts. Technology antJ. 95. 246
Performmg Arts Management, courses. 77- 78

191
Novel, Bntish. 191

152-154
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Performing Arts Management Decision
Making. 78
Personal Computing. Introduction to, 245
Pttrsonal Essay: Expository Writing, 194
Personal Wellness, 228
Personall!y. Theories of. 209
Perspectives of Crlrlcism. 41. 134
Persuasion. The Art of, 186

Pestalou!.Froebel Teachers College, 1
Philanthropy, Partners in: Working with NonProfit Boards, 7 3
Philosophical Issues in Film. 216
PhilOsophy. Political, 215
Philosophy. Twentieth-Century. 215

pholosephy courses. 215-216
PhilOsophy I, 215
PhilOsophy of Art and Criticism, 215
Philosophy of Love. 216
Photo Communications. 54
Photographic Processes. Nineteenth
Century. 135
Photographic Theory/LabOratory Practice, 268
Photography. Architectural, 133
Photography. Beauty and, 136

Photography, BFA in. 126
Photography.
Photography.
Photography.
Photography,
Photography:
Photography,
Photography.

Chemistry of. 227
Color: AdVanced. 129
Documentary. I, II, 133
Foundatiol'ls of. 1. 11. 129
Independent Project. 135
Landscape, 135
Magazine. lntroductron to, 302

Photography. major in. 126
Photography, minor in, 127
PhOtography, Pinhole, 134
Photography Communications. 133

PhOtography oepartment, 125-137
about, 125
course Oescriptions, 129-137
<Iegree requirements. 126-127
Photography for Interactive Multimedia
Majors, 130
Photography for Interior Architecture
Majors. 129
Photography In Chicago Now. 137
Photography Internship, 132
Photography Majors. Graphic Design for. 49
Photography Seminar, 137

photojournalosm/Oocumentary courses. 133
Photojournaltsm 1. 11. 111. 133
Photoshop Wot1<shop for Editors, 271
Physical Comedy Wot1<shop, 153
Physical Theater 1: Acting 111. 151
Physics: Light, Sound, and Electricity, 232
Physics of Dance. 232
Physics of Music, 221
Physiology, Anatomy and: Biology of the
Human, 225
Piano, Jazz: Private Lessons. 119
Plano: Private Lessons, 119
Pinhole Photography, 134
Pinter and Albee: Acting Ill Styles, 150
Pitching !he Series Concept in L.A.. 281 , 336
PlllfH!tary Geology. 227
Planers. Atmospheres and MOtions of !he
Earth and Other, 220
Playwriting. 106
Pllt)'Wrlttng: Independent Projed, 160

Playwrotong. interOisciptinary minor in, 99
playwriting courses, 160
Playwr•tlng Wot1<shop I, 11. 160
Poetics. 187
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Poetry. Contemporary American. 192
Poetry: Independent Project, 187
Poetry, Introduction to, 187

Printmaking 1. II, 44
private music lessons. 119-121
Producer, The Television, 327

Poetry. major ano minor in, 180

Producers, Record Production for, 73
Producing: Concept, Pitch, Sales (L.A.}, 277
Producing: Distribution and Marketing
Workshop, 276
Producing: Film Financing Workshop, 276
Producing: Legal Elements Wot1<shop, 277
Producing: Practicum, 277
Producing: Studio Producing (L.A.), 277
Producing Commercials and Corporate
Films. 277
ptoduclng courses (Film and ViOeo). 275-278
ProrJucjng 1: Production Manager. 275
Producing II: Producing Independent
Films, 277
Producing Ill: Film Financing, 277
Producing Independent Films:
Producing II, 277
Producing IV: Project Development, 277
Producing Live Entertainment, 78
Producing Pre-Production: Independent
Project, 278
Producing the Electronic Newsletter

Poetry, Modern British and American. 192
Poetry, U.S. Latino. Introduction to, 189

poetry courses, 186-187
Poetry Internship, 187
Poetry Workshop (various levels). 186, 187
Poets. Romantic, 192
Political and Government Public Relatiol'ls. 311
Political Philosophy. 2JJ.5
political science courses, 208-209
Politics, Government, and SOciety. 208
Po/rtics. Urban. 208
Pop Arranging, 115
PopjRock Voice: Private Lessons. 119
Popular Contemporary Music: A Cultural
Upheaval. 118
Popular Culture, The Art of the Television
Commercial in, 308
Popular Culture. Buzz in. 310
Popular Culture, Copywriting and, 309
Popular Culture, Semiotics for Creators
of. 310
Popular Fiction, Wri ting. 105
Portfolio: Independent Project (Theater), 161
Portfolio Development. Product Design, 60
Portfolio Development (Marketing

Comroonications). 310
Portfolio Development and Presentation.
Ccmputer Graphics, 247
Portfolio Devetopmeni/Public Relatiol'ls

Agency. 312
Portfolio Graphics, Topics in, 62
Portfolio Management. Corperate, 72
Portfolio Practicum (Interactive

Multlmeoia), 292
Portfolio Workshop (Interior Architecture). 64
Portrait and Figure Seminar, 135
The Portrait (Photography), 136
Post.Production. Advanced, 332
Post·Production Audio I, 266

post·production/effects courses (Television).
332- 333
Post·Production Supervisor: Advanced
Editing, 271
Post·Productron Supervisor WO<I<shOp:
ProductiM Management, 276
PR: Us1ng the Internet. 311
Practice Teactung: Tutoring (Foction

Writing). 108
Practrcum: Producing rhe News

(Television), 334
Prague. Czech Republic, 7
Pre-Post Production: Independent Project. 272
Pre-Visualization and tile Zone System, 130
Precious Metal Clay Workshop, 43
PrePrlmsry Practicum with Methods I, II, 176

prerequisites. 25
Presentation and Critique, Senior Project E

(Interior Architecture). 63
Presentation Graphics/Rendering, 59
Presenting Live Entertainment, 78
Press, Impact of. on the Music Business. 74
Primary Methods (Early ChildhOod

Education), 176
Primary Practicum with Methods Ill, 177
Primary Student Teacl'ling with Methods

IV. 117
Print Journalism Internship, 303
Print Media Management, Projects for, 76
Printing, Professional (Photography), 132
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(Television). 328
Producing the Issue-Oriented
Documentary, 283
Producing the Television Talk Show. 327
Producing tl'te TV Newsmagazine, 303
Producing-Los Angeles: Independent
Projed, 278
Producing-Production: Independent
Project. 278

Product Design (Art anO Design)
courses. 57-60
<Iegree requirements, 34
secono BFA in. 38
Product Design, Advanced CAD for, 58
Product Design, Form Analysis for. 58
Product Design, Intermediate CAD for, 58
Product Design. Introduction to CAD for, 57
Product Design, Special Issues for. I, 59
Product Design, Special Issues for, II, 60
Product Design 1: Materials and
Techniques, 57
Product Design 11: Design Paradigms. 57
Product Design Ill: Product Semantics. 58
Product Design tv. 59
Product Design V. 59
Product Design Internship, 60
Product Design Portfolio Development, 60
Product Design Professiol'lal Business
Practices. 60
Product Design Thesis I, II, 60
Production: Topics in Documentary. 283
Production and Facilities Management

(Television). 329
production courses (Film an<! Video), 265
The Production Designer: Feature
Production. 276
ptoduction/directing courses (Television),

330-332
I, II: Audio. 257
1. II (Film anO VIdeo), 265
I (advertising), 309
Ill (alternative forms. Film and
Vi<leo). 284
ProductiM IV: Avid Xpress , 284

Production
Producliol'l
Producliol'l
Productiol'l

Productiol'l Management: Location
Management Wot1<shop, 276
ProductiM Management: Post.Productlon
Supervisor Wot1<shop. 276

INDEX

Production Management: Scheduling and
Budget Workshop. 275
Production Management: Script Supervisor
Workshop, 275
Production M anager: Producing I, 275
PrOduction Seminar, Advanced (Film and
Video), 265
Production Techniques: Crew. 156
Professional Music Printing with Finale, 123
Professional Portfolio Development:
Advertising, 54
Professional Portfolio Development:
Graphics, 51
Professional Portfolio Development:
Illustration, 53
Professional Portfolio Development
(Photography), 137
Professional Printing (Photography), 132
Professional Survival and How to Audition
(Theater). 161
Professional Topics: Food Photography. 133
Professional Topics: Sports Photography. 132
Professional Topics: Stock Photography, 132
Professional Topics: Styling (Photography), 132
Professional Topics: The Nude
(Photography), 132
Professional Writing; AdVanced Style. 193
Professional Writing: Independent Project. 196
professional writing, minor in, 181
Professional Writing Internship, 196
Professional Writing Seminar, 196
The Professional Writing Workshop
(Television), 328
Profile: Expository Writing, 194
programming courses (Academic Computing),

249-250
Programming for Computer Graphics I, II, 250
Programming for Multimedia Ill. 248
Programming for the Web. 249
Programming Web Databases, 249
Programming Web Graphics. 249
Project Development: Producing IV. 277
Project Management. Information. 24 5
Projects for Print Media Management, 76
Promotions and Special Events. How to
Manage, 311
Prose Forms. 101
Prose Forms, AdVanced. 101
Psychoacoustics. 258
The Psychodynamics of the Underclass. 213
Psychology, Cultural, 210
Psychology. Introduction to. 209
Psychology, Social, 209
Psychology of Creativity, 210
Psychology of Women. 209
Public Relations. Introduction to, 310
Public Relations Agency/Portfolio
Development. 311
Public Relations Cases and Crisis
Management. 311
public relations courses. 310-312
Public Relations for Arts. Culture and Social
Services. 311
Public Relations Presentation Skills. 311
Public Relations Resources: Tools of the
Trade. 311
Public Relations Writing, 310
Public Service in the Media: Radio
WorkshOp, 321
Public Speaking. 186
Public Speaking. AdVanced. 186
Public Speaking. Basic. 186

Public Speaking. Basic: ESL. 186
Public Speaking. Oral Communication and. for
Managers, 76
Publication Design, 50
publication production, minor in, 295
Publishers and Writers Seminar, 195
Publishing, College Literary Magazine. 107
Publishing, Fiction Writers and, 107
Publishing, Small Press. Survey of. 107
Puppetry. ln!!Oduc!ion to. 149
Puppetry. Pageantry, and the Art of
Spectacle. 43
Quantum Physics for Ar !ists. 232
Race. Culture. and Media. 282. 329
Race, Gender. and Class in Uni ted States
History. 205
Race and Ethnic Relations. 210
Radio: Career Preparation. 318
Radio, Digital Production for. 321
Radio: Independent Project. 321
Radio, Internet. 320
Radio: Internship, 321
Radio, Introduction to, 317
Radio. Rock and Soul on the:
Contemporary. 320
Radio. Rock and Soul on the: Roots, 320
Radio, Writing for. 317
Radio Broadcasting I, 11. 317
Radio department. 315-322
about. 315
course descriptions, 317- 322
degree requirements, 316
Radio Feature Workshop. 319
Radio Interviewing, 319
Radio Marketing and Promotion. 318
The Radio Producer. 31'7
Radio Production I, 317
Radio Programming, 318
Radio Sales, 318
Radio Sports Play·by·Piay. 319
Radio Sportscasting, 318
Radio Statement Management. 318
Radio Studio Operations. 317
Radio Workshop (variou.s topics). 321
Radio Writing and Newscasting, 318
Reading, College. 185
Reading. ESL College, 185
Reading. ESL Introduction to College. 184
Reading, Introduction to College. 185
Reading. Teaching, to Young Children. 116
Reading, Tutoring in College. 185
Reading and Writing, Critical.
courses. 102- 104
Reading Center, 6
Reading Center Consultant Training, 185
reading courses. 185
Reading for Coverage in L.A.: Screenwriting
Workshops, 280
Recital Altendance. 113
record company (AEMMP Records). 65. 75
Record Deal. Developing a. 7 4
The Record Producer in the Studio. 7 4
Record Producing: Mixing. 7 4
Record Production for Producers, 73
Record Promotion. 7 4
Record Stores: Applied Retailing. 7 4
Recording, The Art and Business of. 73
Recording Engineers. Music Theory for, 123
Recording Industry: Applie<J Marketing, 73
Recor<Jing Stu<Jio Management. 7 4

Recor<Js office. 338
refunds. for interrupted enrollment. 20
registration. 18. 19
Rehearsal Lab (Theater). 147
Religion and Science. 216
religion courses. 216
Religions. Comparative. 216
Remote: Television Directing Production. 331
Rendering an<J Presentation. 63
Rendering for Illustrators. 52
Rendering Techniques (Theater), 156
repeating courses for credit. 10
Report for Print an<J Broa<Jcast. 299
Reporting, AdVanced, 299
Reporting, International. 304
Reporting. Interpretive. 300
Reporting. Investigative. 300
Representation an<J Activism. 283

requirements
General Education. 3- 4
Research. Bibliography an<J. for Fiction
Writers. 107
Research and Programming, Senior Project A
(Interior Architecture). 62
Researching and Writing Historical Fiction. 106
Resi<Jence Life offioe. 338
Restoration. Moli~re an<J: Acting Ill Styles. 149
Retail Buying, 79
Retail Management (fashion business). 79
Retail Store Practicum. 79
Reviewing the Arts. 194
Reviews an<J Criticism. Writing, 302
Revolution an<J Art. 213
Rhythmic Analysis. 91
Rich. J. Dennis. 65
Roberts, Wade. 289
Robotics. Introduction to. 251
Rock and Soul on the Radio:
Contemporary. 320
Rock and Soul on the Ra<Jio: Roots. 320
The Role of Art in Development (early
childhood development). 177
Romantic Poets. 192
Russian an<J Soviet History: since 1800. 204
Russian Authors (various eras). 103

Safety an<J Environmental Practices. 226
Sales an<J Sales Management. Introduction
to. 307
Sales Management for the Arts
Entrepreneur, 70
Sales Promotion. lntro<Juction to. 307
salutatorian, 12
Satire, Cartoons and. in American History. 206
Satire and Paro<Jy, Introduction to Writing. 194
Saxophone. Flute, and Clarinet: Private
Lessons. 120
Scene Painting, 156
Scenic Carpentry, 156
schedule-change fee. 19
Schematic Design, Senior Project 8 (Interior
Architecture). 62
School of Fine and Performing Arts. 27-162
about. 29
School of Graduate and Continuing
Education. 8
School of liberal Ar ts & Sciences. 165-238
School of Media Arts. 239-336
about. 241
Schools an<J Society. 176
Science, Frontiers of. 219
science . health . and environment reporting
courses. 301-302
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Science. Integrated. 229
Sci ence. Modern Methods in: Discovering
Molecvlar Secrets. 220
Science. Sensation, and Perception, 229
Science, Technology, and Ethics. 229
Science. Technology, and Society, 229
Science, Tvtoring. 230
Science and Math Learning Center. 223
Science and Mathematics: Independent
Project, 226
Science and Mathematics: Topics in, 233
Science and Mathematics department,

223- 233
about, 223
courses. 225-233
Science and Mathematics Department
Learning Center. 7
Science and Technology in the Arts. 219
Science Fiction Visions of a Post·Human
Fvtvre. 273
Science Action Writing, 106
Science Action Writing Workshop,
Advanced. 107
Science Rim Seminar, 229
Science lnstitvte. 217-221
courses. 219- 221
The Science of Acovstics I. II, 233
The Science of Electronics. 232
The Science of Nvtrition. 228
Science Visualization and Communication
Lab, 21 7
Scientific Investigation: Sherlock Holmes to
the Covrtroom. 226
Scientific lssves Behind the News. 229
Scientific Photography, 132
Screen Treatment and Presentation, 281
Screenwriting, Comparative. 279
Screenwriting. Genres in. 279
Screenwriting, Topics in. 281
Screenwriting: Writing the Short Film, 278
screenwriting courses. 278-282
Screenwri ting II: Writing the Fearvre
Film, 279. 335
Screenwriling Ill: Senior Thesis, 281
Screenwriting Ill: Senior Thesis in L.A .. 281
Screenwriting Semester in L.A.: Independent
Project. 280
Screenwriting Workshops (various topics). 280
Script Analysis, 278
Script Svpervisor Workshop: Prodvction
Management, 275
Scvlptvral Paper, 45
Scvlptvre. Ceramic, 45
Scv/ptvre. Figvre Modeling and. 4 7
Scvlptvre. Woodworking for, 45
Scvlptvre Materials and Techniqves, 45
Scv/ptvre;Wood Carving. 42
second degree requirements. See under
BA; BFA
Section 504 Coordinator. 6
Self Identity and the Mind-Brain Qvestion. 209
Self-Management for Artists, 77
Selling Advertising Media, 313
Semester in L.A. program (film and Video
department), 263
semesters. description of. 23
Semiotics for Creators of Popvlar Cvllvre. 310
Senior Honors Seminar (Journalism), 303

Senior Projects (various topics. Interior
Archit ecture), 62. 63
Senior Seminar, 235- 238
about. 235
courses. 237- 238
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Senior Seminar: Arts and Commvnity. 237
Senior Seminar: Creative Collaboration, 238
Senior Seminar: Designing Vocation. 237
Senior Seminar: Inspirational Leadership, 237
Senior Seminar: Media and Valves. 237
Senior Seminar: Spirituality and
Empowerment. 237
Senior Seminar: Story and Image, 237
Senior Teaching Practicvm (Dance), 95
Senior Thesis: Fashior> Design I. II, 57
Senior Thesis (Photography), 137
Seqvential Imaging, 53
Set Constrvction, lntrodvction to, 156
Set Design, 157
Set Design, Advanced, 158
Sexval Perspectives in Rim. 27 4
Shakespeare. 192
Shakespeare: Acting Ill Styles, I. II, 149
Shakespeare: lntrodvction to, 190
Shaw. Wilde. and Coward: Acting Ill
Styles, 150
Sheridan. Bruce. 263
Short Forms in Rim and Video. 274
Short Story. lntrodvc!ion to. 188
Short Story Writers: Critical Reading and
Writing, 104
Sightreading for lnstrvmentalists. 121
Sigh!singing, Mvsicianship, and Ear Training 1.
II, Ill, IV, 113
Sign, Symbol. Image. 50
Simvltaneovs Interpreting: Dialogves (ASL·
English Interpretation). 170
Simvltaneovs Interpreting: Monologves (ASL·
English Interpretation), 170
Singer, Styles for the Contemporary. 117
Singing. Solo, 117
Singing, Techniqves in. I, II, Ill. 117
singing courses
. See also entries beginning ·vocal· or

"voice"
Sitvation Comedy, Writing the, 328
600 Sovth (television news magazine).

293. 323
Sketch Comedy: Televis ion Directing
Production, 331
Sketch Comedy, Writing and Prodvcing. 329
Small Bvsiness;Entreprenevrship, courses. 75
Small Metals/Jewelry II Stvdio, 46
Small Press Pvblishing. Svrvey of. 107
Social Dance: Swing, 88
Social Jvstice. Documenting (Televi sion). 329
Social Problems in American Society. 210
Social Psychology, 209
social science courses .. 207-211
Social Sciences: Independent Project, 211
Social Sciences. Topics in. 211
Social Services. Pvb/lc Relations for Arts.
Cvltvre and. 311
Society, Clothing and. 78
Society. Family and. 210
Society. Law and, 211
Society. Television and. 327
Sociology, lntrodvction to, 210
Software Seminar, Managers. 71
Solo Performance 1. II (Theater). 160
Solo Singing, 117
Songwriting. 115
Sovl on the Radio. Rock and:
Contemporary. 320
Sovl on the Radio. Rock and: Roots, 320
Sovnd. Internship in, 2 58
Sovnd and Mvsic tor Interactive Visval
Media, 291
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Sovnd Design, Advanced Stvdies in, 258
Sound Engineering, 261
Sovnd for Interactive Mvltimedia, 291
Sovnd for the Theater, 260
Sound for the Theater, Experience in, 158
The Sovnd of Docvmentary. 282
Sovnd Reinforcement. Advanced, 260
Sound System Design, 260
Sources and Materials (Interior
Architecture), 61
The South Loop Review, 179
Sovth Loop Review: Copyediting for
Publication I, 193
Sovth Loop (television drama). 323
Space, Time. and the Arts: A Multidisciplinary
Seminar, 95, 118, 230. 275
Space Exploration. 232
Spanish Broadcast News, 302
Spanish for Native Speakers. 215
Spanish I, II, Ill: Langvage and Cvlture, 214
Spanish News Reporting, 302
Speaking/Listening, ESL Academic, 185
Speaking Out, 154
Spec-Lit (science fiction journal), 9 7
Special Events: Concert and Festival
Prodvction Management. 77
Special Events: Concerts and Festivals
Sponsorship, 77
Special Events, How to Manage Promotions
and.311
Speciallssves For Prodvct Design I, 59
Special lssves For Prodvct Design II, 60
Speciallssves in Advertising. 54
Speciallssves in Design, 51
Speciallssves in lllvstration. 53
Special Project in Performance and
Technology. 88
Special Studies in Cinematography I, II. 268
Special Svbjects (Photography), 135
Special Topics: Digital Captvre. 136
Special Topics in Arts Management:
Comparative Arts Policy. 72
Specialized Interpreting (ASL·English
Interpretation). 171
Speech: Commvnicating the Message
(Television). 330
Speech and Career, courses. 76-77
speech courses. 186
Speech Writing. 195
Spiritvality and Empowerment: Senior
Seminar, 237
Sports, History of, 206
Sports. Professional. Business of, 77
Sports Marketing. lntrodvction to, 312
Sports Marketing, Legal Aspects of. 312
sports marketing courses. 312
Sports Photography: Professional Topics. 132
Sports Play-by-Play. Radio, 319
Sports Pvblic Relations and Marketing, 312
Sports Reporting. 302
Sportscasting, Radio, 318
Stage. Introduction to Design for. 157
Stage Combat (various levels). 153, 154
Stage Drama. Adapting Prose Fiction to, 106
Stage Makevp (various levels), 157, 158
Stage Management, 157
Stage Management: Independent Project, 157
Statistical Methods. lntrodvcrion to, 230
Statistics, Data Analysis and, 71
Stock Photography: Professional Topics, 132
Stop-Motion Animation (various levels).

285. 286
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Story and Image: Senior Seminar, 237
Story and Journal, 107
Story and Script: Fiction Techniques for the

Medla,105
Story to Stage: Adapting Prose Fiction to
Stage Drama. 106
Story Week Festival of Writers. 97
Story Workshop approach, 97
Storyboard Development, 54
Storytelling, 190
Storytelling, Advanced, 192

Stowe, Carol Ann, 1 73
Strategic Management. 70
Strategies in Film Criticism, 27 4
Stretcher Building Workshop, Frame and, 43
Strings: Private Lessons, 120
Structural Anatomy. 44

student activity fee, 19
student art centers. multimedia. 338
Student Choreographic Workshop, 92
Student life, office of. 338
students-at-large, 18-19
Studies in Film Aesthetics, 27 4
Studies in Film Genre, 273
Studies in Film History, 27 4
Studies in Hearing, 261
Studies in Literature. 193
Studies in National Cinema. 27 3
Studies in Transducer Theory. 260
Studio 1. II, Ill {PhOtography). 131
Studio Producing (L.A.), 277
Studio Production for Musicians. 123

study abroad, 7
Styles and Crafts {various eras), 147
Styles for the Contemporary Singer. 117
Styling: Professional Topics {Photography), 132
Sullivan. Margaret, 305
Summer Institute. High School. 7
summer school . 7
Surrealism, Futurism. and Dada. 40
Survey of Small Press Publishing, 107
Survival for the Individual Artist. 77
Suspense Thriller Action Writing. 105
Swing: Social Dance. 88
Synthetic Material for Casting and
Fabrication, 43
Systems Contracting I {Audio Arts and

Acoustics), 260
Tal Chi Chuan {various levels). 88, 89
Tailoring: Garment Construction. Advanced. 56
Talent Management, 73
Talk Radio 1. 321
Tap Dance (various levels). 87. 89
Taxes {AEMM), 72

teacher certification. 8
Teacher Training: Aesthetics and
Screenwriting. 282
Teacher Training in Film and Video, 265
Teaching Excellence. Center for. 337
Teaching in Early Childhood Education, 175
Teaching Reading to Young Children. 176

technical courses (Theater), 155-157
Technical Theater: Independent Project. 157
Technical Theater, Introduction to. 93
Technical Writing. Business and. 193
Techniques and Business of Adaptation in
L.A.: Topics in Screenwritlng, 281
Techniques for Improvisation I, II, 116
Techniques in Singing I. II, Ill, 117
Techniques of Direct Marketing, 307
Technology. Art, and Society. 250

Technology and Science, Arts and. 213
Technology and the Performing Arts, 95, 246
Telecine, 267
Television, Aesthetics of. 327
Television , Graphics for.. 332
Television, History of : Evolution to
Revolution. 327

Television, major in, 324
Television, Making the Documentary for, 331
Television, Writing for. 327
Television, Writing for. minor in. 325
Television and New Meola Production, 330
Television and Society, 327
Television Career Strategies. 335
Television Commercial in Popular Culture. The
Art of the, 308

Television department. .3 23- 336
abOut, 323
course descriptions. 327- 336
degree requirements. 324-325
Television Directing Production {various
topics), 331
Televis ion Equipment Practicum, 330
Television Genre, Writing for, 329
Televis ion in L.A.: Independent Project. 335
Televis ion Industry: Decis ion Making, 76, 328
Televis ion Internship, 335
Television News, Writing and Reporting, 301
Television News Package, Creating the, 334
The Television News Practicum, 334
The Televis ion Producer. 327
Television Program Development. 329
Televi sion Studio Production, 330
Television Talk $/lOw, Produc ing the, 327
Television/Video Analysis. 328
Text. Image and, 136
Text Analysis, 14 7
Text Interpretation and the Mask, 148
Textile Fabrication Techniques. 55
Textiles ana Oyes: Chemistry and Art, 226

Thall , Bob. 125
The History and Philosophy of Early Childhood
Education. 1 75
Theater. Afro-American. Development of. 212

Theater, major in, 140
Theater. Sound for the, 260
Theater department. 139-162
abOut. 139
course descriptions , 147-162
degree requirements. 14Q-145
Theater design. BFA in. 141-142
Theater Education for Children. 161
Theater in Chicago. Introduc tion to. 161
Theater Internship, 161
Theater of the Absurd, Farce and: Acting Ill
Styles. 150
Theater Photography. 1.32
Theories of Personality, 209
Theory, Harmony, and Analysis I, 113
Theory. Harmony, and Analysis II. Ill, IV. 114
Tneory and Improvisation I (Dance), 90
Theory and Practice: Teaching Dance (various

levels). 92. 94
Theory and Practice of Art Exhibitions, 41

theory courses (Theater). 14 7
Theory of Film and Video, 275
Theory of Interpretation (ASL-English
Interpretation). 170
Thesis Project (fine arts), 48
The Thing Itself?: Twenty·First Century Objects
and Images. 48
3D Design, Fundament.a ls of, 42

365

3D Modeling, 247
Time Arts, 45
Time-Based Composing I, 248
Time-Based Composing 11. 249
Topics in Art History. 41
Topics in Classical Text Workshop, 153
Topics in Conditi oning for Dancers- Body
Therapies. 95
Topics in Documentary: Aesthetics. 282
Topics in Documentary: Production, 283
Topics in Early Childhood Education, 1 75

topics in English, 193
Topics in Experience In Sound for the
Theater, 158
Topics in Fashion Design, 57
Topics in History: The Vietnam War in History,
Literature, and the Arts, 207
Topics in Humanities. 216
Topics in Introduction to Puppetry. 149
Topics In Introduction to Theater in
Chicago. 161
Topics In Journalism. 304
Topics in Literature, 193
Topics In Marketing, 313
Topics in Myth and Archetypes, 190
Topics In New Media Management. 76
Topics in Physical Comedy Workshop. 153
Topics in Portfolio Graphics. 62
Topics in Science and Mathematics, 233
Topics in Screenwriting, 281
Topics in Screenwriting: Techniques and
Business of Adaptation in L.A.. 281
Topics in Social Sciences, 211
Topics in Text Interpretation and the
Mask, 148
Topics in Theater Education for Children, 161
Touring Live Entertainment, 78
Trade Magazines. 301
Tradeshow Industry, Overview of the US, 76
Transducer Theory. Studies in, 260
transfer articulations. 13
Transliterating and Educational Interpreting

{ASL-English Interpretation). 170
Travel Writing Workshop, 302
Trombone, Trumpet and: Private Lessons. 120
Trumpet and Trombone: Private Lessons, 120

tuition and fees, 19-21
tutoring, 7
Tutoring in College Reading, 185
Tutoring in Fiction Writing Skills, 105
Tutoring in Writing Skills. 183
Tutoring Mathematics, 231
Tutoring Science, 230
TV Newsmagazine. Producing the. 303
Twentieth-Century Art, History of, 39
Twentieth-Century Art Theory and Criticism,

41, 134
Twentieth-Century Music. 213
Twentieth-Century Philosophy, 215
20th-Century Black Issues. 214
2D Design, Fundamentals of, 42
2D/3D Imaging Studio, 247
2D Imaging, 246
2D Imaging Collage/ Photoshop, 246
Typography, Advanced, 50
Typography, Beginning. 49
Typography, Intermediate, 50
Underclass. Psychodynamic s of, 213
Unit&<! States History: from 1877, 205
United States History: to 1B77, 205
United States Latino Literature, 192
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Uni verse, The Origin and Fate of the
Universe. 232
University of Guadalajara. 7

unpaid charges. 20
Urban Affairs. Covering, 300
uroan Anthropology: People of the City, 207
Urban Images in Media and Film, 213
Urban Legends. 190
uroan Politics. 208
Urt>an Teaching program, 8
U.S. Foreign Policy, 208
u .S. Latino Poetry. Introduction to, 189
U.S. Society. Women and. 211

valedictorian. 12
video. See Film and Video department
Video. Experimental, and Digital
Production. 284
Video and Digital Art. History of. 284
Video for Interactive Multimedia (various

levels). 334. 335
Video Production. Experimental

(Television). 332
Video Techniques (various levels). 330. 332

Web . Advanced Designing for. 248
Web. Advanced Programming for. 249
Web. Designing for (various levels), 24 7. 248
Web. Management Applications of. 76
Web. Programming for. 249
Web-Based Animation (various

levels). 247, 248
Web Design Producti on Workshop, 249

web/multimedia courses, 247-249
Web Production for Interactive Television, 333
web technology. minor in, 244
Website Design (various levels). 50. 51. 131
Welding for Fabrication. 42
Western Dance History. 91
Western Humanities. 211
Wilde, Coward. and Shaw: Acting Ill
Styles, 150

Wilson·Taylor. Sharon. 6
withdrawal from the College. 11
withdrawing from classes. 10-11
Wolke. Jay. 31
Women. Psychology of. 209
Women and Gender Studies. Introduction
to. 213

Vietnam War in History. Literature, and the
Arts. 189. 207
View Camera I, II, 129
Virtual Spaces: Digi tal Imaging. 131
Visiting Arlist Workshop I, II, 48
Visual Analysis (Film and Video), 275
Visual Anthropology. 208
Visual Artist. Humanities for, 212

women and gender studies. minor in, 202

Visual Arts Management. courses. 72
Visual Audio. 265

Women Writers. 192
Women Writers: Critical Reading and
Writing, 104
Women ·s Health Care Issues. 211
Women's Literature. Introduction to, 189
Women's Theater: Acti ng Ill, 151
Wood/Sculpture Carving. 42
Woodwind Ensemble. 122
Woodworking for Sculpture, 45
Woodworking II Furniture Design, 46
Working Class. American, History of, 206
Working Drawings. Senior Project D (Interior

Visual BASIC Programming I, 11. 250
Visual Books, 135
Visual Design for Interactive Multimedia, 42
Visual Effects. 267
Visual Media. Audio for. (various levels). 260
Visual Merchandising, 78
Visual Merchandising Practicum, 79
VIZ/ 3D. 63
Vocal Jazz, 121

Vocal Jazz concentration course
requirements. 111
Vocal Performance concentration course
requirements. 110
vocal performance courses. 117
Vocal Performance Ensemble. 121
Voice. Classical: Private Lessons. 119
Voice. Jazz. Blues. and Gospel: Private
Lessons. 119
Voice. Musical Theater: Private Lessons. 119
Voice. Pop/Rock: Private Lessons. 119
Voice and Articulation (various

levels). 317. 319
Voice-Over: Copy lnterpretalion and
Performance. 320
Voice Over Workshop, 161
Voice Training for the Actor I, 11. 152
Voice Training for the Actor Ill, IV. 154
VRML, Introduction to. 249
Watercolor Studio. 44
WCRX·FM. 315
WCRX Practicum: Management. 322
WCRX Practicum: On-Air News/Sports. 319
WCRX Practicum: Production, 321
WCRX Practicum: Promotion. 3 19
WCRX Practicum: Talent. 321
WCRX Practicum: Webcasting, 322
Weather. Forecasting Tomorrow's:
Meteorology. 227
WWW . COlUM . EOU

women and u.s. Society, 211
Women Composers and Performers. Nine
Centuries of. Bingen to Anderson, 117
women in Art. Literature, and Music, 212
Women in History. 207
Women in United States History (various

eras), 205

Architecture), 63
Workshop: Negotiation Techniques, 72
World Literature (various eras), 188. 189
Writers, Games for. 105
Writers' Round Table in L.A., 280, 335
Writing, Business and Technical, 193
Wri ting. Careers in. 19.3
Writing, Critical Reading and, courses.

102-104
Writi ng. ESL Introduction to College, 183
Writing, Introduction to College. 183
Writing. Professional: Advanced Style. 193
Writi ng. Professional, Seminar, 196
Writing and Newscasting. Radio. 318
Writing and Producing Sketch Comedy. 329
Writing and Reporting, Introduction to, 299
Writing and Reporting Television News. 301
The Writing Body. 106
Writing Center. 6
Writing Center Consultant Training. 184
Writing Comedy I, II, 194

writing courses. 183- 184
Writing for Children. 106
Writing for Managers, 69
Writing for Multimedia. 335
Writing for New Media, 195
Wrlling for Radio, 317
Writing for Television. 327

366

Writing for Television. minor in, 325
Writing for Television Genre. 329
Writing Popular Action, 105
writing/producing courses (television),
327- 330
Writing Reviews and Criticism, 302
Writing Skills, Tvtoring in, 183
Writing Strategies: Writing, Research and
Documentation, 195
Writing the Situation Comedy. 328
Writing Workshop, The Professional
(television). 328
Wrilings of Black Protest (various eras), 205
Yoga (various levels), 88, 89
Young Adult Ret/on, 105
Young Children, Brain Basics: Health and
Development in, 177, 229
Zone System, Pre-Visualization and, 130

367
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ERRATA
The following policy statement was omitted from the
Inside front cover:
Equal Opportunity
Columbia College Chicago complies with all local . state.
and federal laws and regulations concerning civil rights.
Columbia College Chicago does not discriminate on the
basis of race. color. national origin. sex. disability, age,
religion or sexual orientation in its programs and activities.
Inquiries regarding the non-<liscrimination policies should
be directed to the Equity Issues Office or the Dean of
Students.

A DM I SSIONS
p. 19: Right-hand column:
• line 54 (last line): delete "with the first payment due on
the day of registration."
p. 20: Left-hand column:
• lines 8-9: delete "The first payment of the payment plan
is due on the day of registration . ..

SCHOOL OF FINE AND
PERFORMING ARTS
Art and Design
p. 32: Left-hand column:
line 11: after the heading. "ART AND DESIGN CORE" ,
replace "(24)" with "(18)".
line 13: delete "22·1101 History of Art 1: Stone Age to
Gothic (3)" .
line 14: delete " 22·1102 History of Art II: Renaissance to
Modern (3)".
Right·hand column :
line 13: delete "Advanced Fine· and replace with "Visual "
beneath line 19. insert the following:
22-2212 Materials & Techniques in Drawing (3)
22-2216 Structural Anatomy (3)
22·2220 Beginning Painting (3)
22-2221 Painting II (3)
22·2222 Watercolor Studio (3)
22·2225 Printmaking II (3)
22·2230 Sculpture: Materials & Techniques (3)
22-2232 Ceramic Sculpture (3)
22-2233 Mixed Media (3)
22-2234 Installation (3)
22·2235 Time Ar ts (3)
22·2236 Performance Art (3)
22-2240 Ceramics 1 (3)
22-2241 Ceramics II (3)
22-2242 Jewelry I (3)
22-2243 Small Metals/ Jewelry II Stud io (3)
22·2244 Furniture Design: Beginning (3)
22-2245 Furniture Construction: Beginning (3)
22-2246 Woodworking II: Furniture Design (3)

beneath line 35 (last line). insert the following: ·All
students seeking any BFA offered by the Art and Design
department are required to take an additional 6 hours
of studio electives selected from Art and Design BFA
concentrations other than their chosen BFA."
p. 33: Left·hand column:
line 26: after the heading "ADVERTISING ART DIRECTION
REQUIREMENTS", replace "(49) " with "(48)".
line 34: after "22-3375 Website Design I (3) ", insert · or
35-2410 Web-Based Animation (3). Academic Computing·.
line 37: after · 22-3525 Art Director/ Copywriter Team · .
replace "(3)" with "(4)" .
line 43: replace "23-34 00 " with "22·3400" .
line 44: delete "Photography".
Right·hand column:
line 13: after " 22·3375 Website Design 1 (3)". insert · or
35-2400 Designing for the Web (3), Academic Computing·.
line 36: after "FASHION DESIGN REQUIREMENTS",
replace "(48)" with "(51)".
line 33: beneath "22·2602 Patternmaking: Draping (3)" .
insert "22-2603 Fashion Illustration I (3)".
line 39: delete "22-3611 Menswear Design (3)".
line 46: beneath " 22-2621 Millinery: Hats and Beyond
(3)". insert • 22-3611 Menswear Design (3)" .
p. 34: Left·hand column:
• line 4: delete "23·3410 Fashion Photography 11 (3).
Photography".
Right-hand column:
• line 1: after the heading "INTERIOR ARCHITECTURE
REQUIREMENTS", replace "(59) " with "(62) ".
p. 35: Left-hand column:
line 5: beneath "54-1600 Introduction to Advertising (3)".
insert the following: · All students seeking a BA must
complete 6 hOurs of studio electives from any BFA
concentration. ·
• beneath line 13. insert the following: "A Minor in Art
History is also offered. Please contact the department
for details.·
p. 36: Right-hand column:
• line 17: delete "Advanced Fine· and replace with "Visual"
p. 37: Left-hand column:
• line 46 (3rd from bottom): after "22·3375 Website Design
1 (3)". insert · or 35-2400 Designing for the Web (3).
Academic Computing· .
p. 48: Left-hand column:
• 2nd entry: insert X next to "BA Seminar and Workshop
in Art and Design· .
Right-hand column:
• 4th entry: delete ·Advanced Fine" and replace with
" Visual".
p. 61 : Left-hand column:
• 1st entry: delete "Architecture: Beginning Drawing" and
replace with "Interior Architecture: Drawing I".

Right-hand column:
• 4th entry: delete all.

Right-hand column:
• 1st entry: replace "4 CREDITS " with "3 CREDITS".
• 2nd entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".

Arts , Entertainment , and M edia M anacement
p. 66: Left-hand column :
• lines 3-7: replace the following text "Required study
includes 22 credit hours completed with a grade of C or
better in the core curriculum. 15 credit hours in a concentration. 6 credit hours of advanced courses completed
with a grade of C or better. and 3 credit hOurs of departmental electives.· with the following: "All courses
required for the major must be completed with a grade of
C or better.·
• line 31: replace "Corporate" with "Investment" .
• lines 33 and 34: replace the following text "COMPLETE 3
CREDIT HOURS OF MANAGEMENT ELECTIVES." with the
following: "SELECT ONE ADDITIONAL ADVANCED-LEVEL
COURSE OR A COURSE FROM ANY DEPARTMENTAL
CONCENTRATION (3)."

p. 77: Left-hand column:
• 2nd entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS" .

p. 67: Left·hand column:
• line 16: replace ·so· with " 19".
• line 26: into the following. insert the underlined text:
"from a concentration or an joteroshjp for 4 credit hours."
p. 71: Left·hand column:
• 4th entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
• 5th entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
Right-hand column:
• 1st entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
• 3rd entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
• 4th entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
p. 72: Left-hand column:
• 2nd entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
• 3rd entry: in heading, replace · corporate" with
"Investment". Also replace "4 CREDITS" with
"3 CREDITS" .
• 5th entry: in heading. replace · comparative Arts Policy"
with "MI DEM- International Music Market". Replace
course description with the following: "Please contact
department for course description." Also replace
"4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS ".
p. 7 3: Left-hand column:
• 1st entry: in heading, replace "American· with
·comparative". Replace course description with the
following: "Please contact department for course
description ." Also replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
p. 7 4: Left·hand column :
• 4 th entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
Right-hand column :
• 2nd entry: replace " 4 CREDITS" With "3 CREDITS".
p. 75: Left-hand column:
• 1st entry: replace " 4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
• 2nd entry: replace " 4 CREDITS" w1th "3 CREDITS".
• 4th entry: replace " 4 CREDITS" w1th "3 CREDITS".

p. 78: left-hand column :
• 4th entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
Right-hand column:
• 4th entry: replace " 4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
p.
•
•
•
•

79: Left·hand column:
1st entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
2nd entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
3rd entry: replace " 4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
4th entry: replace "4 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".

p. 80: Left-hand column:
• 2nd entry: replace "2 CREDITS" with "3 CREDITS".
Fic tion WrltlnC
p. 99: Left-hand column:
• line 22: after ·Students must complete the following for a
total of", replace "46" with "52" .
Music
p. 110: Left-hand column:
• line 2: replace
with "79".
• line 8: after the text: "32-1120 Theory, Harmony. and
AnalySis 1", replace "(3)" with "(2)".

·ao·

Right-hand column:
• delete lines 2 through 8 (entire first paragraph) and
replace with the following: ·students must complete core
courses in either Contemporary Music (38 credit hours) or
Jazz Studies (39 credit hours). Contemporary Music
majors must complete courses in one of three concentrations: Composition (14 credit hours). Instrumental
Performance (19 credit hours) or Vocal Performance (14
credit hours). Jazz Studies majors must complete courses
in one of two concentrations: Instrumental Jazz (19 credit
hours) or Vocal Jazz (17 credit hours) ."
• line 9: replace "39" with "38".
• line 14: after "32-1120 Theory. Harmony. and Analysis I"
replace (3) with (2).
• lines 36 and 37: delete all: "32-2250 Pop Arranging (3)
or 32-3231 Jazz Composition and Orchestration (3)".
p. 111: Left·hand column:
• insert the following above line 4: "32-2211 Composition
1: Basic Principles of Twentieth Century Composition (3)".
• line 7: after "VOCAL PERFORMANCE CONCENTRATION".
replace "(19)" with "(14)".
• line 12: delete " 40 " and replace with "39" .
• line 27: delete all: "32-3382 Techniques for Improvisation
II (3)" .

Right·hand column:
• line 5: delete "32·2520 Solo Songjng (2)".
• insert the following beneath line 7: "32·2803 Vocal
Performance (1)".
p.
•
•
•

113: Right·hand column:
1st entry: replace "3 CREDITS" with "2 CREDITS".
2nd entry: replace "3 CREDITS" with "2 CREDITS".
3rd entry: replace "3 CREDITS" with "2 CREDITS" .

SCHOOL OF LIBERAL ARTS
AND SCIENCES
ASL·Engllsh Interpretation
p. 168: Right-hand column:
• Add the following text:
"2nd BA In ASL·Eng11sh Interpretation
Students must complete the same requirements as the
BA. as listed.·

Photography
p. 126: Lett-hand column:
• line 31: replace "23-3203" with "23·3220".

Early Childhood Educati on
p. 173: Lett·hand column :
• replace paragraphs 1- 3 with the following:

p. 131: Lett-hand column:
• 2nd entry: In the following. insert the underlined text:
"Digital J.mailllg Ill".

APPROACH
The Early Childhood Education Program has developed a
unique curriculum tor preparing teachers ot young urban chil·
dren. Our students study child development and teaching
strategies and simultaneously take coursework in arts and
liberal education. This approach supperts a deepening
understanding ot how the arts can facilitate learning in chil·
dren who might find traditional classrooms difficult.

Right·hand column:
• 3rd entry: after ·couRSE #23-". delete "3376" and
replace with "3276".
Theater
p. 140: Right·hand column:
• lines 36 and 37 : after the text "31·2205 Acting II:
Character and Ensemble". replace "(3)" with "(4)" and
delete the following: · and 31·2177 Rehearsal Lab (1).
concurrently".
142: Lett-hand column:
line 2: replace ·so· with "53".
line 22: inser t "31·3125 Dramaturgy (3)".
line 29: after the text. "Students must complete",
replace ·so· with "53".
• insert the following beneath line 41: "31·3300 Voice
Training tor the Actor Ill (3)".
• insert the following beneath line 48: "31·3925 Audition
Workshop (1)".

p.
•
•
•

p. 143: Right·hand column:
• line 3: replace "(56 credits)" with "(55 credits)".
• line 4: replace "Music (15 credits)" with "Music (14
credits)".
• line 6: after "CORE REQUIREMENTS", replace (56)
with (55).
• lines 24 and 25 : replace "32·2111 Sightsinging,
Musicianship, and Ear Training II (3), Music" with, "32·
2131 Keyboard I (2). Music".
p. 144: Lett·hand column:
• line 1: after "MUSIC EMPHASIS", replace "(15)" with
"(14)".
• insert the following beneath line 2: "32·2111
Sightsinging. Musicianship, and Ear Training 11 (2).
Music".
• line 3: replace (3 ) with (2).
• line 6: delete "32·2131 KeybOard I (2). Music"

CURR ICU LUM
The arts-based environment provided by Columbia provides
the perfect context tor innovation in preparing teachers ot
children from birth through the 3rd grade. We ask students
to consider the multiple routes to understanding and communication, to think outside ot the box. We provode them
with extensive oppertunitoes tor observong and working with
children so that they can develop the skills necessary tor
making a difference in their lives.
In the teacher education courses . students are introduced to
the most current research on child development as well as
the imparlance ot understandong that all growth takes place
in family and community contexts. Graduates ot the program
(who earn a BA and an Illinois Type 04 Teaching Certificate)
are able to supper! children in their expression ot ideas in
many media- visual. movement. music. story- joining their
talents and past experiences with school goals tor improving
literacy. math, science, technology, and art skills.
Effective Fall 2002, students who have not taken courses at
Erikson Institute will complete their coursework In Early
Childhood Education at Columbia College Chicago.
liberal Educati on
p. 201: Right·hand column:
• line 18: after "46·2150 Methods of lnquirty in Cultural
Studies · . replace "(3)" with "(4)".
p. 203: Lett·hand column:
• 2nd entry: replace the text "3 CREDITS " with "4
CREDITS ".
Right·hand column:
• 2nd entry: replace "IAI#52906N" with "IAIWS2906N".
• 3rd entry: replace "IAI#52907N" woth "IAU,S2907N".

p. 204 : Rogllt-hand column:
• 1st entry: replace "IAI• 52901N" witll "1Al• S2901N".
• 2nd entry: replace "IAI• 52911N" with "IAI•S2911N".
• 4th entry: replace "IAI. 52918N" with "IAUIS2918N".
p. 205: Left-hand column:
• lSI entry: replace "IAJ.52900" with "IAI•S2900".
• 2nd entry: replace "IAJ•52901" w1th "IAI• S2901".
p. 207 : R1glltohand column:
• 2nd entry: replace "IAI•51901N" with "IAIIS1901N".
p. 208: Right-hand column:
• 1st entry: replace "IA1• 53900" with "IAI•S3900".
p. 209: Left·hand column:
• 2nd entry: replace "IAII56900" with "IAIIS6900" .
p. 210: Right-hand column:
• 1st entry: replace "IAII57900" with "IAIIS7900".
• 2nd entry: replace "IA1•57901 " with "IAIIS7901" .
• 3rd entry: replace "IAI•57903D" with " IAIIS7903D".
Sc ience and Mathematlca
p. 227 : Left·hand column:
• 3rd entry: delete the following: "PREREQUISITE: 5&1110
BIOLOGY: THE LIVING WORLD AROUND US".

SCHOOL OF MEDIA ARTS
Audio Arta and Acouatlca
p. 254: Left·hand column:
• line 1: delete "Sound Technology· and replace with
·Audio Arts and Acoustics·.
• line 4: delete "Sound tor Picture· and replace with "Audio
lor Visual Media·.
• line 14: after "RECORDING CONCENTRATION".
replace "(32)" with "(31)" .
• line 18: after ·4~2220 live Sound Recording· .
replace "(4)" with "(3)" .
• line 25: after "ACOUSTICS CONCENTRATION" ,
replace "(33)" with "(35)" .
• line 33: after "4~3325 Acoustical Testing I".
replace "(2)" with "(3)".
• line 34: after "4~3326 Acoustical Testing II".
replace "(2)" with "(3)".
• Insert the following beneath line 37:
AUDIO FOR VISUAL MEDIA CONCENTRATION (46)
4~2210 Audio Processing (4)
4~2215 Production II : Audio (4)
4~3288 Internship or 4~3291 Independent Project (3)
4~2420 Audio tor Visual Media 1(4)
24-1010 Production I (6), Film and Video
24-1100 Visual Audio (3). Film and Video
24-2102 Audio for Visual Media II (4). Film and Video
24-2103 Location Sound Recording (4). Film and
Video
24-3101 Advanced Location Sound Recording (4).
Film and Video

24-3128 Audio tor Visual Media Ill (4). Film and Video
24-1510 Aesthetics of Cinema (3). Film and Video
24-1700 Development and Pre-production (3). Film
and Video
Right-hand column:
• line 6: after "4~2515", delete "Live".
• lines 24-43: delete all and replace witll: "Please contact
department for details about a Second BA in Audio Arts
and Acoustics.·
p. 255: Delete all.
p.
•
•
•

260: Lett-nand column:
1st entry: insert X next to "Audio tor Visual Media 1·.
3rd entry: in heading. delete "Live".
4th entry: Insert X next to ·Advanced Sound
Reinforcement· .

Film and VIdeo
p. 264: Left-hand column:
• line 3: replace ·so· with "60".
• line 14: insert the underlined into the following text:
"choose from the following programs: Alternative Forms.
Animation, Audio·.
• line 18 through right·hand column line 19: delete all and
replace with the following text:
Film and VIdeo Mlllor with eonc.ntmlon:
ALTERNATIVE FORMS
The Alternative Forms concentration provides students
opportunities to develop a coherent , creative aesthetic
approach to the production of film, video and digital work
that explores. challenges or subverts mainstream narrative
or documentary structures.
ANIMATION
The animation program provides students the opportunity to
learn the art of timing, movement. and storytelling by taking
series of classes that teach both the skill and origin of the
animation process.
AUD IO
Students in this concentration will be versed in the theory
and practice of sound track design, recording, editing. and
mixing in relationship to story structure.
Audio tor Visual Media is under development but currently
exists in collaboration with the department of Audio Arts
and Acoustics.
CINE MATOGRAPHY
Students learn to develop and execute visual concepts
that give full expression to the underlying intentions and
complexities of narrative. documentary and experimental
projects. and develop strategies to communicate with all
the creative and technical contributors to the film production
process.

CRITICAL STUDIES
For Critical Studies majors, the concentration offers in-depth
study of genres , filmmakers. national cinemas, film
movements. and other critical and historical approaches
to the screen arts.
DIRECTING
The Directing concentration trains undergraduate and gradu·
ate students in all aspects of fictional directing, including
analysis of dramatic texts, casting of actors, rehearsal procedures. d irection of performance, and application of camera to dramatic material.
DOCUME NTA RY
The Documentary curriculum, taugl'>t wholly in the specially
eQuipped Michael Rabiger Center for Documentary, prepares
students for work in the many varieties of non-fictional film·
making, and emphasizes the dynamic interplay between real·
ity, experience and representation.
EDITING
Through training in a custom-designed Post-Production
Center, students prepare for careers in offline and online
picture editing, digital and optical effects, and specialized
sound editing.
PRODUCING
The courses within the Producing curriculum emphasize
merging the creative and business skills necessary to: find
material, conduct research, productively employ people management skills and networl<ing strategies, develop
project proposals, build creative teams. and interact with
creative and technical personnel.
SCREENWRITING
In the Screenwriting Center, students learn storytelling for
the screen through a managed regimen of in-class and out·
of-class experience that emphasizes the essential mix of
imagination and craft in screenwriting.
Film and VIdeo Major Without a Concentration:
Students who have completed the Core may design a course
of study and build their degree with a personalized mix of
courses from across the department's offerings.
Inte ract ive Mu ltimedia
p. 290: Left·hand column:
• lines 23-24: replace "24·1710 Screenwriting 1: Writing the
Short Film (3), Film and Video" with "40-3732 Writing for
Multimedia (3), Television· .
• line 25: replace "25-2005" with "39-1200".
Right-hand column:
• line 4: replace "39-3000" with "39·2600" .
• insert the following beneath line 5: "39-1200 Computer
Graphics and Animation for Interactive Multimedia (3)".
• line 9: after "22·1221", delete "Art" and replace with
"Visual Design".
p. 292: Left-hand column:
• 2nd entry: delete "I" so the heading reads: "Interactive
Multimedia Production: Individual".

Journ alism
p. 294: Left-hand column:
• lines 35-36: insert the underlined into the following text:
"53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I (3) Qf 534415 Covering Science and Medicine 11 (3)" .
• line 37 : insert the underlined into the following text:
· complete six credits of Journalism electives excludjog
publjcatjons and jnternships. •
p. 296: Left-hand column:
• line 22: delete "College Radio" and replace with " WCRX" .
• line 23: delete "(Variable)" and replace with "(4 )" .
Right-hand column:
• line 3: delete "49" and replace with "52".
• insert the following beneath line 21: "53·3310 Writing
and Reporting Television News (3)".
p. 297: Right-hand column:
• lines 6 and 7: insert the underlined into the following
text: "53-4410 Covering Science and Medicine I (3) Qf 534415 Covering Science and Medicine II (3)".
M arket ing Commun icatio n
p. 306: Left-hand column:
• line 16: after " ADVERTISING CONCENTRATION", replace
"24 • with "27".
• line 22: replace "12" with "15".
• line 31: after "CREATIVE SPORTS MARKETING
CONCENTRATION". replace "(27)" with "(33)".
• insert the following beneath line 38: "54-3088 Internship:
Marketing Communication (3)".
• lines 40-41: delete the following: "54-3088 Marketing
Communication Internship or·.
• line 42: delete the period and append the underlined text
to the following: "Study or an additional elective".
• line 43 (last line): replace "3" with "6 ".
Rigl'>t·hand column:
• line 10: after the text "Students must complete·,
replace "21 " with "22".
• lines 19 through 21: delete all and replace with "54-3098
Independent Project: Marketing Communication (1)".
• line 25: delete "54-1501 Introduction to Sales Promotion
(3)" and replace with • 54-2500 Introduction to Market
Research (3) ".
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